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PREFACE

"THERE never has been, and till we see it we never
shall believe that there can be, a system of geometry

worthy of the name, which has any material departures (we do
not speak of corrections or extensi(Jns or developments) from
the plan laid down by Euclid." De Morgan wrote thus in
October 1848 (Short supplementary remarks on "the first six .
Books 0.1 Euclid's Elements in the Companion to the Almanac
for 1849); and I do not .think that, if he had been living
to-day, he would have seen reason to revise the opinion so
deliberately pronounced sixty years ago. I t is true that in the
interval much valuable work has been done on the continent
in the investigation of the first principles, including the
formulation and classification of axioms or postulates which
are necessary to make good the deficiencies of Euclid's own
explicit postulates and axioms and to justify the further
assumptions which he tacitly makes in certain propositions,
content apparently to let their truth be inferred from observa
tion of the figures as drawn; but, once the first principles are
disposed of, the body of doctrine contained in the recent text
books of elementary geometry does not, and from the nature
of the case cannot, show any substantial differences from that
set forth in the Elements. In England it would seem that far
less of scientific value has been done; the efforts of a multitude
of writers have rather been directed towards producing alter
natives for Euclid which shall be more suitable, that is to say,
easier, for schoolboys. It is of course not surprising that, in
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these days of short cuts, there should have arise~ a movement
to get rid of Euclid and to substitute a "royal road to
geometry" j the marvel is that a book which was not written
for schoolboys but for grown men (as all internal evidence
shows, and in particular the essentially theoretical character
of the work and its aloofness from anything of the nature of
"practical" geometry) should have held its own as a. school
book for so long. And now that Euclid's proofs and arrange
ment are no longer required from candidates at examinations
there has be~n a rush of competitors an;l{ious to be first in the
field with a new text-book on the more" practical" lines which
now find so much favour. The natural desire of each teacher
who writes such a text-book is to give prominence to some
special nostrum which he has found successful with pupils.
One result is, too often, a loss of a due sense of proportion;
and, in any case, it is inevitable that there should be great
diversity of treatment. It was with reference to such a danger
that Lardner wrote in 1846: "Euclid once superseded, every
teacher would esteem his own work the best, and every school
would have its own class book. All that rigour and exactitude
which have so long excited the admiration of men of science
would be at an end. These very words would lose all definite
meaning. Every school would have a different standard;
matter of assumption in one being matter of demonstration in
another; until, at length,· GEOMETRY, in the ancient sense of
the word, would be altogether frittered away or be only
considered as a particular application of Arithmetic and
Algebra." It is, perhaps, too early yet to prophesy what will
be the ultimate outcome of the new order of things; but it
would at least seem possible that history will repeat itself and
that, when chaos has· come again in geometrical teaching,
there will be a return to Euclid more or less complete for the
purpose of standardising it ~nce more. -

But the case for a new edition of Euclid is independent of
any controversies as to how geometry shall be taught to
schoolboys. Euclid's work will live long after all the text-books
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of the present day are superseded and forgotten. I t is one
of the noblest monuments of antiquity; no mathematician
worthy of the name can afford not to know Euclid, the real
Euclid as distinct from any revised or rewritten versions
which will serve for schoolboys or engineers. And, to know
Euclid, it is necessary to know his language, and, so far as it
can be traced, the history of the "elements" which he
collected in his immortal work.

This brings me to the raison d'~t1'e of the present edition.
A new translation from the Greek was necessary for two
reasons. First, though some time has elapsed since the
appearance of Heiberg's definitive text and prolegomena,
published between 1883 and 1888, there has not been, so far
as I know, any attempt to make a faithful translation from it .
into English even of the Books which are commonly read.
And, secondly, the other Books, VII. to x. and XIII., were not
included by Simson and the editors who followed him, or
apparently in any English translation since Williamson's
(1781-8), so that they are now practically inaccessible to
English readers in any form.

In the matter of notes, the edition of the first six Books
in Greek and Latin with notes by Camerer and Hauber
(Berlin, 1824-5) is a perfect mine of information. It would

. have been practically impossible to make the notes more
exhaustive at the time when they were written. But the
researches of the last thirty or forty years into the history of
mathematics (I need only mention such names as those of
Bretschneider, Hankel, ,Moritz Cantor, Hultsch, Paul Tannery,
Zeuthen, Loria, and Heiberg) have put the whole subject
upon a different plane. I have endeavoured in this edition
to take accoun.t of all the main results of these researches up
to the present date. Thus, so far as the geometrical Books
are concerned, my notes are intended to form a sort of
dictionary of the history of elementary geometry, arranged
according to subjects; while the notes on the arithmetical
Books VII.-IX. and on Book x. follow the same plan.
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EUCLID A, \G-i~jYf'~ iABOUT HIM.
, ~ ---

As in the case of Hi s: *t"~~~'naticians of Greece, so in
Euclid's case, we have on eagre particulars of the life
and personality of the man.

Most of what we have is contained in the passage of Proclus'
summary relating to him, which is as follows l

:

"Not much younger than these (sc. Hermotimus of Colophon and
Philippus of Mende) is Euclid, who put together the Elements, collect·"
ing many of Eudoxus' theorems, perfecting many of Theaetetus', and
also bringing to irrefragable demonstration the things which were
only somewhat loosely proved" by his predecessors. This man lived 2

in the time of the first Ptolemy. For Archimedes, who came imme
diately after the first. (Ptolemy)3, makes mention of Euclid: and,
further, they say that Ptolemy once asked him if there was in
geometry any shorter way than that of the elements, and he answered
that there ~as no royal road to geometry 4. He is then younger than
the pupils of Plato but older than Eratosthenes and Archimedes; for
the latter were contemporary with one another, as Eratosthenes some
where says."

This passage shows that even Proclus had no direct knowledge
of Euclid's birthplace or of the date of his birth or death. He pro
ceeds by inference. Since Archimedes lived just after the first

1 Proclus, ed. Friedlein, p. 68, 6-20.
2 The word 'YE'Y0V€ must apparently mean "flourished," as Heiberg understands it

(Litterargeschichtliche Studien iiber Euklid, l882, p. 26), not" was born," as Hankel took
it: otherwise part of Proclus' argument would lose its cogency.

3 So Heiberg understands bn{3aXwv rciJ 1rpoml' (sc. IIroX€!<al<;». Friedlein's text has
Kal between E1r'{3aXwv and rciJ 1rpoml'; and it is right to remark that another reading is
KaL EV rciJ 1rpwr<;> (without E1r.{3aXwv) which has been translated" in his first book," by which
is understood On the Sphere and Cylinder r., where (I) in Prop. 2 are the words" let Be
be made equal to D by the second (proposition) of the }irst of Euclid's (books)," and (2) in
Prop. 6 the words" For these things are handed down in the Elements" (without the name
of Euclid). Heiberg thinks the former passage is referred to, and that Proclus must
therefore have had before him the words "by the second of the first of Euclid": a fair proof
that they are genuine, though in themselves they would be somewhat suspicious.

4 The same story is told in Stobaeus, Eel. (II. p. 228, 30, ed. Wachsmuth) about
Alexander and Menaechmus. Alexander is represented as having asked Menaechmus to
teach him geometry concisely, but he replied: "0 king, through the country there are royal
roads and roads for common citizens, but in geometry there is one road for all."

H. E.
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Ptolemy, and Archimedes mentions Euclid, while there' is an anecdote
about some Ptolemy and Euclid, therefore Euclid lived in the time of
the first Ptolemy.

We may infer then from Proc!us that Euclid was intermediate
between the first pupils of Plato and Archimedes. Now Plato died in
347, Archimedes lived 287-212, Eratosthenes 276-194 B.C. Thus
Euclid must have flourished c. 300 B.C., which date agrees well with
the fact that Ptolemy reigned from 306 to 283 B.C.

It is most probable that Euclid received his mathematical training
in Athens from the pupils of Plato; for most of the geometers who
could have taught him were of that "'chool, and it was in Athens that
the older writers of elements, and the other mathematicians on whose
works Euclid's Elements depend, had IiveQ and taught. He may
himself have been a Platonist, but this does not follow from the state
ments of Proclus on the subject. Proclus says namely that he was of
the school of Plato and in close touch with that philosophy1. But
this was only an attempt of aNew Platonist to connect Euclid with
his philosophy, as is clear from the next words in the same sentence,
" for which reason also he set before himself, as the end of the whole
Elements, the construction of the so-called Platonic figures." It is
evident that it was only an idea of Proclus' own to infer that Euclid
was a Platonist because his Elemmts end with the investigation of
the five regular solids, since a later passage shows him hard put to
it to reconcile the view that the construction of the five regular solids
was the end and aim of the Elements with the obvious fact that they
were intended to supply a foundation for the study of geometry in
general, "to make perfect the understanding of the reamer in regard
to the whole of geometry2." To get out of the difficulty he says3 that,
if one should ask him what was the aim (O""07T"o\') of the treatise, he
would reply by making a distinction between Euclid's intentions
(I) as regards the subjects with which his investigations are concerned,
(2) as regards the learner, and would say as regards (I) that "the
whole of the geometer's argument is concerned with the cosmic
figures." This latter statement is obviously incorrect. It is true
that Euclid's Elements end with the construction of the five regular
solids; but the planimetrical portion has no direct relation to them,
and the arithmetical no relation at all; the propositions about them
are merely the conclusion of the stereometrical division of the work.

One thing is however certain, namely that Euclid taught, and
founded a school, at Alexandria. This is clear from the remark of
Pappus about Apollonius4 : "he spent a very long time with the
pupils of Euclid at Alexandria, and it was thus that he acquired
such a scientific habit of thought."

It is in the same passage that Pappus makes a remark which
might, to an unwary reader, seem to throw some light on the

1 Proclus, p. 68, 20, Ka.l TV 7rpoalpliT€1 0< II],.aTwPIKOs £iTn Kat TV </J1],.OiTS</Jlq. TaVrV O'K€los.
2 ibid. p. 71,8. 3 ibid. p. 70, 19 sqq.
4 Pappus, VII. p. 678, 10-12, iTViTXoM,TaS TOls V7rO EVK]"elOOV p.a01JTals £P 'A],.€~apopelq.

7r],.€ltTTOP XPOPOP, /JO€P liTXe Kat T7]P TOlaVT1JP 1!~IP OUK ap.aOij.
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personality of Euclid. He is speaking about Apollonius' preface
to the first book of his COllies, where he says that Euclid had not
completely worked out the synthesis of the "three- and four-line
locus," which in fact was not possible without some theorems first
discovered by himself. Pappus says on this l

: "Now Euclid
regarding Aristaeus as deserving credit for the discov,eries he had
already made in conics, and without anticipating him or wishing to
construct anew the same system (such was his scrupulous fairness and
his exemplary kindliness towards all who could advance mathematical
science to however small an extent), being moreover in no wise con
tentious and, though exact, yet np braggart like the other [Apollonius]
-wrote so much about the locus as was possible by means of the
conics of Aristaeus, without claiming completeness for his demonstra
tions." It is however evident, when the passage is examined in its
context, that Pappus is not following any tradition in giving this
account of Euclid: he was offended by the terms of Apollonius'
reference to Euclid, which seemed to him unjust, and he drew a
fancy picture of EuClid in order to show Apollonius in a relatively
unfavourable light.

Another story is told of Euclid which one would like to believe true.
According to Stobaeus 2, "some one who had begun to read geometry
with Euclid, when he had learnt the first theorem, asked Euclid, ' But
what shall ,I get by learning these things?' Euclid called his slave
and sa~d 'Give him threepence, since he must make gain out of what
he learns.'''

In the middle ages most translators and editors spoke of Euclid
as Euclid of Megara. This description arose out of a confusion
between our· Euclid and the philosopher Euclid of Megara who lived
about 400 B.C. The first trace of this confusion appears in Valerius
Maximus (in the time of Tiberius) who says3 that Plato, on being
appealed to for a solution of the problem of doubling the cubical
altar, sent the inquirers to "Euclid the geometer." There is no doubt
about the reading, although an early commentator on Valerius
Maximus wanted to corre'ct "Eucliden" into" Eudoxum," and this
correction is clearly right. But, if Valerius Maximus took Euclid the
geometer for a contemporary of Plato, it could only be through
confusing him with Euclid of Megara. The first specific reference to
Euclid as Euclid of oMegara belongs to the 14th century, occurring in

. the IJ'Trop,v'Tjp,anup,o[ of Theodorus Metochita (d. 1332) who speaks of
" Euclid of Megara, the Socratic philosopher, contemporary of Plato,"
as the author of treatises on plane and solid geometry, data, optics
etc.: and a Paris MS. of the 14th century has "Euclidis philosophi
Socratici liber elementorum." The misunderstanding was general
in the period from Campanus' translation (Venice (482) to those of
Tartaglia (Venice 1565) and Candalla (Paris 1566). But one
Constantinus Lascaris (d. about 1493) had already made the proper

1 Pappus, VII. pp. 676, 25-678, 6. Hultsch, it is true, brackets the whole passage
pp. 676, 25-678, 15, but apparently on the ground of the diction only.

2 Stobaeus, I.e. 3 VIII. 12, ext. J.

I-:?
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distinction by saying of our Euclid that "he was different from him
of Megara of whom Laertius wrote, and who wrote dialogues "1; and
to Commandinus belongs the credit of being the first translator 2 to
put the matter beyond ,doubt: "Let us then free a number of people
from the error by which they have been induced to believe that our
Euclid is the same as the philosopher of Megara " etc.

Another idea, that Euclid was born at Gela in Sicily, is due to the
same confusion, being based on Diogenes Laertius' description S of the
philosopher Euclid as being "of Megara, or, according to some, of
Gela, as Alexander says in the tuaooxat."

In view of the poverty of Greek tradition on the subject even as
early as the time of Proclus (4IO-48S A.D.), we must necessarily take
cum grano the apparently circumstantial accounts of Euclid given by
Arabian authors; and indeed the origin' of their stories can be
explained as the result (I) of the Arabian tendency to romance, and
(2) of misunderstandings.

We read 4 that" Euclid, son of Naucrates, grandson of Zenarchus 5
,

called the author of geometry, a philosopher of somewhat ancient
date, a Greek by nationality domiciled at Damascus, born at Tyre,
most learned in the science of geometry, published a most excellent
and most useful work entitled the foundation or elements of geometry,
a subject in which no more general treatise existed before among the
Greeks: nay, there was no one even of later date who did not walk
in his footsteps and frankly profess his doctrine. Hence also Greek,
Roman and Arabian geometers not a few, who undertook the task
of illustrating this work, published commentaries, scholia, and notes
upon it, and made an abridgment of the work itsel£ For this reason
the Greek philosophers used to post upon the doors of their schools
the well-known notice: 'Let no one come to our school, who has not
first learned the elements of Euclid.''' The details at the beginning
of this extract cannot be derived from Greek sources, for even Proclus
did not know anything about Euclid's father, while it was not the
Greek habit to record the names of grandfathers, as the Arabians
commonly did. Damascus and Tyre were n~ doubt brought in to
gratify a desire which the Arabians always showed to connect famous
Greeks in some way or other with the East. Thus Na~IraddIn, the
translator of the Elements, who was of Tus in Khurasan, actually
makes Euclid out to have been" Thusinus" als0 6

• The readiness of
the Arabians to run away with an idea is illustrated by the last words

l .

1 Letter to Fernandus :Acuna, printed in Maurolycus, Historia Sicilz"ae, fol. 21 r. (see
Heiberg, Euklz"d-Studien, pp. 22-3, 25).

2 Preface to translation (Pisauri, 1572).
S Diog. L. II. 106, p. 58 ed. Cobet.
4 Casiri, Biblz"otheca Arabico-Hispana Escurialensis, I. p. 339. Casiri's source is al

QifF (d. 1248), the author of the 7tirikh al-Ijukamii, a collection of biographies of phi
losofhers, mathematicians, astronomers etc.

The Fihrist says "son of Naucrates, the son of Berenice (?)" (see Suter's translation in
Abhandlungen zur Gesch. d..Math. VI. Heft, 1892, p. 16).

6 The same predilection made the Arabs describe Pythagoras as a pupil of the wise
Salomo, Hipparchus as the exponent of Chaldaean philosophy or as tlte Chaldaean, Archi
medes as an Egyptian etc. (l;Iiiji Khalfa, Lexicon Bibliographicum, and Casiri).
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of the extract. Everyone knows the story of Plato's inscription over
the porch of the Academy: "let no one unversed in geometry enter
my doors"; the Arab turned geometry into Euclid's geometry, and
told the story of Greek philosophers in general and" their Academies."

Equally remarkable are the Arabian accounts of the relation of
Euclid and Apolloniust. According to them the Elements were
originally written, not by Euclid, but by a man whose name was
Apollonius, a carpenter, who wrote the work in 15 books or sections 2

•

In the course of time some of the work was lost and the rest became
disarranged, so that one of the kings at Alexandria who desired to
study geometry and to master this treatise in particular first questioned
about it certain learned men who visited him and then sent for Euclid
who was at that time famous as a geometer, and asked him to revise
and complete the work and reduce it to order. Euclid then re-wrote
it in 13 books which were thereafter known by his name. (According
to another version Euclid composed the 13 books out of commentaries
which he had published on two books of Apollonius on conics and
out of introductory matter added to the doctrine of the five regular
solids.) To the thirteen books were added two more books, the work
of others (though some attribute these also to Euclid) which contain
several things not mentioned by Apollonius. According to another
version Hypsicles, a pupil of Euclid at Alexandria, offered to the
king and published Books XIV. and XV., it being also stated that
Hypsicles had "discovered" the books, by which it appears to be
suggested that Hypsicles had edited them from materials left by Euclid.

We observe here the correct statement that Books XIV. and xv.
were not written by Euclid, but along with it the incorrect informa
tion that Hypsicles, the author of Book XIV., wrote Book xv. also.

The whole of the fable about Apollonius having preceded Euclid
and having written the Elements appears to have been evolved out of
the preface to Book XIV. by Hypsicles, and in this way; the Book
must in early times have been attributed to Euclid, and the inference
based upon this assumption was left uncorrected afterwards when it
was recognised that Hypsicles was the author. The preface is worth
quoting:

"Basilides of Tyre, 0 Protarchus, when he came to Alexandria
and met my father, spent the greater part of his sojourn with him on
account of their common interest in mathematics. And once, when

1 The authorities for these statements quoted by Casiri and I;Iaji Khalfa are al-Kindi's
tract de i1tStituto libri Euclidis (al-Kindi died about 873) and a commentary by Qa~izade

ar-Rumi (d. about '440) on a book called Ashkiil at-ta' sis (fundamental propositions) by
Ashraf Shamsaddln as-Samarqandl (c. 1276) consisting of elucidations of 35 propositions
selected from the first books of Euclid. Na~iraddln likewise says that Euclid cut out two of
'5 books of elements then existing and published the rest under his own name. According to
Qa~lziide the king heard that there was a celebrated geometer named Euclid at Tyre: Na~ir

addin says that he sent for Euclid of Tus.
2 So says the Fihrist. Suter (op. cit. p. 49) thinks that the author of the Fihrist did not

suppose Apollonius of Perga to be the writer of the Elements, as later Arabian authorities
did, but that he distinguished another Apollonius whom he calls "a carpenter." Suter's
argument is based on the fact that the Fihrist's article on Apollonius (of Perga) says nothing
of the Elements, and that it gives the three great mathematicians, Euclid, Archimedes and
Apollonius, in the correct chronological order.
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examining the treatise written by Apollonius about the comparison
between the dodecahedron and the icosahedron inscribed in the same
sphere, (showing) what ratio' they have to one another, they thought
that Apollonius had not expounded this matter properly, and
accordingly they emended the exposition, as I was able to learn
from my father. And I myself, later, fell in with another book
published by Apollonius, containing a demonstration relating to the
subject, and I was greatly interested in the investigation of the
problem. The book published by Apollonius is accessible to all
for it has a large circulation, having apparently been carefully written
out later-but I decided to send you the comments which seem to
me to be necessary, for you will through your proficiency in mathe
matics in general and in geometry in particular form an expert
judgment on what I am about,to say, and you will lend a kindly ear
to my disquisition for the sake of 'your friendship to my father and
your goodwill to me."

The idea that Apollonius preceded Euclid must evidently have
been derived from the passage just quoted. It explains other things
besides. Basilides must have been confused with {3auIAfv<;, and we
have a probable explanation of the "Alexandrian king," and of the
"learned men who visited" Alexandria. It is possible also that in
the "Tyrian" of Hypsicles' preface we, have the origin of the notion
that Euclid was born in Tyre. These inferences argue, no doubt,
very defective knowledge of Greek: but we could expect no better

. from those who took the Organon of Aristotle to be "instrumentum
musicum pneumaticum," and who explained the name of Euclid,
which they variously pronounced as Uclides or Icludes, to be com
pounded of Ucli a key, and Dis a measure, or, as some say, geometry,
so that Uclides is equivalent to the key ofgeometry!

Lastly the alternative version, given in brackets above, which says
that Euclid made the Elements out of commentaries which he wrote
on two books of Apollonius on conics and prolegomena added to the
doctrine of the five solids, seems to have arisen, through a like
confusion, out of a later passage1 in Hy'psicles' Book XIV. : "And this

_ is expounded by Aristaeus in the book entitled 'Comparison of the five
figures,' and by Apollonius in the second edition of his comparison of
the dodecahedron with the icosahedron." The" doctrine of the five'
solids" in the Arabic must be the" Comparison of the five figures"
in the passage of Hypsicles, for nowhere else have we any information
about a work bearing this title, nor can the Arabians have had. The
reference to the two ¥looks of ApoUonius on conics will then be the
result of mixing up the fact that Apollonius wrote a book on conics
with the second edition of the Qther work mentioned by Hypsicles.
We do not find els.ewhere in Arabian authors any mention of a
commentary by Euclid on Apollonius and Aristaeus: so that the
story in the passage quoted is really no more than a variation~ of the
fable that the Elements were the work of Apollonius.

} Heiberg's Euclid, vol. v. p. 6.



CHAPTER II.

EUCLID'S OTHER WORKS.

IN giving a list of the Euclidean treatises other than the E/emmts,
I shall be brief: for fuller accounts of them, or speculations with
regard to them, reference should be made to the standard histories of
mathematics l •

I will take first the works which are mentioned by Greek authors.
I. The P seudaria.
I mention this first because Proclus refers to it in the general

remarks in praise of the Elements which he gives immediately after
the mention of Euclid in his summary. He says2: "But, inasmuch
as many things, while appearing to rest on truth and to follow from
.scientific principles, really tend to lead one astray from the principles
and deceive the more superficial minds, he has handed down methods
for the discriminative understanding of these things as well, by the
use of which methods we shall be able to give beginners in this study
practice in the discovery of paralogisms, and to avoid· being misled.
This treatise, by which he puts this machinery in our hands, he
entitled (the book) of Pseudaria, enumerating in order their various
kinds, exercising our intelligence in each case by theorems of all
sorts, setting the true side by side with the false, and combining
the refutation of error with practical illustration. This book then is
by way of cathartic and exercise, while· the Elements contain the
irrefragable and complete guide to the actual scientific investigation
of the subjects of geometry."

The book is considered to be' irreparably lost. We may conclude
however from the connexion of it with the Elements and the reference
.to its usefulness for beginners that it did not go outside the domain
of elementary geometry3.

1 Heiberg gives very exhaustive details in his Litterargesckicktlicke Studien iiber EUklid;
the best of the shorter accounts are those of Cantor (Gesck. d. Matk. 13 , 19°7, pp. 278-294-)
and Loria (II periodo aureo della geometria greca, p. 9 and pp. 63-85).

2 Proclus, p. 70, 1-18.
3 Heiberg points out that Alexander Aphrodisiensis appears to allude to th.e work in his

commentary on Aristotle's Sopkistici Elencki (fol. 25 b): "Not only those (lX.'YXo,) which do
not start from the principles of the science, under which the problem is classed ...but also
tho.se which do start from the propel principles of the science but in some respect admit a
paralogism, e.g. the Pseudograpkemata of J;,uclid." Tannery (Bull. des sciences matk. et astr.
2" Sene, VI., 1882, I~r. Partie, p. 147) conjectures that it may be from this treatise that the
same commentator got his information about the quadratures of the circle by Antiphon and
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2. The Data.
The Data (O€o0J.t€va) are included by Pappus in the Treasury of

Analysis (T67TO~ ava)..v6J.t€vo~), and he describes their contents I. They
are still concerned with elementary geometry, though forming part
of the introduction to higher analysis. Their form is that of pro
positions proving t~af, if certain things in a figure are given (in
.magnitude, in species, etc.), something else is given. The subject
matter is much the same as that of the planimetrical books of the
Elements, to which the Data are often supplementary. We shall see
this later when we come to compare the propositions in the Elements
which give us the means of solving the general quadratic equation
with the corresponding propositions of the Data which give the
solution. The Data may in fact be regarded as elementary exercises
in analysis.

It is not necessary to go more closely into the contents, as we
have the full Greek text and the commentary by Marinus newly
edited by Menge and therefore easily accessible2• •

3. The book On divisions (offigures).
This work (7T€p'" o£a£p€u€6)V {3£{3Alov) is mentioned by Proclusa•

In one place he is speaking of the conception or definition ()..o'Yo~)

of figure, and of the divisibility of a figure into others differing from
it in kind; and he adds: "For the circle is divisible into parts unlike
in definition or notion (av6J.to£a 'Tij> )..o'Yf£J), and so is each of the
rectilineal figures; this is in fact the business of the writer of the
Elements in his Divisions, where he divides given figures, in one case.
into like figures, and in another into unlike'." "Like" and "unlike"
here mean, not "similar" and "dissimilar" in the technical sense, but
"like" or "unlike in definition or notion" (Xo'Yf£J): thus to divide a
triangle into triangles would be to divide it into "like" figures, to
divide a triangle into a triangle and a quadrilateral would be to
divide it into "unlike" figures.

The treatise is lost in Greek but has been discovered in the
Arabic. First John Dee discovered a treatise De divisionibus by one
Mul).ammad Bagdadinus5 and handed over a copy of it (in Latin) in
1563 to Commandinus, who published it, in Dee's name and his own,
in 15706

• It was formerly supposed that Dee had himself translated

Bryson, to say nothing of the lunules of Hippocrates. I think however that there is an
objection to this ~eory so far as regards Bryson; for Alexander distinctly says that Bryson's
quadrature did not start from the proper principles of geometry, but from some principles
more general. "

I Pappus, VII. p'. 638.
2 Vol. VI. in the Teubner edition of Euclidis opera omnia by Heiberg and Menge. A

translation of the Data is also included in Simson's Euclid (though naturally his text left
much to be desired).

a Produs, p. 69, 4. ibid. 144, 22-26.
5 Steinschneider places him in the loth c. H. Suter (Biblwtheea Mathematiea, IVa' 1903,

pp. 24,27) identifies him with Abu (Bekr) Mul;. b. 'Abdalbaqi al-Bagdadi, Qa~i (Judge) of
Maristan (circa 1070-1141), to whom he also attributes the Liberjudd (? judicis) super decimum
Euclidis translated by Gherard of Cremona.

6 De, supe1jicierum divisionibus liber Machometo Bal,dadi,!o adsenptus, nunc primum
Ioannis Dee LondineNsis et Federici Commandini Urbinatis opera in lucem editus, Pisauri,
1570, afterwards included in Gregory's Euclid (Oxford, 1703).
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the tract into Latin from the Arabic l ; but it now appears certain 2

that he found it in Latin in a Cotton MS. now in the British Museum.
Dee, in his 'preface addressed to Commandinus, says nothing of his
having translated the book, but only remarks that the very illegible
MS. had caused him much trouble and (in a later passage) speaks of
"the actual, very ancient, copy from which I wrote out..." (in ipso
unde descripsi vetustissimo exemplari). The Latin translation of
this tract from the Arabic was probably made by Gherard of Cremona
(I 1I4-1I 87), among the list of whose numerous translations a "liber
divisionum" occurs. The Arabic original cannot have been a direct
translation from Euclid, and probably was not even a direct adapta
tion of it; it contains mistakes and unmathematical expressions, and
moreover does not contain the propositions about the division of a
circle alluded to by Proclus. Hence it can scarcely have contained
more than a fragment of Euclid's work.

But W oepcke found in a MS. at Paris a treatise in Arabic ori the
division of figures, which he translated and published in 185 I a. It is
expressly attributed to Euclid in the MS. and corresponds to the
description of it by Proclus. Generally speaking, the divisions are
divisions into figures of the same kind as the original figures, e.g. of
triangles into triangles; but there are also divisions into "unlike"
figures, e.g. that of a triangle by a straight line parallel to the base.
The missing propositions about the division of a circle are also here:
"to divide into two equal parts a given figure bounded by an arc
of a circle and two straight lines including a given angle" and "to
draw in a given circle two parallel straight lines cutting off a certain
part of the circle." Unfortunately the proofs are given of only four
propositions (including the two last mentioned) out of 36, because
the Arabic translator found them too easy and omitted them. To
illustrate the character of the problems dealt with I need only take
one more example: "To cut off a certain fraction from a (parallel-)
trapezium by a straight line which passes through a given point lying
inside or outside the .trapezium but so that a straight line can be
drawn through it cutting both the parallel sides of the trapezium."
The genuineness of the treatise edited by Woepcke is attested by the
facts that the four proofs which remain are elegant and depend on
propositions in the Elements, and that there is a lemma with a true
Greek ring: "to apply to a straight line a rectangle equal to the
rectangle contained by AB, A C and deficient by a square." Moreover
the treatise is no fragment, but finishes with the words" end of the
treatise," and is a well-ordered and compact whole. Hence we may
safely conclude that Woepcke's is not only Euclid's own work but
the whole of it4

• A restoration of the work, with proofs, was attempted

1 Heiberg, Euklid-Studim, p. 13.
2 H. Suter in Bibliotheca Mathematica, IVa' 1905-6, pp. 321-2.
3 Journal Asiatique, 1851, p. 233 sqq.
4 We are told by Casiri that Thiibit b. Qurra emended the translation of the liber de

divisionibus; but Ofterdinger seems to be wrong in saying that according to Gartz (De inter
pretibus et explanatoribus Euclidis Arabicis schediasma historicum, Halae, 1823) there is a
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by Ofterdinger\ who however does not give Woepcke's props. 30, 31,
34,35,36.

4- The Porisms.
It is not possible to give in this place any account of the con

troversies about the contents and significance of the three lost books
of Porisms, or of the important attempts by Robert Simson. and
Chasles to restore the work. These may be said to form a whole
literature, references to which will be found most abundantly given
by Heiberg and Loria, the former of whom has treated the subject
from the philological point of view, most exhaustively, while the
latter, founding himself generally on Heiberg, has added useful
details, from the mathematical side, relating to the attempted restora
tions, etc.2 It must suffice here to give an extract from the only
original source of information about the nature and contents of the
Porisms, namely Pappus3• In his general preface about the books
composing the Treasury of Analysis (T07l'0'> ava"Avop,evo,» he says;

"After the Tangencies (of Apollonius) come, in three books, the
Porisms of Euclid, [in the view of many] a collection most ingeniously
devised for the analysis of the more weighty problems, [and] although
nature presents an unlimited number of such porisms4, [they have
added nothing to what was written originally by Euclid, except that
some before my time have shown their want of taste by adding to a
few (of the propositions) second proofs, each (proposition) admitting
of a definite number of demonstrations, as we have shown, and
Euclid having given one for each, namely that which is the most
lucid. These porisms embody a theory subtle, natural, necessary,
and of considerable generality, which is fascinating to those who can
see and produce results].

"Now all the varieties of porisms belong, neither to theorems nor
problems, but to a species occupying a sort of intermediate position
[so that their enunciations can be formed like those of either theorems
or problems], the result being that, of the great number of geometers,
some regarded them as of the class of theorems, and others of pro
blems, looking only to the form of the proposition. But that the
ancients knew better the difference between these three things, is
clear from the definitions. For they said that a theorem is that
which is proposed with a view to the demonstration of the ·very
thing proposed, a problem that which is thrown out with a view to
the construction of the very thing proposed, and a porism that which
is Rroposed with a view to the producing of the very thing proposed.
[Bt1r'this definition of the porism was changed by the more recent
writers who could not produce everything, but used these elements

complete MS. of Thiibit's translation in the Escurial. I cannot find any such statement in
Gartz. .

1 L. F. Ofterdinger, Beitriige zur Wiederherstellung der Schrifl des Euklides iiber die
Theilung der Figuren, VIm, "1853. .

2 Heiberg, Euklid-Studien, pp. 56-79, and Loria, IIperiodo aureo ddla geometria greca,
pp. 70-82,221-5,

3 Pappus, ed. Hultsch, VII. pp. 648--660. I put in square brackets the words bracketed
by Hultsch.

4 I adopt Heiberg's reading of a comma here instead of a full stop.
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and proved only the fact that that which is sought really exists, but
did not produce iP and were accordingly confuted by the definition
and the whole doctrine. They based their definition on an incidental
characteristic, thus: A porism is that which falls short of a locus
theorem in respect of its hypothesis 2. Of this kind of porisms loci
are a species, and they abound in the Treasury of Analysis; but
this species has been collected, named and handed down separately
from the porisms, because it is more widely diffused than the other
species]. But it has further become characteristic of porisms that,
owing to their complication, the enunciations are put in a contracted
form, much being by usage left to be understood; so that many
geometers understand them only in a partial way and are ignorant of
the more essential features of their contents.

"[Now to comprehend a number of propositions in one enunciation
is by no means easy in these porisms, because Euclid himself has not
in fact given many of each species, but chosen, for examples, one or a
few out of a great multitude 3• But at the beginning of the first book
he has given some propositions, to the number of ten, of one species,
namely that more fruitful species consisting of 10cL] Consequently,
finding that these admitted of being comprehended in one enunciation,
we have set it out thus:

If, in a system of four straight lines 4 which cut each other
two and two, three points on one straight line be given while the
rest except one lie on different straight lines given in position,
the remaining point also will lie on a straight line given in
position 5•

G

1 Heiberg points ont that Props. 5-9 of Archimedes' treatise On Spirals are porisms in
this sense. To take Prop. 5 as an example, DBF is a tangent to a circle with centre K.
It is then possible, says Archimedes, to draw a straight line 0 B F
KHF, meeting the circumference in H and the tangent in F,
such that

FH: HK«arc Bll): c,
where c is the circumference of any circle. To prove this he
assumes the following construction. E being any straight line
greater than c, he says: let KG be parallel to DF, "and let
the line .GH equal to E be placed verging to the point B."
Archimedes must of course have known how to effect this
construction, which requires conics. But that it is possible requires very little argument, for
if we draw any straight line BHG meeting the circle in H and KG in G, it is obvious that
as G moves away from C, HG becomes greater and greater and may be made as great as we
please. The" later writers" would no doubt have contented themselves with this -considera-
tion without actually constructing HG. .

2 As Heiberg says, this translation is made certain by a preceding passage of Pappus
(p. 648, r-3) where he compares two enunciations, the latter of which "falls short of the
former in hypothesis bllt goes beyond it in requirement." E.g. the first enunciation requiring
us, given three circles, to draw a circle touching all three, the second may require us, given
only two circles (one less datum), to draw a circle touching them and if a given size (an
extra requirement).

3 I translate Heiberg's reading with a full stop here followed by 1rpOS d.PXV oE IJ(J.6JS [1rpOs
d.pxilv (o<oo,"&ov) Hultsch] TOU 1rPWTOU fJLfJAlou ....

4 The four straight lines are described in the text as (the sides) u1rTlou oi 1rapu1rTlou, i. e.
sides of two sorts of quadrilaterals which Simson tries to explain (see p. 110 of the Index
Graecitatis of Hultsch's edition of Pappus).

5 In other words (Chasles, p. 13; Loria, p. 73) if a triangle be so deformed that each of
its sides turns about one of three points in a·straight line, and two of its vertices lie on two
straight lines given in position, the third vertex will also lie on a straight line.
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"This has only been enunciated of four straight lines, ~f which not
more than two pass through the same point, but it is not known (to
most people) that it is true of any assigned number of straight lines
if enunciated thus:

If any number of straight lines cut one another, not more
than two (passing) through the same point, and all the points
(of intersection situated) on one of them be given, and if each of
those which are on another (of them) lie on a straight line given
in position-

or still more generally thus:
if any number of straight lines cut one another, not more than
two (passing) through the same point, and all the points (of
intersection situated) on one of them be given, while of the other
points of intersection in multitude equal to a triangular number
a number corresponding to the side of this triangular number lie
respectively on straight lines given in position, provided that of
these latter points no three are at the angular points of a triangle
(sc. having for sides three of the given straight Iines)-each of the
remaining points will lie on a straight line given in position 1.

"It is probable that the writer of the Elements was not unaware
of this but that he only set out the principle; and he seems, in the
case of all the porisms, to have laid down the principles and the
seed only [of many important things], the. kinds of which should be
distinguished according to the differences, not of their hypotheses, but
of the results and the things sought. [All the hypotheses are different
from one another ):>ecause they are entirely special, but each of the
results and things sought, being one and the same, follow from many
different hypotheses.]

"We must then in the first book distinguish the following kinds of
things sought:

"At the beginning of the book 2 is this proposition: .
I. 'If from two given points straight lines be drawn meeting

on a straight line given in position, and one cut offfrom a straight
line given in position (a segment measured) to a given poin( on it,
the other will also cut off from another (straight line a segment)
having to the first a given ratio.'

"Following on this (we have to prove)
II. that such and such a point lies on a straight line given

. in position;
II I. that the ratio of such and such a pair of straight lines

is given;"
etc. etc. (up to XXIX.).

"The three books of the porisms contain 38 lemmas; of the
theorems themselves there are 171."

1 Loria (p. 73, note) gives the meaning of this as follows, pointing out that Simson was
the discoverer of it: "If a complete n-lateral be deformed so that its sides respectively turn
about n points on a straight line, and (n - I) of its n (n - 1)/2 vertices move on as many
straight lines, the other (n - r) (n- 2)/2 of its vertices likewise move on as many straight
lines: but it is necessary that it should be impossible to form with the (n - r) vertices any
triangle having for sides the sides of the polygon."

2 Reading, with Heiberg, TOU {J'fl!l.lou [TOU ( Hultsch].
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Pappus further gives lemmas to the Porisms (pp. 866-918, ed.
Hultsch).

With Pappus' account of Porisms must be compared the passages
of Proclus on the same subject. Proclus distinguishes two senses in
which the word 7T'6pUTJLa is used. The first ili that of corollary where
something appears as an incidental result of a proposition, obtained
without trouble or special seeking, a sort of bonus which the investi
gation has presented us with 1• The other sense is that of Euclid's
Porisms2

• In this sense3 ''jJorism is the name given to things which
are sought, but need some finding and are neither pure bringing into
existence nor simple theoretic argument. For (to prove) that the
angles at the base of isosceles triangles are equal is a matter of
theoretic argument, and it is with reference to things existing that
such knowledge is (obtained). But to bisect an angle, to construct a
triangle, t~ cut off, or to place-all these things demand the making
of sotnething; and to find the centre of a given circle, or to find the
~tc;st common measure of two given commensurable magnitudes,
or 1J1e like, is in s?me sor~ b~twe~n theo.rems and proble!Us. For in
these cases there IS no brIngmg mto eXistence of the thmgs sought,
but finding of them, nor is the procedure purely theoretic. For it is
necessary to bring that which is sought into view and exhibit it to
the eye:- Such are the porisms which Euclid wrote, and arranged in
three books of Porisms."

Proclus' definition thus'agrees well enough with the first, " older,"
definition of Pappus. A porism occupies a place between a theorem
and a problem: it deals with something already existing, as a theorem
does, but has to find it (e.g. the centre of a circle), and, as a certain
operation is therefore necessary, it partakes to that extent of the
nature of a problem, which requires us to construct or produce some
thing not previously existing. Thus, besides III. I of the Elements
and x. 3, 4 mentioned by Proclus, the following propositions are
real porisms: III. 25, VI. 11-13, VII. 33, 34, 36,39, VIII. 2,4, X. 10,
XIII. 18. Similarly in Archimedes 011 the Sphere and Cylinder I. 2-6
might be called porisms.

The enunciation given by Pappus as comprehending ten of Euclid's
propositions may not reproduce the form of Euclid's enunciations;
but, comparing the result to be proved, that certain points lie on
straight lines given in position, with the class indicated by II. above,
where the question is of such and such a point lying on a straight line
given in position, and with other classes, e.g. (v.) that such and such a
line is given in position, (VI.) that such and such a line verges to a given
point, (XXVII.) that there exists a given point such that straight lines
drawn from it to such and such (circles) will contain a triangle given
in species, we may conclude that a usual form of a porism was "to
prove that it is possible to find a point with such and such a property"

1 Proclus,pp. 212, 14; 3°1,22.

2 ibid. p. 212, 12. "The term porism is used of certain problems, like the Porisms
written by Euclid." .

3 ibid. pp. 301, 25 sqq.
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or "a straight line on which lie all the' points satisfying given
conditions" etc.

Simson defined a porism thus: "Porisma est propositio in qua
proponitur demonstrare rem aliquam, vel plures datas esse, cui, vel
quibus, ut et cuilibet ex rebus innumeris, non quidem datis, sed quae
ad ea quae data sunt eandem habent relationem, convenire ostendendum
est affectionem quandam communem in propositione descriptam l ."

From the above it is easy to understand Pappus' statement that
loci constitute a large class of porisms. A locus is well defined by
Simson thus: "Locus est propositio in qua propositum est datam
esse demonstrare, vel invenire lineam aut superficiem cuius quodlibet
punctum, vel superficiem in qua quaelibet linea data lege descripta,

.communem quandam habet proprietatem in PToPositione descriptam."
Heiberg cites an excellent instance of a locus which is a porism, namely
the following proposition quoted by Eutocius2 from the Plane Loci of
Apollonius:

" Given two points in a plane, and a ratio between unequal straight
lines, it is possible to draw, in the plane, a circle such that the straJght
lines drawn from the given points to meet on the circumference of
the circle have (to one another) a ratio the same as the given ratio."

A difficult point, however, arises on the passage of Pappus, which
says that a porism is "that which, in respect of its hypothesis, falls
short of a locus-theorem" (ro7rucov (hwp1J!J-aTor;). Heiberg explains it
by comparing the porism from Apollonius' Plane Loci just given with
Pappus' enunciation of the same thing, to the effect that, if from two
given points two straight lines be drawn meeting in a point, and these
straight lines have to one another a given ratio, the point will lie on
either a straight line or a circumference of a circle given in position.
Heiberg observes that in this latter enunciation something is takell
into the hypothesis which was not in the hypothesis of the enunciation
of the porism, viz. "that the ratio of the straight lines is the same."
I confess this does not seem to me satisfactory: for there is no real
difference between the enunciations, and the supposed difference in
hypothesis is very like playing with words. Chasles says: "Ce qui
C011stitue Ie ponsme est ce qui manque a l'hypothese d'un thloreme
local (en d'autres termes, Ie porisme est inferieur, par l'hypothese, au
theoreme local; c'est-a-dire que quand quelques parties d'une' pro
position locale n'ont pas dans l'enonce Ia determination qui leur est
propre, cette proposition cesse d'etre regardee comme un theOrenle et
devient un porisme)." But the subject still seems to require further
elucidation.

While there is so much that is obscure, it seems certain (I) that the
Porisms were distinctly part of higher geometry and not of elementary

1 This was thus expressed by Chasles: "Le porisme est une proposition dans laquelle on
demande de demontrer qu'une chose ou plusieurs choses sont dililtnees, qui, ainsi que l'une
quelconque d'une infinite d'autres choses non donnees, mais dont chacune est avec des choses
donnees dans nne meme relation, ont une certaine propriete commune, decrite dans la pro-
position." .

2 Commentary.on Apollonius' Conics (vol. II. p. r80, ed. Heiberg).
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geometry, (2) that they contained propositions belonging to the
modern theory of transversals·and to projective geometry. It should
be remembered too that it was in the course of his researches on this
subject that Chasles was led to the idea of anharmonic ratios.

Lastly, allusion should be made to the theory of Zeuthen 1 on the
subject of the porisms. He observes that the only porism of which
Pappus gives the complete enunciation, "If from two given points
straight lines be drawn meeting on a straight line given in position,
and one cut off from a straight line given in position (a segment
measured) towards a given point on it, the other will also cut off from
another (straight line a segment) bearing to the first a given ratio,"
is also true if there be substituted for the first given straight line a
conic regarded as the" locus with respect to four lines," and that this
extended porism can be used for completing Apollonius' exposition
of that locus. Zeuthen concludes that the Porisms were in part by
.products of the theory of conics and in part auxiliary means for the
study of conics, and that Euclid called them by the same name as
that applied to corollaries because they were corollaries with respect to
conics. But there appears to be no evidence to confirm this conjecture.

5. The Suiface-loci ('rCYlrot 7rpo<; E7rtq,ave£q).
The two books on this subject are mentioned by Pappus as part

of the Treasury of Analysis·. As the other works in the list which
were on plane subjects dealt only with straight lines, circles, and
conic sections, it is a priori likely that among the loci in this treatise
(loci which are surfaces) were included such loci as were cones,
cylinders and spheres. Beyond this all is conjecture based on two
lemmas given by Pappus in connexion with the treatise.

(I) The first of these lemmas 3 and the figure attached to it are
not satisfactory as they stand, but a possible restoration is indicated
by Tannery 4. If the latter is right, it suggests that one of the loci
contained all the points on the elliptical parallel sections of a cylinder
and was therefore an oblique circular cylinder. Other assumptions
with regard to the conditions to which the lines in the figure may be
subject would suggest that other loci dealt with were -cones regarded
as containing all points on particular elliptical parallel sections of
the cones 5•

(2) In the second lemma Pappus states and gives a complete proof
of the focus-and-directrix property of a conic, viz. that the locus of a
point whose distance from a given point is in a given ratio to its distance
from a fixed line is a conic section, which is an ellipse, a parabola or a
Il)'perbola according as the given ratio is less than, equal to, or greater
thau unity6. Two conjectures are possible as to the application of
this theorem in Euclid's Suiface-loci. (a) It may have been used to
prove that the locus of a point whose distance from a given straight

1 Die Lehre von den Kege!schnitten im Altertum, chapter VIII.
2 Pappus, VII. p. 636. 3 ibid. VII. p. 1004.
4 Bulletin des sciences math. et astron., 2" Serie, VI. 149.
6 Further particulars will be found in The Works of Archimedes, pp. lxii-lxiv, and in

Zeuthen, Die Lehre von den Kegelschnitten, p. 425 sqq.
6 Pappus, VII. pp. 1006-1014, and Hultsch's Appendix, pp. 1270-3.
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. line-is in a given ratio to its distance from a given plane is a certain
cone. (b) It may have been used to prove that the locus of a point
whose distance from a given point is in a given ratio to its distance
from a given plane is the surface formed by the revolution of a conic
about its major or conjugate axis l • Thus Chasles may have been
correct in his conjecture that the Surface-loci dealt with surfaces of
revolution of the second degree and sections of the same2

•

6. The Conics.
Pappus says of this lost work: "The four books of Euclid's Conics

were completed by Apollonius, who added four more and gave us
eight books of Conics 3." It is probable that Euclid's work was lost
even by Pappus' time, for he goes on to speak of" Aristaeus, who wrote
the still extant five books of Solid Loci connected with the conics."
Speaking of the relation of Euclid's work to tnat of Aristaeus on conics
regarded as loci, Pappus says in a later passage (bracketed however
by Hultsch) that Euclid, regarding Aristaeus as deserving credit for
the discoveries he had already made in conics, did not (try to)
anticipate him or construct anew the same system. We may no
doubt conclude that the book by Aristaeus on solid loci preceded
Euclid's on conics and was, at least in point of originality, more
important. Though both treatises dealt with the same subject-matter,
the object and the point of view were different; had they been the
same, Euclid could scarcely have refrained, as Pappus says he did,
from attempting to improve upon the earlier treatise. No doubt
Euclid wrote on the general theory of conics as Apollonius did, but
confined himself to those properties which were necessary for the
analysis of the Solid Loci of Aristaeus. The Conics of Euclid were
evidently superseded by the treatise of Apollonius.

As regards the contents of Euclid's Conics, the most important
source of our information is Archimedes, who frequently refers to
propositions in conics as well known and not needing proof, adding
in three cases that they are proved in the" elements of conics" or in
"the conics," which expressions must clearly refer to the works of
Aristaeus and Euclid 4•

Euclid still used the old names for the conics (sections of a right
angled, acute-angled, or obtuse-angled cone), but he was aware that
an ellipse could be obtained by cutting a cone in any manner by a
plane parallel to the base (assuming the section to lie wholly between
the apex of the cone and its base) and also by cutting a cylinder.
This is expressly' stated in a passage from the Phaenomena of Euclid
about to be mentioned 5•

7. The Phaenomena.
This is an astronomical work and is still extant. A much inter-

1 For further details see The Works ofArchimedes, pp. lxiv, lxv, and Zeuthen, I. c.
2 Aperfu historique, pp. Z73-4. 3 Pappus, VII. p. 67Z.
4 For details of these propositions see my Apollonius of Perga, pp. xxxv, xxxvi.
5 See Heiberg, Euklid-Studien, p. 88. "If a cone or a cylinder be cut by a plane not

parallel to the base, the section is a section of an acute-angled cone, which is like a shield
(8Vpf6s}."
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polated version appears in Gregory's Euclid, and a much earlier and
better recension is, says Heiberg!, contained in the MS. Vindobonensis
philos. Gr. 103, though the end of the treatise, from the middle of
prop. 16 to the last (18), is missing. The book consists of 18 pro
positions of spheric geometry. Euclid based it on Autolycus' work
7T'ep't ICwoup.ev7JC; u¢atpac;, but also, evidently, on an earlier textbook of
Sphaerica of exclusively mathematical content. It has been con
jectured that the latter textbook may have been due to Eudoxus 2

•

8. The Optics.
This book needs no description, as it has been edited by Heiberg

recently 3, both in its genuine form and in the recension by Theon.
The Catoptrica published by Heiberg in the same volume is not
genuine, and Heiberg suspects that in its present form it may be
Theon's. It is not even certain that Euclid wrote Catoptrica at
all, as Proclus may easily have had Theon's work before him and
inadvertently assigned it to Euclid4 •

9. Besides the above-mentioned works, Euclid is said to have
written the Elements of Music" (al ICaTa P.OUULK17V UTOLXEtWUEtC;). Two
treatises are attributed to Euclid in our MSS. of the Musici, the
ICaTaTop.r, ICavovoc;, Sectio canonis (the theory of the intervals)6, and the
eluary",ryr, app.ovLIC~ (introduction to harmony). The first, resting on
the Pythagorean theory of music, is mathematical and clearly and well
written, the style and the form of the propositions agreeing well with
what we find in the Elements. . Its genuineness is confirmed not only
by internal evidence but by the fact that almost the whole of the
treatise (except the preface) is quoted in extenso, and Euclid is twice
mentioned by name, in the commentary on Ptolemy'S Harmonica
published by Wallis and attributed by him to Porphyry, but probably
for the most part compiled by Pappus or some other competent
mathematician 7. (On the other hand Tannery set himself to prove
that the treatise is not authentic".) The second treatise is not Euclid's,
but was written by Cleonides, a pupil of Aristoxenus 9

•

Lastly, it is worth while to give the Arabians' list of Euclid's
works. I take this from Suter's translation of the list of philosophers
and mathematicians in the Fihrist, the oldest authority of the kind
that we possess'O. "To the writings of Euclid belong further [in
addition to the Elements]: the book of Phaenomena; the book of

1 Euklz'd-Studien, pp. SO-I.

2 Heiberg, op. cit. p. 4-6; Hultsch, AutoZycus, p. xii; A. A. Bjornbo, Studien iiber
Menelaos' Sphiirik (Abhandlungen zur Geschichte der mathematischen Wissensclwflm, XIV.

1'9°2), p. S6 sqq.
3 Euclidis opera omnia, vol. VII. (189S).
4 Heiberg, Euclid's Optics, etc. p. 1. 5 Proclus, p. 69, 3. .
6 Published in the Musici Scriptores Graeci, ed. Jan (Teubner, 189S), pp. II 3-166.
7 Jan, Musici Scriptores Graeci, p. 116.
" Comptes rendus de I'A cad. des inscriptions et belles-lettres, Paris, 19°4-, pp. 4-39-+4-S.

cr. Bibliotheca lVlathematica, VIs' 1905-6, p. 225, note I.
9 Heiberg, EUklid-Studien, pp. S2-5; Jan, Musici Scriptores Graeci, pp. 169-17+.
10 H. Suter, Das Mathematiker· Verzeichniss im FiJtrist in Abhandlzmgen zur Geschichte

dey Mathematik, VI., 1892, pp. 1-87 (see especially p. 17). cr. Casiri, I. 339, 34-°, aod
Gartz, pp. 4-, 5·

H. E. 2
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Given Magnitudes [Data]; the book of Tones, known under the name
of Music, not genuine; the book of Division, emended by Thabit;
the book of Utilisations or Applications [Pot'isms], not genuine; the
book of the Canon; the book of the Heavy and Light j the book of
Synthesis, not genuine j and the book of Analysis, not genuine."

It is to be observed that the Arabs already regarded the book of
Tones (by which must be meant the €lU'a'Y(j)'Y~ app.ovt"~) as spurious.
The book of Division is evidently the book on Divisions (offigures).
The next book is described by Casiri as " liber de utili tate suppositus."
Suter gives reason for believing the Porisms to be meant!, but does
not apparently offer any explanation of why the work is supposed to
be spurious. The book of the Canon is clearly the KaTaTop,~ Kavovor;.
The book on "the Heavy and Light" is apparently the tract De levi
et ponderoso, included in the Basel Latin translation of 1537, and in
Gregory's edition. The fragment, however, cannot safely be attributed
to Euclid, for (I) we have nowhere any mention of his having written
on mechanics, (2) it contains the notion of specific gravity in a form
so clear that it could hardly be attributed to anyone earlier than
Archimedes2• Suter thinks 3 that the works on Analysis and Synthesis
(said to be spurious in the extract) may be further developments of
the Data or Porisms, or may be the interpolated proofs of Eud.
XIII. 1-5, divided into analysis and synthesis, as !o which see the notes
on those propositions.

1 Suter, op. cit. pp. 49, 50. Wenrich translated the word as "utilia." Suter says that
the nearest meaning of the Arabic word as of "porism" is use, gain (Nutzen, Gewinn), while
a further meaning is explanation, observation, addition: a gain arising out of what has
preceded (cf. Proclus' definition of the porism in the sense of a corollary).

2 Heiberg, Euklid-Studien, pp. 9, 10. 3 Suter, op. cit. p. 50.



CHAPTER II I.

GREEK COMMENTATORS ON THE ELEMENTS OTHER
THAN PROCLUS.

THAT there was no lack of commentaries on the Elements before
the time of Proclus is evident from the terms in which Proclu3 refers
to them; and he leaves us in equally little doubt as to the value
which, in his opinion, the generality of them possessed. Thus he says
in one place (at the end of his second prologue)l:

A Before making a beginning with the investigation of details,
I warn those who may read me not to expect from me the things
which have been dinned into. our ears ad nauseam (cnaT€fJpOA'T}Ta£) by
those who have preceded me, viz. lemmas, cases, and so forth, For
I am surfeited with these things and shall give little attention to them.
But I shall direct my remarks principally to the points which require
deeper study and contribute to the sum of philosophy, therein emulating
the Pythagoreans who even had this common phrase for what I mean
, a figure and a platform, but not a platform and sixpence2

.'''

In another places he says: "Let us now turn to the elucidation
of the things proved by the writer of the Elements, selecting the more
subtle of the comments made on them by the ancient writers, while
cutting down their interminable diffuseness, giving the things which
are more systematic and follow scientific methods, attaching more
importance to the working-out of the real subject-matter than to the
variety of cases and lemmas to which we see recent writers devoting
themselves for the most part."

At the end of his commentary on Eucl. I. Proclus remarks4 that
the commentaries then in vogue were full of all sorts of confusion, and
contained no account of causes, no dialectical discrimination, and no
philosophic thought.

These passages and two others in which Proclus refers to "the
commentators 5

" suggest that these commentators were numerous.
He does not however give many names; and no doubt the only
important commentaries were those of Heron, Porphyry, and Pappus.

1 Proclus, p. 8,j., 8.
a i.e. we reach a certain height, use the platform so attained as a base on which to build

another stage, then use that as a base and so on.
3 Proclus, p. 200, 10. 4 ibid. p. 432; [5. 5 ibid. p. 289. II; p. 328, r6.

2-2
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1. Heron.
Produs alludes to Heron twice as Heron mechanicus\ in another

place2 he associates him ·with Ctesibius, and in the three other
passages! where Heron is mentioned there is no reason to doubt
that the same person is meant, namely Heron of Alexandria. The
date of Heron is still a vexed question, though the possible limits
appear to have been practically narrowed down to the ISO years
between (say) 50 B.C. and 100 A.D. Martin' concluded that Heron
lived till the middle of the first century B.C., Hultsch" placed him at
the end of the second century B.C. Cantor in his first two editions
took a middle course and gave 100 RC. as the date when he flourished 6

•

But it is now certain that in his Mechanics, preserved in the Arabic
and recently published 7, Heron quotes P.osidonius the Stoic (of
Apamea, Cicero's teacher) by name as the author of a definition
of the centre of gravity. Now Posidonius lived till about the middle
of the first century B.C.; and, assuming that his writings dated from
not earlier than 90 or 80 B.C., we must put Heron at all events (say)
fifty years later than Hultsch placed him. Cantor now, while main
taining that he belonged to the first century B.C., admits that he may
have flourished as late as the last third of its.

But in the meantime an entirely different view was elaborated by
W. Schmidt, the editor of the first volume of the new edition of
Heron's complete works, who assigned him to the second half of the
first century A.D. 9 The arguments for the terminus post quem are
mainly these. (1) Vitruvius gives in the preface to Book VII. of his
De Architectura (brought out apparently 14 RC.) a list of authorities
on machinationes from whom he had made extracts. This list contains
twelve names and has every appearance of being scrupulously com
plete; but, while it includes Archytas, Archimedes, Ctesibius, and
Philo of Byzantium (who come second, third, fourth, and sixth in
order respectively), Heron is not mentioned. Moreover the points
of difference between Vitruvius and Heron seem on the whole to be
more numerous and important than the resemblances. (2) Diels
concluded from the use of Latinisms by Heron that the first century A.D.

_ was the earliest possible date. (3) A definite date was derived by
Carra de Vaux from the identification of a small single-screw olive
press described bY,Heron (Mechanics, III. 20) with one mentioned by
Pliny (Nat. Hist. XVIII. 317) as having been introduced within the
last twenty-two years: this gives A.D. 55 as the date before which the
Mechanics could not have been written. The terminus ante quem,
100 A.D., was -arrived at (1) from internal evidence suggesting that

1 Proclus, p. 305, 24; p. 346, 13.
2 ibid. p. 41, 10. 3 ibid. p. 196, 16; p. 323, 7; p. 429, 13.
, Martin, Recherches sur la vie et les ouvrages d'H/ron d'Alexandrie, Paris, 1854, p. 27.
" Hultsch, Metrologicorum scriptorum reliquiae, 1864, I. 9.
6 Cantor, Cesch. d. Math. 12, p. 347.
7 Heronis Alexandrini opera quae supersunt omnia (Teubner, Leipzig), vol. II. edited by

L. Nix and W. Schmidt, 1900.
8 Cantor, Cesch. d. Math. 13 , p. 366.
9 See Heronis Alexandrini opera, vol. I., 1899, pp. ix-xxv.
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Heron was earlier than Claudius Ptolemy (about 100-178 A.D.), and
(2) fro'm an apparent reference by Plutarch to a proposition about
incidence and reflexion taking place at equal angles, proved by
Heron in his Catoptrica, coupled with the facts that in that work
Heron mentions Menelaus of Alexandria (about 100 A.D.) and that
Plutarch died at a great age in 120 A.D.

Attempts have however been made in two recent tracts to over
throw almost the whole of these arguments 1. (1) It is asserted that the
olive-press of Mecltanics III. 20 is not the same as that referred to by
Pliny. (2) It is pointed out that Heron is mentioned with Archimedes
and Ctesibius in a passage of Proclus which is supposed to be drawn
from Geminus 2• But, as Geminus wrote about 70 B.C. and Posidonius
not earlier than 90 B.c., while Heron quotes Posidonius and is therefore
later, the intervals are al1 too short to make it probable that Heron
would be mentioned in Geminus' historical work; and I think that
the name of Heron may well have been inserted after that of Ctesibius
by Proclus himself. (3) The view that Vitruvius did not use Heron's

,work is attacked, and the contrary sought to be proved, on the basis
apparently of three passages. (a) Vitruvius' water-organ is held to
be decidedly better than Heron's3: therefore Vitruvius used Heron's
in order to improve upon it. (b) Vitruvius, in a passage describing
a certain use of the lever, takes a wrong point to be the fulcrum; and
it is held that he cannot have made the mistake himself, but must
necessarily have copied it from Heron 4. In order, however, to find
the same error in Heron, Hoppe arbitrarily alters both the figure and
the text. (c) Vitruvius describes the working of a certain crane in
language less clear than that of Heron 5

; therefore he used Heron but
misunderstood him! All would appear to be grist which comes to
the mill of such critics: but I doubt whether such arguments will
convince those who hold to the second half of the first century as the
date that their view is mistaken.

That Heron wrote a systematic commentary on the Elements
might be inferred from Proclus, but it is rendered quite certain by
references to the commentary in Arabian writers, and particularly in
an-NairlzI's commentary on the first ten Books of the Elements, The
Finn'st says, under Euclid, that" Heron wrotli a commentary on this
book [the Elemmts], endeavouring to solve its difficulties 6 "; and
under Heron, " He wrote: the book of explanation of the obscurities
in Euclid 7.... " An-NairlzI's commentary quotes Heron by name very
frequently, and often in such a way as to leave no doubt that the
author had Heron's work actually before him. Thus the extracts are

1 E. Hoppe, Ein Beitrag our Zeitbestimmung Herons von Alexandrien, Hamburg, 1901 ;
Rudolf Meier, De Heronis aetate, Leipzig, 1905. See the references to the arguments in
Cantor, Gesch. d. Math. 13, pp. 365, 367, 545-7.

2 Proclus, p. 41, 10.
a Vitruvius, x. 13; Heron, vol. I. p. 191 sqq. (Pneumatics, I. 41, 43)'
4 Vitruvius, x. 3, 3; Heron, vol. II. pp. 114-116 (Mechanics, II. 8).
6 Vitruvius, x. 1, [0; Heron, vol. II. pp. 101-4 (Mechanics, III. 1).
6 Das Mathematiker- Veneichniss im Fihrist (tr. Suter), p. 16.
7 ibid. p. 11.
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given in the first person introduced by " Heron says" (" Dixit Y rinus "
or "Heron"); and in other places we are told that Heron "says
nothing," or "is not found to have said anything," on such and such
a proposition. The commentary of an-NairlzI is being published by
Besthorn and Heiberg from a Leiden MS. of the translation of the
Elements by al-I:Iajjaj with the commentary attached 1. But this MS.
only contains six Books, and several pages in the first Book are
missing, which contain the comments of Simplicius on the first twenty
two definitions of the first Book. Fortunately the commentary of
an-NairlzI has been discovered in a more complete form, in a Latin
translation by Gherardus Cremonensis of the twelfth century, which
contains the missing comments by Simplicius and an-NairlzI's com
ments on the first ten Books. This valuabI6 work has recently been
edited by Curtze 2•

Thus from the three sources, Proclus, and the two versions of
an-NairlzI, which supplement one another, we are able to form a very
good idea of the character of Heron's commentary. In some cases
observations given by Proclus without the name of their author are
seen from an-NairlzI to' be Heron's; in a few cases notes attributed
by Proclus to Heron are found in an-NairlzI without Heron's name;
and, curiously enough, one alternative proof (of I. 25) given as Heron's
by Proclus is introduced by the Arab with the remark that he has
not been able to discover who is the author.

Speaking generally, the comments of Heron do not seem to have
contained much that can be called important. We find

(I) A few general notes, e.g. that Heron would not admit more
than three axioms.

(2) Distinctions of a number of particular cases of Euclid's pro
positions according as the figure is drawn in one way or in another.

Of this class are the different cases of I. 35, 36, III. 7, 8 (where the
chords to be compared are drawn on different sides of the diameter
instead of on the same side), III. 12 (which is not Euclid's, but Heron's
own, adding the case of external contact to that of internal contact in
III. II), VI. 19 (where the triang!e in which an additional line is drawn
is taken to be the smaller of the two), VII. 19 (where he gives the
particular case of three 'numbers in continued proportion, instead of
four proportionals).

(3) Alternative proofs. Of these there should be mentioned (a)
the proofs of II. I-IO "without a figure," being simply the algebraic
forms of proof, easy but uninstructive, which are so popular nowadays,
the proof of III. 25 (placed after III. 30 and starting from the arc
instead of the chord), III. IO (proved by III. 9), III. 13 (a proof
preceded by a lemma to the effect that a straight line cannot meet a
circle in more than two points). Another class of alternative proof is

1 Codex Leidensis 399, I. Euclidis Elementa ex interpretatione al-Hadschdschadschii
cum commentanis al-Nanzii. Two parts carrying the work to the end of Book I. were
issued in 1893 and 1897 respectively. Another part came out in 1905.

2 Anaritii in decem libros jtiores elementorum Euclidis commentarii ex interpretatione
Gherardi Cremonensis...edidit Maximilianus Curtze (Teubner, Leipzig, 1899).
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(b) that which is intended to meet a particular objection (buTau£r;)
which had been or might be raised to Euclid's construction. Thus
in certain cases he avoids producing a particular straight line, where
Euclid produces it, in order to meet the objection of anyone who should
deny our .right to assume that there is any space available l • Of this
class are Heron's proofs of I. I I, I. 20, and his note on I. 16. Similarly
on I. 48 he supposes the right-angled triangle which is constructed to
be "Constructed on the same side of the common side as the given
triangle is. A third class (c) is that which avoids reductio ad
absurdum. Thus, instead of indirect proofs, Heron gives direct
proofs of I. 19 (for which he requires, and gives, a preliminary
lemma), and of I. 25.

(4) Heron supplies certain converses of Euclid's propositions,
e.g. converses of II. 12, 13, VIII. 27.

(5) A few additions to, and extensions of, Euclid's propositions
are also found. Some are unimportant, e.g. the construction of isosceles
and scalene triangles in a note on I. I, the construction of two tangents
in III. 17, the remark that VII. 3 about finding the greatest common
measure of three numbers can be applied to as many numbers as we
please (as Euclid tacitly assumes in VII. 3 I). The most important
ext~nsion is that of III. 20 to the case where the angle at the
circumference is greater than a right angle, and the direct deduction
from this extension of the result of III. 22. Interesting also are the
notes on I. 37 (on I. 24 in Proclus), where Heron proves that two
triangles with two sides of one eq ual to two sides of the other and
with the included angles supplementary are equal, and compares the
areas where the sum of the two included angles (one being supposed
greater than the other) is less or greater than two right angles, and
on I. 47, where there is a proof (depending on preljminary lemmas) of
the fact that, in the figure of "the proposition, the straight lines AL,
BK, CF meet in a point. After IV. 16 there is a proof that, in a
regular polygon with an even number of sides, the bisector of one
angle also bisects its opposite, and an enunciation of the corresponding
proposition for a regular polygon with, an odd number of sides.

Van Pesch 2 gives reason for attributing to Heron certain other
notes found in Proclus, viz. that they are designed to meet the same
sort of points as Heron had in view in other notes undoubtedly written
by him. These are (a) alternative proofs of I. 115, I. 17, and I. 32,
which avoid the producing of certain straight lines, (b) an alternative
proof of I. 9 avoiding the ~nstruction of the equilateral triangle on
the side of BC opposite to A; (c) partial converses of I. 35-38, starting
from the equality of the areas and the fact of the paraIIefograms or
triangles being in the same parallels, and proving that the bases are
the same or equal, may also be Heron's. Van Pesch further supposes
that it was in Heron's commentary that the proof by Menelaus of
I. 25 and the proof by Philo of I. 8 were given.

1 Cf. Proclus, 275, 7 .1 O€ M'Yol TIS T61rOP 1'-1] <lO€PQ.I ... , 289, 18 Xl-y.. o~j, ns I)n OUK tgn
Tbros...•

2 De Proclifontibus, Lugduni-Batavorum, 1900.
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The last reference to Heron made by an-Nairizi occurs in the note
on VIII. 27, so that the commentary of the former must at least have
reached that point.

II. Porphyry.
The Porphyry here mentioned is of course the Neo-Platonist who

lived about 232-304 A.D. Whether he really wrote a systematic
commentary on the Elemmts is uncertain. The passages in Proclus
which seem to make this probable are two in which he mentions him
(I) as having demonstrated the necessity of the words "not on the
same side" in the enunciation of I. I4 \ and (2) as having pointed out
the necessity of understanding correctly the enunciation of I. 26, since,
if the particular injunctions as to the sides of the triangles to be taken
as equal are not regarded, the student may easily fall into error2

•

These passages, showing that Porphyry carefully analysed Euclid's
enunciations in these cases, certainly suggest that his remarks were
part of a systematic commentary. Further, the list of mathematicians
in the Fihrist gives Porphyry as having written "a book on the
Elements." It is true that Wenrich takes this book to have been a
work by Porphyry mentioned by Suidas and Proclus (Theolog. Platon.),
7T'€p't apxwv libri II. 3

There is nothing of importance in the notes attributed to Porphyry
by Proclus.

(I) Three alternative proofs of I. 20, which avoid producing a side
of ' the triangle, are assigned to Heron and Porphyry without saying
which belonged to which. If the first of the three was Heron's, I
agree ~ith van Pesch that it is more probable that the two others
were both Porphyry's than that the second was Heron's and only the
third Porphyry's. For they are similar in character, and the third
uses a result obtained in the second 4•

(2) Porphyry gave an alternative proof of 1. 18 to meet a childish
objection which is supposed to require the part of A C equal to AB to
be cut off from CA and not from A C.

Proclus gives a precisely similar alternative proof of 1. 6 to meet a
similar supposed objection; and it may well be that, though Proclus
mentions no name, this proof was also Porphyry's, as van Pesch
suggests 5.

Two other references to Porphyry found in Proclus cannot have
anything ·to do with commentaries on the Elements. In the first a
work called the 'i,VJL}k~"T(l, is quoted, while in the second a philo-
sophical question is raised. •

III. Pappus.
The references to Pappus in Proc1us are not numerous; but we

have other evidence that he wrote a commentary on the Elements.
Thus a scholiast on the definitions of the Data uses the phrase "as

1 ProcIus, pp. 297, 1-298, 10. 2 ibid. p. 352, 13, 14 and the pages preceding.
3 Fihrist (tr. Suter), p. 9, 10 and p. 45 (note 5).
4 Van Pesch, De Procli fontibus, pp. 129. 130. Heiberg assigned them as above in his

Euklid-Studien (p. 160), but seems to have changed his view later. (See Besthorn-Heiberg,
Codex Leidensis, p. 93, note 2.)

5 Van Pesch, op. C£t. pp. 130-1.
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Pappus says at the beginning of his (commentary) on the 10th (book)
of Euclid 1

." Again in the Fihrist we are told that Pappus wrote a
·commentary to the tenth book of Euclid in two parts 2

• Fragments
of this still survive in a MS. described by Woepcke 3

, Paris. No. 952. 2
(supplement arabe de la Bibliothequc imperiale), which contains a
translation by Abu 'Uthman (beginning of 10th century) of a Greek
commentary on Book x. It is in two books, and there can now be
no doubt that the author of the Greek commentary was Pappus'.
Again Eutocius, in his note on Archimedes, On the Sphere and
Cylinder I. 13, says that Pappus explained in his commentary on the
Elements how to inscribe in a circle a polygon similar to a polygon
inscribed in another circle; and this would presumably come in his
commentary on Book XII., just as the problem is solved in the second
scholium on Eucl. XII. I. Thus Pappus' commentary on the Elements
must have been pretty complete, an additional confirmation of this
supposition being forthcoming in the reference of Marinus (a pupil
and follower of Proclus) in his preface to the Data to "the com
mentaries of Pappu·s on the book 5."

The actual references to Pappus in Proclus are as follows:
(r) On the Postulate (4) that all right angles are equal, Pappus is

quoted as saying that the converse, viz. that all angles equal to a
right angle are right, is not true 6, since the angle included between
the arcs of two semicircles which are equal, and have their diameters

. at right angles and terminating at one point, is equal to a right angle,
but is not a right angle.

(2) On the axioms Pappus is quoted as saying that, in addition to
Euclid's axioms, others are on record as well (uvvava'YpaepeuOat) about
unequals added to equals and equals added to unequals 7 ; these, says
Proclus, follow from· the Euclidean axioms, while others given by
Pappus are involved by the definitions, namely those which assert
that "all p~rts of the plane and of the straight line coincide with one
another," that "a point divides a straight line, a line a surface, and a
surface a solid," and that" the infinite is (obtained) in magnitudes
both by addition and diminution 8

."

1 Euclid's Data, ed. Menge, p. 262. 2 Fihrist (tr. Suter), p. zz.
3 Mhnoires presentes aI'academie des sciences, 1856, XIV. pp. 658-719'
, Woepcke read the name of the author, in the title of the first book as B . los (the dot

representing a missing vowel). He quotes also from other MSS. (e.g. of the Ta'rikh aI
Ifukama and of the Fihrist) where he reads the name of the commentator as B . lis, B. n . s
or B .1. s. Woepcke takes this auth'or to be Valens, and thinks it possible that he may be
the same as the astrologer Vettius Valens. This Heiberg (Euklid-Studien, pp. 169,17°)
proves to be impossible, because, while one of the MSS. quoted by Woepcke says that
.. B •n. s, Ie Roami" (late-Greek) was later than Claudius Ptolemy and the Fihrist says
"B .1. s, Ie ROllmi" wrote a commentary on Ptolemy's Planisphaerium, Vettius Valens
seems to have lived under Hadrian, and must therefore have been an elder contemporary of
Ptolemy. But Suter shows (Fihrist, p. zz and p. 54, note 92) that Banos is only distin
guished from Babos by the position of a certain dot, and Balos may also easily have arisen
from an original Babos (there is no P in Arabic), so that Pappus must be the person meant.
This is further confirmed by the fact that the Fihrist gives this author and Valens as the
subjects of two separate paragraphs, attributing to the latter astrological works only.

5 Heiberg, Euklid-Studien, p. 173; ·Euclid's Data, ed. Menge, pp. 256, Iii.
6 Proclus, pp. 189, 190. 7 ibid. p. 197, 6-10.
8 ibid. p. 198, 3-15.
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This proof has, I think,
see my note on the

(3) Pappus gave a pretty proof of 1. 5·
been wrongly understood; on this point
proposition.

(4) On 1. 47 Proclus saysl: "As the proof of the writer of the
Elements is manifest, I think that it is not necessary to add anything
further, but that what has been said is sufficient, since indeed those
who have added more, like Heron and Pappus, were obliged to make
use of what is proved in the sixth book·, without attaining any
important result." We shall see what Heron's addition consisted of;
what Pappus may have added we do not know, unless it was some
thing on the lines of his extension of 1. 47 found in the Synagoge
(IV. p. 176, ed. Hultsch).

We may fairly conclude, with van Pesch.2, that Pappus is drawn
upon in various other passages of Proclus where he quotes no
authority, but where the subject-matter reminds us of other notes
expressly assigned to Pappus or of what we otherwise know to have
been favourite questions with him. Thus:

_ I. We are reminded of the curvilineal angle which is equal to but
not a right angle by the note on I. 32 to the effect that the converse
(that a figure with its interior angles together equal to two right
angles is a triangle) is not true unless we confine ourselves to
rectilineal figures. This statement is supported by reference to a
figure formed by four semicircles whose diameters form a square, and
one of which is turned inwards while the others are turned outwards.
The figure forms two angles « equal to" right angles in the sense
described by Pappus on Post. 4, while the other curvilineal angles are
not considered to be angles at all, and are left out in summing the
internal angles. Similarly the allusions in the notes on 1. 4, 23 to
curvilineal angles of which certain moon-shaped angles (Jl-1JvoEtoe£,,)
are shown to be "equal to" rectilineal angles savour of Pappus.

2. On 1. 9 Proclus says3 that « Others, starting from the Archi
medean spirals, divided any given rectilineal angle in any given ratio."
We cannot but compare this with Pappus IV. p. 286, where the spiral
is so used; hence this note, including remarks immediately preceding
about the conchoid and the quadratrix, which were used for the same
purpose, may very well be due to Pappus.

3. The subject of isoperimetric figures was a favourite one with
Pappus, who wrote a recension of· Zenodorus' treatise on the subject'.
Now on 1. 35 Proclus speaks5 about the paradox of parallelograms
having equal area (between the same parallels) though the two sides
between the parallels may be of any length, adding that of parallelo
grams with equal perimeter the rectangle is greatest if the base be
given, and the square greatest if the base be not given etc. He
returns to the subject on 1. 37 about triangles6• Compare7 also his
note on I. 4. These notes may have been taken from Pappus.

1 Proclus, p. 429, 9-15.
2 Van Pesch, De Proclifontibus, p. 134 sqq. 3 Proclus, p. 272, 10.
, Pappus, V. pp. 3°4-35°; for Zenodorus' own treatise see Hultsch's Appendix, pp. 1189

-1211.
S Proclus, pp. 396-8. 6 ibid. pp. 403-4' 7 ibid. pp. 236-7'
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4. Again, on I. 2 I, Proclus remarks on the paradox'that straight
lines may be drawn from the base to a point within a triangle which
are (I) together greater than the two sides, and (2) include a less
angle provided that the straight lines may be drawn from points in
the base other than its extremities. The subject of straight lines
satisfying condition (I) was treated at length, with reference to a
variety of cases,- by Pappus!, after a collection of "paradoxes" by
Erycinus, of whom nothing more is known. Proclus gives Pappus'
first case, and adds a rather useless proof of the possibility of drawing
straight lines satisfying condition (2) alone, adding that" the proposi
tion stated has been proved by me without using the parallels of
the commentators"." By" the commentators" Pappus is doubtless
meant.

5. Lastly, the "four-sided triangle," called by Zenodorus the
"hollow-angled,"3 is mentioned in the notes on 1. Def. 24-29 and
1. 21. As Pappus wrote on Zenodorus' work in which the term
occurred4, Pappus may be responsible for these notes.

IV. Simplicius.
According to the Fihrisf5, Simplicius the Greek wrote "a com

mentary to the beginning of Euclid's book, which forms an introduc
tion to geometry." And in fact this commentary on the definitions,
postulates and axioms (including the postulate known as the Parallel
Axiom) is preserved in the .Arabic commentary of an-Nairizi6

• On
two subjects this commentary of Simplicius quotes a certain" Aganis,"
the first subject being the definition of an angle, and the second the
definition of parallels and the parallel-postulate. Simplicius gives
word for word, in a long passage placed by an-Nairizi after 1. 29, an
attempt by "Aganis" to prove the parallel-postulate. It starts from
a definition of parallels which agrees with Geminus' view of them as
given by Proclus 7, and is closely connected with the definition given
by Posidonius 8• Hence it has been assumed that "Aganis" is none
other than Geminus, and the historical importance of the commentary
of Simplicius has been judged accordingly. But it has been recently
shown by Tannery that the identification of " Aganis" with Geminus
is practically impossible 9• In the translation of Besthorn-Heiberg
Aganis is called by Simplicius in one place "philosophus Aganis," in
another" magister noster Aganis," in Gherard's version he is "socius
Aganis" and "socius n<?ster Aganis." These expressions seem to
leave no doubt that Aganis was a contemporary and friend, if not
master, of Simplicius; and it is impossible to suppose that Simplicius
(fl. about 500 A.D.) could have used them of a man who lived four and

1 Pappus III. pp. 1°4-13°. " PlOclus, p. 328, 15.
3 Proclus, p. 165, 24; cf. pp. 328, 329. 4 See Pappus, ed. Hultsch, pp. 1154, 1206.
6 fij'krist (tr. Suter), p. 21.

ti An-Nairizi, ed. Besthorn-Heiberg, pp. 9-41, 119-133, ed. Curtze, pp. 1-37,65-73,
The Codex Leidensis, flOm which Besthorn and Heiberg are editing the work, has un
fortunately lost some leaves so that there is a gap from Def. 1 to De£. 35 (parallels). The
loss is, howe'ver, made good by Curtze's edition of the translation by Gherard of Cremona.

7 Proclus, p. 177, 21. 8 ibid. p. 176, 7.
9 Bibliotkeca Matkematica, 113 , 1900, pp. 9-l!.
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a half centuries before his time. A phrase in Simplicius' word-for
word quotation from Aganis leads to the same conclusion. He speaks
of people who objecte.d "even in ancient times" (iam antiquitus) to
the use by geometers of this postulate. This would not have been an
appropriate phrase had Geminus been the writer. I do not think
that this difficulty can be got over by Suter's suggestion I that the
passages in question may have been taken out of Heron's commentary,
and that an-NairIzI may have forgotten to name the author; it seems
clear that Simplicius is the person who described "Aganis." Hence
we are driven to suppose that Aganis was not Geminus, but some
unknown contemporary of Simplicius". Considerable interest will
however continue to attach to the comments of Simplicius so
fortunately preserved.

Proclus tells us that one Aegaeas (? Aenaeas) of Hierapolis wrote an
epitome of the Elements3 ; but we know nothing more of him or of it.

I Z(llSchriftfiir Math. u. Physik, XLIV., hist.·litt. Abth. p. 61.
2 The above argument seems to me quite insuperable. The other arguments of Tannery

do not, however, carry conviction to my mind. I do not follow the reasoning based on
Aganis'definition of an angle. It appears to me a pure assumption that Geminus would have
seen that Posidonius' definition of parallels was not admissible. Nor does it seem to me to
count for much that ProcIus, while telling us that Geminus held that the postulate ought to be
proved and warned the unwary against hastily concIudin~ that two straight lines approaching
one another must nece.sarily meet (cf. a curve and Its asymptote), gives no hint that
Geminus did try to prove the postulate. It may well be that Proclus omitted Geminus'
"proof" (if he wrote one) because he preferred Ptolemy's attempt which he gives
(pp. 365-7).

3 Protlus, p. 361, 21.



CHAPTER IV.

PROCLUS AND HIS SOURCESl.

IT is well known that the commentary of Proclus on Eucl. Book I.
is one of the two main sources of information as to the history of
Greek geometry which we possess, the other being the Collection of
Pappus. They are the more precious because the original works of
the forerunners of Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius are lost, having
probably been discarded a»d forgotten almost immediately after the
appearance of the masterpieces of that great trio.

. Proclus himself lived 410-485 A.D., so that there had already
passed a sufficient amount of time for the tradition relating to the
pre-Euclidean geometers to become obscure and defective. In this
connexion a passage is quoted from Simplicius2 who, in his account
of the quadrature of certain lunes by Hippocrates of Chios, while
mentioning two authorities for his statements, Alexander Aphro
disiensis (about 220 A.D.) and Eudemus, says -in one place 3, "As
regards Hippocrates of Chios we must pay more attention to Eudemus,
since he was nearer the times, being a pupil of Aristotle."

The importance therefore of a critical examination of Proclus'
commentary with a view to determining from what original sources
he drew need not be further emphasised.

Proclus received his early training in Alexandria, where Olympio
dorus was his instructor in the works of Aristotle, and mathematics
was taught him by one Heron 4 (of course a different Heron from the
"mechanicus Hero" of whom we have already spoken). He after
wards went to Athens where he was imbued by Plutarch, and by
Syrianus, with the N:eo-Platonic philosophy, to which he then devoted

1 My task in this chapter is made easy by the appearance, in the nick of time, of the
dissertation De Procli fontibus by J. G. van Pesch (Lugduni-Batavorum, Apud L. van
Nifterik, MDCCCC). The chapters dealing directly with the subject show a thorough
acquaintance on the part of the author with all the literature bearing on it; he covers
the whole field and he exercises a sound and sober judgment in forming his conclusions.
The same cannot always be said of his only predecessor in the same inquiry, Tannery
(in La G!ometrie grecque, 1887), who often robs his speCUlations of much of their value
through his proneness to run away with an idea; he does so in this case, basing most of his
conclusions on an arbitrary and unwarranted assumption as to the significance of the words
oi ?rEpl T'Plt (e.g. "Hpwplt, nOlTEtOWP'OJl etc.) as used in Produs.

2 Simplicius 011 Aristotle's Physics, ed. Diels, pp. 54-69.
S ibid. p. 68, 32.
4 Cf. Martin, Recherches sur fa vie et fes ouvrages d'Htron d'Afexandrie, pp. 240-2.
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heart and soul, becoming one of its most prominent exponents. He
speaks everywhere with the highest respect of his masters, and
was in turn regarded with extravagant veneration by his contem
poraries, as we learn from Marinus his pupil and biographer. On
the death of Syrianus he was put at the head of the Neo-Platonic
school. He was a man of untiring industry, as is shown by the
number of books which he wrote, including a large number of com
mentaries, mostly on the dialogues of Plato. He was an acute
dialectician, and pre-eminent among his contemporaries in the
range of his learning l

; he was a competent mathematician; he was
even a poet. At the same time he was a believer in all sorts of
myths and mysteries and a devout worshipper of divinities both
Greek and Oriental. .

Though he was a competent mathematician, he was evidently
much more a philosopher than a mathematician 2. This is shown
-even in his commentary on Eucl. I., where, not only in the Prologues
(especially the first), but also in the notes themselves, he seizes any
opportunity for a philosophical digression. He says himself that he
attaches most importance to "the things which require deeper study
and contribute to the sum of philosophy::':'; alternative proofs, cases,
and the like (though he gives many) have no attraction for him;
and, in particular, he attaches no value to the addition of Heron to
I. 47 4, which is of considerable mathematical interest. Though he
esteemed mathematics highly, it was only as a handmaid to philosophy.
He quotes Plato's opinion to the effect that "mathematics, as making
use of hypotheses, falls short of the non-hypothetical and perfect
science 5 " ..."Let us then not say that Plato excludes mathematics
from the sciences, but that he declares it to be secondary to the one
supreme science6

." And again, while "mathematical science must be
considered desirable in itself,"though not with reference to the needs
of daily life," "if it is necessary to refer the benefit arising from it to
something else, we must connect that benefit with intellectual know
ledge (voepav ryvwaw), to which it leads the way and is a propaedeutic,
clearing the eye of the soul and taking away the impediments which
the senses place in the way of the knowledge of universals (nov
""\ )7"o",rov •

We know that in the Neo-Platonic school the younger pupils
learnt mathematics; and it is clear that Proclus taught this subject,
and that this was the origin of the commentary. Many passages
show him as a ItIaster speaking to scholars. Thus" We have illustrated

1 Zeller calls him "Der Gelehrte, dem kein Feld damaligen Wissens verschlossen ist:'
2 Van Pesch observes that in his commentaries on the Timaeus (pp. 671-2) he speaks

as no real mathematician could have spoken. In the passage referred to the question is
whether the sun occupies a middle place among the planets. Proclus rejects the view of
Hipparchus and Pt{)lemy because "0 IJEOUfYYOS" (sc. the Chaldean, says Zeller) thinks otherwise,
"whom it is not lawful to disbelieve." Martin says rather neatly, "Pour Proclus, les
Elements d'Euclide ont l'heureuse chance de n'etre contredits ni par les Oracles chaldalques,
ni par les speculations des pythagoriciens anciens et nouveaux ......"

3 Proclus, p. 84, 13. • ibid. p. 429. 12.
5 ibid. p. 31, 20. 6 ibid. p. 32, 2.
7 ibid. p. 27, 27 to 28, 7; cf. also p. 21, 25, pp. 46, 47.
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and made plain all these things in the case of the first problem, but
it is necessary that my hearers should make the same inquiry as
regards the others as well J," and " I do not indicate these things as a
merely incidental matter but as preparing us beforehand for the
doctrine of the Timaeus 2." Further, the pupils whom he was
addressing were beginners in mathematics; for in one place he says
that he omits" for the present" to speak of the discoveries of those
who employed the curves of Nicomedes and Hippias for trisecting
an angle, and of those who used the Archimedean spiral for dividing
an angle in any given ratio, because these things would be too
difficult for beginners (ovU(J€ClJP~TOU" TOIS €lua'Yol1-€l/o~,,)3. Again, if
his pupils had not been beginners, it would not have been necessary
for Proclus to explain what is meant by saying that sides subtend
certain angles4, the difference between adjacent and vertical angles·
etc., or to exhort them, as he often does, to work out other particular
cases for themselves, for practice ('YuJLl/aura" [l/€Ka )6.

The commentary seems then to have been founded on Proclus'
lectures to beginners in mathematics. But there are signs that it
was revised and re-edited for a larger public; thus he gives notice in
one place7 "to those who shall come upon" his work (Tot" €l/T€UgO
11-€l/O~"). There are also passages which could not have heen under
stood by the beginners to whom he lectured, e.g. passages about the
cylindrical helix 8, conchoids and cissoids 9• These passage£ may have
been added in the revised "edition, or, as van Pesch conjectures, the
explanations given in the lectures may have been much fuller and
more comprehensible to beginners, and they may have been shortened
on revision.

In his comments on the propositions of Euclid, Proclus generally
proceeds in this way: first he gives explanations regarding Euclid's
proofs, secondly he gives a few different cases, mainly for the sake of
practice, and thirdly he addresses himself to refuting objections
raised by cavillers to particular propositions. The latter class of
note he deems necessary because of "sophistical cavils " and the
attitude of the people who rejoiced in finding paralogisms and iq
causing annoyance to scientific men 10. His commentary does not
seem to have been written for the purpose of correcting or improving
Euclid. For there are very few passages of mathematical content
in which Proclus can be s.upposed to be propounding anything of his
own; nearly all are taken from the works of others, mostly earlier
commentators, so that, for the purpose of improving on or correcting
Euclid, there was no need for his commentary at all. Indeed only in
one place does he definitely bring forward anything of his' own to get
over a difficulty which he finds in Euclid 11; this is where he tries to

1 Proclus, p. 110, 18.
3 ibid. p. 171, 11.
5 ibid. p. 198, 14.
7 ibid. p. 84, 9.
9 ibid. p. I 13.

11 ibid. pp. 368-3730

2 ibid. p. 384. 1.
4 ibid. p. 138, I1.

6 cr. p. 114, 15 (on I. 1).
8 ibid. p. 105.

10 ibid. p. 375, 8.
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prove the parallel-postulate; after first giving Ptolemy's attempt and
then pointing out objections to it. On the other hand there are a
number of passages in which he extols Euclid; thrice 1 also he
supports Euclid against Apollonius where the latter had given proofs
which he considered better than Euclid's (I. ra, I I, and 23).

Allusion must be made to the debated question whether Proclus
continued his commentaries beyond Book I. His intention to do so
is clear from the following passages. Just after the words above
quoted about the trisection etc. of an angle by means of certain curves
he says, "For we may perhaps more appropriately examine these
things on the third book, where the writer of the Elements bisects a
given circumference2." Again, after saying that of all parallelograms
which have the same perimeter the square is the greatest" and the
rhomboid least of all," he adds: "But this we will prove in another
place; for it is more appropriate to the (discussion of the) hypotheses
of the second book 3." Lastly, when alluding (on I. 45) to the squaring
of the circle, and to Archimedes' proposition that any circle is equal
to the right-angled triangle in which the perpendicular is equal to the
radius of the circle and the base to its perimeter, he adds, "But of this
elsewhere 4

"; this may imply an intention to treat of the subject on
Eucl. XII., though Heiberg doubts it 5

• But it is clear that, at the time
when the commentary on Book I. was written, Proclus .had not yet
begun to write on the other Books and- was uncertain whether he
would be able to do so: for at the end he says6, " For my part, if I
should be able to discuss the other books 7 in the same manner, I
should give thanks fo the gods; but, if other cares should draw me
away, I beg those who are attracted by this subject to complete the
exposition of the other books as well, following the same method, and
addressing themselves throughout to the deeper and better defined
questions involved" (TO 7rpa'Yl-'aT€tWOe, 7raVTaxOV /Cat €VOtatpeToV
I-'€TaOUd/coVTa,).

There is in fact no satisfactory evidence that Proclus did actually
write any more commentaries than that on Book I., those who have
i\ttributed to Proclus some of the scholia on the later books having
failed to prove their case 8• The contrary view receives support from
two facts pointed out by Heiberg, viz. (I) that the scholiast's copy
of Proclus was not much better than our MSS.: in particular, it had

1 Produs, p. 280, 9; p. 282, 20; pp. 335, 336. 2 ibid. p. 272, 14'
3 ibi"-. p. 398, I Sf 4 ibid. p. 423, 6.
5 Heiberg, Euklid-Studien, p. 165, note. 6 Proclus, p. 432, 9.
7 The words in the Greek are: El P.fP oU"7}8<l7}p.€v Ka! TOIS XO<lI'OIS TOV aUToP TpOll'OP

l~€X8€lv. For '~€XIMv Heiberg would read 'lI'€~€Xll<lv.

8 Heiberg (Euklid·Studien, p. 166) gives reason for doubting the evidence adduced
by Wachsmuth, by which Knoche was persuaded to give up his original view that Proclus did
not write any more commentaries. WachEmuth relies solely upon a Vatican MS. which has
at the head of a collection of scholia on Books I. (extracts from the extant commentary
of Proclus), II., v., VI., x. the title: Els T<1 EUKX€loou O'TOLX€La lI'poXap.{Jap6p.EPa fK TWP llp6KXOU
O'Il'Opd.07}V Ka! KaT' €7rLTOp:rJV. Heiberg holds that this title itself makes it probable that the
authorship ascribed to Proclus was restricted to the scholia: on Book I.: otherwise how
could one understand the expression 11' poXap.{Jav6p.€va fK TWV llp6KXOU, which words would
suit extracts from Proclus' prologues well enough, but not the sch9lia to later Books?
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the same lacunae in the notes on I. 36, 37 and I. 41-43: and even this
fact makes it improbable that the scholiast had further commentaries
of Proc1us which have vanished for us; .(2) that there is no trace
in the scholia of the notes which Proc1us promised in the passages
quoted above l •

Coming now to the question of the sources of Proc1us, we may say
that everything goes to show that his commentary is a compilation,
though a compilation" in the better sense" of the term 2. He does
not even give us to understand that we shall find in it much of his own;
" let us," he says, " now turn to the exposition of the theorems proved
by Euclid, selecting the more subtle of the comments made on them
by the ancient writers, and cutting down their interminable diffuse
ness ...s": not a word about anything of his own. At the same time.
he seems to imply that he will not necessarily on each occasion quote
the source of each extract from an earlier commentary; and, in fact,
while he quotes the name of his authority in many places, especially
where the subject is important, in many others, where it is equally
certain that he is not giving anything of his own, he mentions no
authority. Thus he quotes Heron by name six times; but we now
know, from the commentary of an-NairlzI, that· a number of other
passages, where he mentions no name, are taken from Heron, and
among them the not unimportant addition of an alternative proof to
I. 19. Hence we can by no means conclude that, where no authority
is mentioned, Proclus is givihg notes of his own. The presumption is
generally the other way; and it is often possible to arrive at a con
clusion, either that a particular note is not Proc1us' own, or that it
is definitely attributable to someone else, by applying the ordinary
principles of criticism. Thus, where the note shows an unmistakable
affinity to another which Proclus definitely attributes to some com
mentator by name, especially when both contain some peculiar and
distinctive idea, we cannot have much doubt in assigning both to the
same commentator4• Again, van Pesch finds a criterion in the form
of a note. where the explanation is so condensed as to be only just
intelligible; the note is that in which a converse of I. 32 is proved",
the proposition namely that a rectilineal figure which has all its
interior angles together equal to two right angles is a triangle.

It is not safe to attribute a passage to Proc1us himself because he
uses the first person in such expressions as "I say" or " I will prove"
-for he was in the habit of putting into his own words the substance
of notes borrowed from others--:-nor because, in speaking of an

1 Heiberg, Euklid·Studien, pp. 167, 168.
• Knoche. Untersuchungen iiber des Proklus Diadochus Commentar zu Euklid's Ele

menten (1862) p. [I.

S Proclus. p. 200, [0--13.
4 Instances of the application of this criterion will be found in the discussion of Proclus'

indebtedness to the commentaries of Heron, Porphyry and Pappus.
5 Van Pesch attrilJUtes this converse and proof to Pappus. arguing from the fact that the

proof is followed by a passage which, on comparison with Pappus' note on the postulate that
all rigijt angles are equal, he feels justifi~ in assigning to Pappus. I doubt if the evidence is
sufficient.

H. E. 3
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objection raised to a particular proposition, he uses such expressions
as "perhaps someone may object" (tuw<; 0' av nv€<; €VUTa'i€v••. ): for
sometimes other words in the same passage indicate that the objection
had actually been taken by someone l

• Speaking generally, we shall
not be justified in concluding that Proclus is stating something new of
his own unless he indicates this himself in express terms.

As regards the form of Proclus' references to others by name, van
Pesch notes that he very seldom mentions the particular work from
which he is borrowing. If we leave out of account the references to
Plato's dialogues, there are only the following references to books:
the Bacchae of Philolaus 2, the Symmikta of Porphyry3, Archimedes all
the Sphere and Cylinder', Apollonius On the cochlias5, a book by
Eudemus on The Angle6

, a whole book of p'osidonius directed against
Zeno of the Epicurean secP, Carpus' Astronomy 8, Eudemus' History of
Geometry9, and a tract by Ptolemy on the parallel-postulate10•

Again, Proclus does not always indicate that he is quoting some
thing at second-hand. He often does so, e.g. he quotes Heron as the
authority for a statement about Philippus, Eudemus as attributing a
certain theorem to Oenopides etc.; but he says on 1. 12 that "Oeno
pides first investigated this problem, thinking it useful for astronomy"
when he cannot have had Oenopides' work before him.

It has been said above that Proclus was in the habit of stating in
his own words the substance of the things which he borrowed. We
are prepared for this when we find him stating that he will select the
best things from ancient commentaries and" cut short their intermin
able diffuseness," that he will" briefly describe" (UVVTOp,W<; iUTop-YJuat)
the other proofs of I. 20 given by Heron and Porphyry and also the
proofs of I. 25 by Menelaus and Heron. But the best evidence is of
course to be found in the passages where he quotes works still extant,
e.g.. those of Plato, Aristotle and Plotinus. Examination of these
passages shows great divergences from the original; even where he
purports to quote textually, using the expressions "Plato says," or
" Plotinus says," he by no means quotes word for word 11• In fact, he
seems to have had a positive distaste for quoting textually from other
works. He cannot conquer this even when quoting from Euclid; he
says in his note on I. 22, "we will follow the words of the geometer"
but fail~ nevertheless, to reproduce the text of Euclid unchanged l2•

We now come to the sources themselves from which Proclus drew

1 Van Pesch illustrates this by an objection refuted in the note on t. 9, p. 273, 11 sqq.
After using the above expression to introduce the objection, Proclus uses further on (p. 273,25)
the term "they say" (</>al1!v).

2 ProcIus, p. 22, 15. 3 ibid. p. 56, 25.
'ibid. p. 71, 18. 5 ibid. p. 105,5'
6 ibid. p. 125,8. 7 ibid. p. 200/2.
8 ibid. p. 2.j.I, 19. 9 ibid. p. 352, 15'
10 ibid. p. 362, 15.
11 See the passages referred to by van Pesch (p. 70)' The most glaring case is a passage

(p. 21, 19) where he quotes Plotinus, using the expression" plotinus says...... " Comparison
with Plotinus, Ennead. t. 3, 3, shows that very few words are those of Plotinus himself; the
rest represent Plotinus' views in Proclus' own language.

12 Proclus, p. 330, 19 sqq.
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in writing his commentary. Three have already been disposed of,
viz. Heron, Porphyry and Pappus, who had all written commentaries
on the Elements l • We go on to

Eudemus, the pupil of Aristotle, who, among other works, wrote a
history of arithmetic, a history of astronomy, and a history of geometry.
The importance of the last mentioned work is attested by the frequent
use made of it by ancient writers. That there was no other history
of geometry written after the time of Eudemus seems to be proved by
the remark of Proclus in the course of his famous summary: "Those
who compiled histQries bring the development of this science up to
this point. Not much younger than these' is Euclid2

• ... " The loss of
Eudemus' history is one of the gravest which fate has inflicted upon
us, for it cannot be doubted that Eudemus had before him a number
of the actual works of earlier geometers, which, as before observed,
seem to have vanished completely when they were superseded by the
treatises of Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius. As it is, we have to
be thankful for the fragments from Eudemus which such writers as
Proclus have preserved to us.

I agree with van Pesch3 that there is no sufficient reason for
doubting that the work of Eudemus was accessible to Proclus at first
hand. For the later writers Simplicius and Eutocius refer to it in
terms such as leave no room for doubt that they had it before them.
I have already quoted a passage from Simpliciu~' account of the lunes

.of Hippocrates to the effect' that Eudemus must be considered the
best authority since he lived nearer the times 4• In the same place
Simplicius says~, "I will set out what Eudemus says word for word
("ant A€~tV Afryop.€Va), adding only a little explanation in the shape Clf
reference to Euclid's Elements owing to the memorandum-hke style of
Eudemus (oui TOV Inrop.vTJ/J,an"ov TP07T'OV TOU Evo~p.ou) who sets out
his explanations in the abbreviated form usual with ancient writers.
Now in the second book of the history of geometry he writes as
follows~." It is not possible to suppose that Simplicius would have
written in this way about the style of Eudemus if he had merely been
copying certain passages second-hand out of some other author and
had not the original work itself to refer to. In like manner, Eutocius
speaks of the paralogisms handed down in connexion with the
attempts of Hippocrates and Antiphon to square the circle 6, "with
which I imagine that those are accurately acquainted who have
examined (E7T'€U"€P.p.€vou<;) the geometrical history of Eudemus and
know the Ceria Aristotelica." How could the contemporaries of Euto
cius have examined the work of Eudemus unless it was still extant in
his time?

·The passages in which Proclus quotes Eudemus by name as his
authority are as follows:

(I) On I. 26 he says that Eudemus in his history of geometry

1 See pp. 20 to 27 above.
2 Proclus, p. 68, 4-7' 3 De Proclifontibus, pp. 73-75'
4 See above, p. 29. ' Simplicius, loco cit., ed. Diels, p. 60, 27.
6 Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, vol. III. p. 264'
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9 ibid. p. 250, 20.
11 ibid. pp. 304, "-305, 3.
13 ibid. p. 426, 6-9-

referred this theorem to Thales, inasmuch as It was necessary to
Thales' method of ascertaining the distance of ships from the shore'.

(2) Eudemus attributed to Thales the discovery of Euc!. I. IS 2
,

and
(3) to Oenopides the problem of l. 23 3.
(4) Eudemus referred the discovery of the theorem in I. 32 to the

Pythagoreans, and gave their proof of it, which Produs reproduces 4
•

(S) On I. 44 Produs tells us5 that Eudemus says that" these
things are ancient, being disco,,:eries of the Pythagorean muse, the
application (7rapaj3oA~) of areas, their exceeding (V7r€pj30A.~) and
their falling short (eAA.€£,yt<;)." The next words about the appro
priation of these terms (parabola, hyperbola and ellipse) by later
writers (i.e. Apollonius) to denote the conic sections are of course not
due to Eudemus.

Coming now to notes where Eudemus is not named by Produs,
we may fairly conjecture, with van Pesch, that Eudemus was really
the authority for the statements (I) that Thales first proved that a
cirde is bisected by its diameterS (though the proof by reductio ad
absurdum which follows in Produs cannot be attributed to Thales 7),

(2) that" Plato made over to Leodamas the analytical method, by
means of which it is recorded (iCT'T0P1JTat) that the latter too made
many discoveries in geometryB," (3) that the theorem of I. S was due
to Thales, and that for equal angles he used the more archaic

, expression "similar" angles9
, (4) that Oenopides first investigated

the problem of I. 12, and that he called the perpendicular the
gnomollic line (lCaTd. 'YvropOlJa) '0, (S) that the theorem that only three
sorts of polygons can fill up the space round a point, viz. the
equilateral triangle, the square and the regular hexagon, was
Pythagorean 11. Eudemus may also be the authority for Produs'
description of the two methods, referred to Plato and Pythagoras
respectively, of forming right-angled triangles in whole numbers 12.

We cannot attribute to Eudemus the beginning of the note on
I. 47 where Produs says that "if we listen to those who like to
recount ancient history, we may find some of them referring this
theorem to Pythagoras and saying that he sacrificed an ox in honour
of his discoveryI3." As such a sacrifice was contrary to the Pytha
gorean tenets, and Eudemus could not have been unaware of this,
the story cannot rest on his authority. Moreover Produs speaks as
though he were not certain of the correctness of the tradition; indeed,

1 Produs, p. 352, 14-18. 2 ibid. p. 299, 3.'
3 ibid. p. 333, 5. 4 ibid. p. 379, 1-,6.
5 ibid. p. 4'9, '5-18. 6 ibid. p. 157, '0, 'I.
7 Cantor (Gesch. d. Math. [3, p. 22 I) points out the connexion between the reductio ad

absurdum and the analytical method said to have been discovered by Plato. Produs gives
the proof by reductio ad absurdum to meet an imaginary critic who desires a mathematical
proof; possibly Thales may have been satisfied with the argument in the same sentence
which mentions Thales, "the cause of the bisection being -the unswerving course of the
straight line through the centre."

ti Proc]us, p. 2Il, '9-23.
10 ibid. p. 283, 7-10.
12 ibid. pp. 428, 7-429,9,
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so far as the story of the sacrifice is concerned, the same thing is told
of Thales in connexion with his discovery that the angle in a semi
circle is a right angle l , and Plutarch is not certain whether the ox
was sacrificed on the discovery of I. 47 or of the problem about
application of areas". Plutarch's doubt suggests that he knew of no
evidence for the story beyond the vague allusion in the distich of
Apollodorus "Logisticus" (the "calculator") cited by Diogenes
Laertius alsos ; and Proclus may have had in mind this couplet with
the passages of Plutarch.

We come now to the question of the famous historical summary
given by Proclus4• No one appears to maintain that Eudemus is the
author of even the early part of this summary in the form in which
Proclus gives it. It is, as is well known, divided into two distinct
parts, between which comes the remark, "Those who compiled
histories 5 bring the development of this science up to this point.
Not much younger than these is Euclid, who put together the
Elements, collecting many of the theorems of Eudoxus, perfecting

.many others by Theaetetus, and bringing to irrefragable demonstration
the things which had only been somewhat loosely proved by his pre
decessors." Since Euclid was later than Eudemus, it is impossible that
Eudemus can have written this. Yet the style of the summary after
this point does not show any such change from that of the former
portion as to suggest different authorship. The author of the earlier
portion recurs frequently to the question of the origin of the
ele111.fnts of geometry in a way in which no one would be likely to
do who was not later than Euclid; and it must be the same hand
which in the second portion connects Euclid's Elements with the
work of Eudoxus and Theaetetus6

•

If then the summary is the work of one author, and that author
not Eudemus, who is it likely to have been? Tannery answers that
it is Geminus 7 ; but I think, with van Pesch, that he has failed to
show why it should be Geminus rather than another. And certainly
the extracts which we have from Geminus' work suggest that the sort
of topics which it dealt with was quite different; they seem rather to
have been general questions of the content of mathematics, and even
Tannery admits that historical details could only have come inci
dentally into the works.

Could the author have been Proclus himself? Circumstances

1 Diogenes Laertius, I. 24-, p. 6, ed. Cobet.
2 Plutarch, non posse suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum, [I; Symp. VIII, 2.
S Diog. Laert. VIII. 12, p. 207, ed. Cobet:

'Hp£K<t IIvll<toyop,/s TO 1r€PlKA€€S €6p€TO -ypo./l/l<t,
K€W' '<p 6T'I' KA€LPTW iloy<toy€ {JovllvlT£,/p.

See on this subject Tannery, La Geometrie grecque, p. l0S.

4 Proclns, pp. 64--70.
5 The plural is well explained by Tannery, La Geometrie grecque, pp. 73, 7+. No doubt

the author of the summary tried to supplement Endemus by means of any other histories
which threw light on the subject. Thus e.g. the allusion (Po, 64. 21) to the Nile recalls
Herodotus. Cf. the expression in proclus, p. 64, 19, 1r<tpa TWP 1rOAAWP iITTOP,/T<tl.

6 Tannery, La Geometrie grecque, p. 75.
7 ibid. pp. 66-75. S ibid. p. [9.
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which seem to suggest this possibility are (I) that, as already stated,
the question of the origin of the Elements is kept prominent,
(2) that there is no mention of Democritus, whom Eudemus would
not be likely to have ignored, while a follower of Plato would be
likely enough to do him the injustice, following the example of Plato
who was an opponent o£ Democritus, never once mentions him, and
is said to have wished to burn all his writings!, and (3) the allusion at
the beginning to the" inspired Aristotle" (0 oa£ll-ovwc; 'ApUrTOT€"ATJC;)2,
though this may easily have been inserted by Produs in a quotation
made by him from someone else. On the other hand there are
considerations which suggest that Produs himself was not the writer.
(I) The style of the whole passage is not such as to point to him
as the author. (2) If he wrote it, it is hardly conceivable that he
would have passed over in silence the discovery of the analytical
method, the invention of Plato to which he attached so much
importances.

There is nothing improbable in the conjecture that Proclus quoted
the summary from a compendium of Eudemus' history made by some
later writer: but as yet the question has not been definitely settled.
All that is certain is that the early part of the summary must have
been made up from scattered notices found in the great work of
Eudemqs.

Proclus refers to another work of Eudemus besides the history,
viz. a book on The Angle ({3t{3"Aiov 7T"€pl ryrovia<;) '. Tanner~assumes

that this must have been part of the history, and uses this assumption
to confirm his idea that the history was arranged according to subjects,
not according to chronological orders. The phraseology of Proclus
however unmistakably suggests p. separate work; and that the
history was chronologically arranged seems to be clearly indicated by
the remark of Simplicius that Eudemus "also counted Hippocrates
among the more ancient writers" (iv TO£<; 7T"a"AaWT€pO£c;)6.

The passage of Simplicius about the lunes of Hippocrates throws
considerable light on the style of Eudemus' history. Eudemus wrote
in a memorandum-like or summary manner (TOV IJ7rop.v7Jp.a-rucov Tp07T"OV
TOV Evo~p.ov)7 when reproducing what he found in the ancient writers;
sometimes it is clear that he left out altogether proofs or constructions
of things by no means easy8. .

Geminus.
The discussions about the date and birthplace of Geminus form a

whole literature, for an account of which I must refer the reader to the
recent edition by Manitius of Gemini elementa astronomiae (Teubner,
1898)9. It must suffice here to state the general conclusion arrived at
by Manitius10• Though the name looks like a Latin name (GemYnus),

1 Diog. Laertius, IX. 40, p. 237, ed. Cobet. 2 Proclus, p. 64, 8.
a Proclus, p. 2 II, 19 sqq.; the passage is quoted above, p. 36.
, ibid. p. IZ5, 8. 5 Tannery, La Geometrie grecque, p. 26.
6 Simplicius, ed. Diels, p. 69, 23. 7 ibid. p. 60, 29. .
8 Cf. Simplicil;lS, p. 63, 19 sqq.; p. 64, 25 sqq.; also Usener's note "de supplendis

Hipjocratis quas omisit Eudemus constructionibus " added tp Diels' preface, pp. xxiii-xxvi.
See the appendix to this edition, pp. 237-252. 10 pp. 'lSI, 252.
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the consistent appearance of it in Greek with the properispomenon
aq:ent (r€JLtVo<;) leaves no room for doubt as to its Greek origin,
especially as it is found in inscriptions with the spelling r€JL€tVos-.
The name may be formed from the stem ry€JL like'Eprytvos- from €pry,
'AA,€~tvoS- from aA,€~. Cf. also the unmistakably Greek names '!N:'TtVOS-,
Kpa'Ttvos-. Geminus, a Stoic philosopher, born probably in the island
of Rhodes, was the author of a comprehensive work on the classifi
cation of mathematics, and also wrote, about 73-67 B.C., a not less
comprehensive commentary on the meteorological textbook of his
teacher Posidonius of Rhodes.

It is the former work in which we are specially interested here.
Though Proclus made great use of it, he does not mention its title,
unless we may suppose that, in the passage (p. 177,24) where, after
quoting from Geminus a classification of lines which never meet, he
says, " these remarks I have selected from the eptA,olCaA,{a of Geminus,"
ept"A.oKa"A.{a is a title or an alternative title. Pappus however quotes a
work of Geminus "on the classification of the mathematics" (€V 'Trf
7T€P~ TryS- 'T(VV JLa(JrnuiTfJ)v T(l.~fWS-)\ while Eutocius quotes from" the
sixth book of the doctrine of the mathematics" (€V Trf) tK'Trp 'T~S- 'TWV
JLa(J7IJLa'Twv (J€wpias-) 2. Tannery3 pointed out that the former title
corresponds well enough to the long extract' which Proclus gives in
his first prologue, and also to the fragments contained in the Anonymi
variae collectiones published by H ultsch at the end of his edition of
Herons; but it does not suit most of the other passages borrowed by
Proclus. The correct title was therefore probably that given by
Eutocius, Tlze Doctrifle, or Theory, 0.1 the lllathematics; and Pappus
probably refers to one particular portion of the work, say the first
Book. If the sixth Book treated of conics, as we may conclude from
Eutocius, there must have been more Books to follow, because Proclus
has preserved us details about higher curves, which must have come
later. If again Geminus finished liis work and wrote with the same
fulness about the other branches of mathematics as he did about
geometry, there must have been a considerable number of Books
altogether. At all events it seems to have been designed to give
a complete view of the whole science of mathematics, and in fact to
be a sort of encyclopaedia of the subject.

I shall now indicate first the certain, and secondly the probable,
obligations of Proclus to Geminus, in which task I have only to follow
van Pesch, who has embodied the results of Tittel's similar inquiry als0 6•

I shall only omit the passages as regards which a case for attributing
them to Geminus does not seem to me to have been made out.

First come the following passages which must be attributed to
Geminus, because Proclus mentions his name:

(I) (In the first prologue of Proclus 7) on the division of mathe-

1 Pappus, ed. Hultsch, p. 1026, 9. 2 Apollonius, ed. Heiberg, vol. II. p. 170.
3 Tannery, La Geometrie grecque, pp. 18, 19. ' Proclus, pp. 38, 1-42, 8.
S Heron, ed. Hultsch, pp. 246, 16-249, 12.
6 Van Pesch, De Proclt'jontibus, pp. 97-113. The dissertation of Titte! is entitled De

Gemini Stoid stud#s mathematids (1895)'
7 Proclus, pp. 38, 1-42,8, except the allusion in p. 41,8-10, to Ctesibius and Heron and
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matical sciences into arithmetic, geometry, mechanics, astronomy,
optics, geodesy, canonic (science of musical harmony), and logistic
(apparently arithmetical problems);

(2) (in the note on the definition of a straight line) on the
classification of lines (including curves) as simple (straight or circular)
and mixed, composite and incomposite, uniform (OjLO£O/L€pe'i<;) and
non-uniform (avojLowjLepe'i<;), lines "about solids" and lines produced
by cutting solids, including conic and spiric sections' ;

(3) (in the note on the definition of a plane surface) on similar
distinctions extended to surfaces and solids 2 ; •

(4) (in the note on the definition of parallels) on lines which
do not meet (UUVjL7rTWTOL) but which are not on that account
parallel, e.g. a curve and its asymptote, showing that the property of
not meeting does not make lines parallel-<t favourite observation of
Geminus-and, incidentally, on bounded lines or those which enclose a
figure and those which do noP ;

(5) (in the same note) the definition of parallels given by
Posidonius4 ;

(6) on the distinction between postulates and axioms, the futility
of trying to prove axioms, as Apollonius tried to prove Axiom I, and
the equal incorrectness of assuming what really requires proof, "as
Euclid did in the fourth postulate [equality of right angles] and in
the fifth postulate [the paralle1-postulateJ5";

(7) on Postulates I, 2, 3, which Geminus makes depepd on the
idea of a straight line being described by the motion of a point 6 ;

(8) (in the note on Postulate 5) on the inadmissibility in geometry
of an argument which is merely plausible, and the danger in this
particular case owing to the existence of lines which do converge
ad infinitum and yet never meeF;

(9) (in the note on I. I) on the subject-matter of geometry,
theorems, problems and owpLujLol (conditions of possibility) for
problems8 ;

(10) (in the note on I. 5) on a generalisation of I. 5 by Geminus
through the substitution for the rectilineal base of "one uniform line
(curve)," by means of which he proved that the only "uniform lines"

their pneumatic devices (tlaV/LaT07rOlii,,1), as regards which Proclus' authority may be Pappus
(VIII. p. 1024, 24-27) who uses very similar expressions. Heron, even if not later than
Geminus, could hardly have been included in a historical work by him. Perhaps Geminus
may have referred to Ctesibius only, and Proclus may have inserted "and Heron" himself.

, Proclus, pp. 103, 21-107, 10; pp. ",, I-I '3, 3.
2 ibid. pp. 117, '4-'20, 12, where perhaps in the passage pp. 1'7, 22-118, 23 we may

have Geminus' own words.
3 ibid. pp. '76, 18-177, 25; perhaps also p. '75. The note ends with the words

"These things too we have selected from Geminus' <I>IAoKaAla for the elucidation of the
matters in question." Tannery (p. 27) takes these words coming at the.end of the commen
tary on the definitions as referring to the whole of the portion of the commentary dealing
with the definitions. Van Pesch properly regards them as only applying to the note on
parallels. This seems to me clear from the use of the word too (ro/TailTa Kal).

4 Proclus, p. '76,5-1 7.
5 ibid. pp. '78-,82,4; pp. 183, 14-184, 10; cf. p. 188, 3-II.
6 ibid. p. 185, 6-25. .
7 ibid. p. 192, 5-29. 8 ibid. pp. 200, 21-202,25.
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(alike in all their parts) are a straight line, a circle, and a cylindrical
helix 1

;

(I I) (in the note on 1. 10) on the question whether a line is made
up of indivisible parts (aJl-Epfj), as affecting the problem of bisecting
a given straight line2

;

(12) (in the note on 1. 35) on topical, or locus-theorems 3
, where

the illustration of the equal parallelograms described between a
hyperbola and its asymptotes may also be due to Geminus 4

•

Other passages which may fairly be attributed to Geminus, though
his name is not mentioned, are the following:

(I) in the prologue, where there is the same allusion as in the
passage (8) above to a remark of Aristotle that it is equally absurd to
expect scientific proofs from a rhetorician and to accept mere plausi
bilities from a geometer5 ;

(2) a passage in the prologue about the subject-matter, methods,
and bases of geometry, the latter including axioms and postulates 6

;

(3) another on the definition and nature of elemmts7
;

(4) a remark on the Stoic use of the term axiom for every simple
statement (a7ro¢avcrt<; a7rA:fj)B;

(5) another discussion on theorems and problemsD, in the middle
of which however there are some sentences by Proclus himselPo.

(6) another passage, in connexion with Def. 3, on lines including
or not including a figure (with which cf. part of the passage (4)
above)l1 ;

(7) a classification of different sorts of angles according as they
are contained by simple or mixed lines (or curves)12 ;

(8) a similar classification of figures IS, and of plane figures 1.;

(9) Posidonius' definition of a figure l5 ;

(10) a classification of triangles into seven kinds 16 ;
(I I) a note distinguishing lines.(or curves) producible indefinitely

or not so producible, whether forming a figure or not forming a
figure (like the "single-turn spiral ")17 ;

(12) passages distinguishing different sorts of problems 1B, different
sorts of theorems l9, and two sorts of converses (complete and partial)2O;

(13) the definition of the term" porism" as used in the title of
Euclid's Porisms, as distinct from the other meaning of" corollary "21;

(14) a note on the Epicurean objection to 1. 20 as being obvious
even to an ass 22 ;

(15) a passage on the properties of parallels, with allusions to

2 ibid. pp. 277, 25-279, II,.

4 ibid. p. 395, 8-12.
6 ibid. pp. 57,9-58,3'
B ibid. p. 77> 3-6.
10 ibid. pp. 78, 13-79, 2.
12 ibid. pp. 126, 7-127, 16.
14 ibid. pp. 162, 27-164,6.

, 16 ibid. p, 168, 4-12.
IB ibid. pp. 220, 7-222, 14; also p. 330, 6-9.

20 ibid. pp. 252, 5-254, 20.
22 ibid. pp. 322, 4-323, 3.

1 Proclus, p. 251, 2-11.
3 ibid. pp. 394, 11-395, 2 and p. 395, 13-21.
5 ibili. pp. 33, 21-34, I.

7 ibid. pp. 72, 3-75. 4.
9 ibid. pp. 77, 7-78, 13, and 79,3-81,4.
11 ibid. pp. 102, 22-1°3, 18.
IS ibid. pp. 159, 12-160, 9.
15 ibid. p. 143, 5-1 I.

17 ibid. p. 187, 19-27.
19 ibid. pp. 244, 14-246, 12.
21 ibid. pp. 301, 21-302, 13'
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Apollonius' Conics, and the curves invented by Nicomedes, Hippias
and Perseus!;

(16) a passage on the parallel-postulate regarded as the converse
of I. 172•

Of the authors to whom Proclus was indebted in a less degree the
most important is Apollonius of Perga. Two passages allude to his
Conics3, one to a work on irrationals 4, and two to a treatise On the
cochlias (apparently the cylindrical helix) by Apollonius 5• But more
important for our purpose are six references to Apollonius in connexion
with elementary geometry.

(I) He appears as the author of an attempt to explain the idea
of a line (possessing length but no breadth) by reference to daily
experience, e.g. when we tell someone to mea~ure, merely, the length
of a road or of a wa1l 6 ; and doubtless the similar passage showing
how we may in like manner get a notion of a surface (without depth)
is his als07

•

(2) He gave a new general definition oran angle8•

(3) He tried to prove certain axioms 9, and Proclus gives his
attempt to prove Axiom I, word for word lo•

Proclus further quotes:
(4) Apollonius' solution of the problem in Eucl. I. 10, avoiding

Euclid's use of I. 9 11,

(5) his solution of the problem in I. 1 I, differing only slightly
from Euclid's12, and

(6) his solution of the problem in I. 23 '3•

Heiberg14 conjectures that Apollonius departed from Euclid's
method in these propositions be~ause he objected to solving problems
of a more general, by means of problems of a more particular,
character. Proclus however considers all three solutions inferior to
Euclid's; and his remarks on Apollonius' handling of these ele
mentary matters generally suggest that he was nettled by criticisms
of Euclid in the work containing the things which he quotes from
Apollonius, just as we conclude that Pappus was offended by the
remarks of Apollonius about Euclid's incomplete treatment of the
"three- and four-line locus I5." If this was the case, Proclus can hardly
have got his information about these things at second-hand; and
there seems to be no reason to doubt that he had the actual work of
Apollonius before him. This work may have been the treatise
mentioned by Marinus in the words "Apollonius in his general
treatise" ('A7TOAAWVtO, €V T9 Ka8oAov 7Tparyp,aT€Lq- )16. If the notice
in the. Fihrist l7 stating, on the authority of Thabit b. Qurra, that

I Proclus, pp. 355, 20-356, 16.
3 ibid. p. 71, 19; p. 356, 8, 6.
6 ibid. pp. 105,5,6, 14, 15.
7 ibid. p. r 14, 20-25.
9 ibid. p. ,83' '3, '4.
11 ibid. pp. 279, 16-280, 4.
13 ibid. pp. 335, 16-336, 5.
15 See above, pp. 2, 3.
17 Fihrist, tr. Suter, p. 19.

2 ibid. p. 364, 9-12; pp. 364,20-365,4,
4 ibid. p. 74, 23, 24'
6 ibid. p. 100, 5-19.
8 ibid. p. 123, 15-19 (cf. p. 124, '7, p. 125,171.
10 ibid. pp. 194, 25-195, 5.
12 ibid. p. 282, ~-19'
14 Phi/%gus, vol. XLIII. p. 489.
J6 Marinus in Euclidis Data, ed. Menge, p. 234, 16.
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Apollonius wrote a tract on the parallel-postulate be correct, it may
have been included in the same work. We may conclude generally
that, in it, Apollonius tried to remodel the beginnings of geometry,
reducing the number of axioms, appealing, in his definitions of lines,
surfaces etc., more to experience than to abstract reason, and
substituting for certain proofs others of a more general character.

The probabilities are that, in quoting from the tract of Ptolemy in
which he tried to prove the parallel-postulate, Proclus had the actual
work before him. For, after an allusion to it as "a certain book l

"

he gives two long extracts 2, and at the beginning of the second
indicates the title of the tract, "in the (book) about the meeting of
straight lines produced from (angles) less than two right angles," as
he has very rarely done in other cases.

Certain things from Posidonius are evidently quoted at second
hand, the authority being Geminus (e.g. the definitions of figure and
parallels); but besides these we have quotations from a separate work
which he wrote to controvert Zeno of Sidon, an Epicurean who had
sought to destroy the whole of geometry3. We are told that Zeno
had argued that, even if we admit the fundamental principles (apxa£)
of geometry, the deductions from them cannot be proved without the
admission of something else as well, which has not been included in
the said principles4• On 1. I Proclus gives at some length the argu
ments of Zeno and the reply ~f Posidonius as regards this proposition 5

•

In this case Zeno's "something else" which he considers to be
assumed is the fact that two straight lines cannot have a common
segment, and then, as regards the "proof" of it by means of the
bisection of a circle by its diameter, he objects that it has been
assumed that two circumferences (arcs) of circles cannot have a
common part. Lastly, he makes up, for the purpose of attacking it,
another supposed "proof" of the fact that two straight lines cannot
have a common part. Proclus appears, more than once, to be quoting
the actual words, of Zeno and Posidonius; in particular, two expres
sions used by Posidonius about "the acrid Epicurean" (TOV Optp,VV
'E7l'tH:OVp€£OV)6 and his "misrepresentations" (nOlT€tOwvt6~ ¢'YJO"t TOV
Z~vlc)va lTUH:O¢aVT€tV) 7. It is not necessary to suppose that Proclus
had the original work of Zeno before him, because Zeno's arguments
may easily have been got from Posidonius' reply; but he would
appear to have quoted direct from the latter at all events.

The work of Carpus mechanicus (a treatise on astronomy) quoted
from by Proclus 8 must have been access.ible to him at first-hand,
because a portion of the extract from it about the relation of theorems
and problems 9 is reproduced word for word. Moreover, if he were not
using the book itself, Proclus would hardly be in a position to question
whether the introducti"on of the subject of theorems and problems

1 Proc1us, p. [9[,23' 2 ibid. pp. 362, 1+-363,18; pp. 365, 7-367, 27.
3 ibid. p. 200,1-3' 4 ibid. pp. 199, 11-200, I.
5 ibid. pp. 21+, 18-215, 13; pp. 216, 10-218, II.
6 ibid. p. 216, 21. 7 ibid. p. 218, I.
8 ibid. pp. 2+1, 19-2+3, II. 9 ibid. pp. 2+2, 22-2+3, II.
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was opportune in the place where it was found (el p.ev lCaTd. lCatpOV ~
, , 8 \' , )1

fI/Y}, 7TapetU ro 7TpOr; TO 7TapoV •
It is of course evident that Proclus had before him the original

works of Plato, Aristotle, Archimedes and Plotinus, as well as the
"ivp.p.tICTa of Porphyry and the works of his master Syrianus (0 ~ftf.TfPO'>
lCa87Jry€p.WV)2, from whom he quotes in his note on the definition of an
angle. Tannery also points out that he must have had before him a
group of works representing the Pythagorean tradition on its mystic,
as distinct from its mathematical, side, from Philolaus downwards, and
comprising the more or less apocryphal (epor; Aoryor; of Pythagoras, the
Oracles (Aoryta), and Orphic verses 3•

Besides quotations from writers whom we can identify with more
or less certainty, there are many other passages which are doubtless
quoted from other commentators whose names we do not know. A
list of such passages is given by van Pesch 4, and there is no need to
cite them here.

Van Pesch also gives at the end of his work 5 a convenient list of
the books which, as the result of his investigation, he deems to have
been accessible to and directly used by Proclus. The list is worth
givipg here, on the same ground of convenience. It is as follows:

Eudemus: history ofgeometry.
Geminus: the theory of the mathematical sciences.
Heron: commentary on the Elements of Euclid.
Porphyry: " " "
Pappus: " " "
Apollonius of Perga: a work relating to elementary geometry.
Ptolemy: on the parallel-postulate.
Posidonius: a book cont10verting Zeno of Sidon.
Carpus: astronomy.
Syrianus: a discussion on the angle.
Pythagorean philosophical tradition.
Plato's works.
Aristotle's works.
Archimedes' works.
Plotinus: Enneades.,

Lastly we come to the question what passages, if any, in the
commentary of Proclus represent his own contributions to the subject.
As we have seen, the onus probandi must be held to rest upon him
who shall maintain that a par~icutar note is original on the part of
Proclus. Hence it is not enough that it should be impossible to point
to another writer as the probable source of a note; we must have a
positive reason for attributing it to Proclus. The criterion must there
fore be found either (1) in the general terms in which Proclus points
out the deficiencies in previous commentarles and indicates the
respects in which his own will differ from them, or (2) in specific
expressions used by him in introducing particular notes which may

1 Proclus, p. '2fl, '21, 2'2. '
3 Tannery, La Geometrie grecque, pp. '25, '26.
4 Van Pesch, De Procli fontibus, p. 139.

2 ibid. p. I'23, '19.

5 ibid. p. 155.
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indicate that he is giving his own views. Besides indicating that he
paid more attention than his predecessors to questions requiring
deeper study (TO 7rpa'Yfl-aT€£wS€,) and "pursued clear distinctions"
(Tl~ €vS£a£p€TOV fl-€TaS£WKovm,)I-by which he appears to imply that
his predecessors had confused the different departments of their
commentaries, viz. lemmas, cases, and objections (evuTlluH,)2-Proclus
complains that the earlier commentators had failed to indicate the
ultimate grounds or causes of propositions3. Although it is from
Geminus that he borrowed a passage maintaining that it is one of the
proper functions of geometry to inquire into causes (T~V alT£av KaL
TO 8£(" T£)4, yet it is not likely that Geminus dealt with Euclid's
propositions one by one; and consequently, when we find Proclus, on
I. 8, 16, 17, 18, 32, and 475, endeavouring to explain causes, we have
good reason to suppose that the explanations are his own.

Again, his remarks on certain things which he quotes from Pappus
can scarcely be due to anyone else, since Pappus is the latest of the
commentators whose works he appears to have used. Under this
head come

(I) his objections to certain new axioms introduced by Pappus 6
,

(2) his conjecture as to how Pappus came to think of his alterna
tive proof of I. 57,

(3) an addition to Pappus' remarks about the curvilineal angle
which is equal to a right angle without being oneS. _

The defence of Geminus against Carpus, who combated his view
of theorems and problems, is also probably due to Proclus 9, as well as
an observation on I. 38 to the effect that I. 35-38 are really compre
hended in VI. I as particular cases lO

•

Lastly, we can have no hesitation in attributing to Proclus himself
(I) the criticism of Ptolemy's attempt to prove the parallel-postulate ll,

and (2) the other attempted proof given in the same note 12 (on I. 29)
and assuming as an axiom that" if from one point two straight lines
forming an angle be produced ad infinitum the distance between them
when so produced ad infinitum exceeds any finite magnitude (i.e.
length)," an assumption which purports to be the equivalent of a
statement in Aristotle l3

• It is introduced by words in which the
writer appears to claim originality for bis proof: "To him who
desires to see this proved (KamUK€VaS0fl-€vov) let it be s71id by us
(Xey€u8w 7rap' ~fl-wv)" etc.14 Moreoyer, Philoponus, in a note on
Aristotle's Anal. post. I. 10, says that "the geometer (Euclid) assumes
this as an axiom, but it wants a great deal of proof, insomuch that
both Ptolemy and Proclus wrote a whole 'book upon ips."

1 Proclus, p. 84,13, p. 432, [4,15. 2 Cf. ibid. p. 289, 11-15; p. 432, [5-17.
:l ibid. p. 432, [7. 4 ibid. p. 202, 9- 25.
S See Proclus, p. 270, 5~24 (I. 8); pp. 309, 3-310, 8 (I. 16); pp. 310, I9-3[ I, 23

(1.17); pp. 316, '4-3[8,2 (T. 18); p. 384,13-11 (I. 32); pp. 426,22-427,8 (1.47).
6 ProcIus, p. 198, 5-15. 7 ibid. p. 250, 12-19. S ibid. p. 190, 9-23.
9 ibid. p. 243, 12-29. 10 ibid. pp. 405, 6-406, 9.
Tl ibid. p. 368, 1-23. 12 ibid. pp. 371, 11-373, 2.
13 Aristotle, de cae/o, I. 5 (271 b 28-30). 14 Proclus, p. 371, 10.
15 Berlin Aristotle, vol. IV. p. 214 a g-I2.



CHAPTER V.

THE TEXT!.

IT is well known that the title of Simson's edition of Euclid (first
brought out in Latin and English in 1756) ·claims that, in it, "the
errors by which Theon, or others, have long ago vitiated these books
are corrected, and some of Euclid's demonstrations are restored" ; and

, readers of Simson's notes are familiar with the phrases used, where
anything in the text does not seem to him satisfactory, to the effect
that the demonstration has been spoiled, or things have been interpo
lated or omitted, by Theon "or some other unskilful editor." Now
most of the MSS. of the Greek text prove by their titles that they
proceed from the recension of the Elements by ~Theon; they purport
to be either" from the edition of Theon" (€IC Tij" (8)€CtlVO" €ICOOO"€Ctl") or
"from the lectures of Theon" «(1,,1"0 O"vvovO"£wv TOU (8)€Ctlvo<;) This was
Theon of Alexandria (4th c. A.D.) who also wrote a commentary on
Ptolemy, in which there occurs a passage of the greatest importance
in this connexion 2 : "But that sectors in equal circles are to one
another as the angles on which they stand has been proved by me ill
my edition·of the Elements at the end of the sixth book." Thus Theon
himself says that he edited the Elements and also that the second part
of VI. 33, found in nearly all the MSS., is his addition.

This passage is the key to the whole question of Theon's changes
in the text of Euclid; for, when Peyrard found in the Vatican the
MS. 190 which contained neither the words from the titles of the other
MSS. quoted above nor the interpolated second part of VI. 33, he was
justified in concluding, as he did, that in the Vatican MS. we have an
edition more ancient than Theon's. It is also clear that the copyist
of P, or rather of its archetype, had before him the two recensions and
systematically gave the preference to the earlier one; for at XIII. 6 in
P the first hand has added a note in the margin: "This theorem is
not given in most copies of the new edition, but is found in those of
the old." Thus we are more fortunate than Simson, since our
judgment of Theon's recension can be formed on the basis, not of
mere conjecture, but of the documentary evidence afforded by a
comparison of the Vatican MS. just mentioned with what we may
conveniently call, after Heiberg, the Theonine MSS.

I The mat.rial for the whole of this chapter is taken from Heiberg's edition of the
Elements, introduction to vol. v., and from the same scholar's Litterargeschichtliche Studien
uber Euklid, p. 174 sqq. and Paralipomena zu Euklid in Hermes, XXXVIII., 1903.

2 I. p. 201 ed. Halma=p. So ed. Basel.
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The MSS. used for Heiberg's edition of the Elements are the
following:

(I) P = Vatican MS. numbered 190,4to, in two volumes (doubt
less one originally); 10th c.

This is the MS. which Peyrard was able to use; it was sent from
Rome to Paris for his use and bears the stamp of the Paris Imperial
Library on the last page. It is well and carefully written. There are
corrections some of which are by the original hand, but generally in
paler ink, others, still pretty old, by several different hands, or by one
hand with different ink in different places (P m. 2), and others again
by the latest hand (P m. rec.). It contains, first, the Elements I.-XIII.
with scholia, then .l\1arinus' commentary on the Data (without the
name of the author), followed by the Data itself and scholia, then the
Elements XIV., XV. (so called), and lastly three books and a part of a
fourth of a commentary by Theon el" TaU" 71'pOXeLpOU" Kavova" IhoA-e
fLatou.

The other MSS. are" Theonine."
(2) F = MS. XXVIII, 3, in the Laurentian Library at Florence, 4to;

10th c.
This MS. is' written in a beautiful and scholarly hand and contains

the Elemmts I.-XV., the Optics and the Phaenomena, but is not well
preserved. Not only'is the original writing renewed in many places,
where it had become faint, by a later hand of the 16th c., but the same
hand has filled certain smaller lacunae by gumming on to torn
pages new pieces of parchment, and has replaced bodily certain
portions of the MS., which had doubtless become illegible, by fresh
leaves. The larger gaps so made good extend from Eucl. VII. 12 to
IX. 15, and from XII. 3 to the end; so mIW:- hesides the conclusion of the
Elemmts, the Optics and Plzaenomella are also in the later hand, and we
cannot even tell what in addition to the Elements I.-XIII. the original
MS. contained. Heiberg denotes the later hand by cf> and observes
that, while in' restoring words which had become faint and filling up
minor lacunae the writer used no other MS., yet in the two larger
restorations he used the Laurentian MS. XXVIII, 6, belonging to the
13th-14th c. The latter MS. (which Heiberg denotes by f) was
copied from the Viennese MS. (V) to be described below.

(3) B = Bodleian MS., D'Orville X. I inf. 2, 30, 4te; A.D. 888.
This MS. contains the Elemmts I.-xv. with many scholia. Leaves

15-118 contain I. 14 (from about the middle of the proposition) to
the end of Book VI., and leaves 123-387 (wrongly numbered 397)
Books VII.-XV. in one and the same elegant hand (9th c.); The
leaves preceding leaf 15 seem to have been lost at some time, leaves
6 to 14 (containing Elem. I. to the place in I. 14 above referred to)
being carelessly written by a later hand on thick and common parch
ment (13th c.). On leaves 2 to 4 and 122 are certain notes in the
hand of Arethas, who also wrote a two-line epigram on leaf 5, the
greater part of the scholia in uncial letters, a few notes and corrections,
and two sentences on the last leaf, the first of which states that the.
MS. was written by one Stephen c!ericus in the year of the world 6397
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(= 888 A.D.), while the second records Arethas' own acquisition of it.
Arethas lived from, say, 865 to 939 A.D. He was Archbishop of
Caesarea and wrote a commentary on the Apocalypse. The portions
of his library which survive are of the greatso:st interest to palaeography
on account of his exact notes of dates, names of copyists, prices of
parchment etc. It is to him also that we owe the famous Plato MS.
from Patmos (Cod. Clarkianus) which was written for him in November
895 1

•

(4) V = Viennese MS. Philos. Gr. No. 103; probably 12th c.
This MS. contains 292 leaves, Eucl. Elements I.-XV. occupying

leaves I to 254, after which come the Optics (to leaf 271), the
Phaeno1nma (mutilated at the end) from leaf 272 to leaf 282, and lastly
scholia, on leaves 283 to 292, also imperfect at the end. The different
material used for different parts and the varieties of handwriting make
it necessary for Heiberg to discuss this MS. at some length 2• The
handwriting on leaves I to 183 (Book I. to the middle of x. 105) and
on leaves 203 to 234 (from XI. 31, towards the end of the proposition,
to XIII. 7, <;l few lines down) is the same; between leaves 184 and 202
there are two varieties of handwriting, that of leaves 184 to 189 and
that of leaves 200 (verso) to 202 being the same. Leaf 235 begins in
the same handwriting, changes first gradually into that of leaves 184
to 189 and then (verso) into a third more rapid cursive writing which
is the same as that of the greater part of the scholia, and also as that
of leaves 243 and 282, although, as these leaves are of different
material, the look of the writing and of the ink seems altered.
There are corrections both by the first and a second hand, and scholia
by many hands. On the whole, in spite of the apparent diversity of
handwriting in the MS., it is probable that the whole of it was written
at about the same time, and it may (allowing for changes of material,
ink etc.) even have been written by the same man. It is at least
certain that, when the Laurentian MS. XXVIII, 6 was copied from it, the
whole MS. was in the condition in which it is now, except as regards
the later scholia and leaves 283 to 292 which are not in the Laurentian
MS., that MS. coming to an end where the Phae110mena breaks off
abruptly in V. Hence Heiberg attributes the whole MS. to the 12th c.

.But it was apparently in two volumes originally, the first con
sisting of leaveS" I to 183; and it is certain that it was not all copied
at the same time or from one and the same original. For leaves
184 to 202 were evidently copied from two MSS. different both from
one another and from that from which the rest was copied. Leaves
184 to the middle of leaf 189 (recto) must have been copied from a
MS. similar to P, as is proved by similarity of readings, though not
from P itself. The rest, up to leaf 202, were copied from the Bologna
MS. (b) to be mentioned below. It seems clear that the content of
leaves 184 to 202 was supplied from other MSS. because there was a
lacuna in the original from which the rest of V was copied.

1 See Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopiidie tier class. Altertmnswissenschaften, vol. II., 1896,
p.675·

2 Heiberg, vol. v. pp. xxix-xxxiii.
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Heiberg sums up his conclusions thus. The copyist of V first
Gopied leaves I to 183 from an original in which two quaterniones
were missing (covering from the middle of Eucl. x. 105 to near the
end of XI. 3I). Noticing the lacuna he put aside one quaternio of the
parchment used up to that point. Then he copied onwards from
the end of the lacuna in the original to the end of the Phaenomena.
After this he looked about him for another MS. from which to fill up
the lacuna; finding one, he copied from it as far as the middle of leaf
189 (recto). Then, noticing that the MS. from which he was copying
was of a different class, he had recourse to yet another MS. from which
he copied up to leaf 202. At the same time, finding that the lacuna'
was longer than he had reckoned for, he had to use twelve more
leaves of a different parchment in addition to the quaternio which he
had put aside. The whole MS. at first formed two volumes (the first
containing leaves I to 183 and the second leaves 184 to 282); then,
after the last leaf had perished, the two volumes were made into one
to which two more quaterniones were also added. A few leaves of the
latter of these two have since perished.

(5) b = MS. numbered 18-19 in the Communal Library at
Bologna, in two volumes, 4to; 11th ·c.

This MS. has scholia in the margin written both by the first hand
and by two or three later hands; some are written by the latest hand,
Theodorus Cabasilas (a descendant apparently of Nicolaus -Cabasilas,
14th c.) who owned the MS. at one time. It contains (a) in 14 quater
niones the definitions and the enunciations (without proofs) of the
Elements I.-XIII. and of the Data, (b) in the remainder of the
volumes the Proem to Geometry (published among the Variae
Collectiones in Hultsch's edition of Heron, pp, 252, 24 to 274, 14)
followed by the Elements I.-XIII. (part of XIII. 18 to the end being
missing), and, then by part of the Data (from the last three words of
the enunciation of Prop. 38 to the end of the penultimate clause in
Prop. 87, ed. Menge). From XI. 36 inclusive to the end of XII. this
MS. appears to represent an entirely different recension. Heiberg is
compelled to give this portion of b separately in an appendix. He
conjectures that it is due to a Byzantine mathematician who thought
Euclid's proofs too long and tiresome and consequently contented
himself with indicating the course followed l

• At the same time this
Byzantine must have had an excellent MS. before him, probably of the
ante-Theonine variety of which the Vatican MS. 19o (P) is the sole
representative.

(6) P = Paris MS. 2466, 4to; 12th c. '.
This manuscript is written in two hands, the finer hand occupying

leaves I to 53 (recto), and a more careless hand leaves 53 (verso) to
64, which are of the same parchment as the earlier leaves, and leaves
65 to 239, which are of a thinner and rougher parchment showing
traces of writing of the 8th-9th c. (a Greek version of the Old
Testament). The MS. contains the Elements I.-XIII. and some scholia
after Books XL, XII. and XIII.

I ZeitschriftfiirMath. u. Physik,·XXIX., hist.-litt. Abtheilung, p. 13.

H. E. 4
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(7) q = Paris MS. 2344, folio; 12th c.
It is written by one hand but includes scholia by many hands.

On leaves 1 to 16 (recto) are scholia with the same title as that found
by Wachsmuth in a Vatican MS. and relied upon by him to prove that
Proclus continued his commentaries beyond Book J.l Leaves 17 to
357 contain the Elements I.-XIII. (except that there is a lacuna from
the middle of VIII. 25 to the l,,8€cnr; of IX. 14); before Books VII. and
x. there are some leaves filled with scholia only, and leaves 358 to 366
contain nothing but scholia.

(8) Heiberg also used a palimpsest in the British Museum (Add.
1721 I). Five pages are of -the 7th-8th C. and are contained (leaves
49-53) in the second volume of the Syrian MS. Brit. Mus. 687 of the
9th C.; half of leaf 50 has perished. The leaves contain various frag
ments from Book X. enumerated by Heiberg, Vol. III., p. v, and nearly
the whole of XIII. 14.

Since his edition of the Elements was published, Heiberg has
collected further material bearing on the history of the text". Besides
giving the results of further or new examination of MSS., he has
collected the fresh evidence contained in an-Nairjzj's comm'entary,
and particularly in the quotations from Heron's commentary given in
it (often word for word), which enable us in several cases to trace
differences between our text and the text as Heron had it, and to
identify some interpo'lations which actually found their way into the
text from Heron's commentary itself; and lastly he has dealt with
some valuable fragments of ancient papyri which have recently come
to light, and which are especially important in that the evidence drawn
from them necessitates some modification in the views expressed in
the preface to Vol. v. as to the nature of the changes made in Theon's
recension, and in the principles laid down for differentiating between
Theon's recension and the original text, on the basis of a comparison
between P and the Theonine MSS. alone.

The fragments of ancient papyri referred to are the following.
I. Papyrus Herculanensis No. 1061 3•

This fragment quotes Def. 15 of Book I. in Greek, and omits the
words ~ "aA€£Tat 7r€ptep€p€ta, "which is called the circumference,"
found in all our MSS., and the further addition 7rpor; n}v TOU "{;"AOU
7r€ptep€p€iav also found in practically all the MSS. Thus Heiberg's
assumption that both expressions are interpolations is now confirmed
by this oldest of all sources.

2. The Oxyrhynchus Papyri I. p. 58, No. XXIX. of the 3rd or 4th C.
This fragment contains the enunciation of Eucl. II. 5 (with figure,

apparently without letters, immediately following, and not, as usual in
our MSS., at the end of the proof) and before it the part of a word
7r€pt€X0fl-€ belonging to II. 4 (with room for -vep op8oryrov£ep' 07r€P fO€t

1 [Els T]a TOf) EUKAflaov O"ToLX€La 1rpOAap.fJavop.€va €K TWV IIpoKAou O"1ropo.or)V Ka! KaT' f1rL.
TOp:fJv. cr. p. 32, note 8, above.

2 Heiberg, ParaHpomena zu Euklid in Hermes, XXXVIII., 1903, pp. 46-U, 161-201,
321 -356.

S Described by Heiberg in Oversigt over del kngl. danske Videnskabernes Selskabs
Forhandlinger, 1900, p. 161.
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~e£~a£ and a stroke to mark the end), showing that the fragment Ita
not the Porism which appears in all the Theonine MSS. and (in a later
hand) in P, and thereby confirming Heiberg's assumption that the
Porism was due to Theon.

3. A fragment in Fayum towns and their papyri, p. 96, No. IX. of
2nd or 3rd c.

This contains I. 39 and I. 41 following one another and almost
complete, showing that J. 40 was wanting, whereas it is found in all
the MSS. and is recognised by Proclus. Moreover the text of the
beginning of I. 39 is better than ours, since it has no double ~£op£up,o<;

but omits the first (" I say that they are also in the same parallels")
and has" and" instead of "for let AD be joiged " in the next sentence.
It is clear that I. 40 was interpolated by someone who thought there
ought to be a proposition following I. 39 and related to it as I. 38 is
related to I. 37 and I. 36 to I. 35, although Euclid nowhere uses I. 40,
and therefore was not likely to include it. The same interpolator
failed to realise that the words" let AD be joined" were part of the
€fCOeu£<; or setting-out, and took them for the fCaTaufCev'lj or " construc
tion " which generally follows the ~wp£uf£6<; or " particular statement"
of the conclusion to be proved,. and consequently thought it necessary
to insert a: OWP£Uf£0<; before the words.

The conclusions drawn by Heiberg from a consideration of
particular readings in this papyrus along with those of our MSS. will
be referred to below.' '

We now come to the principles which Heiberg followed, when
preparing his edition, in differentiating the original text from the
Theonine recension by means of a comparison of the readings of P
and of the Theonine MSS. The rules which he gives are subject to a
certain number of exceptions (mostly in cases where one MS. or the
other shows readings due to copyists' errors), but in general they may
be relied upon to give conclusive results.

The possible alternatives which the comparison of P with the
Theonine 1'4SS. may give in particular passages are as follows:

I. There may be agreement in three different degrees.
(I) P and all the Theonine MSS. may agree.
In this case the reading common to all, even if it is corrupt or

interpolated, is more ancient than Theon, i.e. than the 4th c~

(2) P may agree with some (only) of the Theonine MSS.
In this case Heiberg considered that the latter give the true

reading of Theon's recension, and the other Theonine MSS. have
departed from it.

(3) P and one only of the Theonine MSS. may agree.
In this case too Heiberg assumed that the one Theonine MS. which

agrees with P gives the true Theonine reading, and that this rule even
supplies a sort of measure of the quality and faithfulness of the
Theonine MSS. Now none of them agrees alone with P in preserving
the true reading so often as F. Hence F must be held to have pre
served Theon's recension more faithfully than the other Theonine MSS.;
and it would follow that in those portions where F fails us P must

4-2
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carry rather more weight even though it may differ from the Theonine
MSS. BVpq. (Heiberg gives many examples in 'proof of this, as of his
main rules generally, for which reference must be made to his Prole
gomena in Vol. v.) The specially close relation of F and P is also
illustrated by passages in which they have the same errors; the
explanation of these common errors (where not due to accident) is
found by Heiberg in the supposition that they existed, but were not
noticed by Theon, in the original copy in which he made his changes.

Although however F is by far the best of the Theonine MSS., there
are a considerable number of passages where one of the others (B, V,
p or q) alone with P gives the genuine reading of Theon's recension.

As the result of the discovery of the papyrus fragment containing
I. 39, 41, the principles above enunciated under (2) and (3) are found
by Heiberg to require some qualification. For there is in some cases
a remarkable agreement between the papyrus and the Theonine MSS.
(some or all) as against P. This shows that Theon took more trouble
to follow older MSS., and made fewer arbitrary changes of his own,
than has hitherto been supposed. Next, when the papyrus agrees
with some of the Theonine MSS. against P, it must now be held that
these MSS. (and not, as formerly supposed, those which agree with P)
give the true reading of Theon. If it were otherwise, the agreement
between the papyrus and the Theonine MSS. would be accidental: but
it happens too often for this. It is clear also that there must have
been contamination between the two recensions; otherwise, whence
could the Theonine MSS. which agree with P and not with the papyrus
have got their readings? The influence of the P class on the Theonine
F is especially marked.

II. There may be disagreement between P and all the Theonine
MSS.

The following possibilities arise.
(I) The Theonine MSS. differ also among themselves.
In this case Heiberg considered that P nearly always has the true

reC\ding, and the Theonine MSS. have suffered interpolation in different
ways after Theon's time.

(2) The Theonine MSS. all combine against P.
In this case the explanation was assumed by Heiberg to be one or

other of the following.
(a) The common reading is due to an error which cannot be

imputed to Theon (though it may have escaped him when putting
together the archetype of his edition); such error may either have
arisen accidentally in all alike, or (more frequently) may be
referred to a common archetype of all the MSS.

(/3) There may be an accidental error in P; e.g. something
has dropped out of P in a good many places, generally through
OjLOLOT€AEVTOV.

('1) There may be words interpolated in P.
(8) Lastly, we may have in the Theonine MSS. a change made

by Theon himself.
(The discovery of the ancient papyrus showing readings agreeing
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with some, or with all, of the Theonine MSS. against P now makes it
necessary to be very cautious in applying these criteria.)

I t is of course the last class (0) of changes which we have to
investigate in order to get a proper idea of Theon's recension.

Heiberg first observes, as regards these, that we shall find that
Theon, in editing the Elements, altered hardly anything without some
reason, often inadequate according to our ideas, but still some reason
which seemed to him sufficient. Hence, in cases of very slight differ
ences where both the Theonine MSS. and P have readings good and
probable in themselves, Heiberg is not prepared to put the differences
down to Theon. In those passages where we cannot see the least
reason why Theon, if he had the reading of P before him, should have
altered it, Heiberg would not at once assume the superiority of P
unless there was such a consistency in the differences as would indicate
that they were due not to accident but to design. In the absence of
such indicalions, he thinks that the ordinary principles of criticism
should be followed and that proper weight should be attached to the
antiquity of the sources. And it cannot be denied that the sources of
the Theonine version are the more ancient. For not only is the
British Museum palimpsest (L), which is intimately connected with
the rest of our MSS., at least two centuries older than P, but the other
Theonine MSS. are so nearly allied that they must be held to have
had a common archetype intermediate between them and the actual
edition of Theon; and, since they themselves are as old as, or older
than P, their archetype must have been much older. Heiberg gives
(pp. xlvi, xlvii) a li~t of passages where, for this reason, he bas
followed the Theonine MSS. in preference to P.

It has been mentioned above that the copyist of P or rather of its
archetype wished to give an ancient recension. Therefore (apart from
clerical errors and interpolations) the first hand in P may be relied
upon as giving a genuine reading even where a correction by the first
hand has been made at the same time. But in many places the first
hand has made corrections afterwards; on these occasions he must
have used new sources, e.g. when inserting the scholia to the first
Book which P alone has, and in a number of passages he has made
additions from Theonine MSS.

We cannot make out any" family tree" for the different Theonine
MSS. Although they all proceeded from a common archetype later
than the edition of Theon itself, they cannot have been copied one
from the other; for, if they had been, how could it have come about
that in one place or other each of them agrees alone with P in pre
serving the genuine reading? Moreover the great variety in their
agreements and disagreements indicates that they have all diverged
to about the same extent from their archetype. As we have seen that
P contains corrections from the Theonine family, so they show correc
tions from P or other MSS. of the same family. Thus V has part of
the lacuna in the MS. from which it was copied filled up from a MS.
similar to P, and has corrections apparently derived from the same;
the copyist, however, in correcting V, also used another MS. to which
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he alludes in the additions to IX. 19 and 30 (and also on X. 23 Por.):
"in the book of the Ephesian (this) is not found." Who this Ephesian
of the 12th c. was, we do not know.

We now come to the alterations made by Theon in his edition of
the Elements. I shall indicate classes into which these alterations
may be divided but withouf details (except in cases where they affect
the mathematical content as distinct from form or language pure and
simple)!.

1. Alterations made by Theon where he found, or thought he found,
mistakes in the original. ,

I. Real blots in the original which Theon saw and tried to
remove.

(a) Euclid has a porism (corollary) tu VI. 19, the enunciation
of which speaks of similar and similarly described figures though the
proposition itself refers only to triangles, and therefore the porism
should have come after VI. 20. Theon substitutes triangle for figure
and proves the more general porism after VI. 20.

(b) In IX. 19 there is a statement which is obviously incorrect.
TheolT saw this and altered the proof by reducing four alternatives to
two, with the result that it fails to correspond to the enunciation even
with Theon's substitution of" if" for" when" in the enunciation.

(c) Theon omits a porism to IX. 1I, although it is necessary for
the proof of the succeeding proposition, apparently because, owing to
an error in the text (ICaTd, TOV-corrected by Heiberg into €7r1. TO), he
could not get olit of it the right sense.

td) I should also put into this category a case which Heiberg
classifies arilOng those in which Theon merely fancied that he found
mistakes, viz. the porism to v. 7 stating that, if four magnitudes are
proportional, they are proportional inversely. Theon puts this after
V. 4 with a proof, which however has no necessary connexion with
v. 4 but is obvious from the definition of proportion.

(e) I should also put under this head XI. I, where Euclid's argu
ment to prove that two straight lines cannot have a common segment
is altered.

2. Passages which seemed to Theon to contain blots, and which
he therefore set himself to correct, though more careful consideration
would have shown that Euclid's words are right or at least may be
excused and offer no difficulty to an intelligent reader. Under this
head come:

!a) an alteration in III. 24.
(b) a perfectly unnecessary alteration, in VI. 14, of "equiangular

parallelograms" into" parallelograms having one angle equal to one
angle," where Theon followed the false analogy of VI. 15.

(c) an omission of words in V. 26, owing to his having been mis
led by a wrong figure.

(d) an alteration of the order of XI. Deff. 27, 28.
(e) the substitution of "parallelepipedal solid" for ", cube" in XI.

1 Exhaustive details under all the different heads are given by Heiberg (Vol. v.
pp. lii-Ixxv).
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38, because Theon observed, correctly enough, that it was true of the
parallelepipedal solid in general as well as of the cube, but failed to
give weight to the fact that Euclid must have given the particular
case of the cube for the simple reason that that was all he wanted for
use in XIII. 17.

(f) the substitution of the letter <P for !l (V for Z in my figure)
because he saw that the perpendicular from K to B<p would fall on <P
itself, so that <P, n coincide. But, if the substitution is made, it should
be proved that <t>, n coincide. Euclid can hardly have failed to notice
the fact, but it may be that he deliberately ignored it as unnecessary
for his purpose, because he did not want to lengthen his proposition
by giving the proof.

II. Emendations intended to improve the form or diction of Euclid.
Some of these emendations of Theon affect passages of appreciable

length. Heiberg notes about ten s4ch passages; the longest is
in Eucl. XII. 4 where a whole page of Heiberg's text is affected and
Theon's version is put in the Appendix. The kind of alteration may
be illustrated by that in IX. 15 where Euclid uses successively the
propositions VII. 24, 25, quoting the enunciation of the former ~ut not
of the latter; Theon does exactly the reverse, In a few of the cases
here quoted by Heiberg, Theon shortened the original somewhat.

But, as a rule, the emendations affect only a few words in each
sentence. Sometimes they are considerable enough to alter the con
formation of the sentence, sometimes they are trifling alterations
"more magistellorum ineptorum" and unworthy of Theon. Generally
speaking, they were prompted by a desire to change anything which
was out of the common in expression or in form, in order to reduce
the language to one and the same standard or norm. Thus Theon
changed the order of words, substituted one word for another where
the latter was used in a sense unusual with Euclid (e.g. €7T"€£O~7T"€P, .
"since," for on in the sense of "because "), or one expression for
another in like circumstances (e.g. where, finding" that which was
enjoined would be done" in a theorem, VII. 3 I, and deeming the phrase
more appropriate to a problem, he substituted for it "that which is
sought would be manifest"; probably also and for similar reasons he
made certain variations between the two expressions usual at the end
of propositions 07T"€P eo€£ o€'i~a£ and 07T"€P eO€t 7T"o£fjuat, quod erat
demonstrandum and quod erat faciendum). Sometimes his alterations
show carelessness in the use of technical terms, as when he uses
(i7T"T€UOat (to meet) for €¢a7TT€UOa£ (to touch) although the ancients
carefully distinguished the two words. The desire of keeping 0(:0 a
standard phraseology also led Theon to omit or add words in a
number of cases, and also, sometimes, to change the lettering of
figures.

But Theon seems, in editing the Elements, to have bestowed the
most attention upon

III. Additions designed to supplement or explain Euclid.
First, he did not hesitate to interpolate whole propositions where

he thought there was room or use for them. We have already
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mentioned the addition to VI. 33 of the second part relating to sectors,
for which Theon himself takes credit in his commentary on Ptolemy.
Again, he interpolated the proposition commonly known as VB. 22
(ex aequo in proportione perturbata for numbers, corresponding to V. 23),
and perhaps also VII. 20, a particular case of VII. 19 as VI. 17 is of VI.
16. He added a second case to VI. 27, a porism to II. 4, a second
porism to III. 16, and a lemma after X. 12; perhaps also the porism
to v. 19 and the first porism to VI. 20. He ~lso inserted alternative
proofs here and there, e.g. in II. 4 (where the alternative differs little
from the original) and in VII. 31; perhaps also in x. 1,6, and 9.

Secondly, he sometimes repeats an argument where Euclid had
said "For the same reason," adds specific references to points,
straight lines etc. in the figures in order to exclude the possibility
of mistake arising from Euclid's reference to 'them in general terms,
or inserts words to make the meaning of Euclid more plain, e.g.
componendo and alternately, where Euclid had left them out. Some
times he· thought to increase by his additions the mathematical
precision of Euclid's language in enunciations or elsewhere, sometimes
to make smoother and clearer things which Euclid had expressed
with u'tJusual brevity and harshness or carelessness, in reliance on the
intelligence of his readers.

Thirdly, he supplied intermediate steps where Euclid's argument
seemed too rapid and not easy enough to follow. The form of these
additions varies; they are sometimes placed as a definite intermediate
step with "therefore" or "so that," sometimes they are additions to
the statement of premisses, sometimes phrases introduced by "since,"
"for" and the like, after the inference.

Lastly, there is a very large class of additions of a word, or one
or two words, for the sake of clearness or consistency. Heiberg
gives a number of examples of the addition of such nouns as
"triangle," "square," "rectangle," "magnitude," "number," "point,"
"side," "circle," "straight line," "area" and the like, of adjectives
such as "remaining," "right," "whole," " proportional," and of other
parts of speech, even down to words like" is " (€/j'rt) which is added
600 times, 0';, ltpa, f£€V, 'Yap, Kat and the like.

IV. Omissions by Theon.
Heiberg remarks that, Theon's object having been, as above

shown, to amplify and explain Euclid, we should not naturally have
expected to find him doing much in the contrary process of com
pression, and it is only owing to the recurrence of a certain sort of
omiisions so frequently (especially in the first Books) as to exclude
the hypothesis of their being all due to chance that we are bdund to
credit him with alterations making. for greater brevity. We have
seen, it is true, that he made omissions as well as additions for the
purpose of reducing the language to a certain standard form. Bqt
there are also a good number of cases where in the enunciation of
propositions, and in the exposition (the re-statement of them with
reference to the figure), he has left out words because, apparently,
he regarded Euclid's language as being too careful and precise.
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Again, he is apparently responsiale for the frequent omission of the
words ;;7r€P eO€t o€'i~at (or 7rOl1juat), Q.E.D. (or F.). at the end of
propositions. This is often the case at the end of porisms, where,
in omitting the words, Theon seems to have deliberately departed
from Euclid's practice. The MS. P seems to show clearly that, where
Euclid put a porism at the end of a proposition, he omitted the
Q.E.D. at the end of the proposition but inserted it at the end of the
porism, as if he regarded the latter as being' actually a part of the
proposition itself. As in the Theonine MSS. the Q.E.D. is generally
omitted, the omission would seem to have been due to Theon.
Sometimes in these cases the Q.E.D. is interpolated at the end of the
proposition.

Heiberg summed up the discussion of Theon's edition by the
remark that Theon evidently took no pains to discover and restore
from MSS. the actual words which Euclid had written, but aimed
much more at removing difficulties that might be felt by learners
in studying the book. His edition is therefore not to be compared
with the editions of the Alexandrine grammarians, but rather with
the work done by Eutocius in editing Apollonius and with an
interpolated recension of some of the works of Archimedes by a
certain Byzantine, Theon occupying a position midway between these
two editors, being superior to the latter in mathematical knowleQge
but behind Eutocius in industry (these views now requiretD- be some
what modified, as above stated). But however little Theon's object
may be approved by those of us who would rather know the
ipsissima verba of Euclid, there is no doubt that his work was
approved by his pupils at Alexandria for whom it was written; and
his edition was almost exclusively used by later Greeks, with the
result that the more ancient text is only preserved to us in one MS.

As the result of the above investigation, we may feel satisfied
that, where P and the Theonine MSS. agree, they give us (except in a
few accidental instances) Euclid as he was read by the Greeks of
the 4th c. But even at that time the text had been passed from
hand to hand through more than six centuries, so that it is certain
that it had already suffered changes, due partly to the fault of
copyists and partly to the interpolations of mathematicians. Some
errors of copyists escaped Theon and were corrected in some MSS.
by later hands. Others appear in all our MSS. and, as they cannot
have arisen accidentally in all, we must put them down to a common
source more ancient than Theon. A somewhat serious instance.is
to be found in III. 8; and the use of a7rT€u8OJ for e<!Ja7rT€u8OJ in the
sense of "touch" may also be mentioned, the proper distinction
between the words having been ignored as it was by Theon also.
But there are a number of imperfections in the ante-Th~onine text
which it would be unsafe to put down to the errors of copyists, those
namely where the good M~S. agree and it is not possible to see any
motive that a copyist could have had for altering a: correct reading.
In these cases it is possible that the imperfections are due to a
certain degree of carelessness on the part of Euclid himself; for it
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is not possible "Euclidem ab omni naevo vindicare," to use the
words of Saccheril;and consequently Simson is not right in attributing
to Theon and other editors all the things in Euclid to which mathe
matical objection can be taken. Thus, when Euclid speaks of "the
ratio compounded of the sides" for "the ratio compounded of the
ratios of the sides," there is no reason for doubting that Euclid himself
is responsible for the more slip-shod expression. Again, in the Books
XL-XIII. relating to solid geometry there are blots neither few
nor altogether unimportant which can only be attributed to Euclid
himself2; and there is the less reason for hesitation in so attributing
them because solid geometry was then being treated in a thoroughly
systematic manner for the first time. Sometimes the conclusion
(qVjl/TrepaU}La) of a proposition does not cQrrespond exactly to the
enunciation, often it is cut short with the words Kat "Ttl. €gf7~ "and the
rest" (especially from Book x. onwards), and very often in Books VIII.,
IX. it is omitted. Where all the MSS. agree, there is no ground for
hesitating to attribute the abbreviation or omission to Euclid; though,
of course, where one or more MSS. have the longer form, it must be
retained because this is one of the cases where a copyist has a
temptation to abbreviate.

Where the true reading is preserved in one of the Theonine MSS.
alCV1e, Heiberg attributes the wrong reading to a mistake which arose
before Theon's time, and the right reading of the single MS. to a
successful correction.

We now come to the most important question of the Interpolations
introduced vefore Theon's time.

I. Alternative proofs or additional cases.
It is not in itself probable that Euclid would have given two

proofs of the same proposition; and the doubt as to the genuineness
of the alternatives is increased when we consider the character of
some of them and the way in which they are introduced. First of
all, we have those of VI. 20 and XII. 17 introduced by "we shall prove
this otherwise more readily (7rPOX€£POT€POV)" or that of x. 90 "it is
possible to prove more shortly (uvvTo}Loh€pov)." Now it is impossible
to suppose that Euclid would have given one proof as that definitely
accepted by him and then added another with the express comment
that tbe latter has certain advantages over the former. Had he con
sidered the two proofs and come to this conclusion, he would have
inserted the latter in the received text instead of the former. These
alternative proofs must therefore have been interpolated. The same
argument applies to alternatives introduced with the words" or even
thus" (~ Kat oihOl,), " or even otherwise" (~ Kat aAAOl'). Under this
head come the alternatives for the last portions of III. 7, 8; and
Heiberg a~o compares the alternatives for parts of III. 3 I (that the
angle in a semicircle is a right angle) and XIII. 18, and the alternative
proof of the lemma after X. 32. The alt~rnatives to x. 105 and 106,

1 Euclides ab omni naevo vindicatus, Mediolani, 1733.
2 Cf. especially the assumption, without proof or definition, of the criterion for equal solid

angles, and the incomplete proof of XII. 17.
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again, are condemned by the place in which they occur, namely after
an alternative proof to X. 115; The above alternatives being all
admitted to be spurious, suspicion must necessarily attach to the few
others whicb are in themselves unobjectionable. Heiberg instances
the alternative proofs to III. 9, III. 10, VI. 30, VI. 31 and XI. 22, observing
that it is quite comprehensible that any' of these might have occurred
to a teacher or editor and seemed to him, rightly or wrongly, to be
better than the corresponding proofs in Euclid. Curiously enough,
Simson adopted the alternatives to III. 9, 10 in preference to the
genuine proofs. Since Heiberg's preface was written, his suspicion
has been amply confirmed as regards III. 10 by the commentary of
an-NairIzI (ed. Curtze) which shows not only that this alternative is
Heron's, but also that the substantive proposition III. 12 in Euclid
is also Heron's, having been given by him to supplement III. II
which must originally have been enunciated of circles "touching one
another" simply, i.e. so as to include the case of external as well as
internal contact, though the proof covered the case of internal contact
only. "Euclid, in the 1 Ith proposition," says Heron," supposed two
circles touching one 'another internally and wrote the proposition on
this case, proving what it was required to prove in it. But I will
show flOW it is to be proved if tlze contact be ezternaI 1." This additional
proposition of Heron's is by way of adding another case, which brings
us to that class of interpolation. It was the practice of Euclid and
the ancients to give only one case (generally the most difficult one)
and to leave the others to be investigated by the reader for himself.
One interpolation of a second case (VI. 27) is due, as we have seen,.
to Theon. The two extra cases of XI. 23 were manifestly interpolated
before Theon's time, for the preliminary distinction of three cases,
"(the centre) will either be within the triangle LMN, or on one of
the sides, or outside. First let it be within," is a spurious addition
(B and V only). Similarly an unnecessary case is interpolated in
III. 1 I.

II. Lemmas.
HeiberR has unhesitatingly placed in his Appendix to Vol. III.

certain lemmas interpolated either by Theon (on x. 13) or later
writers (on X. 27, 29, 3 I, 32, 33, 34, where V only has the lemmas).
But we are here concerned with the lemmas found in all the MSS.,
which however are, for different reasons, necessarily suspected. We
will deal with the Book x. lemmas last.

(I) There is an a priori ground of objection to those lemmas
which come after the propositions to which they relate and prove
properties used in those propositions; for, if genuine, they would be a
sign of faulty arrangement such as would not be likely in a systematic
work so carefully ordered as the Elements. The lemma to VI. 22 is
one of this class, and there is the further objection to it that in VI. 28
Euclid makes an assumption which would equally require a lemma
though none is found. The lemma after XII. 4 is open to the further
objections that certain altitudes are used but are not drl/.wn in the

1 An-Nairizi, ed. Curtze, p. IH.
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figure (which is not in the manner of Euclid), and that a peculiar
expression" parallelepipedal solids described on (avarypa1>o}L€va a7T"o)
prisms" betrays a hand other than Euclid's. There is an objection on
the score of language to the lemma after XIII. 2. The lemmas on
XI. 23, XIII. 13, XIII. 18, besides coming after the propositions to
which they relate, are not very necessary in themselves and, as regards
the lemma to XIII. 13, it is to be noticed that the writer of a gloss
in the proposition could not have had it, and the words "as will
be proved afterwards" in the text are rightly suspected owing to
differences between the MS. readings. The lemma to XII. 2 also, to
which Simson raised objection, comes after the proposition; but, if it
is rejected, the words "as was proved before" used in XII. 5 and 18,
and referring to this lemma, must be struck Ol.l.t.

(2) Reasons of substance are fatal to the lemma before x. 60,
which is really assumed in x. 44 and therefore should have appeared
there if anywhere, and to the lemma on X. 20, which tries to prove
what is already stated in x. Def. 4.

We now come to the remaining lemmas in Book x., eleven in
number, which come before the propositions to which they relate and
remove difficulties in the way of their demonstration. That before
X. 42 introduces a set of propositions with the words" that the said
irrational straight lines are uniquely divided ... we will prove after
premising the following lemma/' and it is not possible to suppose
that these words are due to ~an interpolator; nor are there any
objections to the lemmas before x. 14, 17,22, 33, 54, except perhaps
that they are rather easy. The lemma before x. 10 and x. 10 itself
should probably be removed from the Elements; for x. 10 really uses
the following proposition X. I I, which is moreover numbered 10 by
the first hand in P, and the words in x. 10 referring to the lemma "for
we learnt (how to do this)" betray the interpolator. Heiberg gives
reason also for rejecting the lemmas before x. 19 and 24 with the
words" in any of the aforesaid ways" (omitted in the Theonine MSS.)
in the enunciations of x. 19, 24 and in the exposition of X. 20. Lastly,
the lemmas before x. 29 may be genuine, though there is an addition
to the second of them which is spurious.

Heiberg includes under this heading of interpolated lemmas two
which purport to be substantive propositions, XI. 38 and XIII. 6. These
must be rejected as spurious for reasons which will be found in detail
in my notes on XI. 37 and XIII. 6 respectively. The latter proposition
is only quoted once (in XIII. 17); probably the words quoting. it
(with rypa}L}L~ instead of €V8€/'a) are themselves interpolated, and
Euclid thought the fact stated a sufficiently obvious inference from
XIII. I.

III. Porisms (or corollaries).
Most of the porisms in the text are both genuine and necessary;

but some are shown by differences in the MSS. not to be so, e.g. those
to I. 15 (though Proclus has it), III. 31 and VI. 20 (Por. 2). Sometimes
parts of p,prisms are interpolated. Such are the last few lines in
the porisms to IV. 5, VI. 8; the latter addition is proved later by
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means of VI. 4, 8, so that the writer of these proofs could not have had
the addition to VI. 8 Por. before him. Lastly, interpolators have added
a sort of proof to some porisms, as though they were not quite
obvious enough; but to add a demonstration is inconsistent with the
idea of a porism, which, according to Proclus, is a by-product of a
proposition appearing without our seeking it.

IV. Scholia.
Several interpolated scholia betray themselves by their wording,

e.g. those given by Heiberg in the Appendix to Book x. and contain
ing the words lCaA.€'i, €lCaA.€CT€ (" he calls" or"called"); these scholia were
apparently written as marginal notes before Theon's time, and, being
adopted as such by Theon, found their way into the text in P and
some of the Theonine MSS. The same thing no doubt accounts for
the interpolated analyses and syntheses to XIII. 1-5, as to which see
my note on XIII. I.

V. Interpolations in Book x.
First comes the proposition" Let it be proposed to us to show that

in square figures the diameter is incommensurable in length with the
side," which, with a scholium after it, ends the tenth Book. The form
of the enunciation is suspicious enough and the proposition, the proof
of which is indicated by Aristotle and perhaps was Pythagorean, is
perfectly unnecessary when x. 9 has preceded. The scholium ends
with remarks about commensurable and incommensurable solids,
which are of course out of place before the Books on snlios. The
scholiast on Book x. alludes to this particular scholium as being due
to" Theon and some others." But it is doubtless much more ancient,
and may, as Heiberg conjectures, have been the beginning of
Apollonius' more advanced treatise on incommensurables. Not only
is everything in Book x. after x. I IS interpolated, but Heiberg doubts
the genuineness even of x. II2-II5, on the ground that x. III
rounds off the theory of incommensurables as we want it in the Books
on solid geometry, while x. II2-I IS are not really connected with
what precedes, nor wanted for the later Books, but seem to form the
starting-point of a new and more elaborate theory of irrationals.

VI. Other minor interpolations are found of the same character as
those abov~ attributed to Theon. First there are two places (XI. 35
and XI. 26) where, after" similarly we shall prove" and" for the same
reason," an actual proof is nevertheless given. Clearly the proofs are
interpolated; and there are other similar interpolations. There
are also interpolations of intermediate steps in proofs, unnecessary
explanations and so on, as to which I need not enter into details.

Lastly, following Heiberg's order, I come to
VII. Interpolated definitions, axioms etc.
Apart from VI. Def. 5 (which may have been interpolated by

Theon although it is found written in the margin of P by the first
hand), the definition of a segment of a circle in Book I. is interpolated,
as is clear from the fact that it occurs in a more appropriate place in
Book III. and Proclus omits it. VI. De£ 2 (reciprocal figures) is rightly
condemned by Simson-perhaps it was taken from Heron-and
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Heiberg would reject VlI. Def. 10, as to which see my note on that
definition. Lastly the double definition of a solid angle (Xl. De£. I I)
constitutes a difficulty. The use of the word €7rlC/){lveta suggests that
the first definition may have been older than Euclid, and he may have
quoted it from older elements, especially as his own definition which

. follows only includes solid angles contained by planes, whereas the
other includes other sorts (c£ the words "tpaftP-OOV, "tpapp.at<;) which are
also distinguished by Heron (Def. 24). If the first definition had
come last, it could have been rejected without hesitation: but it is not
so easy to reject the first part up to and including "otherwise"
(~Mw<;). No difficulty need be felt about the definitions of "oblong,"
"rhombus," "trapezium," and "rhomboid," which are not actually
used in the Elements; they were no doubt taken from earlier elemmts
and given for the sake of completeness.

As regards the axioms or, as they are called in the text, common
notions (KOtval, ~vvOtaL), it is to be observed that Proclus Saysl that
Apollonius tried to prove" the axioms," and he gives Apollonius'
attempt to prove Axiom I. This shows at all events that Apollonius
had some of the axioms now appearing in the text. But how could
Apollonius have taken a cOQtroversial line against Euclid on the
subject of axioms if these axioms had not been Euclid's to his know
ledge? And, if they had been interpolated between Euclid's time
and his own, how could Apollonius, living so comparatively shqrt a
time after Euclid, have been ignorant of the fact? . Therefore some of
the axioms are Euclid's (whether he called them common notions, or
axioms, as is perhaps more likely since Proclus calls them axioms):
and we need not hesitate to accept as genuine the first three discussed
by Proclus, viz. (I) things equal to the same equal to one another,
(2) if equals be added to equals, wholes equal, (3) if equals be
subtracted from equals, remainders equal. The oth~r two mentioned
by Proclus (whole greater than part, and congruent figures equal) are
more doubtful, since they are omitted by Heron, Martianus Capella,
and others. The axiom that "two lines cannot enclose a space" is
however clearly an interpolation due to the fact that 1. 4 appeared to
require it. The others about equals added to unequals, doubles of
the same thing, and halves of the same thing are also interpolated';
they are connected with other interpolations, and Proclus clearly
used some source which did not contain them.

Euclid evidently limited his formal axioms to those which seemed
to him most essential and of the widest application; for he ·not un
frequently assumes other things as axiomatic, ~.g. in VII. 28 that, if a
number measures two numbers, it measures their difference.

The differences of reading appearing in. Proclus suggest the
question of the comparative purity of the sources used by Proclus,
Heron and others, and of our text. The. omission of the definition of
a segment in Book 1. and of the old gloss "which is called the cir
cumference" in I. Def. 15 (also omitted by Heron, Taurus, Sextus

1 Proclus, pp. 19+, 10 sqq.
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Empiricus and others) indicates that Proclus had better sources than
we have; and Heiberg gives other cases where Proclus omits words
which are in all our MSS. and where Proclus' reading should perhaps
be preferred. But, except in these instances (where Proclus may have
drawn from some ancient source such as one of the older com
mentaries), Proclus' MS. does not seem to have been among the best.
Often it agrees with our worst MSS., sometimes.it agrees with F where
F alone has a certain reading in the text, so that (e.g. in I. 15 Por.)
the common reading of Proclus and F must be rejected, thrice only
does it agree with P alone, sometimes it agrees with P and some
Theonine MSS., and once it agrees with the Theonine MSS. against P
and other sources.

Of the other external sources, those which are older than Theon
generally agree with our best MSS., e.g. Heron, allowing* for the
difference in the plan of his definitions and the somewhat free adap
tation to his purpose of the Euclidean definitions in Books x., Xl.

Heiberg concludes that the ElemenJs were most spoiled by inter
polations about the 3rd c., for Sextus Empiricus had a correct text,
while Iamblichus had an interpolated one; but doubtless the purer
text continued for a long time in circulation, as we conclude from the
fact that our MSS. are free from interpolations already found in
Iamblichus' MS.



CHAPTER VI.

THE SCHOLIA.

HEIBERG has collected scholia, to the number of about 1500, in
Vol. v. of his edition of Euclid, and has also discussed and classified
them in a separate short treatise, in which he added a few others l

•

These scholia cannot be regarded as doing much to facilitate the
reading of the Elements. As a rule, they contain only such observa
tions as any intelligent reader could make for himself. Among the
few exceptions are XI. Nos. 33,35 (where XI. 22, 23 are extended to
solid angles formed by any number of plane angles), XII. No. 85
(where an assumption tacitly made by Euclid in XII. 17 is proved),
IX. Nos. 28, 29 (where the scholiast has pointed out the error in the
text of IX. 19).

Nor are they very rich in historical information; they cannot be
compared in this respect with Proclus' commentary on Book I. or
with those of Eutocius on Archimedes and Apollonius. But even
under this head they contain some things of interest, e.g. II. No. I'
explaining that the gnomon was invented by geometers for the sake of
brevity, and that its name was suggested by an incidental characteristic,
namely that "from it the whole is known (,,/vrop£serat), either of the
whole area or of the remainder, when it (the "/vrof£wP) is either placed
round or taken away"; II. No. '3, also on the gnomon; IV. No.2
stating that Book IV. was the discovery of the Pythagoreans;
v. No. I attributing the content of Book v. to Eudoxus; x. No. I with
its allusion to the discovery of incommensurability by the Pytha
goreans and to Apollonius' work on irrationals; x. No. 62 definitely
attributing x. 9 to Theaetetus; XIII. No. I about the "Platonic" figures,
which attributes the cube, the pyramid, and the dodecahedron to the
Pythagoreans, and the octahedron and icosahedron to Theaetetus.

Sometimes the scholia are useful in connexion with the settlement
of the text, (I) directly, e.g. III. No. 16 on the interpolation of the
word "within" (€VTO\') in the enunciation of III. 6, and x. No. I
alluding to the discussion by" Theon and some others" of irrational
"surfaces" and "solids," as well as "lines," from which we may

1 Heiberg, Om Schulierne Iii Euklids Elemenler, Kjobenhavn, 1888. The tract is
written in Danish, but, fortunately for those who do not read Danish easily, the author has
appended (pp. 70-78) a resume in French.
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conclude that the scholium at the end of Book x. is not genuine;
(2) indirectly in that they sometimes throw light on the connexion
of certain MSS.

Lastly, they have their historical importance as enabling us to
judge of the state of mathematical science at the times when they
were written.

Before passing to the classification of the scholia, Heiberg remarks
that we must separate from them a number of additions in the nature
of scholia which are found in the text of our MSS. but which can, in
one way or another, be proved to be spurious. As they are found
both in P and in the Theonine MSS., they must have been in the MSS.
anterior to Theon (4th c.). But they are, in great part, only found in
the margin of P and the Theonine MSS.; in V they are half in the
text and half in the margin. This can hardly be explained except
on the supposition that these additions were originally (in the MSS.
before Theon) in the margin, and that Theon kept them there in his
edition, but that they afterwards found their way gradually into the
text of P as well as of the Theonine MSS., or were omitted altogether,
while particular MSS. have in certain places preserved the old arrange
ment. Of such spurious additions Heiberg enumerates the following:
the axiom about equals subtracted from unequals, the last lines of the
porism to VI. 8, second porisms to v. 19 and to VI. 20, the porism
to III. 3 I, VI. Def. 5, various additions in Book x., the analyses and
syntheses of XIII. 1-5, and the proposition XIII. 6.

The two first classes of scholia distinguished by Heiberg are
denoted by the convenient abbreviations" Schol. Vat." and" Schol.
Vind."

1. Schol. Vat.
It is first necessary to set out the letters by which Heiberg

denotes certain collections of scholia.
P = Scholia in P written by the first hand.
B = Scholia in B by a hand of the same date as the MS. itself,

generally that of Arethas.
F = Scholia in F by the first hand.
Vat. = Scholia of the Vatican MS. 204 of the 10th c., which has

these scholia on leaves 198-205 (the end is missing) as an independent
collection. It does not contain the text of the Elements.

Vc= Scholia found on leaves 283-292 of V and written in the
same hand as that part of the MS. itself which begins at leaf 235.

Vat. 192 = a Vatican MS. of the 14th c. which contains, after
(I) the Elements I.-XIII. (without scholia), (2) the Data with'scholia,
(3) Marinus on the Data, the Schol. Vat. as an independent collection
and in their entirety, beginning with I. No. 88 and ending with XIII.
No. 44.

The Schol. Vat., the most ancient and important collection of
scholia, comprise those which are found in PBF Vat. and, from VII. 12
to IX. 15, in PB Vat. only, since in that portion of the Elements
F was restored by a later hand without scholia; they also include I.

H. E. 5
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No. 88 which only happens to be erased in F, and IX. Nos. 28, 29
which may be left out because F here has a different text. In F
and Vat. the collection ends with Book x.; but it must also include
Schol. PB of Books X1.-XIII., since these are found along with Schol.
Vat. to Books I.-X. in several MSS. (of which Vat. 192 is one) as a
separate collection. The ~chol. Vat. to Books X.-XIII. are also
found in the collection VC (where, curiously enough, XIII. Nos. 43,44
are at the beginning). The Schol. Vat. accordingly include Schol.
PBVc Vat. 192, and doubtless also those which are found in two of
these sources. The total number of scholia classified by Heiberg as
Schol. Vat. is 138.

As regards the contents of Schol. Vat. Heiberg has the following
observations. The thirteen scholia to Book 1. are extracts made
from P~oc1us by a writer thoroughly conversant with the subject,
and cleverly recast (with some. additions). Their author does not
seem to have had the two lacunae which our text of Proclus has
(at the end of the note on 1. 36 and the beginning of the n~xt note,
and at the beginning of the note on 1. 43), for the scholia I. Nos. 125
and 137 seem to fill the gaps appropriately, at least in part. In
some passages he had better readings than our MSS. have. The rest
of Schol. Vat. (on Books !I.-XIII.) are essentially of the same
character as those on Book 1., containing prolegomena, remarks on
the object of the propositions, critical remarks on the text, converses,
lemmas; they are, in general, exact and true to tradition. The
reason of the resemblance between them and Proclus appears to be
due to the fact that they have their origin in the commentary of
Pappus, of which we know that Proclus also made use. In support
of the view that Pappus is the source, Heiberg places some of the
Schol. Vat. to Book x. side by side with passages from the com
mentaryof Pappus in the Arabic translation discovered by W oepcke J ;

he also refers to the striking confirmation afforded by the fact that
XII. No.2 contains the solution of the problem of inscribing in a
given circle a polygon similar to a polygon inscribed in another circle,
which problem Eutocius says2 .that Pappus gave in his commentary
on the Elements.

But, on the other hand, Schol. Vat. contain some things which
cannot have come from Pappus, e.g. the allusion in x. NO.1 to Theon
and irrational surfaces and solids, Theon being later than Pappus;
III. No. 10 about porisms is more like Proclus' treatment of the
subject than Pappus', though one expression recalls that of Pappus
aboutforming (G"XT/p,aris€G"Oat) the enunciations of porisms like those
of either theorems or problems.

The Schol. Vat. give us important indications as regards the
text of the Elements as Pappus had it. In particular, they show that
he could not have had in his text certain of the lemmas in Book x.
For example, three of these are identical with what we find in Schol.

1 Om Sckolieme til Euklids Elementer, pp. II, 12: cf. Euklid-Studien, pp. 170, 17 1 ;

Woepcke, Memoires pn!smt. it l'Acad. des Sciences, 1856, XIV. p. 658 sqq.
2 Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, III. p. 34, 5-8.
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Vat. (the lemma to x. 17 = Schol. x. No. 106, and the lemmas to
x. 54,60 come in Schol. x. No. 328); and it is not possible to suppose
that these lemmas, if they were already in the text, would also be
given as scholia. Of these three lemmas, that before x. 60 has
already been condemned for other reasons; the other two, un
objectionable in themselv~s, must be rejected on the ground now
stated. There were four others against which Heiberg found nothing
to urge when writing his prolegomena to Vol. V., viz. the lemmas
before x. 42, x. 14, X. 22 and x. 33. Of these, the lemma to x. 22
is not reconcila.ble with Scho1. x. No. 161, which takes up the
assumption in the text of Euc1. X. 22 a~ if no lemma had gone before.
The lemma to X. 42, which, on account of the words introducing it
(see p. 60 above), Heiberg at first hesitated to regard as an inter
polation, is identical with Schol. x. No. 270.- Lt is true that in
Scho1. x. No. 269 we find the words "this lemma has been proved
before (Jv TO'i~ e""7T'pou(J€v), but it shall also be proved now for
convenience' sake (TOU Erotf.LOU eV€lCa)," and it is possible to suppose
that "before" may mean in Euclid's text before x. 42; but a proof
in that place would surely have been as "convenient" as could be
desired, and it is therefore more probable that the proof had been
given by Pappus in some earlier place. (It may be added that the
lemma to x. 14, which is identical with the lemma to XI. 23, con
demned on other grounds, is for that reason open to suspicion.)

Heiberg's conclusion is that all the lemmas are spurious, and that
most or all of them have found their way into the text from Pappus'
commentary, though at a time anterior to Theon's edition, since
they are found in all our MSS. This enables us to fix a date for these
interpolations, namely the first half of the 4th c.

Of course Pappus had not in his text the interpolations which,
from the fact of their appearing only in some of our MSS., are seen to
be later than those above-mentioned. Such are the lemmas which
are found in the text of V only after X. 29 and x. 3I respectively and
are given in Heiberg's Appendix to Book x. ~numbered 10 and I I).
On the other hand it appears from Woepcke's tracP that Pappus
already had X. I 15 in his text: though it does not follow from this
that the proposition is genuine but only that interpolations began
very early.

Theon interpolated a proposition (or lemma) between x. 12" and
x. 13 (No.5 in Heiberg's Appendix). Schol. Vat. has the same
thing (x. No. 125). The writer of the scholia therefore did not find
this lemma in the text. Scho1. Vat. IX. Nos. 28, 29 show that neither
did he find in his text the alterations which Theon made in Eucl. IX.
19; the scholia in fact only agree with the text of P, not with Theon's.
This suggests that Schol. Vat. were written for use with a MS. of the
ante-Theonine recension such as P is. This probability is further
confirmed by a certain independence which P shows in several places
when compared with the Theonine MSS. Not only has P better
readings in some passages, but more substantial divergences, and,

1 Woepcke, OJ. cit. p. 702.

5-2
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in particular, the absence in P of three notes of a historical character
which are added, wholly or partly from Proclus, in the Theonine MSS.
attests an independent and more primitive point of view in P.

In view of the distinctive character of P, it is possible that some
of the scholia found in it in the first hand, but not in the other
sources of Schol. Vat., also belong to that collection; and several
circumstances confirm this. Schol. XIII. No. 45, found in P only,
which relates to a passage in Eucl. XIII. 13, shows that certain words
in the text, though older than Theon, are interpolated; and, as the
scholium is itself older than Theon, is headed "third lemma," and
follows a "second lemma" relating to a passage in the text im
mediately preceding, which "second lemma" belongs to Schol. Vat.
and is taken from Pappus, the "third" in all .probability came from
Pappus also. The same is true of Schol. XII. No. 72 and XIII. No. 69,
which are respectively identical with the propositions vulgo XI. 38
(Heiberg, App. to Book XL, NO.3) and XIII. 6; for both of these
interpolations are older than Theon. Moreover most of the scholia
which P in the first hand alone has are of the same character as
Schol. Vat. Thus VII. NO.7 and XIII. NO.1 introducing Books VII.
and XIII. respectively are of the same historical character as several
of Schol. Vat.; that VII. No. 7 appears in the text of P at the
beginning of Book VII. constitutes no difficulty. There are a number
of converses, remarks on the relation of propositions to one another,
explanations such as XII. No. 89 in which it is remarked t~at <1>, n
in Euclid's figure to XII. 17 (2, V in my figure) are really the same
point but that this makes no difference in the proof. Two other
Schol. P on XII. 17 are connected by their headings with XII. No. 72
mentioned above. XI. No. IO (P) is only another form of XI.
No. II (B); and B often, alone with P, has preserved Schol. Vat.
On the whole Heiberg considers some 40 scholia found in P alone to
belong to Schol. Vat.

The history of SchoJ. Vat. appears to have been, in its main
outlines, the following.. They were put together after 500 A.D., since
they contain extracts from Proclus, to which we ought not to assign
a date too near to that of Produs' work itself; and they must at least
be earlier than the latter half of the 9th c., in which B was written.
As there must evidently have been several intermediate links between
the archetype and B, we must assign them rather to the first half of
the period between the two dates, and it is not improbable that they
were a new product of the great development of mathematical studies
at the end of the 6th c. (Isidorus of Miletus). The author extracted
what he found of interest in the commentary of Produs on Book I.
and in that of Pappus on the rest of the work, and put these extracts
in the margin of a MS. of the dass of P. As there are no scholia to
I. 1-22, the first leaves of the archetype or of one of the earliest
copies must have been lost at an early date, and it was from that
mutilated copy that partly P and partly a MS. of the Theonine class
were taken, the scholia being put in the margin in both. Then the
collection spread through the Theonine MSS., gradually losing some
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scholia which could not be read or understood, or which were
accidentally or deliberately omitted. Next it was extracted from
one of these MSS. and made into a separate work which has been
preserved, in part, in its entirety (Vat. 192 etc.) and, in part, divided
into sections, so that the scholia to Books X.-XIII. were detached
(Vc). It had the same fate in the MSS. which kept the original
arrangement (in the margin), and in consequence there are some MSS.
where the scholia to the stereometric Books are missing, those Books
having come to be less read in the period of decadence. It is from
one of these MSS. that the collection was extracted as a separate work
such as we find it in Vat. (10th c.).

II. The second great division of the scholia is Schol. Vind.
This title is taken from the Viennese MS. (V), and the letters qsed

by Heiberg to indicate the sources here in question are as follows.
Va = scholia in V written by the same hand that copied the MS.

itself from fol. 235 onward.
q = scholia of the Paris MS. 2344 (q) written by the first hand.
1= scholia of the Florence MS. Laurent. XXVIII, 2 written in the

13th -14th c., mostly in the first hand, but partly in two later
hands.

Vb = scholia in V written by the same hand as the first part·
(leaves 1-183) of the MS. itself; Vb wrote his scholia after Va..

q' = scholia· of the Paris MS. (q) found here and there in another
hand of early date.

Schol. Vind. include scholia found in Vaq. I is nearly related to
q; and in fact the three MSS. which, so far as Euclid's text is con
cerned, show no direct interdependence, are, as regards their scholia,
derived from one original. Heiberg proves this by reference to the
readings of the three in two passages (found in Schol. I. No. 109 and
x. No. 39 respectively). The common source must have contained,
besides the scholia found in the three MSS. Vaql, those also which
are contained in two of them, for it is more unlikely that two of the
three should contain common interpolations than that a particular
scholium should drop out of one of them. Besides Va and q, the
scholia Vb and q' must equally be referred to Schol. Vind., since the
greater part of their scholia are found in I. There is a lacuna in q
from Eucl. VIII. 25 to IX. 14, so that for this portion of the Elements

, Schol. Vind. are represented by VI only. Heiberg gives about 450
numbers in all as belonging to this collection.

Schol. Vind. did not all come from one source; this is shown by
differences of substance, e.g. between x. Nos. 36 and 39, and by
differences of time of writing: e.g. VI. No. 52 refers at the beginning
to NO.5 5 with the words "as the scholium has it" and is therefore
later than that scholium; x. No. 247 is also later than x. No. 246.

The scholia to Book I. are here also extracts fiom Proclus, but
more copious and more verbatim than in Schol. Vat. The author
has not always understood Proclus; and he had a text as bad as
that of our MSS., with the same lacunae. The scholia to the other
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Books are partly drawn (I) from Schol. Vat., the MSS. representing
Schol. Vind. and Schol. Vat. in these cases showing nearly all possible
combinations; but there is no certain trace in Schol. Vind. of the
scholia peculiar to P. The author used a copy of Schol. Vat. in the
form in which they were attached to the Theonine text; thus Schol.
Vind. correspond to BF Vat., where these diverge from P ~ and
especially closely to B. Besides Schol. Vat., the editors of Schol.
Vind. used (2) other old collections of scholia of which we find traces
in Band F; Schol. Vind. have also some scholia common with b.
The scholia which Schol. Vind. have in common with BF come from
two different sources, and were apparently afterwards introduced
into the other MSS.; one result of this is that several scholia are
reproduced twice.

~ut, besides the scholia derived from tnese sources, Schol. Vind.
contain a large number of others of late date, characterised by in
correct language or by triviality of content (there are many examples
in numbers, citations of propositions used, absurd d7rOpLat, and the
like). Unlike Schol. Vat., these scholia often quote words from Euclid

.as a heading (in one case a heading is inserted in Schol. Vind. where
a scholium without the heading is quoted from Schol. Vat., see V.
No. 14). The explanations given often presuppose very little know
ledge on the part of the reader and frequently contain obscurities
and gress errors. .

Schol. Vind. were collected for use with a MS. of the Theonine
class; this follows from the fact that .they contain a note on the
proposition vulgo VII. 22 interpolated by Theon (given in Heiberg's
App. to Vol. II. p. 430). Since the scholium to VII. 39 given in V and
p in the text after the title of Book VIII. quotes the proposition as
VII. 39: it follows that this scholium must have been written before
the interpolation of the two propositions vulgo VII. 20, 22; Schol.
Vind. contain (VII. No. 80) the first sentence of it, but without the
heading referring to VII. 39. Schol. VII. No. 97 quotes VII. 33 as
VII. 34, so that the proposition vulgo VII. 22 may have stood in the
scholiast's text but not the later interpolation vulgo VII. 20 (later
because only found in B in the margin by the first hand). Of course
the scholiast had also the interpolations earlier than Theon.

For the date of the collection we have a lower limit in the date
(12th c.) of MSS. in which the scholia appear. That it was not much
earlier than the 12th C. is indicated (I) by the poverty of its contents,
(2) by the quality of the MS. of Proclus which was used in the
compilation of it (the Munich MS. used by Friedlein with which the
scholiast's excerpts are essentially in agreement belongs to the Ilth
12th c.), (3) by the fact that Schol. Vind. appear only in MSS. of the
12th c. and no trace of them is found in our MSS. belonging to
the 9th-10th C. in which Schol. Vat. are found. The collection may
therefore probably be assigned to the 11th C. Perhaps it may be in
part due to Psellus who lived towards the end of that century: for in
a Florence MS. (Magliabecch. XI, 53 of the 15th c.) containing a
mathematical compendium intended for use in the reading of Aristotle
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the scholia I. Nos. 40 and 49 appear with the name of Psellus
attached.

Scho!. Vind. are not found without the admixture of foreign
elements in any of our three sources. In I there are only very few
such in the first hand. In q there are several new scholia in the first
hand, for the most part due to the copyist himself. The collection of
scholia on Book x. in q (Heiberg's qC) is also in the first hand; it is
not original, and it may perhaps be due to Psellus (Maglb. has some
definitions of Book x. with a heading "scholia of ... Michael Psellus
on the definitions of Euclid's 10th ElemeJZt" and Schol. x. NO.9),
whose name must have been attached to it in the common source of
Maglb. and q; to a great extent it consists of extracts from Schol.
Vind. taken from the same source as VI. The scholia qI (in an
ancient hand in q), confined to Book II., partly belong to Schol. Vind.
and partly correspond to bI (Bologna MS.). qa and qb are in one hand
(Theodorus Antiochita), the nearest to the first hand of q; they are
doubtless due to an early possessor of the MS. of whom we know
nothing more.

Va has, besides Schol. Vind., a number of scholia which also appear
in other MSS., one in BFb, some others in P, and some in v (Codex
Vat. 1038, 13th c.); these scholia were taken from a source in which
many abbreviations were used, as they were often misunderstood by
Va. Other scholia in Va which are not found in the older sources
some appearing in Va alone-are also not original, as is proved by
mistakes or corruptions which they contain; some others may be due
to the copyist himsel£

Vb seldom has scholia common with the other older sources; for
the most part they either appear in Vb alone or only in the later
sources as v or P (later scholia in F), some being original, ot~rs not.
In Book x. Vb has three series of numerical examples, (I) with Greek
numerals, (2) alternatives added later, also mostly with Greek numerals,
(3) with Arabic numerals. The last class were probably the work of
the copyist himself. As Vb belongs to the same time as the MS.
(12th c.), these examples give an idea of the facility with which
calculations were made in Byzantium at that time. They show too
that the Greek method of writing numbers still preponderated in the
11th c., but that the use of the Arabic numerals (in the East-Arabian
form) was thoroughly established in the 12th c.

Of collections in other hands in V distinguished by Heiberg (see
preface to Vol. v.), VI has very few scholia which are found in other
sources, the greater part being original; V2, va are the work of the
copyist himself; V4 are so in part only, and contain several scholia

.from Schol. Vat. and other sources. va and V4 are later than 13th
~-.-14th c., since they are not found in f (cod. Laurent. XXVIII, 6) which
l>was copied from V and contains, besides Va Vb, the greater part of
.VI and VI. No. 20 of V2 (in the text).

In P there are, besides pa (a quite late hand, probably one of the
,old Scriptores Graeci at the Vatican), two late hands (P2), one of
which has some new and independent scholia, while the other has
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added the greater part of Schol. Vind., partly in the margin and
partly on pieces of leaves stitched on.

Our sources for Schol. Vat. also contain other elements. In P
there were introduced a certain number of extracts from Proclus, to
supplement Schol. Vat. to Book I.; they are all written with a
different ink from that used for the oldest part of the MS., and the
text is inferior. There are additions in the other sources of Schol.
Vat. (F and B) which point to a common source for FB and which
are nearly all found in other MSS., and, in particular, in Schol. Vind.,
which also used the same source; that they are not assignable to
Schol. Vat. results only from their not being found in Vat. Of other
additions in F, some are peculiar to F and some common to it and b;
but they are not original. P (scholia in a later hand in F) contains
three original scholia; the rest come from V. B contains, besides
scholia common to it and F, b or other sources, several scholia which
seem to have been put together by Arethas, who wrote at least a part
of them with his own hand. .

Heiberg has satisfied himself, by a closer study of b, that the
scholia which he denotes by b, f3 and b I are by one hand; they are
mostly to be found in other sources as well, though some are original.
By the same hand (Theodorus Cabasilas, 15th c.) are also the scholia
denoted by b2, B2, b3and B3. These scholia come in great part from
Schol. Vind., and in making these extracts Theodorus probably used
one of our sources, I, mistakes in which often correspond to those of
Theodorus. To one scholium is attached the name of Demetrius (who
must be Demetrius Cydonius, a friend of Nicolaus Cabasilas, 14th c.);
but it could not have been written by him, since it appears in Band
Schol. Vind. Nor are all the scholia which bear the name of
Theodotus due to Theodorus himself, though some are so.

As B3 (a late hand in B) contains several of the original scholia of
b2

, B3 must have used b itself as his source, and, as all the scholia in
B3 are in b, the latter is also the source of the scholia in B3 which are
found in other MSS. Band b were therefore, in the 15th c., in the
hands of the same person; this explains, too, the fact that b in a late
hand has some scholia which can only come from B. We arrive then
at the conclusion that Theodorus Cabasilas, in the 15th c., owned both
the MSS. Band b, and that he transferred to B scholia which he had
before written in b, either independently or after other sources, and
inversely transferred some scholia from B to b. Further, B2 are
earlier than Theodorus Cabasilas, who certainly himself wrote B3 as
well as b2 and b3.

An author's name is also attached to the scholia VI. No.6 and
x. No. 223, which are attributed to Maximus Planudes (end of 13th c.)
along with scholia on I. 31, X. 14 and·x. 18 found in I in a quite late
hand and published on pp. 46, 47 of Heiberg's dissertation. These
seem to have been taken from lectures of Planudes on the Elements
by a pupil who used I as his copy.

There are also in 1 two other Byzantine scholia, written by a late
hand, and bearing the names Ioannes and Pediasimus respectively;
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these must in like manner have been written by a pupil after lectures
C?f Ioannes Pediasimus (first half of 14th c.), and this pupil must also
have used 1. .

Before these scholia were edited by Heiberg, very few of them had
been published in the original Greek. The Basel editio princeps has a
few (v. No. I, VI. Nos. 3, 4 and some in Book x.) ·which are taken,
some from the Paris MS. (Paris. Gr. 2343) used by Grynaeus, others
probably from the Venice MS. (Marc. 301) also used by him; one
published by Heiberg, not in his edition of Euclid but in his paper
on the scholia, may also be from Veneto 301, but appears also in
Paris. Gr. 2342. The scholia in the Basel edition passed into the
Oxford edition in the text, and were also given by August in the
Appendix to his Vo!. II.

Several specimens of the two series of scholia (Vat. and Vind.)
were published by C. Wachsmuth (Rhein. Mus. XVIII. p. 132 sqq.)
and by Knoche (Untersuchungen uber die neu aufgejundenen Scholien
des Proklus, Herford, 1865).

The scholia published in Latin were much more numerous. G.
Valla (De expetendis et jugiendis rebus, 1501) reproduced apparently
some 200 of the scholia included in Heiberg's edition. Several of
these he obtained from two Modena MSS. which at one time were
in his possession (Mutin. III B,4 and II E, 9, both of the 15th c.);
but he must have used another source as well, containing extracts
from other series of scholia,.notably Scho!. Vind. with which he has
some 87 scholia in common. He has also several that are new.

Commandinus included in his translation under the title" Scholia
antiqua" the greater part of the Scho!. Vat. which he certainly
obtained from a MS. of the class of Vat. 192; on the whole he
adhered closely to the Greek text. Besides these scholia' Com
mandinus has the scholia and lemmas which he found in the Basel
editio princeps, and also three other scholia not belonging to Schol.
Vat., as well as one new scholium (to XII. 13) not included in
Heiberg's edition, which are distinguished by different type and were
doubtless taken from the Greek MS. used by him along with the·
Basel edition.

In Conrad Dasypodius' Lexicon mathematicum published in 1573
there is (on fo!' 42-44) "Graecum scholion in definitiones Euclidis
libri quintielementorum appendicis loco propter pagellas vacantes
annexum." This contains four scholia, and part of two others,
published in Heiberg's edition, with some variations of readings, and
with some new matter added (for which see pp.64-6 of Heiberg's
pamphlet). The source of these scholia is reveal~d to us by another
work of Dasypodius, Isaaci Monachi Scholz"a in Euclidis elementorum
geometriae sex priores libros per C. Dasypodium in latinum sermonem
translata et in lucem edita (1579). This work contains, besides
excerpts from Proclus on Book I. (in part closely related to Schol.
Vind.), some 30 scholia included in Heiberg's edition, several new
scholia, and the above-mentioned scholia to the definitions of Book V.

published in Greek in 1573. After the scholia follow" Isaaci Monachi
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prolegomena in Euclidis Elementorum geometriae libros" (two
definitions of geometry) and "Varia miscellanea ad geometriae cogni
tionem necessaria ab Isaaco Monacho collecta" (mostly the sa'me as
pp. 252, 24-272,27 in the Variac Collect£ones included in Hultsch's
Heron); lastly, a note of Dasypodius to the reader says that these
scholia were take~ "ex clarissimi viri Joannis Sambuci antiquo codice
manu propria Isaaci Monachi scripto." Isaak Monachus is doubtless
Isaak Argyrus, 14th c.; and Dasypodius used a MS. in which, besides
the passage in Hultsch's Variae Collectiones, were a. number of
scholia marked in the margin with the name of Isaak (cf. those in b
under the name of Theodorus Cabasilas). Whether the new scholia
are original cannot be decided until they are published in Greek; but
it is not improbable that they are at all events independent arrange
ments of older scholia. All but five of the others, and all but one of
the Greek scholia to Book V., are taken from Scho!. Vat.; three of the
excepted ones are from Scho!. Vind., and the other three seem to
come from F (where some words of them are illegible, but can be
supplied by means of Mut. III B, 4, which has these three scholia and
generally shows a certain likeness to Isaak's scholia).

Dasypodius also published in 1564 the arithmetical commentary
of Barlaam the monk (14th c.) on Eucl. Book II., which finds a place
in Appendix IV. to the Scholia in Heiberg's edition.



CHAPTER VII.

EUCLID IN ARABIA.

WE are told by I:HijI Khalfa 1 that the Caliph al-Man!?ur (754-775)
sent a mission to the Byzantine Emperor as the result of which he
obtained from him a copy of Euclid among other Greek books, and
again that the Caliph al-Ma'mun (813-833) obtained manuscripts of
Euclid, among others, from the Byzantines. The version of the
Elements by al-I:Iajjaj b. Yusuf b. Matar is, if not the very first, at
least one of the first books translated from the Greek into Arabic 2•

According to the Fihrist 3 it was translated by al-I:Iajjaj twice; the
first translation was known as '~Haruni" (" for Harun "), the second
bore the name "Ma'muni" ("for al-Ma'mun") and was the more trust
worthy. Six Books of the second of these versions survive in a Leiden
MS. (Codex .Leidensis 399, I) which is being published by Besthorn
and Heiberg4• In the preface to this MS. it is stated that, in the reign
of Harun ar-RashId (786-8°9), al-I:Iajjaj was commanded by Ya1).ya
b. Khalid b. Barmak to translate the book into Arabic. Then, when
al-Ma'mun became Caliph, as he was devoted to learning; al-I:Iajjaj
saw that he would secure the favour of al-Ma'mun "if he illustrated and
expounded this book and reduced it to smaller dimensions. He
accord}ngly left out. the superfluities, filled up the gaps, corrected or
removed the errors, until he had gone through the book and reduced
it, when corrected and explained, to smaller dimensions, as in this
copy, but without altering the substance, for the use of men endowed
with ability and devoted to learning, the earlier edition being left in
the hands of readers."

The Fihrist goes on to say that the work was next translated by
Is1).aq b. I:Iunain, and that this translation was improved by Thabit b.
Qurra. This Abu Ya'qub Is1).aq b. I:Iunain b. Is1).aq al-'IbadI (d. 910)
was the son of the most famous of Arabic translators, I:Iunain b. Is1).aq
al-'IbadI (80<)-873), a Christian and physician to the Caliph al
Mutawakkil (847-861). There seems to be no doubt that Is1).aq, who

I Lexicon bibliogr. et encyclop. ed. Fliigel, III. pp. 9\, 92.
2 Klamroth, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, xxxv. p. 303.
3 Fihrist (tr. Suter), p. \6.
4 Codex Leidensis 399, I. Euclidis Elementa ex z"nterpretatz"one al-Hadschdschadsch# cum

commentariis al-1Varizii, Haunia~, part I. i. \893, part I. ii. 1897, part II. i. 1905.
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must have known Greek as well as his father, made his translation
direct from the Greek. The revision must apparently have been the
subject of an arrangement between IsJ:1aq and Thabit, as the latter
died in 901 or nine years before IsJ:1aq. Thabit undoubtedly consulted
Greek MSS. for the purposes of his revision. This is expressly stated
in a marginal note to a Hebrew version of the Elements, made from
IsJ:1aq's, attributed to one of two scholars belonging to the same family,
viz. either to Moses b. Tibbon (about 1244-1274) or to Jakob b. Machir
(who died soon after 1306)1. Moreover Thabit observes, on the pro
position which he gives as IX. 3 I, that he had not found this proposition
and the one before it in the Greek but only in the Arabic; from which
statetpent Klamroth draws two conclusions, (I) that the Arabs had
already begun to interest themselves in the authenticity of the text
and (2) that Thabit did not alter the numbers of the propositions in
IsJ:1aq's translation'. The Fihrist also says that YuJ:1anna al-Qass (i.e.
"the Priest") had seen in the Greek copy in his possession the pro
position in Book I. which Thabit took credit for, and that this was
confirmed by Na~If, the physician, to whom YuJ:1anna had shown it.
This proposition may have been wanting in IsJ:1aq, and Thabit may
have added it, but without claiming it as his own discovery3. As
a fact, I. 45 is missing in the translation by al-I:Iajjaj.

The original version of IsJ:1aq without the improvements by Thabit
has probably not survived any more than the first of the two versions
by al-I:Iajjaj; the divergences between the MSS. are apparently due to
the voluntary or involuntary changes of copyists, the former class
varying according to the degree of mathematical knowledge possessed
by the copyists and the extent to which they were influenced by
considerations of practical utility for teaching purposes4. Two MSS.
of the IsJ:1aq-Thabit version exist in the Bodleian Library ·(No. 279
belonging to ttJe year 1238, and No. 280 written in 1260-1)5; Books
I.-XIII. are in the IsJ:1aq-Thabit version, the non-Euclidean Books
XIV., XV. in the translation of Qusta b. Liiqa al-Ba'labakkI (d. about
912). The first of these MSS. (No. 279) is that (0) used by Klamroth
for the purpose of his paper on the Arabian Euclid. The other MS.
used by Klamroth is (K) Kj¢benhavn LXXXI, undated but probably
of the 13th c., containing Books v.-xv., Books V.-X. being in the
IsJ:1aq-Thabit version, Books XL-XIII. purporting to be in al-I:Iajjaj's
translation, and Books XIV., XV. in the version of Qusta b. Liiqa. In
not a few propositions K and 0 show not the slightest difference, and,
even where the proofs show considerable differences, they are generally
such that, by a careful comparison, it is possible to reconstruct the
common archetype, so that it is fairly clear that we have in these cases,
not two recensions of one translation, but arbitrarily altered and

1 Steinschneider, Zeitschrifl fur "Math. u. Physik, XXXI., hist.-litt. Abtheilung, pp. 85,
86,99,

, Klamroth, p. 279. 3 Steinschneider, p. 88.
4 Klamroth, p. 306.
5 These MSS. are described by Nicoll and Pusey, Cataloglts cod. mss. orient. bib!. Bod

leianae, pt. II. 1835 (pp. 257-262).
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shortened copies of one and the same recension1. The Bodleian MS.
No. 280 contains a preface, translated by Nicoll, which cannot be by
Thabit himself because it mentions Avicenna (98o-I037) and other
later authors. The MS. was written at Maraga in the year 1260-1 and
has in the margin readings and emendations from the edition of
Na~Tradd!n at-Tus! (shortly to be mentioned) who was living at Maraga
at the time. Is it possible that at-TuS! himself is the autbor of the
preface 2 ? Be this as it may, the preface is interesting because it
throws light on the liberties which the Arabians allowed themselves
to take with the text. After the observation that the book (in spite
of the labours of many editors) is not free from errors, obscurities,
redundancies, omissions etc., and is without certain definitions neces
sary for the proofs, it goes on to say that the man has not yet been
found who could make it perfect, and next proceeds to explain
(I) that Avicenna "cut out postulates and many definitions" and
attempted to clear up difficult and obscure passages, (2) that Abu'l
Wafa al-Buzjan! (939-997) "introduced unnecessary additions and
left out many things of great importance and entirely necessary,"
inasmuch as he was too long in various places in Book VI. and too
short in Book x. where he left out entirely the proofs of the apotomae,
while he made an unsuccessful attempt to emend XII. 14, (3) that Abu
]a'far al-Khazin (d. between 961 and 971) arranged the postulates
excellently but" disturbed the number and order of the propositions,
reduced several propositions to one" etc. Next. the preface describes
the editor's own claims" and then ends with the sentences, "But we
have kept to the order of the books and propositions in the work itself
(i.e. Euclid's) except in the twelfth and thirteenth books. For we have
dealt in Book XIII. with the (solid) bodies and in Book XII. with the
surfaces by themselves."

After Thabit the Fihrist mentions Abu 'Uthman ad-Dimashq! as
having translated some Books of the Elements including Book x. (It
is Abu 'Uthman's translation of Pappus' commentary on Book x.
which Woepcke discovered at Paris.) The Fihrist adds also that
" N a~Tf the physician told me that he had seen the tenth Book of
Euclid in Greek, that it had 40 propositions more than the version
in common' circulation which had I09 propositions, and that he had
determined to translate it into Arabic."

But the third form of the Arabian Euclid actually accessible to us
is the edition of Abu ]a'far Mulf. b. Mulf. b. al-I:Jasan Na~!radd!n

at-Tus! (whom we shall call at-TusT for short), born at Tus (in
Khurasan) in 1201 (d. 1274). This edition appeared in two forms, a
larger and a smaller. The larger is said to survive in Florence only
(Pal. 272 and 313, the latter MS. containing only six Books); this was
published at Rome in 1594, and, remarkably enough, some copies of

I Klamroth, pp. 306-8.
2 Steinschneider, p. 98. Heiberg has quoted the whole of this preface in the Zeitschrift

fur Math. u. Physik, XXIX., hist.-litt. Abth. p. 16.
3 This seems to include a rearrangement of the contents of Books XIV., XV. added to the

Elemmts.
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this edition are to be found with 12 and some with 13 Books, some
with a Latin title and some without'. But the book was printed in
Arabic, so that Kastner remarks that he will say as much about it as
can be said about a book which one cannot read 2. The shorter form,
which however, in most MSS., is in 15 Books, survives at Berlin, Munich,
Oxford, British Museum (974, 13343

, 1335), Paris (2465, 2466), India
Office, and Constantinople; it was printed at Constantinople in
1801, and the first six Books at Calcutta in 18244.

At-TusT's work is however not a translation of Euclid's text, but a
re-written Euclid based on the older Arabic translations. In this
respect it seems to be like the Latin version of the Elements by
Campanus (Campano), which was first published by Erhard Ratdolt
at Venice in 1482 (the first ·printed edition of Euclid 5). Campanus
(13th c.) was a mathematician, and it is likety enough that he allowed
himself the same liberty as at-TusI in reproducing Euclid. What
ever may be the relation between Campanus' version and that of
Athelhard of Bath (about 1120), and whether, as Curtze thinks 6, they
both used one and the same Latin version of 10th-11th c., or whether
Campanus used Athelhard's version in the same way as at-TusI used
those of his predecessors7, it is certain that both versions came from
an: Arabian source, as is evident from the occurrence of Arabic words
in them8• Campanus' version is not of much service for the purpose
of forming a judgment on the relative authenticity of the Greek and
Arabian tradition; but it sometimes preserves traces of the purer
source, as when it omits Theon's addition to VI. 33 9• A curious
circumstance is that, while Campanus' version agrees with at-TusI's
in the number of the propositions in all the genuine Euclidean Books
except v. and IX., it agrees with Athelhard's in having 34 propositions
in Book v. (as against 25 in other versions), which confirms the view
that the two are not independent, and also leads, as Klamroth says,
to this dilemma: either the additions to Book v. are Athelhard's
own, or he used an Arabian Euclid which is not known to us 10•

Heiberg also notes that Campanus' Books XIV., XV. show a certain
agreement with the preface to the Thabit-Isl;aq version, in which the
author claims to have (I) given a method of inscribing spheres in the
five regular solids, (2) carried further the solution of the problem how

1 Suter, Die Mathematiker und Astronomm der Amber, p. 151. The Latin title is
Euclidis eleme>ttorum geometricorum libri tredecim. Ex traditione doctissimi Nasiridini
Tusini nunc primum arabia impressi. Romae in typographia Medicea MDXCIV. Cum
licentia superiorum.

2 Kastner, Geschichte der Mathematik, I. p. 367.
3 Suter has a note that this MS. is very old, having been copied from the original in the

author's lifetime.
4 Suter, p. 151.

5 Described by Kastner, Geschichte de,. Mathematik, I. pp. 289-299, and by Weiss
enborn, Die Ubersetzungm des Euklid durch Campano und Zamberti, Halle a. S., 1882,
pp. 1-7. See also infra, Chapter Vlll, p. 97.

6 Sonderabdruck des Jahresberichtes iiber die Fortschritte der klassischen Alterthums-
wissenschfat vom Okt. 1879-1882, Berlin, 1884•

•7 Klamroth, p. 271.
8 Curtze, op. cit. p. 20; Heiberg, Euklid-Studim, p. 178.
9 Heiberg's Euclid, vol. V. p. d. 10 Klamroth, pp. 273-4.
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to inscribe anyone of the solids in any other and (3) noted the cases
where this could not be done l •

With a view to arriving at what may be called a common measure
of the Arabian tradition, it is necessary to compare, in the first place,
the numbers of propositions in the various Books. I:IajI Khalfa says
that al-I:Iajjaj's translation contained 468 propositions, and Thabit's
478; this is stated on the authority of at-TlisI, whose own edition
contained 4682. The fact that Thabit's version had 478 propositions
is confirmed by an index in the Bodleian MS. 279 (called 0 by
Klamroth). A register at the beginning of the Codex Leidensis 399, I

which gives Is1:).aq's numbers (although the translation is that of
al-I:Iajjaj) apparently makes the total 479 propositions (th~ number in
Book XIV. being apparently I I, instead of the 10 of 0 3

). I subjoin a
table of relative numbers taken from Klamroth, to which I have added
the corresponding numbers in August's and Heiberg's editions of the
Greek text.

The Arabian Euclid The Greek Euclid

Books IsJ:1aq a~-Tiisi Campanus Gregory August Heiberg
I 48 48 48 48 48 48

II 14 14 14 14 14 I4
III 36 36 36 37 37 37
IV 16 16 16 16 16 16
V 25 25 34 25 25 25

VI 33 32 32 33 33 33
VII 39 39 39 41 41 39
VIII 27 25 25 27 27 27
IX 38 36 39 36 36 36
x 10<) 107 107 H7 Il6 Il5
XI 41 41 41 40 40 39
XII 15 15 15 18 18 18
XIII 21 18 18 18 18 18

462 452 464 470 469 465

[XIV 10 10 18 7 ?
xv 6 6 13 10

478 468 495 487 ?]

The numbers in the case of Heiberg include all propositions which
he has printed in the text; they include therefore XIII. 6 and III. 12

now to be regarded as spurious, and X. I 12-I 15 which he brackets
as doubtful. He does not number the propositions in Books XIV., XV.,
but I conclude that the numbers in P reach at least 9 in XIV., and 9
in xv. .

1 Heiberg, Zeitschriftfi,r Math. u. Physik, XXIX., hist.-litt. Abtheilung, p. 21.
2 Klamroth, p. 274; Steinschneider, Zeitschrijt fur Math. u. Physik, XXXI., hist.·litt.

Abth. p. 98.
3 Besthorn-Heiberg read" II?" as the number, Klamroth had read it as 21 (p. 273).
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The F£hr£st confirms the number I09 for Book X., from which
Klamroth concludes that IsJ:1aq's version was considered as by far the
most authoritative.

In the text of 0, Book IV. consists of 17 propositions and Book
XIV. of 12, differing in this respect from its own table of contents; IV.
IS, 16 in ° are really two proofs of the same proposition.

In al-l:Iajjaj's version Book I. consists of 47 propositions only, I. 45
being omitted. It has also one proposition fewer in Book III., the
Heronic proposition III. 12 being no doubt omitted.

In speaking of particular propositions. I shall use Heiberg's
numbering, except where otherwise stated.

The difference of IO propositions between Thabit-IsJ:1aq and
at-Tus! is accounted for thus:

. (I) The three propositions VI. 12 and X. '28, 29 which both IsJ:1aq
and the Greek text have are omitted in at-Tus!.

(2) IsJ:1aq divides each of the propositions XIII. 1-3 into two,
making six instead of three in at-Tus! and in the Greek.

(3) IsJ:1aq has four propositions (numbered by him VIII. 24. 25,
IX. 30. 3 I) which are neither in the Greek Euclid nor in at-Tus!.

Apart from the above differences al-l:Iajjaj (so far as we know).
IsJ:1aq and at-TuS! agree; but their Euclid shows many differences
from our Greek text. These differences we will classify as follows'.

1. Propositions.
The Arabian Euclid omits VII. 20, 22 of Gregory's and August's

editions (Heiberg, App. to Vol. II. pp. 428-32); VIII. 16, 17; x. 7, 8,
13,16,24, II 2, 1I3, 114, besides a lemma vulgo x. 13, the proposition
X. 117 of Gregory's edition, and the scholium at the end of the Book
(see for these Heiberg's Appendix to Vol. III. pp. 382, 408-416);
XI. 38 in Gregory and August (Heiberg, App. to Vol. IV. p. 354);
XII. 6, 13, 14; (also all but the first third of Book xv.).

The Arabian Euclid makes III. I I. 12 into one proposition, and
divides some propositions (x. 3I, 32; XI. 3 I. 34; XIII. 1-3) into two
each.

The order is also changed in the Arabic to the following extent.
V. 12, 13 are interchanged and the order in Books VI., VII., IX.
XIII. is:

VI. 1-8, 13, I I, 12, 9, 10, 14-17, 19, 20, 18, 21, 22, 24, 26, 23,
25,27-30,32,31,33.

VII. 1-20,22,21,23-28,31,32,29,30,33-39.
IX. 1-13,20. 14-19, 21-25, 27,26, 28-36, with two new pro

positions coming before prop. 30.
x. 1-6,9-12, IS, 14, 17-23. 26-28, 25. 29-30, 31, 32, 33

II I, lIS.
XI. 1-30.31, 32,34,33,35-39.
XII. 1-5,7,9,8, IO, 12, I I, IS, 16-18.

XIII. 1-3,5.4,6,7,12,9,10,8, I 1,13. 15,14, 16-18.

, See Klamroth, pp. 275-6,280,282-4,314-15,326; Heiberg, vol. v. pp. xcvi, xcvii.
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2. Definitions.
The Arabic omits the following definitions: IV. Deff. 3-7, VII.

Def. 9 (or 10), XI. Deff. 5-7, 15, 17, 23, 25-28; but it has the
spurious definitions VI. Deff. 2, 5, and those of proportion and ordered
proportion in Book v. (Deff. 8, 19 August), and wrongly interchanges
v. Deff. 11,12 and also VI. Deff. 3,4.

The order of the definitions is also different in Book VII. where,
after Def. I I, the order is 12, 14, 13, 15, 16, 19,20, 17, 18,21,22,23,
and in Book XI. where the order is 1,2,3,4,8,10,9,13,14,16,12,21,
22, 18, 19, 20, I I, 24.

3. Lemmas andporisms.
All are omitted in the Arabic except the porisms to VI. 8, VIII. 2,

X. 3; but there are slight additions here and there, not found in the
Greek, e.g. in VIII. 14, 15 (in K).

4. Alternative proofs.
These are all omitted in the Arabic, except that in x. 105, 106 they

are substituted for the genuine proofs; but one or two alternative
proofs are peculiar to the Arabic (VI. 32 and VIII. 4, 6).

The analyses and syntheses to XIII. 1-5 are also omitted in the
Arabic.

Klamroth is inclined, on a consideration of all these differences, to
give preference to the Arabian tradition over the Greek (I) "on
historical grounds," subject to the proviso that no Greek MS. as
ancient as the 8th c. is found to contradict his conclusions, which are
based generally (2) on the improbability that the Arabs would have
omitted so much if they had found it in their Greek MSS., it being clear
from the Fihrist that the Arabs had already shown an anxiety for a
pure text, and that the old translators were subjected in this matter to
the check of public criticism. Against the" historical grounds," Heiberg
is able to bring a considerable amount of evidence' . First of all there
is the British Museum palimpsest (L) of the 7th or the beginning of
the 8th c. This has fragments of propositions in Book x. which are
omitted in the Arabic; the numbering of one proposition, which agrees
with the numbering 'in other Greek MS., is not comprehensible on
the assumption that eight preceding propositions were omitted in it,
as they are in the Arabic; and lastly, the readings in L are tolerably
like those of our MSS., and surprisingly like those of B. It is also to
be noted that, although P dates from the 10th c. only, it contains,
according to all appearance, an ante-Theonine recension.

Moreover there is positive evidence against certain omissions by
the Arabians. At-Tusl omits VI. 12, but it is scarcely possible that,
if Eutocius had not had it, he would have quoted VI. 23 by that
number". This quotation of VI. 23 by Eutocius also tells against
Is1).aq who has the proposition as VI. 25. Again, Simplicius quotes VI.
10 by that number, whereas it is VI. 13 in Is1).aq; and Pappus quotes,
by number, XIII. 2 (Is1).aq 3, 4), XIII. 4 (Is1).aq 8), XIII. 16 (Is1).aq 19).

1 Heiberg in Zcitschriftfur Math. u. Physik, XXIX., hist.·litt. Abth. p. 3sqq.
" Apollonius, ed. Heiberg, vol. II. p. 218, 3-5.

H. E. 6
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On the other hand the contraction of III. I I, 12 into one proposition
in the Arabic tells in favour of the Arabic.

Further, the omission of certain porisms in the Arabic cannot be
supported; for Pappus quotes the porism to XIII. 17\ Proclus those
to II. 4, III. I, VII. 22, and Simplicius that to IV. IS.

Lastly, some propositions omitted in the Arabic are required in
later propositions. Thus-x. I3is used in X. 18,22,23,26 etc.; x. 17
is wanted in x. 18,26,36; XII. 6, 13 are required for XII. I I and XII.
IS respectively.

It must also be remembered that some of the things which were
properly omitted by the Arabians are omitted or marked as doubtful
in Greek MSS. also, especially in P, and others are rightly suspected for
other reasons (e.g. a number of alternative prqofs, lemmas, and porisms,
as well as the analyses and syntheses of XIII. 1-5). On the other
hand, the Arabic has certain interpolations peculiar to our inferior
MSS. (cf. the definition VI. De£ 2 and those of proportion and ordered
proportion).

Heiberg comes to the general conclusion that, not only is the
Arabic tradition not to be preferred offhand to that of the Greek MSS.,
but it must be regarded as inferior in authority. It is a question
how far the differences shown in the Arabic are 'due to the use of
Greek MSS. differing from "those which have been most used as the
basis of our text, and how far to the arbitrary changes made by
the Arabians themselves. Changes of order and arbitrary omissions
could not surprise us, in view of the preface above quoted from the
Oxford MS. of Thabit-Is!:laq, with its allusion to the many important
and necessary things left out by Abu '1 Wafa and to the author's
own rearrangement of Books XII., XIII. But there is evidence of
differences due to the use by the Arabs of other Greek MSS. Heiberg 3

is able to show considerable resemblances between the Arabic text
and the Bologna MS. b in that part of the MS. where it diverges so
remarkably from our other MSS. (see the short description of it above,
P.49); in illustration he gives a comparison of the proofs of XII. 7 in b
and in the Arabic respectively, and points to the omission in both of
the proposition given in Gregory's edition as XI. 38, and to a remark
able agreement between them as regards the order of the propositions
of Book XII. As above stated, the.remarkable divergence of b only
affects Books XI. (at end) and XII.; and Book XIII. in b shows none
of the transpositions and other peculiarities of the Arabic. There
are many differences between b and the Arabic, especially in the
definitions of Book XI., as well as in Book XIII. It is therefore a
question whether the Arabians made arbitrary changes, or the Arabic
for~ is the more ancient, and b has been altered through contact
with other MSS. Heiberg points out that the Arabians must be alone
responsible for their definition of a prism, which only covers a prism
with a triangular base: This could not have been Euclid's own, for
the word prism already has the wider meaning in Archimedes, and

1 Pappus, v. p. 436, 5. 2 Proclus, pp. 303-4.
3 Zeitsch1'i/t fur Math. 21. Physik, XXIX., hist.-litt. Abth. p. 6 sqq.
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Euclid himself speaks of prisms with parallelograms and polygons
as bases (Xl. 39; XII. 10). Moreover, a Greek would not have been
likely to leave out the definitions of the" Platonic" regular solids.

Heiberg considers that the Arabian translator had before him
a MS. which was related to b, but diverged still further from the rest
of our MSS. He does not think that there is evidence of the existence of
a redaction of Books I.-x. similar to that of Books XL, XII. in b; for
Klamroth observes that it is the Books on ~solid geometry (XL-XIII.)
which are more remarkable than the others for omissions and shorter
proofs, and it is a noteworthy coincidence that it is just in these
Books that we have a divergent text in b.

An advantage in the Arabic version is the omission of VII. Def. 10,
although, as Iamblichus had it, it may have been deliberately omitted
by the Arabic translator. Another advantage is the omission of the
analyses and syntheses of XIII. 1-5; but again these may have been
omitted purposely, as were evidently a number of porisms which
are really necessary.

One or two remarks may be added about the Arabic versions
as compared with one another. AI-J:Iajjaj's object seems to have
been less to give a faithful reflection of the original than to write
a useful and convenient mathematical text-book. One characteristic
of it is the careful references to earlier propositions when their results
are used. Such specific quotations of earlier propositions are rare in
Euclid; but in al-J:Iajjaj we find not only such phrases as "by prop.
so and so," "which was proved" or "which we showed how to do in
prop. so and so," but also still longer phrases. Sometimes he repeats
a construction, as in I. 44 where, instead of constructing" the parallelo
gram BEFG equal to the triangle C in the angle EBG which is equal
to the angle D" and placing it in a certain position, he produces AB
to G, making BG equal to half DE (the base of the triangle CDE in
his figure), and on GB so constructs the parallelogram BHKG by
I. 42 that it is equal to the triangle CDE, and its angle GBH is equal
to the given angle.

Secondly, al-J:Iajjaj, in the arithmetical books, in the theory of
proportion, in the applications of the Pythagorean 1. 47, and generally
where possible, illustrates the proofs by numerical examples. It is
true, observes Klamroth, that these examples are not apparently
separated from the commentary of an-Nairlzl, and might not there
fore have been due to al-J:Iajjaj himself; but the marginal notes to
the Hebrew translation in Munich MS. 36 show that these additions
were in the copy of al-J:Iajjaj used by the translator, for they expressly
give these proofs in numbers as variants taken from al-J:Iajjajt.

These characteristics, together with al-J:Iajjaj's freer formulation
of the propositions and expansion of ~he proofs, constitute an in
telligible reason why IsJ:1aq should have undertaken a fresh translation
from the Greek. Klamroth calls IsJ:1aq's version a model of a good
translation of a mathematical text; the introductory and transitiona~

1 Klamroth, p. 310; Steinschneider, pp. 85-6.

6-2
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phrases are stereotyped and few in number, the technical terms are
simply and consistently rendered, and the less formal expressions
connect themselves as closely with the Greek as is consistent with
intelligibility and the character of the Arabic language. Only in
isolated cases doe& the formulation of definitions and enunciations
differ to any considerable extent from the original. In general, his
object seems to have been to get rid of difficulties and unevennesses
in the Greek text by neat devices, while at the same. time giving a
faithful reproduction of itt.

There are curious points of contact between the versions of
al-I:Iajjaj and Thabit-Isl)aq. For example, the definitions and
enunciations of propositions are often word for word the same.
Presumably this is owing to the fact that Isl)aq found these de
finitions and enunciations already established 'in the schools in his
time, where they would no doubt be learnt by heart, and refrained
from translating them afresh, merely adopting the older version with
some changes 2. Secondly, there is remarkable agreement between
the Arabic versions as regards the figures, which show considerable
variations from the figures of the Greek text, 'especially as regards
the letters; this is also probably to be explained in the same way,
all the later translators having most likely borrowed al-J:Iajjaj's
adaptation of the Greek figures 3

., Lastly, it is remarkable that the
version of Books XI.-XIII. in the Kjpbenhavn MS. (K), purporting
to be by al-I:Iajjaj, is almost exactly the same as the Thabit-Is1).aq
version of the same Books in O. Klamroth conjectures that Isl)aq
may not have translated the BooKs on solid geometry 'at all, and that
Thabit took them from al-I:Iajjaj, only making some' changes in order
to fit them to the translation of Isl)aq 4. '

From the facts (I) t~at at-Tust's edition had the same number
of propositions (468) as al-I:Iajjaj's version, while Thabit-Is1).aq's had
478, and (2) that at-Tus! has the same careful references to earlier
propositions, Klamroth concludes that at-Tus! deliberately preferred
al-I:Iajjaj's version to that of Is1).aq 5. Heiberg, however, points out
(I) that at-Tus! left out VI, 12 which, if we may judge by Klamroth's
silence, al-I:Iajjaj had, and (2) al-I:Iajjaj's version had one proposition
less in Books I. and III. than at-Tus! has. Besides, in a passage quoted
by I:Iaj! Khalfa6 from at-Tus!, the latter says that "he separated the
things which, in the approved editions, were taken from the archetype
from the things which had been added thereto," indicating that he
had compiled his edition from both the earlier translations 7•

There were a large number of Arabian commentaries on, or
reproductions of, the Elements or portions thereof, which will be

1 Klamroth, p. 290, illustrates Is~aq's method by his way of distinguishing '<papp.o!;.",
(to be congruent with) and '<papp.o!;.iT(}a, (to be applied to), the confusion of which by trans
lators was animadverted on by Savile. Is~aq avoided the confusion by using two entirely
different words.

2 Klamroth, pp. 310-1. 3 ibid. p. 287.
4 ibid. pp. 304-5. 6 ibid. p. 214.
6 l,Iaji Khalfa, I. p. 383.
7 Heiberg, Zeitschriftfur Math. u. Physik, XXIX., hist.-litt. Abth. pp. 2, 3.
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found fully noticed by Steinschneider1• I shall mention here the
commentators etc. referred to in the Fihrist, with a few others.

I. Abu 'I 'Abbas al-Fa<;il b. I;Iatim an-Nairlzl (born at Nairlz,
died about 922) has already been mentioned2• His commentary
survives, as regards Books I.-VI., in the Codex Leidensis 399, I, now in
course of publication by Besthorn and Heiberg, and as regards
Books I.-x. in the Latin translation made by Gherard of Cremona
in the 11th c. and \lOW published by Curtze from a Cracow MS.3 Its
importance lies mainly in the quotations from Heron and Simplicius.

2. Al:J.mad b. 'Umar al-Karablsl (date uncertain, probably gth
10th c.), "who was among the most distinguished geometers and
arithmeticians 4."

3. AI-'Abbas b. Sa'id al-Jauharl (fl. 830) waS one of the astro
nomical observers under al-Ma'mun, but devoted himself mostly to
geometry. He wrote a commentary to the whole of the Elements,
from the beginning to the end; also the" Book of the propositions
which he added to the first book of Euclid 5."

4. Mul:J.. b. 'Isa Abu 'Abdallah al-Mahanl (d: between 874 and
884) .wrote, according to the F£hr£st, (I) a commentary on EucI.
Book v., (2) "On proportion," (3) "On the 26 propositions of the
first Book of Euclid which are proved without reductio ad absurdum 6."
The work" On proportion" survives and is probably identical with, or
part of, the commentary on Book v.7 He also wrote, what is not
mentioned by the F£hr£st, a commentary on Eucl. Book x., a fragment
of which survives in a Paris MS. 8

5. Abu Ja'far al-Khazin (Le. "the treasurer" or " librarian "), one
of the first mathematicians and astronomers of his time, was born in
Khurasan and died between the years 961 and 971. The Fihnst

. speaks of him as having written a commentary on the whole of the
Elements9, I;>ut only the commentary on the beginning of Book x.
survives (in Leiden, Berlin and Paris); therefore either the notes on
the rest of the Books have perished, or the F£hr£st is in error lO• The
latter would seem more probable, for, at the end of his commentary,
al-Khazin remarks that the rest had already been commented on by
Sulaiman b. 'U~ma (Leiden MS.)l1 or 'Oqba (Suter), to be mentioned
below. AI-Khazin's method is criticised unfavourably in the preface
to the Oxford MS. quoted by Nicoll (see p. 77 above).

6. Abu '1 Wafa al-Buzjanl (940-997), one of the greatest
Arabian mathematicians, wrote a commentary on the Elements, but

1 Steinschneider, Zeitsckrift fur Matk. u. Physik, XXXI., hist.-litt. Abth. pp. 86 sqq.
2 Steinschneider, p. 86, Fihrist (tr. Suter), pp. 16, 67; Suter, Die llfathematiker u1zd

Astronomen der Araber (1900), p. 45. .
a Supplementum ad Euclidis opera omnia, ed. Heiberg and Menge, Leipzig, 1899.
4 Fihrist, pp. 16, 38; Steiq,<;chneider, p. 87; Suter, p. 65.
5 Fihrist, pp. 16, 25; Steinschneider, p. 88; Suter, p. 12.
6 Fihrist, pp. 16, 25, 58.
7 Suter, p. 26, note, quotes the Paris MS. 2467, 16° containing the work "on proportion"

as the authority for this conjecture.
8 MS. 2457, 39° (cf. Woepcke in Mem. prls. a facad. des sciences, XIV., 1856, p. 669).
9 Fihrist, p. 17. 10 Suter, p. 58, note b. 11 Steinschneider, p. 89'
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did not complete itt. His methOd is also unfavourably regarded in
the same preface to the Oxford MS. 280. According to J:IajI Khalfa, he
also wrote a book on geometrical constructions, in thirteen chapters.
Apparently a book answering to this description was compiled by a
gifted pupil from lectures by Abu '1 Wani, and a Paris MS. (Anc. fonds
169) contains a Persian translation of this work, not that of Abu 'I Wafa
himself. An analysis of the work was given by.Woepcke2

, and some
particulars will be found in Cantor9• Abu'l Wafa also wrote a
commentary on Diophantus, as well as a separate "book of proofs
to the propositions which Diophantus used in his book and to what
he (Abu 'I Wafa) employed in his commentary 4."

7. Ibn Rahawaihi al-ArjanI also commented on Eucl. Book X.5
8. 'All b. Al).mad Abu 'I-Qasim aI-An~akI. (d. 987) wrote a

commentary on the whole book 6 ; part of it seems to survive (from
the 5th Book onwards) at Oxford (Catal. MSS. orient. II. 281)7.

9. Sind b. 'AlI Abu 't-Taiyib was a Jew who went over to
Islam in the time of al-Ma'mun, and was received among his astro
nomical observers; whose head he became8 (about 830); he died after
·864- He wrote a commentary on the whole of the Elements; "Abu
'All saw nine books of it, and a part of the tenth 9

." His book" On
the Apotomae and the Medials," mentioned by the Fikrist, may be
the same as, or part of, his commentary on Book x.'

10. Abu Yusuf Ya'qub b. Mul).. ar-RazI "wrote a commentary
on Book X., and that an excellent one, at the instance of Ibn al
'AmId 10."

I 1. The Fihrist next mentions aI-KindI (Abu Yusuf Ya'qub b.
Isl).aq b. as-~abbal). al-KindI, d. about 873), as the author (1) of a
work" pn the objects of Euclid's book," in which occurs the statement
that the Elements were originally written by Apollonius, the carpenter
(see above, p. 5 and note), (2) of a book" on the improvement of
Eucliq's work," and (3) of another" on the improvement of the 14th
ane) 15th Books of Euclid." "He was the most distinguished man
of his time, and stood alone in the knowledge of the old sciences
collectively; he was called 'the philosopher of the Arabians'; his
writings treat of the most different branches of knowledge, as logic,
philosophy, geometry, calculation, arithmetic, music, astronomy and
others11." Among the other geometrical works of alcKindr mentioned
by the Fihrisfl2 are treatises on the closer investigation of the results
of Archimedes concerning the measure of the diameter of a circle in
terms of its circumference, on the construction of the figure of the two
mean proportionals, on the approximate determination of the chords

1 Fihrist, p. 17.
2 Woepcke, 'Journal Asiatique, Ser. v. T. v. pp. 218-256 and 30 9-359.
9 Geseh. d. Math. vol. 'a, pp. 743-6. .
4 Fihrist, p. 39; Suter, p. 71. 5 Fiknst, p. r7 ; Suter, p. 17.
8 F~hri;t, p. 17. 7 Suter, p. 64.
8 Fz~rts.t, p. 17,29; Suter, pp. 13, 14. 9 Fikrist, p. 17.
10 Fthnst, p. 17; Suter, p. 66. 11 Fikrist,~. 17,10-15.
12 The mere catalogue of al·Kindi's works on the various branches of science takes up

{our octavo pages (I r-15) of Suter's translation of the Fikrist.
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of the circle, on the approximate de~erminationof the chord (side) of
the nonagon, on the division of triangles and quadrilaterals and con
structions for that purpose, on the manner of construction of a circle
which is equal to the surface of a given cylinder, on the division of
the circle, in three chapters etc.

12. The physician Na~If b. Yumn (or Yaman) al-Qass ("the
priest") is mentioned by the Fz"hrz"st as having seen a Greek copy
of Eucl. Book x. which had 40 more propositions than that which
\fas in general circulation (containing 109), and having determined
to translate it into Arabic l • Fragments of such a translation exist
at Paris, Nos. 18 and 34 of the MS. 2457 (952, 2 Suppl. Arab. in
Woepcke's tract); No. 18 contains" additions to some propositions
of the 10th Book, existing in the Greek language'." Na~If must have
died about 9903.
, 13. Yiil;tanna b. Yusuf b. al-I:Iarith b. al-Bitr1q aI-Qass (d. about
98o) lectured on the Elements and other geometrical books, made
translations from the Greek, and wrote a tract on the" proof" of the
case of two straight lines both meeting a third and making with it,
on one side, two angles together less than two right angles 4

• Nothing
of his appears to survive, except that a tract "on rational and irrational
magnitudes," No. 48 in the Paris MS. just mentioned, is attributed

·to him.
14. Abu Muh. aI-Hasan b. 'Ubaidallah b. Sulaiman b. Wahb

(d. 901) was a geomete'r of distinction, who wrote works under the
two distinct titles" A commentary on the difficult parts of the work
of Euclid" and" The Book on Proportion 5." Suter thinks that an
other reading is possible in the case of the second title, and that it
may refer to the Euclidean work" on the divisions (of figures)6."

IS. Qus~a b. Liiqa al-Ba'labakkI (d. about 912), a physician,
philosopher, astronomer, mathematician and translator, wrote" on the
difficult passages of Euclid's book" and "on the solution of arith
metical problems from the third book of Euclid 7 "; also an~' int.o
duction to geometry," in the form of question and answer 8•

16. Thabit b. Qurra (826-901), besides translating some parts
of Archimedes and Books V.-VII. of the Conz"cs of Apollonius, and
revising Is1).aq's translation of EuClid's Elements, also revised the trans
lation of the Data by the same Is1).aq and the book On dz"vz"sz"ons of
figures translated by an anonymous writer. We are told also
that he wrote the following works: (I) On the Premisses (Axioms,
Postulates etc.) of Euclid, (2) On the Propositions of Euclid, (3) On
the propositions and questions which arise when two straight lines
are cut by a third (or on the" proof" of Euclid's famous postulate).
The last tract is extant in the MS. discovered by W oepcke (Paris
2457, 32°). He is also credited with" an excellent work" in the
shape of an "Introduction to the Book of Euclid," a treatise on

1 Fihnst, pp. 16; 17.
2 Woepcke, Mem.prls. al'acad. des sciences, XIV. pp. 666,668.
3 Suter, p. 68. .- 4 Fihrist, p. 38; Suter, p. 60.
S Fihrist, p. 26, and Suter's note, p. 60. 8 Suter, p. 21 I, note 23.

7 Fihnst, p. 43. 8 Fihrist, p. 43; Suter, p. 41.
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Geometry dedicated to Isma'il b. Bulbul, a Compendium of Geometry,
and a large number of other works for the titles of which reference
may be made to Suter, who also gives particulars as to which are
extant!.

17. Abu Sa'id Sinan b. Thabit b. Qurra, the son of the translator
of Euclid, followed in his father's footsteps as geometer, astronomer
and physician. He wrote an "improvement of the book of on
the Elements of Geometry, in which he made various additions to the
original." It is natural to conjecture that Euclid is the name missing
in this description (by Ibn abi U~aibi'a); Casiri has the name Aqaton2.
The latest editor of the Ta'rtkh al-lfukamti, however, makes the name
to be Iflaton (= Plato), and he refers to the statement by the Fihrist
and Ibn al-Qifti attributing to Plato a work on the Elements of
Geometry translated by Qusta. It is just possible, therefore, that at
the time of Qusta the Arabs were acquainted with a book on the
Elements of Geometry translated from the Greek, which they attri
buted to Platos• Sin.an died in 943"-

18. Abu Sahl Wijan (or Waijan) b. Rustam al-Kiihi (fl. 988),
born at Kuh in Tabaristan, a distinguished geometer and astronomer,
wrote, according to the Fihrist, a "Book of the Elements" after that
of Euclid'; the 1st and 2nd Books survive at Cairo, and a part of
the 3rd Book at Berlin (5922? He wrote also a number of other
geometrical works: Additions to the 2nd Book of Archimedes on
the Sphere and Cylinder (extant at Paris, at Leiden, and in the India
Office), On the finding of the side of a heptagon in a circle (India
Office and Cairo), On two mean proportionals (India Office), which
last may be only a part of the Additions to Archimedes' On the Sphere
and Cylinder, etc.

19. Abu Na~r Mutt. b. Mutt. b. Tarkhan b. Uzlag al-Farabi
(870-950) wrote a commentary on the difficulties of the introductory
matter to Books 1. and V. 6 This appears to survive in the Hebrew
tr'Vlslation which is, with probability, attributed to Moses b. Tibbon 7•

20. Abu 'Ali al-I:Iasan b. al-Basan b. al-Haitham (about <)65
1039), known by the name Ibn al-Haitham or Abu 'Ali al-Ba~ri,was a
man of great powers and knowledge, and no one of his time approached
him in the field of mathematical science. He wrote several works on
Euclid the titles of which, as translated by Woepck~ from U~aibj'a,

are as follows 8 :

I. Commentary and abridgment of the Elements.
2. Collection of the Elements of Geometry and Arithmetic,

drawn from the treatises of Euclid and Apollonius.
3· Collection of the Elements of the Calculus deduced from

the principles laid down by Euclid in his Elements.

1 Suter, pp. 34-8•
2 Fihrist ted. Suter), p. 59, note 132; Suter, p. 52, note b.
s See Suter in Bibliotheca Mathematica, IVs, 1903-4, PP' 296-7, review of Julius

LiPFert.'s I,bn al·Qifti. Ta'rii:h al-l.zukamii, Leipzig, 1903.
Fthnst, p. 40. 5 Suter, p. 75.

6 Suter, p. 55. 7 Steinschneider, p. 92 •
8 Steinschneider, pp. 92-3.
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. 4. Treatise on "measure" after the manner of Euclid's
Elements.

5. Memoir on the solution of the difficulties in Book 1.
6. Memoir for the solution of a doubt about Euclid, relative

to Book v.
7. Memoir on the solution of a doubt about the stereometric

portion.
8. Memoir on the solution of a doubt about Book XII.
9. Memoir on the division of the two magnitudes mentioned

in X. I (the theorem of exhaustion).
IO. Commentary on the definitions in the work of Euclid

(where Steinschneider thinks that some more general expression
should be substituted for" definitions ").

The last-named work (which Suter calIs a commentary on the
Postulates of Euclid) survives in an Oxford MS. (Catal. MSS. orient.
1. 908) and in Algiers (1446, 1°).

A Leiden MS. (966) contains his Commentlty "on the difficult
places" up to Book v. We do not know whetl1er in this commentary,
which the author intended to form, with the commentary on the
Mu~adarat, a sort of complete commentary, he had -collected the
separate memoirs on certain doubts and difficult passages mentioned
in the above list.

A commentary on Book v. and following Books found in a
Bodleian MS. (Catal. II. p. 2-62) with the title" Commentary on Euclid
and solution of his difficulties" is attributed to b. Haitham; this might
be a continuation of the Leiden MS. .

The memoir on X. I appears to survive at St Petersburg, MS. de
l'Institut des langues orient. 192,50 (Rosen, Catal. p. 125).

2I. Ibn Sina, known as Avicenna (98o-I037), wrote a Com
pendium of Euclid, preserved in a Leiden MS. No. 1445, and forming
the geometrical portion of an encyclopaedic work embracing Logic,
Mathematics, Physics and Metaphysics l • .

22. Ahmad b. ai-Husain al-Ahwazi al-Katib wrote a com
mentary o~ Book x., a 'fragment of which (some IO pages) is to be
found at Leiden (970), Berlin (5923) and Paris (2467, 18°)2.

23. Na~iraddin at-Tusi (1201-1274) who, as we have seen,
brought out a Euclid in two forms, wrote:

1. A treatise on the postulates of Euclid (Paris, 2467, 5°).
2. A treatise on the 5th postulate, perhaps only a part of

the foregoing (Berlin, 5942, Paris, 2467, 6°).
3. Principles of Geometry taken from Euclid, perhaps

identical with No. I above (Florence, Pal. 298).
4. I05 problems out of the Elements (Cairo). He also edited

the Data (Berlin, Florence, Oxford etc.)3.
24. Mul).. b. Ashraf Shamsaddin as-Samarqandi (fl. 1276) wrote

" Fundamental Propositions, being elucidations of 35 selected proposi-

1 Steinschneider, p. 92; Suter, p. 89'
. 3 Suter, pp. 150-1.

2 Suter, p. 57.
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tions of the first Books of Euclid," which are extant at Gotha (1496
and 1497), Oxford (Catal. I. 967, 2°), and Brit. Mus. I

•

25. Musij b. Mu~. b. Mal).mud, known as QaQIzade ar-RumI (i.e.
the son of the judge from Asia Minor), who died between 1436 and
1446, wrote a commentary on the "Fundamental Propositions" just
mentioned, of which many MSS. are extanP. It contain'ed biographical
statements about Euclid alluded to above (p. 5, note).

26. Abu Da'ud Sulaiman b. 'Uqba, a contemporary of al-Khazin
(see above, NO.5), wrote. a commentary on the second half of Book x.,
which is, at least partly, extant at Leiden (974) under the title" On
the binomials and apotomae found in the 10th Book of Euclid s."

27. The Codex Leidensis 399, I containing al-I:Iajjaj's transla
!ion of Books I.-VI. is said to contain gloss~s to it by Sa'Id b. Mas'ud
b. al-Qass, apparently identical with Abu Na~r Gars al-Na'ma, son of
the physician Mas'ud b. al-Qass al-BagdadI, who lived in the time of
the last Caliph al-Mu,sta'~im (d. I258}4-

28. Abu Mu~ad b. AbdalbaqI al-BagdadI al-Fara<;ll (d.
1141, at the age of oVer 70 years) is stated in the Ta'rikh al-lfukama
to have written an excellent commentary on Book x. of the Elements,
in which he gave numerical examples of the propositions 5• This is
published in Curtze's edition of an-NairlzI where it occupies pages
25 2-3866.

29. Yal).ya b. Mul).. b. 'Abdan b. 'Abdalwal).id, known by the
name of Ibn al-LubudI (1210-1268), wrote a Compendium of Euclid,
and a short presentation of the postulates 7•

30.. Abu 'Abdallah Mul).. b. Mu'adh al-JayyanI wrote a com
mentary on EucJ. Book v. which survives at Algiers (1446, 3°)8.

31. Abu Na~r Mansur b. 'All b. 'Iraq wrote, at the M1stance of
Mul).. b. Al).mad Abu 'r-Rail).an al-BlrunI (973-1048), a tract" on
a doubtful (difficult) passage in Eucl. Book XIII." (Berlin, 5925)9.

1 Suter, p. 157. 2 ibid. p. 175. s ibid. p. 56.
4 ibid. pp. 153-+', 227.
5 Gartz, p. 1+; Steinschneider, pp. 9+-5. .
6 Suter in Bibliotheca Mathematica, IVs' 1903, pp. 25, 295; Suter has also an article on

its contents, Bibliotheca Mathematica, VIIs, 19°6-7, pp. 23+-251.
7 Steinschneider, p. 9+; Suter, p. 1+6.
8 Suter, Nachtriige un" Berichtigungen, in Abha1zdlungm Zut' Gesch. der math. Wissm

schaften, XIV., 1902, p. 170.
9 Suter, p. 81, and Nachtriige, p. 172.



CHAPTER VIII.

PRINCIPAL TRANSLATIONS AND EDITIONS OF THE ELEMENTS.

CICERO is the first Latin author to mention Euclid l ; but it is not
likely that in Cicero's time Euclid had been translated into Latin or
was studied to any considerable extent by the Romans; for, as Cicero
says in another place 2, while geometry was held in high honour
among the Greeks, so that nothing was m~re brilliant than their
mathematicians, the Romans limited its scope ~aving regard only
to its utility for measurements and calculat\uns. How very little
theoretical geometry satisfied the Roman agrimensores is evidenced
by the work of Balbus de me1lsuris3

, where some of the definitions of
Eucl. Book I. are given. Again, the extracts from the Elements found
in the fragment attributed to Censorinus (fl. 238 A.D)4 are confined to
the definitions, postulates, a1!d common notions. But by degrees the
Elements passed even among the Romans into the curriculum of a
liberal education; for Martianus Capella speaks of the effect of the
enunciation of the proposition "how to construct an equilateral
triangle on a given straight line" among a company of philosophers,
who, recognising the first proposition of the Elements, straightway
break out into encomiums on Euclid 5• But the Elements were then
(c. 470 A.D.) doubtless read in Greek; for what Martianus Capella
gives 6 was drawn from a Greek source, as is shown by the occurrence
of Greek words and by the wrong translation of I. def. I (" punctum
vero est cuius pars nihil est "). Martianus may, it is true, have
quoted, not from Euclid himself, but from Heron or some other ancient
source.

But it is clear from a certain palimpsest at Verona that some
scholar had already attempted to translate the Elements into Latin.
This palimpsesF has part of the" Moral reflections on the Book of
Job" by Pope Gregory the Great written in a hand of the 9th c. above
certain fragments which in the opinion of the nest judges date from
the 4th c. Among these are fragments of Vergil and of Livy, as weU
as a geometrical fragment which purports to be taken from the 14th
and 15th Books of Euclid. As a matter of fact it is from Books XII.
and XIII. and is of the nature of a free rendering, or rather a new

1 De oratore III. 132. 2 Tuse. I. 5.
3 Gromatici veteres, I. 97 sq. (ed. F. Blume, K. Lachmann and A. Rudorff. Berlin,

1848, 1852).
4 Censorinus, ed. Hultsch, pp. 60- 3.
5 Martianus Capella, VI. 724' 6 ibid. VI. 708 sq.
7 cr. Cantor, 13 , p. 565.
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arrangement, of Euclid with the propositions in different order l
• The

MS. was evidently the translator's own copy, because some words are
struck out and replaced by synonyms. We do not know whether the
translator completed the translation of the whole, or in what relation
his version stood to our other sources.

Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorius (b. about 475 A.D.) in the geometrical
part of his encyclopaedia De artibus ac disciplinis liberaliu1Jl literarum
says that geometry was represented among the Greeks by Euclid,
Apollonius, Archimedes, and others, "of whom Euclid was given us
translated into the Latin language by the same great man Boethius";
also in his collection of letters 2 is a letter from Theodoric to Boethius
containing the words, "for in your translations ... Nicomachus the
arithmetician,' and Euclid the geometer, ar~ heard in the Ausonian
tongue." The so-called Geometry of Boethius which has come down
to us by no means constitutes a translation of Euclid. The MSS.
variously give five, four three or two Books, but they represent only
two distinct compiletions, one normally in five Books and t.he other
in two. Even the -ratter, which was edited by Friedlein, is not
genuine3, but appears to have been put together in the 11th c., from
various sources. It begins with the definitions of Eucl. 1., and in these
are traces of perfectly correct readings which are not found even in
the MSS. of the 10th c., but which can be traced in Proclus and other
ancient sources; then come the Postulates (five only), the Axioms
(three only), and after these some definitions of Eucl. II., III., IV.
Next come the enunciations of Eucl. 1., of ten propositions of Book II.,
and of some from Books III., IV., but always without proofs; there
follows an extraordinary passage which indicates that the author will
now give something of his own in elucidation of Euclid, though what
follows is a literal translation of the proofs of Eucl. 1. 1-3. This
latter passage, althougJ1 it affords a strong argument against the
genuineness of this part of the work, shows that the Pseudoboethius
had a Latin translation of Euclid from which he extracted the three
propositions.

Curtze has reproduced, in the preface to his edition of the trans
lation by Gherard of Cremona of an-Nairlzl's Arabic commentary on
Euclid, some interesting fragments of a translation of Euclid taken
from a Munich MS. of the 10th c. They are on two leaves used
for the cover of the MS. (Bibliothecae Regiae Universitatis Monacensis
2° 757) and consist of portions of Eucl. 1. 37, 38 and II. 8, translated
literally word for word from the Greek text. The translator seems to
have' been an Italian (cf. the words" capItolo nono" used for the ninth
prop. of Book II.) who knew very little Greek and had moreover little
mathematical knowledge. For example, he translates the capital letters
denoting points in figures as if they were numerals: thus Ttt ABr,

1 The fragment was deciphered by W. Studemund, who communicated his results to
Cantor.

2 Cassiodorius, Variac, I. 45, p. 40, 12 ed. ·Mommsen.
3 See especially Weissenborn in Abkandlungen zur Gcsck. d. Matk. II. p. 185 sq.;

Heiberg in Philologus, XLIII. p. 507 sq.; Cantor, 13, p. 580 sq.
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LlEZ is translated" que primo secundo et tertio quarto quinto et
septimo," T becomes" tricentissimo" and so on. The GreeK MS. which
he used was evidently written in uncials, for LlEZebecomes in one
place" quod autem septimo nono," showing that he mistook LlE for
the particle DE, and lCa£ <> ITU is rendered "sicut tricentissimo et
quadringentissimo," showing that the letters must have been written
KAIOCTU.

The date of the Englishman Athelhard (LEthelhard) is approxi
mately fixed by some remarks in his work Perdijficiles Quaestiones
Naturales which, on the ground of the personal allusions they contain,
must be assigned to the first thirty years of the 12th c. l He wrote a
number of philosophical works. Little is known about his life. He
is said to have studied at Tours and Laon, and to have lectured at the
latter school. He travelled to Spain, Greece, Asia Minor and Egypt,
and acquired a knowledge of Arabic, which enabled him to translate
from the Arabic into Latin, among other works, the Elements of
Euclid. The date of this translation must be put at about 1120.
MSS. purporting to contain Athelhard's version are extant in the
British Museum (Harleian No. 5404 and others), Oxford (Trin. ColI.
47 and Ball. ColI. 257 of 12th c.), Niirnberg (Johannes Regiomontanus'
copy) and Erfurt.

Among the very numerous works of Gherard of Cremona (I I 14
I 187) are mentioned translations of " 15 Books of Euclid " ~nd of the
Data 2. Till recently this translation of the Elements was supposed to
be lost; but Axel Anthon Bjornbo has succeeded (1904) in discovering
a translation from the Arabic which is different from the two others
known to us (those by Athelhard and Campanus respectively), and
which he, on grounds apparently convincing, holds to be Gherard's.
Already in 1901 Bjornbo had found Books x.-xv: of this translation
in a MS. at Rome (Codex Reginensis lat. 1268 of 14th c.)a; but three
years later he had traced three MSS. containing the whole of the same
translation at Paris (Cod. Paris. 7216, 15th c.), Boulogne-sur-Mer
(Cod. Bononiens. 196, 14th c.), and Bruges (Cod. Brugens. 521, 14th c.),
and another at Oxford (Cod. Digby 174, end of 12th c.) containing a
fragment, XI. 2 to XIV.· The occurrence of Greek words in this
translation such as rombus, romboides (where Athelhard keeps the

. Arabic terms), amblig01zius, orthogonius, gno..mo, pyramis etc., show
that the translation is independent of Athelhard's. Gherard appears
to have had before him an old translation of Euclid from the Greek
which Athelhard also often followed, especially in his terminology,
using it however in a very different manner._ Again, there are some
Arabic terms, e.g. meguar for axis of rotation, which Athelhard did not
use but which is found in almost all the translations that are with
certainty attributed to Gherard of Cremona; there occurs also the

I Cantor, Gesch. d. Math. la, p. 906.
2 Boncompagni, Della vita e delle opere di Gherardo Cremonese, Rome, 1851 , p. 5.
a Described in an appendix to Studien fiber Menelaus' Sphdrik (Abhandlungen zur

Geschichte der mathematischen Wissenschaften, XIV., 1902).
4 See Bibliotheca Mathematica, VIa' 19°5-6, pp. 2+2-8.
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expression "superficies equidistantium laterum et rectorum angulorum,"
found also tn Gherard's translation of an-Nairizi, where Athelhard says
"parallelogrammum rectangulum." The translation is much clearer
than Athelhard's: it is neither abbreviated nor "edited" as Athelhard's
appears to have been; it is a word-for-word translation of an Arabic
MS. containing a revised and critical edition of Thabit's version. It
contains several notes quoted from Thabit hImself (Tlzebit dixit), e.g.
about alternative proofs etc. which Thabit found "in another Greek
MS.," and is therefore a further testimony to Thabit's critical treatment
of the text after Greek MSS. The new editor also added critical
remarks of his own, e.g. on other proofs which he found in other
Arabic versions, but not in the Greek: whence it is clear that he
compared the Thabit version before him with .other versions as care
fully as Thabit collated the Greek MSS. Lastly, the new editor speaks
of "Thebit qui transtulit hunc librum in arabicam linguam" and of
"translatio Thebit," which may tend to confirm the statement of al-Qifti
who credited Thabit with an independent transhl.tion, and not (as the
Fihrist does) with a mere improvement of the version of Is1).aq b.
J:Iunain.

Gherard's translation of the Arabic commentary of an-Nairizi on
the first ten Books of the Elements was discovered by Maximilian
Curtze in a MS. at Cracow and published as a supplementary volume
to Heiberg and Menge's Euclid I: it will often be referred to in this
work.

Next in chronological order comes Johannes Campanus (Campano)
of Novara. He is mentioned 'by Roger Bacon (1214-1294) as a
prominent mathematician of his time2, and this indication of his date
is confirmed by the fact that he was chaplain to Pope Urban IV, who
was Pope from 1261 to 1281 3

• His most important achievement was
his edition of the' Elemmts including the two Books XIV. and XV.
which are not Euclid's. The sources of Athelhard's and Campanus'
translations, and the relation between them, have been the subject of
much discussion, which does not seem to have led as yet to any
definite conclusion. Cantor (Ill' p. 91) gives references 4 and some
particulars. It appears that there is a MS. at Munich (Cod. lat. Mon.
13°2 I) written by Sigboto in the 12th c. at Priifning near Regensburg,
and denoted by Curtze by the letter R, which contains the enunciations
of part of Euclid. The Munich MSS. of Athelhard and Campanus'
translations have many enunciations textually identical with those in
R, so that the source of all three must, for these enunciations, have

I Anaritii in det'em libros jriores Elementorum Euclidis Commentarii ex interpretatione
Gherardi Cremonensis in codice Cracoviensi 569 servata edidit Maximilianus Curtze, Leipzig
(Teubner), 1899.

2 Cantor, III' p. 88.
a Tiraboschi, Storia della letteratura italiana, IV. r.~5-1Qo.

4 H. Weissenborn in Zeitschriftfiir Math. u. Physik, xxv., Supplement, pp. J43-166,
and in his monograph, Die Ubersetzungm des Euklid durch Campano und Zamberti (1882);
Max. Curtze in Philologische Rundschau (188,), r. pp. 943-950, and in 7ahresberi<'ht iiber
die Fortschrifte de' classischen Alterthumswissenschaft, XL. (1884, m.) pp. 19-22; Heiberg
in Zeitschriftfiir Math. u. Physik, xxxv., hist.-litt. Abth., pp. 48-58 and pp. 81-6.
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been the same; in others Athelhard and Campanus diverge com
pletely from R, which in these places follows the Greek text and is
therefore genuine and authoritative. In the 32nd definition occurs the
word" elinuam," the Arabic term for" rhombus," and throughout the
translation are a number of Arabic figures. But R was not translated
from the Arabic, as is shown by (among other things) its close
resemblance to the translation from Euclid given on pp. 377 sqq. of
the Gromatici Veteres and to the so-called geometry of Boethius. The
explanation of the Arabic figures and the word" elinuam " in Def. 32
appears to be that R was a late copy of an earlier original with
corruptions introduced in many places; thus in Def. 32 a part of the
text was completely lost and was supplied by some intelligent copyist
who inserted the word" elinuam," which was known to him, and also
the Arabic figures. Thus Athelhard certainly was not the first to
translate Euclid into Latin; there must have been in existence before
the 11th c. a Latin translation which was the common source of R,
the passage in the Gromatici, and" Boethius." As in the two latter
there occur the proofs as well as the enunciations of I. 1-3, it is
possible that this translation originally contained the proofs also.
Athelhard must have had before him this translation of the
enunciations, as well as the Arabic source from which he obtained his
proofs. That some sort of translation, or at least fragments of one,
were available before Athelhard's time even in England is indicated
by some old English verses I : .

"The clerk Euclide on this wyse hit fonde
Thys craft of gemetry yn Egypte londe
Yn Egypte he tawghte hyt ful wyde,
In dyvers londe on every syde.
Many erys afterwarde y understonde
Yer that the craft com ynto thys Ionde.
Thys craft com into England, as y yow say,
Yn tyme of good kyng Adelstone's day,"

which would put the introduction of Euclid into England as far back
as 924-940 A.D.

We now come to the relation between Athelhard and Campanus.
That their translations were not independent, as Weissenborn would
have us believe, is clear from the fact that in all MSS. and editions,
apart from orthographical differences and such small differences as
are bound to arise when MSS. are copied by persons with some
knowledge of the subject-matter, the definitions, postulates, axioms,
and the 364 enunciations are word for word identical in Athelhard
and Campanus; and this is the case not only where both have the
same text as R but where they diverge from it. Hence it would seem
that Campanus used Athelhard's translation and only developed the
proofs by means of another redaction of the Arabian Euclid. It is
true that the difference between the proofs of the pt:opositions in the
two translations is considerable; Athelhard's are short and com-

I Quoted by Halliwell in Rara Mathematica (p. 56 note) from MS. Bib. Reg. Mus. Brit.
17 A. 1. f. 2b-3.
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pressed, Campanus' clearer and more complete, following the Greek
text more closely, though still at some distance. Further, the
arrangement in the two is different; in Athelhard the proofs regularly
precede the enunciations, Campanus follows the usual order. It is a
question how far the differences in the proofs, and certain additions in
each, are due to the two translators themselves or go back to Arabic
originals. The latter supposition seems to Curtze and Cantor the
more probable one. Curtze's general view of the relation of Campanus
to Athelhard is to the effect that Athelhard's translation was gradually
altered, from the form in which it appears in the two Erfurt MSS.
described by Weissenborn, by successive copyists and commentators
who had Arabic originals before them, until it took the form which
Campanus gave it and in which it was published. In support of this
view Curtze refers to Regiomontanus' copy of the Athelhard-Campanus
translation. In Regiomontanus' own preface the title is given, and
this attributes the translation to Athelhard; but, while this copy
agrees almost exactly with Athelhard in Book 1., yet, in places where
Campanus is more lengthy, it has similar additions, and in the later
Books, especially from Book III. onwards, agrees absolutely with
Campanus; Regiomontanus, too, himself implies that, though the
translation was Athelhard's, Campanus had revised it; for he has
notes in the margin such as. the following, "Campani est hec," "dubito
an demonstret hic Campanus" etc.

We come now to the printed editions of the whole or of portions
of the Elements. This is not the place for a complete bibliography,
such as Riccardi has attempted in his valuable memoir issued in five
parts between 1887 and 1893, which makes a large book in itself'.
I shall confine myself to saying something of the most noteworthy
translations and editions. It will be convenient to give first the Latin
translations which preceded the publication of the editio princeps of
the Greek text in 1533, next the most important editions of the Greek
text itself, and after them the most important translations arranged
according to date of first appearance and languages, first the Latin
translations after 1533, then the Italian, German, French and English
translations in order. "

It may be added here that the first allusion, in the West, to the
Greek text as still extant is found in Boccaccio's commentary on the
Divina Commedia of Dante 2

• Next Johannes Regiomontanus, who
intended to publish the Elements after the version of Campanus, but
with the latter's mistakes corrected, saw in Italy (doubtless when
staying with his friend Bessarion) some "Greek MSS. and noticed how
far they differed from the Latin version (see a letter of his written in
the year 147I to Christian Roder of Hamburg)'.

1 Saggiu di Ulla Bibliograjia EUclidea, memoria del Prof. Pietro Riccardi (Bologna,
1887, 1888, 1890, 1893).

• I. P.404' •
S Published in C. T. de Murr's Memorabilia Bibliothecarum Norimbergmsium, Part I.

p. 190 sqq.
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1. LATIN TRANSLATIONS PRIOR TO 1533.

1482. In this year appeared the first printed edition of Euclid,
which was also the first printed mathematical book of any import
ance. This was printed at Venice by Erhard Ratdolt arid contained
Campanus' translation 1. Ratdolt belonged to a family of artists at
Augsburg, where he was born about 1443. Having learnt the trade
of printing at home, he went in 1475 to Venice, and founded there a
famous printing house which he managed for I I years, after which he
returned to Augsburg and continued to print important books until
1516. He is said to have died in 1528. Kastner2 gives a short
description of this first edition of Euclid and quotes the dedication to
Prince Mocenigo of Venice which occupies the page opposite to the
first page of text. The book has a margin of 2! inches, and in this
margin are placed the figures of the propositions. Ratdolt says in
his dedication that at that time, although books by ancient and
modern authors were printed every day in Venice, little or nothing
mathematical had appeared: a fact which he puts down to the diffi
culty involved by the figures, which no one had up to that time
succeeded in printing. He adds that after much labour he had
discovered a method by which figures could be produced as easily as
letters 3. Experts are in doubt as to the nature of Ratdolt's discovery.
Was it a method of making figures up out of separate parts of figures,
straight or curved lines, put together as letters are put together to
make words? In a life of Joh. Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, a con
temporary of Kastner's own, this member. of the great house of
Breitkopf is credited with this particular discovery. Experts in that
same house expressed the opinion that Ratdolt's figures were wood
cuts, while the letters denoting points in the figures were like the
other letters in the text; yet it was with carved wooden blocks that
printing began. If Ratdolt was the first to print geometrical figures,
it was not long before an emulator arose; for in the very same year
Mattheus Cordonis of Windischgratz employed woodcut mathematical
figures in printing Oresme's De latitudinibus 4• How eagerly the
opportunity of spreading geometrical knowledge was seized upon is
proved by the number of editions which followed in the next few
years. Even the year 1482 saw two forms of the book, though they
only differ in the first sheet. Another edition came out in 1486
(Ulmae, apud 10. Regerum) and another in 1491 (Vincentiae per

1 Curtze (An-Nairizl, p. xiii) reproduces the heading of the first page of the text as
follows (there is no title-page): PreclarilTimii opus elemento2.j- Euclidis megarefis vna cii
cbmentis Campani pfpicacifTimi in arte geometria incipit felicit', after which the definitions
begin at once. Other copies have the shorter heading: Preclarissimus liber elementorum
Euclidis perspicacissimi; in artem Geometrie incipit quam foelicissime. At the end stands
the following: CI: Opus elementorii euclidis megarenfis in geometria arte J n id quoq, Campani
pfpicacifTimi Cbmentationes finiiit. Erhardus ratdolt Augustensis imprefTor folertilTimus .
venetijs imprelTit . Anno falutis . M.cccc.lxxxij . Octauis . Calen . Jun. Lector. Vale.

2 Kastner, Geschichte der Mathematik, t. p. 289 sqq. See also Weissenborn, Die Ubersetz
ungen des Euklid durch Campano und Zamberti, pp. 1-7.

3 "Mea industria non sine maximo labore effeci vt qua facilitate litterarum elementa
imprimuntur ea etiam geometrice figure conficerentur."

4 Curtze in Zeitschriftfur Math. u. Physik, xx., hist.-litt. Abth. p. 58.

H.& 7
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Leonardum de Basilea et Guliehnum de Papia), but without the dedi
cation to Mocenigo who had died in the meantime (1485). If Cam
panus added anything of his own, his additions are at all events not
distinguished by any difference of type or otherwise; the enunciations
are in large type, and the rest is printed continuously in smaller type.
There are no superscriptions to particular passages such as Euclides
ex Campano, Campanus, Campani additio, or Campani annotatio, which
are found for the first time in the Paris edition of 1516 giving
both Campanus' version and that of Zamberti (presently to be men
tioned).

1501. G. Valla included in his encyclopaedic work De apetmdis
et fugiendis rebus published in this year at Venice (in aedibus AMi
Romanz) a number of propositions with proofs and scholia translated
from a Greek MS. which was once in his possession (cod. Mutin. III
B,4 of the 15th c.).

1505. In this year Bartolomeo Zamberti (Zambertus) brought out
at Venice the first translation, from the Greek text, of the whole of the
Elements. From the title!, as well as from his prefaces to the Catoptrica
and Data, with their allusions to previous translators" who take some
things out of authors, omit some, and change some," or "to that most
barbarous translator" who filled a volume purporting to be Euclid's
"with extraordinary scarecrows, nightmares and phantasies," one object
of Zamberti's translation is clear. His animus against Campanus
appears also in a number of notes, e.g. when he condemns the terms
"helmuain" and "helmuariphe ". used by Campanus as barbarous,
un-Latin etc., and when 'he is roused to wrath by Campanus' unfortu
nate mistranslation of v. Def. 5. He does not seem to have had the
penetration to see that Campanus was translating from an Arabic,
and not from a Greek, text. Zamberti tells us that he spent
seven years over his translation of the thirteen Books of the
Elements. As he seems to have been born in 1473, and the Elements
were p~ted as early as 1500, though the complete work (including the
Phaenom'ma, Optica, Catoptrica, Data etc.) has the date 1505 at the
end, he must have translated Euclid before the age of 30. Heiberg
has not been able to identify the MS. of the Elements which Zamberti
used; but it is clear that it belonged to the worse class of MSS., since
it contains most of the interpolations of the Theonine variety. Zam
berti, as his title shows, attributed the proofs to Theon.

1509. As a counterblast to Zamberti, Luca PaciiIolo brought out
an edition of Euclid, apparently at the expense of Ratdolt, at Venice
(per Paganinum de Pagallims), in which he set himself to vindicate
Campanus. The title-page of this now very rare edition 2 begins thus:
"The works of Euclid of Megara, a most acute philosopher and without

1 The title begins thus: "Euclidis megaresis philosophi platonicj mathematicarum
disciplinarum Janitoris: Habent in hoc volumine quicunque ad mathematicam substantiam
aspirant: elementorum libros xiij cum expositione Theonis insignis mathematici. quibus
multa quae deerant ex lectione graeca sumpta addita sunt nec non plurima peruersa et .
praepostere: voluta in Campani interpretatione: ordinata digesta et castigata sunt etc."
For a description of the book see Weissenborn, p. 12 sqq. '

2 See Weissenborn, p. 30 sqq.
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question the chief of all mathematicians, translated by Campanus their
most faithful interpreter." It proceeds to say that the translation had
been, through the fault of copyists, so spoiled and deformed that it
could scarcely be recognised as Euclid. Luca Paciuolo accordingly
has polished and emended it with the most critical judgment, has
corrected 129 figures wrongly drawn and added others, besides supply
ing short explanations of difficult passages. It is added that Scipio
Vegius of Milan, distinguished for his knowledge" of both languages"
(i.e. of course Latin and Greek), as well as in medicine and the more
sublime studies, had helped to make the edition more perfect. Though
Zamberti is not once mentioned, this latter remark must have refer
ence to Zamberti's statement that his translation was from the Greek
text; and no doubt Zamberti is aimed at in the wish of Paciuolo's
"that others too would seek to acquire knowledge instead of merely
showing off, or that they would not try to make a market of the
things of which they are ignorant, as it were (selling) smoke'."
Weissenborn observes that, while there are many trivialities in Paci
uolo's notes, they contain some useful and practical hints and explana
tions of terms, besides some new proofs which of course are not
difficult if one takes the liberty, as Paciuolo does, of diverging from
Euclid's order and assuming for the proof of a proposition results not
arrived at till later. Two not inapt terms are used in this edition to
describe the figures of 1II. 7, 8, the former of which is called the
goose's foot (pes anseris), the second the peacock's tail (cauda pavanis).
Paciuolo as the castigator of Campanus' translation, as he calls himself,
failed to correct the mistranslation of v. Def. 52. Before the fifth
Book he inserted a discourse which he gave at Venice on the
15th August, 1508, in S. Bartholomew's Church, before a select
audience of 500, as an introduction to his elucidation of that Book.

1516. The first of the editions giving Campanus' and Zamberti's
translations in conjunction was brought out at Paris (in officina Henrici
Stephani e regione sclLOlae Decretorum). The idea that only the enuri
ciations were Euclid's, and that Campanus was the a1:rthor of the proofs
in his translation, while Theon was the author of the proofs in the Greek
text, reappears in the title of this edition; and the enunciations of the
added Books XIV., XV. are also attributed to Euclid, Hypsicles being
credited with the proofs 3• The date is not on the title-page nor at the

1 "Atque utinam et alii cognoscere vellent non ostentare aut ea qu~ nesciunt veluti
fumum venditare non conarentur."

2 Campanus' translation in Ratdolt's edition is as follows: "Quantitates quae dicuntur
continuam habere proportionalitatem, sunt, quarnm eque multiplicia aut equa sunt aut
eque sibi sine interrnptione addunt aut minuunt" (l), to which Campanus adds the note:
"Continue proportionalia sunt quorum omnia multiplicia equalia sunt continue proportionalia.
Sed noluit ipsam diflinitionem proponere sub hac forma, quia tunc difliniret idem per idem,
aperte (? a parte) tamen rei est istud cum sua diflinitione convertibile."

a "Euciidis Megarensis Geometricorum Elementornm Libri xv. Campani Galli trans
alpini in eosdem commentariorum libri xv. Theonis Alexandrini Bartholomaeo Zamberto
Veneto interprete, in tredecim priores, commentationum libri XIII. Hypsiciis Alexandrini in
duos posteriores, eodem Bartholomaeo Zamberto Veneto interprete, commentariorum libri II."
On the last page (261) is a similar statement of content, but with the difference that the
expression" ex Campani ...deinde Theonis...et Hypsiciis ... traditionibus." For description
see Weissenhorn, p. 56 sqq.
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end, but the letter of dedication to Fran~ois Briconnet by Jacques
Lefevre is dated the day after the Epiphany, 1516. The figures are
in the margin. The arrangement of the propositions is as follows:
first the enunciation with the heading Euclides ex Campano, then the
proof with the note Campanus, and after that, as Campani additio, any
passage found in the edition of Campanus' translation but not in the
Greek text; then follows the text of the enunciation translated from
the Greek with the heading Euclides ex Zamberto, and lastly the proof
headed Theo ex Zamberto. There are separate figures for the two proofs.
This edition was reissued with few changes in 1537 and 1546 at Basel
(apud Iohannem Hervagium), but with the addition of the Phaenomena,
Opt£ca, Catoptrica etc. For the edition of 1537 the Paris edition of
1516 was collated with "a Greek copy" (as the preface says) by
Christian Hedin, professor of mathematical' studies at Strassburg,
who however seems to have done no more than correct one or two
passages by the help of the Basel edit£o princeps (1533), and add the
Greek word in cases where Zamberti's translation of it seemed unsuit
able or inaccurate.

We now come to

II. EDITIONS OF THE GREEK TEXT.

1533 is the date of the editio princeps, the title-page of which reads
as follows:

ETKAEI~OT ITOIXElfiN BIBA~ IE~

EK TON eEONO~ ~YNOnmN.

El~ TOV aVTov T6 7rpWTOV, eg'TJ'Y'lJp.&:TWV TIPOK'AoV f1£l~'A. ~.

Adiecta praefatiuncula in qua de disciplinis
Mathematicis nonnihil.

BASILEAE APVD lOAN. HERVAGIVM ANNO
M.D.XXXIII. MENSE SEPTEMBRI.

The editor was Simon Grynaeus the elder (d. 1541), who, after
working at Vienna and ofen, Heidelberg and Tubingen, taught last .
of all at Basel, where theology was his main subject. His" prae
fatiuncula" is addressed to an Englishman, Cuthbert Tonstall (1474
1559), who, having studied first at Oxford, then at Cambridge, where
he became Doctor of Laws, and afterwards at Padua, where in addi
tion he learnt mathematics-mostly from the works of Regiomontanus
and Paciuolo-wrote a book on arithmetic1 as "a farewell to the
sciences," and then, entering politics, became Bishop of London and
member of the Privy Council, and afterwards (1530) Bishop of Durham.
Grynaeus tells us that he used two MSS. of the text of the Elements,
entrusted to friends of his, one at Venice by "Lazarus Bayfius"
(Lazare de Barf, the.n tlte ambassador of the King of France at Venice),
the other at Paris by" Ioann. Rvellius" (Jean Ruel, a French doctor
and a Greek scholar), while the commentaries of Proc1us were put at

1 De arle suppulandi libri qual1tl»".
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the disposal of Grynaeus himself by "Joann. Claymundus" at
Heiberg has been able to identify the two MSS. used for the t
they are (I) cod. Venetus Marcianus 301 and (2) cod. Paris. gr. 2343
of the 16th c., containing Books I.-XV., with some scholia which are
embodied in the text. When Grynaeus notes in the margin the
readings from "the other copy," this" other copy" is as a rule the
Paris MS., though sometimes the reading of the Paris MS. is taken
into the text and the "other copy" of the margin is the Venice MS.
Besides these two MSS. Grynaeus consulted Zamberti, as is shown by
a number of marginal notes referring to "Zampertus" or to "latinum
exemplar" in certain propositions of Books IX.-XI. When it is con
sidered that the two MSS. used by Grynaeus are among the worst, it
is obvious how entirely unauthoritative is the text of the editio princeps.
Yet it remained the source and foundation of later editions of the
Greek text for a long period, the editions which followed being
designed, not for the purpose of giving, from other MSS., a text more
nearly representing what Euclid himself wrote, but of supplying a
handy compendium to students at a moderate price.

1536. Orontius Finaeus (Oronce Fine) published at Paris (apud
Simonem Colinaeum) "demonstrations on the first six books of Euclid's
elements of geometry," " in which the Greek text of Euclid himself IS

inserted in its proper places, with the Latin translation of Barth.
Zamberti of Venice," which seems to imply that only the enunciations
were given in Greek. The preface, from which Kastner quotes" says
that the University of Paris at that time required, from all who
aspired to the laurels of philosophy, a most solemn oath that they
had attended lectures on the said first six Books. Other editions of
Fine's work followed in 1544 and 1551.

1545. The enunciations of the fifteen Books were published in
Greek, with an Italian translation by Angelo Caiani, at Rome (apud
Antonium Bladttm Asulanum). The translator claims to have cor
rected the books and" purged them of six hundred things which did
not seem to savour of the almost divine genius and the perspicuity of
Euclid 2." .

1549, Joachim Camerarius published the enunciations o~ the first
six Books in Greek and Latin (Leipzig). The book had a preface by
Rhaeticus, a pupil of Copernicus, born at Feldkirch in the Vorarlberg
IS 14, died 1576. Another edition with proofs of the propositions
of the first three Books was published by Moritz Steinmetz in 1577
(Leipzig).

1550. Joan. Scheubel published at Basel (also per loan. Her
z,agium) the first six Books in Greek and Latin" together with true
and appropriate proofs of the propositions, without the use of letters"
(to denote points in the figures, the various straight lines and angles
being described in words3

).

1557 (also 1558). Stephanus Gracilis published another edition
(repeated 1573,1578,1598) of the enunciations (alone) of Books I.-XV.

1 Kastner, t. p. 260. • Heiberg, vol. v. p. cvii. 3 Kastner, t. p. 359.
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in Greek and Latin at Paris (apud Gulielmum Cavellat). He remarks
in the preface that for want of time he had changed scarcely anything
in Books I.-VI., but in the remaining Books he had emended what
seemed obscure or inelegant in the Latin translation, while he had
adopted in its entirety tne translation of Book x. by Pierre Mondon;
(Petrus Montaureus), published separately at Paris in 155 I. Gracilis
also added a few" scholia."

1564- In this year Conrad Dasypodius (Rauchfuss), the inventor
. and maker of the clock in Strassburg cathedral, similar to the present

one, which did duty from 1571 to 1789, edited (Strassburg, Chr.
Mylius) (I) Book I. of the Elements in Greek and Latin with scholia,
(2) Book II. in Greek and Latin with Barlaam's arithmetical version
of Book II., and (3) the enunciations of the remaining Books III.-XIII.
Book I. was reissued with" vocabula quaedam geometrica" of Heron,
the enunciations of all the Books of the Elements, and the other works
of Euclid, all in Greek and Latin. In the preface to (I) he says that it
had been for twenty-six years the rule of his school that all who were
promoted from the classes to public lectures should learn the first
Book, and that he brought it out, because there were then no long~r

any copies to be had, and in order to prevent a good and fruitful
regulation of his school from falling through. 'In the preface to the
edition of 1571 he says that the first Book was generally taught in all
gymnasia and that it was prescribed in his school for the first class.
In the preface to (3) he tells us that he published the enunciations of
Books IlL-XIII. in order not to leave his work unfinished, but that, as
it would be irksome to carry about the whole work of Euclid in
extenso, he thought it would be more convenient to students of
geometry to learn the Elements if they were compressed into a smaller
book.

1620. Henry Briggs (of Briggs' logarithms) published the first
six Books in Greek with a Latin translation after Commandinus,
"corrected in many places" (London, G. Jones).

1703 is the date of the Oxford edition by David Gregory which,
until the issue of Heiberg and Menge's edition, was still the only
edition of the complete works of Euclid1• In the Latin translation
attached to the Greek text Gregory says that he followed Comman
dinus in the main, but corrected numberless passages in it by means
of the books in the Bodleian Library which· belonged to Edward
Bernard (1638-1696), formerly Savilian Professor of Astronomy, who
had conceived the plan of publishing the complete works of the ancient
mathematicians in fourteen volumes, of which the first was to contain
Euclid's Elements I.-XV. As regards the Greek text, Gregory tells us
that he consulted, as far as was necessary, not a few MSS. of the better
sort, bequeathed by the great Savile to the University, as well as the
corrections made by Savile in his own hand in the margin of the Basel
edition. He had the help of John Hudson, Bodley's Librarian, who

. 1 E'l'KAEI~O'l' TA mZOMENA. Euclidis quae supersunt omnia. Ex recensione
Davidis Gregorii M.D. Astrongmiae Professoris Saviliani et R.S.S. Oxoniae, e Theatro
Sheldoniano, An. Dom. MDCCIII.
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punctuated the Basel text before it went to the printer, compared the
Latin version with the Greek throughout, especially in the Elements
and Data, and, where they differed or where he suspected the Greek text,
consulted the Greek MSS. and put their readings in the margin if
they agreed with the Latin and, if they did not agree, affixed an
asterisk in order that Gregory might judge which reading was geo
metrically preferable. Hence it is clear that no Greek MS., but the
Basel edition, was the foundation of Gregory's text, and that Greek
MSS. were only referred to in the special passages to which Hudson
called attention.

1814-1818. A most important step-towards a good Greek text
was taken by F. Peyrard, who published at Paris, between these years,
in three volumes, the Elements and Data in Greek, Latin and French~.

At the time (1808) when Napoleon was having valuable MSS. selected
from Italian libraries and sent to Paris, Peyrard managed to get two
ancient Vatican MSS. (190 and 1038) sent to Paris for his use (Vat.
204 was also at Paris at the time, but all three were restored to their
owners in 1814). Peyrard noticed the excellence of Cod. Vat. 190,
adopted many of its readings, and gave in an appendix a conspectus
of these readings and those of Gregory's edition; he also noted here
and there readings kom Vat. 1038 and various Paris MSS. He there
fore pointed the way towards a better text, but committed the error
of correcting the Basel text instead of rejecting it altogether and
starting afresh.

1824-1825. A most valuable edition of Books I.-VI. is that of
J. G. Camerer (and C. F. Hauber) in two volumes published at
Berlin 2. The Greek text is based on Peyrard, although the Basel
and Oxford editions were also used. There is a Latin translation
and a collection of notes far more complete than any other I have
seen and well nigh inexhaustible. There is no editor or commentator
of any mark who is not quoted from; to show the variety of important
authorities drawn upon by Camerer, I need only mention the following
names: Produs, Pappus, Tartaglia, Commandinus, Clavius, Peletier,
Barrow, Borelli, Wallis, Tacquet, Austin, Simson, Playfair.No words
of praise would be too warm. for this veritable encyclopaedia of
information.

1825. J. G. C. Neide edited, from Peyrard, the text of Books
I.-VI., XI. and XII. (Halis Saxoniae).

1826-9. The last edition of the Greek text before Heiberg's is
that of E. F. August, who followed the Vatican MS. more closely
than Peyrard did, and consulted at all events the Viennese MS.
Gr. 103 (Heiberg's V). August's edition (Berlin, 1826-9) contains
Books I.-XIII. .

1 Euclidis quae supersunt. US (Euvres d'Eudide, en Grec, en Latin el en Fran,ais
d'apres un manuscrit tres-anden, qui Itail reste inconnu jusqu'a nos jours. Par F. Peyrard.
Ouvrage approuve par l'Institut de France (Paris, chez M. Patris).

2 EucUdis elementorum libn sex priores graece et latine commentario e scriptis velerum ac
recentiorum mathematicorum et Pfleiderer; maxime i/lustrati (Berolini, sumptibus G. J3.eimeri).
Tom. I. 1824; tom. II. 1825.
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II I. LATIN VERSIONS OR COMMENTARIES AFTER 1533.

1545. Petrus Ramus (Pierre de la Ramee, 1515.-1572) is credited
with a translation of Euclid which appeared in 1545 and again in
1549 at ParisI. Ramus, who was more rhetorician and logician than
geometer, also published in his Scholae mathematicae (1559, Frankfurt;
1569, Basel) what amounts to a series of lectures on Euclid's Elements,
in which he criticises Euclid's arrangement of his propositions, the
definitions, postulates and axioms, all from the point of view of logic.

1557. Demonstrations to the geometrical Elements of Euclid, six
Books, by Peletarius (Jacques Peletier). The second edition (1610)
contained the same with the addition of the "Greek text of Euclid";
but only the enunciations of the propositions, as well as the defini
tions etc., are given in Greek (with a Latin· translation), the rest is
in Latin only. He has some acute observations, for instance about
the "angle" of contact.

1559. Johannes Buteo, or Borrel (1492-1572), published in an
appendix to his book De quadratura circuli some notes" on the errors
of Campanus, Zambertus, Orontius, Peletarius, Pena, interpreters of
Euclid." Buteo in these notes proved, by reasoned argument based
on original authorities, that Euclid himself and. not Theon was the
author of the proofs of the propositions.

1566. Franciscus Flussates Candalla (Franc;ois de Foix, Comte de
Candale, 15°2-1594) "restored" the fifteen Books, following, as he
says, the terminology of Zamberti's translation from the Greek, but
drawing, for his proofs, on both Campanus and Theon (i.e.' Zamberti)
except where mistakes in them made emendation necessary. Other
editions followed in 1578, 1602, 1695 (in Dutch).

1572. The most important Latin translation is that of Com
mandinus (15°9-1575) of Urbino, since it was the foundation of most
translations which followed it up to the time of Peyrard, including
that of Simson and therefore of those editions, numerous in England,
which give Euclid "chiefly after the text of Simson." Simson's first
(Latin) edition (1756) has "ex versione Latina·Federici Commandini"
on the title-page. Commandinus not only followed the original Greek
more closely than his predecessors but added to his translation some
ancient scholia as well as good notes of his own. The title of his
work is

Euclidis elementorum l£bri xv, una cum scholiis antiquis.
A Federico Commandino Urbinate nuper i,Z latinum conversi,
commentadisque quibusdam illustrati (Pisauri, apud Camillum
Francischinum).

He remarks in his preface that Or~)1ltius Finaeus had only edited
six Books without reference to any Greek MS., that Peletarius had
followed Campanus' version from the Arabic rather than the Greek
text, and that Candalla had diverged too far from Euclid, having
rejected as inelegant the proofs given in the Greek text and
substituted faulty proofs of his own. Commandinus appears to have

1 Described by Boncompagni, Bulkttino, II. p. 389.
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used, in addition to the Basel editt'o princeps, some Greek MS., so far
not identified; he also extracted his "scholia antiqua" from a MS.
of the class of Vat. 192 containing the scholia d.istinguished by
Heiberg as "Schol. Vat." New editions of Commandinus' translation
followed in 1575 (in Italian), 1619, 1749 (in English, by Keill and
Stone), 1756 (Books I.-VI., XI., XII. in Latin and English, by Simson),
1763 (Keill). Besides these there were many editions of parts of the
whole work, e.g. the first six Books.

1574. The first edition of the Latin version by Clavius1

(Christoph Schliissel, born at Bamberg 1537, died 1612) appeared
in 1574, and new editions of it in 1589, 1591, 1603, 1607, 1612. It is
not a translation, as Clavius himself states in the preface, but it
contains a vast amount of notes collected from previous commentators
and editors, as well as some good criticisms and elucidations of his
own. Among other things, Clavius finally disposed of the error by
which Euclid had been identified with Euclid of Megara. He speaks
of the differences between Campanus who followed the Arabic
tradition and the" commentaries of Theon," by which he appears to
mean the Euclidean proofs as handed down by Theon; he complains
of predecessors who have either only given the first six Books, or
have rejected the ancient proofs and substituted worse proofs of their
own, but makes an exception as regards Commandinus, "a geometer
not of the common sort, who has lately restored Euclid, in a Latin
translation, to his original brilliancy." Clavius, as already stated, did
not give a translation of the Elements but rewrote the proofs, com
pressing them or adding to them, where he thought that he could
make them clearer. Altogether his book is a most useful work.

1621. Henry Savile's lectures (Praelectiones tresdecim in prin
cipium Elementorum Euclidis Oxoniae habitae MDC.XX., Oxonii 1621),
though they do not extend beyond I. 8, are valuable because they
grapple with the difficulties connected with the preliminary matter,
the definitions etc., and the tacit assumptions contained in the first
pro,positions.

1654- Andre Tacquet's Elementa geometriae planae et solz'dae
containing apparently the eight geometrical Books arranged for
general use in schools. It came out in a large number of editions up
to the end ot: the eighteenth century.

1655. Barrow's Euclidis Elementorum Libri xv breviter demon
strati is a book of the same kind. In the preface (to the edition of
1659) he says that he would not have written it but for the fact that
Tacquet gave only eight Books of Euclid. He compressed the work
into a very small compass (less than 400 small pages, in the edition
of 1659, for the whole of the fifteen Books and the Data) by abbre
viating the proofs and using a large quantity of symbols (which, he
says, are generally Oughtred's). There were several editions up to
1732 (those of 1660 and 1732 and one or two others are in English).

1 Euclidis elementorum libri xv. Accessit XVI. de solidorum regularium comparatione.
Omnes penpicuis demonstratiotlibus, accuratisque scholiis illustrati. Auctore ChristophoYo
Clavio (Romae, apud Vincentium Accoltum), 2 vols.
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1658. Giacomo Alfonso Borelli (1608-1679) published Euclides
restitutus, on apparently similar lines, which went through three more
editions (one in Italian, 1663).

1660. Claude Franc;ois Milliet Dechales' eight geometrical Books
of Euclid's Elements made easy. Dechales' versions of the Elements
had great vogue, appearing in French, Italian and English as well
as Latin. Riccardi enumerates over twenty editions.

1733. Saccheri's Euclides ab omni naevo vindicatuf sive conatus
geometricus quo stabiliuntur prima ipsa geometriae principia is
important for his elaborate attempt to prove the parallel-postulate,
forming an important stage in the history of the development of non
Euclidean geometry.

1756. Simson's first edition, in Latin and in English. The Latin
title is .

Euclidis elementorum libri priores sex, item undecimus et duo
decimus, ex versi01ze latiNa Federici Commandini; sublatis iis
quibus olim libyz' hi a Theone, aliisve, vitiati sunt, et quibusdam
Euc!idis demonstrationibus restitutis. A Roberto Simson M.D.
Glasguae, in aedibus Academicis excudebant Robertus et Andreas
Foulis, Academiae typographi.

1802. Euclidis elementorum libri priores XII ex Commandini et
Gregorii versionibus. latinis. In usum juventutis Academzcae...by
Samuel Horsley, Bishop of Rochester. (Oxford, Clarendon Press.)

IV. ITALIAN VERSIONS OR COMMENTARIES.

1543. Tartaglia's version, a second edition of which was pub
lished in 1565 \ and a third in 1585. It does not appear that he used
any Greek text, for in the edition of 1565 he mentions as available
only "the first translation by Campano," "the sec0nd made by
Bartolomeo Zamberto Veneto who is still alive," "the editions of
Paris or Germany in which they have included both the aforesaid
translations," and "our own translation into the vulgar (tongue)."

1575. Commandinus' translation turned into Italian and revised
by him.

1613. The first six Books "redI;!ced to practice" by Pietro
Antonio Cataldi, re-issued in 1620, and followed by Beoks VII.-IX.
(1621) and Book x. (1625).

1663. Borelli's Latin translation turned into Italian by Domenico
Magni.

1680. Euclide restituto by Vitale Giordano.
1690. Vincenzo Viviani's Elementi piani e solidi di Euclide

(Book v. in 1674).

1 The title-page of the edition of 1565 is as follows: EucHde Megarense philosopho, solo
intruduttore delle sdentie mathematice, diligentemente rassettato, et alia integrita ridotto per il
degno professore di tal scientie Nicolo Tartalea Brisciano, secondo Ie due tradotlioni, c~n una
ampla espositione dello istesso tradottore di 1ZUOUO aggiunta. talmente chiara, che ogni mediocre
ingegno, senza la notitia, ouer suffragio di alcun' altra scientia con Jacilita sera capace a
poterlo inlendere. In Venetia, Appresso Curtio Troiano, 1565.
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1731. Elementi geometrici piani e solidi di Euclide by Guido
Grandi. No translation, but an abbreviated version, of which new
editions followed one another up to 1806. .

1749. Italian translation of Dechales with Ozanam's corrtlCtions
and additions, re-issued 1785, 1797.

1752. Leonardo Ximenes (the first six Books). Fifth edition,
1819.

1818. Vincenzo Flauti's Corso di geometria elemC1ltare e sublime
(4 vols.) contains (Vol. 1.) the first six Books, with additions and a
dissertation on Postulate 5, and (Vol. II.) Books XL, XII. Flauti
also published the first six Books in 1827 and the ElemC1lts ofgeometry
of Euclid in 1843 and 1854-

V. GERMAN.

1558. The arithmetical Books VII.-IX. by ScheubeP (c£ t.he
edition of the first six Books, with enunciations in Greek and Latin,
mentioned above, under date 1550).

1562. The version of the first six Books by Wilhelm Holtzmann
(Xylander)2. This work has its interest as the first edition in German,
but otherwise it is not of importance. Xylander tells us that it was
written for practical people such as artists, goldsmiths, builders etc.,
and that, as the simple amateur is of course content to know facts,
without knowing how to prove them, he has often left out the proofs
altogether. He has indeed taken the greatest possible liberties with
Euclid, and has not grappled with any of the theoretical difficulties,
such as that of the theory of parallels.

165 I. Heinrich Hoffmann's Teutscher Euclides (2nd edition 1653),
not a translation.

1694. Ant. Ernst Burkh. v. Pirckenstein's Teutsch Redender
Euclides (eight geometrical Books), "for generals, engineers etc."
"proved in a new and quite easy manner." Other editions 1699,
1744·

1697. Samuel Reyher's In teutscher Sprache vorgestellter Euclides
(six Books), "made easy, with symbols algebraical or derived from the
newest art of solution."

1714. £.uclidis xv Bucher teutsch, "treated in a special and
brief manner, yet completely," by Chr. Schessler (another edition in
1729).

1773. The first six Books translated from the Greek for the
use of schools by J. F. Lorenz. The first attempt to reproduce
Euclid in German word for word.

1781. Books XL, XII. by Lorenz (supplementary to the pre
ceding). Also Euklid's Elemente funfzehn Bucher translated from

1 Das slbend acht und nmnt buch des hocMerumbten l'Yfathematici Euclidis Megarensis ...
dureh Magistrum Johann Scheybl, der liiblichen universitet zu TZibingen, des Euclidis und
Arithmetic Ordinarien, auss dem latein ins teutsch gebracht....

2 Die .seelzs erste Bucher Euclidis VOIll anfangoder grund der Geometrj...Auss Griechischer
sprach in die Teutsch -gebracht aigentlich el·kliirt.. .Demassen vonnals in Teutscher sprach nk
gesehen wordcn ... Durch Wilhelm Holtzman genant Xylander von Augspurg. Getruckht zu
Basel.
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the Greek by Lorenz (second edition 1798; editions of 180<), 1818,
1824 by Mcl.lweide, of 1840 by Dippe). The edition of 1824, and
I presume those before it, are shortened by the use of symbols and
the compression of the enunciation and "setting-out" into one.

1807. Books I.-VI., XI., XII. "newly translated from the Greek,"
by J. K. F. Hauff.

1828. The same Books by Joh. Jos. Ign. Hoffmann" as guide
to instruction in elementary geometry," followed in 1832 by observa
tions on the text by the same editor.

1833. Die Geometrie des Euklid und das Wesen derselben by
E. S. Unger; also 1838, I8S 1.

1901. Max Simon, Euclid und die sechs planimetrzschen Biicher.

VI. FRENCH.

IS64-IS66. Nine Books translated by Pierre Forcadel, a pupil
and friend of P. de la Ramee.

1604. The first nine Books translated and' annotated by Jean
Errard de Bar-Ie-Due; second edition, I60S,

I6IS. Denis Henrion's translation of the IS Books (seven
editions up to 1676).

1639. The first six 1300ks "demonstrated by symbols, by a
method very brief and intelligible," by Pierre Herigone, mentioned
by Barrow as the only editor who, before him, had used symbols for
the exposition of Euclid.

1672. Eight Books" rendus plus faciles" by Claude Franc;ois
Milliet Dechales; who also brought out Les lUmens d'Euclide ex
pliques d'une maniere nou'velle et tres facile, which appeared in many
editions, 1672, 1677, 1683 etc. (from 1709 onwards revised by Ozanam),
and was translated into Italian (1749 etc.) and English (by William
Halifax, I68S).

18°4. In this year, and therefore before his edition of the Greek
text, F. Peyrard published the Elements literally translated into
French. A second edition appeared in 1809 with the addition of the
fifth Book. As this second. edition contains Books I.-VI. X!., XII.
and X. I, it would appear that the first edition contained Books I.-IV.,
V!., XI., XII. Peyrard used for this transl;ttion the Oxford Greek text
and Simson.

VII. DUTCH.

1606. Jan Pieterszoon Dou (six Books). There were many later
editions. Kastner, in mentioning one of 1702, says that Dou explains
in his preface that he used Xylander's translation, but, having after
wards obtained the French translation of the six Books by Errard
de Bar-Ie-Due (see above), the proofs in which sometimes pleased
him more than those of the German edition, he made his Dutch
version by the help of both. ,

1617. Frans van Schooten, "The Propositions of the Books of
Euclid's Elements"; the fifteen Books in this version" enlarged" by
Jakob van Leest in 1662.

169s. c. J. Vooght, fifteen Books complete, with Candalla's "16th."
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1702. Hendrik Coets, six Books (also in Latin, 16<)2); several
editions up to 1752. Apparently not a translation, but an edition for
school use. ,

1763. Pybo Steenstra, Books I.-vr., xr., XII., likewise an abbre
viated version, several times reissued until 1825.

VIII. ENGLISH.

1570 saw the first and the most important translation, that of Sir
Henry Billingsley. The title-page is as follows:

THE ELEMENTS
OF GEOMETRIE

of the most auncient Philosopher
EVCLIDE
of Megara

Faithfully (now first) translated into the Englishe toung,
by H. Billingsley, Citizen of London. Whereunto are annexed
certaine Scholies, Annotations, and Inuentz'ons, of the best
M athematiciens, both of time past, and in this our age.

With a 7Jery fruiifull Preface by M. I. Dee, specifying the
cltieft M athematicall Scieces, what they are, and' whereunto
commodious: where, also, are disclosed certaine new Secrets
M athematicall and Mechanicall, vntill these our daies, greatly
missed.

Imprinted at London by John Daye.
The Preface by the translator, after a sentence observing that with

out the diligent study of Euclides Elementes it is impossible to attain
unto the perfect knowledge of Geometry, proceeds thus. "Wherefore
considering the want and lacke of such good authors hitherto in our
Englishe tounge, lamenting also the negligence, and lacke of zeale to
their countrey in those of our nation, to whom God hath geuen both
knowledge and also abilitie to translate into our tounge, and to
publishe abroad such good authors and bookes (the chiefe instrumentes
of all learninges): seing moreouer that many good wittes both of
gentlemen and of others of all degrees, much desirous and studious of
these artes, and seeking for them as much as they can, sparing no
paines, and yet frustrate of their intent, by no meanes attaining to
that which they seeke: I haue for their sakes, with some charge and
great trauaile, faithfully translated into our vulgare touge, and set
abroad in Print, this booke of Euclide. Whereunto I haue added
~asieand plaine declarations and examples by figures, of the defini
tions. In which booke also ye shall in due place finde manifolde
additions, Scholies, Annotations, and Inuentions: which I haue
gathered out of many of the most famous and chiefe Mathematicies,
both of old time, and in our age: as by diligent reading it in course,
ye shall well perceaue...."

It i:; truly a monumental work, consisting of 464 leaves, and there
fore 928 pages, of folio size, excluding the lengthy preface by Dee.
The notes certainly include all the most important that had ever been
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written, from those of the Greek commentators, Proclus and the others
whom he quotes, down to those of Dee himself on the last books.
Besides the fifteen Books, Billingsley included the" sixteenth" added
by Candalla.. The print and appearance of the book are worthy of its
contents; and, in order that it may be understood how no pains were
spared to represent everything in the clearest and most perfect form,
I need only mention that the figures of the propositions in Book XI.
are nearly all duplicated, one being the figure of Euclid, the other an
arrangement of pieces of paper (triangular, rectangular etc.) pasted at
the edges on to the page of the book so that the pieces can be turned
up and made to show the real form of the solid figUres represented.

Billingsley was admitted Lady Margaret Scholar of St John's.
College, Cambridge, in 1551, and he is also said to have studied at
Oxford, but he did not take a degree at either University. He was
afterwards apprenticed to a London haberdasher and rapidly became
a wealthy merchant. Sheriff of London in 1584, he was elected Lord
Mayor on 31st December, 1596, on the death, during his year of office,
of Sir Thomas Skinner. From 1589 he was one of the Queen's four
"customers," or farmers of customs, of the port of London. In 1591
he founded three scholarships at St John's College for poor students,
and 'gave to t~e College for their maintenance two messuages and
tenements in Tower Street and in Mark Lane, Allhallows, Barking.
He died in 1606.

1651. Elements of Geometry. The first VI Boot'ks: Itt a compen
dious form contracted and demonstrated by Captain Thomas Rudd, with
the mathematicall preface of John Dee (London).

1660. The first English edition of Barrow's Euclid (published in
Latin in 1655), appeared in London. It contained" the whole fifteen
books compendiously demonstrated"; several editions followed, in
1705, 1722, 1732, 1751.

166r. Euclid's Elements of Geometry, with a supplement of divers
Propositions and Corollaries. To 'which is added a Treatise of regular
Solids by Campane and Flussat,. likewise Euclid's Data and Marinus
his Preface. Also a Treatise of the Divisions of Supetjicies, ascribed to
Machomet Bagdedine, but published by Commandine at the request of
j. Dee of London. Published by care and industry of John Leeke and
Geo. Serle, students in the Math. (London). According to Potts this
was a second edition of Billingsley's translation.

1685. William Halifax's version of Dechales' "Elements of Euclid
explained in a new but most easy method" (London and Oxford).

1705. The English Euclide; being the first six Elements of
Geometry, translated out of the Greek, with annotations and usefull
supplements by Edmund Scarburgh (Oxford). A noteworthy and
useful edition.

1708. Books I.-VI., XI., XII., translated from Commandinus' Latin
version by Dr John KeiIl, Savilian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford.

Keill complains in his preface of the omissions by such editors as
·Tacquet and Dechales of many necessary propositions (e.g. VI. 27-29),
and of their substitution of proofs of their own for EuClid's. He praises
Barrow's version on the whole, though objecting to the" algebraical "
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form of proof adopted in Book II., and to the excessive use of notes
and symbols, which (he considers) make the proofs too short and
thereby obscure; his edition was therefore intended to hit a proper
mean between Barrow's excessive brevity and Clavius' prolixity.

Keill's translation was revised by Samuel Cunn and several times
reissued. 1749 saw the eighth edition, 1772 the eleventh, and 1782
the twelfth. .

1714. W. Whiston's English version (abridged) of The Elements
0.1 Eu~lid with select theorems out 0.1 Archimedes by the learned Andr.
Tacquet -

1756. Simson's first English edition appeared in the same year as
his Latin version under the title:

The Elements 0.1 Euclid, viz. the first six Books together with
the eleventh and twelfth. In this Edition the Errors by which
Theon or others have long ago vitiated these Books are corrected and
some 0.1 Euclid's Demonstrations are restored. By Robert Simson
(Glasgow).

As above stated, the Latin edition, by its title, purports to be "ex
versione latina Federici Commandini," but to the Latin edition, as well
as to the English editions, are appended

Notes Critical and Geometrical,' containing an Account of those
things in which this Edition differs from the Greek text,' and the
Reasons of the Alterations which have been made. As also Obser
vations on some of the Propositions.

Simson says in the Preface to some editions (e.g. the tenth, of
1799) that "the translation is much amended by the friendly assistance
of a learned gentleman."

Simson's version and his notes are so well known as not to need
any further description. The book went through some thirty suc
cessive editions. The first five appear to have been dated 1756, 1762,
1767, 1772 and 1775 respectively; the tenth 1799, the thirteenth 1806,
the twenty-third 1830, the twenty-fourth 1834, the twenty-sixth 1844.
The Data" in like manner corrected" was added for the first time in
the edition of 1762 (the first octavo edition).

1781,1788. In these years respectively appeared the two volumes
containing the complete translation of the whole thirteen Books by
J ames Williamson, the last English translation which reproduced
Euclid word for word. The title is

The Elements of Euclid, with Dissertations intended to assist
and encourage a critical examination of these ElemCflts, as the most
effectual means of establishing a Juster taste upon mathematical
subjects than that which at presCflt prevails. By James Williamson.

In the first volume (Oxford, 1781) he is described as "M.A.
Fellow of Hertford College," and in the second (London, printed by
T. Spilsbury, 1788) as "B.D." simply. Books V., VI. with the Con
clusion in the first volume are paged separately from the rest.

1781. An examination of the first six Books of Euclid's Elements,
by William Austin (London).

179-5. John Playfair's first edition, containing "the first six Books
of Euclid with two Books on the Geometry of Solids." The book
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reached a fifth edition in 1819, an eighth in 1831, a ninth in 1836, and
a tenth in 1846.

1826. Riccardi notes .under this date Euclid's Elements of Geo
metry containing the whole twelve Books translated into English,from the
edition ofPeyrard, by George Phillips. The editor, who was President
of Queens' College, Cambridge, 1857-1892, was born in 1804 and
matriculated at Queens' in 1826, so that he must have published the
book as an undergraduate.

1828. A very valuable edition of the first six Books is that of
Dionysius Lardner, with commentary and geometrical exercises, to
which he added, in place of Books XL, XII., a Treatise on Solid
Geometry mostly based on Legendre. Lardner compresses the pro
positions by combining the enunciation and the setting-out, and he
gives a vast number of riders and additionai propositions in smaller
print. The book had reached a ninth edition by 1846, and an eleventh
by 1855. Among other things, Lardner gives an Appendix" on the
theory of parallel lines," in which he gives a short history of the
attempts to get over the difficulty of the parallel-postulate, down to
that of Legendre.

1833. T. Perronet Thompson's Geometry without axioms, or the
first Book of Euclid's Elements with alterations and notes,. and an
intercalary book in which the straight line and plane are derived from
properties of tlte sphere, with an appendix containing notices of methods
proposedfor getting over the difficulty in the twelfth axiom ofEuclid.

Thompson (1783-1869) was 7th wrangler 1802, midshipman 1803,
Fellow of Queens' College, Cambridge, 1804, and afterwards- general
and politician. The book went through several editions, but, having
been well translated into French by Van Tenac, is said to have
received more recognition in France than at home.

1845. Robert Potts' first edition (and one of the best) entitled:
Euclid's Elemmts of Geometry chiiifly from the text of

Dr Simson with explanatory notes...to which is prefixed an
introduction containing a brief outline of the History of Geometry.
Designed for the use of tlte higher forms in Public Schools and
students 'in the Universities (Cambridge University Press, and
London, John W. Parker), to which was added (1847) An
Appendix to the larger edition of Euclid's Elemmts of Geometry,
containing additional notes on the Elements, a short tract on trans
versals, and hints for the solution of the problems etc.

1862. Todhunter's ecl1tion.
The later English editions I will not attempt to enumerate; their

name is legion and their object mostly that of adapting Euclid for school
use, with all possible gradations of departure from his text and order.

IX. SPANISH.

1576. The first six Books translated into Spanish by Rodrigo
<;amorano.

1637. The first six Books translated, with notes, by L. Carduchi.
1689. Books I.-VI., XL, XII., translated and explained by Jacob

Knesa.
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1739·
1789.
1880.
(18 I 7.

X. RUSSIAN.

Ivan Astaroff (translation from Latin).
Pro Suvoroff and Yos. Nikitin (translation from Greek).
Vachtchenko-Zakhartchenko.
A translation into Polish by Jo. Czecha.)

XI. SWEDISH.

1744. Marten Stromer, the first six Books; second edition 1748.
The third edition (1753) contained Books XL-XII. as well; new
editions continued to appear till 1884.

1836. H. Falk, the first six Books.
1844, 1845, 1859. P. R. Brakenhjelm, Books I.-VI., XL, XII.
1850. F. A. A. Lundgren.
1850. H. A. Witt and M. E. Areskong, Books I.-VI., XL, XII.

XII. DANISH.

1745. Ernest Gottlieb Ziegenbalg.
1803. H. C. Linderup, Books I.-VI.

XIII. MODERN GREEK.

1820. Benjamin of Lesbos.



CHAPTER IX.

§ I. ON THE NATURE OF ELEMENTS.

IT would not be easy to find a more lucid explanation of the terms
element and elementary, and of the distinction between them, than
is found in Proclust, who is doubtless, here as so often, quoting
from Geminns. There are, says Proclus, in the whole of geometry
certain leading theorems, bearing to those which follow the relation of
a principle, all-pervading, and furnishing proofs of many properties.
Such theorems are called by the name of elements; and their function
may be compared to that of the letters of the alphabet in relation to
language, letters being indeed called by the same name in Greek
( O"'TO£X€La). ,

The term elementary, on the other hand, has a wider application:
it is applicable to thing~ "which extend to greater multiplicity, and,
though possessing simplicity and elegance, have no lon'ger the same
dignity as the elemettts, because their investigation is not of general
use in the whole of the science, e.g. the proposition that in triangles
the perpendiculars from the angles to the transverse sides meet in a
point." .

"Again, the term element is used in two senses, as Menaechmus
says. For that which is the means of obtaining iSJln element of that
which is obtained, as the first proposition in Euclid is of the second,
and the fourth of the fifth. In this sense many things may even be
said to be elements of each other, for they are obtained from one
another. Thus from the 'fact that the exterior angles of rectilineal
figures are (together) equal to four right angles we deduce the number
of right angles equal to the internal angles (taken together)2, and
vice versa. Such an element is like a lemma. But the term element is
otherwise used of that into which, being more simple, the composite is
divided; and in this sense we can no longer say that everything is an
element of everything, but only that thing~ which are more of the
nature of principles are clements of those which stand to them in-the
relation of results, as postulates are elements of theorems. It is

1 Proclus, C011l1Jl. on Eucl. r., ed. Friedlein, pp. 72 sqq.
~ TO ",Xi/80S TWP ePTos op8als tuwP. If the text is right, we must apparently take it as "the

aum~r of the angles equal to right angles that there are inside," i.e. that are made up by
~;iDtemaI angles.
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according to this signification of the term element that the elements
found in Euclid were compiled, being partly those of plane geometry,
and partly those of stereometry. In like manner many writers have
drawn up elementary treatises in arithmetic and astronomy.

" Now it is difficult, in each science, both to select and arrange in
due order the elements from which all the rest proceeds, and into
which all the rest is resolved. And of those who have made the
attempt some were able to put together more and some less; some
used shorter proofs, some extended their investigation to an indefinite
length; some avoided the method of reductio ad absurdum, some
avoided proportz"on j some contrived preliminary steps directed against
those who reject the principles; and, in a word, many different
methods have been invented by various writers of elements.

" It is essential that such a treatise should be rid of everything
superfluous (for this is an obstacle to the acquisition of knowledge) ;
it should select everything that embraces the subject and brings it to
a point (for this is of supreme service to science); it must have great
regard at once to clearness and conciseness (for their opposites trouble
our understanding); it must aim at the embracing of theorems in
general terms (for the piecemeal division of instruction into the more
partial makes knowledge difficult to grasp). In all these ways
Euclid's system of elements will be found to be superior to the rest;
for its utility avails towards the investigation of the primordial
figures!, its clearness and organic perfection are secured by the
progression <{rom the more simple to the more complex and by the
foundation of th~ investigation upon common notions, while generality
of demonstration is secured by the progression through the theorems
which are Ilrimary and of the nature of principles to the things sought.
As for the thirigs which seem to be wanting, they are partly to be
discovered by the same methods, like the construction of the scalene
and isosceles (triangle), partly alien to the character of a selection of
elements as introducing hopeless and boundless complexity, like the
subject of unordered irrationals which Apollonius worked out at
length 2, and partly developed from things handed down (in the
elements) as causes, like the many species of angles and of lines.
These things then have been omitted in Euclid, though they have
received full discussion in other works; but the knowledge of them is
derived from the simple (elements)."

Proclus, speaking apparently on his own behalf, in another place
distinguishes two objects aimed at in Euclid's Elements. The first
has reference. to the matter of the investigation, and here, like a good
Platonist, he takes the whole subject of geometry to be concerned
with the" cosmic figures," the five regular solids, which in Book XIII.

I TWP a.PXIKWP ITX"IILa.TWP, by which Proclus probably means the regular polyhedra
(Tannery, p. 143 n.).

2 We have no more than the most obscure indications of the character of this work in an
Arabic MS. analysed by Woepcke, Essai d'une restitution de travaux perdus d'Apollonius
sur les quantitls i.-ratione/les d'apres des indications tides d'un manuscrit arabe in Mhnoires
prlsentls a facad/mie des sciences, XIV. 658-720, Paris, 1856. Cf. Cantor, Gesch. d. Math.
la' pp. 348-9: details are also given in my notes to Book x.

8-2
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are constructed, inscribed in a sphere and compared with one another.
The second object is relative to the learner; and, from this standpoint,
the elements may be described as "a means of perfecting the learner's
understanding with reference to the whole of geometry. For, starting
from these (elements), we shall be able to acquire knowledge of the
other parts of this science as well, while without them it is impossible
for us to get a grasp of so complex a subje~t, and knowledge of the
rest is unattainable. As it is, the theorems which are most of the
nature of principles, most simple, and most akin to the first hypotheses
are here collected, in their appropriate order; and the proofs of all
other propositions use these, theorems as thoroughly well known, and
start from them. Thus Archimedes in the books on the sphere and
cylinder, Apollonius, and all other geomete'rs, clearly use the theorems
proved in this very treatise as constituting admitted principles'."

Aristotle too speaks of elements of geometry in the same sense.
Thus: "in geometry it is well to be thoroughly versed in the
elements2 "; "in general the first of the elements are, given the
definitions, e.g. of a straight line and of a circle, most easy to prove,
although of course there are not many data that can be used to
establish each of them because there are not many middle terms3

";

"among geometrical propositions we call those 'elements' the proofs of
which are contained in the proofs of all or most of such propositions 4";
"(as in the case of bodie,s), so in like manner we speak of the elements
of geometrical propositions and, generally, of demonstrations; for the
demonstrations which come first and are contained in oa variety of
other demonstrations are called elements of those demonstrations...
the term element is applied by analogy to that which, being one and
small, is useful for many purposes 5."

§ 2. ELEMENTS ANTERIOR TO EUCLID'S.

The early part of the famous summary of Proclus was no doubt
drawn, at least indirectly, from the history of geometry by Eudemus ;
this is generally inferred from the remark, made just after the mention
of Philippus of Mende, a disciple of Plato, that "those who have
written histories bring the development of this science up to this
point." We have therefore the best authority for the list of writers of
elements given in the summary. Hippocrates of Chios (ft. in second
half of 5th c.) is the first; then Leon, who also discovered diorismi,
put together a more careful collection, the propositions proved in it
being more numerous as well as more serviceable 6• Leon was a little
older than Eudoxus (about 390-337 B.C.) and a little younger than
Plato (429-348 B.C.), but did not belong to the latter's school. . The

1 Proc!us, pp. 7°,19-7 1,21.

2 Tupics VIII. 14, 163 b 23. 3 Topics VIII. 3, 158 b 35. , 4 1lfetaph. 998 a 25.
·.Metaph. 1014a 35-b 5.
6 Proc!us, p. 66, 20 O!<TTE TOV AfoVTa Kal Tel <TTOlxiia <TWOEWal T<l' TE 1rA1}OEI Kal Til xpElq.

TliJv OEIKvVpiv",V f1rIP.EM<TTEpOV. .
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geometrical text-book of the Academy was written by Theudius of
Magnesia, who, with Amyclas of Heraclea, Menaechmus the pupil of
Eudoxus, Menaechmus' brother Dinostratus and Athenaeus of Cyzicus
consorted together in the Academy and carried on their investigations
in common. Theudius" put together the elements admirably, making
many partial (or limited) propositions. more generaP." Eudemus
mentions no text-book after that of Theudius, only adding that Her
motimus of Colophon "discovered many of the elements 2." Theudius
then must be taken to be the immediate precursor of Euclid., and no
doubt Euclid made full use of Theudius as well as of the discoveries of
Hermotimus and all other available material. Naturally it is not in
Euclid's Elements that we can find much light upon the state of the
subject when he took it up; but we have another source of informa
tion in Aristotle. Fortunately for the historian of mathematics,
Aristotle was fond of mathematical illustrations; he refers to a con
siderable number of geometrical propositions, definitions etc., in a
way which shows that his pupils must have had at hand some text
book where they could find the things he mentions; and this text-book
must have been that of Theudius. Heiberg has made a most valuable
collection of mathematical extracts from Aristotle 3, from which much
is to be gathered as to the changes which Euclid made in the methods
of his predecessors; and these passages, as well as others not included
in Heiberg's selection, will often be referred to in the sequeL

§ 3. FIRST PRINCIPLES: DEFINITIONS, POSTULATES,
AND AXIOMS.

On no part of the subject does Aristotle give more valuable
information than on that of the first principles as, doubtless, generally
accepted at the time when he wrote. One long passage in the
Posterior Analytics is particularly full and lucid, and is worth quoting
in extenso. After laying it down that every demonstrative science
starts from necessary principles 4

, he proceeds':
" By first principles in each genus I mean those the truth of which

it is not possible to prove. What is denoted by the first (terms) and
those derived from them is assumed; but, as regards their existence,
this must be assumed for the principles but proved for the rest. Thus
what a unit is, what the straight (line) is, or what a triangle is (must
be assumed); and the existence of the unit· and of magnitude must
also be assumed, but the rest must be proved. Now of the premisses
used in demonstrative sciences some are peculiar to each science and
others common (to all), the latter being common by analogy, for of
course they are actually useful in so far as they are applied to the sub
ject-matter included under the particular science. Instances of first

1 Proclus, p. 67, 14. Kat 'Yap Ta ITTo,xe1a Ka:\ws ITuv<!r~ep Kat 'll"ona TWP p.ep'KWP [Op'KWP (?)
Friedlein] Kal}o:\'Kwnpa. i'll"ol1/ITev.

2 Proclns, p. 67, H TWP ITTo'xe1wp 'll"o:\:\a upevpe.
3 Malhemalisches zu Arislole/es in Abhandlungen zur Gesch. d. math. Wissenschaften,

XVIII. Heft "(1904), pp. 1-49.
4 Anal. post. I. 6, H b 5. • .ibid. I. 10, 76 a 31-i7 a of.
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prindples peculiar to a science are the assumptions that a line is of
such and such ~ character, and similarly for the straight (line); whereas
it is a common principle, for instance, that, if equals be subtracted
from equals, the remainders are equal. But it is enough that each of
the common principles is- true so far as regards the particular genus
(subject-matter); for (in geometry) the effect will be the same even if
the common principle be assumed to be true, not of everything, but
only of magnitudes, and, in arithmetic, of numbers.

"Nnw the things peculiar to- the scienc'e, t~ existence of which
must be assumed, are the things with reference to which the science
investigates the essential attributes, e.g. arithmetic with reference to
units, and geometry with reference to points and lines. With these
things it is assumed that they exist and that they are of such and
such a nature. But, with regard to their essential properties, what is
assumed is only the meaning of each term employed: thus arithmetic
assumes the answer to the question what is (meant by) 'odd' or
'even,' 'a square' or 'a cube,' and geometry to the question
what is (meant by) 'the irrational' or 'deflection' or (the so-called)
'verging' (to a point); but that there are such things is proved by
means of the common principles and of what has already been
demonstrated. Similarly with astronomy. For every demonstrative
science has to do with three things, (I) the things which are assumed
to exist, namely the genus (subject-matter) in each case, the essential
properties of which the science investigates, (2) the common axioms
so-called, which are the primary source of demonstration, and (3) the
properties with regard to which all that is assumed is the meaning of
the respective terms used. There is, however, no reason why some
sciences should not omit to speak of one or other of these things.
Thus there need not be any supposition as to the existence of the
genus, if it is manifest that it exists (for it is not equally clear that
number exists and that cold and hot exist); and, with regard to the
properties, there need be no assumption as to the meaning of terms if
it is clear: just as in the common (axioms) there is no assumption as
-to what is the meaning of subtracting equals from equals, because it is
well known. But none the less is it true that there are three things
naturally distinct, the subject-matter of the proof, the things proved,
and the (axioms) from which (the proof starts).

"Now that which is jJer se necessarily true, and must necessarily be
thought so, is not a hypothesis nor yet a postulate. For demon
stration has not to do with reasoning from outside but with the
reason dwelling in the soul, just as is the case with the syllogism.
It is always possible to raise objection to reasoning from outside,
but to contradict the reason within us is not always possible. Now
anything that the teacher assumes, though it is matter 'of proof,
without proving it himself, is a hypothesis if the thing assumed is
believed by the learner, and it is moreover a vypothesis, not abso
lutely, but relatively to the particular pupil; but, if the same thing
is assumed when the learner either has no opinion on the subject
or is of a contrary opinion, it is a postulate. This is the difference
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between a hypothesis and a postulate; for a postulate is that which
is rather contrary than otherwise to the opinion of the learner, or
whatever is assumed and used without being proved, although matter
for demonstration. Now definitions are not hypotheses, for they do
not assert the existence or non-existence of anything, while hypotheses
are among propositions. Definitions only require to be understood:
a definition is therefore not a hypothesis, unless indeed it be asserted
that any audible speech is a hypothesis. A hypothesis is that from
the truth of which, if assumed, a conclusion can be established. Nor
are the geometer's hypotheses false, as some have said: I mean those
who say that' you should not make use of \yhat is false, and yet the
geometer falsely calls the line which he has drawn a foot long when
it is not, or straight when it is not straight.' The geometer bases no
conclusion on the particular line which he has drawn being that which
he has described, but (he refers to) what is illustrated by the figures.
Further, the postulate and every hypothesis are either universal or
particular statements; definitions are neither" (because the subject
is of equal extent with what is predicated of it).

Every demonstrative science, says Aristotle, must start from in
demonstrable principles: otherwise, the steps of demonstration would
be endless. Of these indemonstrable principles some are (a) common
to all sciences, others are (b) particular, or peculiar to the particular
science; (a) the common principles are the axioms, most commonly
illustrated by the axiom that; if equals be subtracted from equals, the
remainders are equal. Coming now to (b) the principles peculiar to
the particular science which must be assumed, we have first the genus
or subject-matter, the existence of which must be assumed, viz. magni
tude in the case of geometry, the unit in the case of arithmetic. Under
this we must assume dejinitt'ons of manifestations or attributes of the
genus, e.g. straight lines, triangles, deflection etc. The definition in
itself says nothing as to the existence of the thing defined: it only
requires to be understood. But in geometry, in addition to the genus
and the definitions, we have to assume the existence of a few primary
things which are defined, viz. points and lines only: the existence
of everything else, e.g. the various figures made up of these, as
triangles, squares, tangents, and their properties, e.g. incommensur
ability etc., has to be proved (as it is proved by construction and
demonstratipn). In arithmetic we assume the existence of the unit:
but, as regards the rest, only the dejinitt'ons, e.g. those of odd, even,
square, cube, are assumed, and existence has to be proved. We have then
clearly distinguished, among the indemonstrable principles, axioms
and dejinitions. A postulate is also distinguished from a hypothesis,
the latter being made with the assent of the learner, the former
without such assent or even in opposition to h:is opinion (though,
strangely enough, immediately after saying this, Aristotle gives a
wider meaning to "postulate" which would cover "hypothesis" as well,
namely whatever is assumed, though it is matter- for proof, and used
without .being proved). Heiberg remarks that there is no trace in
Aristotle of Euclid's Postulates, and that" postulate" in Aristotle has
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a different meaning. He seems to base this on the alternative
description of postulate, indistinguishable from a hypothesis; but,
if we take the other description in which it is distinguished from a
hypothesis as being an assumption of something which is a proper
subject of demonstration without the assent or against the opinion of
the learner, it seems to fit Euclid's Postulates fairly well, not only the
first three (postulating three constructions), but eminently also the other
two, that all right angles are equal, and that two straight lines meeting
a third and making the internal angles on the same side of it less than
two right angles will meet on that side. Aristotle's description also
seems to me to suit the" postulates" with which Archimedes begins
his book On the equilibrium ofplanes, namely that equal weights balance
at equal distances, and that equal weights at unequal distances do not
balance but that the weight at the longer distance will prevail.

Aristotle's distinction also between hypothesis and dejinition, and
between hypothesis and axiom, is clear from the following passage;
"Among immediate syllogistic principles, I call that a tllesis which
it is neither possible to prove nor essential for anyone to hold who
is to learn anything; but that which it is necessary for anyone to
hold who is to learn anything whatever is an axiom: for there are
some principle~ of this kind, and that is the most usual name by
which we speak of them. But, of theses, one kind is that which
assumes one or other side of a predication, as, for instance, that
something exists or does not exist, and this is a hypothesis; the other,
which makes no such assumption, is a dejiniti011. For a definition is
a thesis: thus the arithmetician posits (·r£8€Tat) that a unit is that
which is indivisible in respect of quantity; but this is not a hypo
thesis, since what is meant by a unit and the fact that a unit exists
are different things l

."

Aristotle uses as an alternative term for axioms "common (things),"
Ta KOWa, or "common opinions" (KOtva/, SOgat), as in the following
passages. .• That, when equals are taken from equals, the remainders
are equal is (a) common (principle) in the case of all quantities, but
mathematics takes a separate department (a7ro7\.af3ova-a) and directs its
investigation to some portion of its proper subject-matter, as e.g. lines
or angles, numbers, or any' of the other quantities 2

." "The common
(principles), e.g. that one of two contradictories must be true, that
equals taken from equals etc., and the like3••• ." "With regard to the
principles of demonstration, it is questionable whether they belong to
one science or to several. By principles of demonstration I mean the
common opinions from which all demonstration proceeds, e.g. that one
of two contradictories must be true, and that it is impossible for the
same thing to be and not be'." Similarly" every demonstrative
(science) investigates, with regard to some subject-matter, the essential
attributes, starting from the common opinions5

." We have then here,
as Heiberg says, a sufficient explanation of Euclid's term for axioms;

1 Anal. post. I. '2, 7'2 a 14-'24'
3 Anal.post. I. II, 77a 30.
J5 Metaph. 997 a '20-'2'2.

2 Metaph. r061 b r9-'24.
4 Me!a/h. 996 b '26-30 •
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viz. common notions (H:owat gvvotat), and there is no reason to suppose
it to be a substitution for the original term due to the Stoics: cf.
Proclus' remark that, according to Aristotle and the geometers, axiom
and common notion are the same thing1•

Aristotle discusses the indemonstrable character of the axioms
in the Metaphysics. Since" all the demonstrative sciences use the
axioms 2," the question arises, to what science does their discussion
belong3 ? The answer is that, like that of Being (uvula), it is the
province of the (first) philosopher4• It is impossible that there should
be demonstration of everything, as there would be an infinite series of
demonstrations: if the axioms were the subject of a demonstrative
science, there would have to be here too, as in other demonstrative
sciences, a subject-genus, its attributes and corresponding axioms5

; thus
there would be axioms behind axioms, and so on continually. The
axiom is the most firmly established of all principles6• It is ignorance
alone that could lead anyone to try to prove the axioms7 ; the supposed
proof would be a petitio principii8

• If it is admitted that not every
thing can be proved, no one can point to any principle more truly
indemonstrable 9

• If anyone thought he could prove them, he could
at once be refuted; if he did not attempt to say anything, it would
be ridiculous to argue with him: he would be no better than a
vegetable10

, The first condition of the possibility of any argument
whatever is that words should signify something both to the spt<aker
and to the hearer: without this there can be no reasoning with anyone.
And, if anyone admits that words can mean anything to both hearer
and speaker, he admits that something can be true without demon
stration. And so on 11•

It was necessary to give some sketch of Aristotle's view of the
first principles, if only in connexion with Proclus' account, which is
as follows. As in the case of other sciences, so "the compiler of
elements in geometry must give separately the principles of the
science, and after that the conclusions from those principles, not
giving any account of the principles but only of their consequences.
No science proves its own principles, or even discourses about them:
they are treated as self-evident. ...Thus the first essential was to dis
tinguish the principles from their consequ~nces. Euclid carries out
this plan practically in every book and, as a preliminary to the whole
enquiry, sets out the common principles of this science. Then he
divides the common principles themselves into hypotheses, postulates,
and axioms. For all these are different from one another: an axiom,
a postulate and a hypothesis are not the same thing, as the inspired
Aristotle somewhere says. But, whenever that which is assumed and
ranked as'a principle is both known to the learner and convincing in
itself, such a thing is an axiom,' e.g. the statement that things which
are equal to the same thing are also equal to one another. ,When, on

1 Proclus, p. [94, 8.
3 ibid. 996 b 26.
6 ibi'd. 1005 b 11-17.
9 ibid. 1006 a 10.

2 Metaplt. 997 a 10.
4 ibid. loosa 2I-b II.

7 ibid. 1006 a 5.
10 ibid. 1006 a 11-15.

5 ibid. 997 a 5-8.
8 ibid. 1006 a 17.
11 ibid. 1006 a 18 sqq.
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the other hand, the pupil has not the notion of what is told him
which carries conviction in itself, but nevertheless lays it down and
assents· to its being assumed, such an assumption is a hJtjJothesis.
Thus we do not preconceive by virtue of a common notion, and
without being taught, that the circle is such and such a figure, but,
when we are told so, we assent without demonstration. When again
what is asserted is both unknown and assumed even without the
assent of the learner, then, he says, we call this a postulate, e.g. that
all right angles are equal. This view of a postulate is clearly implied
by those who have made a special and systematic attempt to show,
with regard to one of the postulates, that it cannot be assented to by
anyone straight off. According then to the teaching of Aristotle, an
axiom, a postulate and a hypothesis are thus distinguished I."

We observe, first, that Proclus in this passage confuses hypotlzeses
and definitions, although Aristotle had made the distinction quite
plain. The confusion may be due to his having in his mind a passage
of Plato from which he evidently got the phrase about" not giving
an account of" the principles.. The passage is 2 : "I think you know
that those who treat of geometries and calculations (arithmetic) and
such things take for granted (lnr08€fL€VO£) odd and even, figures,
angles of three kinds, and other things akin to these in each subject,
implying that they know these things, and, though using them as
hypqtheses, do not even condescend to give any account or them
either to themselves or to others, but begin from these things and
then go through everything else in order, arriving ultimately, by
recognised methods, at the conclusion which they started in search
of." But the hypothesis is here the assumption, e.g. 'that there may
be such a thing as length without breadth, henceforward called a Iine3,'
and so on, without any attempt to show that there is such a thing;
it is mentioned in connexion with the distinction between Plato's
, superior' and 'inferior' intellectual method, the former of which
uses successive hypotheses as stepping-stones by which it mounts
upwards to the idea of Good.

We pass now to Proclus' account of the difference between postu
lates and axioms. He begins with the view of Geminus, according
to which" they differ from one another in the same way as theorems
are also distinguished froffi' problems. For, as in theorems we propose
to see and determine what follows on the premisses, while in problems
we are told to find and do something, in like manner in the axioms
such things are assumed as are manifest of themselves and easily
apprehended by our untaught notions, while in the postulates we
assume such things as are easy to find and effect (our understanding
suffering no strain in their assumption), and we require no complication
of machinery4." ..•" Both must have the characteristic of being simple

1 Proclus, pp. 75, 10-77, 2. ,
2 Republic, VI. Sloe. Cf. Aristotle, Nic. Eln. IISI a 17.
3 1I. Jackson,Journal of Philology, vol. x. p. 144'
4 Proclus, pp. 178,12-179,8. In illustration Proclus contrasts the drawing of a straight

line or a circle with the drawing of a .. single-turn spiral" or of an equilateral triangle, the
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and readily grasped, I mean both the postulate and the axiom; but
the postulate bids us contrive and find some subject-matter (it\'1) to
exhibit a property simple and easily grasped, while the axiom bids us
assert some essential attribute which is self-evident to the learner,
just as is the fact that fire is hot, or any of the most obvious things!."

.Again, says Proclus," some claim that all these things are alike
postulates, in the same way as some maintain that all things that are
sought are problems. For Archimedes begins his first book on ltt
equilibrium 2 with the remark' I postulate that equal weights at equal
distances are in equilibrium,' though one would rather call this an
axiom. Others call them all axioms in the same way as some regard
as theorems everything that requires demonstration 3."

"Others again will say that postulates are peculiar to geometrical
subject-matter, while axioms are common to all investigation which
is concerned with quantity and magnitude. Thus it is the geometer
who knows that all right angles are equal and how to produce in
a straight line any limited straight line, whereas it is a common notion
that things which are equal to the same thing are also equal to one
another, and it is employed by the arithmetician and any scientific
person who ~dapts the general statement to his own subject4."

The third view of the distinction between a postulate and an axiom
is that of Aristotle above described 5.

The difficulties in the way of reconciling Euclid's classification
of postulates and axioms with anyone"of the three alternative views
are next dwelt upon. If we accept the first view according to which
an axiom has reference to something known, and a postulate to
something done, then the 4th postulate (that all right angles are
equal) is not a postulate; neither is the 5th which states that, if a
straight line falling on two straight lines makes the interior angles
on the same side less than two right angles, the straight lines, if
produced indefinitely, will meet on that side on which are the angles
less than two right angles. On the second view, the assumption that
two straight lines cannot enclose a space, "which even now," says
Proclus, "some add as an axiom," and which is peculiar to the
subject-matter of geometry, like the fact that all right angles are
equal, is not an axiom. According to the third (Aristotelian) view,
"everything which is confirmed (7rttTToVra£) by a sort of demonstration

spiral requiring more complex machinery and even the equilateral triangle needing a certain
method. .. For the geometrical intelligence will say that hy conceiving a straight line fixed
at one end but, as regards the other end, moving round the fixed end, and a point moving
along the straight line from the fixed end, I have described the single-turn spiral; for the
end of the straight line descrihing a circle, and the point moving on the straight line simul
taneously, when they arrive and meet at the same point, complete such a spiml. And again,
if I draw equal circles, join their common point to the centres of the circles and draw a
straight line from one of the centres to the other, I shall have the equilateral triangle.
These things then are far from being completed by means of a single act or of a moment's
thought" (p. 180, 8-21).

'. Proclus, p. 181,4-11.
2 I t is necessary to coin a word to render &'VLlTOPP01rLWP, which is moreover in the plural.

The title of the treatise as we have it is Equ£libria of planes or centres of gravity of planes in
Book I and Equ£libria ofplanes in Book II.

3 Proclus, p. 181, 16-23. 4 ibid. p. 182,6-14' 5 Pp. 118, 119.
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will be a postulate, and what is incapable of proof will be an axiom I."
This last statement of Proclus is loose, as regards the axiom, because
it omits Aristotle's requirement that the axiom should be a self
evident truth, and one that must be admitted by anyone who is to
learn anything at all, and, as regards the postulate, because Aristotle
calls a postulate something assumed without proof though it is
"matter of demonstration" (a/7rOS€£,,'TOV l)v), but says nothing of a
quasi-demonstration of the postulates. On the whole I think it is
from Aristotle that we get the best idea of what Euclid understood
by a postulate and an axiom or common notion. Thus Aristotle's
account of an axiom as a principle common to all sciences, which is
self-evident, though incapable of proof, agrees sufficiently with the
contents of Euclid's common notions as reduced to five in the most
recent text (not omitting the fourth, that" things which coincide are
equal to one another "). As regards the postulates, it must be borne
in mind that Aristotle says elsewhere2 that, "other things being equal,
that proof is the better which proceeds from the fewer postulates or
hypotheses or propositions." If then we say that a g~ometer must
lay down as principles, first certain axioms or common notions, and
then an irreducible minimum of postulates in the Aristotelian sense
concerned only with the subject-matter of geometry, we are not far
from describing what Euclid in fact does. As regards the postulates
we may imagine him saying: "Besides the common notions there are
a few other things which I must assume without proof, but which
differ from the common notions in that they are not self-evident.
The learner mayor may not be disposed to agree to them; but he
must accept them at the outset on the superior authority of his
teacher, and must be left to convince himself of their truth in the
course of the investigation which follows. In the first place certain
simple constructions, the drawing and producing of a straight line,
and the drawing of a circle, must be assumed to be possible, and with
the constructions the existence of such things as straight lines and
circles; and besides this we must lay down some postulate to form
the basis of the theory of parallels." It is true that the admission of
the 4th postulate that all right angles are equal still presents a
difficulty to which we shall have to recur.

There is of course no foundation for the idea, which has found
its way into many text-books, that" the object of the postulates is to
declare that the only instruments the use of which is permitted in
geometry are the rule and compass3."

§ 4. THEOREMS AND PROBLEMS.

"Again the deductions from the first principles," says Proclus,
"are divided into problems and theorems, the former embracing the

1 Proclus, pp. 182, 21-183, J 3. 2 Anal. post. I. 25, 86 a 33-35.
3 cr. Lardner's Euclid: also. Todhunter.
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generation, division, subtraction or addition of figures, and generally
the changes which are brought about in them, the latter exhibiting
the essential attributes of each l ." '.

"Now, of the ancients, some, like Speusippus and Amphinomus,
thought proper to call them all theorems, regarding the name of
theorems as more appropriate than that of problems to theoretic
sciences, especially as these deal with eternal objects. For there is
no becoming in things eternal, so that neither could the problem
have any place with them, since it promises the generation and
making of what has not before existed, e.g. the construction of an
equilateral triangle, or the describing of a square on a given straight
line, or the placing of a straight line at a given point. Hence they
say it is better to assert that all (propositions) are of the same kind,
and that we regard the generation that takes place in them as
referring not to actual making but to knowledge, when we treat things
existing eternally as if they were subject to becoming: in other words,
we may say that everything is treated by way of theorem and not
by way of problem 2 (7T"avra 8ewpnf./-arucw,> aAA.' ou 7T"poj3A1J/.l.arucw,>
Aaf./-f)aveulJat).

"Others on the contrary, like the mathematicians of the school
of Menaechmus, thought it right to call them all problems, describing
their purpose as twofold, namely in some cases to furnish (7T"opL
uau8at) the thing sought, in others to take a determinate object
and see either what it is, or of what nature, or what is its property,
or in what relations it stands to something else.

"In reality both assertions are correct. Speusippus is right
because the problems of geometry are not like those of mechanics,
the latter being matters of sense and exhibiting becoming and change
of every sort. The school of Menaechmus are right also because the
discoveries even of theorems do not arise without an issuing-forth

. into matter, by which I mean intelligible matter. Thus forms going
out intI;) matter and giving it shape may fairly be said to be like
processes of becoming. For we say that the motion of our thought
and the throwing-out of the forms in it is what produces the figures
in the imagination and the conditions subsisting in them. It is in
the imagination that constructions, divisions, placings, applications,
additions and subtractions (take plac:e), but everything in the mind is
fixed and immune from becoming and from every sort of changeS."

" Now those who distinguish the theorem from the problem say
that every problem implies the possibility, not only of that which is
predicated of its subject-matter, but also of its opposite, whereas
every theorem implies the possibility of the thing predicated but not
of its opposite as well. By the subject-matter I mean the genus
which is the subject of inquiry, for example, a triangle or a square
or a circle, and by the property predicated the essential attribute,
as equality, section, position, and the like. When then anyone

1 ProcIus, p. 77, 7-12.
3 ibid. pp. 78, 8-79, 2.

2 ibid. pp. 77, 15-78, 8.
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enunciates thus, To inscribe an equilateral triangle in a circle, he states
a problem; fo~ it is also possible to inscribe in it a triangle which

. is not equilateral. Again, if we take the enunciation On a give1t
limited straight line to construct an equilateral triangle, this is a
problem; for it is possible also to construct one which is not equi
lateral. But, when any one enunciate~ that In isosceles triangles the
atzgles at the base are equal, we must say that he enunciates a theorem;
for it is 'not also possible that the angles at the base of isosceles
triangles should be unequal. It follows that, if anyone were to use
the form of a problem and say In a semicircle to describe a right angle,
he would be set down as no geometer. For every angle in a semi
circle is rightl."

., Zenodotus, who belonged to the succession of Oenopides, but
was a disciple of Andron, distinguished the theorem from the problem
by the fact that the theorem inquires what is the Rroperty predicated
of the subject-matter in it, but the problem what is the cause of what
effect (rtvo~ (JVTO<; rt €unv). Hence too Posidonius defined the one
(the problem) as a proposition in which it is inquired whether a thing
exists or not (el €unv 7} p,~), the other (the theorem 2

) as a proposition
in which it is inquired what (a thing) is or of what nature (T[ €unv ~

7TO£OV n); and he said that the theoretic proposition must be put in a
declaratory form, e.g., Any triangle has two sides (together) greater than
the remaining side and hi any isosceles triangle the angles at the base
are equal, but that we should state the problematic proposition as if
inquiring whether it is possible to corrstruct an equilateral triangle
upon such and such a straight line. For there is a difference between
inquiring absolutely and indeterminately (a7TA.ro<; Te Kat aoptuTID")
whether there exists a straight line from such and such a point at
right angles to such and such a straight line "and investigating which
is the straight line at right angles3

."

"That there is a certain difference be~ween the problem and the
theorem is clear from what has been said; and that the Elements of
Euclid. contain partly problems and partly theorems will be made
manifest by the individual propositions, wh~re Euclid himself adds at
the end of what is proved in them, in some cases, 'that which it was
required to do,' and in others, 'that' which it was required to prove,'
the latter expression being regarded as characteristic of theorems, in
spite of the fact that, as we have said, demonstration is found in
problems also. In problems, however, even the demonstration is for
the purpose of (confirming) the construction: for we bring in the
demonstration in order to show that what was enjoined has been
done; whereas in theorems the demonstration is worthy of study for
its own sake as being capable of putting before us the nature of the
thing sought. And you will find that Euclid sometimes interweaves
theorems with problems and employs them in turn, as in the first

1 Proclus, pp. 79, 11-80, S.
2 In the text we have TO ae rp6{J>"1}JUL answering to TO p.ell without substantive: rp6fJ\1}p.a.

was obviously inserted in error.
a Proclus, pp. 80, 15-81,4.
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book, while at other times he makes one or other preponderate.
For the fourth book consists wholly of problems, and the fifth of
theorems 1."

Again, in his note on Eucl. I. 4, Proclus says that Carpus, the
writer on mechanics, raised the question of theorems and problems in
his treatise on astronomy. Clrpus, we are told, "says that the class
of problems is in order prior to theorems. For the subjects, the
properties of which are sought, are discovered by means of problems.
Moreover in a problem the enunciation is simple and requires no
skilled intelligence; it orders you plainly to do such and such a
thing, to construct an equilateral triangle, or, given two straight lines, to
cut offfrom the greater (a straight line) equal to the lesser, and what is
there obscure or elaborate in these things? But the enunciation of a
theorem is a matter of labour and requires much exactness and
scientific judgment in order that it may not turn out to exceed or
fall short of the truth; an example is found even in this proposition
(I. 4), the first of the theorems. Again, in the case of problems, one
general way has been discovered, that of analysis, by following which
we can always hope to succeed; it is this method by which the more
obscure problems are investigated. But, in the case of theorems, the
method of setting about them is hard to get hold of since' up to our
time,' says Carpus,' no one has been able to hand down a general
method for their discovery. Hence, by reason of their easiness, the
class of problems would naturally be more simple.' After these
distinctions, he proceeds: 'Hence it is that in the Elements too
problems precede theorems, and the Elements begin from them; the
first theorem is fourth in order, not because the fifth 2 is proved from
the problems, but because, even if it needs for its demonstration none
of the propositions which precede it, it was necessary that they should
be first because they are problems, while it is a theorem. In fact, in
this theorem he uses the common notions exclusively, and in some
sort takes the same triangle placed in different positions; the
coincidence and the equality proved thereby depend entirely upon
sensible and distinct apprehension. Nevertheless, though the demon
stration of the first theorem is of this character, the problems properly
preceded it, because in general problems are allotted the order of
precedence3

.'" , _

Proclus himself explains the position of Prop. 4 after Props. 1-3
as due to the fact that a theorem about the essential properties of
triangles ought, not to be introduced before we know that such a
thing as a triangle can be constructed, nor a theorem about the
equality of sides or straight lines until we have shown, by constructing
them, that there can be two straight lines which are equal to one
another 4. It is plausible enough to argue in this way that Props. 2

and 3 at all events should precede Prop. 4. And Prop. 1 is used in

1 Proclus, p. 81, 5-22.
2 TO TrlP.TrTOV. This should apparently be the fourth because in the next words it is

implied that none of the first three propositions are required in proving it.
3 Proclus, pp. 2,!-', 19-2'!-3, ll. 4 ibid. pp. 233, 21-23'!-, 6.
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Prop. 2, and must therefore precede it. But Prop. I showing how to
construct an equilateral triangle on a given base is not important, in
relation to Prop. 4, as dealing with the "production of triangles" in
general: for it is of no use to say, as Proclus does, that the construc
tion of the equilateral triangle is "common to the three species (of
triangles)!," as we are not in a position to know this at such an early
stage. The existence of triangles in general was doubtless assumed as
following from the existence of straight lines and points in one plane
and from the possibility of drawing a straight line from one point to
another.

Proclus does not however seem to reject definitely the view of
Carpus, for he goes on 2: "And perhaps problems are in order before
theorems, and especially for those who need. to ascend from the arts
which are concerned with things of sense to theoretical investigation.
But in dignity theorems are prior to problems.... I t is then foolish to
blame Geminus for saying that th~ theorem is more perfect than the
problem. For Carpus himself gave the priority to problems in respect
of order, and Geminus to theorems in point of more perfect dignity,"
so that there was no real inconsistency between the two.

Problems were classified according to the number of their possible
solutions. Amphinomus said that those which had a unique solution
(p,ovaxw'\) were called "ordered" (the word has dropped out in
Proclus, but it must be T€Taryp,eva, in contrast to the third kind,
/1TaICTa); those which had a definite number of solutions' "inter
mediate" (p.eua); and those with an infinite variety of solutions" un
ordered" (/1TaICTa)s. Proclus gives as an example of the last the
problem To divide a given straight line into three parts in continued
proportion 4. This is the same thing as solving the equations x+y+z=a,
xz = y2. Proclus' remarks upon the problem show that it was solved,
like all quadratic equations, by the method of" application of areas."
The straight line a was first divided into any two parts, (x+z) andy,
subject to the sole limitation that (x + z) must not be less than 2y,

. which limitation is the OWptUp,o,\, or condition of possibility. Then
an area was applied to (x+z), or (a - y), ''falling short by a square

'.figure" (lAA€'i7T'OV €toet T€Tparywvrp) and equal to the square on y. This
determines x and z separately in' terms of a and y. For, if z be the
side of the square by which the area (i.e. rectangle) "falls short," we
have {(a-y)-z}z=y2, whence 2z=(a-Y)±v'{(a-y)2-4Y2

}. And
y may be chosen arbitrarily, provided that it is not greater than a/3.
Hence there are an infinite number of solutions. If y = a/3, then, as
Proclus remarks, the three parts are equal.

Other distinctions between different kinds of problems are added
by Proclus. The word" problem," he says, is used in several senses.
In its widest sense it may mean anything" propounded" (7T'pOT€WO
P,€Jlov), whether for the purpose of instruction (p,ae~U€lr)<;) or construc
tion (7T'O'~U€lr)<;). (In this sense, therefore, it would include a theorem.)

1 Proclus, p. ~34, ~l.

3 ibid. p. 120, 7-1~.
2 ibid. p. 243, 12-25.
4 ibid. pp. 2~0, 16-~2I, 6.
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But its special sense in mathematics is that of something "propounded
with a view to a theoretic construction I."

Again you may apply the term (in this restricted sense) even to
something which is impossible, although it is more appropriately used
of what is possible and neither asks too much nor contains too little in
the shape of data. According as a problem has one or other of these
defects respectively, it is callea (1) a problem in excess (7TAEovasov) or
(2) a deficient problem (f"A-At7TE~ 7TPo{3"A-rll.La). The problem in excess
(1) is of two kinds, (a) a problem in which the properties of the
figure to be found are either inconsistmt ((UnJ/L{3aTa) or non-existmt
(avIJ7rapKra), in which case the problem is called impossible, or (b) a
problem in which the enunciation is merely redundant: an example
of this would be· a problem requiring us to construct an equilateral
triangle with its vertical angle equal to two-thirds of a right angle;
such a problem is possible and is called "more than a problem" (/LEtSOV
;, 7Tpo{3A"l/,a). The deficient problem (2) is similarly called" less than
a problem" (g"A-aCTCTov ;, 7Tpo{3A"l/,a), its characteristic being that
something has to be added to the enunciation in order to convert it
from indeterminateness (aoptCTTta) to order (Ta~t~) and scientific deter
minateness (opo~ f7TtCTT"l/LovtKo~): such would be a problem bidding
you" to construct an isosceles triangle," for the varieties of isosceles
triangles are unlimited. Such" problems" are not problems in the
proper sense (KvpLw~ "A-Eryo/,cva 7Tpo{3"A-r,/LaTa), but only equivocally2.

§ 5. THE FORMAL DIVISIONS OF A PROPOSITION.

"Every problem," says Proclus 3, "and every theorem which is
complete with all its parts perfect purports to contain in itself all of
the following elements: enunciation (7TpOraCTt~),setting-out (gK(}ECTt~),

definition or specification (fJlOptCT/,O~), construction or machinery
(KaTaCTICEV17), proof (d7ToOEt~t~), conclusion (CTv/,7T~paCT/La). Now of
these the enunciation states what is given and what is that which is
sought, the perfect munciation consisting of both these parts. The
setting-out marks off what is given, by itself, and adapts it before
hand for use in the investigation. The definition or specification
states separately and makes clear what the particular thing is which
is sought. The construction or machinery adds what is wanting to the
datum for the purpose of finding what is sought. The proof draws
the required inference by reasoning scientifically from acknowledged
facts. The conclusion reverts again to the enunciation, confirming
what has been demonstrated. These are all the parts of problems
and theorems, but the most essential and those which are found in all
are enunciation, proof, ((",clusion. For it is equally necessary to know
beforehand what is sought, to prove this by means of the intermediate
steps, and to state the proved fact as a conclusion; it is impossible
to dispense with any of these three things. The remaining parts
are often brought in, but are often left out as serving no purpose.

1 Proclus, p. 221,7-11. 2 ibid. pp. 221, 13-222, If.

3 ihid. pp. 203, 1-2°4, 13; 2°4, 23-205, 8.

H. E. 9
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Thus there is neither setting-out nor definition in the problem of
constructing an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the
base double of the remaining angle, and in most theorems there
is no construction because the setting-out suffices without any addition
for proving the required property from the data. When then do
we say that the setting-out is wanting? The answer is, when there
is nothing given in the emmciation; for, though the enunciation is
in general divided into what is given and what is. sought, this
is not always the case, but sometimes it states only what is sought,
i.e. what must be known or found, as in the case of the problem
just mentioned. That problem does not, in fact, state beforehand
with what datum we are to construct the isosceles triangle having
each of the equal angles double of the remqining angle, but (simply)
that we are to find such a triangle.... When, then, the enuncia
tion contains both (what is given and what is sought), in that case
we find both definition and setting-out, but, whenever the datum
is wanting, they too are wanting. For not only is the setting-out
concerned with the datum, but so is the defiltition also,' as, (n the
absence of the datum, the definition will be identical with the
enunciation. In fact, what could you say in defining the object of
the aforesaid problem except that it is required to find an isosceles
triangle of the kind referred to? But that is what the Cllunciatio1t
stated. If then the Cllunciatioll does not include, on the one hand,
what is given and, on the other, what is sought, there is no setting-out
in virtue of there being no datum, and the definitiOn is left out in
order to avoid a mere repetition of the enmiciatiolz."

The constituent parts of an Euclidean proposition will be readily
identified by means of the above description. As regards the defi
nition or specification (OWpto"j.tO,) it is to be observed that we have
here only one of its uses. Here it means a closer definition or descrip
tion of the object aimed at, by means of the concrete lines or figures
set out in the g/(O€Ot, instead of the general terms used in the enun
ciation; and its purpose is to rivet the attention better, as Proclus
indicates in a later passage ('Tp(J7rov 'Ttva. 7rpocr€x€la, ecrTt.v at'TlO, <>

OtOptcrp,o,r. .
The other technical use of the word to signify the limitations to

which the possible solutions of a problem are subject is also described
by Proclus, who speaks of Otoptcrp,ol determining "whether what is
sought is impossible or possible, and how far it is practicable and in
how many ways""; and the Otoptcrp,o, in this sense appears in Euclid
as well as in Archimedes and Apollonius. Thus we have in Eucl. I.
22 the enunciation "From three straight lines which are equal to
three given straight lines to construct a triangle," followed imme
diately by the limiting condition (OWplcrp,O,). "Thus two of the
straight lines taken together in any manner must be greater than the
remaining one."· Similarly in VI. 28 the elzunciati01z "To a given
straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a given rectilineal

1 Proclus, p. 208, 21. " ibid. p. 202, 3.
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figure and falling short by a parallelogrammic figure similar to a
given one" is at once followed by the necessary condition of possi
bility: "Thus the given recti lineal figure must not be greater than
that described on half the line and similar to the defect."

Tannery supposed that, in giving the other description of the
OWplCTf£O>; as quoted above, Proclus, or rather his guide, was using the
term incorrectly. The (JtOptCTf£0>; in the better known sense of the
determination of limits or conditions of possibility was, we are told,
invented by Leon. Pappus uses the word in this sense only. The
other use of the term might, Tannery thought, be due to a confusion
occasioned by the use of the same words (oet o,j) in introducing the
parts of a proposition corresponding to the two meanings of the word
OtoplCTf£O>;I. On tHe other hand it is to be observed that Eutocius
distinguishes clearly between the two uses and implies that the differ
ence was well known 2. The OlOPlCTf£O>; in the sense of condition of
possibility follows immediately ~ the enunciation, is even part of it;
the OWplCTJl-O>; in the other sense of course comes immediately after the
setting-out.

Proclus has a useful observation respecting the conclusion of a
proposition 3. "The conclusion they are accustomed to make double
in a certain way: I mean, by proving it in the given case and then
drawing a general inference, passing, that is, from the partial con
clusion to the general. For, inasmuch as they do not make use of
the individuality of the subjects taken, but only draw an angle or a
straight line with a view to placing the datum before our eyes, they
consider that this same fact which is established in the case of the
particular figure constitutes a conclusion true of every other figure of
the same kind. They pass accordingly to the general in order that
we may not conceive the conclusion to be partial. And they are
justified in so passin,g, since they use for the demonstration the par
ticular things set out, not qua particulars, but qua typical of the rest.
For it is not in virtue of such and such a size attaching to the angle
which is set out that I effect the bisection of it, but in virtue of its
being rectilineal and nothing more. Such and such size is peculiar to
the angle set out, but its quality of being. rectilineal is common to all
rectilineal angles. Suppose, for example, that the given angle is a
right angle. If then I had employed in the proof the fact of its being
right, I should not have been able to pass to every species of recti
lineal angle; but, if I make 110 use of its being right, and only consider
it as rectilineal, the argument will equally apply to rectilineal angles
in general."

I La Geometrie grecque, p. 1+9 note. Where Ofi: o-q introduces the closer description of
the prohlem we may translate, "it is then required" or .. thus it is required" (to construct etc.):
when it introduces the condition of possibility we may translate .. thus it is necessary etc."
Heiberg originally wrote 0E'i: o~ in the latter sen~e in I. 22 on the authority of Proclus and
Eutocius, and against that of the !>ISS. Later, on the occasion of XI. 23, he observed that he
should have followed the !>ISS. and written Of! 011 which he found to be, after all, the right
reading in Eutocius (Apollollius, ed. Heiberg, II. p. 178). Of' 01) is also the expression used
by Diophantus for introducing conditions of possibility.

2 See the passage of Eutocius referred to in last note. 3 Proclus, p. 207, 4--25.
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§ 6. OTHER TECHNICAL TERMS.

I. Things said to be given.
Proclus attaches to his description of the formal divisions of a

proposition an explanation of the different senses in which the word
given or datum (O€OOfL€VOV) is used in geometry. "Everything that is
given is given in one or other of the following ways, in position, in
ratio, ill magnitude, or ill spedes. The point is given in position only,
but a line and the rest may be given in all the senses1

."

The illustrations which Proclus gives of the four senses in which a
thing may be give1Z are not altogether happy, and, as regards things
which are given in position, in magnitude, and ill species, it is best, I
think, to follow the definitions given by Euclid himself in his book of
Data. Euclid does not mention the fourth class, things given in ratio,
nor apparently do any of the great geometers.

(I) Given ill position really needs no definition; and, when Euclid
says (Data, Def 4) that" Points, lines and angles are said to be given
ill position which always occupy the same place," we are not really
the wiser. .

(2) Given in magnitude is defined thus (Data, Def. I): "Areas,
lines and angles are called givCll in magnitude to which we can find
equals." Proclus' illustration is in this case the following: when, he
says, two unequal straight lines are given from the greater of which
we have to cut off a straight line equal to the lesser, the straight lines
are obviously given in magnitude, "for greater and less, and finite
and infinite are predications peculiar to magnitude." But he does not
explain that part of the implication of the term is that a thing is given
in magnitude 011ly, and that, for example, its position is not given and
is a matter of indifference.

(3) Given in species. Euclid's definition (Data, Def. 3) is:
"Rectilineal figures are said to be given in species in which the angles
are severally given and the ratios of the sides to one another are
given." And this is the recognised use of the term (cf. Pappus,
passim). Proclus uses the term in a much wider sense for which I am
not aware of any authority. Thps, he says, when we speak of (bisect
ing) a given rectilineal angle, the angle is given in species by the word
rectilineal, which prevents our attempting, by the same method, to
bisect a curvilineal angle! On Eucl. 1. 9, to which he here refers, he
says that an angle is given in species when e.g. we say that it is right
or acute or obtuse or rectilineal or " mixed," but that the actual angle
in the proposition is given in species only. As a matter of fact, we
should say that the actual angle in the figure of the proposition is
given in magnitude and not in species, part of the implication of give1Z
in species being that the actual magnitude of the thing given in species
is indifferent; an angle cannot be given in species in this sense at all.
The confusion in Proclus' mind is shown when, after saying that a
right angle is given in species, he describes a third of a right angle as
given in magnitude.

1 Proc1us, p. 2°5, [3-1 5.
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No better example of what is meant by given in species, in its
proper sense, as limited to rectilineal figures, can be quoted than the
given parallelogram in Eucl. VI. 28, to which the required parallelo
gram has to be made similar; the former parallelogram is in fact
gi'lIf1Z in species, though its actual size, or scale, is indifferent.

(4) Given in ratio presumably means something which is given
by means of its ratio to some other given thing. This we gather from
Proclus' remark (in his note on I. 9) that an angle may be given in
ratio" as when we say that it is double and treble of such and such an
angle or, generally, greater and less." The term, however, appears to
have no authority and to serve no purpose. Proclus may have
derived it from such expressions as "in a given ratio" which are
common enough.

2. Lemma.
"The term lemma," says Proclus\ "is often used of any proposition

which is assumed for the construction of something else: thus it is a
common remark that a proof has been made out of such and such
lemmas. But the special meaning. of lemma in geometry is a
proposition requiring confirmation. For when, in either construction
or demonstration, we assume anything which has not been proved but
requires argument, then, because we regard what has been assumed as
doubtful in itself and therefore worthy of investigation, we call it a
lemma', differing as it does from the postulate and the axiom in being
matter of demonstration, whereas they are immediately taken for
granted, without demonstration, for the purpose of confirming other
things. Now in the discovery of lemmas the best aid is a mental
aptitude for it. For we may see many who are quick at solutions and
yet do not work by method; thus Cratistus in our time was able to
obtain the required result from first principles, and those the fewest
possible, but it was his natural gift which helped him to the discovery.

1 Proclus, pp. 2II, 1-212, +.
• It would appear, says Tannery (p. 151 n.), that Geminus understood a lemma as being

simply "'Aa.pfta.v6fJ.fvov, something assumed (cf. the passage of Proclus, p. 73, +, relating to
Menaechmus' view of elements): hence we cannot consider ourselves authorised in attributing
to Geminus the more technical definition of the term here given by Proclus, according to
which it is only used of propositions not proved beforehand. This view of a lemma must
be considered as relatively modern. It seems to have had its origin in an imperfection of
method. In the course of a demonstration it was necessary to assume a proposition which
required proof, but the proof of which would, if inserted in the particular place, break the
thread of the demonstration: hence it was necessary either to prove it beforehand as a
preliminary proposition or to postpone it to be proved afterwards (ws E~ijS O<Lx(}1}<rfTa,).
When, after the time of Geminus, the progress of original discovery in geometry was arrested,
geometers occupied themselves with the study and elucidation of the works of the great
mathematicians who had preceded them. This involved the investigation of propositions
explicitly quoted or tacitly assumed in the great classical treatises; and naturally it was found
that several such remained to be demonstrated, either because the authors had omitted
them as being easy enough to be left to the reader himself to prove, or because books in
which they were proved had been lost in the meantime. Hence arose a class of complementary
or auxiliary propositions which were called lemmas. Thus Pappus gives in his Book VII a
collection of lemmas in elucidation of the treatises of Euclid and Apollonius included in the
so-called" Treasury of Analysis" (T6'11"oS <iva"'Au6/-LfI'OS). When Proclus goes on to distinguish
three methods of discovering lemmas, analysi's, division, and reductio ad absurdum, he seems
to imply that the principal business of contemporary geometers was the investigation of these
auxiliary propositions.
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Nevertheless certain methods have been handed down. The finest is
the method which by means of analysis carries the thing sought up to
an acknowledged principle, a method which Plato, as they say, com
municated to LeodamasJ, and by which the latter, too, is said to have
discovered many things in geometry. The second is the method of
divisio1l 2

, which divides into its parts the genus proposed for con
sideration and gives a starting-point for the demonstration by means
of the elimination of the other elements in the construction of what is
proposed, which method also Plato extolled as being of assistance to
all sciences. The third is that by means of the reductio ad absurdum,
which does not show what is sought directly, but refutes its opposite
and discovers the truth incidentally."

3. Case.
"The mse 3 (7rTWu£<;)," Proclus proceeds 4, "announces different ways

of construction and alteration of positions due to the transposition of
points or lines or planes or solids. And, in general, all its varieties
are seen in the figure, and this is why it is called case, being a trans
position in the construction."

4. Porism.
"The term porism is used also of certain problems such as the

Porisms written by Euclid. But it is specially used when from what
has been-demonstrated some other theorem is revealed at the same
time without our propounding it, which theorem has on this very
account been called a porzsm (corollary) as being a sort of incidental
gain arising from the scientific demonstrations." Cf. the note on I. 15.

1 This passage and another from Diogenes Laertius (III. z4, p. 74 ed. Cobet) to the effect
that" He [Plato) explained (fi<T1JY'1<TaTO) to Leodamas of Thasos the method of inquiry by
analysis" have been commonly understood as ascribing to Plato the invention of the method
of analysis; but Tannery points out forcibly (pp. lIZ, 113) how difficult it is to explain in
what Plato's discovery could have consisted if analysis be taken in the sense attributed to it
in Pappus, where we can see no more than a series of successive reductions of a problem
until it is finally reduced to a known problem. On the other hand, Proclus' words about
carrying up the thing sought to "an acknowledged principle" suggest that what he had in
mind was the process described at the end of Book VI of the Republic by which the dialec
tician (unlike the mathematician) uses hypotheses as stepping-stones np to a principle which
is not hypothetical, and then is able to descend step by step verifying everyone of the
hypotheses by which he ascended. This description does not of course refer to mathematical
analysis, but it may have given rise to the idea that analysis was Plato's discovery, since
,analysts and synthesis following each other are related in the same way as the upward and
the downward progression in the dialectician's intellectual method. And it may be that
Plato's achievement was to observe the importance, from the point of view of logical rigour,
of the confirmatory synthesis following analysis, and to regnlarise in this way and elevate
into a completely irrefragable method the partial and uncertain analysis upon which the
works of his predecessors depended.

2 Here again the successive bipartitions of genera into species such as we find in the
Sophist and Republic have very ~ittle to say to geometry, and the very fact that they are here
mentioned side by 'side with analysis suggests that Proclus confused the latter with the
philosophical method of Rep. VI.

3 Tannery rightly remarks (p. 15z) that the subdivision of a theorem or problem into
several cases is foreign to the really classic form; the ancients preferred, where necessary, to
multiply enunciations. As, however, some omissions necessarily occurred, the writers of
lemmas naturally added separate cases, which in some instances found their way into the text.
A good example is Euclid I. 7, the second case of which, as it appears in our text-books,
was interpolated. On the commentary of Proclus on this proposition Th. Taylor rightly
remarks that" Euclid everywhere avoids a multitude of cases."

,4 Proclus, p. zrz, 5-11.

S Tannery notes however that, so far from distinguishing his corollaries from the con-
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5. Objection.
"The objection (eVCT'TarT/<;) obstructs the whole course of the argu

ment by appearing as an obstacle (or crying' halt: a7TavTwua) either
to the construction or to the demonstration. There is this difference
between the objection and the case, that, whereas he who propounds
the case has to prove the proposition to be true of it, he who makes
the objection does not need to prove anything: on the contrary it is
necessary to destroy the objection and to show that its author is
saying what is false l

."

That is, in general the o!ijection endeavours to make it appear that
the demonstration is not true in every case; and it is then necessary
to prove, in r~futation of the objection, either that the supposed case
is impossible, or that the demonstration is true even for that case. A
good instance is afforded by Eucl. 1. 7. The text-books give a second
case which is not in the original text of Euclid. Proclus remarks on
the proposition as given by Euclid that the objection may conceivably
be raised that what Euclid declares to be impossible may after all be
possible in the event of one pair of straight lines falling completely
within the other pair.. Proclus then refutes the objection by proving
the impossibility in that case also. His proof then came to be given
in the text-books as part of Euclid's proposition.

The objection is one of the technical terms in Aristotle's logic and
its nature is explained in the Prior Analytics2

• "An obJectioll is a
proposition contrary to a ·proposition .... Objections are of two sorts,
general or partial.... For when it is maintained that an attribute
belongs to every (member of a class), we object either that it belongs
to none (of the class) or that there is some one (member of the class)
to which it does not belong."

6. Reduction.
This is again an Aristotelian term, explained in the Prior

Allalytics3• It is well described by Proclus in the following passage:
"Reduction (a7Ta'Ylr)'Y~) is a transition from one problem or theorem

to another, the solution or proof of which makes that which is pro
pounded manifest also. For example, after the doubling of the cube
had been investigated, they transformed the investigation into another
upon which it follows, namely the finding of the two means; and from
that time forward they inquired how between two given straight lines
two mean proportionals could be discovered. And they say that the
first to effect the reduction of difficult constructions was Hippocrates of
Chios, who also squared a lune and discovered m~ny other things in
geometry, being second to none in ingenuity as regards constructions·,"

elusions of his propositions, Euelid inserts them before the closing words" (being) what it
was required to do" or " to prove." In fact the porism-corollary is with Euclid rather a
modified form of the regular conclusion than a separate proposition.

1 Proclus, p. H1, 18-13'
2 Anal. prior. II. 16, 69 a 37. 3 ibid. II. 15, 69 a 10.
• Proclus, pp. H1, 14-113, 11. This passage has frequently been taken as crediting

Hippocrates with the discovery of the method of geometrical reduction: cf. Taylor (Transla
tion of Proclus, II. p. 16), Allman (p. 41 n., 59), Gow (pp. 169, 170). As Tannery remarks
(p. 110), if the particular reduction of the duplication problem to that of the two means is
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4 Anal. prior. I. 23, 40 b 25.
6 ibid. II. 14, 62 b 29. '

7. Reductio ad a.bsurdum.
This is variously called by Aristotle" reductio ad absurdum" (~ €£<;

T<) do6vaTov d7ra'¥(i)ryt})" "proof per impossibile" (~ Ota TOV aOvvaTov
O€'i~t<; or d'7rOOft~t<;)2, "proof leading to the impossible" (I] €£<; TO
ciSVvaTOV Ilryovua a'7rOOft~IS)3. It is part of " proof (starting) from a
hypothesis4

" (€~ V7ro(}€U€(i)<;). "All (syllogisms) which reach the
conclusion per impossibile reason out a conclusion which is false, and
they prove the original contention (by the method starting) from a
hypothesis, when something impossible results from assuming the
contradictory of the original contention, as, for example, when it is
proved that the diagonal (of a square) is incommensu[able because,
if it be assumed commensurable, it will follo}v that odd (numbers)
are equal to even (numbers)5." Or again, "proof (leading) to the
impossible differs from the direct (O€tICTtICTJ<;) in that it assumes what
it desires to destroy [namely the hypothesis of the falsity of the
conclusion] and then reduces it to something admittedly false, whereas
the direct proof starts from premisses admittedly true6

."

Proclus has the following description of the reductio ad absurdum.
"Proofs by reductio ad absurdum in every case reach a conclusion
manifestly impossible, a conclusion the contradictory of which is
admitted. In some cases the conclusions are found to conflict with
the common notions, or the postulates, or the hypotheses (from which
we started); in others they contradict propositions previously estab
lished 7" •••"Every reductio ad absurdum assumes what conflicts with
the desired result, then, using that as a basis, proceeds until it arrives
at an admitted absurdity, and, by thus destroying the hypothesis,
establishes the result originally desired. For it is necessary to under
stand generally that all mathematical arguments either proceed from
the first principles or lead back to them, as Porphyry somewhere says.
And those which proceed from the first principles are again of two
kinds, for they start either from common notions and the clearness of
the self-evident alone, or from results previously proved; while those
which lead back to the principles are either by way of assuming the
principles or by way of destroying them. Those which assume the
principles are called analyses, and the opposite of these are syntheses
for it is possible to start from the said principles and to proceed in
the regular order to the desired conclusion, and this process is syn
tlzesis-while the arguments which would destroy the principles are

the first noted in history, it is difficult to suppose that it was really the first; for Hippocrates
must have found instances of it in the Pythagorean geometry. Bretschneider, I think, comes
nearer the truth when he boldly (p. 99) translates: "This reduction o.f the aforesaid con
strUe/ion is said to have been first given by Hippocrates." The words are 7fpWTov Of "'afT'
rwv a7fopoupbwv o,a'Ypap.p.o.rwv r7)v a7fa'YW")'7)v 7fot7wafTOa" which must, literally, be translated
as in the text above; but, when Proclus speaks vaguely of "difficult constructions," he
probably means to say simply that" this first recorded instance of a reduction of a difficult
construction is attributed to Hippocrates."

1 Aristotle, Anal. prior. t. 7, 29 b 5; I. 44, 50 a 30.
2 ibid. t. 21, 39 b 32; I. 29, 45 a 35.
3 Anal. post. I. 24, 85 a 16 etc.
5 Anal. prior. I. 23, 41 a 24.
7 Produs, p. 254, 22-27.
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called reductiones ad absurdum. For it is the function of this method
to upset something admitted as clear1."

8. Analysis and Synthesis.
It will be seen from the note on Euc!. XIII. 1 that the MSS. of the

Elements contain definitions of A nalysis and Synthesis followed by
alternative proofs of XIII. 1-5 after that method. The definitions and
alternative proofs are interpolated, but they have great historical
interest because of the possibility that they represent an ancient
method of dealing with these propositions, anterior to Euclid. The
propositions give properties of a line cut" in extreme and mean ratio,"
and they are preliminary to the construction and comparison of the
five regular solids. Now Pappus, in the section of his Collectio!z dealing
with the latter subject 2, says that he will give the comparisons between
the five figtues, the pyramid, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron and
icosahedron, which have equal surfaces, "not by means of the so-called
analytical inquiry, by which some of the ancients worked out the proofs,
but by the synthetical method 3 •••• " The conjecture of Bretschneider
that the matter interpolated in Euc.'. XIII. is a survival of investiga
tions due to Eudoxus has at first sight much to commend it4• In the
first place, we are told by Proclus that Eudoxus "greatly added to
the number of the theorems which Plato originated regarding the
section, and employed in them the method of analysis 5." It is obvious
that" the section" was some. particular section which by the time of
Plato had assumed great importance; and the one section of which
this can safely be said is that which was called the" golden section,"
namely, the division of a straight line in extreme and mean ratio
which appears in Eucl. II. II and is therefore most probably Pytha
gorean. Secondly, as Cantor points out 6, Eudoxus was the founder
of the theory of proportions in the form in which we find it in Euclid
v., VI., and it was no doubt through meeting, in the course of his
investigations, with proportions not expressible by whole numbers
that he came to realise the necessity for a new theory of proportions
which should be applicable to incommensurable as well as commen
surable magnitudes. The" golden section" would f~rnish such a case.
And it is even mentioned by Proc1us in this connexion. He is
explaining7 that it is only in arithmetic that all quantities bear
"rational" ratios (/n/To" >"0,,/0,) to one another, while in geometry there
are "irrational" ones (apP7JTo,,) as well. "Theorems about sections
like those in Euclid's second Book are common to both [arithmetic
and geometry] except that in whiclz tile straight line is cut in extreme
and mean ratioS."

1 Proclus, p. 255, 8-26.
2 Pappus, v. p. 410 sqq. 3 ibid. pp. 410, 27-412,2.
4 Bretschneider, p. 168. See however Heiberg's recent suggestion (Paralipomena zu

Euklid in Hermes, XXXVIII., 1903) tbat the author was Heron. The suggestion is based
on a comparison with the remarks on analysis and synthesis quoted from Heron byan·Nairizi
(ed. Curtze, p. 89) at the beginning of his commentary on Eucl. Book II. On the whole,
this suggestion commends itself to me more than that of Bretschneider.

•6 Proclus, p. 6j, 6. 6 Cantor, Gesch. d. Math. 13 , p. 241.
7 Proclus, p. 60, j-9' S ibid. p. 60, 16-19.
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The definitions of Analysis and Synthesis interpolated in Eucl.
XIII. are as follows (I adopt the reading of B and V, the only in
telligible one, for the second).

"Analysis is an assumption of that which is sought as if it were
admitted < and the passage> through its consequences to something
admitted (to be) true.

" Synthesis is an assumption of that which is admitted < and the
passage> through its consequences to the finishing or attainment of
what is sought."

The language is by no means clear and has, at the best, to be
filled out.

Pappus has a fuller account! :
" The so-called (Lva'Avop,evo<; (' Treasury of Analysis ') is, to put it

shortly, a special body of doctrine provided for the use mthose who,
after finishing the ordinary Elements, are desirous of acquiring the
power of solving problems which may be set them involving (the
construction of) lines, and it is useful for this alone. It is the work
of three men, Euclid the author of the Elements, Apollonius of Perga,
and Aristaeus the elder, and proceeds by way of analysis and synthesis.

" Analysis then takes that which is sought as if it were admitted
and passes from it through its successive consequences to something
which is admitted as the result of synthesis: for in analysis we assume
that which is sought as if it were (already) done (ry€'yovo<;), and we
inquire what it is from which this results, and again what is the ante
cedent cause of the latter, and so on, until ,by so retracing our steps
we come upon something already known or belonging to the class of
first principles, and such -a method we call analysis as being solution
backwards (aVrl7Ta'Atv AVa-tv).

" But in synthesis, reversing the process, we take as already done
that which was last arrived at in the analysis and, by arranging in
their natural order as consequences what were before antecedents,
and successively connecting them one with another, we arrive finally
at the construction of what was sought; and this we call synthesis.

"Now analysis is of two kinds, the one directed to searching for
the truth and called theoretical, the other directed to finding what we
are told to find and called problematical. (I) In the theoretical kind
we a'ssume what is sought as if it were existent and true, after which
we pass through its successive consequences, as if they too were true
and established by virtue of our hypothesis, to something admitted:
then (a), if that something admitted is true, that which is sought will
also be true and the proof will correspond in the reverse order to the
aI)alysis, but (b), jf we come upon something admittedly false, that
which is sought will also be false. (2) In the problematical kind we
assume that which is propounded as if it were known, after which we
pass through its successive consequences, taking them as true, up to
something admitted: if then (a) what is admitted is possible and
obtainable, that is, what mathematicians call given, what was originally
proposed will also be possible, and the proof will again correspond. in

. 1 Pappus, VII. pp. 634-6.
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reverse order to the analysis, but if (b) we come upon something
admittedly impossible, the problem will also be impossible."

The ancient Analysis has been made the subject of careful studies
by several writers during the last half-century, the most complete
being those of Hankel, Duhamel and Zeuthen; others by Ofterdinger
and Cantor should also be mentioned 1.

The method is as follows. It is required, let us say, to prove that
a certain proposition A is true. We assume as a hypothesis that A
is true and, starting from this we find that, if A is true, a certain
other proposition B is true; if B is true, then C; and so on until
we arrive at a proposition K which is admittedly true. The object
of the method is to enable us to infer, in the reverse order, that, since
K is true, the proposition A originally assumed is true. Now
Aristotle had already made it clear that false hypotheses might lead
to a conclusion which is true. There is therefore a possibility of error
unless a certain precaution is taken. While, for example, B may be a
necessary consequence of A, it may happen that A is not a necessary
consequence of B. Thus, in order that the reverse inference from the
truth of K that A is true may be logically justified, it is necessary
that each step in the chain of inferences should be unconditionally
convertible. As a matter of fact, a very large number of theorems in
elementary geometry are unconditionally convertible, so that in practice
the difficulty in securing that the successive steps shall be convertible
is not so great as might be supposed. But care is always necessary.
For example, as Hankel says 2, a proposition may not be uncon
ditionally convertible in the form in which it is generally quoted.
Thus the proposition" The vertices of all triangles having a common
base and constant vertical angle lie on a circle" cannot be converted
into the proposition that" All triangles with common base and vertices
lying on a circle have a constant vertical angle"; for this is only true
if the further conditions are satisfied (I) that the circle passes through
the extremities of the common base and (2) that only that part of the
circle is taken as the locus of the vertices which lies on one side of the
base. If these conditions are added, the proposition is unconditionally

.convertible. Or again, as Zeuthen remarks 3, K may be obtained by
a series of inferences in which A or some other proposition in the
series is only apparently used; this would be the case e.g. when the
method of modern algebra is being employed and the expressions on
each side of the sign of equality have been inadvertently multiplied
by some composite magnitude which is in reality equal to zero.

Although the above extract from Pappus does not make it clear
that each step in the chain of argument must be convertible in tJ:ie
case taken, he almost implies this in the second part of the definition
of Analysis where, instead of speaking of the consequences B, c. ..

1 Hankel, Zur Geschichte der Mathematik inAlterthum undMittelalter, 1874, pp. 137-150;
Duhamel, Des methodes dans les sciences deraisonnement, Part I., 3 ed., Paris, 1885, pp. 39-68;
Zeuthen, Geschichte der Mathematik im Altertum und Mittelalter, ,896, pp. 92-104 ;
Ofterdinger, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der griechischen Mathematik, VIm, 1860; Cantor,
Geschichte" der Mathematik, '3' pp. 220-2.

2 Hankel, p. [39. 3 Zeuthen, p. [03.
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successively following from A, he suddenly changes the expression
and says that we inquire what it is (B) from which A follows (A being
thus the consequence of B, instead of the reverse), and then what
(viz. C) is the antecedent cause of B; and in practice the Greeks
secured what was wantep by always insisting"'on the analysis being
confirmed by subsequent synthesis, that is, they laboriously worked
backwards the whole way from K to A, reversing the order of the
analysis, which process would undoubtedly bring to light any flaw
which had crept into the argument through the accidental neglect of
'the necessary precautions.

Reductio ad absurdum a variety of analysis.
In the process of analysis starting from the hypothesis that a

proposition A is true and passing through B. c. .. as successive con
sequences we may arrive at a proposition K which, instead of being
admittedly true, is either admittedly false or the contradictory of the
original hypothesis A or of some one or more of the propositions B, c. ..
intermediate between A and K. Now correct inference from a true
proposition cannot lead to a false proposition; and in this case there
fore we may at once conclude, without any inquiry whether the
various steps in the argument are convertible or not, that the hypo
thesis A is false, for, if it were true, all the consequences correctly
inferred from it would be true and no incompatibility could arise.
This method of proving that a given hypothesis is false furnishes an
indirect method of proving that a given hypothesis A is tnte, since we
have only to take the contradictory of A and to prove that it is false.
This is the method of reductio ad absurdum, which is therefore a variety
of analysis. The contradictory of A, or not-A, will generally include
more than one case and, in order to prove its falsity, each of the cases
must b"e separately disposed of: e.g" if it is desired to prove that a
certain part of a figure is equal to some other part, we take separately
the hypotheses (I) that it is greater, (2) that it is less, and prove
that each of these hypotheses leads to a conclusion either admittedly
false or contradictory to the hypothesis itself or to some one of its
consequences.

Analysis as applied to problems.
It is in relation to problems that the ancient analysis has the

greatest significance, because it was the one general method which
the Greeks used for solving all "the more abstruse problems" (Til
a(J'aep€CT'T€pa 'TWV 7TpofJA1)p,amJJVy

We have, let us suppose, to construct a figure satisfying a certain
set of conditions, If we are to proceed at all methodically and not
by mere guesswork, it is first necessary to "analyse" those conditions.
To enable this to be done we must get them clearly in our minds,
which is only possible by assuming all the conditions to be actually
fulfilled, in other words, by supposing the problem solved. Then we
have to transform those conditions, by all the means which practice in
such cases has taught us to employ, into other conditions which are
necessarily fulfilled if the original conditions are, and to continue this

I Proclus, p. 242, 16, 17.
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transformation until we at length arrive at conditions which we
are in a position to satisfy'. In other words, we must arrive at
some relation which enables us to COllstruct a particular part of
the figure which, it is true, has been hypothetically assumed and
even drawn, but which nevertheless really requires to be found in
order that the problem may be solved. From that moment the
particular part of the figure becomes one of the data, and a fresh
relation. has to be found which enables a fresh part of the figure
to be determined by means of the original data and the new one
together. When tl'1is is done, the second new part of the figure also
belongs to the data; and we proceed in this way until all the parts
of the required figure are found 2. The first part of the analysis
down to the point of discovery of a relation which enables
us to say that a certain new part of the figure not belonging
to the original data is givell, Hankel calls the trailsfOrmation ; the
second part, in which it is proved that all the remaining parts of
the figure are "given," he calls the resolution. Then follows the
synthesis, which also consists of two parts, (I) the cOllstruction, in
the order in which it has to be actually carried out, and in general
following the course of the second part of the analysis, the resolution;
(2) the demonstration that the figure obtained does satisfy all the given
conditions, which follows the steps of the first part of the analysis,
the transfOrmation, but in the reverse order. The second part of
the analysis, the resolutioll,-would be much facilitated and shortened
by the existence of a systematic collection of Data such as Euclid's
book bearing that title, consisting of propositions proving that, if
in a figure certain parts or relations are given, other parts or relations
are also given. As regards the first part of the analysis, the trallS
formation, the usual rule applies that every step in _the chain must
be unconditionally convertible; and any failure to observe this
condition will be brought to light by the subsequent synthesis.
The second part, the resolution, can be directly turned into the
construction since that only is given which can be constructed by
the means provided in the Elements.

It would be difficult to find a better illustration of the above than
the example chosen by Hankel from Pappus".

Given a circle ABC and two points D, E extemal to it, to draw
straigltt lilles DB, EB friJm -D, E to a point B on tlte circle suelt tltat,
tf DB, EB jJroduced meet the circle again ill C, A, AC sltall be parallel
to DE.

Analysis.
Suppose the problem solved and the tangent at A drawn, meeting

ED produced in F.
(Part 1. Transformation.)
Then, since A C is parallel to DE, the angle at C is equal to the

angle CDE. .
But, since FA is a tangent, the angle at C is equal to the angle FAE.
Therefore the angle FAE is equal to the angle CDE, whence A,

B, D, Fare concyclic.
, Zeuthen, p. 93. 2 Hankel, p. 'f" " Pappus, VII. pp. 830-2.
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Therefore the rectangle AE, EB is equal to the rectangle FE,
ED.

(Part II. Resolution.)
But the rectangle A E, EB is given,

because it is equal to the square on the
tangent from E.

Therefore the rectangle FE, ED is
given;
and, since ED is given, FE is given (in
length). [Data, 57.]

But FE is given in position -also, so F~------;:~----:O;

that F is also given. [Data, 27.J
Now FA is the tangent from a given point F to a circle ABC

given in position;
therefore FA is given in position and magnitude. [Data, 90.]

And F is given; therefore A is given.
But E is also given; therefore the straight line AE is given in

position. [Data, 26.]
And the circle ABC is given in position;

therefore the point B is also given. [Data, 25.]
But the points D, E are also given;

therefore the straight lines DB, BE are also given in position.
Synthesis.
(Part 1. Construction.)
Suppose the circle ABC and the points D, E given.
Take a rectangle contained by ED and by a certain straight

line EF equal to the squ'are on the tangent to the, circle from E.
From F draw J;'A touching the circle in A ; join A BE and then

DB, producing DB to meet the circle at C. Join AC.
1 say then that A C is parallel to DE.
(Part l1. Demonstration.)
Since, by hypothesis, the rectangle FE, ED is equal to the square

on the tangent from E, which again is equal to the rectangle AE, EB,
the rectan~le AE, EB is equal to the rectangle FE, ED.

Therefore A, B, D, Fare concyclic,
whence the angle FAE is equal to the angle BDE.

But the angle FAE is equal to the angle ACB in the alternate
segment;
therefore the angle A CB is equal to the angle BDE.

Therefore ACis parallel to DE. yr." c'·). ,<, .~_ .
In cases where a luopurpoc; is necessary, i.e. where a soJution is

only possible under certain conditions, the analysis will enable those
conditions to be ascertained. Sometimes the olOpurpoc; is stated and
proved at the end of the analysis, e.g. in Archimedes, On the Sphere
and Cylinder, II. 7; sometimes it is stated in that place and the proof
postponed till after the end of the synthesis, e.g. in the solution of
the problem subsidiary to On the Sp7zere and Cylinder, II. 4, preserved
in Eutocius' commentary on that proposition. The analysis should
also enable us to determine the number of solutions of which the
problem is susceptible.
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§ 7. THE DEFINITIONS.

General. "Real" ari~d "Nominal" Definitions.
It is necessary, says Aristotle, whenever anyone treats of any

whole subject, to divide the genus into its primary constituents, those
which are indivisible in species respectively: e.g. number must be
divided into triad and dyad; then an attempt must be made in this
way to obtain definitions, e.g. of a straight line, of a circle, and of
a right angle '.

The word for definition is opo,. The original meaning of this
word seems to have been" boundary," "landmark." Then we have
it in Plato and Aristotle in the sense of standard or determining
principle (" id quo alicuius rei natura constituitur vel definitur,"
Index A ristotelicus) 2 ; and closely connected with this is the sense of
definition. Aristotle uses both opo<; and OpHTp,O<; for definition, the
former occurring more frequently in the Topics, the latter in the
Metaphysics.

Let us now first be clear as to what a definition does not do.
There is nothing in connexion with definitions which Aristotle takes
more pains to emphasise than that a definition asserts nothing as to
the existence or non-existmce of the thing defined. It is an answer
to the question what a thing is ('d €(J"n), and does not say that it
is (on €(J"n). The existence of the various things defined has to be
proved, except in the case of a few primary things in each science,
the existence of which is indemonstrable and must be assumed among
the first principles of each science; e.g. points and lines in geometry
must be assumed to exist, but the existence of everything else must
be proved. This is'stated clearly in the long passage quoted above
under First Principles 3. It is reasserted in such passages as the
following. "The (answer to the question) what is a man and the
fact tllat a man exists are different things'." "It is clear that, even
according to the view of definitions now current, those who define
things do not prove that they exist 5." "We say that it is by
demonstration that we must show that everything exists, except
essence (el p,~ oU(J"ta e'l1). But the existence of a thing is never
essence; for the existmt is not a genus. Therefore there must be
demonstration that a thing exists. Thus, wlzat is meant by triangle
the geometer assumes, but that it exists he has to prove 6." "Anterior
knowledge of two sorts is necessary: for it is necessary to presuppose,
with regard to some things, that they exist; in other cases it is
necessary to understand what the thing described is, and in other
cases it is necessary to do both. Thus, with the fact that one of two
contradictories must be true, we must know that it exists (is true);

1 Anal. post. ll. 13,96 b 15.
2 Cf. De anima, I. 2, 404 a 9, where" breathing" is spoken of as the 8pos of "life," and

the many passages in the Politics where the word is used to denote that which gives its
special character to the several forms of government (virtue being the 8pos of aristocracy,
wealth "of oligarchy, liberty of democracy, 1294 a 10); Plato, Republic, VIII. 551 C.

3 Anal. post. 1. 10, 76 a 31 sqq. ' ibid. ll. 7,92 b 10.
a ibid. 92 b 19. 6 ibid. 92 b 12 sqq.
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of the triangle we must know that it means such and such a thing; of
the unit we must know both what it means and that it exists1." What
is here so much insisted on is the very fa-ct which Mill pointed out
in his discussion of earlier views of Definitions, where he says that
the so-called real definitions or definitions oi-things do not constitute
a different kind of definition from nominal definitions, or definitions
of names; the former is simply the latter plus something else, namely
a covert assertion that the thing defined exists. "This covert assertion
is not fl definition but a postulate. The definition is a mere identical
proposition which gives information only about the use of language,
and from which no conclusion affecting matters of fad can possibly
be drawn. The accompanying postulate, on the other hand, affirms
a fact which may lead to consequences of every degree of importance.
It affirms the actual or possible existence of Things possessing the
combination of attributes set forth in the definition: and this, if true,
may be foundation sufficient on which to build a whole fabric of
scientific truth2

." This statement really adds nothing to Aristotle's
doctrine 3

: it has even the slight disadvantage, due to the use of
the word" postulate" to describe" the covert assertion" in all cases,
of not definitely pointing out that there are cases where existence
has to be proved as distinct from those where it must be assumed.
It is true that the existence of a definiend may have to be taken
for granted provisionally until the time comes for proving it; but,
so far as regards any case where existence must be proved sooner
or later, the provisional assumption would be for Arist<1tle, not a
postulate, but a hypothesis. In modern times, too, Mill's account of
the true distinction between real and nominal definitions had been
fully anf:icipated by Saccheri 4

, the editor of Eudides ab omni naei!O
vindicatus (1733), famous in the history of non-Euclidean geometry.
In his Logica Demonstratz'7Ja (to which he also refers in his Euclid)
Saccheri lays down the clear distinction between what he' calls de
finitiones quid nominis or nominates, and dejinitiones quid rei or reales,
namely that the former are' only intended to explain the meaning

1 Anal, post, I. " 7' a I I sqq. 2 Mill's System of Logic, Bk. I. ch. viii.
3 It is true that it was in opposition to "the ideas of most of the Aristotelian logiciam"

(rather than of Aristotle himself) that Mill laid such stress on his point of view. Cf. his
observation: "We have already made, and shall often have to repeat, the remark, that the
philosophers who overt.Jrrew Realism by no means got rid of the consequences of Realism,
but retained long afterwards, in their own philosophy, numerous propositions which could
only have a rational meaning as part of a Realistic system. It had been handed down from
Aristotle, ami probably from earlier times, as an obvious truth, that the science of geometry
is deduced from definitions. This, so long as a definition was considered to be a proposition
'unfolding the nature of the thing,' did well enough. But Hobbes followed and rejected
utterly the notion that a definition declares the nature of the thing, or does anything but
state the meaning of a name; yet he continued to affirm as broadly as any of his predecessors
that the apxal, principia, or original premisses of mathematics, and even of all science, are
definitions; producing the singular paradox that systems of scientific truth, nay, all truths
whatever at which we arri\'e by reasoning, are deduced from the arbitrary conventions of
mankind concerning tlte signification of words." Aristotle was guilty of no such paradox;
on the {;ontrary, he exposed it as plainly as did Mill.

4 This has been fully brought out in two papers by G. Vailati, La teona Aristotelica della
dejinizione (Rivista di Filosofia e scieme affini, '903), and Di un' opera dimenticata del
P. Gerolamo Saccheri (" Logica Demonstrativa," ,697) (in Rivista Filosqfica, '903)'
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that is to be attached to a given term, whereas the latter, besides
declaring the meaning of a.word, affirm at the same time the existence
of the thing defined or, in geometry, the possibility of constructing it.
The de.finitio quid nominis becomes a de.finitio quid rei" by means of a
postulate, or when we come to the question whether the thing exists and
it is answered affirmativelyl." De.finitiones quid nominis are in them
selves quite arbitrary, and" neither require nor are capable of proof;
they are merely provisional and are only intended to be turned as
quickly as possible into de.fi1litiones quid rei, either (I) by means of
a postulate in which it is asserted or conceded that what is defined
exists or can be constructed, e.g. in the case of straight lines and
drcles, to .which Euclid's first three postulates refer, or (2) by
means of a demonstration reducing the construction of the figure
defined to the successive carrying-out of a certain number of those
elementary constructions, the possibility of which is postulated. Thus
de.finitiones quid rei are in general obtained as the result of a series of
demonstrations. Saccheri gives as an instance the construction of a
square in Euclid I. 46. Suppose that it is objected that Euclid had
no right to define a square, as he does at the beginning of the Book,
when it was not certain that such a figure exists in nature; the
objection, he says, could only have force if, before proving and making
the construction, Euclid had assumed the aforesaid figure as given.
That Euclid is not guilty of this error is clear from the fact that
he never presupposes the 'existence of the square as defined until
after I. 46.

Confusion between the nominal and the real definition as thus de
scribed, i.e. the use of the former in demonstration before it has been
turned into the latter by the necessary proof that the thing defined
exists, is according to Saccheri one of the most fruitful sources of
illusory demonstration, and the danger is greater in proportion to
the "complexity" of the definition, i.e. the number and variety of
the attributes belonging to the thing defined. For the greater is the
possibility that there may be among the attributes some that are
incompatible, i.e. the simultaneous presence of which in a given figure
can be proved, by means of other postulates etc. forming part of the
basis of the science, to be impossible.

The same thought is expressed by Leibniz also. "If," he says,
" we give any definition, and it is not clear from it that the idea, which
we ascribe to the thing, is possible, we cannot rely upon the demon~

strations which we have derived from that definition, because, if that
idea by chance involves a contradiction, it is possible that even con
tradictoriesmay be true of it at one and the same time, and thus our
demonstrations will be useless. Whence it is clear that definitions
are not arbitrary. And this is a secret which is hardly sufficiently
known"." Leibniz' favourite illustration was the" regular polyhedron
with ten faces," the impossibility of which is not obvious at first sight.

1 .. Deiinitio quid nominis nata est evadere definitio quid rei per postulatum vel dum
venitur ad quaestionem an est et respondetur affirmative."

2 Opuscules etfragments inMits de Leibniz, Paris, Alcan, 1903, p. 431. Quoted by Vailati.

H. E. 10
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It need hardly be added that, speaking generally, Euclid's defini
tions, and his use of them, agree with the doctrine of Aristotle
that the definitions themselves say nothing as to the existence of the
things defined, but that the existence of each of them must be
proved or (in the case of the « principles") assumed. In geometry,
says Aristotle, the existence of points and lines only must be as
sumed,the existence of the rest being pro'-ed. Accordingly Euclid's
first three postulates declare the possibility of constructing straight
lines and circles (the only « lines" except straight lines used in the
Elements). Other things are defined and afterwards constructed and
proved to exist: e.g. in Book 1., Def. 20, it is explained what is meant
by an equilateral triangle; then (1. I) it is proposed to construct it,
and, when- constructed, it is proved to agree with the definition.
When a square is defined (1. Def. 22), the question whether such a
thing really exists is left open until, in 1. 46, it is proposed to construct
it and, when constructed, it is proved to satisfy the definition1.

Similarly with the right angle (1. Def. 10, and 1. I I) and parallels
(I. Def. 23, and 1. 27-29). The greatest care is taken to exclude
mere presumption and imagination. The transition from the sub
jective definition of names to the objective definition of things is
made, in geometry, by means of constructions (the first principles of
which are postulated), as in other sciences it is made by means of
experience2

•

Aristotle's requirements in a definition.
We now come to the positive characteristics by which, according

to Aristotle, scientific definitions must be marked.
First, the different attributes in a definition, when taken separately,

cover more than the notion defined, but the combination of them
does not. Aristotle illustrates this by the "triad," into which enter
the several notions of number, odd and prime, and the last « in both
its two senses (a) of not being measured by any (other) ntlmber (ro~

JL~ JL€Tp€£u()a£ ap£()p,rp) and (b) of not being obtainable by adding
numbers together" (ro~ JL~ uvrylC€£u()a£ eE ap£()jLwv), a unit not being a
number. Of these attributes some are present in all other odd
numbers as well, while the last [primeness in the second sense]
belongs also to the dyad, but in nothing but the triad are they all
presents." The fact can be equally well illustrated from geometry.
Thus, e.g. into the definition of a square (Euc!. 1., Def. 22) there enter
the several noiions of figure, four-sided, equilateral, and right-angled,
each of which covers more than the notion into which all enter as
attributes4

•

Secondly, a definition must be expressed in terms of things which
are prior to, and better, known than, the things defined 5, This is

1 Trendelenburg, Elemenfa Logices Aristoteleae, § 50.
S Trendelenburg, Erlduterungen zu den Elementen der aristotelischen Logik, 3 ed. p. 107.

On construction as proof of existence in ancient geometry cr. H. G. Zeuthen, Die geometrische
Construction als "Existenzbeweis" in der antiken Geometrie (in Mathematische Annalen,
47. Band).

s Anal. post. II. 13, 96 a 33-b I.
4 Trendelenburg, Erlduterungen, p. 108. 5 Topics VI. 4, 141 a 26 sqq.
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clear, since the object of a definition is to give us knowledge of the,
thing defined, and it is by means of things prior and better known
that we acquire fresh knowledge, as in the course of demonstrations.
But the terms" prior" and" better known." are, as usual susceptible
of two meanings; they may mean (I) absolutely or logically prior and
better known, or (2) better known relatively to us. In the absolute
sense, or from the standpoint of reason, a point is better known than
a line, a line than a plane, and a plane than a solid, as also a unit is
better known than number (for the unit is prior to, and the first
principle of, any number). Similarly, in the absolute sense, a letter is
prior to a syllable. But the case is sometimes different relatively to
us; for examI'le, a solid is more easily realised by the senses than a
plane, a plane than a line, and a line than a point. Hence, while it is
more scientific to begin with the absolutely prior, it may, perhaps, be
permissible, in case the learner is not capable of following the scientific
order, to explain things by means of what is more intelligible to him.
"Among the definitions framed on this prinCiple are those of the
point, the line and the plane; all these explain what is prior by
means of what is posterior, for the point is described as the extremity
of a line, the line of a plane, the plane of a solid." But, if it is asserted
that such definitions by means of things which are more intelligible
relatively only to a particular individual are really definitions, it will
follow that there may be many definitions of the same thing, one for
each individual for whom a thing is being defined, and even different
definitions for one and the same individual at different times, since at
first sensible objects are more intelligible, while to a better trained
mind they become less so. It follows therefore that a thing should
be defined by means of the absolutely prior and not the relatively
prior, in order that there may be one sole and immutable definition.
This is further enforced by reference to the requirement that a good
definition must state the genus and the differentiae, for these are
among the things which are, in the absolute sense, better known than,
and prior to, the species (nov (hAW,> ryvWP£!LWTEpWV Ka~ 7rpOT€PWV TOU
efoov,> €(TT£V). For to destroy the genus and the differentia is to
destroy the species, so that the former are prior to the species; they
are also better known, for, when the species is known, the genus and
the differentia must necessarily be known also, e.g. he who knows
" man" must also know" animal" and "land-animal," but it does not
follow, when the genus and differentia are known, that the species is
known too, and hence the species is less known than they are l • It
may be frankly admitted that the scientific definition will require
superior mental powers for its apprehension; and the extent of its
use must be a matter of discretion. So far Aristotle; and we have
here the best possible explanation why Euclid supplemented his
definition of a point by the statement in I. Def. 3 that the extremities of
a line are points and his definition of a surface by I. Def. 6 to the effect
that the extremities of a surface are lines. The supplementary expla-

1 Topics VI. 4, 141 b 25-34'

10-2
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nations do in fact enable us to arrive at a better understanding of the
formal definitions of a point and a line respectively, as is well ex
plained by Simson in his note on Def. 1. Simson says, namely, that
we must consider a solid, that is, a magnitude which has length,
breadth and thickness, in order to understand aright the definitions of
a point, a line and a surface. Consider, for instance, the boundary
com~on to two solids which are contiguous or the boul\.dary which
divides one solid into two contiguous parts; this boundary is a surface.
We can prove that it has no thickness by taking away either solid,
when it remains the boundary of the other; for, if it had thickness, the
thickness must either be a part of one solid or of the other, in which
case to take away one or other solid would take awa5' the thickness
and therefore the boundary itself: which is ,impossible. Therefore
the boundary or the surface has no thickness. In exactly the same
way, regarding a line as the boundary of two contiguous surfaces, we
prove that the line has no breadth; and, lastly, regarding a point. as
the common boundary or extremity of two lines, we prove that a
point has no length, breadth or thickness.

Aristotle on unscientific definitions.
Aristotle distinguishes three kinds of definition which are un

scientific because founded on what is not prior (fJ-~ e/C 7TPOT€pU>V). The
first is a definition of a thing by means of its opposite, e.g. of" good"
by means of "bad"; this is wrong because opposites are naturally
evolved together, and the knowledge of opposites is not uncommonly
regarded as one and the same, so that one of the two opposites
cannot be better known than the other. I t is true that, in some
cases of opposites, it would appear that no other sort of definition is
possible: e.g. it would seem impossible to define double apart from the
half and, generally, this would be the case with things which in their
very nature (/Cae' aha) are relative terms (7TpO~ 7"£ A.€ry€Ta£), since one
cannot be known without the other, so that in the notion of either the
other must be comprised as well l

• The second kind of definition
which is based on what is not prior is that in which there is a
complete circle through the unconscious use in the definition itself of
the notion to be defined though not of the name 2• Trendelenburg
illustrates this by two current definitions, (I) that of magnitude as
that which can be increased or diminished, which is bad because the
positive and negative comparatives "more" and "less" presuppose
the notion of the positive" great," (2) the famous Euclidean definition
of a straight line as that which" lies evenly with the points on itself"
(eE ruov TO£~ ecf>' €avTij~ U7Jf1'€to£~ /c€£Ta£), where" lies evenly" can only
be understood with the aid of the very notion of a straight line which is
to be defined S

• The third kind of vicious definition from that which
is not prior is the definition of one of two coordinate species by means
of its coordinate (dvTLo£'[/p7Jf1'€vov), e.g. a definition of" odd" as that
which exceeds the even by a unit (the second alternative in EucI. VII.
Def. 7); for" odd" and" even" are coordinates, being differentiae of

1 Tupics VI. 4, 141 a 11-31. 2 ibid. 141 a 34-b 6.
S Trendelenburg, Erliiuferungen, p. 115.
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number l • This third kind is similar to the first. Thus, says Tren
delenburg, it would be wrong to define a square as "a rectangle
with equal sides."

Aristotle's third requirement.
A third general observation of Aristotle which is specially relevant

to geometrical definitions is that "to know what a thing is (Tl €UTtv) is
the same as knowing wit}' it is (Old, T£ €UTtV)2." "vVhat is an eclipse?
A deprivation of light from the moon through the interposition of the
earth. Why does an eclipse take place? Or why is the moon
eclipsed? Because the light fails through the earth obstructing it.
What is harmony? A ratio of numbers in high or low pitch. Why
does the high-pitched harmonise with the low-pitched? Because
the high and the low have a numerical ratio to one another3." "We
seek the cause (TO ouSTt) when we are already in possession of the
fact (TO OTt). Sometimes they both become evident at the same time,
but at all events the cause cannot possibly be known [as a cause]
before the fact is known 4

." "It is impossible to know what a thing is
if we do not know that it is 5." Trendelenburg paraphrases: "The
definition of the notion does not fulfil its purpose until it is made
genetic. It is the producing cause which first reveals the essence of
the thing.... The nominal definitions of geometry have only a
provisional significance and are superseded as soon as they are made
genetic by means of construction." E.g. the genetic definition of a
parallelogram is evolved from Eucl. 1. 3 I (giving the construction for
parallels) and 1. 33 about the lines joining corresponding ends of two
straight lines parallel and equal in length. Where existence is proved
by construction, the cause and the fact appear together s•

Again, "it is not enough that the defining statement should set
forth the fact, as most definitions do; it should also contain and
present the cause; whereas in practice what is stated in the definition
is usually no more than a conclusion (uvp,7T'€pauJ."a). For example,
what is quadrature? The construction of an equilateral right-angled
figure equal to an oblong. But such a definition expresses merely the
conclusion. Whereas, if you say that'quadrature is the discovery of a
mean proportional, then you state the reason 7." This is better under
stood if we compare the statement elsewhere that "the cause is the
middle term, and this is what is sought in all cases 8

," and the illustra
tion of this by the case of the proposition that the angle in a semi
circle is a right angle. Here the middle term which it is sought to
establish by means of the figure is that the angle in the semi-circle is
equal to the half of two right angles. We have then the syllogism:
Whatever is half of two right angles is a right angle; the angle in a
semi-circle is the half of two right angles; therefore (conclusion) the
angle' in a semi-circle is a right angle 9• As with the demonstration, so

1 Topics VI. 4, 142 b 7-10.
3 Anal. post. II. 2, 90 a 15-21.
5 ibid. 93 a 20.
7 De anima II. 2, 413 a 13-20.
9 ibid. u. II, 94 a 28.

2 Anal. post. II. 2,9° a 31.
4 ibid. 11.8, 93 a 17.
6 Trendelenburg, Erliiuterungen, p. 116.
P Anal. post. u. 2, 90 a 6,
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it should be with the definition. A definition which is to show the
genesis of the thing defined should contain the middle term or cause;
otherwise it is a mere statement of a conclusion. Consider, for
instahce, the definition of" quadrature" as "making a square equal in
area to a rectangle with unequal sides." This gives no hint as to
whether a solution of the problem is possible or how it is solved: but,
if you add that to find the mean proportional between two given
straight lines gives another straight line such that the square on it is
equal to the rectangle contained by the first two straight lines, you
supply the necessary middle term or cause1.

Technical terms not defined by Euclid.
It will be observed that what is here defined, "quadrature" or

" squaring " (T€'rparywvtu1'0<;), is not a geometrical figure, or an attribute
of such a figure or a part ofa figure, but a technical term used to
describe a certain problem. Euclid does not define such things;' but
the fact that Aristotle alludes to this particular definition as well as to
definitions of deflection (/wcXarrOat) and of verging (V€V€tv) seems to
show that earlier text-books included among definitions explanations
of a number of technical terms, and that Euclid deliberately omitted
these explanations from his Elements as surplusage. Later the
tendency was again in the opposite direction, as we see from the much
expanded Definitions of Heron, which, for example, actually include
a definition of a deflected line (IC€ICXarrJ1-Ev1] rypaJ1-p,~)2. Euclid uses the
passive of ICXav occasionally3, but evidently considered it unnecessary
to explain such terms, which had come to bear a recognised meaning.

The mention too by Aristotle of a definition of verging (veV€tv)
suggests that the problems indicated by this term were not excluded
from elementary text-books before Euclid. The type of problem
(v€vrrt<;) was that of placing a straight line across two lines, e.g. two
straight lines, or a straight line and a circle, so that it shall verge to a
given point (i.e. pass through it if produced) and at the same time the
intercept on it made by the two given lines shall be of given length.

1 Other passages in Aristotle may be quoted to the like effect: e.g. Anal. post. I. 2,

7I b 9 " We consider that we know a particular thing in the absolute sense, as distinct
from the sophistical and incidental sense, when we consider that we know the cause on
account of which the thing is, in the sense of knowing that it is the cause of that thing and
that it cannot be otherwise," ibid. r. 13,79 a 2 "For here to know the/act is the function of
those who are concerned with sensible things, to know the cause is the function of the mathe·
matician; it is he who possesses the proofs of the causes, and often he does not know the
fact." In view of such passages it is difficult to see how Proclus came to write (p. 202, II)
that Aristotle was the originator CApllJ"ToTlXovs KaTdp~aPTos) of the idea of Amphinomus and
others that geometry does not investigate the cause and the why (TO Odl. Tl). To this Geminus
replied that the investigation of the cause does, on the contrary, appear in geometry. " For
how can it be maintained that it is not the business of the geometer to inquire for what reason,
on the one hand, an infinite number of equilateral polygons are inscribed in a circle, but, on
the other hand, it is not possible to inscribe in a sphere an infinite number of polyhedral
figures, equilateral, equiangular, and made up of similar plane figures? Whose business is it'0 ask this question and find the answer to it if it is not that of the geometer? Now when
geometers reason per impossibile they are content to discover the property, but when they
argue by direct proof, if such proof be only partial (brl IJ.€povs) , this does not suffice for
showing the cause; if however it is general and applies to all like cases, the why (TO oui Tl)
is at once and concurrently made evident."

2 Heron, ed. Hultsch, Def. 14, p. II. 3 e.g. in III. 20 and in Data 89.
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In general, the use of conics is required for the theoretical solutio
these problems, or a mechanical contrivance for their practi
solution 1. Zeuthen, following Oppermann, gives reasons for supposing,
not only that mechanical constructions were practically used by the
older Greek geometers for solving these problems, but that they were
theoretically recognised as a permissible means of solution when the
solution could not be effected by means of the straight line and circle,
and that it was only in later times that it was considered necessary to
use conics in every case where that was possible 2• Heiberg3 suggests
that the allusion of Aristotle to veVuet<; perhaps confirms this sup
position, as Aristotle nowhere shows the slightest acquaintance with
conics. I doubt whether this is a safe inference, since the problems
of this type included in the elementary text-books might easily have
been limited to those which could be solved by" plane" methods (i.e.
by means of the straight 'line and circle). We know, e.g., from Pappus
that Apollonius wrote two Books on plane vevuet<;4. But one thing
is certain, namely that Euclid deliberately excluded this class of
problem, doubtless as not being essential in a book of Elements.

Definitions not afterwards used.
Lastly, Euclid has definitions of some terms which he never after

wards uses, e.g. oblong (€Tep0Il-'TJKe<;), rhombus, rhomboid, trapezium.
The "oblong" occurs in Aristotle; and it is certain that all these
definitions are survivals from earlier books of Elements.

1 cr. the chapter on v<VIT€LS in The Works qf Archimedes, pp. c-cxxii.
2 Zeuthen, Die Lehre VOlt den Kegelschnitten im A!tertum, ch. I2, p. 262.
3 Heiberg, lrIathematisches zu Aristoteles, p. 16.
4 Pappus VII. pp. 670-2.





An acute angle is an angle less than a right angle.
A boundary is that which is an extremity of any-

BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS.

I. A point is that which has no part.
2. A line is breadthless length.
3. The extremities of a line are points.
4. A straight line is a line which lies evenly with the

points on itself.
5. A surface is that which has length and breadth only.
6. The extremities of a surface are lines.
7. A plane surface is a surface which lies evenly with

the straight lines on itself.
8. A plane angle is the inclination to one another of

two lines in a plane which meet one another and do not lie in
a straight line.

9. And when the lines containing the -angle are straight,
the angle is called rectilineal.

10. When a straight line set up on a straight line makes
the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the equal
angles is right, and the straight line standing on the other is
called a perpendicular to that on which it stands.

11. An obtuse angle is an angle greater than a right
angle. ,

12.

13·
thing.

14. A figure is that which is contained by any boundary
or boundaries.

15. A circle is a plane figure contained by one line such
that all the straight lines falling upon it from one point among
those lying within the figure are equal to one another;
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16. And the point is called the' centre of the circle.
17. A diameter of the circle is any straight line drawn

through the centre and terminated in both directions by ,the
circumference of the circle, and such a str~ight line/ also
bisects the circle.

18. A semicircle is the figure contained by the diameter
and the circumference cut off by it. And the centre of the'
semicircle is the same as that of the circle.

19. Rectilineal figures are those which are c~ntained

by straight lines, trilateral figures being those contained by
three, quadrilateral those contained by four, and multi
lateral those contained by more than four 'straight lines.

20. Of trilateral figures, an equilateral triangle is that
which has its three sides equal, an isosceles triangle that
which has two of its sides alQl1e equal, and a s'calene
triangle that which has its three sides unequal.

2 I. Further, of trilateral figures, a right-angled tri
angle is that which has a right angle, an obtuse-angled
triangle that which has an obtuse angle, and an acute
angled triangle that which has its three angles acute.

22. Of quadrilateral figures, a square is that which is
both equilateral and right-angled; an oblong that which is
right-angled but not equilateral; a rhombus that which is
equilateral but not right-angled ;. and a rhomboid that which
has its opposite s'ides and angles equal to one another but is
neither equilateral nor right-angled. And let quadrilaterals
other than these be called trapezia.

23. Parallel straight lines are straight lines which,
being in the same plane and being produced indefinitely in
both directions, do not meet one another in either direction.

POSTULATES.

Let the following be postulated:
I.- To draw a straight line from any point to any point.
2. To produce a finit~ straight line continuously in a

straight line.
3. To describe a circle with any centre and distance.
4. That all right angles are equal to one another.
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5. That, if a straight line falling on two straight lines
make the interior angles on the same side less than two right
angles, the two. straight lines, if produced indefinitely, meet
on that side on which are the angles less than the two right
angles.

COMMON NOTIONS.

I. Things which are equal to the same thing are also
equal to one another.

2. If equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal.
3. If equals be subtracted from equals, the remainders

are equal.
[7] 4· Things which coincide with one another are equal to
one another.
[8J 5. The whole is greater than the part..

_oJ

DEFINITION I.

'S7J/UWY looTtY, o~ p.lpo<; ollUv.
A point is that wllich has no part.
An exactly parallel use of p.lpo<; (loorC) in the singular is found in Aristotle,

.J.'I£etaph. 1035 b 32 p.lpo<; p.EY o~v loort Kat rov €t~ov<;, literally "There is a
part even of the form"; Bonitz translates as if the plural were used, "Theile
giebt es," and the meaning is simply "even the form is divisible (into parts)."
Accordingly it would be quite justifiable to translate in this case "A point is
that which is indivisible into parts."

Martianus Capella (5th c. A.D.) alone or almost alone translated differently,
"Punctum est cuius pars nihil est," "a point is that a part of which is nothing."
Notwithstanding that Max Simon (Euclid und die sechs planimetrischen Bucher,
1901) has adopted this translation (on grounds which I shall presently mention),

. I cannot think that it gives any sense. If a part of a point is nothing, Euclid
might as well have said that a point is itself "nothing," which of course he
does not do.

Pre-Euclidean definitions.
It would appear that this was not the definition given in earlier text

books; for Aristotle (Topics VI. 4,141 b 20), in speaking of "the definitions"
of point, line, and surface, says that they all define the prior by means of the
posterior, a point as an extremity of a line, a line of a surface, and a surface
of a solid.

The first definition of a point of which we hear is that given by the
Pythagoreans (cf. Proclus, p. 95, 21); who defined it as a "monad ilaVing
position" or "with position added" (p.ova<; 7rpoooll.af3ovooa OlooLY). It is frequently
used by Aristotle, either in this exact form (d. De anima I. 4, 409 a 6) or its
equivalent: e.g. in Metaph. 1016 b 24 he says that that which is indivisible
every way in respect of magnitude and qua magnitude but has not position is
a. monad, while that which is similarly indivisible and has position is a point.

Plato appears to have objected to this definition. Aristotle says (Metaph.
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992 a 20) that he objected "to this genus [that of points] as being a geometrical
fiction (y£WP.£TptK6V 86yp.a), and called a point the beginning of a line (a.pX~

ypap.p.ii», while again he frequently spoke of 'indivisible lines.''' To which
Aristotle replies that even "indivisible lines" must have extremities, so that
the same argument which proves the existence of lines can be used to prove
tha,¥oints exist. It would appear therefore that, when Aristotle objects to
the definition of a point as the extremity of a line (1Tlpa<; "ypap.p.-ij<;) as un
scientific (Topics VI. 4, 141 b 21), he is aiming at Plato. Heiberg conjectures
(Mathematisches zu Aristoteles, p. 8) that it was due to Plato's influence that
the word for "point" generally used by Aristotle (CTTt"YP:r,) was replaced by
CT7Jp.liov (the regular term used by Euclid, Archimedes and later writers), the
latter term (= nota, a conventional mark) probably being considered more
suitable than CT'TtyP.~ (a puncture) which might appear to claim greater reality
for a point. . '

Aristotle's conception of a point as that which is indivisible and has
position is further illustrated by such observations as that a point is not a
body (De cado II. 13, 296 a 17) and has no 1£!eight (ibid. Ill. I, 299 a 30);
again, we can make no distinction between'a point and the place (T01TO<;) where
it is (Physics IV. I, 209 a II). He finds the usual difficulty in accounting for
the 'transition from the indivisible, or infinitely small, to the finite or divisible
magnitude. A point being indivisible, no accumulation of points, however far
it may be carried, can give us anything divisible, whereas of course a line is a
divisible magnitude. Hence he holds that points cannot make up anything
contint\ous like a line, point cannot be continuous with point (ou yap ECTTtV
EXOP.WOV CT-qP.£LOV CT7Jp.£{ov VCT'TtyP.~ CTTtYP.-ij<;, De gen. et corr. I. 2,317 a 10), and
a line is not made up of points (ov CTVyK£tTat EK CTTtyP.WV, Physics IV. 8, 2IS

b 19). A point, he says, is like the nO1£! in time: nO1£! is indivisible and is
not a part of time, it is only the beginning or end, 0r a division, of time, and
similarly a point may be an extremity, beginning or division of a line, but is
not part of it or of magnitude (cf. De caelo III. I, 300 a 14, Physics IV. I I,

220 a 1-21, VI. I, 231 b 6 sqq.). It is only by motiofl that a point can
generate a line (De anima I. 4, 409 a 4) and thus be the origin of magnitude.

Other ancient definitions.
According to an-Nairizi (ed. Curtze, p. 3) one "Herundes" (not so far

identified) defined a point as "the indivisible beginning of all magnitudes,"
and Posidonius as "an extremity which has no dimension, or an extremity of
a line."

Criticisms by commentators.
Euclid's definition itself is of course practically the same as that which

Aristotle's frequent allusions show to have been then current, except that it
omits to say that the point must have position. Is it then sufficient, seeing
that there are other things which are without parts or indivisible, e.g. the now
in time, and the unit in number? Proclus answers (p. 93, 18) that the point
is the only thing in the subject-matter ofgeometry that is indivisible. Relatively
therefore to the particular science the definition is sufficient. Secondly, the
definition has been over and over again criticised because it is purely negative.
Proclus' answer to. this is (p. 94, 10) that negative descriptions are appropriate
to first principles, and he quotes Parmenides as having described his firs! and
last cause by means of negations merely. Aristotle too admits that it may
sometimes be necessary for one framing a definition to use negations, e.g. in
defining privative terms such as "blind"; and he seems to accept as proper
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the negative element in the definition of a point, since he says (De anima III. 6,
430 b 20) that "the point and every division [e.g. in a length or in a period
of time], and that which is indivisible in this sense, is exhibited as privation
(S'l7AOVTat W~ uTip'l7,n~)."

Simplicius (quoted by an-NairlzI) says that "a point is the beginning of
magnitudes and that from which they grow; it is also the. only thing which,
having position, is not divisible." He, like Aristotle, adds that it is by its
motion that a point can generate a magnitude: the particular magnitude can
only be "of one dimension," viz. a line, since the point does not "spread
itself" (dimittat). Simplieius further observes that Euclid defined a point
negatively because it was arrived at by detaching surface from body, line from
surface, and finally point from line. "Since then body has three dimensions
it follows that a point [arrived at after successively eliminating all three
dimensions] has none if the dimensions, and has no part." This of course
reappears in modern treatises (cf. Rausenberger, Elemmtar-geometrie des
Punktes, der Geraden und der Ebene, 1887, p. 7).

An-NairizI adds an interesting observation. "If anyone seeks to know
the essence of a point, a thing more simple than a line, let him, in the sensible
world, think of the centre of the universe and the poles." But there is
nothing new under the sun: the same idea is mentioned, in an Aristotelian
treatise, in controverting those who imagine that the poles have some influence
in the motion of the sphere, "when the poles have no magnitude but are
extremities and points" (De motu animalium 3, 699 a 21).

Modern views.

In the new geometry represented by the excellent treatises which start
from new systems of postulates or axioms, the result of the profound study of
the fundamental principles of geometry during recent years (I need only
mention the names of Pasch, Veronese, Enriques and Hilbert), points come
before lines, but the vain effort to define them a pn'ori is not made; instead
of this, the nearest material things in nature are mentioned as illustrations,
with the remark that it is from them that we can get the abstract idea. Cf.
the full statement as regards tqe notion of a point in Weber and Wellstein,
Encycl0piidie der elementaren Mathematik, II., 19°5, p. 9. "This notion is
evolved from the notion of the real or supposed material point by the process
of limits, i.e. by an act of the mind which sets a term to a series of presen
tations in itself unlimited. Suppose a grain of sand or a mote in a sunbeam,
which continually becomes smaller and smaller. In this way vanishes more
and more the possibility of determining still smaller atoms in the grain of
sand, and there is evolved, so we say, with growing certainty, the presentation
of the point as a definite position in space which is one and is incapable of
further division. But this view is untenable; we have, it is true, some idea
how the grain of sand gets smaller and smaller, but only so long as it remains
just visible; after that we are completely in the dark, and we cannot see or
imagine the further diminution. That this procedure comes to an end is
unthinkable; that nevertheless there exists a term beyond which it cannot go,
we must believe or postulate without ever reaching it. It is a pure
act of will, not of the understanding." Max Simon observes similarly (Euclzd,
p. 25) "The notion' point' belongs to the limit-notions (Grenzbegriffe), the
necessary conclusions of continued, and in themselves unlimited, series of
presentations." He adds, "The point is the limit of localisation; if this is
more and more energetically continued, it leads to the limit-notion 'point,'
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better 'position,' which at the saI]le time involves a change of notion. Content
of space vanishes, relative position remains. 'Point' then, according to our
interpretation of Euclid, is the extremes't limit of that which we can still think
of (not observe) as a spattal presentation, and if we go further than that, not
only does extension cease but even relative place, and in this sense the 'part'
is nothing." I confess I think that even the meaning which Simon intends to
convey is better expressed by "it has no part" than by "the part is nothing,"
since to take a "part" of a thing in Euclid's sense of the result of a simple
division, corresponding to an arithmetical fraction, would not be to change
the notion from that of the thing divided to an entirely different one.

DEFINITION 2.

rpap.p.~ S( P.{jKO' U:rrAaTf<;.
A line is breadthless length.
This definition may safely be attributed to the Platonic School, if not to

Plato himself. Aristotle (Topics VI. 6, 143 b II) speaks of it as open to
objection because it " divides the genus by negation," length bei~g necessarily
either breadthless or possessed of breadth; it would seem however that the
objection was only taken in order to score a point against the Platonists, since
he says (ibid. 143 b 29) that the argument is "of service only against those
who assert that the genus Esc. length] is one numerically, that is, those who
assume ideas," e.g. the idea of length (avTo P.TjKO') which they regard as a
genus: for if the genus, being one and self-existent, could be divided into
two species, one of which asserts what the other denies, it would be self
contradictory (Waitz).

Proclus (pp. 96,21-97,3) observes that, whereas the definition of a point
is merely negative, the line introduces the first "dimension," and so its
definition is to this extent positive, while it has also a negative element which
denies to it the other "dimensions" (OtalTTCl.lTH<;). The negation of both
breadth and depth is involved in the single expression "breadthless" (a1l"AaTf.),
since everything that is without breadth is also destitute of depth, though the
converse is of course not true.

Alternative definitions.
The alternative definition alluded to by Proclus, P.fYE8o<; £cp' ~ OtalTTaTOV

" magnitude in one dimension" or, better perhaps, "magnitude extended one
way" (since SU1.lTTalTL' as used with reference to line,. surface and solid scarcely
corresponds to our use of "dimension" when we speak of " one," " two," or
"three dimensions "), is attributed by an-Nairlzi to "Heromides/' who must
presumably be the same as "Herundes," to whom he attributes a certain
definition of a point. It appears however in substance in Aristotle, though
Aristotle does not use the adjective 8talTTaT<;", nor does he apparently use
OLalTTalTt<; except of body as having three" dimensions" or "having dimension
(or extension) all ways (1l"aVTV)," the "dimensions" being in his view (1) up
and down, (2) before and behind, and (3) right and left, and" up" being the
principle or beginning of length, "right" of breadth, and "before" of depth
(De caelo II. 2, 284 b 24). A line is, according to Aristotle, a magnitude
"divisIble in one way only" (p.ovaxii 8tatpETov), in contrast to a magnitude
divisible in two ways (oLxii OtatpETolI), or a surface, and a magnitude divisible
"in all or in three ways" (1l"aVTTJ Kat Tptxfj StatpETOV), or a body (Metaph.
1016 b 25-27); or it is a magnitude "continuous one way (or in one
direction)," as compared with magnitudes continuous two ways or three ways,
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which curiously enough he describes as "breadth" and II depth" respectively
(p.£ydJo,> 8£ TO p.£v icp' ~v uvv£X£'> P.-?KO'>, TO 8' bTL Mo 71'AaTO'>, TO 8' £.7I'L Tp[a {3a60,>,
Metaph. 1020 a II), though he immediately adds that "length" means a line,
" breadth" a surface, and" depth" a body. .

Proclus gives another alternative definition as "flux of a point" (pvu,,>
u7}p.£lov), i.e. the path of a point when moved. This idea is 'also alluded to in
Aristotle (De anima I. 4, 409 a 4 above quoted): "they say that a line by its
motion produces a surface, and a point by its motion a line." "This
definition," says Proclus (p. 97, 8-13), "is a perfect one as showing the
essence of the line: he who called it the flux of a point seems to define it
from its genetic cause, and it is not every line that he sets before us, but only
the immaterial line; for it is this that is produced by the point, which, though
itself indivisible, is the cause of the existence of things divisible."

Proclus (p. 100, 5-19) adds the useful remark, which, he says, was
current in the school of Apollonius, that we have the notion of a line when we .
ask for the length of a road or a wall measured merely as length; for in that
case we mean something irrespective of breadth, viz. distance in one
"dimension." Further we can obtain sensible perception of a line if we look
at the division between the light and the dark when a shadow is thrown on
the earth or the moon; for clearly the division is without breadth, but has
length.

Species of "lines."

After defining the "line" Euclid only mentions one species of line, the
straight line, although of course another species appears in the definition of a
circle later. He doubtless omitted all classijication of lines as unnecessary for
his purpose, whereas, for example, Heron follows up his definition of a line by
a division of lines into (I) those which are" straight" and (2) those which are
not, and a further division of the latter into (a) "circular circumferences,"
(b) "spiral-shaped" (iAtKOn8£'i,» lines and (c) "curved" (KUP.7I'VAUt) lines generally,
and then explains the four terms. Aristotle tells us (Metaph. 986 a 25) that
the Pythagoreans distinguished straight (dJ6V) and curved (KUP.1TVAOV), and this
dis,tinction appears in Plato (cf. Republic x. 602 c) and in Aristotle (cf. "to a
line belong. the attributes straight or curved," Anal. post. I. 4, 73 b 19; "as in
mathematics it is useful to know what is meant by the terms straight and
curved," De anima I. I, 402 b 19)' But from the class of "curved" lines
Plato and Aristotle separate off the 71'£pt<P£p~,> or "circular" as a distinct
species often similarly contrasted with straight. Aristotle seems to recognise
broken lines forming an angle as one line: thus "a line, if it be bent (K£KUP.
p.£V7J), but yet continuous, is called one" (Metaph. 1016 a 2); "the straight line
is more one than the bent line" (ibid. 1016 a 12). Cf. Heron, Def. 14, "A
broken line (K£KAUUP.£V7} ypup.p.~) so-called is a line which, when produced,
does not meet itselj."

When Proclus says that both Plato and Aristotle divided lines into those
which are "straight," "circular" (7I'£ptCP£P~» or "a mixture of the two," adding,
as regards Plato, that he included in the last of these classes "those which are
called helicoidal among plane (curves) and (curves) formed about solids, and
such species of curved lines as arise from sections of solids" (p. 104, 1-5),
he appears to be not quite exact. The reference as regards Plato seems to be
to Parmenides 145 B: "At that rate it would seem that the one must have
shape, either straight or round (UTPOyyVAOV) or some combination of the two";
but this scarcely amounts to a formal classification of lines. As regards
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lines

Aristotle, Proclus seems to have in mind the passage (De (ado I. 2, 268 b 17)
where it is stated that" all motion in space, which we call translation (epopa.), is
(in) a straight line, a circle, or a combination of the two; for the first two are
the only simple (motions)."

For completeness it is desirable to add the substance of Proclus' account
of the classification of lines, for which he quote~ Geminus as his authority.

Geminus' first classification of lines.
This begins (p. II 1, 1-9) with a division of lines into composite (<nJv{hros)

and incomposite (<iuvV8ETOS). The only illustration given of the composite
class is the "broken line which forms an angle" ('1 KEKAaup.l,vy} Kat ywv{av
1I'oLOvua); the subdivision of the incomposite class then follows (in the text as
it stands the word" composite" is clearly an error for "incomposite '!). The
subdivisions of the incomposite class are repeated in a later passage (pp. 176,
27-177, 23) with some additional details. The following diagram reproduces
the effect of both versions as far as possible (all the illustrations mentioned by
Proclus being shown in brackets).

(brOkre_n_lin_c~_m_rt_;~._s_i~_~_a_n_an..g,_l_e)_J i:t
forming'a fignre not forming a fignre
<TX'l/JULT07rOLOV<TaL or
or determinate indeterminate

WpL<Tp.€VaL "OpL<TTOL
(circle, ellipse, cissoid) and

extending without limit
br' d.1rELpOV €K{Ja'll.Mp.evaL

(straight line, parabola, hyperbola, conchoid)

The additional details in the s~cond version, which cannot easily be shown
in the diagram, are as follows:

(1) Of the lines which extend without limit, some do not form a jigure at
all (viz. the straight line, the parabola and the hyperbola); but some first
"come together and form a figure" (i.e. have a loop), "and, for the rest,
extend without limit" (p. 177, 8).

As the only other curve, besides the parabola and the hyperbola, which
has been mentioned as proceeding to infinity is the conchoid (of Nicomedes),
we can hardly avoid the conclusion of Tannery' that the curve which has a
loop and then proceeds to infinity is a variety of the conchoid itself. As is

, Notes jour l'histoire des /ignes et surfaces courbes dans l'antiquite in Bulletin des sciences
matMm. et astronom. ~ ser. VIII. (1884), PP. 108-9.
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well known, the ordinary conchoid (which was used both for doubling the
cube and for trisecting the angle) is obtained in this ·way. Suppose any
number of rays passing through a fixed point (the pole) and intetsecting a
fixed straight line; and suppose that points are taken on the rays, beyond the
fixed straight line, such that the portions of the rays intercepted between the
fixed straight line and the point are equal to a constant distance (8uJ.ur1J/La),
the locus of the points is a conchoid which has the fixed straight line for
asymptote. If the" distance" a is measured from the intersection of the ray
with the given straight line, not in the direction away from the pole, but
towards the pole, we obtain three other curves according as a is less than,
equal to, or greater than b, the distance of the pole from the fixed straight line,
which is an asymptote in each case. The case in which a > b gives a curve
which forms a loop and then proceeds to infinity in the way Proclus describes.
Now we know both from Eutocius (Comm. on Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, III.

p. 114) and Proclus (p. 272,3-7) that Nicomedes wrote on conchoids (in
the plural) and Pappus (IV. p. 244, 18) says that besides the" first" (used as
above stated) there were "the second, the third and the fourth which are
useful for other theorems."

(2) Proclus next observes (p. 177, 9) that, of the lines which extend
without limit, some are "asymptotic" (dUV/L1TTWTOL), namely "those which
never meet, however they are produced," and some are" symptotic," namely
"those which will meet sometime"; and, of the "asymptotic" class, some
are in one plane, and others not. Lastly, of the" asymptotic" lines in one
plane, some preserve always the same distance from one another, while others
continually "lessen the distance, like the hyperbola with reference to the
straight line, and the conchoid with reference to the straight line."

Geminus' second classification.

This (from Proclus, pp. I II, 9-20 and II2, 16-18) can be shown 111 a
diagram thus:

Incomposite lines
alTVVIiETOL /,pap.p.al

r--------..l...------,
simple, a7TMj mixed, /lLKTf,

r-----'----.., I
making a figure indeterminate I
ITxfjp.a 7TOLOVlTa aOpLITTOS

(e.g. circle) (straight line)
r -------l..._-,

lines in planes lines on solids

line me~ting itself extendLg ~thout li~i:V TOIS/ITTfPEOls

7} <v aVTll ITv/l7TI7TTovlTa 7} <7T' {i7T"pov lKfJaA"XO/lfV1]
(e.g. cissoid) I

r- .------'---,
lines formed by sectiuns lines round solids

al KaTa TaS TO/laS al 7TEpl TO. ITTEpEa.
(e.g. conic sections, spiric curves) (e.g. helix about a sphere or about a cone)

~I____ I

homoeomeric not hom~eomeric
(cylindrical helix) (all others)

Notes on classes of "lines" and on particular curves.

We will now add the most interesting notes found in Proclus with
reference to the above classifications or the particular curves mentioned.

H. E. II
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I. Homoeomeric lines.
By th~ term (OJLO£OJL€P€~<;) are meant lines which are alike in all parts, so

that in anyone such curve any part can be made to coincide with any other
part. Proclus obsl!tves that these lines are only three in number, two being
"simple" and in a plane (the straight line and the circle), and the third
"mixed," (subsisting) "about a solid," namely the cylindrical helix. The
latter curve was also called the cochlias or cochlion, and its homoeomeric
property was proved by Apollonius in his work 1r€PI. TOU KOXAlou (Proclus,
p. lOS, S). The fact that there are only three homoeomeric lines was proved
by Geminus, "who proved, as a preliminary proposition, that, if from a point
(a1ro TOVC17/P.€{ou, but on p. 2SI, 4 acp' £1'0<; (J"lfP.€{OV) two straight lines be drawn
to a homoeomeric line making equal angles with it, the straight lines are
equal" (pp. 112, 1-113, 3, cf. p. 2S I, 2-19).

2. Mixed lines.
It might be supposed, says Proclus (p. lOS, II), that the cylindrical helix,

being homoeomeric, like the straight line and the circle, must like them be
simple. He replies that it is not simple, but mixed, because it is generated by
two u1zlike motions. Two like motions, said Geminus, e.g. two motions at the
same speed in the directions of two adjoining sides of a square, produce a
simple line, namely a straight line (the diagon~l); and again, if a straight line
moves with its extremities upon the two sides of a right angle respectively,
this same motion gives a simple curve (a circle) for the locus of the middle
point of the straight line, and a mixed curve (an ellipse) for the locus of any
other point on it (p. 106, 3-IS).

Geminus also explained that the term" mixed," as applied to curves, and
as applied to surfaces, respectively, is used in different senses. As applied to
curves, "mixing" neither means simple "putting together" (u15v(hut<;) nor
" blending" (KpaUt<;). Tht:." the helix (or spiral) is a " mixed" line, but (I) it
is not" mixed" in the sense of "putting together," as it would be if, say, part
of it were straight and part circular, and (2) it is not mixed in the sense of
"blending," because, if it is cut in any way, it does not present the appearance
of any simple lines (of which it might be supposed to be compounded, as it
were). The" mixing" in the case of lines is rather that in which the con
stituents are destroyed so far as their own character is concerned, and are
replaced, as it were, by a chemical combination «(unv £1' am-v uuV€cpBapp.€va TO.
Q.Kpa Kal. uuyK€XUJL€va). On the other hand" mixed" surfaces are mixed in
the sense of a sort of" blending" (KaTe). nva KpaUtV). For take a cone gene
rated by a straight line passing through a fixed point and passing always
through the circumference of a circle: if you cut this by a plane parallel to
that of the circle, you obtain a circular section, and if you cut it by a plane
through the vertex, you obtain a triangle, the "mixed" surface of the cone
being thus cut into simple lines (pp. 117, 22·-118, 23).

·3. Spiric curves.
These curves, classed with conics as being sections of solids, were dis

covered by Perseus, according to an epigram of Eratosthenes quoted by
Proclus (p. II 2, I), which says that Perseus found "three lines upon (or,
perhaps, in addition to) five sections" (TpEL<; 'Ypap.p.o.<; bTl. 1r£VTE Top.a~<;).

Proclus throws some light upon these in the following passages:
"Of the spiric sections, one is interlaced, resembling the horse-fetter

(t1rlTOU 1r€Frlf); another is widened out in the middle and contracts on each
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side (of the middle), a third is elongated and is narrower in the middle,
broadening out on each side of it" (p. 112, 4-8).

"This is the case with the spirit: sut/ace; for it is conceived as generated
by the revolution of a circle remaining at right angles [to a planeJand turning
about a point which is not its centre [in other words, generated by the revo
lution of a circle about a straight line in its plane not passing through the
centre]' Hence the spire takes three forms, for the centre [of rotation] is
either on the circumference, or within it, or without it. And if the centre of
rotation is on the circumference, we have the continuous spire (uvv£X~<;), if
within, the interlaced (Ep.7r£7rA£yp.£V'¥J), and if without, the open (8L£m<;). And
the spiric sections are three according to these three differences" (p. 119,

8-17)·
"When the hippopede, which is one of the spiric curves, forms an angle

with itself, this angle also is contained by mixed lines" (p. 127, 1-3).

"Perseus showed for spirics what was their property (Uvp.7rTwp.a)"
(p. 356, 12).

Thus the spiric surface was what we call a tore, or (when open) an anchor
ring. Heron (Def. 98) says it was called alternatively spire (UlI"£Lpa) or ring
(Kpllco'»; he calls the variety in which "the circle cuts itself," not "interlaced,"
but" crossing-itself" (ElI"aAAaTTovua).

Tanneryl has discussed these passages, as also did Schiaparelli". It is clear
that Proclus' remark that the difference in the three curves which he mentions
corresponds to the difference between the three surfaces is a slip, due perhaps
to too hurried transcribing from Geminus: all three arise from plane sections
of the open anchor-ring. If r is the radius of the revolving circle, a the
distance of its centre from the axis of rotation, d the distance of the plane
section (supposed to be parallel to the axis) from the axis, the three curves
described in the first extract correspond to the following cases:

(I) d = a - r. In this case the curve is the hippopede, of which the
lemniscate of Bernoulli is a particular case, namely that in which a = 2r.

The name hippopede was doubtless adopted for this one of Perseus' curves
on the ground of its resemblance to the hippopede of Eudoxus, which seems to
have been the curve of intersection of a sphere with a cylinder touching it
internally.

(2) a + r> d> a. Here the curve is an oval.
(3) a> d> a - r. The curve is now narrowest in the middle.
Tannery explains the "three lines upon (in addition to) five sections"

thus. He points out that with the open tore there are two other sections
corresponding to

(4) d = a: transition from (2) to (3).
(5) a - r> d> 0, in which case the section consists of two symmetrical

ovals.
He then shows that the sections of the closed or continuous tore, corre

sponding to a = r, give curves corresponding to (2), (3) and (4) only. Instead
of (I) and (5) we have only a section consisting of two equal circles touching
one another.

On the other hand, the third spire (the interlaced variety) gives three new
forms, which make a group of three in addition to the first group of jive sections.

1 Pour I'histoire des !ignes et suifaces courbes dans r antiquittf in Bulletin des sciences
ma/Mm. et astronom. VIII. (1884), pp. 25-27.

2 Die homocentrischen Spharen des Eudoxus, des Kallippus und des Ans/oMes (Abhand
bmgen zur Gesch. der Math. I. Heft, 1877, pp. 149-152.

11-2
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The difficulty which I see in this interpretation is the fact that, just after
"three lines on five sections" are mentioned, Proclus describes three curves
which were evidently the most important; but these three belong to three of
the five sections of the open tore, and are not separate from them.

o

k----'Gr---F--',!--~A

4. The cissoid.
This curve is assumed to be the same as that by means 9f which, according

to Eutocius (Comm. on Archimedes, III. p. 79 sqq~' n;A~~es in his book 1r£PL
7rtJp{wv (On burning-glasses) solved the problem Jling the cube. It is
the locus of points which he found by the foIlO'.. ~onstruction. Let A C,
B D be diameters at right angles in a circle with cen.fe O.

Let E, Fbe points on the quadrants BC, BA respectively such that the
arcs BE, BFare equal.

Draw EG, FH perpendicular to CA.
Join AE, and let P be its intersection
with FH

The cissoid is the locus of all the
points P corresponding to different posi
tions of E on the quadrant BC and of F
at ail equal distance from B along the arc
BA.

.A is the point on the curve correspond-~

ing to the position C for the point E, and
B the point on the curve corresponding
to the position of E in which it coincides
with B.

It is easy to see that the curve extends
in the direction AB beyond B, and that·
CK drawn perpendicular to CA is an
asymptote. It may be regarded also as K
having a branch AD symmetrical with
AB, and, beyond D, approaching KC produced as asymptote:

If OA, OD are coordinate axes, the equation of the curve is obviou~ly

y' (a + x) = (a - X)3,

where a is the radius of the circle.
There is a cusp at A, and it agrees with this that Proclus should say

(p. 126, 24) that "cissoidal lines converging to one point like the leaves of
ivy-for this is the origin of their name-form an angle." He makes the
slight correction (p. 128, 5) that it is not two parts of a curve, but one curve, .
which in this case makes an angle.

But what is surprising is that Proclus seems to have no idea of the curve
passing outside the circle and having an asymptote, for he several times
speaks of it as a closed curve (forming a figure and including an area): cr.
p. 152, 7, "the plane (area) cut off by the cissoidal line has one bounding
(line), but it has not in it a centre such that all (straight lines drawn to the
curve) from it are equal." It would appear as if Proclus regarded the cissoid
as formed by the four symmetrical cissoidal arcs shown in the figure.

EvelJ more peculiar is Proclus' view of the

5. "Single-turn Spiral."
This is really the spiral of Archimedes traced by a point starting from

the fixed extremity of a straight line and moving uniformly along it, while
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simultaneously the straight line itself moves uniformly in a plane about its fixed
extremity. In Archimedes. the spiral has of course any number of turns, the
straight line making the same number of complete revolutions. Yet Proclus,
while giving the same account of the generation of the spiral (p. 180,8-12),
regards the single-turn spiral as actually stopping short at the point reached
after one complete revolution of the straight line: "it is necessary to know
that extending without limit is not a property of all lines; for it neither.
belongs to the circle nor to the cissoid, nor in general to lines which form
figures; nor even to those which do not form figures. For even the single
turn spiral does not extend without limit-for it is constructed between two
points-nor does any of the other lines so generated do so" (p. 187, 19-25).
It is curious that Pappus (VIII. p. II 10 sqq.) uses the same term P.OVOUTPO")o~

V\t~ to denote one turn, not of the spiral, but of the cylindrical helix.

DEFINITION 3.
I'pap.p.ii~ Se 7r£paTa u'l'Jp.E'ia.
The extremities of a line are points.

It being unscientific, as Aristotle said, to define a point as the" extremity
of a line" (7r£pa~ ypap.p.ii~), thereby explaining the prior by the posterior,
Euclid defined a point differently; then, as it was necessary to connect a
point with a line, he introduced this explanation after the definitions of both
had been given. This compromise is no doubt his own idea; the same
thing occurs with reference to a surface and a line as its extremity in Def. 6,
and with reference to a solid an'd a surface as its extremity in XI. Def. 2.

We miss a statement of the facts, equally requiring to be known, that a
"division" (Sta{pEuL,) of a line, no less than its" beginning" or "end," is a
point (this is bro\lght out by Aristotle: cf. Metaph. 1060 b IS), and that
the intersection of two lines is also a point. If these additional explanations
had been given, Proclus would have been spared the difficulty which he finds
in the fact that some of the lines used in Euclid (namely infinite straight lines
on the one hand, and circles on the other) have no "extremities." So also
the ellipse, which Pi-oclus calls by the old name (}VpEO~ (" shield "). In the
case of the circle and ellipse we can, he observes (p. 103, 7), take a portion
bounded by points, and the definition applies to that portion. His rather
far-fetched distinction between two aspects of a circle or ellipse as a line and
as a closedfigure (thus, while you are describing a circle, you have two extremi
ties at any moment, but they disappear when it is finished) is an unnecessarily
elaborate attempt to establish the literal universality of the "definition,"
which is really no more than an explanation that, if a line has extremities,
those extremities are points.

DEFINITION 4.

EMJEia "'tpapp.V EUTLV, ';;TIS E' t<TOV Toi~ ecp- EUWfj'i UY)/LELOLS KEtTat.

A straight line is a line which lies evenly with the points on itself.

The only definition of a straight line authenticated as pre-Euclidean is
that of Plato, who defined it as "that of which the middle covers the ends"
(relatively, that is, to an eye placed at either end and looking along the
straight line). It appears in the Parmenides 137 E: "straight is whatever has
i~middle in front of (i.e. so placed as to obstruct the view of) both its ends"
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, ( nl.' .. ~ " '..1.. ~ ~., ., ll~) A' t tl t 't .
~lJQ1I "t~ ou av TO IUUOV ap.,/,OtV TOtV ~UxaTOLV ~1l"t1l"POUU& 11 . rIS 0 e quo es 1 10

equivalent terms (ToPics VI. II, 148 b 27), o~ TO P.EUOV OrL1l"pou(Jli TOt~ 1l"EpaUtV;
and, as he does not mention the name of its author, but states it in combina
tion with the definition of a line as the extremity of a surface, we may assnme
that he used it as being well known. Proclus also quotes the definition as
Plato's in almost identical terms, ~~ TeL p.Eua TOt~ ;;'KPOL~ i1l"t1l"pou(J~t (p, 1°9, 21).
This definition is ingenious, but implicitly appeals to the sense of sight and

'invol1ts the postulate that the line of sight is straight. (Cf. the Aristotelian
Problems 31, 20; 959 a 39, where the question is why we can better observe
straightness in a row, say, of letters with one eye than with two.) As regards
the straightness of "visual rays," o!ftnr;, cr. Euclid's own Optics, DelT. I, 2,

assumed as hypotheses, in which he first speaks of the" straight lines" drawn
from the eye, avoiding the word o!ftnr;, and then says that the figure contained
by the visual rays (o!ftnr;) is a cone with its vertex in the eye.

As Aristotle mentions no definition of a straight line resembling Euclid's,
but gives only Plato's definition and the other explaining it as the" extremity
of a surface," the latter being evidently the current definition in contemporary
textbooks, we may safely infer that Euclid's definition was a new departure of
his own.

Proc1us on Euclid's definition.

Coming now to the interpretation of Euclid's definition, ~{)(J~ta "tpap.p.';
iUTLv, ~Tt~ i~ Luau TOt~ i.p' (UUTfj~ U7Jp.~[Ot~ K~tTUt, we find any number of slightly
different versions, but none that can be described as quite satisfactory; some
authorities, e.g. Savile, have confessed that they could make nothing of it. It
is natural to appeal to Proclus first; and we find that he does in fact give an
interpretation which at first sight seems plausible. He says (p. 109,8 sq.) that
Euclid "shows by means of this that the straight line alone [of all lines]
occupies a distance (KuTExnv ouiuT7Jp.a) equal to that between the points on it.
For, as far as one of the points is distant from another, so great is the length
(p.Ey~(Jor;) of the straight line of which they are the extremities; and this is the
meaning of lying i~ LUou to (or with) the points on it" [i~ LUou being thus,'
apparently, interpreted as "at" (or "over") "an equal distance "]. "But if
you take two points on the circumference (of a circle) or any other line, the
distance cut off between them along the line is greater than the interval
separating them. And this is the case with every line except the straight line.
Hence the ordinary remark, based on a common notion, that those who
journey in a straight line only travel the necessary distance, while those who
do not go straight travel more than the necessary distance." «(;f. Aristotle,
De cado I. 4, 271 a 13, "we always call the distance of anything the straight
line" drawn to it.) Thus Proclus would interpret somewhat in this way: "a
straight line is that which represents extension equal with (the distances
separating) the points on it." This explanation seems to b~ an attempt to
graft on to Euclid's definition the assumption (it is a Aap.f3av6p.~vov, not a
definition) of Archimedes (On the sphere and cylinder I. ad init.) that" of all
the lines which have the same extremities the straight line is least." For this
purposei~ LUou has apparently to be taken as meaning "at an equal distance,"
and again" lying at an equal distance" as equivalent to "extending over (or
representing) an equal distance." This is difficult enough in itself, but is
seen to be an impossible interpretation when applied to the similar definition
of a plane by Euclid (Def. 7) as a surface "which lies evenly with the straight
lines on itself." In that connexion Proclus tries to make the same words i~ L<TOU
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1C£'iTaL mean "extends over an equal area with." He says namely (p. 117, 2)
that "if two straight lines are set out" on the plane, the plane surface
"occupies a space equal to that between the straight lines." But two straight
lines do not determine by themselves any space at all; it would be necessary
to have a dosed figure with its boundaries in the plane before we could arrive
at the equivalent of the other assumption of Archimedes that "of surfaces
which have the same extremities, if those extremities are in a plane, the plane is
the least [in area]." This seems to be an impossible sense for E~ iuov ev~n on
the assumption that it means "at an equal distance" in the present definition.
The necessity therefore of interpreting E~ iuov similarly in both definitions
makes it impossible to regard it as referring to distance or length at all. It
should be added that Simplicius gave the same explanations as Proclus
(an-NairlzI, p. 5).

The language and construction of the definition.

Let us now consider the actual wording and grammar of the phrase .qTL<; E~

iuov TO'i<; E</; Eavril<; UYJ/LdOL<; K£'iTaL. As regards the expression E~ iuov we note
that Plato and Aristotle (whose use of it seems typical) commonly have it in
the sense of "on a footing of equality": cr. oi E~ iuoil in Plato's Laws 777 D,

919 D; Aristotle, Politics 1259 b 5 E~ iuov £IJlaL {3ovA£TlJ.L T~JI epvuw, "tend to
be on an equality in nature," Eth. Nic. VIII. 12, 1161 a 8 EJlTlJ..v8a 1TaJIT£<; U
iuov, "there all are on a footing of equality." Slightly different are the uses
in Aristotle, Eth. Nic. x. 8, 1118 a 25 TWJI /LEJI yap aJlaYKa[wJI xpda Kat E~ iuov
EUTW, "both need the necessaries of life to the same extent, let us say"; Topics IX.

15, 174 a 32 E~ iuov 1TOLOilJlTa T~JI EPWTYJULJI, "asking the question indifferently"
(i.e. without showing any expectation of one answer being given rather than
another). The natural meaning would therefore appear to be "evenly placed"
(or balanced), "in equal measure," "indifferently" or "without bias" one way
or the other. Next, is the dative TO'i<; E</; Eavril<; UYJ/L£[OL<; constructed with E~ iuov
or with 1C£'iTaL? In the first case the phrase must mean "that which lies evenly
with (or in respect to) the points on it," in the second apparently "that which,
in (or by) the points on it, lies (or is placed) evenly (or uniformly)." Max Simon
takes the first construction to give the sense" die Gerade liegt in gleicher
Weise wie ihre Punkte." If the last words mean" in the same way as (or in
like manner as) its points," I cannot see that they tell us anything, although
Simon attaches to the words the notion of distance (Abstand) like Proclus.
The second 'construction he takes as giving" die Gerade liegt fur (durch) ihre
Punkte gleichmassig," "the straight line lies symmetrically for (or through) its
points"; or..;if K£'iTaL is taken as the passive of T[OYJ/LL, "die Gerade ist durch
ihre Punktegleichmassig gegeben worden," "the straight line is symmetrically
determined by its points." He adds that the idea is here direction, and that
both direction and distance (as between two different given points simply)
would be to Euclid, as later to Bolzano (Betrachtungen uber einige Gegenstiinde
der Elementargeometrie, 18°4, quoted by Schotten, Inhalt und Methode des
planimetn'schen Unterrichts, II. p. 16), primary irreducible notions.

While the language is thus seen to be hopelessly obscure, we can safel}'
say that the sort of idea which Euclid wished to express was that Qf a line
which presents the same shape at and relatively to all points on it, without
any irregular or unsymmetrical feature distinguishing one part or side of it
from another. Any such irregularity could, as Saccheri points out (Engel and
Stackel, pie Theone der Parallellinten von Euklid bis Gauss, 1895, p. 109), be
at once J~ade perceptible by veping the ends fixed and turning,the line about
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them right round; if any two positions were distinguishable, e.g. one being to
the left or right relatively to another, "it would not lie in a uniform manner
between its points."

A conjecture as to its origin and meaning.
The question arises, what was the origin of Euclid's definition, or, how

was it suggested to him? It seems to me that the basis of it was really
Plato's definition of a straight line as "that line the middle of which covers
the ends." Euclid was a Platonist, and what more natural than that he
should have adopted Plato's definition in substance, while regarding it as
essential to change the form of words in order to make it independent of any
implied appeal to vision, which, as a physical fact, could not properly find a
place in a purely geometrical definition? I believe therefore that Euclid's
definition is simply an attempt (albeit unsuccessful, from the nature of the
case) to express, in terms to which a geometer could not object as not being
part of geometrical subject-matter, the same thing as the Platonic definition.

The truth is that Euclid was attempting the impossible. As Pfleiderer
says (Scholia to Euclid), "It seems as though the notion of a straight line,
owing to its simplicity, cannot be explained by any regular definition which
does not introduce words already containing in themselves, by implication,
the notion to be defined (such e.g. are direction, equality, uniformity or
evenness of position, unswerving course), and as though it were impossible, if
a person does not already know what the term straight here means, to teach
it to him unless by putting before him in some way a picture or a drawing of
it." 'This is accordingly done in such books as Veronese's Elementi di
geometria (Part I., 1904, p. 10): "A stretched string, e.g. a plummet, a ray of
light entering by a small hole into a dark room, are rectilineal objects. The
image of them gives us the abstract idea of the limited line which is called a
rectilincal segment."

Other definitions.
We will conclude this note with some other famous definitions of a straight

line. The following are given by Proclus (p. IIO, 18-23).
1. A /ine stretched to the utmost, bro' aKpov 'T£rap.£v7] ypap.p.-,f. This appears

in Heron (1st c. A.D.) also, with the words "towards the ends" (brt rel 1f'lpara)
added. (Heron, ed. Hultsch, Def. 5, p. 8).

2. Part qf it cannot be in the assumed plane while part is in one higher up
(€V p.mwporlp,!,). This is aproposition in Euclid (XI. I).

3· All its parts fit on all (other parts) alike, 1f'cl.vra avrij~ rn p.lp7] 1f'aCTLV
op.o[w~ €epapp.6CEt. Heron has this too (Def. 5), but instead of "alike" he
says 1f'avro[w~, "in all ways," which is better as indicating that the applied part
may be applied one way or the reverse way, with the same result.

4. That line which, when its ends remain fixed, itself remains fixed, ~ rrov
1f'£pa.rwv p.£v6vrwv Kat avTij p.lvovua. Heron's addition to this, "when it is, as
it were, turned round in the same plane" (otov €V rql avrql €1f't1l"l8C{' qrp£epop.lV7J),
and his next variation, "and about the same ends having always the same
f>osition," show that the definition of a straight line as "that which does
not change its position when it is turned about its extremities (or any two
points in it) as poles" was no original discovery of Leibriiz, or Saccheri, or
Krafft, or Gauss, but goes back at least to the beginning of the Christian era.
Gauss'- form of this definition was: "The line in which lie all points that,
during the revolution of a body (a part of space) about two fixed points,
maintain their position unchanged is called.a _straight line." Schotten
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(I. p. 315) maintains that the notion of a straight line and its property of
being determined by two points are unconsciously assumed in this definition,
which is therefore a logical "circle.'"

5. That line which with one other of the same species cannot compleJe a
figure, ~ P.ETa rij<; lJP.OEtOOV<; p.tas axYjp.u p.~ a7l"OTEAovuU. This is an obvious
vunpOV-7l"pOTEpOV, since it assumes the notion of a figure.

Lastly Leibniz' definition should be mentioned: A straight line is one
which divides a plane into two halves identical in all but position. Apart from
the fact that this definition introduces the plane, it does not seem to have any
advantages over the definition last but one referred to.

Legendre uses the Archimedean property of a straight line as the shortest
distance between two points. Van Swinden observes (Elemente der Geometrie,
1834, p. 4), that to take this as the definition involves assuming the proposition
that any two sides of a triangle are greater than the third and proving that
straight lines which have two points in common coincide throughout their
length (cf. Legendre, Elements de Geomltn'e I. 3, 8).

The above definitions all illustrate the observation of Unger (Die Geometn'e
des Euklz'd, 1833): "Straight is a simple notion, and hence all definitions of
it must fail.. .. But if the proper idea of a straight line has once been grasped,
it will be recognised in all the various definitions usually given of it; all
the definitions must therefore be regarded' as explanations, and among them
that one is the best from which further inferences can immediately be drawn
as to the essence of the straight line,"

DEFINITION 5.
'E7l"tf/l';'VEtU OE (unv, 8 P.ijKO<; Ka:l. 7l"A,{TO<; p.ovov ;XEt.
A surface is that which has length and breadth only.
The word (7l"tf/lavEtu was used by Euclid and later writers to denote surface

in general, while they appropriated the word E7l"L7l"EOOV for plane surface, thus
making (7l"L7l"EOOII a species of the gen.us (7l"tcpo.VElU. A solitary use of E7l"tf/la.VEtu
by Euclid when a plane is meant (XI. Def. 11) is probably due to the fact that
the particular definition came from an earlier textbook. Proclus (p. II6, 17)
remarks that the older philosophers, including Plato and Aristotle, used the
words (7l"tcpo.VEtU and E7l"L7l"EOOV indifferently for any kind of surface. Aristotle
does indeed use both words for a surface, with perhaps a tendency to use
E7l"tepcJ.VEtU more than E7l"L7l"EOOV for a surface not plane. Cf. Categories 6, 5 a 1 sq.,
where both words are used in one sentence: "You can find a common
boundary at which the parts fit together, a point in the case of a line, and a line
in the case ofa surface (E7l"tCP,{VEtU); for the parts of the surface (E7l"t7l"Eoov) do fit
together at some common boundary. Similarly also in the case of a body you
can find a common boundary, a line or a surface (E7l"tcp,{VEtU), at which the
parts of the body fit together." Plato however does not use E1rtCP,{VEtU at all in
the sense of surface, but only E7l"L7l"EOOV for both surface and plane surface.
There is reason therefore for doubting the correctness of the notice in
Diogenes Laertius, III. 24, that Plato "was the first philosopher to name,
among extremities, the plam surface" (E7l"L7l"EOO<; E7l"tf/la.VEtU).

E7l"tepcJ.VEtU of course means literally the feature of a body which is apparent
to the eye (E7l"tepavrj<;), namely the surface. .

Aristotle tells us (De sensu 3, 439 a 31) that the Pythagoreans called a
surface XPOta, which seems to have meant skin as well as colour. Aristotle
explains the term with reference to colour (xpwp.u) as a thing inseparable from
the extremity (7l"Epu<;) of a body..
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Alternative definitions.
The definitions of a surface correspond to those of a line. As in Aristotle

a line is a magnitude" (extended) one way, or in one' dimension'" (Eep' lv),
"continuous one way" (€ep' tv UVV€XE~), or "divisible in one way" (p,ovaxV
~U1l.P€T(~v), so a surface is a magnitude extended or continuous two wajs (€n"t
8Vo); or divisible in tuJo 111ays (~txV). As in Euclid a surface has" length and
breadt4" only, so in Aristotle" breadth" is characteristic. of the surface and is
once used as synonymous with it (Metaph. 1020 a 12), and again "lengths
are made up of long and short, surfaces ofbroad and narrow, and solids (OYKOt)
of deep and shallow" (Met<lph. 1085 a 10).

Aristotle mentions the common remark that a line by its motion produces a
surface (De anima I. 4, 409 a 4). He also gives the a posteriori description of
a surface as the "extremity of a solid" (Topics VI. 4, 141 b 22), and as "the
section (TOp,';) or division (~ta{p€ut~) of a body" (Mef.apJl. 1060 b 14).

Proclus remarks (p. 114, 20) that we get a notion of a surface when we
measure areas and mark their boundaries in the sense of length and breadth;
and we further get a sort of perception of it by looking at shadows, since
these have no-depth (for they do not penetrate the earth) but only have length
and breadth.

Classification of surfaces.
Heron gives (Def. 75, p. 23, ed. Hultsch) two alternative divisions of

surfaces into two classes, corresponding to Geminus' alternative divisions of
lines, viz. into (1) incomposite and composite and (2) simple and mixed.

( I ) I ncomposite surfaces are "those which, when produced, fall into (or
coalesce with) themselves" (auat €Kf3allop,€Vat am-at Ka8' €aVTWV '/T{'/TTOVUtV),
i.e. are of continuous curvature, e.g. the sphere.

Composite surfaces are "those which, when produced, cut one another."
Of composite surfaces, again, some are (a) made up of non-homogeneous
(elements) (E~ &.VOfLOWY£vwv) such as cones, cylinders and hemispheres, others
(b) made up of homogeneous (elements), namely the rectilineal (or polyhedral)
surfaces.

(2) Under the alternative division, simple surfaces are the plane and the
spherical surfaces, but no others; the mixed class includes all other surfaces
whatever and is therefore infinite in variety.

Heron specially mentions as belonging to the mixed class (a) the surface
of cones, cylinders and the like, which are a mixture of plane and circular
(fLtKTat €~ €n"tn"E~OV Kat 7T£PLep£p£{a~) and (b) spine surfaces, which are "a mixture
of two circumferences" (by which he must mean a mixture of two circular
elements, namely the generating circle and its circular motion about an axis in
the same plane).

Proclus adds the remark that, curiously enough, mixed surfaces may arise
by the revolution either of simple curves, e.g. in the case of the spire, or of.
mixed curves, e.g. the "right-angled conoid" from a parabola, "another
c.()!1oid" from the hyperbola, the "oblong" (~{JL7JK£<;, in Archimedes '/Tapa
p,aK€<;) and" flat" (€n"t'/TAaTv) spheroids from an ellipse according as it revolves
about the major or minor axis respectively (pp. II9, 6-120, 2). The /wmoeo
merle surfaces, namely those any part of which will coincide with any other
part, are tuJo only (the plane and the spherical surface), not three as in the case

.of lines (p. 120, 7).
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DEFINITION 6.
'E .i..~ , ~, , ,

'll"t't""V€tU~ DE 'll"EpUTU 'Ypup.P.Ut.
The extremities of a suiface are Hnes.

'It being unscientific, as Aristotle says, to define a line as the extremity of
a surface, Euclid avoids the error of defining the prior by means of -the
posterior in this way, and gives a different definition not open to this
objection. Then, by way of compromise, and in order to show the connexion
between a line and a surface, he adds the equivalent of the definition of a line
previously current as an explanation.

As in the corresponding Def. 3 above, he omits to add what is made
clear by Aristotle (Metaph. 1060 b 15) that a "division" (Stu{pE(n~) or
" section" (TOP.-rj) of a solid or body is also a surface, or that the common
boundary at which two parts of a solid fit together (Categorzes 6, 5 a 2)
may be a surface.

Proclus discusses how the fact stated in Def. 6 can be said to be true of
surfaces like that of the sphere "which is bounded ('II"£'II"EpauTUt), it is true, but
not by lines." His explanation (p. 116, 8-14) is that "if we take the surface
(of a sphere), so far as it is extended two ways (Stxii StaUTaT-rj), we shall find
that it is bounded by lines as to length and breadth; and if we consider the
spherical surface as possessing a form of its own and invested with a fresh
quality, we must regard it as having fitted end on to beginning and made
the two ends (or extremities) one, being thus one potentially only,.and not in
actuality .'~

'E'II"{'II"ESO~ f'll"tcpavna fUTtV, ijTt~ f~ luov Tat. fcp' laVT~~ EvOdUt~ KEtrat.
A plane surface is a suiface which Hes evenly with the straight lines on

itself.
The Greek follows exactly.the definition of a straight line mutatis mutandis,

i.e. with TUt~ ... .vOE{Ut~ for Tois",uYJp.E{Ot~. Proclus remarks that, in general,
all the definitions of a straight line can be adapted to the plane surface by
merely changing the genus. Thus, for instance, a plane surface is "a surface
the middle of which covers the ends" (this being the adaptation of Plato's
definition of a straight line). Whether Plato actually gave this as the defini
tion of a plane surface or not, I believe that Euclid's definition of a plane
surface as lying evenly with the straight lines 011 itse(f was intended simply to
express the same idea without any implied appeal to vision (just as in the
corresponding case of the definition of a straight line).

As already noted under De£. 4, Proclus tries to read into Euclid's defini
tion the Archimedean assumption that "of surfaces which have the same
extremities, if those extremities are ,in a plane, the plane is the least." But,
'as I have stated, his interpretation of the words seems impossible, although it
is adopted by Simplicius also (see an-Nainzi).

Ancient alternatives.
The other ancient definitions recorded are as follows.
I. The suiface which is stretched to the utmost (('II"' 'aKpov TETUP.iv7J): a

definition which Proclus describes as equivalent to Euclid's definition (on
Proclus' own view of that definition). Cf. Heron, De£. I I, "(a surface) which
is right (and) stretched out" (opO~ o~uu a'll"oTETuP.iv7J), words which he adds to
Euclid's definition. '
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2. The least suiface among all those which have the same extremities.
Proclus is here (p. II7, 9) obviously quoting the Archimedean assumption.

3. A suiface all the parts oj 7uhich have the property oj jitting on (each
other) (Heron, Def. 11).

4. A suiface such that a straight line fits on all parts oj it (Proclus,
p. II7, 8), or such that the straight line jits on it all ways, i.e. however placed
(Proclus, p. II7, 20).

With this should be compared:
5. "(A plane suiface is) such that, if a straight line pass through two

points on it, the line coincides wholly 1(,ith it at every spot, all ways," i.e. however
placed (one way or the reyerse, no matter how), 1j~ brn8av 8vo CTTJp.dwv atfrrlTat
wOlia, Kat. 0A.11 aVn! Kant 7rcLVTa T07rOV 7raVTo[w~ £epapp.o'erat (Heron, Def. II).
This appears, with the words KaTa 7raVTa n;7rov 7raVTo[w~ omitted, in Theon of
Smyrna (p. II 2, 5, ed. Hiller), so that it goes back at least as far as the
1st c. A.D. It is of course the same as the definition commonly attributed to
Robert Simson, and very widely adopted as a substitute for Euclid's.

This same definition appears also in an-Nairjzj (ed. Curtze, p. 10) who,
after quoting Simplicius' explanation (on the same lines as Proclus') of the
meaning of Euclid's definition, goes on to say that" others defined' the plane
surface as that in which it is possible to draw a straight line from any point
to any other."

Difficulties in ordinary definitions.

Gauss observed in' a letter to Bessel that the definition of a plane surface
as a suiface such that, if any two points in it be taken, the straight line joining
them lies wholly in the suiface (which, for short, we will call "Simson's"
definition) contains more than is necessary, in that a plane can be obtained by
simply projecting a straight line lying in it from a point outside the line but also
lying on the plane; in fact the definition includes a theorem, or postulate, as
well. The same is true of Euclid's definition of a plane as the surface which
"lies evenly with (all) the straight lines on itself," because it is sufficient for a
definition of a plane if the surface" lies evenly" with those lines only which
pass through a fixed point on it and each of the several.-~fnts of a straight line
also lying in it but not passing through the point. Brt

1 Euclid's point
of view it is immaterial whether a definition contains m(~e it "an the necessary
minimum provided that the existence of a thing possess~n.; all the attributes
contained in the definition is afterwards proved. This however is not done
in regard to the plane. No proposition about the nature of a plane as such
appears before Book XI., although its existence is presupposed in all the
geometrical Books I.-IV. and VI.; nor in Book XI. is there any attempt to
prove, e.g. by construction, the existence of a surface conforming to the
definition. The explanation may be that the existence of the plane as defined'
was deliberately assumed from the beginning like that of points and lines, the
existence of which, according to Aristotle, must be assumed as. principles
unproved, while the existence of everything else must be proved; and it may
well be that Aristotle would have included plane surfaces with points and
lines in this statement had it not been that he generally took his illustrations
from plane geometry (excluding solid).

But, whatever definition of a planti is taken, the evolution.of its essential
properties is extraordinarily difficult. Crelle, who wrote an elaborate article
Zur Theorie der Ebene (read in the Academie der Wissenschaften in 1834) of
which account must be taken in any full history of the subject, observes that,
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since the plane is the field, as it were, of almost all the rest of geometry, while
a proper conception of it is necessary to enable Eucl. I. 1 to be understood,
it might have been expected that the theory of the plane would have been the
subject of at least the same amount of attention as, say, that of parallels. This
however was far from being the case, perhaps because the subject of parallels
(which, for the rest, presuppose the notion of a plane) is much easier than that
of the plane. The nature of the difficulties as regards the plane have also
been pointed out recently by Mr Frankland (The First Book of Euclid's
Elements, Cambridge, 1905): it would appear that, whatever definition is
taken, whether the simplest (as containing the minimum necessary to deter
mine a plane) or the more complex, e.g. Simson's, some postulate has to be
assumed in addition before the fundamental properties, or the truth of the
other definitions, can be established. Crelle notes the same thing as regards
Simson's definition, containing more than is necessary. Suppose a plane in
which lies the triangle ABC. Let AD join the vertex A
to any point D on Be, and BE the vertex B to any
point E on CA. Then, according to the definition, AD
lies wholly in the plane of the triangle j so <loes BE.
But, if both AD and BE are to lie wholly in the one
plane, AD, BE l1Iust intersect, say at F: if they did not,
there would be two planes in question, not one. But the fact that the lines
intersect and that, say, AD does not pass above or below BE, is by no
means self·evident.

Mr Frankland points out the similar difficulty as regards the simpler
definition of a plane as the surface generated by a straight
line passing always through a fixed point and always
intersecting a fixed straight line. Let OPF', OQ(!
drawn from 0 intersect the straight line X at P, Q
respectively. Let R be any third point on X: then it
needs to be proved that OR intersects p'Q' in some
point, say R'. Without some postulate, however, it is
not easy to see how to prove this, or even to prove that P'Q' intersects X.

Crelle's essay. Definitions by Fourier, Deahna, Becker.
Crelle takes as the standard of a good definition that it shall be, not only as

simple as possible, but also the best adapted for deducing, with the aid of the
simplest possible principles, further properties belonging to the thing defined.
He was much attracted by a very lucid definition, due, he says, to Fourier,
according to which a plane is formed by the aggregate if all the straight lines
which, passing through one point on a straight line in space, are perpendicular
to that straight line. (This is really, no more than an adaptation from Euclid's
proposition XI. 5, to the effect thaJ if one of four concurrent straight lines be
at right angles t~ each of the oth~~ three, those three are in one plane, which
proposition .!s also used in Aristotle, Meteorologica III. 3, 373 a 13,) But
Crelle'confesses that he had not been able to deduce the necessary properties
from this and had had to substitute the definition, already mentioned, of a
plane as the surface containing, throughout their whole length, all the straight
lines pass{ng through a fixed point and also intersecting a straight line in space;
and he only claims to have proved, after a long series of propositions, that the
" Fourier It. or "perpendicular "-surface and the plane of the other definition
just given are identical, after which the properties of the "Fourier "-surface
can be used along with those of the plane. The advantage of the Fourier
definition is that it leads easily, by means of the two propositions that
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triangles are equal in all respects (I) when two sides and the inCluded"angle
are respectively equal and (2) when all three sides are respectively equal, to the
property expressed in Simson's definition. But Crelle uses to establish these
two congruence-theorems a number of propositions about equal angles, supple
mentary angles, right angles, greater. and less angles; and it is difficult to
question the soundness of Schotten's criticism that these notions in themselves
really presuppose that of a plane. The difficulty due to Fourier's use of
the word "perpendicUlar," if that were all, could no doubt begot over. Thus
Deahna in a dissertation (Marburg, 1837) constructed a plane as follows.
Presupposing the notions of a straight line and a sphere, he observes that, if a
sphere revolve about a diameter, all the points of its surface which move
describe closed curves (circles). Each of these circles, during the revolution,
moves along itself, and one of them divides the surface of the sphere into two
congruent parts. The aggregate then of the lines joining the centre to the
points of this circle forms the plane. Again, J. K. ~ecker (Die Elemente der
Geometrie, 1877) pointed out that the revolution of a right angle about one
side of it produces a conical surface which differs from all other conical
surfaces generated by the revolution of other angles in the fact that the
particular cone coincides with the cone vertically opposite to it: this characteristic
might therefore be taken in order to get rid of the use of the right angle.

W. Bolyai and Lobachewsky.
Very similar to Deahna's equivalent for Fourier's definition is the device

of W. Bolyai and Lobachewsky (described by Frischauf, Elemmte der
absoluten Gfometrie, 1876). They worked upon a fundamental idea first
suggested, apparently, by Leibniz. Briefly stated, their way of evolving a
plane and a straight line was as follows. Conceive an infinite number of
pairs of concentric spheres described about two fixed points in space, 0, 0',
as centres, and with equal radii, gradually increasing: these pairs of equal
spherical surfaces intersect respectively in homogeneous curves (circles), and
the "Inbegriff" or aggregate of these curves of intersection forms a plane.
If A be a point on one of these circles (k say), suppose points M, M' to start
simultaneously from A and to move in opposite directions at the same'speed
till they meet at B, say: B then is "opposite" to A, and A, B divide the
circumference into two equal halves. If the points A, B be held fast and the
whole system be turned about them until 0 takes the place of 0'; and 0' of
0, the circle k will occupy the same position as before (though turned a
different way). Two opposite points, P, Q say, of each of the other circles
will remain stationary during the motion as well as A, B: the" Inbegriff" or
aggregate of all such points which remain stationary forms a straight line. It
is next observed that the plane as defined can be generated by the revolution
of the straight line about 00', and this suggests the following construction
for a plane. Let a circle as one of the curves of intersectiqn of the pairs of
spherical surfaces be divided as before into two equal halves at A, B. Let the
arc ADB be similarly bisected at D, and let C be the
middle point of AB. This determines a straight line CD EBD
which is then defined as "perpendicular" to AB. The revo-
lution of CD about AB generates a plane. The property A • 0 B
stated in Simson's definition is then proved by means of the
congruence-theorems proved in Eucl. I. 8 and I. 4. The
first is taken as proved, practically by considerations of
symmetry and homogeneity. If two spherical surfaces, not necessarily equal,
with centres 0, 0' intersect, A and its "opposite" point B are taken as
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before on the curve of intersection (a circle) and, relatively to OQ', the point
A is taken to be convertible with B or any other point on the homogeneous
curve. The second (that of Eucl. J. 4) is established by simple application;
Rausenberger objects to these proofs on the grounds that the first assumes.
that the two spherical surfaces intersect in one single curve,. not in several,
and that the second compares angles: a comparison which, he says, is possible
only in a plan~ so that a plane is really presupposed. Perhaps as regards
the particular comparison of angles Rausenberger is hypercritical; but it is
difficult to regard the supposed proof of the theorem of Eucl. I. 8 as sufficiently
rigorous (quite apart from the use of the uniform motion of points for the
purpose of bisecting lines).

Simson's property is proved from the two congruence-theorems thus.
Suppose that AB is "perpendicular" (as defined by Bolyai) to two generators
CM, CN of a plane, or suppose CM, CN respectively to make with AB two
angles congruent with one another. It is enough to prove that, if P be any
point on the straight line M N, then CP, just as
much as CM, CNrespectively, makes with AB two A
angles congruent with one another and is therefore
a generator. We prove successively the congruence
of the following pairs of triangles: N

ACiJE, BCM
ACN, BCN
AMN, BMN
AMP, BMP·
ACp, BCP,

whence the angles A CP, BCP are congruent.

Other ·views.
Enriques and Amaldi (Elementi di geometria, Bologna, 1905), Veronese

(in his Elementi) and Hilbert all assume as a postulate the property stated in
Simson's definition. But G. Ingrami (Elementi di j{eometria, Bologna, 1904)
proves it in the course of a remarkable series of closely argued proposition
based upon a much less comprehensive postulate. He evolves the theory of
the plane from that of a triangle, beginning with a triangle as a mere three-side
(trilatero), i.e. a frame, as it were. His postulate relates to the three-side and
is to the effect that each" (rectilineal) segment" joining a vertex to a point of
the opposite side meets every segment similarly joining each of the other two
vertices to the points of the sides oppos~ to them respectively, and, con
versely, if a point be taken on a segment joining a vertex to a point of the
opposite side, and if a straight line be drawn from another vertex to the point
on the segment so taken, it will if produced meet the opposite side. A
triangle is then defined as the figure formed by the aggregate of all the
segments. joining the respective vertices of a three-side to points on the
opposite sides. After a series of propositions, Ingrami evolves a plane as the
figure form,ed iY the "half straight-lines" which project from an internal point
of the triangle the points of the perimeter, and then, after two more theorems,
proves th.at a plane is determined by any three of its points which are not in
a straight line, and that a straight line which, has two points in a plane has all
its points in it.

The argument by which Bolyai and Lobachewsky evolved the plane is
of course equivalent to the definition of a plane as the locus of all points
equidistant from two fixed points in space. .
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Leibniz in a letter to Giordano defined a plane as that surface which
divides space into two congruent parts. Adverting to Giordano's criticism that
you could conceive of surfaces and lines which divided space or a plane j)]to
two congruent parts without being plane or straight respectively, Beez (Uber
Euklidische und Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie, 1888) pointed out that what was
wanted to complete the definition was the further condition that the two
congruent spaces could be slid along each other without the surfaces ceasing
to coincide, and claimed priority for his completion of the definition in this
way. But the idea of all the parts of a plane fitting exactly on all otherparts
is ancient, appearing, as we have seen, in Heron, Det: 11.

DEFINITIONS 8, 9.

8. 'E7I"L7I"£SO~ S£ ywvia £uTlv ~ £V (7I"L7I"ES'l! Suo ypafLfLwv a7l"TofLEVWV aAA~AWV

Kat fL~ £71"' dil£ia~ K£LfLEVWV 1fPO~ aAA~Aa~. TWV ypafLfLWv KAiuL~.

9. ·OTav o£ ai 7I"£pLEXOVUaL T~V ywviav ypap.p.at £Ul£I.aL 6JuLV, £V8Vypap.fLo~

KaA£I.TaL ~ ywvLa.

8. A plane angle is the inclination to one another of two lines ill a plane
'which meet one another and do not lie in a straight line.

9. And when the lines containing the angle are straight, the angle is called
rectilineal.

The phrase "not in a straight line" is strange, seeing that the definition
purports to apply to angles formed by curlies as well as straight lines. We
should rather have expected continuous «TVV£X~~) with one another; and
Heron takes this to be the meaning, since he at once adds an explanation as
to what is meant by lines not being continuous (oll <TVV£X£I.~). It looks as though
Euclid really intended to define a rectilineal angle, but on second thoughts,
as a concession to the then common recognition of curvilineal angles, altered
" straight lines" into "lines" and separated the definition into two. .

I think all our evidence suggests that Euclid's definition of an angle as
inclination (KAi(TL~) was a new departure. The word does not occur in
Aristotle; and we should gather from him that the idea generally associated
with an angle in his time was rather deflection or breaking of lines (KAauL~): cf.
his common use of K£KAau(JaL and other parts, of the verb KAiiv, and also his
reference to one bent line forming an angle (T~V K£KafLfLEVfJV Kat lxovuav ywvLav,
Metaph. 1016 a 13).

Proclus has a long and elaborate note on this definition, much of which
(pp. 121, 12-126, 6) is apparently taken direct from a work by his master
Syrianus (0 ~fLET£PO~ Ka8'f]Y£p.wv). Two criticisms contained in the note need
occasion no difficulty. One of these asks how, if an angle be an inclination,
one inclination can produce two angles. The other (p. 128, 2) is to the effect
that the definition seems to exclude an angle formed by one and the same'
curve with itself, e.g. the complete cissoid [at what we call the " cusp"] or the
curve known as the hippopede (horse-fetter) [shaped like a lemniscate]. ~ut

such an "angle" as this belongs to higher geometry, which Euclid may well
be excused for leaving out of account in any case.

Other ancient definitions: Apollonius, Plutarch, ·Carpus.
Proclus' note records other definitions of great interest. Apollonius

defined an angle as a (ontracting of a surface or a solid at one point u1lder a
broken line or surface (<TV~aywy~ £7I"Lepav£La~ ~ UT£P£OV 7I"PO~ £vt <T'rjfL£L'l! V1fO
K£KAaufLEvy ypafLfLiJ ~ E7I"Lepav£i/f), where again an angle is ~upposed to be
formed by one broken line or surface. Still more interesting, perhaps, is the
definition by "those who say that the first distance under the point (TO 7I"pWTOV
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8U1.UT'YJp.a li7rO TO fT'YJp.lio,,) is the angle. Among these is Plutarch, who insists
that Apollonius meant the same thing; for, he says, there must be some first
distance under the breaking (or deflection) of the including lines or surfaces,
though, the distance under the point being continuous, it is impossible to
obtain the actual first, since every distance is divisible without limit" (E1I"
a7r('pov). There is some vagueness in the use oflhe word" distance" (8u1.fTT'YJp.a);
thus it was objected that" if we anyhow separate off the first" (distance being
apparently the word understood) "and draw a straight line through it, we get
a triangle and not one angle." In spite of the objection, I cannot but see in
the idea of Plutarch and the others the germ of a valuable conception in
infinitesimals, an attempt (though partial and imperfect) to get at the rate
of divergence between the lines at their point of meeting as a measure of the
angle between them.

A third view of an angle was that of Carpus of Antioch, who said "that
the angle was a quantity (1I'DUO"), namely a distance (8uffTT'YJp.a) between the
lines or surfaces containing it. This means that it would be a distance (or
divergence) in one sense (icp' ~ 8'(UTW~), although the angle is not on that
account a straight line. For it is not everything extended in one sense (TO lcp' ~V
8,aUTaTov) that is a line." This very phrase" extended one way" being held
to define a line, it is natural that Carpus' idea should have been described as
the greatest possible paradox (7r<f"Twv 7rapa80~OTaTOV). The difficulty seems to
have been caused by the want of a different technical term to express a new
idea; for Carpus seems undoubtedly to have been anticipating the more
modern idea of an angle as representing divergence rather than distance, and to
have meant by ECP' ~v in one sense.(rotationally) as distinct from tmeway or in
one dimension (linearly).

To what category does an angle belong?
There was much debate among philosophers as to the particular category

(according to the Aristotelian scheme) in which an angle should be placed;
is it, namely, a quantum (1I'ouo,,), quale (11'0'0") or relation (7rpo,) n)?

I. Those who put it in the category of quantity argued from the fact that
a plane angle is divided by a line and a solid angle by a surface. Since, then,
it is a surface which is divided by a line, and a solid which is divided by
a surface, they felt obliged to conclude that an angle is a surface or a solid, and
therefore a magnitude. But homogeneous finite magnitudes, e.g. plane
angles, must bear a ratio to one another, or one must be capable of being
multiplied until it exceeds the other. This is, however, not the case with a
rectilineal angle and the hom-like angle (K(paTOH8~~), by which latter is meant
the "al}gle" between a circle and a tangent to it, since (Eucl. III. 16) the
latter "angle" is less than any rectilineal angle whatever. The objection, it
will be observed, assumes that the two sorts of angles are homogeneous.
Plutarch and Carpus are classed among those who, in one way or other, placed
an angle among magnitudes; and, as above noted, Plutarch claimed Apollonius
as a supporter of his view, although the word contraction (of a surface or solid)
used by the latter does not in itself suggest magnitude much more than Euclid's
inclination. It was this last consideration which doubtless led" Aganis," the
" friend" (soCius) apparently of Simplicius, to substitute for Apollonius'
wording" a quantity which has dimensions and the extremities of which arrive
at one point" (an-Nairizi, p. 13).

2. Eudemus the Peripatetic, who wrote a whole work on the·angle, main
tained that it belonged to the category of quality. Aristotle had given as his
fourth variety of quality "figure and the shape subsisting in each thing, and,

H. E. 12
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-besides these, straightness, curvature, and the like'" (Categories 8, 10 all).
He says that each individual thing is spoken of as quale in respect of its form,
and he ·instances a triangle and a square, using them again later on (ibid. II a 5)
to show that it is not all qualities which are susceptible of more and less; again,
in Physics I. 5, 188 a 25 angle, straight, circular are called kinds of figure.
Aristotle would no doubt have regarded deflection (KEKAO.CTOat) as belonging to
the same category with straightness and curvature (Ka}J:lruAoT7J~)' At all events,
Eudemus took up an angle as having its origin in the breaking or deflection
(KAOOt~) of li~es: deflection, he argued, was quality if straightness was, and that
which has its origin in quality is itself quality. Objectors to this view argued
thus. If an angle be a quality (1rOtOT7J~) like heat or cold, how can it be bisected,
say? It can in fact be divided; and, if things of which divisibility is an
essential attribute are varieties of quantum and not qualities, an angle cannot
be a quality. Further, the more and the less are the appropriate attributes of
quality, not the equal and the unequal; if therefore an angle were a quality,
we should have to say of angles, not that one is greater and another smaller"
but that one is more an angle and another less an angle, and that two angles
are not unequal but dissimilar (avojJ-owt). As a matter of fact, we are told by
Simplicius, 538,21, on Arist. De caelo that those who brought the angle under
the category of quale did call equal angles similar angles; and Aristotle
himself speaks of similar angles in this sense in De cado 296 b 20, 3II b 34.

3. Euclid and all who called an angle an inclination are held by Syrianus
to have classed it as a relation (TrPO~ n). Yet Euclid certainly regarded angles
as magnitudes; this is clear both from the earliest propositions dealing
specifically with angles, e.g. I. 9, 13, and also (though in another way) from
his describing an angle in the very next definition and always as contaimd
(1rEptEX0jJ-£Vy]) by the two lines forming it (Simon, Euclid, p. 28).

Proclus (i.e. in this case Syrianus) adds that the truth lies between these
three views. The angle partakes in fact of all those categories: it needs the
quantity involved in magnitude, thereby becoming susceptible of equality,
inequality and the like; it needs the quality given it by its form, and lastly
the relation subsisting between the lines or planes bounding it.

Ancient classification of'" angles."
An elaborate classification of angles given by Proclus (pp. 126,7-127,16)

may safely be attributed to Geminus. In order to show it by a diagram it
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will be necessary to make a convention about terms. Angles are to be under
stood under each class, "line-circumference" means an angle contained by a
straight line and an arc of a circle, "line-convex" an angle contained by a
straight line and a circular arc with convexity outwards, and so on in every
case.

Definitions of angle classified.

As for the point, straight line, and plane, so for the angle, Schotten gives
a valuable summary, classification and criticism of the different modern views
up to date (Inhalt und Methode des planimetrischen Unterrichts, II., 18)3,
pp. 94-183); and for later developments represented by Veronese reference
may be made to the second article (by Amaldi) in Questioni riguardanti
la geometria dementare (Bologna, 1900) already referred to.

With one or two exceptions, says Schotten, the definitions of an angle may
be classed in three groups representing generally the following views:

1. Tile angle is the difference ofdirection between two straight lmes. (With
this group may be compared Euclid's definition of an angle as an inclination.)

2. The angle is the quantity or amount (or the measure) of the rotation
necessar)' to bring one of its sides from its own position to that of the other side
without its moving out of tile plane containing both.

3· The angle is the portion of a plane included between two straight lines in
the plane which meet in a point (or two rays issuingfrom the point).

It is remarkable however that nearly all of the text-books which give
definitions different from those in group 2 add to them something pointing to
a connexion between an angle and rotation: a striking indication that the
essential nature of an angle is closely connected with rotation, and that a good
definition must take account of that connexion.

The definitions in the first group must be admitted to be tautologous, or
circular, inasmuch as they really presuppose some conception of an angle.
Direction-(as between two gil'en points) may no doubt be regarded as a primary
notion; and it may be defined as "the immediate relation of two points which
the ray enables us to realise" (Schotten). But" a direction is no intensive
magnitude, and therefore two directions cannot have any quantitative
difference" (Biirklen). Nor is direction susceptible of differences such as
those between qualities, e.g. colours. Direction is a singular entity: there
cannot be different sorts or degrees of direction. If we speak of "a different
direction," we use the word equivocally; what we mean is simply" another"
direction. The fact is that these definitions of an angle as a difference of
direction unconsciously appeal to something outside the notion of direction
altogether, to some conception equivalent to that of the angle itself.

Recent Italian views.

The second group of definitions are (says Amaldi) based on the idea of the
rotation of a straight line or ray in a plane about a point: an idea which,
logically formulated, may lead to a convenient method of introducing the
angle. But it must be made independent of metric conceptions, or of the
conception of congruence, so as to bring out first the notion of an angle, and
afterwards the notion of equal angles.

The third group of definitions satisfy the condition of not including metric
conceptions; but they do not entirely correspond to our intuitive conception
of an angle, to which we attribute the character of an entity in one dimension
(as Veronese says) with respect to the ray as element, or an entity in t11/0

12-2
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dimensions with reference to points as elements, which may be called an angular
sector. The defect is however easily remedied by considering the angle as
" the aggregate of the rays issuing from the vertex and comprised in the angular
sector."

Proceeding to consider the principal methods of arriving at the logical
formulation of the first superficial properties of the plane from which a
definition of the angle may emerge, Amaldi distinguishes two points of view
(I) the genetic, (2) the actual.

(I) From the first point of view we consider the cluster of straight lines
or rays (the aggregate of all the straight lines in a plane passing through a
point, or of all the rays with their extremities in that point) as generated by
the movement of a straight line or ray in the plane, about a point. This leads
to the postulation of a closed order, or circular disposition, of the straight lines
or rays in a cluster. Next comes the connexion subsisting between the
disposition of any two clusters whatever in one plane, and so on.

(2) Starting from the point of view of the actual, we lay the foundation
of the definition of an angle in the division of the plane into two parts (half
planes) by the straight line. Next, two straight lines (a, b) in the plane, inter
secting at a point 0, divide the plane into four regions which are called
angular sectors (convex) ; and finally the angle (ab) or (ba) may he defined as
the aggregate of the rays issuing from 0 and belonging to the angular sector
which has a and b for sides.

Veronese's procedure (in his Elementi) is as follows. He begins with the
first properties of the plane introduced by the following definition.

The figure given by all the straight lines joining the points of a straight
line l' to a point P outside it and by
the parallel to l' through P is called a
cluster of straight lines, a cluster of rays,
or a plane, according as we consider
the element of the figure itself to be the
straight line, the ray terminated at P,
or a point.

[It will be observed that this method of producing a plane involves using
the parallel to r. This presents no difficulty to Veronese because he has
previously defined parallels, without reference to the plane, by means of rqlex
or opposite figures, with respect to a point 0: "two straight lines are called
parallel, if one of them contains two points opposite to (or the reflex of) two
points of the other with respect to the middle point of a common transversal
(of the two lines)." He proves by means of a postulate that the parallel 1"

does belong to the plane Pr. Ingrami avoids the use of the parallel by
defining a plane as "the figure formed by the half straight lines which project
from an internal point of a triangle (i.e. a point on a line joining any vertex of
a three-side to a point of the opposite side) the points of its perimeter," and
then defi"1ing a cluster of rays as "the aggregate of the half straight lines in a
plane starting from a given point of the plane and passing through the points
of the perimeter of a triangle containing the point."]

Veronese goes on to the definition of an angle. "We call an angle a part
of' a cluster of rays, bounded by two rays (as the segment is a part of a straight
line bounded by two points).

"An angle of the cluster, the bounding rays of whz'ch are opposite, is called a
flat angle."

Then, after a postulate corresponding to postulates which he lays down for
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a recti/ineal segment and for a straight line, Veronese proves that all flat angles
are equal to one another.

,
" l

.!.
Hence he concludes that "the cluster of rays is a homogeneous linear

system in which the element is the ray instead of the point. The cluster
being a homogeneous linear system, all the propositions deduced from
[Veronese'sJ Post. I for the straight line apply to it, e.g.-that relative to
the sum and difference of the segments: it is only necessary to substitute
the ray for the point, and the angle for the segment."

DEFINITIONS IO, I I, 12.

10. ·OTav 8£ €UNia br' dlNiav uTa(h'iua TO.'> f.cI)€~'1e; ywvia'e; ruae; a;\>U7Aate;
7rOtij, opO~ f.KaTipa nov ruwv ywvuov £UTt, Kal ,; £ep€UT'YJKVl.a €VO€1.a KaO€TOe; KaA€I.Tat,
l~' .;jv leptUT't/K£V. .

I I. ' AJLf3A€l.a ywvia £UTlv ,; JL€iCwv opOije;.
12. ·O~€l.a 8£ ,; £Aauuwv opOije;.

10. When a straight line set up on a stra(f[ht line makes the adjacent angles
equal to one another, each of the equal angles is right, and the straight line
standing on the other is called a perpendicular to that on which it stands.

I I. An obtuse angle is an angle greater than a right angle.
12. An acute angle is an angle less than a right angle.
£ep€~e; is the regular term for adjacent angles, meaning literally" (next) in

order." I do not find the term used in Aristotle of angles, but he explains its
meaning in such passages as Physics VI. I, 231 b 8: "those things are (next)
in order which have nothing of the same kind (uvyyo,ie;) between them."

Ka(J€TOe;, perpendicular, means literally let fall: the full expression is perpen
dicular straight line, as we see from the enunciation of Eucl. I. I I, and the
notion is that of a straight line let fall upon the surface of the earth, a plumb
line. Proclus (p. 283, 9) tells us that in ancient times the perpendicular was
called gnomon-wise (KaTo. yvwJLova), because the gnomon (an upright stick) was
set up at right angles to the horizon.

The three kinds of angles are among the things which according to the
Platonic Socrates (Republic VI. 510 c) the geometer assumes and argues from,
declining to give any account of them because they are obvious. Aristotle
discusses the priority of the right angle in comparison with the acute (Metaph.
1084 b 7): in one way the right angle is prior, i.e. in being defined (bTL
UlptUTat) and by its notion (T4' AOYl(), in another way the acute is prior, i.e. as
being a part, and because the right angle is divided into acute angles; the
acute angle is prior as matter, the right angle in respect of form; d. also
Metapll. 1035 b 6, "the notion of the right angle is not divided into
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that of an acute angle, but the reverse; for, when defining an acute angle,
you make use of the right angle." Proclus (p. 133, 15) observes that it is by
the perpendicular that we measure the heights of figures, and that it is by
reference to the right angle that we distinguish the other rectilineal angles,
which are otherwise undistinguished the one from the other.

The Aristotelian Problems (16, 4, 913 b 36) contain an expression perhaps
worth quoting. The question discussed is why things which fall on the
ground and rebound make" similar" angles with the surface on both sides of
the point of impact; and it is observed that "the right angle is the limit
(;)po'» of the opposite angles," where however" opposite" seems to mean, not
"supplementary" (or acute and obtuse), but the equal angles made with the
surface on opposite sides of the perpendicular.

Proclus, after his manner, remarks that the statement that an angle less
than a right angle is acute is not true without qualification, for (I) the horn-like
angle (between the circumference of a circle and a tangent) is less than a
right angle, since it is less than an acute angle, but is not an acute angle, while
(2) the" angle of a semicircle" (between the arc and a diameter) is also less
than a right angle, but is not an acute angle.

. The existence of the right angle is of course proved in I. I I.

DEFIN ITION 13.

Opo'> £UT{V, ;) TtVO,> £UTt 7r'pa,>.
A boundary is that 'which is all extremity 0/ an),thing.
Aristotle also uses the words ;)po'> and 7r'pa, as synonymous. Cf. De gen.

atzimal. II. 6, 745 a 6, 9, where in the expression" limit of magnitude" first
one and then the other word is used.

Proclus (p. 136, 8) remarks that the word boundary is appropriate to the
origin of geometry, which began from the measurement of areas of ground
and involved the marking of boundaries.

DEFINITION 14.

'i.xYi/LU £U'Tt TO lJ1rc> Ttvo,> ~ TtVWV opwv 7r€PtExo/L€vo,', .
A figure is that 7i1hich is contained by any boundary or boundaries.
Plato in the Meno observes that roundness (UTpOyyvAoT7/'» or the round is a

"figure," and that the straight and many other things are so too; he then
inquires what there is common to all of them, in virtue of which we apply the
term "figure" to them. His answer is (76 A): "with reference to every
figure I say that that in which the solid terminates (TOVrO, d,> t TO unp€ov
7r€pa{vn) is a .figure, or, to put it briefly, a .figure is an extremity 0/ a solid."
The first observation is similar to Aristotle's in the Physics I. 5, 188 a 25,
where angle, straight, and circular are mentioned as genera of figure. In the
Categories 8~ 10 a 1 I, "figure" is placed with straightness and curvedness in
the category of quality. Here however "figure" appears to mean shape
(/LOP<P~) rather than" figure" in our sense. Coming nearer to "figure" in our
sense, Aristotle admits that figure is "a sort oj magnitude" (De anima III. I,

425 a 18), and he distinguishes plan/' .figures of two kinds, in language not
unlike Euclid's, as contained by straight and circular lines respectively: "every
plane figure is either rectilineal or formed by circular lines (7r€P'<p€pOypa/l-/l-ov),
and the rectilineal figure is contained by several lines, the circular by one
line" (De caelo II. 4, 286 b 13). He is careful to explain that a plane is not a
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figure, nor a figure a plane, but that a plane figure constitutes one notion and
is a species of the genus figure (Anal. post. II. 3, 90 b 37). Aristotle does not
attempt to define figure in general, in fact he says it would be useless: "From
this it is clear that there is one definition of soul in the same way as there is
one definition of figure; for in the one case there is no figure except the
triangle, quadrilateral, and so on, nor is there any soul other than those above
mentioned. A definition might be constructed which should apply to all
figures but not specially to any particular figure, and similarly with the
species of soul referred to. [But such a general definition would serve no
purpose.J Hence it is absurd here as elsewhere to seek a general definition
which will not be properly a definition of anything in existence and will not
be applicable to the particular irreducible species before us, to the neglect of
the definition which is so applicable" (De anima II. 3, 414 b 20-28).

Comparing Euclid's definition with the above, we observe that by intro
ducing boundary (Jpo<;) he at once excludes the straight which Aristotle classed
as figure; he doubtless excluded angle also, as we may judge by (I) Heron's
statement that" neither one nor two straight lines can complete a figure,"
(2) the alternative definition of a straight line as "that which cannot with
another line of the same species form a figure," (3) Geminus' distinction
between the line which forms a figure (aXYJP-aToiowllua) and the line which
extends indefinitely (br' J,7l"UpOIl €Kj3aAAOp-€IIYJ), which latter term includes a
hyperbola and a parabola. Instead of calling figure an extremit.)' as
Plato did in the expression "extremity (or limit) of a solid," Euclid
describes a figure as IIlat which has a boundary or boundaries. And lastly,
in spite of Aristotle's objection, he does attempt a general definition to
cover all kinds of figure, solid and plane. I t appears certain therefore that
Euclid's definition is entirely his own.

Another view of a figure, recalling that of Plato in Meno 76 A, is attributed
by Proclus (p. 143, 8) to Posidonius. The latter regarded the figure as the
confining extremity or limit (7l"€pa<; UvyKAEtOIl), "separating the notion of figure
from quantity (or magnitude) and making it the cause of definition, limitation,
and inclusion (TOll wp{uOaL Kat 7l"E7rEpaUOaL Kat Tij<; 7rEPWXij<;) . .. Posidonius thus
seems to have in view only the boundary placed round from outside, Euclid
the whole content, so that Euclid will speak of the circle as a figure in
respect of its whole plane (surface) and of its inclusion (from) without, whereas
Posidonius (makes it a figure) in respect of its circumference... Posidonius
wished to explain the notion of figure as itself limiting and confining magnitude."

Proclus observes that a logical and refining critic might object to Euclid's
definition as defining the genus from the species, since that which is enclosed
by one boundary and that which is enclosed by several are both species of
figure. The best answer to this seems to be supplied by the passage of
Aristotle's De anima quoted above.

DEFINITIONS 15, 16.

IS. KVKAO<; €UTt uxijp-a E7r{7rEOOII V7rO p-LOS ypap-p-ij<; 7rEpLEX6p-EIIOII [~ KaAEtTaL
7rEpL.p€puaJ, 7rPo<; ~V a.p' EVO<; UYJp-E{OV TlOII EVTO<; TOll ux:rip-aTO<; KUP-£VWII 7raUaL a1
7rPOU7r{7rTOVUaL EVOEtaL [7rPO<; ryv TOll KVKAov 7rEpL.p£pUaJlJ rUaL aAA~AaL<; Elu{v.

16. KEJlTPOJl Of TOll KVKAOV TO UYJP-EtOIl KaAErraL. .
IS. A circle is a plane figure contained by one lim such that all the straight

lines falling upon it from one point among those lying within tile figure are equal
to one another j

16. And the point is called the centre of the circle.
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The words';; KaAEtTat 1rEptep£pELa, "which is called the circuinference," and
1rpO~ Ti]v TOU KVKAOV 1rEptep£pELav, "to the circumference of the circle," are
bracketed by .Heiberg because, although the MSS. have them, they are
omitted in other ancient sources, viz. Proclus, Taurus, Sextus Empiricus and
Boethius, and Heron also omits the second gloss. The recently discovered
papyrus Herculanensis No. 1061 also quotes the definition without the words
in question, confirming Heiberg's rejection of them (see Heiberg in Hermes
XXXVIII., 1903, p. 47). The words were doubtless added in view of the
occurrence of the word "circumference" in Deff. 17, 18 immediately
following, without any explanation. But no explanation was needed. Though
the word 1rEptep£pELa does not occur in Plato, Aristotle uses it several times
(I) in the general sense of contour without any special mathematical signification,
(2) mathematically, with reference to the rainbow and the circumference, as
well as an arc, of a circle. Hence Euclid was perfectly justified in employing
the word in Deff. 17, 18 and elsewhere, but leaving it undefined as being a
word universally understood and not involving in itself any mathematical
conception. It may be added that an-Nairizi had not the bracketed words
in his text; for he comments on and tries to explain Euclid's omission to
define the circumference.

The definition itself contained nothing new in substance. Plato (Parme
miles 137 E) says: "Round is, I take it, that the extremes of which are every
way equally distant from the middle" (UTpoyyVAOV yE 1rOV iun TOUTO, o~ Jv TO.
luxaTa 1raVTaxfj a1rO TOU p.EUOV rUOv a1rEXy/). In Aristotle we find the following
expressions: "the circular (1rEptepEpoypap.p.ov) plane figure bounded by one
line" (De cado II. 4, 286 b 13-16); "the plane equal (i.e. extending equally

. all ways) from the middle" (E1rt1rEOOV TO (K TOU p.£<TOV r<TOv), meaning a
circle (Rhetoric III. 6, 1407 b 27); he also contrasts with the circle "any
other figure which has not the lines from the middle equal, as for example an
egg-shaped figure" (De caelo II. 4, 287 a 19). The word" centre" (Ki.VTpOV)
was also regularly used: d. Produs' quotation from the "oracles" (Aoyta),
"the centre from which all (lines extending) as far as the rim are equal."

The definition as it stands has no genetic character. It says nothing as to
the existence or non-existence of the thing defined or as to the method of
constructing it. It simply explains what is mean! by the word" circle," and
is a provisional definition which cannot be used until the existence of circles
is proved or assumed. Generally, in such a case, existence is proved by
actual construction; but here the possibility of constructing the circle as
defined, and consequently its existence, are postulated (Postulate 3). A genetic
definition might state that a circle is the figure described when a straight line,
always :-emaining in one plane, moves about one extremity as a fixed point
u'ntil it returns to its first position (so Heron, Def. 29).

Simplicius indeed, who points out that the distance between the feet of a
pair of compasses is a straight line from the centre to the circumference, will
have it that Euclid intended by this definition to show how to construct a
circle by the revolution of a straight line about one end as centre; and an
Nairizl points to this as the explanation (I) of Euclid's definition of a circle
as a plane figure, meaning the whole surface bounded by the circumference,
and not the circumference itself, and (2) of his omission to mention the
"circumference," since with this construction the circumference is not drawn
separately as a line. But it is not necessary to suppose that Euclid himself
did more than follow the traditional view; for the same conception of the
circle as a plane figure appears, as we have seen, in Aristotle. While, however,
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Euclid is generally careful to say the "circumference of a circle" when he means
the circumference, or an arc, only, there are cases where "circle" means
"circumference of a circle," e.g. in III. 10: "A circle does not cut a circle
in more points than two."

Heron, Proclus and Simplicius are all careful to point out that the centre
is not the only point which is equidistant from all points of the circumference.
The centre is the only point in the plane of tile circle ("lying within the figure,"
as Euclid says) of which this is true; any point not in the same plane which
is equidistant from all points of the circumference is a po/e. If you set up a
"gnomon" (an upright stick) at the centre of a circle (i.e. a line through the
centre perpendicular to the plane of the circle), its upper extremity is a pole
(Proclus, p. IS3, 3); the perpendicular is the locus of all such poles.

DEFINITION 17.

l!uap.ETpo<; S( TOU KVKAOV (TTtV dlNia TL<; S,o. TOU K(VTPOV .qYP.(V¥1 Kat 7rEpaTOV
P.(V'Y] bf>' £Ka.TEpa TO. P.(p'Y] lJ1ro Tfj<; Tol) KVKAOV 1I"EplepEpEta<;, ~Tl<; Kat S{Xa T£P.VEl TOV
KVKAOV. '

A diameter of the circle is any straight line drawn through tile cmtre and
terminated in both directions by the circumference of the circle, and such a straight
line also bisects the circle.

The last words, literally "which (straight line) also bisects the circle,"
are omitted by Simson and the editors who followed him. But they are
necessary even though they do not "belong to the definition" but only
express a'property of the diameter as defined. For, without this explanation,
Euclid would not have been justified in describing as a seml~circle a portion
of a circle bounded by a diameter and the circumference cut off by it.

Simplicius observes that the diameter is so called because it passes through
the whole surface of a circle as if measuring it, and also because it divides the
circle into two equal parts. He might however have added that, in general, it
is a line p<lssing through a figure where it is widest, as well as dividing it
equally:, thus in Aristotle TO. KaTo. Sla.P.ETpOV Kdp.Eva, "things diametrically
situated" in space, are at their maximum distance apart. Diameter was the
regular word in Euclid and elsewhere for the diameter of a square, and also
of a parallelogram; diagonal (Slaywvw<;) was a later term, defined by Heron
(Def. 68) as the straight line drawn from an angle to an angle.

Proclus (p. IS7, 10) says that Thales was the first to prove that a circle is
bisected by its diameter; but we are not told how he proved it. Proclus gives
as the reason of the property "the undeviating course of the straight line
through the centre" (a simple appeal to symmetry), but adds that, if it is
desired to prove it mathematically, it is only necessary to imagine the diameter
drawn and one part of the circle applied to the other; it is then clear that
they must coincide, for, if they did not, and one fell inside or outside the
other, the straight lines from the centre to the circumference would not all be
equal: which is absurd.

Saccheri's proof is worth quoting. It depends on three "Lemmas"
immediately preceding, (I) that two straight lines cannot enclose a space,
(2) that two straight lines cannot have one and the same segment common,
(3) that, if two straight lines meet at a point, they do not touch, but cut one
another, at it.

"Let MDHNKM be a circle, A its centre, MN a diameter. Suppose
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the portion MNKM of the circle turned about the fixed points M, 'N, so
that it ultimately comes near to or coincides with the remaining portion
MNHDM.

":rhen (i) the whole diameter MAN, with all
its points, clearly remains in the same position,
since otherwise two straight lines would enclose a
space (contrary to the first Lemma).

" (ii) Clearly no point K of the circumference M N
NKM falls within or outside the surface enclosed
by the diameter MANand the other part, NHDM,
of the circumference, since otherwise, contrary to K
the nature of the circle, a radius as AK would be
less or greater than another radius as A H. .

" (iii) Any radius M A can clearly be rectilineally produced only along a
single other radius AN, since otherwise (contrary to'the second Lemma) two
lines assumed straight, e.g. MAN, MAH, would have one and the same
common segment.

"(iv) All diameters of the circle obviously cut one another in the centre·
(Lemma 3 preceding), and they bisect one another there, by the general
properties of the circle.

"From all this it is manifest that the diameter MAN divides its circle
and the circumference of it just exactly into two equal parts, and the same
may be generally asserted for every diameter whatsoever of the same circle;
which was to be proved." .

.Simson observes that the property is easily deduced from Ill. !I and 24 ;

for it follows from III. 3 I that the two parts of the circle are "similar
segments" of a circle (segments containing equal angles, III. Def. II), and
from III. 24 that they are equal to one another.

DEFINITION 18.

'H/UKVKALOV D£ E<Tn TO 7rEptEX0jJ.EVOV <TX~jJ.a V7rO TE T~S DWjJ.ETpOV Kat ~S
a7rOAil/tf3avojJ.£v7JS V7r' aVT~s 7rEptcJ>EpEtas. KEVTpOV D( TOV 'YjiLtKVKAlov TO' aVTO, (;
Kat TOV KV~Aov EUTLV.

A semicircle is the figure contained by the diameter and the circumference cut
off by it. And the centre of the semicircle is the same as that of the circle.

The last words, "And the centre of the semicircle is the same as that
of the' circle," are added from Proclus to the definition as it appears in the
MSS. Scarburgh remarks that a semicircle has no centre, properly speaking,
and thinks that the words are not Euclid's, but only a note by Proclus. I am
however inclined to think that they are genuine, if only because of the very
futility of an observation added by Proclus. He explains, namely, that the
semicircle is the only plane figure that has its centre on its perimeter (l), "so
that you may conclude that the centre has three positions, since it may be
within the figure, as in the case of a circle, or on the perimeter, as with the
semicircle, or outside, as with some conic lines (the single-branch hyperbola
presumably)" !

Proclus and Simplicius point out that, in the order adopted by Euclid for
these definitions of figures, the first figure taken is that bounded by one line
(the circle), then follows that bounded by two lines (the semicircle), then the
triangle, bounded by three lines, and so on. Proclus, as usual, distinguishes
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different kinds of figures bounded by two liries (pp. 159, 14-160, 9). Thus
they may be formed

(I) by circumference and circumference, e.g. (0) those forming angles, as
a lune (TO p.'Y}vonO£s) and the figure included by two arcs with convexities
outward, and (b) the angle-less (dy";vtOv), as the figure included between two
concentric circles (the coronal);

(2) by circumference and straight line, e.g. the semicircle or segments of
circles (cit//LO£, is a name given to those less than a semicircle);

(3) by" mixed." line and "mixed" line, e.g. two ellipses cutting one
another;

(4) by" mixed" line and circumference, e.g. intersecting ellipse and
circle;

(5) by" mixed" line and straight line, e.g. half an ellipse.
Following Def. 18 in the MSS. is a definition of a segment of a circle which

was obviously interpolated from III. Def. 6. Proclus, Martianus Capella and
Boethius do not give it in this place, and it is therefore properly omitted.

DEFINITIONS 19, 20, 21.

I 9. :::Sx~p.aTa d,(}vypap.p.a f.un TO. tnI'D £Vllnwv 7l'£pt£xop.£va, Tp{7l'A.£vpa p.f:V
TO. {,7l'O TpU;)V, T£Tpa7l'A.wpa of: TO. tJ7I'O T£CTuapwv, 7l'0A.V7l'A.£vpa of: TO. {,7l'O lI'A.nDvwv ~

T£U(1'(lPWV dlhtwv 7l'£pt£xop.£va.
20. Twv of: Tptll'A.£tJpWV UX'Y}p.aTWv luDlI'A.£vpov p.f:V Tp{yWVOV f.un TO TO., TP£/S

iua, EXOV lI'A.wpo.s, luouK£A.f., of. TO TO.> OVO p.ova, iua, EXOV 7f'AWpa" uKaA'Y}vov of:
TO TO., Tp£L, av{uov, EXOV 7l'A£VpOS..

21. "En of. TWV Tptll'A£VpWV UX'Y}p.aTWV op()oyWVtOv p.f.V Tp'ywvDv f.un TO EXOV
op()~v ywv{av, ap.(3AvyWvtOV of: TO EXOV dp.f3A£Lav ywv{av, o~vyWVtOv of: TO TO., Tp£L,
o!;£{a, EXOV ywv{a,.

19. Rectilineal figures are those which are contained by straigl/t litles,
trilateral.figures being those contained by three, quadrilateral those contained by
four, and multilateral those contained by more than four straight lines.

20. Of trilateral.figures. an equilateral triangle is that which has its three
sides equal, an isosceles triangle that which lias two of its ~'ides alone equal, and
a scalene triangle that which has its three sides unequal.

2 I. Furtller, tJj trilateral.figures, a right-angled triangle is that 'Uihich has
a right angle, an obtuse-angled. triangle tltat which has an obtuse angle, alld an
acute-angled triangle that which has its three angles acute.

19·

The latter part of this definition, distinguishing three-sided, jour-sidtd and
many-sided figures, is probably due to Euclid himself, since the words
Tp{7l'A£VpOV, T£Tpall'A£VpOV and 1I'0AVlI'AEVpOV do not appear in Plato or Aristotle
(only in one passage of the Mechanics and of the Problems respectively does
even T£Tpo.lI'A£VpOV, quadrilateral, occur). By his use of T£Tpall'A.£vpov,
quadrilateral, Euclid seems practically to have put an end to any ambiguity
in the use by mathematicians of the word T£TpOywvov, literally" four-angled
(figure)," and to have got it restricted to the square. .Cf. note on Def. 22.

20.

Isosceles (luouK£A-r/" with equal legs) is used by Plato as well as Aristotle.
Scalene (uKaA'Y}vo" with the varient UKQA'Y}V-r/') is used by Aristotle of a triangle
with no two sides equal: cr. also Tim. Locr. 98 B. Plato, Euthyphro 12 D,
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applies the term" scalene" to an odd number in contrast to "isosceles" used
of an even number. Proclus (p. 168, 24) seems to connect it with aKa{w, to
limp; others make it akin to aKoAuj~, crooked, aslant. Apollonius uses the
same word "scalene" of an oblique circular cone.

Triangles are classified, first with reference to their sides, and then with
reference to their angles. Proclus points out that seven distinct species of
triangles emerge: (I) the equilateral triangle, (2) three species of isosceles
triangles, the right-angled, the obtuse-angled and the acute-angled, (3) the
same three varieties of scalene triangles.

Proclus gives an odd reason for the dual classification according to sides
and angles, namely that Euclid was mindful of the fact that it is not every
triangle that is trilateral also. He explains this statement by reference
(p. 165, 22) to a figure which some called barb-like (aKL3o£t37j~) while
~enodorus called it hollow-angled (KOtAoyWVLO~).. Proclus mentions it again
In his note on I. 22 (p. 328, 21 sqq.) as one of the paradoxes of geometry,
observing that it is seen in the figure of that proposition. This" triangle" is
merely a quadrilateral with a re-entrant angle; and the idea that
it has only three angles is due to the non-recognition of the A
fourth angle (which is greater than two right angles) as being an
angle at all. Since Proclus speaks of the four-sliled triangle as
"one of the paradoxes in geometry," it is perhaps not safe to
assume that the misconception underlying the expression existed
in the mind of Proclus alone; but there does not seem to be any evidence
that Zenodorus called the figure in question a triangle (cf. Pappus, ed.
Hultsch, pp. II54, 1206).

DEFINITION 22.

Twv 3£ TfiTpa1rAWpWV aX'¥Jp.aTwv T£Tpaywvov p.tv Eanv, 8 la61rAwp6v ·Tt EaTL
Kat lJp80ywvLOV, Enpop.'¥JK£~ 3E, () lJp80ywVLOV P.EV, OVK \T01rAWPOV U, pop.f3o~ 3E, 8
lao1rA£vpOV p.iv, OVK lJp80YWVLOV U, pop.f3o£L3'£~ 3'£ TO Ta~ a1r£VaVT{OV 1rA£VpaS T£ Kat
ywv{a~ iaa~ a.u.~AaL~ EXOl', 8 olln ia61rAWpOV <aTLV oun lJp80YWVLOV' Ta 3£ 1rapa
TaVTa T£Tpa1rAEVpa Tpa1rE{La KaA£{o8w.

Ofquadnlateralfigures, a square is that which is both equilateral and right-
~ angled; an oblong that which is right-angled but not equilateral; a rhombus

that which is equllateral but not right-angled .. and a rhomboid that which has
its opposite sliles and angles equal to one another but is neither ('quilateral nor
right-angled. And let quadrilaterals other than these be called trapezia.

T£Tpaywvov was already a square with the Pythagoreans (cf. Aristotle,
Metaph. 986 a 26), and it is so most commonly in Aristotle; but in De anima
II. 3, 414' b 31 it seems to be a quadrilateral, and in Metaph. 1054 b 2,
"equal and equiangular T£TpaywVQ," it cannot be anything else but quadri
lateral if "equiaQgular" is to have any sense. Though, by introducing
T£Tpa1rAWpOV for any quadrilateral, Euclid enabled ambiguity to be avoided,
there seem to be traces of the older vague use of T£TpayWl'Ov in much later
writers. Thus Heron (Def. 104) speaks of a cube as "contained by six equi
lateral and equiangular T£Tpdywva" and Proclus (p. 166, 10) adds to his
remark about the" four-sided triangle" that" you might have T£Tpaywva with
more than the four sides," where nTpayWl'Q can hardly mean squares.

ETfipOP.'¥JK£~, oblong (with sides of different length), is also a Pythagorean term.
The word right-angled (l,p8oywvwv) as here applied to quadrilaterals

must mean rec'tangular (i.e., practically, having all its angles right angles);
for, although it is tempting to take the word in the same sense for a
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square as for a triangle (i.e. "having one right angle "), this will not do in the
case of the oblong, which, unless it were stated that three of its angles are
right angles, would not be sufficiently defined.

If it be objected, as it was by Todhunter for example, that the definition
of a square assumes more than is necessary, since it is sufficient that, being
equilateral, it should have one right angle, the answer is that, as in other cases,
the superfluity does not matter from Euclid's point of view; on the contrary,
the more of the essential attributes of a thing that could be included in its
definition the better, provided that the existence of the thing defined and its
possession of all those attributes is proved before the definition is actually
used; and Euclid does this in the case of the square by construction in I. 46,
making no use of the definition before that proposition.

The word rhombus (pop.f3o,» is apparently derived from P£p.f3w, to turn
round and round, and meant among other things a spinning-top. Archimedes
uses the term solid rllombus to denote a solid figure made up of two right
cones with a common circular base and vertices turned in opposite directions.
We can of course easily imagine this solid generated by spinning; and, if the
cones were equal, the section through the common axis would be a plane
rhombus, which would also be the apparent form of the spinning solid to the
eye. The difficulty in the way of supposing the plane figure to have been
named after the solid figure is that in Archimedes the cones forming the solid
are not necessarily equal. It is however possible that the solid to which the
name was originally given was made up of two equal cones, that the plane
rhombus then received its name from that solid, and that Archimedes, in
taking up the old name again, extended its signification (ef. J. H. T. Miiller,
Beitrage zur Terminologie' der griecllischen Mathematiker, 1860, p. 20).

Proclus, while he speaks of a rhombus as being like a shaken, i.e. deformed,
square, and of a rhomboid as an oblong that has been moved, tries to explain
the rhombus by reference to the appearance of a spinning square ('T£Tpa:ywvov
poP.f30VftEVOV).

It is true that the definition of a rhomboid says more than is necessary in
describing it as having its opposite sides and angles equal to one another.
The answer to the objection is the same as the answer to the similar objection
to the definition of a square.

Euclid makes no use in the Elements of the oblong, the rhombus, the
rhomboid, and the trapezium. The explanation of his inclusion of definitions
of the first three is no doubt that they were taken from earlier text-books.
From the words "let quadrilaterals other than these be called trapezia," we
may perhaps infer that this was a new name or a new application of an old
name.

As Euclid has not yet defined parallel lines and does not anywhere
define a parallelogram, he is not in a position to make the more elaborate
classification of quadrilaterals attributed by Proclus to Posidonius and
appearing also in Heron's Definitions. It may be shown by the following
diagram, distinguishing seven species of quadrilaterals.

,
non-parallelograms

r----L1
•-----,

two sides parallel no sides parallel
(trapezium) (trapezoid) .
r--.L-----,

isosceles trapezium scalene trapezium

Quadrilaterals
[

r
parallelograms

r---.L------,
rectangular non-rectangular

I I .
,--L--, r--..L-,

square oblong rhombus rhomboid
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It will be observed that, while Euclid in the above definition classes as
trapezia all quadrilaterals other than squares, oblongs, rhombi, and rhomboids,
the word is in this classification restricted to quadrilaterals having two sides
(only) parallel, and trapezoid is used to denote the rest. Euclid appears to
have used trapezium in the restricted sense of a quadrilateral with two sides
parallel in his book 1TEpi SW.tpECT£(J)V (on divisions of figures). Archimedes
uses,it in the same sense, but in one place describes it more precisely as a
trapttium with its two sides parallel.

DEFINITION 23.

IIapa.AA:1JAo[ Elcnv EV8ELat, arTtVE~ £V Tei> aVTei> £7rt1TE8Cf! o~uaL Kat £K{3aAA6/LEvaL
El~ c11rEtpov £cf; £Kanpa TO. /LEpTJ £1rt J1:1JSETEpa CTV/L1r[1rTOVaW &.>..A~Aat~.

Parallel straight lilles are straight lilles 'which, bebzg in the same plane and
being produced indefinitely in both dzrections, do not meet one another in either
direction.

IIapa.AATJAo~ (alongside one another) written in one word does not appear
in Plato; but with Aristotle it was already a familiar term.

Ei~ U1rEtpOV cannot be translated "to infinity" because these words might
seem to suggest a region or place infinitely distant, whereas El~ a1rEtpov, which
seems to be used indifferently with E1r' <'f1rEtpOV, is adverbial, meaning "without
limit," i.e. "indefinitely." Thus the expression is used of a magnitude being
"infinitely divisible," or of a series of terms extending without limit.

In both directions, Ecf>' £KaTEpa TO. fJ-EpTJ, literally "towards both the parts"
where "parts" must be used in the sense of "regions" (cf Thuc. II. 96).

It is clear that with Aristotle the general notion of parallels was that of
straight lines whzch do not meet, as in Euclid: thus Aristotle discusses the
question whether to think that parallels do meet should be called a
geometrical or an ungeometrical error (Anal. post. 1. 12, 77 b 22), and (more
interesting still in relation to Euclid) he observes that there is nothing
surprising .in different hypotheses leading to the same error, as one might
cc-mdude that parallels meet by starting from the assumption, either (a) that
the interior (angle) is greater than the exterior, or (b) that the angles of a
triangle make up more than two right angles (Anal. prior. n. 17, 66 a II).

Another definition is attribut~d by Proclus to Posidonius, who said that
"parallel lilles are those which, (being) ttl one plane, neither converge nor diverge,
but have all the perl'endzi:ulars equal which are drawn from the points 0/ one
line to the other, while such (straight lines) as make the perpendiculars less and
less continually do converge to one another; for the perpendicular is enough
to define (opi'Etv OVVaTaL) the heights of areas and the distances between lines.
For this reason, when the perpendiculars are equal, the distances between the
straight lines are equal, but when they become greater and less, the interval is
lessened, and the straight lines converge to one another in the direction in
which the less perpendiculars are" (Proclus, p. 176, 6 - 17).

Posidonius' definition, with the explanation as to distances between straight
lines, their convergence and divergence, amounts to the definition quoted by
Simplicius (an-Nairizi, p. 25, ed. Curtze) which described straight lines as
parallel if,'when they are produced indefinitely both ways, the distance betwefll
them, or the perpendicular drawn from either of them to the other, is always
equal and not different. To the objection that it should be proved that the
distance between two parallel lines is the perpendicular to them Simplicius
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replies that the definition will do equally well if all mention of the perpen
dicular be omitted and it be merely stated that the distance remains equal,
although" for proving the matter in 'question it is necessary to say that one
straight line is perpendicular to both" (an-Nairizi, ed. Besthorn-Heiberg, p. 9)'
He then quotes the definition of "the philosopher Aganis": ," Parallel
straight lines are straight lines, situated in the same plane, the distance between
which, if they are produced indefinitely in both directions at the same time, is
everywhere the same." (This definition forms the basis of the attempt of
"Aganis" to prove the Postulate of Parallels.) On the definition Simplicius
remarks that the words "situated in the same plane" are perhaps unnecessary,
since, if the distance between the lines is everywhere the same, and one does
not incline at all towards the other, they must for that reason be in the same
plane. He adds that the "distance" referred to in the definition is the
shortest line which joins things disjoined. Thus, between .point and point,
the distance is the straight line joining them; between a point and a straight
line or between a point and a plane it is the perpendicular drawn from the point
to the line or plane; "as regards the distance between two lines, that distance
is, if the lines are parallel, one and the same, equal to itself at all places on
the lines, it is the shortest distance and, at all places on the lines, perpendicular
to both" (ibid. p. 10).

Tb-e same idea occurs in a quotation by Proclus (p. 177, II) from
Geminus. As part of a classification of lines which do not meet he observes:
" Of lines wh.ich do not meet, some are in one plane with one another, others
n.ot. Of those which meet and are in one plane, sOllie are always tlte same
distance from one anotller, others lessen the distance continually, as the hyper
bola (approaches) the straight line, and the conchoid the straight line (i.e. the
asymptote in each case). For these, while the distance is being continually
lessened, are continually (in the position of) not meeting, though they converge
to one another; they never converge entirely, and this is the most paradoxical
theorem in geometry, since it shows that the convergence of some lines is non
convergent. But of lines which are always an equal distance apart, those
which are straight and never make the (distance) between them smaller, and
which are in one plane, are parallel."

Thus the equidistance-theory of parallels (to which we shall return) is very
fully represented in antiquity. I seem also to see traces in Greek writers of a
conception equivalent to the vicious direction-theory which has been adopted
in so many modern text-books. Aristotle has an interesting, though obscure,

.allusion in Anal. prior. II. 16, 65 a 4 to a petitio principii committed by "those
who think that they draw parallels" (or "establish the theory of parallels,"
which is a possible translation of TO.'; 1rapaAA~AOV<; ypo.<!ml'): "for they lJE
consciously assume such things as it is not possible to demonstrate if parallels
do not exist." It is clear from this that there was a vicious circle in the then
current theory of parallels; something which depended for its truth on the
properties of parallels was assumed in the actual proof of those properties,
e.g. that the three angles of a triangle make up two right angles. This is not
the case in Euclid, and the passage makes it clear that it was Euclid himself
who got rid of the petilio principii in earlier text-books by formulating and
premising before I. 29 the famous Postulate 5, which must ever be regarded
as among the most epoch-making achievements in the domain of geometry.
But one of the commentators on Aristotle, Philoponus, has a note on the
above passage purporting to give the specific character of the petitio principii
alluded to; and it is here that a direction-theo~:Lof parallels may be hinted at,
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whether Philoponus is or is not right in supposing that this was what Aristotle
had in mind. Philoponus says: "The same thing is done by those who draw
parallels, namely begging the original question; for they will have it that it is
possible to draw parallel straight lines from the meridian circle, and they
assume a point, so to say, falling on the plane of that circle and thus they
draw the straight lines. And what was sought is thereby assumed; for he
who does not admit the genesis of the parallels will not admit the point
referred to either." What is meant is, I think, somewhat as follows. Given
a straight line and a point through which a parallel to it is to be drawn, we
are to suppose the given straight line placed in the plane of the meridian.
Then we are told to draw through the given point another straight line in the
plane of the meridian (strictly speaking it should be drawn in a plane parallel
to the plane of the meridian, but the idea is that, compared with the size of
the meridian circle, the distance between the point and the straight line is
negligible); and this, as I read Philoponus, is supposed to be equivalent to
assuming a very distant point in the meridian plane and joining ~he given
point to it. But obviously no ruler would stretch to such a point, and the
objector would say that we cannot really direct a straight line to the assumed
distant point except by drawing it, without more ado, parallel to the given
straight line. And herein is the pttitio principii. I a~ confirmed in seeing
in Philoponus an allusion to a direction-theory by a,·remark of Schottel',) on a
similar Jeference to the meridian plane supposed to be used by advocates of
that theory. Schotten is arguing that direction is not in itself a conception
such that you can predicate one direction of two different lines. " If anyone
should reply that nevertheless many lines can be conceived which all have the
direction from north to south," he replies that this represents only a nominal,
not a real, identity of direction.

Coming now to modern times, we may classify under three groups
practically. all the different definitions that have been given of parallels
(Schotten, op. cit. II. p. 188 sqq.).

(I) Parallel straight lines ha7'e no point common, under which general
conception the following varieties of statement may be included:

(a) they do I/ot CIt! Otte another,
(b) they meet at infinity, or
(c) they have a common point at infinity.
(2) Parallel straigllt lint's have the same, or like, direction or directions,

under which class of definitions must be included all those which introduce
transversals and say that the parallels make t'qual angles with a transversal.

(3) Parallel stmight lines llave the distance between them constallt;
with which group we may connect the attempt to explain a parallel as the
geometrical locus of allpoil/ts 10hich are equidistant from a stmight line.

But the three points of view have a good deal in common; some of them
lead easily to the others. Thus the idea of the lines havipg no point common
led to the notion of their having a common point at infinity, through the
influence of modern geometry seeking to embrace different cases under one
cqnception; and then again the idea of the lines having a common point at
infinity might suggest their having the same direction. The" non-secant"
idea. would also naturally lead to that of equidistance (3), since our
observation shows that it is things which come nearer to one another that
tend to meet, and hence, if lines are not to meet, the obvious thing is to see
that they shall not come nearer, i.e. shall remain the same dis.tance apart.
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We will now take the three groups in order.
(I) The first observation of Schotten is that the varieties of this group

which regard parallels as (a) meeting at infinity or (b) having a common
point at infinity (first mentioned apparently by Kepler, 16°4, as a "fac;on de
parler" and then used by Desargues, 1639) are at least unsuitable definitions
for elementary text-books. How do we know that the lines cut or meet at
infinity? We are not entitled to assume either that they do or that they do
not, because "infinity" is outside our field of observation and we cannot verify
either. As Gauss says (letter to Schumacher), "Finite man cannot claim to
be able to regard the infinite as something to be grasped by means of ordinary
methods of observation." Steiner, in speaking of the rays passing through a
point and successive points of a straight line, observes that as the point of
intersection gets further away the ray moves continually in one and the same
direction (" nach einer und derselben Richtung hin"); only in one position,
that in which it is parallel to the straight line, "there is no real cutting"
between the ray and the straight line; what we have to say is that the ray is
"directed towards the infinitely distant point on the straight lifle." It is true
that higher geometry has to assume that the lines do meet at infinity: whether
such lines exist in nature or not does not matter (just as we deal with "straight
lines" although there is no such thing as a straight line). But if two lines do
not cut at any finite distance, may not the same thing be true at infinity also?
Are lines conceivable which would not cut even at infinity but always remain
at the same distance from one another even there? Take the case of a line
of railway. Must the two rails meet at infinity so that a train could not stand
on them there (whether we could see it or not makes no difference)? It

. seems best therefore to leave to higher geometry the conception of infinitely
distant points on a line and of two straight lines meeting at infinity, like
imaginary points of intersection, and, for the purposes of elementary geometry,
to rely on the plain distinction between "parallel" and "cutting" which
average human intelligence can readily grasp. This is the method adopted
by Euclid in his definition, which of course belongs to the group (I) of
definitions regarding parallels as non-secant.

It is significant, I think, that such authorities as Ingrami (Elementi di
geometria, 1904) and Enriques and Amaldi (Elementi di geometria, 1905),
after all the discussion of principles that has taken place of late years, give
definitions of parallels equivalent to Euclid's: "those straight lines in a plane
which have not any point in common are called parallels." Hilbert adopts
the same point of view. Veronese, it is true, takes a different line. In his
great work Fondamenti di geometn"a, 1891, he had taken a ray to be parallel to
another when a point at infinity on the second is situated on the first; but he
appears to have come to the conclusion that this definition was unsuitable for
his Elementi. He avoids however giving the Euclidean definition of parallels
as "straight lines in a plane which, though produced indefinitely, never meet,"
because" no one has ever seen two straight lines of this sort," and because
the postulate generally used in connexion with this definition is not evident in
the way that, in the field of our experience, it is evident that only one straight
line can pass through two points. Hence he gives a different definition, for
which he claims the advantage that it is independent of the plane. It is
based on a definition of figures "opposite to one another with respect to a
point " (or rfjiex figures). "Two figures are opposite to one another with
respect to a point 0, e.g. the figures ABC ... and A'B' C' ..., if to every point
of the one there corresponds one sole point of the other, and if the segments

H. E. I',)
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OA, OB, OC, ... joining the points of one figure to 0 are respectively equal
and opposite to the segments OA', OB', OC', ... joining to 0 the corresponding
points of the second": then, a transversal of two straight lines being any
segment having as its extremities one point of one line and one point of the
other, "two straight lines are called parallel if one of them contains two points
opposite to two points of the other with respect to the middle point of a common
transversal." It is true, as Veronese says, that the parallels so defined and the
parallels of Euclid are in substance the same; but it can hardly be said that
the definition gives as good an idea of the essential nature of parallels as does
Euclid's. Veronese has to prove, of course, that his parallels have no point in
common, and his "Postulate of Parallels" can hardly be called more evident
than Euclid's: "If two straight lines are parallel, they are figures opposite to
one another with respect to the middle points of all their transversal segments."

(2) The direction-theory.
The fallacy of this theory has nowhere been more completely exposed

than by C. L. Dodgson (Euclid and his modern Rivals, 1879). According to
Killing (Einfiihrung in die Grundlagtn der Geomelrie, I. p. 5) it would appear
to have originated with no less a person than Leibniz. In the text-books
which employ this method the notion of direction appears to be regarded as a
primary, not a derivative notion, since no definition is given. But we ought
at least to know how the same direction or like directions can be recognised
when two different straight lines are in question. But no answer to this
question is forthcoming. The fact is that the whole idea as applied to non
coincident straight lines is derived from knowledge of the properties of
parallels; it is a case of explaining a thing by itself. The idea of parallels
being in the same direction perhaps arose from the conception of an angle as
a df.fftrence of direction (the hollowness of which has already been exposed) ;
sameness of direction for parallels follows from the same "difference of
direction" which both exhibit relatively to a third line. But this is not
enough. As Gauss said (Werke, IV. p. 365), "If it [identity of direction] is
recognised by the equality of the angles formed with one third straight line,
we do not yet know without an antecedent proof whether this same equality

,will also be found in the angles formed with a fourth straight line" (and any
number of other transversals); and in order to make this theory of parallels
valid, so far from getting rid of axioms such as Euclid's, you would have to
assume as an axiom what is much less axiomatic, namely that "straight lines
which make equal corresponding angles with a certain transversal do so with
any transversal" (Dodgson, p. 101). .

(3) In modern times the conception of parallels as equidistant straight
lines was practically adopted by Clavius (the editor of Euclid, born at
Bamberg, 1537) and (according to Saccheri) by Borelli (Euclides restitu/us,
1658) although they do not seem to have defined paraUels in this way.
Saccheri points out that, before such a definition can be used, it has to
be proved that "the geometrical locus of points equidistant from a straight
line is a straight line." To do him justice, Clavius saw this and tried to
prove it: he makes out that the locus is a straight line according to the
definition of Euclid, because "it lies evenly with respect to all the points
on it"; but there is a confusion here, because such "evenness" as the locus
has is with respect to the straight line from which its points are equidistant,
and there is nothing to show that it possesses this property with respect
to itself. In fact the theorem cannot be proved without a postulate.
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POSTULATE r.

1.95

'HLTr/U(JW all'o lI'avT()~ UYJ/J.EI.OV bTt miv 07Jp-E'iOV EVOE'iav ypap-p-~v ayaYE'iv.
Let the followitlg be,postulated: to draw a straight line from any point to

any point.

From any point to allY point. In general statements of this kind
the Greeks did not say, as we do, "allY point," "any triangle" etc., but
"every point," "every triangle" and the like. Thus the words are here
literally "from every point to every point." Similarly the first words of
Postulate 3 are" with every centre and distance," and the enunciation, e.g., of
1. 18 is "In every triangle the greater side subtends the greater angle."

It will be remembered that, according to Aristotle, the geometer must in
general assume what a thing is, or its definition, but must prove that it is,
i.e. the existence of the thing corresponding to the definition: only in the case
of the two most primary things, points and lines, does he assume, without
proof, both the definition and the existence of the thing defined. Euclid has
indeed no separate assumption affirming the existence ofpoints such as we find
nowadays in text-books like those of Veronese, Ingrami, Enriques, "there exist
distinct points" or "there exist an infinite number of points." But, as re
gards the only lines dealt with in the ElemCllts, straight lines and circles,
existence is asserted in Postulates I and 3 respectively. Postulate I however
does much more than (I) postulate the existence of straight lines. It is
(2) an answer to a possible objector who should say that you cannot, with the
imperfect instruments at your disposal, draw a mathematical straight line at all,
and consequently (in the words of Aristotle, Anal. post. I. 10, 76 b 41) that
the geometer uses false hypotheses, since he calls a line a foot long when it is
not or straight when it is not straight. It would seem (if Gherard's translation
is right) that an-Nairjzj saw that one purpose of the Postulate was to refute
this criticism: "the utility of the first three postulates is (to ensure) that the
weakness of our equipment shall not prevent (scientific) demonstration"
(ed. Curtze, p. 30). The fact is, as Aristotle says, that the geometer's demon
stration is not concerned with the particular imperfect straight line which he
has drawn, but with the ideal straight line of which it is the imperfect
representation. Simplicius too indicates that the object of the Postulate is
'rather to enable the drawing of a mathematical straight line to be imagined
than to assert that it can actually be realised in practice: "he would be a
rash person who, taking things as they actually are, should postulate the
drawing of a straight line from Aries to Libra."

There is still something more that must be inferred from the Postulate
combined with the definition of a straight line, namely (3) that the straight
line joining two points is unique: in other words that, if l7iJO straight lines
("rectilineal segments," as Veronese would call them) have the same extremities,
they must coincide throughout their length. The omission of Euclid to state
this in so many words, though he assumes it in 1.4, is no doubt answerable for
the interpolation in the text of the equivalent assumption that two straight
lines cannot enclose a space, which has constantly appeared in MSS. and editions
of Euclid, either among Axioms or Postulates. That Postulate I included it,
by conscious implication, is even clear from Proclus' words in his note on I. 4
(p. 239, 16): "therefore two straight lines do not enclose a space, and it was
with knowledge of this fact that the writer of the Elements said in the first of
his Postulates, to draw a straight line from any point to any point, implying
that it is one straigh,t .line which would always join the two points, not two."

13-2
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B~C
B~C

A

Proclus attempts in the same note (p. 239) to prove that two straight lines
cannot enclose a space, using as his basis the definition of the diameter of a
circle and the theorem, stated in it, that any diameter divides the circle into
two equal parts.

Suppose, he says, ACB, ADB to be two straight lines enclosing a space.
~oduce them (beyond B) indefinitely. With centre B
and distance AB describe a circle, cutting the lines so
produced in F, E respectively.

Then, since ACBF, ADBE are both diameters
cutting off semi-circles, the arcs AE, AEF are equal: A.''_ __
which is impossible. Therefore etc.

It will be observed, however, that the straight lines
produced are assumed to meet the circle given in two
dijferent points E, F, whereas, for anything we know, .
E, F might coincide and the straight lines have three common points. The
proof is therefore delusive.

Saccheri gives a different proof. From EuClid's definition of a straight
line as that which lies evenly with its points he infers that, when
such a line is turned about its two extremities, which remain fixed,
all the points on it must remain throughout in the same position, and
cannot take up different positions as the revolution proceeds. " In
this view of the straight line the truth of the assertion that two
straight lines do not enclose a space is obviously involved. In fact,
if two lines are given which enclose a space, and of which the two
points A and X are the common extremities, it is easily shown that
neither, or else only one, of the two lines is straight."

It is however better to assume as a postulate the fact, inseparably
connected with the idea of a straight line, that there exists only om straight
line containing t1.00 given points, or, if two straight lines have two points in
common, they cOli/cide throughout.

POSTULATE 2.

Kat 1reTrEpaup.Ev"Iv EME'iav KaTU TO Ul!VEX£<; €1r' EMEta<; €K{3aAE'iv.
To produce a finite straight line continuously in a straight line.
I translate 1rE1rEpaup.EV"lv by fillite, because that is the received equivalent,

and because any alternative word such as limited, terminated, if applied to a
straight line, would equally fail to express what modern Italian geometers aptly
call a recti/ineal segment, that is, a straight line having two extremities.

Just as Post. I,asserting the possibility of drawing a straight line from any
one point to another must be held to declare at the same time that the
straight line so drawn is unique, so Post. 2 maintaining the possibility of
pro<;lucing a finite straight line (a "rectilineal segment") continuously in a
straight line must also be held to assert that the straight line can only be
produced in one way at either end, or that the produced part in either
direction is unique; in other words, that two straight lines cannot have a
common segment. This latter assumption is not expressly appealed to by
Euclid until XI. I. But it is needed at the very beginning of Book I. Proclus
(p. 214, 18) says that Zeno of Sidon, an Epicurean, maintained that the very
first proposition I. I requires it to be admitted that" two straight lines cannot
have the same segments"; otherwise A C, B C might meet before they arrive
at C and have the rest of their length common, in which case the actual
triangle formed by them and AB would not be equilateral. The assumption
that two straight lines cannot have a common segment is certainly necessary
in I. 4, where one side of one 'triangle is placed on that side of the other
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triangle which is equal to it, and it is inferred that the two coincide throughout
their length: this would by no means follow if two straight lines could have a
common segment. Proclus (p. 215, 24), while observing that Post. 2 clearly
indicates that the produced portion must be one, attempts to prove it, but
unsuccessfully. Both he and Simplicius practically
use the same argument. Suppose, says Proclus,
that the straight lines AC, AD have AB as a
common segment. With centre B and radius BA
describe a circle (Post. 3) meeting A C, AD in Af-------.:c=::-----ID
C, D. Then, since ABC is a straight line through B
the centre, AEC is a semi-circle. Similarly, ABD
being a straight line through the centre, AED is a
semi-circle. Therefore AEC is equal to AED:
which is impossible.

Proclus observes that Zeno would object to this proof as really depending
on the assumption that "two circumferences (of circles) cannot have one
portion common"; for this, he would say, is assumed in the common proof
by superposition of the. fact that a circle is bisected by a diameter, since that
proof takes it for granted that, if one part of the circumference cut off by the
diameter, when applied to the other, does not coincide with it, it must neces
sarily fall either entirely outside or entirely inside it, whereas there is nothing
to prevent their coinciding, not altogether, but in part only; and, until you
really prove the bisection of a circle by its diameter, the above proof is not
valid. Posidonius is represented as having derided Zeno for not seeing that
the proof of the bisection of a circle by its diameter goes on just as well if the
circumferences fail to coincide in part only. But the true objection to the
proof above given is that the proof of the bisection of a circle by any diameter
itselfassumes that two straight lines cannot have a common segment; for, if
we wish to draw the diameter of a circle which has its extremity at a given point
of the circumference we have to join the latter point to the centre (Post. I) and
then to produce the straight line so drawn till it meets the circle again (Post. 2),
and it is necessary for the proof that the produced part shall be unique.

Saccheri adopted the proper order when he gave, first the proposition that
two straight lines cannot have a common segment, and after that the
proposition that any diameter of a circle bisects the circle and its circumference.

Saccheri's proof of the former is very interesting as showing the thorough
ness of his method, if not at the end entirely convincing. It is in five stages
which I shall indicate shortly, giving the full argument of the first only.

Suppose, if possible, that AX is a common segment of both the straight
lines AXB, AXe, in one plane, produced beyond
X. Then describe about X as centre, with radius
XB or XC, the arc BMC, and draw through X to
any point on it the straight line XM.

(i) I maintain that, with the assumption
made, the line AXM is also a straight line which
is drawn from the point A to the point X and pro
duced beyond X.

For, if this line were not straight, we could draw
another straight line A M which for its pllrt would
be straight. This straight line will either (a) cut one
of the two straight lines XB, XC in a certain point
K or (b) enclose one of them, for instance XB, in
the area bounded by AX, XM and APLM.
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But the first alternative (a) obviously.contradicts the foregoing lemma [that
two straight lines cannot enclose a space], since in that case the two lines
AXK, ATK, which by hypothesis are straight, would enclose a space.

The second possibility (b) is at once seen to involve a similar absurdity.
For the straight line XB must, when produced beyond B, ultimately meet
APLM in a point L. Consequently the two lines AXBL, APL, which by
hypothesis are straight, would again enclose a space. If however we were to
assume that thdtstraight line XB produced beyond B will ultimately meet
either the straight line XM or the straight line XA in another point, we should
in the same way arrive at a contradiction.

- From this it obviously follows that, on the assumption made, the line
AXM is itself the straight line which was drawn from the point A to the point
M; and that is what was maintained.

The remaining stages are in substance these.

(ii) If the straight line AXB, regarded as rigid, revolves about AX as axis,
it cannot assume two more positions in the same plane, so that, for example, in
one position XB should coincide with XC, and in the other with XM.

[This is proved by considerations of symmetry. AXB cannot be altogether
"similar or equal to" AXe, if viewed from the same side (left or right) of
both: otherwise they would coincide, which by hypothesis they do not. But
there is nothing to prevent AXB viewed from one side (say the left) being
"similar or equal to" AXe viewed from the other side (i.e. the right), so that
AXB can, without any change, be brought into the position AXe.

AXB cannot however take the position of the other straight line AXM as
well. If they were like on one side, they would coincide; if they were like on
opposite sides, AXM, Axe would be like on the same side and therefore
coincide.]

(iii) The other positions ofAXB during the revolution must be above or
below the original plane.

(iv) It is next maintained that there is a point D on the arc Be such that, if
XD is drawn, AXD is not only a straight line but is such that viewedfrom the left
side it is exactly"similar or equal" to 1£Jhat it is when viewedfrom the right side.

[First, it is proved that points M, F can be found on the are, corresponding
in the same way as B, e do, but nearer together, and of course AXM, AXF
are both straight lines.

Secondly, similar corresponding points can be found still nearer together,
and so on continually, until either (a) we come to one point D such that AXD
is exactly like itself when the right and left sides are compared, or (b) there are
two ultimate points of this sort M, F, so that both AXM, AXF have this
property.

Xhirdly, (b) is ruled out by reference to the definition of a straight line.
Hence (a) only is true, and there is only one point D such as described.]

(v) Lastly, Saccheri concludes that the straight line AXD so determined
" is alone a straight line, and _the immediate prolongation from A beyond X to
D," relying again on the definition of a straight line as "lying evenly."

Simson deduced the proposition that two straight lines cannot haxle a
common segment as a corollary from I. I I; but his argument is a complete
petitio principii, as shown by Todhunter in his note on that proposition.

Proclus (p. 217, 10) records an ancient proof also based on the proposition
I. I r. Zeno, he says, propounded this proof and then criticised it.
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ABC

Suppose that two straight lines A C, AD have a common segment AB, and
let BE be drawn at right angles to A C.

Then the angle EBC is right.
If then the angle EBD is also right, the two

angles will be equal: which is impossible.
If the angle EBD is not right, draw BFat right

angles to AD j therefore the angle FBA is right.
But the angle EBA is right.
Therefore the angles EBA, FBA are equal:

which is impossible.
.. Zeno objected to this, says Proclus, because it assumed the later pro

position I. r r for its proof. Posidonius said that there was no trace of such
a proof to be found in the text-books of Elements, and that it was only invented
by Zeno for the purpose of slandering contemporary geometers. Posidonius
maintains further that even this proof has something to be said for it. There
must be some straight line at right angles to each of the two straight lines A C,
AD (the very definition of right angles assumes this): "suppose then it happens
to be the straight line 'we have set up." Here then we have an ancient instance
of a defence of hypothetical construction, but in such apologetic terms (" it is
possible to say something even for this proof") that we may conclude that in
general it would not have been accepted by geometers of that time as a
legitimate means of proving a proposition.

Todhunter proposed to deduce that two straziiht lines cannot lzave a
common segment from I. r 3. But this will not serve either, since, as before
mentioned, the assumption is really required for I. 4.

It is best to make it a postulate.

PaSTULATE 3.

Kat 1TaVTt KiVTplJ,! Kat ~laurr}JLan KtlKAoV ypaep£u()ut.
To describe a circle with an)' centre and distance.
In this case Euclid's text has the passive of the verb: "a circle can be

drawn" j Proclus however has the active (ypJ.t/rat) as Euclid has in the first
two Postulates. .

Distance, StauT1JLan. This word, meaning ,. distance" quite generally (cf.
Arist. Metaph. ross a 9 "it is between extremities that distance is greatest,"
ibid. roS6 a 36 "things which have something between them, that is, a certain
distance "), and also "distance" in the sense of "dimension" (as in "space
has three dimensions, length, breadth and depth," Arist. Physics IV. r, 209 a 4),
was the regular word used for describing a circle with a certain radius, the
idea being that each point of the circumference was at that distance from the
centre (cf. Arist. Meteorologica III. 5, 376 b 8: "if a circle be drawn ...with
distance MIl "). The Greeks had no word corresponding to radius: if they
had to express it, they said "(straight lines) drawn from the centre" (ai (K TOU

KivTpOV, Eucl. III. Def. r and Prop. 26; Meteorologica II. 5, 362 b r has the full
phrase ai (K TOU Kivrpov ayoJL£vat ypaJLJLa{).

Mr Frankland observes that it would be remarkable if, unlike Postulates r
and 2, this Postulate implied merely what it says, that a circle can be drawn
with any centre and distance. We may regard it, if we please, as helping to the
complete delineation of the Space which Euclid's geometry is to investigate
formally. The Postulate has the effect of removing any restriction upon the
size of the circle. It may (r) be indefinitely small, and this implies that space
is continuous, not discrete, with an irreducible minimum distance between
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contiguous points In it. (::) The circle may be indefinitely large, which
implies the fundamental hypothesis of injinitude of space. This last assumed
characteristic of space is essential to the proof of I. 16, a theorem not
universally valid in a space which is unbounded in extent but finite in size. It
would however be unsafe to suppose that Euclid foresaw the use to which his
Postulate might thus be put, or formulated it with such an intention.

POSTULATE 4.

DL
E F

G

A~--a
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o

A

K

Kal 7rcf.eras TttS ~p(Jtts ",/wv{as Teras dU';>..aLS t:!vaL.
That all right angles are equal to one at/other.
While this Postulate asserts the essential truth that a right angle is·a

determinate magnitude so that it really serves as an invariable standard by
which other (acute and obtuse) angles may be measured, much more than
this is implied, as will easily be seen from the followtng consideration. If the
statement is to be proved, it can only be proved by the method of applying one
pair of right angles to another and so arguing their equality. But this method
would not be valid unless on the assumption of the invariability offigures,
which would therefore have to be asserted as an antecedent postulate. Eudid
preferred to assert as a postulate, directly, the fact that all right angles are
equal; and hence his postulate must be taken as equivalent to the principle of
invariability offigures or its equivalent, the homogeneity of space.

According to Produs, Geminus held that this Postulate should not be
classed as a postulate but as an axiom, since it does not, like the first three
Postulates, assert the possibility of some construction but expresses an essential
property of right angles. Produs further observes (p. 188, 8) that it is not a
postulate in Aristotle's sense either. (In this I think he is wrong, as explained
above.) Proclus himself, while regarding the assumption as axiomatic (" the
equality of right angles suggests itself even by virtue of our common notions"),
is prepared with a proof, if such is asked for.

Let ABC, DEF be two right
angles.

If they are not equal, one of them
must be the greater, say ABC.

Then, if we apply DE to AB, EF H---=!:ca"'---''c
will fall within ABC, as BC.

Produce CB to H. Then, since
ABC is a right angle, so is ABH, and the two angles are equal (a right angle
being by definition equal to its adjacent angle).

Therefore the angle ABH is greater than the angle ABC.
Producing CB to K, we have similarly the two angles ARK, ABC both

right and equal to one another; whence the angle ABHis less than the angle
ABG.

But it is also greater: which is impossible.
Therefore etc.
A defect in this proof is the assumption that CB, GB can each be

produced only in one way, and that BK falls outside the angle ABH.
Saccheri's proof is more careful in that he premises a third lemma in

addition to those asserting (I) that two straight lines
cannot enclose a space and (2) that two straight lines
cannot have a common segment. The third lemma is :
If two straight lines AB, CXD meet one another at an
inttrmediate point X, they do not touch at that point, but
cut one another. .
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Suppose now that DA standing on BA C makes the two angles D '

DA C equal, so that each is a right angle by the definition.
Similarly, let LH form with the straight line .FHM the right angles LHF,

LHM.
Let DA, HL be equal; and sup

pose the whole of the second figure
so laid upon the first that the point
H falls on A, and L on D.

Then the straight line FHM will
(by the third lemma) not touch the B=--~A~-----';C

straight line BC at A; it will either
(a) coincide exactly with BC, or M
(b) cut it so that one of its extremities, as F, will fall above [BC] and the

other, M, below it.
If the alternative (a) is true, we have already proved the exact equality of

all rectilineal right angles.
Under alternative (b) we prove that the angle LHF, being equal to the

angle DAp, is less than the angle DAB or DA C, and a fortiori less than the
angle DAM or LHM: which is contrary to the hypothesis.

[Hence (a) is the only possible alternative, so that all right angles are
equal.]

Saccheri adds that it makes no difference if the angle DAF diverges
infinitely little from the angle DAB. This would equally lead to a conclusion
contradicting the hypothesis.

It will be observed that Saccheri speaks of "the exact equality of all
rectilineal right angles." He may have had in mind the remark of Pappus,
quoted by Proclus (p. 189, I I), that the converse of
this postulate, namely that an angle which is equal A
to a right angle is also right, is not necessarily true,
unless the former angle is rectilineal. Suppose two
equal straight lines BA, BC at right angles to one E
another, and semi-circles described on BA, BC
respectively as AEB, BDC in the figure. Then,
since the semi-circles are equal, they coincide if
applied to one another. Hence the "angles"
EBA, DBC are equal. Add to each the" angle"
ABD; and it follows that the lunular angle EBD is equal to the right angle
ABC. (Similarly, if BA, BC be inclined at an acute or obtuse angle, instead
of at a right angle, we find a lunular angle equal to an acute or obtuse angle.)
This is one of the curiosities which Greek commentators delighted in.

Veronese, Ingrami, and Enriques and Amaldi deduce the fact that all
right angles are equal from the equivalent fact that all .flat angles are equal,
which is either itself assumed as a postulate or immediately deduced from some
other postulate.

Hilbert takes quite a different line. He considers that Euclid did wrong
in placing Post. 4 among "axioms." He himself, after his Group III. of
Axioms containing six relating to congruence, proves several theorems about
the congruence of triangles and angles, and then deduces our Postulate.

As to the raison d'etre and the place of Post. 4 one thing is quite certain.
It was essential from Euclid's point of view that it should come before Post. 5,
since the condition in the latter that a certain pair of angles are together. less
than two right angles would be useless unless it were first made clear i.hat
right angles are angles of determinate and invariable magnitude.
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POSTULATE 5.

(1. POST. 5

Kat lay (l" ovo EME[a" dlJE'ia lp:lrl7T'TOVCTa Ta" €VTO" Kat €7Tt 'Ta a-irra p.ip'¥J 'Ioov[a"
ovo lJp()wv €AaCTCTOVa" 7TOLy, lK{3aAAop.f.I'a" 'TO'" ovo (ME[a" €7T' a.7TELpOV CT1IP.7T[7TTEtV,

. (.p' & p.f.P'¥J £lutv ai 'TWV Ovo lJp()wv €AUCTCTOVE".
That, if a straight line falling on f1vo straight lines make the interior angles

on the same side less than two right angles, the two straight lines, if produced
indefinitely, meet on that side on 'Which are the angles less than the two right
angles.

Although Aristotle gives a clear idea of what he understood by a postulate,
he does not give any instances from geometry; still less has he any allusion
recalling the particular postulates found in Euclid. We naturally infer that
the formulation of these postulates was Euclid's own work. There is a more
positive indication of the originality of Postulate 5, since in the passage (Anal.
pnor. II: 16, 65 a 4) quoted above in the note on the definition of parallels he
alludes to some petitio principii involved in the theory of parallels current in
his time. This reproach was removed by Euclid when he laid down this
epoch-making Postulate. When we consider the countless successive attempts
made through more than twenty centuries to prove the Postulate, many of
them by geometers of ability, we cannot but admire the genius of the man
who concluded that such a hypothesis, which he found necessary to the

. validity of his whole system of geometry, was really indemonstrable.
From the Very beginning, as we know from Proclus, the Postulate was

attacked as such, and attempts were made to prove it as a theorem or to get
rid of it by adopting some other definition of parallels; while in modern times
the literature of the subject is enormous. Riccardi (Saggzo di una bibliografia
Eue/idea, Part IV., Bologna, 1890) has twenty quarto pages of titles of mono
graphs relating to Post. 5 between the dates 1607 and 1887. Max Simon
(Ueber die Entwicklung der Elementar-geomefrie im XIX. Jahrhundtrt, 1906)
notes that he has seen three new attempts, as late as 1891 (a century after
Gauss laid the foundation of non-Euclidean geometry), to prove the theory of
parallels independently of the Postulate. Max Simon himself (pp. 53-61)
gives a large number of references to books or articles on the subject and
refers to the copious information, as to contents as well as names, con
tained in Schotten's Inhalt und Methode des planimefrischen Unterrichts, II.
pp. 183-332 .

This note will include some account of or allusion to a few of the most
noteworthy attempts to prove the Postulate. Only those of ancient tirpes, as
being less generally accessible, will be described at any length; shorter
references must suffice in the case of the modern geometers who have made
the most important contributions to the discussion of the Postulate and have
thereby, in particular, contributed most towards the foundation of the non
Euclidean geometries, and here I shall make use principally of the valuable
Article 6, Sulla teoria de/Ie parallele e sulle geometric non-eue/idee (by Roberto
Bonola), in Questzon; r({{uardant; la geometria e/ementare (pp. 143-222).

Proclus (p. 191, 21 sqq.) states very clearly the nature of the first
objections taken to the Postulate.

"This ought even to be struck out of the Postulates altogether; for it is a
theorem involving many difficulties, which Ptolemy, in a certain book, set
himself to solve, and it requires for the demonstration of it a number
of definitions as well as theorems. And the converse of it is actually
proved by Euclid himself as a theorem. It may be that some would be
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deceived and would think it proper to place even the assumption in questIOn
among the postulates as affording, in the lessening of the two right angles,
ground for an instantaneous belief that the straight lines converge and meet.
To such as these Geminus correctly replied that we have learned from the
very pioneers of this science not to have any regard to mere plausible imagin
ings when it is a question of the reasonings to be included in our geometrical
doctrine. For Aristotle says that it is as justifiable to ask scientific proofs of
a rhetorician as to accept mere plausibilities from a geometer; and Simmias is
made by Plato to say that he recognises as quacks those who fashion for
themselves proofs from probabilities. So in this case the fact that, when the
right angles are lessened, the straight lines converge is true and necessary;
but the statement that, since they converge more and more as they are pro
duced, they will sometime meet is plausible but not necessary, in the absence
of some argument showing that this is true in the case of straight lines. For
the fact that some lines exist which approach indefinitely, but yet remain
non-secant (duujLlI"TW'TOt), although it seems improbable and paradoxical, is
nevertheless true and fully ascertained with regard to other species of lines.
May not then the same thing be possible in the case of straight lines which
happens in the case of the lines referred to? Indeed, until the statement in
the Postulate is clinched by proof, the facts shown in the case of other lines

. may direct our imagination the opposite way. And, though the controversial
arguments against the meeting of the straight lines should contain much that
is surprising, is there nbt all the more reason why we should expel from Our
body of doctrine this merely plausible and unreasoned (hypothesis)?

"It is then clear from this that we must seek a proof of the present
theorem, and that it is alien to the special character of postulates. But how
it should be proved, and by what sort of arguments the objections taken to
it should be removed, we must explain at the point where the writer of the
Elements is actually about to recall it and use it as obvious. It will be
necessary at that stage to show that its obvious character does not appear
independently of proof, but is turned by proof into matter of knowledge."

Before passing to the attempts of Ptolemy and Proclus to prove the
Postulate, I should note here that Simplicius says (in an-Nairlzi, ed: Besthorn
Heiberg, p. 119, ed. Curtze, p. 65) that this Postulate is by no means manifest,
but requires proof, and accordingly "Abthiniathus" and Diodorus had
already proved it by means of many different propositions, while Ptolemy also
had explained and proved it, using for the purpose Enc!. 1. 13, IS and 16 (or
18). The Diodorus here mentioned may be the author of the Ana/emma on
which Pappus wrote a commentary. It is difficult even to frame a conjecture
as to who "Abthiniathus" is. In one place in the Arabic text the name
appears to be written" Anthisathus" (H. Suter in Zeitschrift fur Math. und
Physik, XXXVIII., hist. litt. Abth. p. 194). It has occurred to me whether he
might be Peithon, a friend of Serenus of Antinoeia (Antinoupolis) who was
long known as Serenus of Antissa. Serenus says (De sectione cylindn', ed.
Heiberg, p. 96): "Peithon the geometer, explainIng parallels in a work of his,
was not satisfied with what Euclid said, but showed their nature more cleverly
by an example; for he says that parallel straight lines are such a thing as we
see on walls Or on the ·ground in the shadows of pillars which are made when
either a torch or a lamp is burning behind them. And, although this has only
been matter of merriment to everyone, I at least must not deride it, for the
respect I have for the author, who is my friend." If Peithon was known as
"of Antinoeia" or "of Antissa," the two forms of the mysterious name might
perhaps be an attempt at an equivalent; but this is no more than a guess.
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Simplicius adds in full and word for word the attempt of his "friend" or
his "master Aganis" to prove the Postulate.

Proclus returns to the subject (p. 365, 5) in his note on Eucl. I. 29. He
says that before his time a certain number of geometers had classed as a
theorem this Euclidean postulate and thought it matter for proof, and he then
proceeds to give an account of Ptolemy's argument.

K

A

c

Noteworthy attempts to prove the Postulate.

Ptolemy.
We learn from Proclus (p. 365, 7-II) that Ptolemy wrote a book on the

proposition that "straight lines drawn from angles less than two right angles
meet if produced," and that he used in his "proof" many of the theorems in
Euclid preceding 1. 29. Proclus excuses himself from reproducing the early
part of Ptolemy's argument, only mentioning as one of the propositions
proved in it the theorem of Eucl. I. 28 that, if two straight lines meeting a
transversal make the two interior angles on the same side equal to two right
angles, the straight lines do not meet, however far produced.

1. From Proclus' note on 1. 28 (p. 362, 14 sq.) we know that Ptolemy
proved this somewhat as follows.

Suppose that there are two straight lines AB, CD, and that EFGH,
meeting them, makes the angles BFG, FGD equal to two right angles.
I say that AB, CD are parallel, that is, they
are non-secant.

For, if possible, let FB, GD meet at K
Now, since the angles BFG, FGD are

equal to two right angles, while the four L
angles AFG, BFG, FGD, FGC are together
equal to four right angles,

the angles AFG, FGC are equal to two
right angles.

"If therefore FE, GD, when the interior angles are equal to two rij(ht
angles, mee! at K, the straight lines FA, GC will also mee! if producedj for the
angles AFG, CGFare also equal to two right angles.

"Therefore the straight lines will either meet in both directions or in
neither direction, if the two pairs of interior angles are both equal to two right
angles.

"Let, then, FA, GC meet at L.
"Therefore the straight lines LABK, LCDK enclose a space: which is

impossible.
"Therefore it is not po'ssible for two straight lines to 'meet when the

interior angles are equal to two right angles. Therefore they are parallel."
[The argument in the words italicised would be clearer if it had bl7.n

shown that the two interior angles on one side of EH are severally equal to the
two interior angles on the other, namely BFG to CGP and FGD to APG;
whence, assuming.FB, GD to meet in K, we can take the triangle .KFG and
place it (e.g. by rotating it in the plane about 0 the middle point of FG) so
that FG falls where GFis in the figure and GD falls on FA, in which case
FB must also fall on GC; hence, since FB, GD meet at K, GC and FA
must meet at a corresponding point L. Or, as Mr Frankland does, we may
substitute for F{; a straight line MN through 0 the middle point of FG

.dra":9 perpendicular to one of the parallels, say AB. Then, since the two
triangles OMp, ONG have two angles equal respectively, namely FOM to
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GON(I. IS) and OFMto OGN, and one side OF equal to one side OG, the
triangles are congruent, the angle ONG is a right angle, and MN is perpen
dicular to both AB and CD. Then, by the same method of application,
MA, NC are shown to form with MN a triangle MALCN congruent with
the triangle NDKBM, and MA, NC meet at a point L corresponding to K.
Thus the two straight lines would meet at the two points K, L. This is what
happens under the Riemann hypothesis, where the axiom that two straight
lines cannot enclose a space does not hold, but all straight lines meeting in
one point have another point common also, and e.g. in the particular figure
just used K, L are points common to all perpendiculars to MN. If we
suppose that K, L are not distinct points, but one point, the axiom that two
straight lines cannot enclose a space is not contradicted.]

II. Ptolemy now tries to prove I. 29 without using our Postulate, and
then deduces the Postulate from it (Proclus, pp. 365, 14-367, 27).

The argument to prove I. 29 is as follows.
The straight line which cuts the parallels must make the sum of the

interior angles on the same side equal to, greater
than, or less than, two right angles. A.-'- -'F;-__~B

"Let AB, CD be parallel, and let FG meet /
them. I say (I) that FG does not make the
interior angles on the same side greater than two C..----""'G;-----c:O
right angles.

"For, if the angles AFG, CGF are greater than two right angles, the
remaining angles BFG, DGF are less than two right angles.

•• But the same two angles .are also greater than two right angles; for AF,
CG are no more parallel tItan FB, GD, so tltat, if tlte straight line falling on
AF, CG makes the interior angles greater tItan two right angles, the straight line
falling on FB, GD will also make the interior angles greater than two rt;[{ht
an.~/es.

- "But the same angles are also less than two right angles; for the four
angles AFG, CGF, BFG, DGF are equal to four right angles:
which is impossible.

"Similarly (2) we can show that the straight line falling on the parallels
does not make the interior angles on the same side less than two right angles.

"But (J), if it makes them neither greater nor less than two right angles,
it can only make the interior angles on the same side equal to two right
angles."

III. PtQ}emy deduces Post. 5 thus:
Suppose that the straight lines making angles with a transversal less than

twu right angles do not meet on the side on which those angles are.
Then, a fortiori, they will not meet on the other side on which are the

angles greater than two right angles.
Hence the straight lines will not meet in either direction j they are there

fore parallel.
But, if so, the angles made by them with the transversal are equal to two

right angles, by the preceding proposition (= I. 29).
Therefore the same angles will be both equal to and less than two right

angles:
which is impossible.

Hence the straight lines wiII meet.
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K

A F K B·w------E
C G L 0

IV. Ptolemy lastly enforces his conclusion that the straight lines will
meet on the side on which are the angles less than two right angles by recurring
to the a fortiori step in the foregoing proof.

Let the angles AFG, CGF in the accompanying figure be together less
than two right angles.

Therefore the angles B FG, DGF are greater E B
than two right angles.

We have proved that the straight lines are not
non-secant.

If they meet, they must meet either towards
A, C, or towards B, D. c=---I'-:-------.!

(I) Suppose they meet towards B, D, at K
Then, since the angles AFG, CGFare less than

two right angles, and the angles AFG, GFB am
equal to two right angles, take away the common angle AFG, and

the angle CGF is less than the angle BFG;

that is, the exterior angle of the triangle KFG is less than the interior and
opposite angle BFG:
which is impossible.

Therefore AB, CD do not meet towards B, D.
(2) But they do meet, and therefore they must meet in one direction or

the other:
therefore they meet towards A, B, that is, on the side where are the

angles less than two right angles.
The flaw in Ptolemy's argument is of course in the part of his proof of

I. 29 which I have italicised. As Proclus says, he is not entitled to assume
that, if AB, CD are parallel, whatever is true of the interior angles on one
side of FG (i.e. that they are together equal to, greater than, or less than, two
right angles) is necessarily true at the same time of the interior angles on the
other side. Ptolemy justifies this by saying that FA, GC are no more parallel
in one direction than FB, GD are in the other: which is equivalent to the
assumption that through any point only one parallel can be drawn to a given
straight line. That is, he assumes an equivalent of the very Postulate he is
endeavouring to prove.

Proc1us.
Before passing to his own attempt at a proof, Proclus (p. 368, 26 sqq.)

examines an ingenious argument (recalling somewhat the famdlls one about,
Achilles and the tortoise) which appeared to show that it was impossible for
the lines described in the Postulate to meet.

Let AB, CD make with A C the angles BAC, A CD together less than
two right angles.

Bisect AC at E and along AB, CD
respectively measure AF, CG so that each
is equal to AE.

Bisect FG at H and mark off FK,
GL each equal to FH; and so on.

Then AF, CG' will not meet at any
point on FG; for, if that were the case, two sides of a triangle would be
together equal to the third: which is impossible.
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Similarly, AB, CD will ~ot meet at any point on KL; and "proceeding
like this indefinitely, joining the non-coincident points, bisecting the lines so
drawn, and cutting off from the straight lines portions equal to the half of
these, they say they thereby prove that the straight lines AB, CD will not
meet anywhere."

It is not surprising that Proclus does not succeed in exposing the fallacy
here (the fact being that the process will indeed be endless, and yet the straight
lines will intersect within a finite distance). But Produs' criticism contains
nevertheless something of value. He says that the argument will prove too
much, since we have only to join A G in order to see that straight lines making
some angles which are together less than two right angles do in fact meet,
namely A G, CG. "Therefore it is not possible to assert, without some definite
limitation, that the straight lines produced from angles less than two right
angles do not meet. On the contrary, it is manifest that some straight lines,
when produced from angles less than two right angles, do meet, although the
argument seems to require it to be proved that this property belongs to all
such straight lines. For one might say that, the lessening of the two right
angles being subject to no Jimitation, with such and such an amount of
lessening the straight lines remain nOll-secant, but zvitlt an amount of lessening
in excess of this they meet (p. 371, 2- 10)."

[Here then we have the germ of such an idea as that worked out by
Lobachewsky, namely that the straight lines issuing from a point in a plane
can be divided with reference to a straight line lying in that plane into two
classes, "secant" and "non-secant," and that we may define as parallel the
two straight lines which divide the secant from the non-secant class.]

Proclus goes on (p. 371, 10) to base his own argument upon "an axiom
such as Aristotle too used in arguing that the universe is finite. For, if from
one point two strtlight lines forming an angle be produced indefinitely, the distance
(Ott1.UTUULS, Arist. OUi.UTY]P-U) between the said straight lines produced indefinitely
will exceed any finite magnitude. Aristotle at all events showed that, if the
straight lines drawn from the centre to the circumference are infinite, the
interval between them is infinite. For, if it is finite, it is impossible to
increase the distance, so that the straight lines (the radii) are not infinite.
Hence the straight lines, when produced indefinitely, will be at a distance from
one another greater than any assumed finite magnitude."

This is a fair representation of Aristotle's argument in De caelo I. 5, 271
b .28, although of course it is not a proof of what Produs assumes as an
aXIOm.

This being premised, Proclus proceeds (p. 371, 24):

r. "I say that, if any straight linc cuts one of two parallels, it will cut
the other also.

"For let AB, CD be parallel, and let EFG cut A B; I say that it will cut
CD also.

"FO'~, since BE, FG are two straight lines from E
one point .It; they have, when produced indefinitely, A---"'--=-----B
a distance greater than any magnitude, so that it will F'\(
also be greater, than the interval between the parallels. G
Whenever therefore they are at a distance from one C
another greater than the distance between the parallels,
FG will cut CD.

" Therefore etc."
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II. "Having proved this, we shall prove, as a deduction from it, the
theorem in question.

"For let AB, CD be two straight lines, and let EFfalling on them make
the angles BEF, DFE less than two right angles.

"I say that the straight lines will meet on that
side on which are the angles less than two right
angles.

"For, since the angles BEF, DFE are less
than two right angles, let the angle HEB be equal
to the excess of two right angles (over them), and let HE be produced to K.

"Since then EE falls on KH, CD and makes the two interior angles
HEF, DEE equal to two right angles,

the straight lines HK, CD are parallel.
" And AB cuts KH; therefore it will also cut. CD, by what was before

shown.
"Therefore AB, CD will meet on that side on which are the angles less

than two right angles. .
"Hence the theorem is proved."
Clavius criticised this proof on the ground that the axiom from which

it starts, taken from Aristotle, itself requires proof. He points out that, just
as you cannot assume that two lines which continually approach one another
will meet (witness the hyperbola and its asymptote), so you cannot assume
that two lines which continually diverge will ultimately be so far apart that a
perpendicular from a point on one let fall on the other will be greater than
any assigned distance; and he refers to the conchoid of Nicomedes, which
continually approaches its asymptote, and therefore continually gets farther
away from the tangent at the vertex; yet the perpendicular from any point on
the curve to that tangent will always be less than the distance between the
tangent and the asymptote. Saccheri supports the objection.

Proclus' first propQsition is open to the objection that it assumes that two
"parallels" (in the Euclidean sense) or, as we may say, two straight lines
which have a common perpendicular, are (not necessarily equidistant, but)
so related that, when they are produced indefinitely, the perpendicular from a
point of one upon the other remains finite.

This last assumption is incorrect on the hyperbolic hypothesis; the
"axiom" taken from Aristotle does not hold on the elliptic hypothesis.

N a~iraddin at-'fusi.
The Persian-born editor of Euclid, whose date is 1201-1274, has three

lemmas leading up to the final proposition. Their content is substantially as
follows, the first lemma being apparently assumed as evident.

I. (a) If AB, CD be two straight lines such that successive perpen
diculars, as EF, CD KL, from points on AB to CD always make with AB
unequal angles, whic~ are always acute on the side towards B and always
obtuse on the side towards A, then the lines AB,
CD, so long as they do not cut, approach continually
nearer in the direction of the acute angles and diverge
continually in the direction of the obtuse angles, and
the perpendiculars diminish towards B, D, and in
crease towards A, C.

. (b) Conversely, if the perpendiculars so drawn
continually become shorter in the direction of B, D, and longer 111 the
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direction of A, C, the straight lines AE, CD approach continually nearer in
the direction of E, D and diverge continually in the other direction; also
each perpendicular will make with AE two angles one of which is acute and
the other is obtuse, and all the acute angles will lie in the direction towards
E, D, and the obtuse angles in the opposite direction.

[Saccheri points out that even the first part (a) requires proof. As
regards the converse (b) he asks, why should not the successive acute angles
made by the perpendiculars with AE, while remaining acute, become greater
and greater as the perpendiculars become smaller until we arrive at last at a
perpendicular which is a common perpendicular to both lines? If that happens,
all the author's efforts are in vain. And, if you are to assume the truth of the
statement in the lemma without proof, would it not, as Wallis said, be as
easy to a~sume as axiomatic the statement in Post. 5 without more ado?]

II. IfAC, BD be drawll from the extremities of AB at right angles to it
and on the same side, and if AC, BD be made equal to one another and CD be
joined, each of the angles ACD, BDC will be right, and 0
CD will be equal to AR [2JC

The first part of this lemma is proved by reductio ad
absurdum from the preceding lemma. If, e.g., the angle
A CD.is not right, it must either be acute or obtuse. B A

Suppose it is acute; then, by lemma I, A C is greater
than ED, -which is contrary to the hypothesis. And so on.

The angles A CD, EDC' being proved to be right angles, it is easy to
prove that AB, CD are equal.

[It is of course assumed in this" proof" that, if the angle A CD is acute,
the angle EDG is obtuse, and vice versa.]

III. In any triangle the three angles are logetlter equal to two right angles.
This is proved for a right-angled triangle by means of the foregoing lemma,

the four angles of the quadrilateral ABCD of that lemma being all right angles.
The proposition is then true for any triangle, since any triangle can be divided
into two right-angled triangles.

IV. Here we have the final "proof" of Post. 5. Three cases are
distinguished, but it is enough to show the case where one of the interior
angles is right and the other acute.

Suppose AE, CD to be two straight lines met by FCE making the angle
ECD a right angle and the angle CEB
an acute angle. P

Take any point G on EE, and draw
GH perpendicular to Ee.

Since the angle CEG is acute, the
perpendicular GH will fall on the side of
E towards D, and will either coincide
with CD or not coincide with it. In the F
former case the proposition is proved. A

If GH does not coincide with CD
but falls on the side of it towards F, CD, being within the triangle formed by
the perpendicular and by CE, EG, must cut EG. [An axiom is here used,
namely that, if CD be produced far enough, it must pass outside the triangle
and therefore cut some side, which must be EB, since it cannot be the
perpendicular (1. 27), or CE.]

Lastly, let GHfall on the side of CD towards E.
H.E. 14
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Along HC set off HK, KL etc., each equal to EH, until we get the first
point of division, as M, beyondc.. .

Along GB set off GN, NO etc., each equal to EG, until EP is the same
multiple of EG that EM is of ED.

Then we can prove that the perpendiculars from N, 0, P on E C fall on
the points K, L, M respectively.

For take the first perpendicular, that from N, and call it NS.
Draw EQ at right angles to EHand equal to GH, and set off SR along

SNalso equal to GH. Join QG, GR.
Then (second lemma) the angles EQG, QGHare right, and QG = EH.
Similarly the angles SRG, RGHare right, and RG=SH.
Thus RGQ is one straight line, and the vertically opposite angles NGR,

EGQ are equal. The angles NRG, EQG are both right, and NG r GE, by
construction.

Therefore (I. 26) RG = GQ;
whence SH = HE = KH, and S coincides with K.

We may proceed similarly with the other perpendiculars.
Thus PM is perpendicular to FE. Hence CD, being parallel to MP and

within the triangle PME, must cut EP, if produced far enough.
John Wallis.

, As is well known, the argument of Wallis (1616-17°3) assumed as a
postulate that, given a figure, another figure is possible which is similar to the
given one and of any size whatever. In fact Wallis assumed this for triangles
only. He first proved (I) that, if a finite straight line is placed on an infinite
straight line, and is then moved in its own direction as far as we please,
if wilt always lie on the same infinite straight line, (2) that, if an angle be
moved so that one leg always slides along an infinite straight line, the angle
will remain the same, or equal, (3) that, if two straight lines, cut by a third,
make the interior angles on the same side less than two right angles, each
of the exterior angles is greater than the opposite
interior angle (proved by means of I. 13). fJ D \B

(~) If AB, CD make, with A C, the interior ! \a\ ~
angles less than two right angles, suppose A C ~

(with AB rigidly attached to it) to move along r=------"-"(----::...:Cl:----':A,--..,E
AF to the position ay, such that a coincides
with C. If AB then takes the position af3, af3 lies entire!;' outside CD (proved
by means of (3) above). .

(5) With the same hypotheses, the straight Ii/Ie «f3, or AB, during its
motion, and bifore a reaches C, must cut the straight line CD. -

(6) Here is enunciated the postulate stated above.
(7) Postulate 5 is now" proved thus.
Let AB, CD be the straight lin'es which make, with the infinite straight

line A CF meeting them, the interior angles
BA C, DCA together less than two right angles. Pl\

Suppose A C (with AB rigidly attached to \ \.
it) to move along A CF until AB takes the fJ{'0 '\
position of af3 cutting CD in 1r.

Then, aC1r being a triangle, we can, by 'II"

the above postulate, suppose a triangle drawn F "( ~~A
on the base CA similar to the triangle aC1r.

Let it be A CPo
[Wallis here interposes a defence of the hypothetical construction.]
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Thus CP and AP meet at P; and, as by the definition of similar figures
the angles of the triangles PCA, 7T"C;a are respectively equal, the angle PCA
being equal to the angle 7T"Ca and the angle PAC to the angle 7T"aC or BAC,
it follows that CP, APlie on CD, AB produced respectively.

Hence AB, CD meet on the side on which are the angles less than two
right angles.

[The whole gist of this proof lies in the assumed postulate as to the
existence of similar figures; and, as Saccheri points out, this is equivalent to
unconditionally assuming the "hypothesis of the right angle," and consequently
Euclid's Postulate 5.]

Gerolamo Saccheri.
•The book Euclides ab om'ni naevo 7Jindicalus (1733) by Gerolamo Saccheri

(1667-1733), a Jesuit, and professor at the University of Pav\a, is now
accessible (I) edited in German by Engel and Stiickel, Die Theorie der
Paral/ellinien von Euklid bis auf Gauss, 1895, pp. 41-136, and (2) in an
Italian version, abridged but annotated, L'Euclide emendato del P. Gerolamo
Saccheri, by G. Boccardini (Hoepli, Milan, 1904). It is of much greater
importance than all the earlier attempts to prove Post. 5 because Saccheri
was the first to contemplate the possibility of hypotheses other than that of
Euclid, and to work out a number of consequences of those hypotheses.
He was therefore a true precursor of Legendre and of Lobachewsky, as
Beltrami called him (1889), and, it might be added, of Riemann also. For,
as Veronese observes (Folldamenti di geome/ria, p. 570), Saccheri obtained
a glimpse of the theory of parallels in all its generality, while Legendre,
Lobachewsky and G. Bolyai excluded a priori, without knowing it, the" hypo
thesis of the obtuse angle," or the Riemann hypothesis. Saccheri, however,
was the victim of the preconceived notion of his time that the sole possible
geometry was the Euclidean, and he presents the curious spectacle of a man
laboriously erecting a structure upon new foundations for the very purpose of
demolishing it afterwards ; he sought for contradictions in the heart of the
systems which he constructed, in order to prove thereby the falsity of his
hypotheses.

For the purpose of formulating his hypotheses he takes a plane quadri
lateral ABDC, two opposite sides of which, AC, BD,
are equal and perpendicular to a third AB. Then the
angles at C and D are easily proved to be equal. On
the Eu<!idean hypothesis they are both right angles;
but apart from this hypothesis they might be both
obtuse, or both acute. To the three possibilities, which
Saccheri distinguishes by the names (I) the hypothesis of A B
the right angle, (2) the hypotllesis of the obtuse angle and
(3) the hypothesis of the acute 'angle respectively, there corresponds a certain
group of theorems; and Saccheri's point of view is that the Postulate will
be completely proved if the consequences which follow from the last two
hypotheses comprise results inconsistent with one another.

Among the most important of his propositions are the following: .
(I) If the hypothesis of the right angle, or of the obtuse angle, or of the acute

angle is proved true in a single case, it is true in C1.lery other case. (Props. v.,
VI., VII.)

(2) According as the hypothesis of the right angle, the obtuse angle, or the
acute angle is true, the sum of the three angles of a triangle is equal to, greater
than, or less than two right angles. (Prop. IX.)
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(3) From the existence ofa single triangle in which the sum of tile angles is
equal to, greater than, or less than two right angles the truth of the hypothesis
of the right angle, obtuse angle, or acute angle respectively follows. (Prop. xv.)

These propositions involve the following: If in a single tria1lgle the sum
of the angles is equal to, greater than, or less than two right angles, then any
triangle has the sum of its angles equal to, greater than, or less than two nght
angles respectively, which was proved about a century later by Legendre for
the two cases only where the sum is equal to or less than two right angles.

The proofs are not free from imperfections, as when, in the proofs of
Prop. XII. and the part of Prop. XIII. relating to the hypothesis of the obtuse
angle, Saccheri uses Eucl. I. 18 depending on I. 16, a proposition which is
only valid on the assumption that straight lines are infinite in length; for this
assumption itself does not hold under the hypothesis of the obtuse angle
(the Riemann hypothesis).,

The hypothesis of the acute angle takes Saccheri much longer to dispose
of, and this part of the book is less satisfactory; but it contains the following
propositions afterwards established anew by Lobachewsky and Bolyai, viz.:

(4) Two straight lines in a plane (even on the hypothesis of the acute
angle) either have a common perpendicular, or must, if produced in one and the
same direction, either intersect once at a finite distance or at least continually .
approach one another. (Prop. XXIII.)

(5) In a cluster of rays issuing from a point tlure exist always (on the
hypothesis of the acute angle) t1£IO determinate straight lines which separate the
straight lines which intersect a fixed straight ltize from those which do not
intersect it, ending with and including the straiKht line which has a common
perpendicular with the fixed straight ltile. (Props. XXX., XXXI., XXXII.)

Lambert. .
A dissertation by G. S. KIiigel, Conatllum praecipUor1l1ll tlzeoriamparaiidaru1Il

demonstrandi recensio (1763), contained an examination of some thirty" demon
strations" of Post. 5 and is remarkable for its conclusion expressing, apparently
for the first time, doubt as to its demonstrability and observing that the
certainty which we have in us of the truth of the Euclidean hypothesis is
not the result of a series of rigorous deductions but rather of. experimental
observations. It also had the greater merit that it called the attention of
Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728-1777) to the theory of parallels. His
Theory of Parallds was written in 1766 and published after his death by
G. Bernoulli and C. F. Hindenburg; it is reproduced by Engel and·Stiickel
(op. cit. pp. 152-208).

The third part of Lambert's tract is devoted to the discussion of the same
three hypotheses as Saccheri's, the hypothesis of the nght angle being for
Lambert the first, that of the obtuse angle the second, and that of the acute
angle the third, hypothesis; and, with reference to a quadrilateral with three
nght angles from which Lambert starts (that is, one of the halves into which
the median divides Saccheri's quadrilateral), the three hypotheses are the
assumptions that the fourth angle is a right angle, an obtuse angle, or an
acute angle respectively.

Lambert goes much further than Saccheri in the deduction of new
propositions from the second and third hypotheses. The most remarkable is
the following.

The area of a plane triangle, under the second and third hypotheses, is
proportional to the difference between the sum of the three angles and two nght
angles.
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Thus the numerical expression for the area of a triangle is, under the
third hypothesis

A = k (71" - A - B - C) (1),
and under the second hypothesis

A =k (A + B + C - 71") (2),
where k is a positive constant.

A remarkable observation is appended (§ 82): "In connexion with this it
seems to be remarkable that the second hypothesis holds if spherical instead of
plane triangles are taken, because in the former also the sum of the angles is
greater than two right angles, and the excess is proportional to the area of the
triangle.

"It appears still more remarkable that what I here assert of spherical
triangles can be proved independently of the difficulty of parallels."

This discovery that the second hypothesis is realised on the surface of a
sphere is important in view of the development, later, of the Riemann
hypothesis (1854).

Still more remarkable is the following prophetic sentence: "I am almost
inclined to draw the conclusion that the third hypothesis arises with an imaginary
sphencal surface" (cf. Lobachewsky's Geometne imaginaire, 1837).

No doubt Lambert was confirmed in this by the fact that, in the formula
(2) above, which, for k = r, represents the area of a spherical triangle, if
rJ~ is substituted for r, and r=k, we obtain the formula (I).

Legendre.
No account of our present subject would be complete without a full

reference to what is of permanent value in the investigations of Adrien Marie
Legendre (1152-1833) relating to the theory of parallels, which extended over
the space of a generation. His different attempts to prove the Euclidean
hypothesis appeared in the successive editions of his Elements de Geometne
from the first (1794) to the twelfth (1823), which last may be said to contain
his last word on the subject. Later, in 1833, he published, in the Mbnoires
de l'Academie Royale des Sciences, XII. p. 367 sqq., a collection of his different
proofs under the title Rijlexions sur dijfirentes manieres de demontrer la theorze
des parallNes. His exposition brought out clearly, as Saccheri had done, and
kept steadily in view, the essential connexion between the theory of p'atallels
and the sum of the angles of a triangle. In the first edition of the Elements
the proposition that the sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to two right
angles was proved analytically on the basis of the assumption that the choice
of a unit of length does not affect the correctness of the proposition to be
proved, which is of course equivalent to Wallis' assumption of the existence of
similar figures. A similar analytical proof is given in the notes to the twelfth
edition. In his second edition Legendre proved Postulate 5 by means of the
assumption that, given three points not in a straight line, there exists a czrcle
passing through all three. In the third edition (1800) he gave the proposition
that the sum of the angles of a triangle is not greater than two right angles;
this proof, which was geometrical, was replaced later by another, the best
known, depending on a construction like that of Euclid I. 16, the continued
application of which enables any number of successive triangles to be evolved
in which, while the sum of the angles in each remains always equal to the
sum of the angles of the original triangle, one of the angles increases and the
sum of the other two diminishes continually. But Legendre found the proof
of the equally necessary proposition that the sum of the angles of a triangle is
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nol less than two right angles to present great difficulties. He first observed
that, as in the case of spherical triangles (in which the sum of the angles is
greater than two right angles) the excess of the sum of the angles over two
right angles is proportional to the area of the triangle, so in the case of
rectilineal triangles, if the sum of the angles is less than two right angles by a
certain deficit, the deficit will be proportional to the area of the triangle.
Hence if, starting from a given triangle, we could construct another triangle
in which the original triangle is contained at least m times, the deficit of this
new triangle will be equal to at least m times that of the original triangle, so
that the sum of the angles of the greater triangle will diminish progressively
as m increases, until it becomes zero or negative: which is absurd. The
whole difficulty was thus reduced to that of the construction of a triangle
containing the given triangle at least twice; but the solution of even this
simple problem requires it to be assumed (or prO\:ed) that through a given
point within a given angle less than two-thirds 0/ a right angle we can always
draw a straight line which shall meet both sides 0/ the angle. This is however
really equivalent to Euclid's Postulate. The proof in the course of which the
necessity for the assumption appeared is as follows.

It is required to prove that the sum of the angles of a triangle cannot be
less than two right angles.

Suppose A is the least of the three angles of a triangle ABC. Apply to
the opposite side BC a triangle DBC, equal to
the triangle A CB, and such that the angle
DBC is equal to the angle A CB, and the angle
DCB to the angle ABC; and draw any straight
line through D cutting A B, A C produced in
E,F.

If now the sum of the angles of the triangle
ABC is less than two right angles, being equal
to 2.R - 0 say, the sum of the angles of the triangle DBC, equal to the
triangle ABC, is also z.R - O.

Since the sum of the three angles of the remaining triangles DEB, FDC
respectively cannot at all events be greater than two right angles [for Legel'ldre's
proofs of this see below], the sum of the twelve angles of the four triangles in
the figure cannot be greater than

4.R + (z.R - 0) + (z.R - 0), i.e. 8.R - zo.

Now the sum of the three angles at each of the points B, C, Dis z.R.
Subtracting these nine angles, we have the result that the three angles of

the triangle AEF cannot be greater than z.R - zo.
Hence, if the sum of the angles of the triangle ABC is less than two right

angles by 0, the sum of the angles of the larger triangle AEF is less than two
right angles by at least zo.

We can continue the construction, making a still larger triangle from AEE,
and so on.

But, however small 0 is, we can arrive at a multiple z"o which shall exceed
any given angle and therefore z.R itself; so that the sum of the three angles
of a triangle sufficiently large would be zero or even less than zero: which is
absurd.

Therefore etc.
The difficulty caused by the necessity of making the above-mentioned

assumption made Legendre abandon, in his ninth edition, the method of the
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editions from the third to the eighth and return to Euclid's method pure and
simple.

But again, in the twelfth, he returned to the plan of constructing any
number of successive triangles such that the sum of the three angles in all of
them remains equal to the sum of the three angles of the original triangle,
but two of the angles of the new triangles become smaller and smaller, while
the third becomes larger and larger j and this time he claims to prove in one
proposition that the sum of the three angles of the original triangle is equal to
two right angles by continuing the construction of new triangles indefinitely
and compressing the two smaller angles of the ultimate triangle into nothing,
while the third angle is made to become a flat angle at the same time. The
construction and attempted proof are as follows.

Let ABC be the given triangle j let AB be the greatest side and BC the
least; therefore C is the greatest angle and A the least.

From A draw AD to the middle point of BC, and produce AD to C',
making A C' equal to AB.

Produce AB to B', making AB' equal to twice AD.
The triangle AB'C' is then such that the sum of its three angles is equal

to the sum of the three angles of the triangle ABC.

e E

~
A K B K' B' B"

For take AK along AB equal to AD, and join C'K
Then the-triangles ABD, AC'K have two sides and the included angles

respectively equal, and are therefore equal in all respects; and C'K is equal to
BD or DC.

Next, in the triangles B'C'K, ACD, the angles B'KC', ADC are equal,
be~ respectively supplementary to the equal angles AKe', ADB; and the
two sides about the equal angles are respectively equal;

therefore the triangles B'C'K, A CD are equal in all respects.
Thus the angle A C'S is the sum of two angles respectively equal to the

angles B, C of the original triangle; and the angle A in the original triangle
is the sum of two angles respectively equal to the angles at A and B' in the
triangle ASC'.

It follows that the sum of the three angles of the new triangle AD'C' is
equal to the sum of the angles of the triangle ABC.

Moreover, the side A C', being equal to AB, and therefore greater than
A C, is greater than B' C' which is equal to A.c.

Hence the angle C'AB'is less than the angle ASe'; so that the angle
C'AB' is less than tA, where A denotes the angle CAB of the original
triangle.

[It will be observed that the triangle AD' C' is really the same triangle as
the triangle AEB obtained by the cons~ruction of Eucl. I. 16, but differently
placed so that the longest side lies alodg AB.]

By taking the middle point D' of the side B' C' and repeating the same
construction, we obtain a triangle A B" C" such that (I) the sum of its three
angles is equal to the sum of the three angles of ABC, (2) the sum of the
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o angles C"AB", AB'C" is equal to the angle C'AB in the preceding

triangle, and is therefore less than !A, and (3) the angle C"AR" is less than
half the angle C'AB', and therefore less than fA.

Continuing in this way, we shall obtain a triangle Abc such that the sum of

two angles, those at A ,and b, is less than In A, and the angle at c is greater
2

than the corresponding angle in the preceding triangle.
If, Legendre argues, the construction be continued indefinitely so that

~ A becomes smaller than any assigned angle, the point c ultimately lies on
2

Ab, and the sum of the three angles of the triangle (which is equal to the sum
of the three angles of the original triangle) becomes identical with the angle
at c, which is then a .flat angle, and therefore equal to two right angles.

This proof was however shown to be unsouno (in respect of the final
inference) by J. P. W. Stein in Gergonne's Annales de Mathlmatiques xv.,
1824, pp. 77-79'

We will now reproduce shortly the substance of the theorems of Legendre
which are of the most permanent value as not depending on a particular
hypothesis as regards parallels.

I. The sum of the three angles of a triangle cannot be greater than two
right angles.

This Legendre proved in two ways. ,
(I) First proof (in the third edition of the Elements).
Let ABC be the given triangle, and A CJ a straight line.
Make CE equal to A C, the angle DCE equal to the angle BA C, and DC

equal to AB. Join DE.
Then the triangle DCE is equal to the triangle BA C in all respects.
If then the sum of the three angles of the triangle ABC is greater than

ACE 0 J

2R, the said sum must be greater than the sum of the angles BCA, BCD,
DCE, which sum is equal to 2R.

Subtracting the equal angles on both sides, we have the result that

the angle ABC is greater than the angle BCD.

But the two sides AB, BC of the triangle ABC are respectively equal to
the two sides DC, CB of the triangle BCD.

Therefore the base A C is greater than the base BD (Eucl. I. 24).
Next, make the triangle FEG (by the same construction) equal in all

respects to the triangle BAC or DCE; and we prove in the same way that
CE (or AC) is greater than DR

And, at the same time, BD is equal to DF, because the angles BCD,
DEF are equal.

Continuing the construction of further triangles, however small the
difference between A C and BD is, we shall ultimately reach some multiple
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of this difference, represented in the figure by (say) the difference between
the straight line AJ and the composite line BDFHK, which will be greater
than any assigned length, and greater therefore than the sum of AB andJK

Hence, on the assumption that the sum of the angles of the triangle ABC
is greater than 2R, the broken line ABDFHKJ may be less than the straight
line AJ: which is impossible.

Therefore etc.
( 2 ) Proof substituted later.
If possible, let 2R + a be the sum of the three angles of the triangle ABC,'

of which A is not greater than either of the
others.

Bisect BC at H, and produce AH to D,
making HD equal to AH; join BD.

Then the triangles AHC, DHB are equal in
all respects (1. 4); and the angles CAR, A CHare
respectively equal to the angles BDH, DBB.

It follows that the sum of the angles of the
triangle ABD is equal to the sum of the angles of the original triangle, i.e.
to 2R + a.

And one of the angles DAB, ADB is either equal to or less than half the
angle CAB.

Continuing the same construction with the triangle ADB, we find a third •
trianglt; in which the sum of the angles is still 2R + a, while one of them is
equal to or less than (L CAB)!4.

Proceeding in this way, we arrive at a triangle in which the sum of the
angles is 2R + a, and one of them is not greater than ( L CAJ3)!2".

And, if n is sufficiently large, this will be less than a; in which case we
should have a triangle in which two angles are together greater than two right
angles: which is absurd.

Therefore a is equal to or less. than zero.
(It will be noted that in both these proofs, as in Eucl. 1. 16, it is taken for

granted that a straight line is infinite in length and does not return into itself,
whkh is not true under the Riemann hypothesis.)

II. On the assumption that the sum of the angles of a triangle is less
than two right angles, if a tn'angle is made up of two others, the" deficit" of the
fOhner is equal to the sum of the "deficits" ofthe others.

In fact, if the sums of the angles of the component triangles are 2R - Il,

2R - f3 respectively, the sum of the angles of the whole triangle is
(2R-a) + (2R - (3) - 2R= 2R - (a + (3).

III. If the sum of the three angles of a triangle is equal to two nght
angles, the same is true of all tn'angles obtained by subdividing it by straIght
linlS drawn from a llertex to meet the opposite side.

Since the sum of the angles of the triangle ABC is equal to 2R, if the
sum of the angles of the triangle ABD were 2R - a, it
would follow that the sum of the angles of the triangle
ADC must be 2R + a, which is absurd (by I. above).

IV. If in a triangle the sum of the three angles is
equal to two nght angles, a quadrilateral can always be
constructed with four nght angles and four equal sides
exceeding in length any assigned redilineal segment.

Let ABC be a triangle in which the sum of the angles is equal to two
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right angles. We can assume ABC to be an isosceles nght-angled triangle
because we can reduce the case to this by making subdivisions of ABC by
straight lines through vertices (as in Prop. m. above).

Taking two equal triangles of this kind and placing their hypotenuses
together, we obtain a quadrilateral with four right angles and four equal
sides.

Putting four of these quadrilaterals together, we obtain a new quadrilateral
of the same kind but with its sides double of those of the first quadrilateral.

Mter 11 such operations we have a quadrilateral with four right angles and
four equal sides, each being equal to 2 n times the side AB.

The diagonal of this quadrilateral divides it into two equal isosceles right
angled triangles in each of which the sum of the angles· is equal to two right
angles.

Consequently, from the existence of one triangle in which the sum of the
three angles is equal to two right angles it follows that there exists an isosceles
right-angled triangle with sides greater than any assigned rectilineal segmeRt
and such that the sum of its three angles is also equal to two right angles.

c

C'·

6(6')A

V. If the SlIm of the three angles of one triangle is equal to two rtght
angles, the sum of the three angles of any other triangle is also equal to two
right angles.

It is enough to prove this for a right-angled triangle, since any triangle can
be divided into two right-angled triangles.

Let ABC be any right-angled triangle.
If then the.sum of the angles of anyone

triangle is equal to two right angles, we can
construct (by the preceding Prop.) an isosceles
right-angled triangle with the same property and
with its perpendicular sides greater than those of
ABC.

Let A'B'C' be such a triangle, and let it be
applied to ABG~ as in the figure.

Applying then Prop. III. above, we deduce
first that the sum of the three angles of the P(

triangle AB'C' is equal to two right angles, and
next, for the same reason, that the sum of the three angles of the original
triangle ABC is equal to two right angles.

VI. If in anyone triangle the sum {if the three angles is less than two
nght angles, the sum of tIle three angles of any other triangle is also less I/um
two right angles.

This follows from the preceding theorem. >.

(It will be observed that the last two theorems are included among diose
of Saccheri, which contain however in addition the corresponding theorem
touching the case where the sum of the angles is greater than two right
angles.)

We come now to the bearing of these propositions upon Euclid's Postulate
5; and the next theorem is

VII. If the sum of the three allgles of a triangle is equal to two rIght
angles, through any point in a plalle there can only be draw11 one parallel to a
given straIght line..
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For the proof of this we require the following
LEMMA. It is always possible, through a point P, to draw a straight line

which shall make, with a gzi1en straight line (r), an angle less than any assigned
angle.

Let Q be the foot of the perpendicular from P upon r.
Let a segment QR be taken on 1',

on either side of Q, such that QR is
equal to PQ.

Join PR, and mark off the segment
RR' equal to PR; join PR'.

If w represents the angle QPR or
the angle QRP, each of the equal
angles RPR', RR'P is not greater
than WJ2.

Continuing the construction, we obtain, after the reqUisIte number of
operations, a triangle PR"-l R .. in which each of the equal angles is equal to
or less than W/2".

Hence we shall arrive at a straight line PR" which, starting from P and
meeting 1', makes with I' an angle as small as we please.

To return now to the Proposition. Draw from P the straight line s
perpendicular to PQ.

Then any straight line drawn from P which meets I' in R will form equal
angles with I' and s, since, by hypothesis, the sum of the angles of the triangle
PQR is equal to two right angles.

And since, by the Lemma,'it is always possible to draw through Pstraight
lines which form with I' angles as small as we please, it follows that all the
straight lines through P, except s, will meet r. Hence s is the only parallel
to I' that can be drawn through P.

The history of the attempts to prove Postulate 5 or something equivalent
has now been brought down to the parting of the ways. The further
developments on lines independent of the Postulate, beginning with
Schweikart (1180-1857), Taurinus ([794--1874), Gauss (1777-1855),
Lobachewsky (1793-1856), J. Bolyai ([802-[860), Riemann ([826- 1866),
belong to the history of non-Euclidean geometry, which is outside the scope
of this work. I may refer the reader to the full article Sulla teoria delle
parallele e sulle geometrie non-euclidee by R. Bonola in Questioni n"guardanti
la geometn'a elementare, 1900, of which I have made considerable use in the
above, to the same author's La geome/ria non-eudidea, Bologna, 19°6, to the
first volume of Killing's Einfuhrung in die Grundlagen del' Geometrie,
Paderborn, 1893, to P. Mansion's Premiers principes de mitageometrie, and
P. Barbarin's La geometn'e non-Eudidienne, Paris, 1902, to the historical
summary in Veronese's Fondamenti di geometria, 1891, p. 565 sqq., and (for'
orfinal sources) to Engel and Stackel, Die Theorie del' Parallellinien von
Euklid bis aufGauss, 1895, and Urkunden zur Geschichte del' 1licht-Euklidischen
Geometrie, 1. (Lobachewsky), [899, and II. (Wolfgang und Johann Bolyai).
I will only add that it was Gauss who first expressed a convictiori that the
Postulate could never be proved; this he stated distinctly, first in a review in
the Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 20 April 1816, and secondly in a letter to
Bessel of 27 January, 1829. The actual indemonstrability ofthe Postulate was
proved by Beltrami (1868) and by Houel (Note sur l'impossibz7ite de demontrer
par une construction plane Ie pn'ncipe de la theorie des parallNes dit Postulatulll
d'Eudide in Battaglini's Giornale di matematiche, Vlll., 1870, pp. 84-89).
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Alternatives for Postulate 5.
It may be convenient to collect here a few of the more noteworthy

substitutes which have from time to time been formally suggested or tacitly
assumed.

(I) Through a given point only one parallel can be drawn to a given
straight line or, Two straight lines which intersect one another cannot both be
parallel to one a1t(i the same straight line.

This is commonly known as "Playfair's Axiom," but it was of course not
a new discovery. It is distinctly stated in Proclus' note to Eucl. I. 3[.

(I a) .If a straight line intersect one of two parallels, it WIll intersect the
other also (Proclus).

(I b) Straight lines parallel to the same straight line are parallel to one
another. -,

The forms (I a) and (I b) are exactly equivalent to (I).
(2) There exist straight lines everywhere equidistant from one another

(Posidonius and Geminus); with which may be compared Proclus' tacit
assumption that Parallels remain, throughout their length, at a jil/ite distance
from one another.

(3) There exists a triangle in which the sum of the three angles is equal to
two right angles (Legendre).

(4) Given any figure, there exists a figure sinular to it of any size we please
(Wallis, Carnot, Laplace).

Saccheri points out that it is not necessary to assume so much, and that it
is enough to postulate that there exist two unequal triangles with equal angles.

(5) Through any point within an angle less than two-thirds ofa right angle
a straight line can always be -drawn which meets both sides of the angle
(Legendre).

With this may be compared the similar axiom of Lorenz (Grundriss der
reinen und angewandten Mathematik, 1791): Every straight line through a
point within an angle must meet one of the sides of the angle.

(6) Given any threepoints not in a straight line, there exists a circle passing
through them (Legendre, W. Bolyai).

(7) ".If I could prove that a rectllineal triangle is possible the content'of
which is greater than any given area, I am in a position to prove peifedly
rigorously the whole ofgeometry" (Gauss, in a letter to W. Bolyai, 1799).

Cf. the proposition of Legendre numbered IV. above, and the axiom of
Worpitzky: There exists no triangle in which (1Jery angle is as small as we
please.

(8) .If in a quadrilateral three angles are right angles, the fourth angle is
a right angle also (Clairaut, 1741). •

(9) .If two straight lines are parallel, they are figures opposite to (or the
rtjiex of) one another with respect to the middle points of all their transversal
segments (Veronese, Elementi, 1904).

Or, Two parallel straight lines intercept, on every transversal which passes
through the middle point ofa segment included between them, another segment
the middle point of which is the middle point of the first (Ingrami, Element/~

190 4).
Veronese and Ingrami deduce immediately Playfair's Axiom.
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AXIOMS OR COMMON NOTIONS.

:2:21

In a paper Sur f'authenticile des axiomes d'Eudide in the But/etin des
sciences mathematiques et astronomiques, 2e ser. VlJI., 1884, p. 162 sqq., Paul
Tannery maintained that the Common Notions (including the first three) were
not in Euclid's work but were interpolated later. The following are his main
arguments. (1) If Euclid had set about distinguishing between indemon
strable principles (a) common to all demonstrative sciences and (b) pl!culiar
to geometry, he would, says Tannery, certainly not have placed the common
principles second and the special principles (the Postulates) first. (2) If the
Common Notions are Euclid's, this designation of them must be his too; for he
must have used some name to distinguish them from the Postulates and, if he
had used another name, such as Axioms, it is impossible to imagine why that
name was changed afterwards for a less suitable one. The word lvvota
(notion), says Tannery, never signified a notion in the sense of a proposition,
but a no~ion of some object; nor is it found in any technical sense in Plato
and Aristotle. (3) Tannery's own view was that the formulation of the
Common Notions dates from the time of Apollonius, and that it was inspired
by his work relating to the Elements (we know from Proclus that Apollonius
tried to prove the Common Notions). T!;lis idea, Tannery thought, was
confirmed by a "fortunate coincidence" furnished by the occurrence of the
word lvvota (notion) in a quotation by Proclus (p. 100, 6): "we shall agree
with Apollonius when he says that we have a notion (lvvoLUv).of a line when
we order the lengths, only, of roads or walls to be measured."

In reply to argument (I) that it is an unnatural order to place the purely
geometrical Postulates first, and the Common Notions, which are not peculiar
to geometry, last, it may be pointed out that it would surely have been a still
more awkward arrangement to give the Definitions first and then to separate
from them, by the interposition of the Common Notions, the Postulates, which
are so closely connected with the Definitions in that they proceed to postulate
the existence of certain of the things defined, namely straight lines and circles.

(2) Though it is true that. <vVOLa in Plato and Aristotle is generally a
notion of an object, not of afact or proposition, there are instances in Aristotle
where it does mean a notion of a fact: thus in the Eth. Nic. IX. II, 1171 a 32

he speaks of "the notion (or consciousness) that friends sympathise" (~ lvvota
TOU O'VvaAy€tV TOU. </>LAOV') and again, b 14, of "the notion (or consciousness)
that they are pleased at his good fortune." It is true that Plato and Aristotle
do not use the word in a technical sense; but neither was there apparently in
Aristotle's time any fixed technical term for what we call" axioms," since he
speaks of them variously as "the so-called axioms in mathematics," "the so
called common axioms," "the common (things)" (TO. KOWa), and even" the
common opinions" (KotVal 8otat). I see therefore no reason why Euclid should
not himself have given a technical sense to "Common Notions," which is at
least a distinct improvement upon" common opinions."

(3) The use of lvvOLa in Proclus' quotation from Apollonius seems to me
to be an unfortunate, rather than a fortunate, coincidence from Tannery's point
of view, for it is there used precisely in the old sense of the notion of an
object (in that case aline).

No doubt it is difficult to feel certain that Euclid did himself use the term
Common Notions, seeing that Proclus' commentary generally speaks of Axioms.
But even Proclus (p. 194, 8), after explaining the meaning of the word
" axiom," first as used by the Stoics, and secondly as used by "Aristotle and
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the geometers," goes on to say: "For ih their view (that of Aristotle and the
geometers) axiom and common notion are the same thing." This, as it seems
to me, may be a sort of apology for using the word "axiom" exclusively in
what has gone before, as if Proclus had suddenly bethought himself that he
had described both Aristotle and the geometers as using the one term
"axiom," whereas he should have said that Aristotle spoke of" axioms," while
"the geometers" (in fact Euclid), though meaning the same thing, called them
Common Notions. It may be for a like reason that in another passage (p. 76,
16), after quoting Aristotle's view of an "axiom," as distinct from a postulate
and a hypothesis, he proceeds: "For it is not by virtue of a common notion
that, without being taught, we preconceive the circle to be such and such a
figure." If this view of the two passages just quoted is correct, it would
strengthen rather than weaken the case for the genuineness of Common Notions
as the Euclidean term.

Again, it is clear from Aristotle's allusions to the "common axioms in
mathematics" that more than one axiom of this kind had a place in the text
books of his day; and as he constantly quotes the particular axiom that, ij
equals be taken from equals, the remainders are equal, which is Euclid's Common
Notion 3, it would seem that at least the first three Common Notions were
adopted by Euclid from earlier text-books. It is, besides, scarcely credible
that, if the Common Notions which Apollonius tried to prove had not been
introduced earlier (e.g. by Euclid), they would then have been interpolated as
axioms and not as propositions to be proved. The line taken by Apollonius
is much better explained on the assumption that he was directly attacking
axioms which he found already admitted into the Elements. .

Proclus, who recognised the five Common Notions given in the text, warns
us, not only against the error of unnecessarily multiplying the axioms, but
against the contrary error of reducing their numb~r unduly (P.196, 15), "as
Heron does in enunciating three only; for it is also an axiom that the whole is
greater than the part, and indeed the geometer employs this in many places for
his demonstrations, and again that things which coincide are equal."

Thus Heron recognised the first three of the Common Notions; and this
fact, together with Aristotle's allusions to "common axioms" (in the plural),
and in particular to our Common Notion 3, may satisfy us that at least the first
three C01!?mon Notions were contained in the Elements as they left Euclid's
hands.

COMMON NOTION I.

Tit TW a~Tw'iua Kat dAA~AO'> £UTtV iua.
Thz";gs which are equal to the same thing are also equal to one another.
Aristotle throughout emphasises the fact thaCaxioms are self-evident truths,

which it is impossible to demonstrate. If, he says, anyone should attempt to
prove them, it could only be through ignorance. Aristotle therefore would
undoubtedly have agreed in Proclus' strictures on Apollonius for attempting
to prove the axioms. Proclus gives (p. 194, 25), as a specimen
of these attempted proofs by Apollonius, that of the first of the
Common Notions. " Let A be equal to B, and the la:tter to C;
I say that A is also equal to C. For, since A is equal to B, it ABC
occupies the same space with it; and since B is equal to C, it
occl'pies the same space with it.

Therefore A also occupies the same space with c."
Proclus rightly remarks (p. 194, 22) that "the middle term IS no more
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intelligible (Qetter known, 'YVWptP.ldr€pOV) than the conclusion, if it is not
actually more disputable." Again (p. 195, 6), the proof assumes two things,
( I) that things which "occupy the same space" (T07TO~) are equal to one
another, and (2) that things which occupy the same space with one and the
same thing occupy the same space with one another; which is to explain the
obvious by something much more obscure, for space is an entity more
unknown to us than the things which exist in space.

Aristotle would also have objected to the proof that it is partial and not
general (Ka(Jo~ov), since it refers only to things which can be supposed to
occupy a space (or take up room), whereas the axiom is, as Proclus says
(p. 196, I), true of numbers, speeds, and periods of time as well, though of
course each science uses axioms in relation to its own subject-matter only.

COMMON NOTIONS 2, 3.

2. Kat €fJ.v iuor.~ lua 1rpOCT'TfOfi, To.. 6Aa €UTLV tou.
3. Kal (u.v a7ro tUWV tua depatp((Jii, 7U. KaTa~(L7Tl)p.(VlJ. EUTLV tua.

2. Ifequals be added to equals, the wholes are equal.
3. Q equals be subtractedfrom equals, tIle remainders are equal.
These two Common Notions are recognised by Heron and Proclus as

genuine. The latter is the axiom which is so favourite an illustration with
Aristotle.

Following them in the lIlSS. and editions there came four others of the
same type as 1-3. Three of these are given by Heiberg in brackets; the
fourth he omits altogether.

The three are:
(a) Ifequals be added to ltllequllls, the wholes are unequal.
(b) Things which are double of the same thing are equllito om another.
(c) Things 1€!hiclt are halves of the sallie thing are equal to one another.

The fourth, which was placed between (a) and (b), was:
(d) If equals be subtractedfrom unequals, the remainders are ultequ;l.

Produs, in obsen'ing that axioms ought not to be multiplied, indicates
that all should be rejected which follow from the five admitted by him and
appearing in the text above (p. 155). He mentions the second of those just
quoted (b) as one of those to be excluded, since it follows from Common
Notion I. Proclus does not mention (a), (c) or (d); an-Nairlzl gives (a), (d), (b)
and (c), in that order, as Euclid's, adding a note of Simplicius that "three
axioms (senh:ntiae acceptae) only are extant in the ancient manuscripts, but
the number was increased in the more recent."

(a) stands self-condemned because" unequal" tells us nothing. It is easy
to see what is wanted if we refer to I. 17, where the same angle is added to a
greater and a less, and it is inferred that the first sum is greater than the second.
So far however as the wording of (a) is concerned, the addition of equal to
greater and less might be supposed to produce less and greater respectively. If
therefore such an axiom were given at all, it should be divided into two.
Heiberg conjectures that this axiom may have been taken from the commentary
of Pappus, who had the axiom about equals added"to unequals quoted below
(e); if so, it can only be an unskilful adaptation of some remark of Pappus, for
hi& axiom (e) has some point, whereas (a) is useless.

As regards (b), I agree with Tannery in seeing no sufficient reason why, if
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we reject it (as we certainly must), the words in 1. 47 "But things which are
double of equals are equal to one another" should be condemned as an
interpolation. If they were interpolated, we should have expected to find the
same interpolation in 1. 42, where the axiom is taatly assumed. I think
it quite possible that Euclid may have inserted such words in one case and
left them out in another, without necessarily implying either that he was
quoting a formal Common Notion of his own or that he had not included
among his Common Notions the particular fact stated as obvious.

The corresponding axiom (c) about the halves of equals can hardly be
genuine if (b) is not, and Proclus does not mention it. Tannery acutely
observes however that, when Heiberg, in I. 37, 38, brackets words stating that
"the halves of equal things are equal to one another" on the ground that
axiom (c) was interpolated (although before Theon's time), and explains that
Euclid used Common Notion 3 in making his inference, he is clearly mistaken.
For, while axiom (b) is an obvious inference from Cdmmon Notion 2, axiom (c)
is not an inference from Common Notion 3. Tannery says, in a note, that (c)
would have to be established by reductio ad absurdum with the help of axiom
(b), that is to say, of Common Notion 2. But, as the hypothesis in the reductio
ad absurdum would be that one of the halves is greater than the other, and it
would therefore be necessary to prove that the one whole is greater than the
other, while axiom (b) or Common Notion 2 only refers to equals, a little
argument would be necessary in addition to the reference to Comm01t Notion 2.

I think Euclid would not have gone through this process in order to prove (c),
but would have assumed it as equally obvious with (b).

Proclus (pp. 197, 6--198, 5) definitely rejects two other axioms of the
above kind given by Pappus, observing that, as they iollow from the genuine
axioms, they are rightly omitted in most copies, althotrgh Pappus said that
they were ., on record" with the others (uvvavaypcl.1>£u(Ja£) :

(e) .If unequals be added to equals, the difference between the wholes is equal
to the difference between the addedparts; and

(j) .Ifequals be added to unequals, the difference between the wholes is equal
to the difference between the original uNequals.

Proclus and Simplicius (in an-NainzI) give proofs of both. The proof of
the former, as given by Simplicius, is as follows:

Let AB, CD be equal magnitudes; and let EB, FD be _
added to them respectively, EB being greater than FD. G F

I say that AE exceeds CF by the same difference as that by
which BE exceeds DE. B 0

Cut off from BE the magnitude BG equal to DE.
Then, since AE exceeds AG by GE, and AG is equal to CF
~~~~ Ac

A E exceeds CF by the same difference as that by which BE
exceeds DE.

COMMON NOTION 4.

Kal. TO. E1>app.o'OVTa E7r' O'>">':'1Aa iua aAA7;Ao£. EUTtV.
. Things which coiNcide with one another are equal to one another.
The word E1>app.6'££v, as a geometrical term, has a different meaning

according as it is used in the active or in the passive. In the passive,
E1>aPp.6'£uOat, it means "to be applied to" without any implication that the
applied figure will exactly fit,. or coincide with, the figure to which it is applied;
on the other hand the active E1>app.o'(tV is used intransitively and means "to
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fit exactly," "to coincide with." In Euclid and Archimedes Ecf>app.o{nv is
constructed with E7r{ and the accusative, in Pappus with the dative.

On Common Notion 4 Tannery observes that it is incontestably geometrical
in character, and should therefore have been excluded from the Common
Notions j again, it is difficult to see why it is not accompanied by its converse,
at all events for straight lines (and, it might be added, angles also), which
Euclid makes use of in I. 4. As it is, says Tannery, we have here a definition
of geometrical equality more or less sufficient, but not a real axiom.

It is true that Proclus seems to recognise this Common Notion and the next
as proper axioms in the passage (p. 196, 15-21) where he says that we should
not cut down the axioms to the minimum, as Heron does in giving only three
axioms j but the statement seems to rest, not upon authority, but upon an
assumption that Euclid would state explicitly at the beginning all axioms
subsequently used and not reducible to others unquestionably included. Now
in I. 4 this Common Notion is not quoted j it is simply inferred that" the base
BC will coincide with EE, and will be equal to it." The position is therefore
the same as it is in regard to the statement in the same proposition that, "if. ..
the base BC does not coincide with EF, two straight lines will enclose a space:
which is impossible" j and, if we do not admit that Euclid had the axiom that
" two straight lines cannot enclose a space," neither need we infer that he had
Common Notion 4. I am therefore inclined to think that the latter is more
likely than not to be an interpolation.

It seems clear that the Common Notion, as here formulated, is intended
to assert that superposition is a legitimate way of proving the equality of two
figures which have the necessary parts respectively equal, or, in other words,
to serve as an axiom of congruence.

The phraseology of the propositions, e.g. I. 4 and I. 8, in which Euclid
employs the method indicated, leaves no room for doubt that he regarded one
figure as actually moved and placed upon the other. Thus in I. 4 he says,
"The triangle ABC being applied «(cf>app.o~op.€vov) to the triangle DEF, and
the point A being placed (rdiEp.ivov) upon the point D, and the straight line
AB on DE, the point B will also coincide with E because AB is equal to
DE"; and in I. 8, "If the sides BA, A C do not coincide with 'ED, DF, but
fall beside them (take a different position, 7rapaAAa~OV(TLv), then" etc. At the
same time, it is clear that Euclid disliked the method and avoided it wherever
he could, e.g. in I. 26, where he proves the equality of two triangles which have
two angles respectively equal to two angles and one side of the one equal to
the corresponding side of the other. It looks as though he found the method
handed down by tradition (we can hardly suppose that, if Thales proved that
the diameter of a circle divides it into two equal parts, he would do.so by any
other method than that of superposition), and followed it, in the few cases
where he does so, only because he had not been able to see his way to a
satisfactory substitute.. But seeing how much of the Elements depends on I. 4,
directly or indirectly, the method can hardly be regarded as being, in Euclid,
of only subordinate importance j on the contrary, it is fundamental. Nor, as
a matter of fact, do we find in the ancient geometers any expression of doubt
as to the legitimacy of the method. Archimedes uses it to prove that any
spheroidal figure cut by a plane through the centre is divided into two equal
parts in respect of both its surface and its volume j he also postulates in
Equilibrium of Planes I. that "when equal and similar plane figures coincide
if applied to one another, their centres of gravity coincide also."

Killing (Einfuhrung in die Grundlagen der Geometrie, II. pp. 4, 5)

H. E. IS
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contrasts the attitude of the Greek geometers with that of the philosophers,
who, he says, appear to have agreed in banishing motion from geometry
altogether. In support of this he refers to the view frequently expressed by
Aristotle that mathematics has to do with immovable objects (aK{v7JTa), and that
only where astronomy is admitted as part of mathematical science is motion
mentioned as a subject for mathematics. Cf. Metaph. 989 b 32 "For mathe
matical objects are among things which exist apart from motion, except such
as relate to astronomy"; Metaph. 1064 a 30 "Physics deals with things
which have in themselves- the principle of motion; mathematics is a theoretical
science and one concerned with things which are stationary (pivovTa) but not
'separable" (sc. from matter); in Physics II. 2, 193 b 34 he speaks of the
subjects of mathematics as "in thought separable from motion."

But I doubt whether in Aristotle's use of the words" immovable," "with
out motion" etc. as applied to the subjects of.mathematics there is any
implication such as Killing supposes. We arrive at mathematical concepts
by abstraction from material objects; and just as we, in thought, eliminate
the matter, so according to Aristotle we eliminate the attributes of matter as
such, e.g. qualitative change and motion. It does not appear to me that the
use of " immovable" in the passages referred to means more than this. I do
not think that Aristotle would have regarded it as illegitimate to move a
geometrical figure from one position to another; and I infer this from a
passage in De cado III. I where he is criticising "those who make up every
body that has an origin by putting together planes, and resolve it again into
planes." The reference must be to the Timaeus (54 B sqq.) where Plato
evolves the four elements in this way. He begins with a right-angled triangle
in which the hypotenuse is double of the smaller side; six of these put together
in the proper way produce one equilateral triangle. Making solid angles with
(a) three, (b) four, and (c) five of these equilateral triangles respectively, and
taking the requisite number of these solid angles, namely four of (a), six of (b)
and twelve of (c) respectively, and putting them together so as to form)'egular
solids, he obtains (a) a tetrahedron, (f3) an octahedron, (I') an icosahedron
respectively. For the fourth element (earth), four isosceles right-angled triangles
are first put together so as to form a square, and then six of these squares are
put together to form a cube. Now, says Aristotle (299 b 23), "it is absurd that
planes should only admit of being put together so as to touch in a line; for just
as a line and a line are put together in both ways, lengthwise and breadthwise,
so must a plane and a.plane. A line can be combined with a line in the sense
of being a line superposed, and not added"; the inference being that a plane can
be superposed on aplane. Now this is precisely the sort of motion in question
here; and Aristotle, so far from denying its permissibility, seems to blame
Plato for not using it. Cf, also Physics v. 4, 228 b 25, where Aristotle speaks
of "the spiral or other magnitude in which any part will not coincide with
any other part," and where superposition is obviously contemplated.

Motion without deformation.

It is well known that Helmholtz maintained that geometry requires us to
assume the actual existence of rigid bodies and their free mobility in space,
whence he inferred that geometry is dependent on mechanics.

Veronese exposed the fallacy in this (Fondamenti di geometria, pp. xxxv
xxxvi, 239-24° note, 615-7), his argqment being as follows. Since geometry
~s .concerned with empty space, which is immovable, it would be at least str-ange
If It was necessary to have recourse to the real motion of bodies for a definition,
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and for the proof of the properties, of immovable space. We must distinguish
the intuitive principle of motion in itself from that of motion without deforma
tion. Every point of a figure which mm;es is transferred to another point in
space. "Without deformation" means that the mutual relations between the
points of the figure 90 not change, but the relations between them and other
figures do change (for if they did not, the figure could not move). Now
consider what we mean by saying that, when the figure A has moved from
the position Al to the position A z, the relations between the points of A in
the position A z are unaltered from what they were in the position AI' are the
same in fact as if A had not moved but remained at AI' We can only say
that, judging of the figure (or the body with its physical qualities eliminated)
by the impressions it produces in us during its movement, the impressions
produced in us in the two different positions (which are in time distinct)
are equal. In fact, we are making use of the notion of equality between two
distinct figures. Thus, if we say that two bodies are equal when they
can be superposed by means of movement without deformation, we are com
mitting a petitio principii. The notion of the' equality of spaces is really prior
to that of rigid bodies or of motion without deformation. Helmholtz supported
his view by reference to the process of measurement in which the measure
must be, at least approximately, a rigid body, but the existence of a rigid body
as a standard to measure by, and the question how we discover two equal
spaces to be equal, are matters of no concern to the geometer. The method
of super-position, depending on motioq without deformation, is only of use as
a practical test j it has nothing to do with the theory of geometry.

Compare an acute observation of Schopenhauer (Die Welt als Wille, 2 ed.
1844, II. p. 130) which was a criticism in advance of Helmholtz' theory: "I
am surprised that, instead of the eleventh axiom [the Parallel-Postulate], the
eighth is not rather attacked: 'Figures which coincide (sich decken) are
equal to one another.' For coincidence (das Sichdecken) is either mere
tautology, or something entirely empirical, which belongs, not to pure intuition
(Anschauung), but to external sensuous experience. It presupposes in fact
the mobility _of figures j but that which is movable in space is matter and
nothing else. Thus this appeal to coincidence means leaving pure space, the
sole element of geometry, in order to pass over to the material and empirical."

Mr Bertrand Russell observes (Encyclopaedia Britannica, Suppl. Vol. 4,
1902, Art. "Geometry, non-Euclidean") that the apparent use of motion here
is deceptive j what in geometry is called a motion is merely the transference
of our attention from one figure to another. Actual superposition, which is
nominally employed by Euclid, is not required j all that is required is the
transference of our attention from the original figure to a new one defined by
the position of some of its elements and by certain properties which it shares
with the original figure.

If the method of superposition is given up as a means of defining theoreti
cally the equality of two figures, some other definition of equality is necessary.
But such a definition can be evolved out of empirical or practical observation
of the result of superposing two material representations of figures. This is
done by Veronese (Elementi di geometria, 1904) and Ingrami (Elementi di
geometl'ia, 1904). Ingrami says, namely (p. 66):

"If a sheet of paper be folded double, and a triangle be drawn upon it
and then cut out, we obtain two triangles superposed which we in practice call
equal. If points A, B, C, D .,. be marked on one of the triangles, then,
when we place this triangle upon the other (so as to coincide with it), we see

15-2
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that each of the particular points taken on the first is superposed on one
particular point of the second in such a way that the segments A B, A C, AD,
BC, BD, CD, ... are respectively superposed on as many segments in the
second triangle and are therefore equal to them respectively. In this way we
justify the following .

"Definition of equality.
"Any two figures whatever will be called equal when to the points of one

the points of the other can be made to correspond u1l1vocally [i.e. everyone
point in one to one distinct point in the other and vice versa] in such a way
that the segments which join the points, two and two, in one figure are
respectively equal to the segments which join, two and two, the corresponding
points in the other."

Ingrami has of course previously postulated, as known the signification of
the phrase equal (rectilineal) segments, of which we get a practical notion when
we can place one upon the other or can place a third movable segment
successively on both.

New systems of Congruence-Postulates.
In the third Article of Questioni riguardanti la geometria elementare, 1900,

pp. 65-82, a review is given of three different systems: (I) that of Pasch in
Vorlesungen uber neuere Geometrie, 1882, p. 101 sqq., (2) that of Veronese
according to the Fondamenti di geometria, 1891, and the Elementi taken
together, (3) that of Hilbert (see'Grundlagen der Geometrie, 1903, pp. 7-15).

These systems differ in the particular conceptions taken by the three
authors as primary. (I) Pasch considers as primary the notion of congrUe1lce
or equality between any figures which are made up of a finite number of points
only. The definitions of congruent segments and of congruent angles have to
be deduced in the way shown on pp. 68-9 of the Article referred to, after
which Eucl. I. 4 follows immediately, and Eucl. I. 26 (I) and I. 8 by a
method recalling that in Eucl. 1. 7, 8.

(2) Veronese takes as primary the conception of congruence between
segments (rectilineal). The transition to congruent angles, and thence to
triangles is made by means of the following postulate:

"Let AB, A C and A'B', A'C' be two' pairs of straight lines intersecting
at A, A', and let there be determined upon them the congruent segments
AB, A'B' and the congruent segments AC, A'C';
then, if BC, B'C' are congruent, the two pairs of straight lines are con-
gruent." .

(3) Hilbert takes as primary the notions of congruence between both
segments and angles.

It is observed in the Article referred to that, from the theoretical stand
point, Veronese's system is an advance upon that of Pasch, since the idea of
congruence between segments is more simple than that of congruence between
anl figures; but, didactically, the development of the theory is more compli
cated when we start from Veronese's system than when we start from that of
Pasch.

The system of Hilbert offers advantages over both the others from the
point of view of the teaching of geometry, and I shall therefore give a short
account of his system only, following the Article above quoted.
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Hilbert's system.
The following are substantially the Postulates laid down.
(I) If one segment is congruent with another, the second is also congruent

with the first.
(2) If an angle is congruent with another angle, the second angle is also

congruent with the first.
(3) Two segments congruent with a third are congruent with one another.

(4) Two angles congruent with a third are congruent with one another.

(5) Any segment AB is congruent with itself, independently of its sense.
This we may express symbolically thus:

AB:=AB=BA.

(6) Any angle (ab) is congruent with itself, independently of its sense.
This we may express symbolically thus:

(ab) := (ab) := (ba).

(7) On any straight line r', startingfrom anyone of its points A', and on
each side of it respectively, there exists one and only one segment congruent with a
segmmt AB belonging to the straight line r.

(8) Given a ray a, issuingfrom a point 0, in any plane which contains it
and on each of the two sides of it, there exists one and only one ray b issuing
from 0 such that the angle (ab) is congruent wjth a given angle (a'b').

(9) If AB, BC are two consecutive segments of the same straight line r
(segments, that is, having an extremity and no other point common), and NB',
B'C' two consecutive segments on another straight line r', and if AB := A'B',
BC := B'C', then

AC= A'C'.

(10) If (ab), (bc) are two consecuti71e angles in the same plane 7r (angles,
that is, having the 7iertex and one side common), and (a'b'), (b'c') two consecu
tive angles t'n another plane 7r', and if (ab) := (a'b'), (bc) = (b'c'), then

(ac) = (a'c').

(I I) If two triangles have two sides and the included angles respecHvely
congruent, they have also their third sides congruent as well as the angles
opposite to the congruent sides respecli7lely.

As a matter of fact, Hilbert's postulate corresponding to (I I) does not
assert the equality of the third sides in each, but only the equality of the two
remaining angles in one triangle to the two remaining angles in the other
respectively. He proves the equality of the third sides (thereby completing
the theorem of Eucl. I. 4) by reductio
ad absurdum thus. Let ABC, A'B'e'
be the two triangles which have the
sides A B, A C respectively congruent
with the sides A'B', A'e' and the
included angle at A congruent with
the included angle at A'.

Then, by Hilbert's own postulate, the angles ABC, A'B'C' are congruent,
as also the angles A CB, A'C'B'.

If BC is not congruent with B'C', let D be taken on B'C' such that BC,
B'D are congruent, and join A'D.
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Then the two triangles ABC, A'B'D have two sides and the included
angles congruent respectively; therefore, by the same postulate, the angles
BAC, B'A'D are congruent.

'But the angles BAC, B'A'C' are congruent; therefore, by (4) above, the
angles B'A'C', B'A'D are congruent: which is impossible, since it contradicts
(8) above. .

Hence B C, B'C' cannot but be congruent.
Euc!. I. 4 is thus proved; but it seems to be as well to include all of that

theorem in the postulate, as is done in (I I) above, since the two parts of it are
equally suggested by empirical observation of the result of one superposition.

A proof similar to that just given immediately establishes Eucl. I. 26 (I),
and Hilbert next proves that

.If tWo angles ABC, A'B'C' are congruent with one another, their supple
mentary angles CBD, C'B'D' are also congruent with one another.

We choose A, D on ·one of the straight lines forming the first angle, and
A', D' on one of those forming the second angle, and again C, C' on the other

~~
ABO N B' 0'

straight lines forming the angles, so that A'B' is congruent with AB, C'B'
with CB, and D'B' with DB.

The triangles ABC, A'B'C" are congruent, by (II) above; and AC is
congruent with A'C', and the angle CAB with the angle C'A'B'.

Thus, AD, A'D' being congruent, by (9), the triangles CAD, C'A'D' are
also congruent, by (I I) ;
whence CD is congruent with C'D', and the angle ADC with the angle
A'VC'.

Lastly, by (I I), the triangles CDB, C'D'B' are congruent, and the angles
CBD, C'B'D' are thus congruent.

Hilbert's next proposition is that
Given that the angle (h, k) in the plane a is congruent with the angle (h', k')

in the plane a', and that I is a half-ray in the plane a starting from the vertex
of the angle (h, k) and lying within that angle, there always exists a half-ray l'
in the second plane a', starting from the vertex of the angle (h', k') and lying
within that angle, such that

(h, 1) == (h', 1'), and (k, 1) == (k', 1').
If 0, 0' are the vertices, we choose points A, B on h, k, and points A', B'

on h', k' respectively, such that OA, (JA' are congruent and also OB, O'B'.

~~C C'
k ~

o h A O~A'

The triangles OAB, O'A'B' are then congruent; and, if I meets AB in C,
we can determine C' on A'B' such that A' C' is congruent with A C.

.Then! drawn from (J through C is the half-ray required.
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The congruence of the angles (h, I), (h', I) follows from (II) directly, atid
that of (k, I) and (k', l) follows in the same way'after we have inferred by
means of (9) that, AB, A C being respectively congruent with A' B', A'C', the
difference BC is congruent with the difference B' C.

It is by means of the two propositions just given that Hilbert proves that
All right angles are congruent 'With one another.

Let the angle BAD be congruent with its adjacent angle CAD, and
likewise the angle B'A'D' congruent with its adjacent angle C'A'D'. All four
angles are then right angles.

0" D 0'"
I
I
I
!

!
I

B A 0 B'

0'

A' 0'
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B' C'

A

A'

If the angle B'A'D' is not congruent with the angle BAD, let the angle
with AB for one side and congruent with the angle B'A'D' be the angle
BAD", so that AD"- falls either within the angle BAD or within the angle
DA C. Suppose the former.

By the last proposition but one (about adjacent angles), the angles
B'A'D', BAD" being congruent, the angles CA'D', CAD" are congruent.

Hence, by the hypothesis .and postulate (4) above, the angles BAD",
CAD" are also congruent.

And, since the angles BAD, CAD are congruent, we can find within the
angle CAD a half-ray CAD''' such that the angles BAD", CAD''' are
congruent, and' likewise the angles DAD", DAD'" (by the last proposition).

But the angles BAD", CAD" were congruent (see above); and it
follows, by (4), that the angles CAD", CAD'" are congruent: which is
impossible, since it contradicts postulate (8).

Therefore etc.
Euclid I. 5 follows directly by applying the postulate (1 I) above to ABC,

A CB as distinct triangles.
Postulates (9), (10) above give in substance the proposition that "the

sums or differences of segments, or of
angles, respectively equal, are equal."

Lastly, Hilbert proves Eucl. I. 8 by
means of the theorem of Eucl. I. 5 and
the proposition just stated as applied to B<{---+---lC
angles.

ABC, A'B'C being the given triangles
with three sides respectively congruent,
we suppose an angle CBA" to be deter
mined, on the side of BC opposite to A,
congruent with the angle A'B'C, and we make BA" equal to A'B'.

The proof is obvious, being equivalent to the alternative proof often given
in our text-books for Eucl. I. 8.
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CO'MMON NOTION 5.
Kal TlJ o.\OV TOU ptpOV!; P€t'OV [€<TTtv].
The whole is greater than the part.
Proclus includes this "axiom" on the same ground as the preceding one.

I think however there is force in the objection which Tannery takes to it,
namely that it replaces a different expression in Eucl. I. 9~ where it is stated
that "the triangle DBC will be equal to the triangle A CB, tlte .less to the
greater: which is absurd." The axiom appears to be an abstraction or
generalisation substituted f<'Jr an immediate inference from a geometrical
figure, but it takes the form of a sort of definition of whole and part. The
probabilities seem to be against its being genuine, notwithstanding Proclus'
approval of it. ,

Clavius added the axiom that the whole is the equal to the sum oj its parts.

OTHER AXIOMS INTRODUCED AFTER EUCLID'S TIME.

[9] Two straight lines do not enclose (or contain) a space.
Proclus (p. 196, 21) mentions this in illustration of the undue m~ltiplication

of axioms, and he points out, as an objection to it, that it belongs to the
subject matter of geometry, whereas axioms are of a general character,' and
not peculiar to anyone science. The real objection to the axiom is that it is
unnecessary, since the fact which it states is included in the meaning of
Postulate L It was no doubt taken from the passag!'i'in I. 4, "if. ..the base
BC does not coincide with EF, two straight lines w~tl enclose a space: which
is impossible"; and we must certainly regard it as ,an interpolation, notwith
standing that two of the best MSS. have it after r~ stulate 5, and one gives it
as Common Notion 9.

Pappus added some others which Proc1us objects to (p. 198, 5) because
they are either anticipated in the definitions or follow from them.

(g) All the parts ofa plane, or ofa straight line, coincide with one another.
(h) A point divides a line, a line a sutface, and a sutface a solid; on which

Proclus remarks that everything is divided by the same things as those by
which it is bounded.

An-NairlzI (ed. Besthorn-Heiberg, p. 31, ed. Curtze, p. 38) in his version
of this axiom, which he also attributes to Pappus, omits the reference to
solids, but mentions planes as a particular case of surfaces.

"(a) A sutface cuts a surface in a line __
(f3) .If two sutfaces which cut one another are plane, they cut one another.

in a straight line;
(y) A line cuts a line in a point (this last we need in the first proposition)."

(k) Magnitudes are susceptible of the infinite (or unlimited) both by way of
addition and by way of successive diminution, but in both cases potentially only
(TlJ a:lmpov €V TOt!; p€')'t(hutv €UTtV Kat Tii 7rpou8t<T€L Kat -rii £7rLKa8atptCT€L, avvQ.pu
at EKaT€pov).

;\n-NairIzI's version of this refers to straight lines and plane surfaces only:
regards the straight line and the plane surface, ill consequence of their

,~ness, it is possible to produce them indefinitely.
This "axiom" of Pappus, as quoted by Proclus, seems to be taken directly

Jm the discussion of TlJ Ci1rupoV in Aristotle, Physics III. 5-8, even to the
Tl.i'ording, for, while Aristotle uses the term division (atatpECTt<;) most frequently

'1S the antithesis of addition (uVV8ECTt<;), he occasionally speaks of subtraction
we <;;~,&<f>atp€<Tt<;) and diminution (Ka8atp€CTL!;). Hankel (Zur Geschichte der Mathe

"atik im Alterthum und Mittetalter, 1874, pp. 119-120) gave an admirable
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summary of Aristotle's views on this subject; and they are stated in greater
detail in Gorland, Aristoteles unddie Mathematik, Marburg, 1899, pp. 157
183. The infinite or unlimited (a.71"ELpOV) only exists potentially (Svvap.£L), not
in actuality (EV€fYY€{q.). The infinite is so in virtue of its endlessly changing
into something else, like day or the Olympic Games (Phys. III. 6, 206a 15-25).
The infinite is manifested in different forms in time, in Man, and in the
division of magnitudes. For, in general, the infinite consists in something new
being continually taken, that something being itself always finite but always
different. Therefore the infinite must not be .,regarded as a particular thing
(T<)S€ n), as man, house, but as being always in course of becoming or decay,
and, though finite at any moment, always different from moment to moment.
But there is the distinction between the forms above referred to that, whereas
in the case of magnitudes what is once taken remains, in the case of time and
Man it passes or is destroyed but the succession is unbroken. The case of
addition is in a. sense the same as that of division; in the finite magnitude the
former takes place in the converse way to the latter; for, as we see the finite
magnitude divided ad injinitum, so we shall find that addition gives a sum
tending to a definite limit. I mean that, in the case of a finite magnitude,
you may take a definite fraction of it and add to it (continually) in the same
ratio; if now the successive added terms do not include one and the same
magnitude whatever it is [i.e. if the successive terms diminish in geometrical
progression], you will not come to the end of the finite magnitude, but, if the
ratio is increased so that each term does include one and the same magnitude
whatever it is, you will come to the end of the finite magnitude, for every
finite magnitude is exhausted by continually taking from it any definite
fraction whatever. Thus in no'other sense does the infinite exist, but only
in the sense just mentioned, that is, potentially and by way of diminution
(206 a 2S-b 13)' And in this sense you may have potentially infinite
addition, the process being, as we say, in a manner, the same as with division
ad injiTtitum: for in the case of addition you will always be able to find some
thing outside the total for the time being, but the total will never exceed every
definite (or assigned) magnitude in the way that, in the direction of division,
the result will pass every definite magnitude, that is, by becoming smaller
than it. The infinite therefore cannot exist even potentially in the sense of
exceeding every finite magnitude as the result of successive addition (206 b
16-22). It follows that the correct view of the infinite is the opposite of
that cC'mmonly held: it is not that which has nothing outside it, but that
which always has something outside it (206 b 33-207 a I).
, Contrasting the case of number and magnitude, Aristotle points out that
(I) in number there is a limit in the direction of smallness, namely unity, but
none in the other direction: a number may exceed any assigned number
however great; but (2) with magnitude the contrary is the case: you can find
a magnitude smaller than any assigned magnitude, bl't in the other direction
there is no such thing as an infinite magnitude (207 b r-s). The latter
assertion he justified by the following argument. However large a thing can
be potentially, it can be as large actually. But there. is no magnitude
perceptible to sense that is infinite. Therefore excess over every assigned
magnitude is an impossibility; otherwise there would be something larger
than the universe (ovpav6s) (207 b 17-21).

Aristotle is aware that it is essentially of physical magnitudes that he is
speaking. He had observed in an earlier passage (Phys. III. 5, 204 a 34) that
it is perhaps a more general inquiry that would be necessary to determine
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whether the infinite is possible in mathematics, and in the domain-of thought
and of things which have no magnitude; but he excuses himself from entering
upon this inquiry on the ground that his subject is physics and sensible
objects. He returns however to the bearing Qf his conclusions on mathematics
in III. 7, 207 b 27: "my argument does not even rob mathematicians of their
study, although it denies the existence of the infinite in the sense of actual
existence as something increased to such an extent that it-cannot be gone
through (~tE~iT7rrOV); for, as it is, they do not' even need the infinite or use
it, but only require that the finite (straight line) shall be as long as they please;
and another ~agnitude of any size whatever can be cut in the same ratio as
the greatest magnitude. Hence it will make no difference to them for the
purpose of demonstration." .

Lastly, if it should be urged that the infinite exists iJil thought, Aristotle
replies that this does not involve its existence in fact. Athing is not greater
than a certain size because it is conceiv€d to be so, but because it tS ; 'and
magnitude is not infinite in virtue of increase in thought (208 a 16-22). .

-.Hankel and Garland do not quote the passage about an infinite series of
magnitudes (206 b 3:""""13) included in the above paraphrase; but I have
thought that mathematicians 'would be interested in the distinct expression of
Aristotle's view that the existence of an infinite series the terms of which are
magnitudes is impossible unless it is convergent, and (with reference to
Riemann's developments) in the statement that it does not matter to geometry
if the straight lirJeis not infinite in length, provided that it is as long as we
please.
_ Aristotle's denial of even the potential exis'.enLe of a sum of magnitudes
which shall exceed every definite magnitude was, as he himself implies, in
conflict with the lemma or assumption used by Eudoxus (as we infer from
Archimedes) to prove the theorem about the volume of a pyramid. The
lemma is thus stated by Archimedes (Quadrature oj a parabola, preface):
"The excess by which the greater of two unequal areas exceeds the less can,

. if it ,be continuMly added to itself, be made to exceed any assigned finite
area." We can therefore well understand why, a century later, Archimedes
felt it necessary to justify his own use of the lemma as he does in the same
preface: "The earlier geometers too have used this lemma: for it, is by its
help that they have proved that circles have to one another the duplicate
ratio ,of their diameters, that spheres have to one another the triplicate ratio
of their diameters, and so on. And, in the result, each of the said theorems
has been accepted no less than those proved without the aid of this lemma."

Principle of continuity.

The use of actual construction as a method of proving the existence of
figures having certain properties is one of the char:tcteristics of the Elements.
Now constructions are effected by means of straight lines arid circles drawn
in accordance with Postulates 1-3; the essence of them is that such straight
lines and circles fletermine by their intersections other points ~ addition to
those given, and these points again are used to determine new lines, and so on.
This being so, the existence of such points of intersection must be postulated
or proved in the same way as that of the lines which determine them. Yet
there is no postulate of this character expressed in Euclid except Post. 5.
This postulate asserts that two straight lines meet if they'satisfy a certain
condition. The condition is of the nature of a 8toptfTp.o,> (discrimination, or
condition of possibility) in a problem; and, if the existence of the point of
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intersection were not granted, the solutions of problems in which the points of
intersection of straight lines are used 'would not in general furnish the required
proofs of the existence of the figures to be constructed.

But, equally with the intersections of straight lines, the intersections of
circle with straight line, and of circle with circle, are used in constructions.
Hence, in addition to Postula.te 5, we require postulates asserting the actual
existence of points of intersection of circle with straight line and of circle
with circle. In the very first proposition the vertex of the required equilateral
triangle is determined as one of the intersections of two circles, and we need
therefore to be assured that the circles will intersect.. Euclid seems to assume
it as obvious, although it is not so; and he makes a similar assumption in
I. 22. It is true that in the latter case Euclid adds to the enunciation tqat
two of the given straight lines must be together greater than the third; but
there is nothing to show that, if this condition is ~atisfied, the construction is
always possible. In 1. 12, in order to be sure that the circle with a given
centre will intersect a given straight line, Euclid makes the circle pass through
a point on the side of the line opposite to that where the centre is. It appears
therefore as if, in this case, he based his inference in some way upon the
definition of a circle combined with the fact that the point within it called
the centre is on one side of the straight line and one point of the circumference
on the .other, and, in the case of two intersecting circles, upon similar con
siderations. But not even in Book 111., where there are several propositions

.-;.bout the relative positions of two circles, do we find any discussion of the
: conditions under which two circles have two, one, or no point common.

The deficiency can only be made good by the Principle of Conthiuity.
Killing (Einjiihrung in die Grundlagen der Geometrie, n. p. 43) gives the

following forms as sufficient for most purposes.
(a) Suppose a line belongs entirely to a figure which is divided into two

parts; then, if the line has at least one point common with each part, it must
also meet the boundary between the parts; or

(b) If a point moves in a figure which is divided into two parts, and if it
belongs at the beginning of the motion to one part and at the end of the
motion to the other part, it must during the motion arrive at the boundary
between the two parts.

In the Questioni riguardanti la geometria elementare, Article 4 (pp. 83-101),
the principle of conJinuity is discussed with special reference to the Postulate
of 8edekind, and it is shown, first, how the Postulate may be led up to and,
secondly, how it may be applied for the purposes of elementary geometry.

Suppose that in a segment AB of a straight line a point e determines
two segments A e, CB. If we consider the point e as belonging to only one
of the two segments A e, eB, we have a division of the segment AB into
two parts with the following properties.

I. Every point of the segment AB belongs to one of the two parts.
2. The point A belongs to one of the two parts (which we will call the

first) and the point B to the other; the point e may beloI}g indifferently to
one or the other of the two parts according as we choose to premise.

3. Every point of the first part precedes every point of the second in the
order AB of the segment.

(For generality we may also suppose the case in which the point C falls at
A or at B. Considering C, in these cases respectively, as belonging to' the
first or the second part, we still have a division into parts which have the
properties above enunciated, one part being then a single point A or B.)
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Now, considering carefully the inverse of the above proposition, we' see
that it agrees with the idea which we have of the continuity of the straight
line.. Consequently we are induced to admit as a postulate the following.

Ifa segment of a straight line AB is divided into~o parts so that
(I) every point of the segment AB belongs to one, of the parts,
(2) the extremity A belongs to the .firstpart and B to t!te second, and
(3) any point whatever of the .first part precedes any point whatever of th~

second part, in the order AB of the segment,
there exists. a point C of the segment AB (which may belong either to .one
part or to the other) such that every point of AB that precedes' C belongs to the
.firstpart, and every point of AB that follows C belongs to the second part in
the division originally assumed... .

(If one of the two parts consists of the single point A or: B, the point C
is the said extremity A' or B of the segment.) .

This is the Postulate of Dedekind, which was enunciated by Dedekind
himself in the following slightly different form (Stetigkeit und z'rrationale Zahlen,
1872, new edition 1905, p. II). .

" If all points of a straight line fall into two classes such that every point of
the.first class lies to the left of every point. of the second class, there exists one and
only one point which produces this divis/on Of all the points' into tWo Classes, this
division of the straight It"ne into two parts."

The above enunciation may.be said to correspond to the intuitive notion
which we have that, if in a segment of a straight line two points start from
the ends and describe the segment in opposite senses, they meet in a point.
The point of meeting might be regarded as belonging to both parts, but for
the present purpose we must, regard it as belonging to one only and subtracted
from the other part.

Applt"cation of Dedekind's postulate to angles.
If we consider an apgle less than two right angles bounded by two rays

a, b, and draw the straight line connecting A, a point on a, with B, a point
on b, we see that all points on the finite segment AB correspond univocally to
all the rays of the angle, the point corresponding to any ray being the point
in which the ray cuts the segment AB; and if a ray be supposed to move
about the vertex of the angle from the position a to the position b, the
corresponding points of the segmeut AB are seen to follow in the same
order as the corresponding rays of the angle (ab).

Consequently, if the angle (ab) is divided into two parts so that
(I) each ray of the angle (ab) belongs to one of the two pafts,
(2) the outside ray a belongs to the first part and the ray b to the second,
(3) any ray whatever of the first part precedes any ray whatever of the

second part,
the corresponding points of the segment A B .determine two parts of the
seg~nts such 'that

(I) every point of the segment AB belong£ to one of the two parts,
(2) the extremity A belongs to the first part and B to the second,
(3) any point whatever of the first part precedes any point whatever of

the second.
But in that case there exists a point C of AB (which may belong to one.

or the other of the t'"':o parts) such that every point of AB that precedes C
belongs to t.he first part and every point of A B that follows C belongs to the
second part. .
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Thus exactly the same thing holds of c, the ray corresponding to C, ~th
reference to the division of the angle (ab) into two parts.

It is not difficult to extend this to'1in angle (ab) which is either flat or
greater than two right angles; this is done (Bonola, op. cit. pp. 87-88) by
supposing the angle to be divided into two, (ad), (db), each less than two
right angles, and considering the three cases in which

(I) the ray d is such that all the rays that precede it belong to the first
part and those which follow it to the second part,

(2) the ray d is followed by some rays of the first part,
(3) the ray d is preceded by some rays of the second part.

Application to circular arcs.

If we consider an arc AB of a circle with centre 0, the points of the arc
correspond univocally, and in the same order, to the rays from the point 0
passing through those points respectively, and the same argument by which
we passed from a segment of a straight line to an angle can be used to make
the transition from an angle to an arc.

Intersections of a straight line with a circle.

It is possible to use the Postulate of Dedekind to prove that

If a straight line has one point inside and one point outside a circle, it has
two points common with the circle.

For this purpose it is necessary to assume (I) the proposition with reference
to the perpendicular and obliq.ues drawn from a given point to a given straight
line, namely that of all straight lines drawn from a given point to a given
straight. line the perpendicular is the shortest, and of the rest (the obliques)
that is the longer which has the h:mger projection upon the straight line; while
those are equal the projections of which .are equal, so that for any given
length of projection there are two equal obliques and two only, one on each
side of the perpendicular, and (2) the proposition that any side of a triangle
is less than the sum of the other two.

Consider the circle (C) with centre 0, and a straight line ~r) with one
point A inside and one point B outside the
circle.

By the definition of the circle, if R is .
the radius,

OA ,e;R, OB>R.
Draw OP perpendicular to the· straight

line r.
Then OP < OA, so that OP is always

less than R, and P is therefore within the
circle C.

Now let us fix our attention on the finite segment AB of the straight
line r. It can be divided into two parts, (I) that containing all the points H
f~which on< R (i.e. points inside C), and (2) that containing all the
points K for which OK ;;, R (points outside C or on the circulTIference of C).

Thus, remembering that, of two obliques from a given point to a given
straight line, that is greater the projection of which is greater, we .can assert
that all the points of the segment Ph which precede a point inside Care
inside C, and those which/oiloul a point-~'nt;'e circumference of C or outside

. C are outside C. .
Hence, by the Postulate of Deq.~kind, .<!ere exists on the segment PB a
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But
whence
which is absurd.

A similar absurdity would follow if we suppose that OM> R.
Therefore OM must be equal to R.
It is immediately obvious that, corresponding to the point M on the segment

PB which is common to rand C, there is another point on r which has the
same property, namely that which is symmetrical to M with respect to P.

And the proposition is proved.
Intersections of two circles.
We can likewise use the Postulate of Dedekind to prove that
If in a given plane a circle C has onepoint X inside and one point Y outside

another circle C', the two circles intersect in two points.
We must first prove the following
Lemma.
If 0" 0' are the centres of two circles C, C, and R, R' their radii

respectively, the straight line 00' meets the circle C in two points A, B, one
of which is inside C and the other outside it.

Now one of these points must fall (I) on the prolongation of 0'0
beyond 0 or (2) on 00' itself or (3) on the
prolongation of 00' beyond 0'.

(I) First, suppose A to lie on 0'0 pro-
duced. .
Then AO'=AO+OO'=R+OO' (a).
But, in the triangle 00' y,

0' Y < 0 Y + 00',
and, since 0'Y > R', 0 Y = R,

R'<R+ 00'.
It follows from (a) that A 0' > R'; and A

therefore lies outside C.
(2) Secondly, suppose A to lie on

00'.
Then 00' = OA + AO' = R + AO' ... (f3).
From the triangle 00'X we have

00' < OX+ o'x,
and, since OX=R, O'X -<R', it follows
that .

OO'<R+R',
whence, by (f3), A 0' < R', so tho A lies inside C.

point M such that all the points which precede it belong to the first part and
those which follow it to the second p~rt.

I say that M is common to the straight line r and the circle C, or
OM=R.

For suppose, e.g., that DM < R.
There will then exist a segment (or length) CT less than the difference

between R and OM.
Consider the point M ' , one of those which follow M, such that' MM' is

equal to CT. '
Then, because any side of a triangle is less than the sum of the other two,

OM' < OM + MM'.
OM+MM'= OM+CT<R,

OM'<R,
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(3) Thirdly, suppose A to lie on 00' produced.
Then R== OA == 00' + O'A (y).
And, in the triangle 00'X,

OX < 00' + O'X,
R<OO'+ O'X,that is

whence, by (y),
00' + O'A < 00' + O'X,

or O'A < O'X,
and A lies inside C'.

It is to be observed that one of the two points A, B is in the position of
case (I) and the other in the position of either case (2) or case (3): whence
we must conclude that one of the two points A, B is inside and t4e other
outside the circle C.

Proof if theorem.
;The circle C is divided by the points A, B into two semicircles. Cons.ider

on:.; of them, and suppose it to be
described by a point moving from A
to B. \>.... : .

Take two separate points P, Q ", ".
on it and, to fix our ideas, suppose \, ,/ .
that P precedes Q.. \!

Comparing the· triangles OO'P, BI-----O"------I--I----"'-----I

00'Q, we observe that one side 00'
is common, OPis eqUlll to OQ, and
the angle POO' is less than the angle
QOO'.

Therefore (JP < 0'Q.
Now, considering the semicircle APQB as divided into two parts, so that

the points of the first part are inside the circle C, and those of the second
part on the circumference of C' or outside it, we have the conditions necessary
for the applicability of the Postulate of Dedekind (which is true for arcs of
circles as for straight lines); whence there exists a point M separating the two
parts.

I say that 0'M == R'.
For, if not, suppose 0'M < R'.
I[ then u signifies the difference between R' and 0'M, suppose a point M',

which follows M, taken on the semicircle such that the chord MM' is not
greater than Cr (for a way of doing this see below).

Then, in the triangle O'MM',
O'M' < O'M+ MM' < O'M+ u,

and therefore 0'M' < R'.
It follows that M', a point on the arc MB, is inside the circle C:

which i#a,bsurd.
Similarly it may be proved that 0'M is not greater than R.
Hence O'M == R.
[To find a point M' such that the chord M M' is not greater than u; we

may proceed thus.
Draw from M a straight line MP distinct from OM, and cut off M P on it

equal to UJ2.
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o

Join Oe, and draw another radius OQ such that the angle POQ is equal
to the angle MOP. Q

The intersection, M', of OQ with the '
circle satisfies the required condition.

For MM' meets OP at right angles
inS.

Therefore, in the right-angled triangle
MSP, MS is not greater than MP (it is
less, unless MP coincides with MS, when
it is equal).

Therefore MS is not greater than CTJ2, so that MM' is not greater than CT.]



BOOK I. PROPOSITIONS.

PROPOSITION I.

On a gz'ven jinz'te straz'ght line to construct an equz'lateral
triangle.

Let AB be the given finite straight line.
Thus it is required to con

. 5 struct an equilateral triangle on
the straight line A B.

With centre A and distance
AB let the circle BCD be 0 E

described; [Post. 3]

IO again, with centre B and dis
tance BA let the circle ACE
be described; [Post. 3]

and from the point C, in which the circles cut one another, to
the points A, B let the straight lines CA, CB be joined.

[Post. I]

IS Now, since the point A is the centre of the circle CDB,
A C is equal to AB. [Def. IS]

Again, "i'ince the point B is the centre of the circle CAE,
BC is equal to BA. [Def. IS]

But CA was also proved equal to AB;
20 therefore each of the straight lines CA, CB is equal to AB.

And things which are equal to the same thing are also
equal to one another; [c. N. I]

therefore CA is also equal to CB.
Th~refore the three straight lines CA, AB, Be are

25 equal to one another.
H. E. 16
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Therefore the triangle ABC is equilateral"; and it has
beep constructed on the given finite straight line AB.

(Being) what it was required to do.

I. On a given finite straight line. The Greek usage differs from ours in that the
definite article is employed in such a phrase as this where 'we have the indefinite. Orl T?jS

oolJelo"'lS fiJlJelas 7I"f1T€paOp-eP''lS, "on the given finite straight line," i.e. the flnite straight line
which we choose to take.

3. Let AB be the given finite straight line. To be strictly literal we should have to
translate in the reverse order" let the given finite straight line be the (straight line) AB";
but this order is inconvenient in other cases where there is more than one datum, e.g. in the
s~tting-outof I. z, "let the given point be A, and the given straight line BC," the awkward
ness arising from the omission of the verb in the second clause. Hence I hav.e, for clearness'
sake, adopted the other order throughout the book. .

8. let the circle BCD be described. Two things are here to be noted, (I) the elegant
and practically universal use of the perfect passive imJ'ferative in constructions,. "(f"(pd<j>lJw
meaning of course "let it ha1Je been described" or "suppose it described," (z) the impossi
bility of expressing shortly in a translation the force of the words in their original order.
K6KAOS "(f"(pd<j>lJw" Brt>. means literally "let a circle have been described, the (circle, namely,
which I denote by) BCD." Similarly we have lower down" let straight lines, (namely) the
(straight lines) CA, CB, be joined,'~ f7rfrfvxlJwoa" dJIJ€lal a1 rA, rB. There seems to be
no practicable alterna.tive, in English, hut to translate as I have done in the text. .

Ii!. from the point C.... Euclid is careful to adhere to the phraseology of Postulate I
except that he speaks of "joining" (E7rfrfVXOwoa,,) instead of" drawing" ("(pd~l"). He
does not allow himself to use the shortened expression" let the straight line FC be joined"
(without mention of the points F, C) until I. 5.

zoo each of the straight lines CA, CB, EKaTEpa TW" r A, rB and Z4. the three
straight lines CA, AB, BC, al TpfLS al r A, AB, Br. I have, here and in all similar
expressions, inserted the words "straight lines" which are not in the Greek. The possession
of the inflected definite article enables the Greek to omit the words, but this is not possible
in English, and it would scarcely be English to write "each of CA, CB" or "the three CA,
AB,BC."

It is a commonplace that Euclid has no right to assume, without pre
mising some postulate, that the two circles wzll meet in a point C. To
supply what is wanted we must invoke the Principle of Continuity (see note
thereon above, p. 235). It is sufficient for the purpose of this proposition and
of I. 22, where there is a similar tacit assumption, to use the form of postulate
suggested by Killing. " If a line [in this case e.g. the circumference ACE]
belongs entirely to a figure [in this case a plane] which is divided into two parts
[namely the part enclosed within the circumference of the circle BCD and
the part outside that circle], and if the line has at least one point common with
each part, it must also meet the boundary between the parts [i.e. the circum
ference ACE must meet the circumference BCD]."

Zeno's remark that the problem is not solved unless it'is taken for granted
that two straight lines cannot have a common segment has already been
mentioned (note on Post. 2, p. 196). Thus, if A C, BC meet at F before
reaching C, and have the part FC common, the triangle obtained, namely
FAB, will not be equilateral,' but FA, FB will each be less than AB. But
Post. 2 has already laid it down that two straight lines cannot have a common
segment. .

Proclus devotes considerable space to this part of Zeno's criticism, but
satisfies himself with the bare mention of the other part, to the effect that it
is also necessary to assume that two circumferences (with different centres)
qannot have a common part. That is; for anything we know, there may be

" any number of points C common to the two circumferences ACE, BCD. It
is not until III. 10 that it is proved that two circles cannot intersect in more
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points than two, so that we are not entitled to assume i~ here. The most we
can say is that it is enough for the purpose of this proposition if one equilateral
triangle can be found with the given base; that the construction only gives
two such triangles has to be left over to be proved subsequently. And indeed
we have not long to wait; for I. 7 clearly shows that on either side of the
base AB only one equilateral triangle can be described. Thus I. 7 gives us
the number of solutions of which the present problem is susceptible, and it
supplies the same want in 1. 22 where a triangle has to be described with
three sides of given length; that is, I. 7 furnishes us, in both cases, with one
of the essential parts of a complete 8wpwp.6., which includes not only the
determination of the conditions of possibility but also the number of solutions
(1TO<Taxw. EYXWpEt, Proclus, p. 202, 5). This view of I. 7 as supplying an
equivalent for III. 10 absolutely needed in I. 1 and I. 22 should serve to correct
the idea so common among writers of text-books that I. 7 is merely of use as a
lemma to Euclid's proof of 1. 8, and therefore may be left out if an alternative
proof of that proposition is adopted.

Agreeably to his notion that it is from I. 1 that we must satisfy ourselves
that isosceles and scalene triangles actually exist, as well as equilateral triangles,
Proclus shows how to draw, first a particular isosceles triangle, and then a
scalene triangle, by means of the figure of the proposition. To m~ an
isosceles triangle he produces AB in both directions to meet the respective
circles in D, E, and then describes
circles with A, B as centres and AE,
BD as radii respectively. The result is
an isosceles triangle with eaGh of two
sides double of the third side. To make
an isosceles triangle in which the equal
sides are not so related to the third side
but have any given length would require
the use of I. 3; and there is no object in
treating the question at all in advance of
I. 22. An easier way of satisfying our
selves of the existence of some isosceles
triangles would surely be to conceive any
two radii of a circle drawn and their
extremities jfiined.

There is more point in Proclus' construction of a scalene triangle. Suppose
A C to be a radius of one of the two
circles, and D a point on A C lying in
that portion of the circle with centre A
which is outside the circle with centre B.
Then, joining BD, as in the figure, we
have a triangle which obviously has all its
sides unequal, that is, a sealme triangle.

The above two constructions appear in
an-Nairlzl's commentary under the name
of Heron; Proclus does not mention his
source.

In addition to the above construction
for a scalene triangle (producing a triangle in which 'the "given" side is
greater than one and less than the other of the two remaining sides), Heron.
has two others showing the other two possible cases, in which the "given"
side is (I) less than, (2) greater than, either of the other two sides.

16-2
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thing are also
.[C.N: I]

PROPOSITION 2.

To place at a given point (as an extremity) a straight Nne
equal to a given straight Nne.

Let A be the given point, and BC the giv~n straight line.
Thus it is required to place at the point A (as an extremity)

5 a straight line equal to the given
straight line Be.

From the point A to the point B
let the straight line ABbe joined;

[Post. I J
and on it let the equilateral triangle

10 DAB be constructed. [1. I]

Let the straight lines AB, BF be
produced in a straight line with DA,
DB; [Post. 2]
wid' centre B and distance BC let the

[5 circle CGH be described; [Post. 3]

and again, with centre D and distance DG let the circle GKL
be described. [Post. 3]

Then, since the point B is the centre of the circle CGH,
BC is equal to BG.

Again, since the point D is the centre of the circle GKL,
DL is equal to DG.

And in these DA is equal to DB;
therefore the remainder ALis equal to the remainder

BG. . [C.N: 3]
But BC was also proved equal to BG;

_ therefore each of the straight lines AL, BC is equal
toBG.

And things which are equal to the same
equal to one another;

therefore AL is also equal to Be.
Therefore at the given point A the straight line AL is

placed equal to the given straight line Be.
(Being) what it was required to do.

20

30

I. (as an extreJ;Ility). I have inserted these words because" to place a straight line
at a given point" (1rpOs T<p 008eVTL <T1/jLElcp) is not quite clear enough, at least in English.

. 10. Let the straight lines AE, BF be produced.... It will be observed that in this
~rst application of Postulate z, and again in I. 5, Euclid speaks of the cuntinuation of the
straight line as that which is produced in such cases, iK{JEflA1/<T8w<Tav and 1rpo<TEK{JE{J"-q<T8w<Tav
meaning little more than drawing straight lines" in a sVaight line with" the given straight
lines. The first place in which Euclid uses phraseology exactly corresponding to ours when
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speaking of a straight line being produced is in I. r6: "let one side of it, Be, be produced
to D" (7rpOlTfKf/eflAf}lT()w am-ou p.la 7rAWpa 7J Br e7r! TO t».

22. the remainder AL... the remainder BG. The Greek expressions are AO''II"1I 7J
AA and AO'7rfj Tfj BH, and the literal translation would be "AL (or BG) remaining,"
but the shade of meaning conveyed by the position of the definite article can hardly be
expressed in English.

This proposition gives Proclus an opportunity, such as the Greek
commentators revelled in, of distinguishing a multitude of cases. After
explaining that those theorems and problems are said to have cases which
have the same force, though admitting of a number of different figures, and
preserve the same method of demonstration while admitting variations of
position, and that cases reveal themselves in the construction, he proceeds to
distinguish the cases in this problem arising from the different positions
which the given point may occupy relativelY to the given straight line. It may
be (he says) either (I) outside the line or (2) on the line, and, if (I), it may be
either (a) on the line produced or (b) situated obliquely with regard to it; if
(2), it may be either (a) one of the extremities of the line or (b) an intermediate
point on it. It will be seen that Proclus' anxiety to subdivide leads him to
give a "case," (2) (a), which is useless, since in that" case" we are given
what we are required to find, and there is really no problem to solve. As
Savile says, "qui quaerit ad {3 punctum ponere rectam aequalem Tfj {3y rectae,
quaerit quod datum est, quod nemo faceret nisi forte insaniat."

Proclus gives the construction for (2) (b) following Euclid's way of taking
G as the point in which the circle with centre B intersects DB produced, and
then proceeds to "cases," of which there are still more, which result from the
different ways of drawing the equilateral triangle and of producing-its sides.

This last class of "cases" he subdivides into three according as AB is
(I) equal to, (2) greater than or (3) less than B C. Here again" case" (I) serves
no purpose, since, if AB is equal to Be, the problem is already solved. But
Proclus' figures for the other two cases are worth giving, because in one of
them the point G is on BD produced beyond D, and in the other it lies on
BD itself and there is no need to produce any side of the equilateral triangle.

K

H A~--t----~B

A glance at these figures will show that, if they were useq in the proposition,
eaovh of them would require a slight modification in the wording (I) of the
construction, since BD is in one case produced'beyond D instead of Band
in the other case not produced at all, (2) of the proof, since B G, instead of
being the difference between DG and DB, is in one case the sum of DG and
DB and in the other the difference between DB and DC.
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Modern editors generally seem to classify the cases according to the
possible variations in the construction rather than according to differences in
the data. Thus Lardner, lJ>tts, and Todhunter distinguish eight cases due
to the three possible altenfatives, (I) that the given point may be joined to
either end of the given straight line, (2) that the equilateral triangle may then
be described on either side of the joining line, and (3) that the side of the
equilateral triangle which is produced may be produced in either dir~ction.

(But it should have been observed that, where AB is greater than BC, the
third alternative is between producing DB and not producing it at all.) Potts
adds that, when the given point lies either on the line or on the line produced,
the distinction which arises from joining the two ends of the line with the
given point no longer exists, and there are only four cases of the problem
(I think he should rather have said solutions).

To distinguish a number of cases in this way. was foreign to the really
classical manner. Thus, as we shall see, Euclid's method is to give one case
only, for choice the most difficult, leaving the reader to suPpJy the rest for
himself. Where there was a real distinction between cases, sufficient to
necessitate a substantial difference in the proof, the practice was to give

.separate enunciations and proofs altogether, as we may see, e.g., from the
Conics and the De sectione rationis of Apollonius.

Proclus alludes, in conclusion, to the error of those who proposed to solve
I. 2 by describing a circle with the given point as centre and with a distance
equal to BC, which, as he says, is a petitio principii. De Morgan puts the
matter very clearly (Supplementary Remarks on the first six Books of Euclid's
Elements in the Companion to the Almanac, 1849, p. 6). We should "insist,"
he says, "here upon the restrictions imposed by the first three postulates,
which do not allow a circle to be drawn with a compass-carried distance;
suppose the compasses to close of themselves the moment the~ cease to touch
the paper. These two propositions [1. 2, 3] extend the power of construction
to what it would have been if all the usual power of the compasses had been
assumed; they are mysterious to all who do not see that postulate iii does
not ask for every use of the compasses."

PROPOSITION 3.

two unequal straight lines, to cut off from the
straight line equal to the

a
E

F

c

A

Given
greater a
less.

. Let AB, C be the two given un-
equal straight lines, and let AB be
the greater of them. .

Thus it is required to cut off from
AB the greater a straight line equal
to C the less.

At the point A let AD be placed
equal to the straight line C; [I. 2]
and with centre A and distance AD let the circle DEE be
described. [Post. 3]
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Now, since the point A is the centre of the circle DEF,
AE is equal to AD. [Def. 15]

But C is also equal to AD.
Therefore each of the straight lines AE, C is equal to

AD; so that A E is also equal to C. [c.N. I]
Therefore, given the two straight lines AB, C, from AB

the greater AE has been cut off equal to C the)ess.
(Being) what it was required to do.

Produs contrives to make a number of "cases" out of this proposition
also, and gives as many as eight figures. But he only produces this variety by
practically incorporating the construction of the preceding proposition, instead
of assuming it as we are entitled to do. If Prop. 2 is assumed, there is really
only one" case" of the present proposition, for Potts' distinction between two
cases according to the particular extremity of the straight line from which the
given length has to be cut off scarcely seems to be worth making.

PROPOSITION 4.

If two triangles. have the two sides equal to two sides
respectively, and have the angles contained by the equal straight
l£nes equal, they will also .have the base equal to the base, the
triangle will be equal to the triangle, and the remaining angles

5 wtll be. equal to the remaining angles respect£vely, namely those
which the equal sides subtend.

Let ABC, DEE be two triangles having the two sides
A B, A C equal to the two sides DE, D F respectively, namely
AB to DE and AC to DF, and the angle BAC equal to the

10 angle EDF
I say that the base BC is also equal to the base EF, the

triavgle ABC will be equal to the triangle DEF, and the
remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles
respectively, namely those which the equal sides subtend, that

15 is, the angle ABC to the angle DEF, and the angle ACB
to the angle DFE.

F or, if the triangle ABC be A

applied to the triangle DEF, LJ
and if the point A be placed

20 on the point D
and the straight line AB B C

on DE, . .
then the point B ~iI1 also coincide with E, because AB IS

.equal to DE.
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with the

[G.N: 4]

with the

to it.
also coincide
to them,

2S Again, AB coinciding with DE,
the straight line A C wiII also coincide with D F, because the
angle BAC is equal to the angle EDF;

h~nce the point C will also coincide with the point F,
because A C is again equal to D F.

30 But B also coincided with E;
hence the base BC will coincide with the base EF.

[For if, wnen B coincides with E and C with F, the base
BC does not coincide with the base EF, two straight lines
wiII enclose a space: which is impossible.

3S TheJkfore the base BC will coincide with
EFJ and will be equal to it.

Thus the whole triangle ABC will coincide
_whole triangle DEF,

and will be equal
40 And the remaining angles will

remaining angles and will be equal
the angle ABC to the angle DEF,
and the angle ACB to the angle DFE.

Therefore etc.
4S (Being) what it was required to prove.

1-3. It is a fact that Euclid's enunciations not infrequently leave something to be
desired in point of clearness and precision. Here he speaks of the triangles having" the
angle equal to the angle, namely the angle contained by the equal straight lines" (T1jV "wvLav
TV "wvlq. rlT?Jv (Xl1 T1)V V1rO TWV rlTWV €MJ«wv 1r€pt€xop1v?Jv), only one of the two angles being
described in the latter expression (in the accusative), and a similar expression in the dative
being left to be understood of the other angle. It is curious too that, after mentioning two
"sides," he speaks of the angles contained by the equal" straight lines," not" sides." It
may be that he wished to adhere scrupulously, at the outset, to the phraseology of the
definitions, wherl~ the angle is the inclination to one another of two lines or straight lines.
Similarly in the enunciation of 1. 5 he speaks of producing the equal" straight lines" as if to
keep strictly to the wording of Postulate 2.

'2. respectively. I agree with Mr H. M. Taylor (Euclid, p. ix) that it is best to
abandon the traditional translation of" each to each," which would naturalIy seem to imply
that all the four l}1agnitudes are equal rather than (as the Greek. iKaTfpa iKaTfptlo does) that
one is equal to one and the other to the other.

3. the base. Here we have the word base used for -the first time in the Elements.
Proclus explains it (p. 236, 12-15) as meaning (I), when no side of a triangle has been
mentioned before, the side" which is on a level with the sight" (T1)V 1rPO~ rii 6t/tfL K€tP.fV1JV),
and ('2), when two sides have already been mentioned, the third side. Proclus thus avoids
the mistake made by some modern editors who explain the term exclusively with reference to
the case where two sides have been mentioned before. That this is an error is proved (I) by
the occurrence of the term in the enunciations of I. 37 etc. about triangles on the same base
and equal bases, (2) by the application of the s.ame term to the bases of paralIelograms in
Y. 35 etc. The truth is that the use of the term must have been suggested by the practice of
drawing the particular side horizontalIy, as it were, and the rest of the figure above it. The
base of a figure was therefore spoken of, primarily, in the same sense as the base of anything
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else, e.g. of a pedestal or column; but when, as in I. 5, two triangles were compared
occupying other than the nonhal positions which gave rise to the name. and when two sides
had been previously mentioned, the base was. as Proclus says. necessarily the third side.

6. subtend. {nroulvflv U7I'O, "to stretch under." with accusative.
9. the angle BAC. The full Greek expression would be i, U7I'O rwv BA, Ar 7I'fpl€)(.op1v7J

'Ywv1a, "the angle contained by the (straight lines) BA. AC." But it was a common practice
of Greek geometers, e.g. of Archimedes and Apollonius (though not apparently of Euclid), to
use the abbreviation al BAr for al BA. Ar. "the (straight lines) BA. A C." Thus. on
7I'fPI€)(.Op.ev7J being dropped, the expression would become first i, U7I'O rwv BAr 'Ywv1a, then
i, U7I'O BAr 'Ywv1a, and finally i, U7I'O BAr, without 'Ywv1a, as we regularly find it in Euclid.

17. if the triangle be applied to ...• 23. coincide. The difference between the
technical use of the passive f¢app.olfa-Oal "to be applied (to)." and of the active e"'app.olflV
"to coincide (with)" has been noticed above (note on Common Notion 4. pp. 224-5)·

32. [For if, when B coincides... 36. coincide with EF]. Heiberg (Paralipomena zu
Euklid in Hermes, XXXVIII., '9°3, p. 56) has pointed out, as a conclusive reason for regarding
these words as an early interpolation. that the text of an-Nairizl (Codex Leidensis 399, I, ed.
Besthorn-Heiberg, p. 55) does not give the words in this place but after the conclusion Q.E.D••
which shows that they constitute a scholium only. They were doubtless added by some
commentator who thought it necessary to explain the immediate inference that, since B
coincides with E and C with F, the straight line' BC coincides with the straight line EF,
an inference which really follows from the definition of a straight line and Post. ,; and no
doubt the Postulate that "Two straight lines cannot enclose a space" (afterwards placed
among the Common Notions) was interpolated at the same time.

44' Therefore etc. Where (as here) Euclid's conclusion merely repeats the enunciation
word for word, I shall avoid the repetition and write" Therefore etc. " simply.

In the note on Common Notion 4 I have already mentioned that Euclid
obviously used the method c!f superposition with reluctance, and I have given,
after Veronese for the most part, the reason for holding that that method is
not admissible as a theoretical means of proving equality, although it may be
of use as a practical test, and may thus furnish an empirical basis on which to
found a postulate. Mr Bertrand Russell observes (Prindples of Mathematics
I. p. 405) that Euclid would have done better to assume I. 4 as an axiom, as
is practically done by Hilbert (Grundlagen der Geometrie, p. 9). It may be
that Euclid himself was as well aware Df the objections to the method as are
his modern critics j but at all events those objections were stated, with almost
equal clearness, as early as the middle of the 16th century. Peletarius
(Jacques Peletier) has a long note on this proposition (In Euclidis Elementa
geometrica demonstrationum It'bri sex, 1557), in which he observes that, if
superposition of lines and figures could be assumed as a method of proof, the
whole of geometry would be full of such proofs, that it could equally well have
been used in I. 2, 3 (thus in I. 2 we could simply have supposed the line taken
up and placed at the point), and that in short it is obvious how far removed the
method is from the dignity of geometry. The theorem, he adds, is obvious in
itself and does not require proof j although it is introduced as a ·theorem, it
would seem that Euclid intended it rather as a definition than a theorem, "for
I cannot think that two angles are equal unless I have a conception of what
equality of angles is." Why then did Euclid include the proposition among
theorems, instead of placing it among the axioms? Peletarius makes the best
excuse he can, but concludes thus: ". Huius itaque propositionis veritatem non
aliunde quam a communi iudicio petemus j cogitabimusque figuras figuris
superponere, Mechanicum quippiam esse: intelligere vera, id demum esse
Mathematicum."

Expressed in terms of the modern systems of Congruence-Axioms referred
to in the note on Common Notion 4, what Euclid really assumes amounts to
the following:

(;.) On the line DE, there is a point E, on either side of D, such that AB
is equal to DE.
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- (2) On either side of the ray DE there is a ray DF such that the angle
EDFis equal to the angle BAC.

It now follows that on DF there is a point F such that DF is equal
toAC.

And lastly (3), we Iequire an axiom from which to infer that the two
remaining angles of the triangles are respectively equal and that the bases are
equal.

I have shown above (pp. 229-23°) that Hilbert has an axiom stating the
equality of the remaining angles simply, but proves the equality of the bases.

Another alternative is that of Pasch (Vorlesungen iiber neuere Geometrie,
p. 109) who has the following" Grundsatz" :

If two figures AB and FGH are given (FGH not being contained in a
straight length), and AB, FG are congruent, and if a plane surface be laid
through A and B, we can specify in this plane surface, produced if necessary,
two points C, D, neither more nor less, such that the figures ABC and ABD
are congruent with the figure FGH, and the straight line CD has with the
straight line AB or with AB produced one point common.

I pass to two points of detail in Euclid's proof:
(1) The inference that, since B coincides with E, and C with F, the

bases of the triangles are wholly coincident rests, as expressly stated, on the'
impossibility of two straight lines enclosing a space, and therefore presents no
difficulty.

But (2) most editors seem to have failed to observe that at the very
beginning of the proof a much more serious assumption is made without any
explanation whatever, namely that, if A be placed on D, and AB on DE, the
point B will coincide with E, because AB is equal to DE. That is, the
converse of Common Notion 4 is assumed for straight -lines. Proclus merely
observes, with regard to the converse of this Common Notion, that it is only
true in the case of things" of the same form" (Op-O£LOij), which he explains as
meaning straight lines, arcs of one and the same circle, and angles "contained
by lines similar and similarly situated" (p. 241, 3-8).

Savile however saw the difficulty and grappled with it in his note on the
Common Notion. After stating that all straight lines with two points common
are congruent between them (for otherwise two straight lines would enclose a
space), he argues thus. Let there be two straight lines AB, DE, and let A be
placed on D, and AB on DE. Then B will coincide with E. For,)f not,
let B fall somewhere short of E or beyond E; and in either case it will follow
that the less is equal to the greater, which is impossible.

Savile seems to assume (and so apparently does Lardner who gives the
same proof) that, if the straight lines be "applied," B will fall somewhere on
DE or DE produced. But the ground for this assumption should surely be
stated; and it seems to me that it is necessary to use, not Postulate. 1 alone,
nor Postulate 2 alone, but both, for this purpose (in other words to assume,
not only that two straight lines cannot enclose a space, but also that two straight
lines cannot hazJe a common segment). For the only safe course is to place A
upon D and then turn AB about D until some point on AB intermediate
between A and B coincides with some point on DE. In this position AB and
DE have two points common. Then Postulate 1 enables us to infer that the
straight lines coincide between the two common points, and Postulate 2 that
they coincid& beyond the second common point towards Band E. Thus the
straight lines coincide throughout so far as both extend; and Savile's argument
then proves that B coincides with E.
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PROPOSITIONS 4, 5 \~
PROPO~nTION 5. _~

In £sosceles tr£angles the angles at the base are equal to one
another, and, if the equal stra£ght lzites be produced further,
the angles under the base will be equal to one another.

Let ABC be an isosceles triangle having the side AB
5 equal to the side A C;

and let the straight lines BD, CE be produced further in a
straight line with AB, AC. [Post. 2]

I say that the angle ABC is equal to the angle A CB, and
the angle CBD to the angle BCE.

10 Let a point F be taken at random
on BD;
from AE the greater let A G be cut off
equal to AF the less; [I. 3]

and let the straight lines FC, GB be joined.
[Post. I]

15 Then, since AF is equal to A G and
ABtoAC,

the two sides FA, A C are equal to the
two sides GA, A B, respectively;

and th~ contain a common angle, the angle FAG.
Therefore the base FC is equal to the base GB,

and the triangle AFC is equal to the triangle A GB,
and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles
respectively, namely those which the equal sides subtend,

that is, the angle A CF to the angle ABG,
and the angle AFC to the angle A GB.

And, since the whole AF is equal to the whole A G,
and in these AB is equal to AC,

the remainder BF is equal to the remainder CG.
But FC was also proved equal to GB;

30 therefore the two sides BF, FC are equal to the two sides
CG, GB respectively;
and the angle BFC is equal to the angle CGB,

while the base BC is common to them;
therefore the triangle BFC is also equal to the triangle CGB,

35 and the remaining angles wilf be equaJ to the remaining

25
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angles respectively, namely those which the equal sides
subtend;

therefore the angle FBC is equal to the angle GCB,
and the angle BCF to the angle CBG.

40 Accordingly, since the whole angle ABG was pr.oved
equal to the angle A CF,

and in these the angle CBG is equal to the angle BCF, .
the remaining angle ABC is equal to the remaining angle
ACB;

4S and they are at the base of the triangle ABC.
But the angle FBC was also proved equal to the angle GCB;

and they are under the base.
Therefore etc; Q. E. D.

z. the equal straight lines (meaning the equal sides). Cf. note on the similar
expression in Prop. 4, lines z, 3. .

10. Let a point F be taken at random on BD, €f)..f}</>B", brl TijS BD. TUX;'V U7J}LfIOV TO Z,
where TUXOV U7Jp.flov means" a chance point."

17. the two sides FA, AC are equal to the two sides GA, AB respectively, Mo
0.1 ZA, Ar auul TOolS HA, AB (Uo.L €lulv iKo.Tlpa iKaTlpq.. Here, and in numberless later
passages, I have inserted the word "sides" for the reason given in the note on 1. I, line zoo
It would have been permissible to supply either "straight lines" or "sides"; but on the
whole "sides" seems to be more in accordance with the phraseology of I. 4.

33. the base BC is common to them, i.e., apparently, common to the angles, as
the aVTWV in {3MLS aVTwv KOLV?] can only refer to -y",,,ia and -y",viq. preceding. ~son wrote
"and the base BC is common to the two triangles B-FC, CGB"; Todhunter left out these
words as being of no use and tending to perplex a beginner. But Euclid evidently chose
to quote the conclusion of I. 4 exactly; the first phrase of that conclusion is that the bases
(of the two triangles) are equal, and, as the equal bases are here the same base, Euclid
naturally substitutes the word "common" for "equal." •

48. As" (Being) what it was required to prove" (or" do") is somewhat long, I shall
henceforth write the time-honoured "Q. E. D." and "Q. E. F.o' for 51r€p laft a€l~a, and 51r€p
la€L 1rOL¥a,.

According to Proclus (p. 250, 20) the discoverer of the fact that in any
isosceles triangle the angles at the base are equal was Thales, who however
is said to have spoken of the angles as being similar, and not as being equal.
(Cf. Arist. De caelo IV. 4, 311 b 34 7TpO' lJp.o[a, ywv[a, epa[v£Tat ep£pop.£vov where
equal angles are meant.)

A pre-Euclidean proof of I. 5.
One of the most interesting of the passages in Aristotle inditating differences

between Euclid's proofs and those with which Aristotle was familiar, in other
words, those of the text-books immediately preceding Euclid's, has reference to
the theorem of I. 5. The passage (Anal. Prior. I. 24, ,p b 13-22) is so
important that I must quote it in full. Aristotle is illustrating the fact that in
any syllogism one of the propositions must be affirmative an'd universal
(KaOoAov). "This," he says, "is better shown in the case of geometrical
propositions" ((If TOL, 8,aypap.p.acTLv), e.g. the proposition that the angles at the
base of an isosceles triangle are equal.

"For let A, B be drawn [i.e. joined] to the centre.
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"If, then, we assumed (I) that the angle A C [i.e. A + C] is equal to the
angle BD [i.e. B + D] without asserting generally
that the angles of semicircles are equal, and again
(2) that the angle C is equal to the angle D without
making the further assumption that the two angles of
all segments are equal, and if we then inferred, lastly, ---
that, since the whole angles are equal, and equal
angles are subtracted from them, the angles which
remain, namely E, F, are equal, we should commit A B
a petitio principii."

Some peculiarities of phraseology will be observed
in this passage.

(I) A, B are said to be drawn (7jypivat) to the centre (of the circle of
which the two equal sides are radii) as if A, B were not the angular points but
the sides or the radii themselves. There is at least one parallel for this in
Euclid (cf. IV. 4).

(2) "The angle AC" is the angle which is the sum of A and C, and A
means here the angle at A of the isosceles triangle shown in the figure, and
afterwards spoken of by Aristotle as E, while C is the" mixed" angle between
AB and the circumference of the smaller segment cut off by it.

(3) The" angle of a semicircle" (i.e. the" angle" between the diameter
and the circumference, at the extremity of the diameter) and the" angle of a
segment" appear in Euclid III. 16 and III. Def. 7 respectively, obviously as
survivals from earlier text-books.

But the most significant facts to be gathered from the extract are that in
the text-books which preceded Euclid's "mixed" angles played a much more
important part than they do with Euclid, and, in particular, that at least two
propositions concerning such angles appeared quite at the beginning, namely
the propositions that the (mixed) angles of semicircles are equal and that the two
(mixed) angles of any segment of a circle are equal. The wording of the first
of the two propositions is vague, but it does not necessarily mean more than
that the two (mixed) angles in one semicircle are equal, and I know of no
evidence going to show that it asserts that the angle of anyone semicircle is
equal to the angle of any other semicircle (of different size). It is quoted in
the same form, "because the angles of semicircles are equal," in the Latin
translation from the Arabic of Heron's Catoptrica, Prop. 9 (Heron, Vol. n.,
Teubner, p. 334), but it is only inferred that the different radii of one circle
make equal" angles" with the circumference; and in the similar proposition
of the Pseudo-Euclidean Catoptrica (Euclid, Vol. VII., p. 294) angles of the
same sort in one circle are said to be equal "because they are (angles) of
a semicircle." Therefore the first of the two propositions may be only a
particular case of the second.

- But it is remarkable enough that the second proposition (that the two
" angles of" any segment ofa circle are equal) should, in earlier text-books, have
been placed before the theorem of Eucl. I. 5. We can hardly suppose it to
have been proved otherwise than by the superposition of the semicircles into
which the circle is divided by the diameter which bisects at right angles the
base of the segment; and no doubt the proof would be closely connected with
that of Thales' other proposition that any diameter of a circle bisects it, which
must also (as Proclus indicates) have been proved by superposing one of the
two parts upon the other.

It is a natural inference from the passage of Aristotle that Euclid's proof of
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I. 5 was his own, and it would thus appear that his innovations as regards
order of propositions and methods of proof began at the very threshold of the
subject.

Proof without producing the sides.
In this proof, given by Proclus (pp. 248, 22-249, 19), D and E are taken

on AB, A C, instead of on AB, A Cproduced, so that AD, AE are equal; The
method of proof is of course exactly like Euclid's, but it does not establish the
equality of the angles beyond the base as well.

Pappus' proof.
Proclus (pp. 249, 20-250, 12) says that Pappus proved the theorem in a

still shorter manner without the help of any construction whatever.
This very interesting"proof is given as follows:
" Let ABC be an isosceles triangle, and A.B.. equal to

AG.
Ler us conceive this one triangle as two triangles, and let

us argue in this way.
Since ABis equal to A C, and A C to AB,

the two sides AB, A C are equal to the two sides A C, AB.
And the angle BA C is equal to the angle CAB, for it is

the same.
Therefore all the corresponding parts (in the triangles) are equal, namely

BC to BC,
the triangle ABC to the triangle ABC (i.e. ACB),

the angle ABC to the angle A CB,
and the angle ACB to the angle ABC,

(for these are the angles subtended by the equal sides AB, A C.
Therefore in isosceles triangles the angles at the base are equal."
This will no doubt be recognised as the foundation of the alternative

proof frequently given by modern editors, though they do not refer to Pappus.
But they state the proof in a different form, the common method being to
suppose the triangle to be taken up, turned over, and placed again upon itself,
after which the same considerations of congruence as those used by Euclid in
I. 4 are used over again. There is the obvious difficulty that it supposes the
triangle to be taken up and at the same time to remain where it is. (Cf.
Dodgson's humorous remark upon this, Euclid and his modern Rivals, p. 47.)
Whatever we may say in justification of the proceeding (e.g. that the triangle
may be supposed to leave a tmce), it is really equivalent to assuming the
construction (hypothetical, if you will). of another triangle equal in all respects
to the given triangle; and such an assumption is not in accordance with
Euclid's principles and practice.

It seems to me that the form given to the proof by Pappus himself is by far
the best, for the reasons (I) that it assumes no construction of a second
triangle, real or hypothetical, (2) that it avoids the distinct awkwardness
involved by a proof which, instead of merely quoting and applying the result
of a previous proposition, repeats, with reference to a new set of data, the
process by which that result was established. If it is asked how we are to
realise Pappus' idea of two triangles, surely we may answer that we keep to one
triangle and merely view it in two aspects. If it wen~ a question of helping a
beginner to understand this, we might say that one triangle is the triangle
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looked at in front and that the other triangle is the same triangle looked at
from behind; but even this is not really necessary.

Pappus' proof, of course, does not include the proof of the second part of
the proposition about the angles under the base, and we should still have to
establish this much in the same way as Euclid doe~.

Purpose of the second part of the theorem.

An interesting question arises as to the reason for Euclid's insertion of the
second part, to which, it will be observed, the converse proposition I. 6 has
nothing corresponding. As a matter of fact, it is not necessary for any
subsequent demonstration that is to be found in the original text of Euclid,
but only for the interpolated second case of I. 7; and it was perhaps not
unnatural that the undoubted genuineness of the second part of I. 5 convinced
many editors that the second case of I. 7' must necessarily be Euclid's also.
Proclus' explanation, which must apparently be the right one, is that the
second part of I. 5 was inserted for the purpose of fore-arming the learner
against a possible objection ((V(T'Ta(TL,), as it was technically called, which might
be raised to I. 7 as given in the text, with one case only. The objection would,
as we have seen, take the specific ground that, as demonstrated, the theorem
was not conclusive, since it did not cover all possible cases. From this point
of view, the second part of I. 5 is useful not only for 1. 7 but, according to
Proclus, for I. 9 also. Simson does not seem to have grasped Proclus'
meaning; for he says: "And Proclus acknowledges, that the second part of
.Prop. 5 was added upon account of Prop. 7 but gives a ridiculous reason for
it, 'that it might afford an answer to objections made against the 7th,' as if the
case of the 7th which is left out were, as he expressly makes it,-an objection
against the proposition itself."

PROPOSITION 6.

If in a triangle two angles be equal to one another, the
sides which subtend the equal angles will also be equal to one
another. .

Let ABC be a triangle having the angle ABC equal to
the angle A CB ;

I say that the side AB is also equal to the
side AC.

For, if AB is unequal to AC, one of them is
greater.

Let AB be greater; and from AB the
greater let DB be cut off equal to A C the less;

let DC be joined.
Then, since DB is equal to A C,

and BC is common, .
the two sides DB, BC are equal to the two sides A C,

CB respectively; .
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and the angle DBC is equal to the angle A CB ;
therefore the base DC is equal to the base AB,

and the triangle DBC will be equal to the triangle ACB,
the less to the greater:

which is absurd.
Therefore AB is not unequal to A C ;

it is therefore equal to it.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Euclid assumes that, because D is between A ·and B, the triangle DBC
is less than the triangle ABC. Some postulate is necessary to justify this
tacit assumption; considering an angle less than two right angles, say the
angle A CB in the figure of the proposition, as a cluster of rays issuing from
C and bounded by the rays CA, CB, and joining AB (where A, B are any
two points on CA, CB respectively), we see that to each successive ray taken.
in the direction from CA to CB there corresponds one point on AB in which
the said ray intersects AB, and that all the points on AB taken in order from
A to B correspond univocally to all the rays taken in order from CA to
CB, each point namely to the ray intersecting AB in the point.

We have here used, for the first time in the Elements, the method of
reductio ad absurdum, as to which I would refer to the section above (pp. 136,
140) dealing with this among other technical terms.

This proposition also, being the C01lverse of the preceding proposition,
brings us to the subject of

Geometrical Conversion.

This must of course be distinguished from the logical conversion of a
proposition. Thus, from the proposition that all isosceles triangles have the
angles opposite to the equal sides equal, .logical conversion would only enable
us to conclude that some triangles with two angles equal are isosceles. Thus
I. 6 is the geometrical, but not the logical, converse of I. 5. On the other

- hand, as De Morgan points out (Companion to the Almanac, 1849, p. 7), I. 6 is
a purely logical deduction from I. 5 and I. 18 taken together, as is I. 19 also.
For the general argument see the note on I. 19. For the present proposition
it is enough to state the matter thus. Let X denote the class of triangles
which have the two sides other than the base equal, Y the class of triangles
which have the base angles equal; then we may call non-X the class of
triangles having the sides other than the base unequal, non- Y the class of
triangles having the base angles unequal.

Thus we have
All X is y,
All non-X is non- Y;

and it is a purely logical deduction that
All Y is X. [I. 6)

According to Proclus (p. 252, 5 sqq.) two forms of geometrical conversion
were distinguished.

(1) The leading form (-rrporrlovp.EV'r]), the conversionparexcellence(~KVp{W~
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avnO'Tpoep~), is the complete or simple conversicp in which the hypothesis
and the conclusion of a theorem change places exactly, the conclusion of the
theorem being the hypothesis of the converse theorem, which again establishes,
as its conclusion, the hypothesis of the original theorem. The relation between
the first part of I. 5 and 1. 6 is of this character. In the former the hypothesis
is that two sides of a triangle are equal and the conclusion is that the angles
at the base are equal, while the converse (I. 6) starts from the hypothesis that
two angles are equal and proves that the sides subtending them are equal.

(2) The other form of conversion, which we may call partial, is seen
in cases where a theorem starts from two or more hypotheses combined into
one enunciation and leads to a certain conclusion, after which the converse
theorem takes this conclusion in substitution for one of the hypotheses of
the original theorem and from the said conclusion along with the rest of the
original hypotheses obtains, as its conclusion, the omitted hypothesis of the
original theorem. 1. 8 is in this sense a converse proposition to 1. 4; for I. 4
takes as hypotheses (1) that two sides in two triangles are respectively equal,
(2) that the included angles are equal, and proves (3) that the bases are equal,
while 1. 8 takes (1) and (3) as hypotheses and proves (2) as its conclusion. It
is clear that a conversion of the leading type must be unique, while there
may be many partial conversions of a theorem according to the number of
hypotheses from which it starts.

Further, of convertible theorems, those which took as their hypothesis
the genus and proved a property were distinguished as the leading theorems
(7f'pO-rryovp.Eva), while those which started from the property as hypothesis
and described, as the conclusion, the genus possessing that property were the
converse theorems. I. 5 is thus the leading theorem and 1. 6 its converse,
since the genus is in this case taken to be the isosceles triangle.

Converse of second part of I. 5.

Why, asks Proclus, did not Euclid convert the second part of 1. 5 as well?
He suggests, properly enough, two reasons: (1) that the second part of I. 5
itself is not wanted for any proof occurring in the original text, but is only put
in to enable objections to the existing form of later propositions to be met,
whereas the converse is not even wanted for this purpose; (2) that the converse
could be deduced from 1. 6, if wanted, at any time after we have passed I. 13,
which can be used to prove that, if the angles formed by producing two sides
of a triangle beyond the base are equal, the base angles themselves are equal.

Produs adds a proof of the converse of the second part of I. 5, i.e. of the
proposition that, if the angles formed by producing two
sides of a triangle beyond the base are equal, the triangle
is isosceles; but it runs to some length and then only
effects a reduction to the theorem of I. 6 as we have it.
As the result of this should hardly be assumed, a better
proof would be an independent one adapting Euclid's
own method in 1. 6. Thus, with the construction of 1. 5,
we first prove by means of I. 4 that the triangles BEC,
CGB are equal in all respects, and therefore that FC is
equal to GE, and the angle BEC equal to the angle CGB. 0 B
Then we have to prove that AF, AG are equal. If they
are not, let AF be the greater, and from FA cut off FH equal to GA.
Join CH.

H. E.
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Then we have, in the two triangles HFC, AGB,
two sides HF, FC equal to two side.s AG, GB
and the angle HFC eflual to the angle AGB.

Therefore (I. 4) the triangles HFC, AGB are equal. But the triangles
BFG, CGB are also equal. .

Therefore (if we take away these equals respectively) the triangl.es HBC,
A CB are equal: which is impossible.

Therefore AF, AG are not unequal.
Hence AFis equal to AG and, if we subtract the equals BF, CG respec

tively, AB is equal to A C.
This proof is found in the commentary of an-Nairlzi (ed. Besthorn-Heiberg,

p. 61; ed. Curtze, p. 50).

Alternative proofs of I. 6.
Todhunter points out that I. 6, not being wanted till II. 4, could be

postponed till later and proved by means of I. 26. Bisect the angle BA C
by a straight line meeting the base at D. Then the triangles ABD, ACD
are equal in all respects.

Another method depending on I. 26 is given by an-NairlzI after that
proposition. .

Measure equal lengths BD, CE along the sides BA, CA. &.A E
Join BE, CD.

Then [I. 4] the triangles DBG, ECB are equal .in all
respects;
therefore EB, DC are equal, and the angles BEe, CDB
are equal. B C

. The supplements of the latter angles are equal [I. 13],
and hence the triangles ABE, A CD have two angles equal respectively and
the side BE equal to the side CD.

Therefore [I. 26] AB is equal to A C.

PROPOSITION 7.
Given two straight lines constructed on a straight l£ne

(from its extremities) and meeting in a point, there cannot be
constructed on tlte same straight l£ne (from its extremit£es),
and on the same side of it, two other straight lines meeting in

5 a1zotherpoint and equal to the former two respectively, namely
each to that which has the same extremity with it.

. For, if possible, given two straight lines A C, CBcon
structed on the straight line A B and meeting
at the point C, let two other straight lines

10 AD, DB be constructed on the same straight
line AB, on the same side of it, meeting in
another point D and equal to the former two
respectively, namely each to that which has
the same extremity with it, so. that CA is

15 equal to DA which has the same extremity' A with it, and
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CB to DB which has the same extremity B with it; and let
CD be joined. .

Then, since AC is equal to AD,
the angle A CD is also equal to the angle ADC; [I. 5]

20 therefore the augle ADC is greate; than the angle DCB;
therefore the angle CDB is much greater than the g.ngle
DCB.

Again, since CB is equal to DB,
the angle CDB is also equal to the angle DCB.

25 But it was also proved much greater than it :
which is impossible.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

1-6. In an English translation of the enunciation of this proposition it is absolutely
necessary, in order to make it intelligible, to insert some words which are not in the Greek.
The reason is partly that the Greek enunciation is itself very elliptical, and partly that some
words used· in it conveyed more meaning than the corresponding words in English do.
Particularly is this the case with ou rTUrTTo.lJTjaoVTo.L f7rl "there shall not be constructed upon,"
since rTUV£rTTo.rTlJo.L is the regular word for constructing a triangle in particular. Thus a Greek
would easily understand rTlJrTro.lJTjrTOVTo.L €7r£ as meaning the construction of two lines forming
a triangle on a given straight line as base; whereas to "construct two straight lines on a
straight line" is not in English sufficiently definite unless we explain that they are drawn
from the ends of the straight line to ,ited at a point. I have had the less hesitation in putting
in the words "from its extremities" because they are actually used by Euclid in the somewhat
similar enunciation of 1. Z 1.

How impossible a literal translation into English is, if it is to convey the meaning of the
enunciation intelligibly, will be clear from the following attempt to render literally: "On the
same straight line there shall not be constructed two other straight lines equal, each to each,
to the same two straight lines, (terminating) at different points on the same side, having the
same extremities as the original straight lines" (f7rL Tfis o.uTf/s €Mldo.s 060 TaL's aura,s €UlJdo.LS
4>">"0.0 ouo €ulJiuu (rTo.L f:Ko.T<po. f:Ko.T<Pq. OU rTUrTTo.lJTjrTOVTo.L 7rpOs 0.>">"1jJ Ko.L 4>">"1jJ rT"IJI.€£1jJ f7r1 T.t aUTO.
p,<p"l TO. aUTO. 7r<po.To. lXOUrTo.L TaL's f~ apxfis €OtIdo.LS).

The reason why Euclid allowed himself to use, in this enunciation, language apparently
so obscure is no doubt that the phraseology was traditional and therefore, vague as it was,
had a conventional meaning which the contemporary geometer well understood. This is
proved, I think, by the occurrence in Aristotle (Meteorologica III. 5, 376 a Z sqq.) of the very
same, evidently technical, expressions. Aristotle is there alluding to the theorem given by
Eutocius from Apollonius' Plane Loci to the effect that, if H, K be two fixed points and M
such a variable point that the ratio of MH to MK is a given ratio (not one of equality), the
locus of M is a circle. (For an account of this theorem see note on VI. 3 below.) Now
Aristotle says" The lines drawn up from H, K in this ratio cannot be constructed to two
different points of the semicircle A" (0.1 ouv am) TWV HK avo."Y6/L€Vo.L "Ypo./Lp.<1.L €v TOUTIjJ Tt/J
M"Y1jJ OU rTUrTTo.lJ-qrTOVTo.L TOU fif> 4j A 1}P.OKUK>"£OU 7rpas 4>">"0 Ko.L 4>">"0 rT"IJI.€L'ov).

If a paraphrase is allowed instead of a translation adhering as closely as ,Possible to the
original, Simson's is the best that could be found, since the fact that the straIght lines form
triangles on the same base is really conveyed in the Greek. Simson's enunciation b, Upon
the same base, and on the same side of it, there cannot be two triangles that have their sides
which are terminated in one extremity of the base equal to one another, and likewise those
whiclt are terminated at the other extremity. Th. Taylor (the translator of Proclus) attacks
Simson's alteration as "indiscreet" and as detracting from the beauty and accuracy of
Euclid's enunciation which are enlarged upon by Proclus in his commentary. Yet, when
Taylor says" Whatever difficulty learners may find in conceiving this proposition abstractedly
is easily removed by its exposition in the figure," he really gives his case away. The fact is
that Taylor, always enthusiastic over his author, was nettled by Simson's slighting remarks
on Proclus' comments on the proposition. Simson had said, with reference to Proclus'
explanation of the bearing of the second part of I. 5 on I. 7, that it was not" worth while

17-2
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,to relate his trifles at full length," to which Taylor retorts "But Mr Simson was no
philosopher; and therefore the greatest part of these Commentaries must be considered by
him- as trifles, from the want of a philosophic genius to comprehend their meaning, and
a taste superior to that of a mere mathematician, to discover their beauty and elegance."

20. It would be natural to insert here the step" but the angle A CD is greater than the
angle BCD. [C. N. 5,]"

2£. much greater, literally "greater by much" (,..oXX<,3 }L€iICllv). Simson and those who
follow him translate: "much more then is the angle BDC greater than the angle BCD,"
but the Greek for this would have to be ,..0-"-"<,3 (or ,..oM) }LaU.6v fI1TL.../L€IICllv. ;"0\\';; }LQ.XXOV,
however, though used by Apollonius, is not, apparently, found in Euclid or Archimedes.

Just as in 1.6 we need a Postulate to justify theoretically the statement that
CD falls within the angle A CB, so that the triangle DBC is less than the
triangle ABC, so here we need Postulates which shall satisfy us as to the
relative positions of CA, CB, CD on the one hand and of DC, DA, DB
on the other, in order that we may be able to infer that the angle BDC is
greater than the angle ADC, and the angle A eD greater than the angle BCD.

De Morgan (op. cit. p. 7) observes that r. 7 would be made easy to
beginners if they were first familiarised, as a common notion, with "if two
magnitudes be equal, any magnitude greater than the one is greater than any
magnitude less than the other." I doubt however whether a beginner would
follow this easily j perhaps it would be more easily apprehended in the form
"if any magnitude A is greater than a magnitude B, the magnitude A is
(a fortion') greater than any magnitude less than B or than any magnitude
equal to B."

It has been mentioned already (note on I. 5) that the second case of I. 7
given by Simson and in our text-books generally is not in the original text
(the omission being in accordance with Euclid's general practice of giving
only one case, and that the most difficult, and leaving the others to be worked
out by the reader for himself). The second case is given by Proclus as the
answer to a possible ol!iectiolZ to Euclid's proposition, which should assert that
the proposition is not proved to be universally true, since the proof given does
not cover all possible cases. Here the objector is supposed to contend that
what Euclid declares to be impossible may still be possible if one pair of lines
lie wholly within the other pair of lines j and the second part of I. 5 enables
the objection to be refuted.

If possible, let AD, DB be entirely within the triangle formed by A C,
CB with AB, and let AC be equal to AD and BC
to BD.

Join CD, and produce AC, AD to E and F.
Then, since A C is equal to AD,

the triangle A CD is isosceles,
and the angles ECD, EDC under the base are equal.

But the angle ECD is greater than the angle BCD j

therefore the angle FDC is also greater than the angle
BCD.
Therefore the angle BDC is greater by far than the angle BCD.

Again, since DB is equal to CB,
the angles at the base of the triangle BDC are equal,

that is, the angle BDC is equal to the angle BCD.
Therefore the same angle BDC is both greater than and equal to the angle

BCD: which is impossible.
The case in which D falls on AC or BC does not reql:lire proof.
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I have already referred (note on I. I) to the mistake made by those
editors who regard J. 7 as being of no use except to prove I. 8. What I. 7
proves is that if, in addition to the base of a triangle, the length of the side
terminating at each extremity of the base is given, only one triangle satisfying
these conditions can be constructed on one and the same side of the given
base. Hence not only does I. 7 enable d to prove I. 8, but it supplements
J. I and I. 22 by showing that the constructions of those propositions give one
triangle only on one and the same side of the base. But for I. 7 this could
not be proved except by anticipating Ill. 10, of which therefore I. 7 is the
equivalent for Book J. purposes. Dodgson (Euclid and his modern Rivals,
pp. 194-5) puts it in another way. "It [I. 7Jshows that, of all plane figures
that can be made by hingeing rods together, the three-sided ones (and these
only) are rigid (which is another way of stating the fact that there cannot be
two such figures on the same base). This is analogous to the fact, in relation
to solids contained by plane surfaces hinged together, that any such solid is
rigid, there being no maximum number of sides. And there is a close analogy
between I. 7, 8 and 1JI. 23, 24. These analogies give to geometry much of its
beauty, and I think that they ought not to be lost sight of." It will therefore
be apparent how ill-advised are those editors who eliminate I. 7 altogether and
rely on Philo's proof for I. 8.

Proclus, it may be added, gives (pp. 268, 19-269, 10) another explanation
of the retention of I. 7, notwithstanding that it was apparently only required
for I. 8. It was said that astronomers used it to prove that three successive
eclipses could not occur at equal intervals of time, i.e. that the third could not
follow the second at the same interval as the second followed the first; and it
was argued that Euclid had an eye to this astronomical application of the
proposition. But, as we have seen, there are other grounds for retaining the
proposition which are quite sufficient of themselves.

PROPOSITION 8.
I/ two triangles have the two sides equal to two sides

respecti'i:!ely, and have also the base equal to the base, they will
also have the angles equal which are contained by the equal
straight lines.

5 Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having the two sides
AB, AC equal to the two sides

DE, DFE resdPeActcivelYD'FnameldY [)Ac f)0GFA B to D ,an to ; an
let them have the base BC equal

10 to the base EF;
I say that the angle BA C is

also equal to the angle EDF. B E

For, if the triangle ABC be •
applied to the triangle DEF, and if the point B be placed on

IS the point E and the straight line BC on EF,
the point C will also coincide with F,

because BC is equal to EF.
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Then, BC coinciding with EF,
BA, AC will also coincide with ED, DF;

20 for, if the base'BC coincides with the base EF, and the sides
EA, AC do not coincide with ED, DF but faU beside them
as EG, GF,

then, given two straight lines constructed on a straight
line (from its extremities) and meeting in a point, there will

25 have been constructed on the same straight line (from its
extremities), and on the same side of it, two other straight
lines meeting in another point and equal to the former
two respectively, namely each to that. which has the same
extremity with it.

30 But they cannot be so constructed. (I. 7]
Therefore it is not possible that, if the base BC be applied

to the base EF, the sides B A, A C should not coincide with·
ED,DF;

they will therefore coincide,
35 so that the angle BA C will also coincide with the angle

EDF, and will be equal to it.
If therefore etc. Q. E. D.

19. BA, AC. The text has here" BA, CA."
'II. fall beside them. The Greek has the future, 1rapo.hM~oV<TL. 1rapo.hMTTl" means

"to pass by without touching," "to miss" or "to deviate."

As pointed out above (p. 257) I. 8 is a partial converse of I. 4.
It is to be observed that in 1. 8 Euclid is satisfied with proving the equality

of the vertical angles and does not, as in I. 4, add that the triangles are equal,
and the remaining angles are equal respectively. The reason is no doubt (as
pointed out by Proclus and by Savile after him) that, when once the vertical
angles are proved equal, the rest follows from I. 4, and there is no object in
proving again what has been proved already.

Aristotle has an allusion to the theorem of this proposition in Meteorologica
1Il. 3, 373 a 5-16. He is speaking of the rainbow and observes that, if equal
rays be reflected from one and the same point to one and the same point, the
points at which reflection takes place are on the circumference of a circle.
"For let the broken lines A CB, AFB, ADB be all reflected from the point
A to the point B (in such a way that) A C, AF, AD are all equal to one
another, and the lines (terminating) at B, i.e. CB, FB, DB, are likewise all
equal; and let AEB be joined. It follows that the triangles are equal; for
they are upon the equal (base) AEB."

Heiberg (Mathematisches zu Aristotetes, p. 18) thinks that the form of the
conclusion quoted is an indication that in the corresponding proposition to
Eucl. I. 8, as it lay before Aristotle, it was maintained that the triangles were
equal, and not only the angles, and "we see here Jherefore, in a clear example,
how the stones of the. ancient fabric were recut for the rigid structure of his
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Elements." I do not, however, think that this inference from Aristotle's
language as to the form of the pre-Euclidean proposition is safe. Thus if we,
nowadays, were arguing from the data in the passage of Aristotle, we should
doubtless infer directly that the triangles are equal in all respects, quoting L 8
alone. Besides, Aristotle's language is rather careless, as the next sentences
of the same passage show. "Let perpendiculars,"
he says, "be drawn to AEB from the angles, CE
from C, FE from F and DE from D. These, then,
are equal; for they are all in equal triangles, and ~~:====~~ji;?B
in one plane; for all of them are perpendicular A
to AEB, and they meet at one point E. There-
fore the (line) drawn (through C, F, D) will be a
circle, and its centre (will be) E." Aristotle should
obviously have proved that the three perpendiculars will meet at one point E
on AEB before he spoke of drawing the perpendiculars CE, FE, DE.
This of course follows from their being "in equal triangles" (by means of
Eucl. I. 26); and then, from the fact that the perpendiculars meet at one
point on AB, it can be inferred that all three are in one plane.

Philo's proof of 1. 8.

This alternative proof avoids the use of I. 7, and it is elegant; but it is
inconvenient in one respect, since three cases have to be distinguished.
Proclus gives the proof in the following order (pp. 266, 15-268, 14)

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having the sides AB, A C equal to the
sides DE, DFrespectively, and the base BC equal to the base EF,

Let the triangle ABC be applied to the triangle DEF, so that B is placed
on E and BC on EF, but so that A falls on the opposite side of EFfrom D,
taking the position G. Then C will coincide with F, since BC is equal-to
EF.

Now FG will either be in a straight line with DF, or make an angle with
it, and in the latter case the angle will either be t'7tterior (KUTa TO lVTO<;) to the
figure or extenor (KUTa TO lKTO<;).

T. Let FG be in a straight line with
DF.

Then, since DE is equai to EG, and
DFG is a straight line,

DEG is an isosceles triangle, and the
angle at D is equal to the angle at G.

[r. 5].

II. Let DF, FG form an angle interior to the figure.
Let DG be joined.
Then, since DE, EG are equal,

the angle EDG is equal to the angle
EGD. .

Again, since DFis equal to FG,
the angle FDG is equal to the angle
FGD.

Therefore, by addition,
the whole angle EDF is equal to the
whole angle EGF.
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III. Let DF, FG form an angle exterior to the figure.
Let DG be joined.
The proof proceeds as in the last case,

except that subtraction takes the place of
addition, and
the remaining angle EDF is equal to the
remaining angle EGF.

Therefore in all three cases the angle
EDF is equal to the angle EGF, that is,
to the angle BAC.

It will be observed that, in accordance with the practice of the Greek
geometers in not recognising as an "angle" any angle not less than two right
angles, the re-entrant angle of the quadrilateral DEGF is ignored and the angle
DFG is said to be outside the figure.

PROPOSITION 9.

To bisect a given rectilineal angle.
Let the angle BAC be the given rectilineal angle.
It is then required to bisect it. A

Let a point D b~ taken at random on AB; ~
let AE be cut off from A C equal to AD; [I. 3]
let DE be joined, and on DE let the equilateral 0 E

triangle DEFbe constructed; B F C

let A F be joined.
I say that the angle B A C has been bisected by the

straight line A F.
For, since AD is equal to A E,

and AF is common,
the two sides DA, AF are <;qual to the two sides

EA, A F respectively.
And the base DF is equal to the base EF;

therefore the angle DAF is equal to the angle EAF.
[I. 8]

Therefore the given rectilineal angle BA C has been
bisected by the straight line AF. Q. E. F.

It will be observed from the translation of this proposition that Euclid
does not say, in his description of the construction, that the equilateral triangle
should be constructed on the side of DE opposite to A; he leaves this to be
inferred from his figure. There is no particular value in Proclus' explanation
as to how we should proceed in case anyone should assert that he could not
recognise the existence of any space below DE. He supposes, then, the
equilateral triangle described on the side of DE towards A, and hence has to
consider three cases according as the vertex of the equilateral triangle falls
on A, above A or below it. The second and third cases do not differ
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substantially from Euclid's. In the first case, where ADE is the equilateral
triangle constructed on DE, take any point Fon AD, and from AE cut off
AG equal to AF. Join DG, EFmeeting in H; and
join AU Then A H is the bisector required.

Proclus also answers the possible objection that
might be raised to Euclid's proof on the ground that
it assumes that, if the equilateral triangle be described
on the side of DE opposite to A, its vertex Fwilllie
within the angle BA C. The objector is supposed to
argue that this is not necessary, but that'Fmight fall
either on one of the lines forming the angle or outside
it altogether. The two cases are disposed of thus. B

Suppose Fto fall as shown in the two figures below respectively.
Then, since FD is equal to FE,

the angle FDE is equal to the angle FED.
Therefore the angle CED is greater than the angle FDE; and, in the

second figure, a fortiort~ the angle CED is greater than the angle BDE.
But, since ADE is an isosceles triangle, and the equal sides are produced,

A A

cF'

B

the angles under the base are equal,
i.e., the angle CED is equal to the angle BDE.

But the angle CED was proved greater: which is impossible.
Here then is the second case in which, in Proclus' view, the second pa,rt

of I. 5 is useful for refuting objections.

On this proposition Proclus takes occasion (p. 271, 15-19) to emphasize
the fact that the given angle must be reetilz"neal, since the bisection of any sort
of angle (including angles made by curves with one another or with straight
lines) is not matter for an elementary treatise, besides which it is questionable
whether such bisection is always possible. "Thus it is difficult to say
whether it is possible to bisect the so-called horn-like angle" (formed by the
circumference of a circle and a tangent to it).

Trisection of an angle.
Further it is here that Proclus gives us his valuable historical note about

the trisection of any acute angle, which (as well as the division of an angle in
any given ratio) requires resort to other curves than circles, i.e. curves of the
species which, after Geminus, he calls" mixed." "This," he says (p. 272,
1-12), "is shown by those who have set themselves the task of trisecting such
a given rectilineal angle. For Nicomedes trisected any rectilineal angle by
means of the conchoidal lines, the origin, order, and properties of which he
has handed down to us, being himself the discoverer of their peculiarity.
Others have done the same thing by means of the quadratrices of Hippias
and Nicomedes, thereby again using 'mixed' curves. But others, starting
from the Archimedean spirals, cut a given rectilineal angle iQ a given ratio."
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(a) Trisection by means of the conchoid.
I haye already spoken of the conchoid of Nicomedes (note· on Def. 2,

pp. 16o-I); it remains to show how it could be used for trisecting an
angle. Pappus explains this (IV. pp. 274-5) as follows.

Let ABC be the given acute angle, and from any point A in AB draw
A C perpendicular to B C. .

~£
B C

Complete the parallelogram FBCA and produ'ce FA to a point E such
that, if BE be joined, BE intercepts between A C and AE a length DE equal
to I1m"ce AB.

I say that the angle EBC is one-third of the angle ABe.
For, joining A to G, the middle point of DE, we have the three straight

lines AG, DG, EG equal, and the angle AGD is double of the angle AED
or EBe.

But DE is double of AB;.
therefore A G, which is equal to DG, is equal to AB.

Hence the angle AGD is equal to the angle ABG.
Therefore the angle ABD is also double of the angle EBC;

so that the angle EBC is one-third of the angle ABC.
So far Pappus, who reduces the construction to the drawing of BE so

that DE shall be equal to twice AB.
This is what the conchoid constructed with B as pole, A C as directrix, and

distance equal to twice AB enables us to do; for that conchoid cuts AE in
the required point E .

. (b) Use of the quadratrix.
The plural quadratrices in the above passage is a Hellenism for the

singular quadratrix, which was a curve discovered by Hippias of Elis about
420 B.C. According to Produs (p. 356, 1 I) Hippias proved its properties;
and we are told (1) in the passage quoted above that Nicomedes also
investigated it and that it was used for trisecting an angle, and (2) by Pappus
(IV. pp. 250, 33-252, 4) that it was used by Dinostratus and Nicomedes and
some more recent writers for squaring the circle, whence its name. It is
described thus (Pappus IV. p. 252).

Suppose' that ABCD/is a square and BED a quadrant of a ·circle with
centre A.

Suppose (1) that a radius of the circle moves B C
uniformly about A from the position AB to the
position AD, and (2) that in the same time the
line Be moves uniformly, always parallel to itself,
and with its extremity B moving along BA, from
the position BC to the position AD.

Then the radius AE and the moving line BC
determine at any instant by their intersection a
point F.

The locus of Fis the quadratrix. 0
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The property of the curve is that, if 1" is any point, the arc BED is
to the arc ED as AB is to 1"H.

In other words, if ep is the angle .FAD, p the radius vector AFand a the
side of the square,

(p sin ep)/ a = ep/t7r.
Now the angle EAD can not only be trisected but divided in any gillen

ratio by means of the quadratrix (Pappus rv. p. 286).
For let 1"Hbe divided at K in the given ratio.
Draw KL parallel to AD, meeting the curve in L; join AL and produce

it to meet the circle in N. .
Then the angles EAN, NAD are in the ratio of 1"K to KH, as is easily

proved.

(c) Use of the spiral oj Archimedes.

The trisection of an angle, or the division of an angle in any ratio, by
means of the spiral oj Archimedes is of course an equally simple matter.
Suppose any angle included between the two radii vectores OA and OB of the
spiral, and let it be required to cut "the angle A OB in a given ratio. Since
the radius vector increases .proportionally with the angle described by the
vector which generates the curve (reckoned from the original position of the
vector coinciding with the initial line to the particular position assumed), we
have only to take the radius vector OB (the greater of the two OA, OB),
mark off OC along it equal to OA, cut CB in the given ratio (at D say), and
then draw the circle with centre 0 and radius OD cutting the spiral in E.
Then OE will divide the angle A OB in the required manner.

PROPOSITION 10.

To bisect a given finite straight Nne.

Let AB be the given finite straight line.
Thus it is required to bisect the finite straight line A B.
Let the equilateral triangle ABC be

constructed on it, [1. 'I]
and let the angle A CB be bisected by the
straight line CD; [r. 9]

I say that the straight line AB has
been bisected at the point D.

For, since AC is equal to CB,
and CD is common, .

the two sides A C, CD are equal to the two sides BC,
CD respectively;
and the angle A CD is equal to the angle BCD;

therefore the base AD is equal to the base BD. [r.4]

Therefore.the given finite straight line AB has been
bisected at D. Q. E. F.
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Apollonius, we are told (Proclus, pp. 279, 16- 280,4), bisected a straight
line AB by a construction like that of I. I.

With centres A, B, and radii AB, BA respec
tively, two circles are described, intersecting in
C, D. Joining CD, AC, CB, AD, DB, Apol
lonius proves in two steps that CD bisects AB.

(I) Since, in the triangles A CD, BCD,
two sides A C, CD are equal to two sides

BC,CD,
and the bases AD, BD are equal,

the angle A CD is equal to the angle
BCD. [1.8]

(2) The latter angles being equal, and AC being equal to CB, while CE
is common,

the equality of AE, EB follows by I. 4.
The objection to this proof is that, instead of assuming the bisection of

the angle A CB, as already effected by I. 9, Apollonius goes a step further
back and embodies a construction for bisecting the angle. That is, he·
unnecessarily does over again what has been done before, which is open to
objection from a theoretical point of view.

Proclus (pp. 277, 25-279, 4) warns us against being moved by this
proposition to conclude that geometers assumed, as a preliminary hypothesis,
that a line is not made up of indivisible parts (E~ ap.Epwv). This might he
argued thus. If a line is made up of indivisibles, there must be in a finite
line either an odd or an even number of them. If the number were odd,
it would be necessary in order to bisect the line to bisect an indivisible (the
odd one). In that case therefore it would not be possible to bisect a straight
line, if it is a magnitude made up of indivisibles. But, if it is not so made
up, the straight line can be divided ad infinitum or without limit (hr' ({7rELPOV
OlalpEtTat). H.ence it was argued (¢aalv), says Proclus, that the divisibility
of magnitudes without limit was admitted and assumed' as a geometrical
principle. To this he replies, following Geminus, that geometers did indeed
assume, by way of a common notion, that a continuous magnitude, i.e. a
magnitude consisting of parts connected together (CTlJII'YJP./LEvWV), is divisible
(OtatpETov). But infinite divisibility was not assumed by them; it was proved
by means of the first principles applicable to the case. "For when," he
says, "they prove that the incommensurable exists among magnitudes, and
that it isl not all things that are commensurable with one another, what
else will anyone say that they prove but that every magnitude can be
divided for ever, and that we shall never arrive at the indivisible, that
is, the least common measure of the magnitudes? This then is matter of
demonstration, whereas it is an axiom that everything contil\ious is divisible,
so that a finite continuous line is divisible. The writer of the Elements
bisects a finite straight line, starting from the latter notion, and not from any
assumption that it is divisible without limit." Proclus adds that the proposition
may also serve to refute Xenocrates' theory of indivisible lines «({TO/LOt ypap./La{).
The argument given by Procl\ls to disprove the existence of indivisible lines
is substantially that used by Aristotle as regards magnitudes generally (cf. ~
physics VI. I, 231 a 21 sqq. and especially VI. 2, 233 b IS-i2).
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PROPOSITION I I.
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To draw a straight lz'ne at right angles to a given straight
line from a given point on it.

Let AB be the given straight line, and C the given point
on it.

5 Thus it is required to draw from the point C a straight
line at right angles to the straight
line AB.

Let a point D be taken at ran
dom on AC;

10 let CE be made equal to CD; [I. 3]
on DE let the equilateral triangle
FDE be constructed, [I. I]

A 0
and let FC be joined;

I say that the straight line FC has been drawn at right
15 angles to the given straight line AB from C the given point

on it.
For, since DC is equal to CE,

and CF is common,
the two sides DC, CF are equal to the two sides EC,

CF respectively;
and the base DF is equal to the base FE;

therefore the angle DCF is equal to the angle ECF;
. [I. 8]

and they are adjacent angles. .
But, when a straight line set up on a straight line makes

25 the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the equal
angles is right; ,. [Def. 10]

therefore each of the aI1:gles DCF, FCE is right.
Therefore the straight line CF has been drawn at right

angles to the given straight line A B from the given point
30 C on it.

Q. E. F.

10. let CE be made equal ·to CD. The verb is K.tITOW which, as well as the other
parts of KotlLal, is constantly used for the passive of rIO'1JILI " to place"; and the latter word
is constantly used in the sense of makillg, e.g., one straight line equal to another straight line.

De Morgan remarks that this proposition, which is I' to bisect the angle
made by a straight line and its continuation" [i.e. a flat angle], should be a
particular case of I. 9, the constructions being the same. This is certainly
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worth noting, though I doubt the advantage of rearranging the propositions
in consequence.

Apollonius gave a construction for this proposition (see Proclus, p. 282, 8)
differing from Euclid's in much the same way as his construction for bisecting
a straight line differed from that of I. 10. Instead of assuming an equilateral
triangle drawn without repeating the process of I. 'I, Apollonius takes D and
E equidistant from C as in Euclid, and then draws circles in the manner of

A
~DeE --.....,·~B

BC

E

I. 1 meeting at F. This necessitates proving again that DFis equal to FE;
whereas Euclid's assumption of the construction of I. 1 in the words "let the
equilateral triangle FDE be constructed" enables him to dispense with the
drawing of circles and with the proof that DF is equal to FE at the same
time. While however the substitution of Apollonius' constructions for I. 10

and 1 i would show faulty arrangement in a theoretical treatise like Euclid's,
they are entirely suitable for what we call practical geometry, and such may
have been Apollonius' object in these constructions and in his alternative for
I. 23.

Proclus gives a construction for drawing a straight line at right angles to
another straight line but from one end of it, instead of from an intermediate
point on it, it being supposed (for the sake of argument) that we are not
permitted to produce the straight line. In the commentJlry of arl-Nairizi (ed.
Besthorn-Heiberg, pp. 73-4; ed. Curtze, pp. 54-5) this construction is
attributed to Heron.

Let it be required to draw from A a straight line at right angles to A.B..
On AB take any point C, and in the manner of the proposition draw CE

at right angles to AB.
Fr6m CE cut off CD equal to A C, bisect the

angle A CE by the straight line Clf;. [I. 9]
and draw DF at right angles to CE meeting CF Fr-----tD
in F. Join FA.

Then the angle FAC will be a right angle.
For, since, in the triangles A CF, DCF, the

two sides A C, CF are equal to the two sides
DC, CF respectively, and the included angles A
ACF, DCFare equal,

the triangles are equal in all respects. [I. 4]
Therefore the angle at A is equal to the angle at D, and is accordingly a

right angle.

PROPOSITION 12.

To a gzvell. infinite straight line, from a given point
which is not on £t, to draw a perpendicular, straight line.

Let AB be the given infinite straight line, and C the
given point which is not on it;
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5 thus it is required to draw to the given infinite straight
line AB, from the given point
C which is not on it, a per
pendicular straight line.

For let a point D be taken
10 at random on the other side of

the straight line AB, and with
centre C and distance CD let
the circle EFG be described; A

[Post. 3]
let the straigh~ line EG

be bisected at H,
and let the straight lines CG, CH, CE be joined.

[Post. I]
I say that CH has been drawn perpendicular to the given

infinite straight line AB from the given point C which is
not on it. .

20 F or, since GH is equal to HE,
and He is common,

the two sides GH, HC are equal to the two sides
En, HC respectively;

and the base CG is equal to the ba!:;e CE;
therefore the angle CHG is equal to the angle EHC.

[I. 8]
And they are adjacent angles.

But, when a straight line set up on a straight line makes
the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the equal
angles is right, and the straight line standing on the other is

30 called a perpendicular to that on which it stands. [Def. 10]

Therefore CH has been drawn perpendicular to the given
infinite straight line AB from the given point C which is
not on it.

Q. E. F.

2. a perpendicular straight line, KaU'TOV .vU"av 'Ypap.p.~v. This is the full expression
for a ptrpetuluular, Kau'TOS meaning let fall or let down, so that the expression corresponds
to our plumb-line. 1] Kau'TOS is however constantly used alone for a perpendicular, 'Ypap.p.~

being understood.
10. on the other side of the straight line AB, literally" towards the other parts of

the straight line AB," flTl To' ~upa P.EP1/ rils AB. Cf." orr the same side" (ElTl 'fa aUra
P.EP1/) in Post. 5 and" in both directions" (E<p' £Kaupa Ta P.EP1/) in Def" 23.

"This problem," says Proclus (p. 283,7-10), "was first investigated
by Oenopides [5th cent. B.C.], who thought it useful for astronomy. He
however calls the perpendicular, in the archaic manner, (a line drawn)
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g,ro;fon-wise (KaTd. yvwfl-ova), because the gnomon is also at right angles to the
h~zon." In this earlier sense the gnomon was a staff placed in a vertical
position for the purpose of casting shadows and so serving as a means of
measuring time (Cantor, Geschichte der Mathematik, 13, p. 161). The later
meanings of the word as used in Eucl. Book II. and elsewhere will be
explained in the note on Book II. Def. 2.

Proclus says that two kinds of perpendicular were distinguished, the "plane"
«(1r{1rE8os) and the "solid" (CTTEpEa), the former being the perpendicular
dropped on a line in a plane and the latter the perpendicular dropped on a
plane. The term "solid perpendicular" is sufficiently curious, but it may
perhaps be compared with the Greek term "solid locus" applied to a conic
section, apparently on the ground that it has its origin in the section of a
solid, namely a cone.

Attention is called by most editors to the assumption in this proposition
that, if only D be taken on the side of A B remote frotn C, the circle described
with CD as radius must necessarily cut AB in two points. To satisfy us of
this we need, as in I. I, some postulate of continuity, e.g. something like that
suggested by Killing (see note on the Principle of Continuity above, p. 235):
"If a point [here the point describing the circle] moves in a figure which is
divided into two parts [by the straight line], and if it belongs at the beginning
of the motion to one part and at another stage of the motion to the other
part, it must during the motion cut the boundary between the two parts," and
this of course applies to the motion in two directions from D.

But the editors have not, as a rule, noticed a possible objectidn to the
Euclidean statement of this problem which is much more difficult to dispose
of at tbis stage, i.e: without employing any proposition later than this in
Euclid's order. How do we know, says the supposed critic; that the circle
does nl'lt cut AB in three or more points, in which case there would be not
one perpendicular but three or more? Proclus (pp. 286, 12-289, 6) tries to
refute this objection, and it is interesting to follow his argument, though it
will easily be seen to be inconclusive. He takes in order three possible
suppositions.

1. May not the circle meet AB in a third point K between the middle
point of GE and either extremity of it, taking the form drawn in the figure
appended?

Suppose this possible. Bisect GE in H. Join CD, and produce it to
meet the circle in L. Join CG, CK, CEo

Then, since CG is equal to CE, and
CD is common, while the base GH is
equal to the base HE; _ '

the angles CHG, CUE are equal and,
since they are adjacent, they are both right.

Again, since CG is equal to CE,
the angles at G and E are equal.

Lastly, since CK is equal toCG and
also to CE, the angles CGK, CKG are
equal, as also are the angles CKE, CEK

Since the angles CGK, CEK are equal, it follows that
the angles CKG, CKE are equal and therefore both right.

Therefore the angle CKH is equal to the angle CHK,
and CD is equal to CK.
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But CK is equal to CL, by the definition of the circle; therefore CH is
equal to CL: which is impossible. .

Thus Proclus; but. why should not the circle meet A B in H as well as K?
2. May not the circle meet AB in H the middle point of GE and take

the form shown in the second figure?
In that case, says Proclus, join CG, CH, CE as before. Then bisect HE

at K, join CK and produce it to meet
the circumference at L.

Now, since HK is equal to KE, CK
is common, and the base CH is equal to
the base CE,

the angles at K are equal and therefore
both right angles.

Therefore the angle CHK is equal to A B
the angle CKH, whence CKis equal to CH
and therefore to CL: which is impossible.

So Proclus; but why should not the circle meet AB -in K as well as H?
3. May not the circle meet AB in two points besides G, E and pass,

between those two points, to the side of AB towards C, as in the next figure?
Here again, by the same method, Proclus proves that, K, L being the

other two points in which the circle cuts
AB,

CK is equal to CH,
and, since the circle cuts CH in M,

CM is equal to CK and therefore to
CH: which is impossible.

But, again, why should the circle not
cut AB in the point H as well? A B

In fact, Proclus' cases are not mutually
exclusive, and his method of proof only enables us to show that, if the circle
meets AB in one more point besides G, E, it must meet it in more points
still. We can always find a new point of intersection by bisecting the distance
separating any two points of intersection, and so, applying the method ad
infinitum, we should have to conclude ultimately that the circle with radius
CH (or CG) coincides with AB. It would follow that a circle with centre
C and radius greater than CH would not meet A B at all. Also, since all
straight lines from C to points on AB would be equal in length, there would
be an infinite number of perpendiculars from C on AB.

Is this under any circumstances possible? It is not possible in Euclidean
space, but it is possible, under the Riemann hypothesis (where a straight line
is a "closed series" and returns on itself), in the case where C is the pole of
the straight line AB.

It is natural therefore that, for a proof that in Euclidean space there is
only one perpendicular from a point to a straight line, we have to wait until
I. 16, the precise proposition which under the Riemann hypothesis is only valid
with a certain restriction and not universally. There is no difficulty involved
by waiting until I.. 16, since I. 12 is not used before that proposition is reached;
and we are only in the same position as when, in order to satisfy ourselves of
the number of possible solutions of I. J, we have to wait till I. 7.

But if we wish, after all, to prove the truth of the assumption witJuJut
recourse to any later proposition than I. 12, we can do so by means of this
same invaluable I. 7.

H. E. 18
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If the circle intersects A B as before in G, E, let H be the middle point of
GE, and suppose, if possible, that the
circle also intersects AB in any other point
KonAH.

From H, on the side of AB opposite to
C, draw HL at right angles to AB, and
make HL equal to HC.

Join CG, LG, CK,LK.
Now, in the triangles CRG, LHG,

CH is equal to LH,- and HG is common.
Also the angles CHG, LHG, being

both right, are equal.
Therefore the base CG is equal to the base LG.
Similarly we prove that CK is equal to LI(.
But, by hypothesis, since K is on the circle,

CK is equal to CG.
Therefore CG, CK, LG, LK are all equal.
Now the next proposition, I. 13, will tell us that CH, HL are in a straight

line; but we will not assume this. Join CL.
Then on the same base CL and on the same side of it we have two pairs

of straight lines drawn from C, L to G and K such that CG is equal to CK
and LG to LK.

But this is impossible [I. 7].· .
Therefore the circle cannot cut BA or BA produced in any point other

tMn G on that side of CL on which Gis.
Similarly it cannot cut AB or .(1B produced at any point other than E

on the other side of CL.
The only possibility left therefore is that the circle might cut AB in the

same point as that in which CL cuts it. But this is shown to be impossible
by an adaptation of the proof of I. 7.

For the assumption is that there may be some point M on CL such that
CMis equal to CG and LMto LG.

If possible, let this be the case, and produce CG
to JV:

Then, since CM is equal to CG,
the angle NGM is equal to the angle GML [I. 5, part 2].

Therefore the angle GML is greater than the angle
MGL.

Again, since LG'is equal to LM,
the angle GML is equal to the angle MGL.

But ,it was also greater: which is impossible.
Hence the circle in the original figure cannot cut AB in the point in

which CL cuts it.
Therefore the circle cannot cut AB in any point whatever except G and E.
[This proof of course does not prove that CK is less than CG, but -only

that it is not equal to it. The proposition that, of the obliques drawn
from C to AB, that is less the foot of which is nearer to H can only be proved
later. The proof by I. 7 also fails, under the Riemann hypothesis, if C, L are
the poles of the straight line AB, since the broken lines CGL, CKL etc.
become equal straight lines, all perpendicular to AB.]

Proclus rightly adds (p. 289, 18 sqq.) that it is not necessary to take D on
the side of AB away from A if an objector" says that there is no space on
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that side." If it is not desired to trespass on that side of AB, we can take D
anywhere on AB and describe the arc of a circle between D and the point
where it meets AB again, drawing the arc on the side of AB on which Cis.
If it should happen that the selected point D is such that the circle only meets
AB in one point (D itself), we have only to describe the circle with CD as
radius, then, if E be a point on this circle, take F a point further from C than
E is, and describe with CF as radius the circular arc meeting AB in two
points.

PROPOSITION 13.

1/ a straight Nne set up on a straight Nne make angles, £t
will make either two right angles or angles equal to two right
angles.

For let any straight line AB set up on the straight line
5 CD make the angles CBA, ABD;

I say that the angles CBA, ABD E~A
are either two right angles or eqOal to
two right angles.

N ow, if the angle CBA is equal to O;::-------;B ----:::c
10 the angle ABD, .

they are two right angles. [Def. 10]
But, if n~t, let BE be drawn from the point B at right

angles to CD; [I. II]
therefore the angles CBE, EBD are two right angles.

15 Then, since the angle CBE'is equal to the two angles
CBA, ABE,

let the angle EBD be added to each;
therefore the- angles CBE, EBD are equal to the three

angles CBA, ABE, EBD. [C. N. 2]
20 Again, since the angle DBA is equal to the two angles

DBE,EBA,
let the angle ABC be added to each;

therefore the angles DBA, ABC are equal to the three
angles DBE, EBA, ABC. [C. N. 2]

25 But the angles CBE, EBD were also proved equal to
the same three angles;

and things which are equal to the same thing are also
equal to one another; [C. N. I]

therefore the angles CBE, EBD are also equal to the,
angles DBA, ABC.

18-2
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But the angles CBE, EBD are two right angles;
'therefore the angles DBA, ABC are also equal to two

right angles.
Therefore etc:

Q. E.~.

17. let the angle EBD be added to each, literally" let the angle EBD be added
(so as to be) common," KOLII?! 7rporTK£LrTOw 7] U7rO EBA. Similarly KOLII?! d.tfrop1}rTOW is used of
subtracting a straight line or angle from each of two others. "Let the common angle EBD
be added" is clearly an inaccur/lte translation, for the angle is not common before it is added,
i.e. the KOLII?! is proleptic. "Let the common angle be subtracted" as a translation of KOLII?!

d.tfropT,rTOW would be less unsatisfactory, it is true, but, as it is desirable to use corresponding
words when translating the two expressions, it seems hopeless to attempt to keep the word
"common," and I have therefore said" to each" and "fr~m each" simply.

PROPOSITION 14.

If wz'th any straz'ght l£ne, and at a poz'nt on £I, two straz'ght
lz'nes not lyz'ng on the same sz'de make the adJacent angles equal
to ~wo rz'ght angles, the two straz'ght l£nes will be z'n a straight
lz'ne with one another. ,

5 For with any straight line AB, and at the point B on it,
let the two straight lines BC, BD not lying on the same side
make the adjacent angles ABC, ABD equal to two right
angles;

I say that BD is in a straight line with CD.
For, if BD is not in a straight line A\/E

with BC, let BE be in a straight line
with CB.

Then, since the straight line A B C:;;;,----~B-----;:D

stands on the straight line CBE,
the angles ABC, ABE are equal to two right 'angles.

[I. 13]

But the angles ABC, ABD are also equal to two right angles;
therefore the angles CBA, A BE are equal to the angles

CBA, ABD. [Post. 4 and C. N. I]
Let the angle CBA be subtracted from each;

20 therefore the remaining angle ABE is equal to the remaining
angle A BD, [C. N. 3]

the less to the greater: which is impossible.
Therefore BE is not in a straight line with CB.

Similarly we can prove that neither is any. other straight
25 line except BD.
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Therefore CB is In a straight line with BD.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

I. If with any straight line.... There is no greater difficulty in translating the works
of the Greek geometers than that of accurately giving the force of prepositions. .'pos, for
instance, is used in all sorts of expressions with various shades of meaning. The present
enunciation begins 'Eav 'II'pOS nVI .UOd", Kal Tc/J 'II'pOS aVTV U1}JL"CtJ, and it is really necessary in
this one sentence to translate 'II'p6s by three different words, with, at, and on. The first 'II'p6s
must be translated by with because two straight lines" make" an angle with one another. On
the other hand, where the similar expression 'II'pOS TV oolldU?J .vlI.,,,, occurs in I. 23, but it is
a question of "constructing" an angle (uvu'T17uaullal), we have to say" to construct on a
given straight line." Against would perhaps be the English word coming nearest to
expressing all these meanings of 'II'p6s, but it would be intolerable as a translation.

17. Todhunter points out that for the inference in this line Post. 4, that all right angles
are equal, is necessary as well as the Common Notion that things which are equal to the same
thing (or rather, here, to equal things) are equal. A similar remark applies to steps in the
proofs of 1.15 and I. 28.

24. we can prove. The Greek expresses this by the future of the verb, odJ;o}Lfv,
"we shall prove," which however would perhaps be misleading in English.

--,.Ar----:C~----1B

E

F

D

Proclus observes (p. 297) that two straight lines on the same side of another
straight line and meeting it in one and the same
point may make with one and the same portion
of the straight line terminated at the point two
angles which are together equal to two right angles,
in which case however the two straight lines would
not be in a straight line with one another. And
he quotes from Porphyry a construction for two
such straight lines in the particular case where they
form with the given straight line angles equal
respectively to half a right angle and one and a
half right angles. There is no particular value in
the construction, which will be gathered from the annexed figure where CE,
CF are drawn at the prescribed inclinations to CD.

A

~E
o ~c

B

PROPOSITION IS.

If two straight lines cut one another, they make the vert£cal
angles equal to one another.

F or let the straight lines AB, CD cut one another at the
point E;

5 I say that the angle AEC is equal to
the angle DEB,

and the angle CEB to the angle
AED.

For, since the straight line AE stands
10 on the straight line CD, making the angles CEA, A ED,

the angles CEA, AED are equal to two right angles.
[I. 13]
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Again, since the straight line DE stands on the straight
line AB, making the angles AED, DEB,

the angles AED, DEB are equal to two right angles.
[I. 13]

15 But the angles CEA, AED were also proved equal to
two right angles;

therefore the angles CEA, AED are equal to the
angles AED, DEB. [Post. 4 and C. N. I]

Let the angle AED be subtracted from each;
20 therefore the remaining' angle CEA is equal· to the

remaining angle BED. [C. N. 3]
Similarly it can be proved that the angles CEB, D EA

are also equal.
Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

25 [PORISM. From this it is manifest that, if two straight
lines cut one another, they will make the angles at the point
of section equal to four right angles.]

J. the vertical angles. The difference between adjacent angles (alltf>.~1js "161_1111) and
vertical angles (al KaTa KOPVtf>>q- 'YCAI_lat) is thus explained by Proclus (p. 298,14-24)' The
first term describes the angles made by two straight lines when one only is divided by the
other, i.e. when one straight line meets another ...t a point which is not either of its extremi
ties, but is not itself produced beyond the point of meeting. When the first straight line is
produced, so that the lines cross at the point, they make two pairs of vertical angles (which
are more cleltly described as vertically opposite angles), and which are so called because their
convergence is from opposite directions to one point (the intersection of the lines) as vertex
(KOPVtf>f}).

26. at the point of section, literally" at the section," 7rpOS Til TOP.fj.

This theorem, according to Eudemus, was first discovered by Thales, but
found its scientific demonstration in Euclid (Proc1us, p. 299, 3-6).

Proclus gives a converse theorem which may be stated thus. If a straight.
line is met at one and the same point intermediate in its length by two other
straight It'ne~ on different sides of it and such as to make the ziertical angles
equal, the latter straight lines are in a straight It'ne with one another. The
proof need not be given, since it is almost self-evident, whether (I) it is direct,
by means of I. 13, 14, or (2) indirect, by reductio ad absurdum depending
on I.15.. .

The balance of MS. authority seems to be against the genuineness of this
Porism, but Proc1us and Psellus both have it. The word is not here used, as it
is in the title of Euclid's lost Porisms, to signify a particular class of independent
propositions which Proclus describes as being in some sort intermediate between
theorems and problems (requiring us, not to bring a thing into existence, but
to find something which we know to exist). Porism has here (and wherever
the term is used in the Elements) its secopd meaning; it is what we call a
corollary, i.e. an incidental result springing from the proof of a theorem or the
solution of a problem, a result not directly sought but appearing as it were by
chance without any additional labour, and constituting, as Proclus says, a sort
of windfall (lpp.awv) and bonus (K£p8o.). These Porisms appear in both the
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ge9metrical and arithmetical Books of the Elements, and may either result
from theorems or problems. Here the Porism is geometrical, and springs out
of a theorem; VII. 2 affords an instance of an arithmetical Porism. As an
instance of a Porism to a problem Proclus cites" that which is found in the
second Book" (T6 fv T<{J SWT£Pl(> (3L(3Xi";! K£ip.£vov); but as to this see notes on
J1. 4 a~d IV. 15.

The present Porism, says Proclus, formed the basis of "that paradoxical
theorem which proves that only the following three (regular) polygons can fill
up the whole space surrounding one point, the equilateral triangle, the square,
and the equilateral and equiangular hexagon." We can in fact place round a
point in this manner six equilateral triangles, three regular hexagons, or four
squares. "Bttt only the angles of these regular figures, to the number specified,
can make up four right angles: a theorem due to the Pythagoreans."

Proclus further adds that it results from the Porism that, if any number of
straight lines intersect one another at one point, the sum of all the angles so
formed wi.!l still be equal to four right angles. This is of course what is
generally given in the text-books as Corollary 2.

PROPOSITION 16.

In any triangle, if one of the sides be produced, the exterior
.angle is greater than either of the interior and opposite angles.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let one side of it BC be
produced to D;

5 I say that the exterior angle A CD is greater ·than either
of the interior and opposite angles
CBA, BAC. F·

Let AC be bisected at E [1.10],
and let BE be joined and produced

IO in a straight line to F;
let EFbe made equal to BE [I. 3],

let FC be joined [Post. 1 J, and let A C B

be drawn through to G [Post. 2].
Then, since AE is equal to EC,

IS and BE to EF,
the two sides AE, EB are equal to the two sides CE,

EF respectively;
and the angle AEB is equal to the angle FEC,

for they are vertical angles. [I. IS]

20 Therefore the base AB is equal to the 'base FC,
arid the triangle A BE is equal to the triangle CFE,

and the remaining angles are equal to the remaining angles
respectively, namely those which the equal sides subtend; [I. 4J

therefore the angle BAE is equal to the angle ECF.
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25 But the angle ECD is greater than the angle ECF;
. [C·N.s]

therefore the angie ACD is greater than the angle BAE.
Similarly also, if BC l;>e bisected, the angle BCG, tbat is,

the angle ACD [I. IS], can be proved greater than the angle
ABC as well.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

I. the exterior angle, literally" the outside angle," 1] Enos -ywvla..
2. the interior and opposite angles, TWV EVTOS Ka./ a:rr€VaVT[ov -YWVLW~

12. let AC be drawn through to G. The word is oLlix8w, a variation on the more
usual EK{J€{3Xliu8w, "let it be produced. "

2 I. CFE, in the text" FEC."

As is well known, this proposition is not universally true under .the
Riemann hypothesis of a space endless in extent but not infinite in si~t.on
this hypothesis a straight line is a "closed series" and returns on itself; and
two straight lines which have one point of intersection have another point of
intersection also, which bisects the whole length of the straight line measured
from the first point on it to the same point again; thus the axiom of Euclidean
geometry that two straight lines do not enclose a space does not hold. If 4/l
denotes the finite length of a straight line measured from any point once
round to the same point again, 2/l is the distance between the two intersections
of two straight lines which meet. Two points A, B do not determine one
sale straight line unless the distance between them is different from 2/l. In
order that there may only be one perpendicular from a point C to a straight
line AB, C must not be ~ne of the two "poles" of the straight line.

:Wow, in order that the proof of the present proposition may be universally
valid, it is necessary that CF should always fall within the angle A CD so that
the angle ACFmay be less than the angle ACD. But this will not always be
so on the Riemann hypothesis. For, (I) if BE is equal to /l, so that BF is .
equ.JI to 2Ll, Fwill be the second point in which BE and BD intersect; i.e.
F will lie on CD, and the angle A CF will be equal to the angle A CD. In
this case the exterior angle A CD will be equal to the interior angle B A C.
(2) If BE is greater than Ll and less than 2Ll, so that BF is greater than 2Ll
and less than 4Ll, the angle A CF will be greater than the angle A CD, and
therefore the angle A CD will be less than the interior angle BA C. Thus, e.g.,
in the particular case of a right-angled triangle, the angles other than the right
angle may be (I) both acute, (2) one acute and one obtuse, or (3) both obtuse
according as the perpendicular sides are (I) both less than Ll, (2) one less and .
the other greater than Ll, (3) both greater than Ll.

Proclus tells us (p. 307, 1-12) that some combined this theorem with the
next in one enunciation thus: In any triangle, -if one side be produced, the
exterior angle of the triangle is greater than either of the interior and opposite
angles, and any two of the interior angles are less than two right angles, the
combination having been suggested by the similar enunciation of Euclid I. 32,
In any triangle, if one of the stiles be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the
two interior and opposite angles, and the three interior angles of the triangle are.
equal to two right angles.

The present proposition enables Proclus to prove what he did not succeed
in establishing conclusively in his note on I. 12, namely that from one point
tkere cannot be drawn to the same straight line three straight lines equal in length.
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c

A

~
BCD

[Post. 2]
angle of the

For, if possible, let AB, AC, AD be all equal, B, C, D being in a
straight line.

Then, since A B, A C are equal, the angles
ABC, ACB are equal.

Similarly, since AB, AD are equal, the angles
ABD, ADB are equal.

Therefore the angle A CB is equal to the angle
ADC, i.e. the exterior angle to the interior and)
opposite angle: which is impossible.

Proclus next (p. 3°8, 14 sqq.) undertakes to prove by means of I. 16 that,
if a straight line falling on two straight lines make the exterior angle equal to
the interior and opposite angle, the two straight lines will notform a triangle or
meet, for in that case the same angle would be both greater and equal.

The proof is really equivalent to that of Eucl. I. 27. If BE falls on the
two straight lines AB, CD in such a way that the angle
CDE is equal to the interior and opposite angle ABD, A
AB and CD cannot form a triangle or meet. For, if
they did, then (by I. 16) the angle CDE would be
greater than the angle ABD, while by the hypothesis
it is at the same time equal to it.

Hence, says Proclus, in order that BA, DC may'
form a triangle it is necessary for them to approach ont B 0 E
anotherin the sense of being turned round one pair of
corresponding extremities, e.g. B, D, so that the other extremities A, C come
nearer. This may be brought- about in one of three ways: (1) AB may
remain fixed and CD be turned about D so that the angle CDE increases;
(2) CD may remain fixed and AB be turned about B so that the angle AB.C
becomes smaller j (3) both AB and CD may move so as to make the angle
ABD smaller and the Angle CDE larger at the same time. The reason, then,
of the straight lines AB, CD coming to form a triangle or to meet is (says
Proclus) the movement if the straight lines.

Though he does not mention it here, Proclus does in arl'other pa~age

(p. 371, 2-10, quoted on p. 207 above) hint at the possibility that, while I. 16
may remain universally true, either of the straight lines BA, DC (or both
together) may be turned through any angle not greater than a certain finite
angle and yet may not meet (the Bolyai-Lobachewsky hypothesis).

PROPOSITION I 7.

In any triangle two angles taken together m any manner
are less than two right angles.

Let ABC be a triangle;
I say that two angles of the triangle ABC taken together in
any manner are less than two right angles.

For let BC be produced to D.
Then, since the angle A CD is an exterior

triangle ABC,
it is greater than the interior and opposite angle ABC.

[I. 16]
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Let the angle A CB be added to each;
therefore the angles A CD, A CB are greater than the angles
ABC,BCA.

A~
B C o

&
B D C

But the angles A CD, A CB are equal to two right angles.
[I. 13]

Therefore the angles ABC, BCAare less than two right
angles.

Si~ilarly we can prove that the angles BAC, A CB are
also less than two right angles, and so are the angles CAB,
ABC as well.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

I. taken together in any manner, 7rdVT1J p.ETa>..ap.fJav6p.EvaL, i.e. any pair added
together.

As in his note on the previous proposition, Proclus tries to state the cause
of the property. He takes the case of two straight lines forming right angles
with a transversal and observes that it is the convergence of the straight lines
towards one another (lTVV£VIno; 'TWV Eti8nwv), the lessening of the two right angles,
which produces the triangle. He will not have it that the fact of the exterior
angle being greater than the interior and opposite angle is the cause of the
property, for the odd reason that "it is not necessary that a side should be
produced, or that there should be an~' exterior angle constructed...and how can
what is not necessary be the cause of what is necessary?" (p. 311, 17-21).

Agreeably to this view, Proclus then sets himself to prove the theorem
without producing a side of the triangle.

Let ABC be a. triangle. Take any point D on
BC, and join AD.

Then the exterior angle ADC of the triangle ABD
is greater than the interior and opposite angle ABD.

Similarly the exterior angle ADB of the triangle
ADC is greater than the interior and opposite angle
A CD.

Therefore, by addition, the angles AVB, ADC are together greater than
t1)e angles ABC, A CB.

But the angles ADB, ADC are equal to two right angles; therefore the
angles ABC, A CB are less than two right angles.

Lastly, Proclus proves (what is obvious from this proposition) that there
cannot be more than one perpendicular to a straight line from a point without'
it. For, if this were possible, two of such perpendiculars would form a triangle
in which two angles would be right angles: which is impossible, .since any two
angles of a tr:iangle are together less than two right angles.
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PROPOSITION 18.

A~
B C

In any triangle the greater side subtends the greater atJgle.

For let ABC be a triangle having the side AC greater
than AB;

I say that the angle ABC is also greater than the angle
BCA.

For, since A C is greater than AB, let AD be made equal
to AB [1.3], and letBD bejoined.

Then, since the angle A DB
is an exterior angle of the triangle
BCD,

it is greater than the interior
and opposite angle DCB. [1. 16]

But the angle ADB is equal
to the angle ABD, .

since the side AB is equal to AD;
therefore the angle ABD is also greater than the angle

ACB;
therefore the angle ABC is much greater than the angle
ACB.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

E

\-----"'0

In the enunciation of this proposition we have lnronlvELV (" subtend") used with the
simple accusative instead of the more usual l)7ro with accusative. The latter construction
is used in the enunciation of I. 19, which otherwise only differs from that of 1.18 in the order
of the words. The point to remember in order to distinguish the two is that the datum
comes first and the quaesitum second, the datum being in this proposition the greater side
and in the next the greater angle. Thus the enunciations are (I. 18) ".avTos Tpl"YcfJVOV 11 J!Elp.,v.
".\evpa. T1IV J!E150va I'wvlav ""'OTelVEl aud (I. 19) ".avTos TP1l'WvOV "".0 T1IV J!E150va I'wvlav 11
W1p.,v ".\evpa. "".OTElvEI. In order to keep the proper order in English we must use the
passive of the verb in I. 19. Aristotle quotes the result of I. 19. using the exact wording,
""'0 I'a.p T1IV J!EI5W I'wvlav ""'OTelVEI (Meteorologica III. 5, 376 a 12).

"In order to assist the student in remembering which of these two
propositions [1. 18, 19] is demonstrated directly and
which indirectly, it may be observed that the order is A
similar to that in 1. 5 and I. 6" (Todhunter). .

An alternative proof of 1. 18 given by Porphyry
(see Proclus, pp. 315, 11-316, 13) is interesting. It
starts by supposing a length equal to AB cut off from
the othl¥ end of A C; that is, CD and not AD is
made equal to AB.

Produce AB to E so that BE is equal to AD, and
join EC.

Then, since AB is equal to CD, and BE to AD,
AE i~ equal to AC.
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Q. E. D.

B<JA
C

PROPOSITION 19.

the greater angle is subtended by the

Therefore the angle AEC is equal to the angle ACE.
Now the angle AECis greater than the angle AEC, [I. 16]

and therefore greater than the angle ACE.
Hence, afortiort~ the angle ABC is greater than the ~gle ACB.

Jn any triangle
greater sz"de.

Let ABC be a triangle having the angle ABC greater
than the angle BCA ;

I say. that the side AC is also greater than the side AB.
For, if not, AC is either equal to AB or less.
Now AC is not equal to AB;

for then the angle ABC would also have been
equal to the angle A CB; [I. 5J
but it js not;

therefore A C is not equal to A B.
Neither is AC less than AB,

for then the angle ABC would also have been less than the
angle ACB; [1.18]

but it is not;
therefore AC is not less than AB.

And it was proved that it is not equal either.
Therefore AC is greater than AB.

Therefore etc.

This proposition, like I. 6, can be proved by merely logical deduction from
I. 5 and 1. 18 taken together, as pointed out by De Morgan. The general
form of the argument used by De Morgan is given in his Formal Logic (1847),
p. 25, thus:

".Hypothesis. Let there be any number of propositions or assertions
three for instance, X, Y and Z-of which it is the property that one or the
.other must be true, and one only. Let there be three other propositions
P, Q and R of which it is also the property that one, and one only, must be
true. Let it be a connexion of those assertions that:

when X is true, P is true,
when Y is true, Q is true,
when Z is true, R is true.

Consequence: then it follows that,
when P is true, X is true,
when Q is true, Y is true,
when R is true, Z is true."
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[I. 5]

[I. 18]

To apply this to the case before us, let us denote the sides of the triangle
ABC by a, b, c, and the angles opposite to these sides by A, B, C respectively,
and suppose that a is the base.

Then we have the three propositions,
when b is equal to c, B is equal to C,
when bis greater than c, B is greater than C,}
when b is less than c, B is less than C,

and it follows logically that,
when B is equal to C, b is equal to c,
when B is greater than C, b is greater than c, }
when B is less than C, b is less than c.

Reductio ad absurdum by exhaustion.
Here, says Proclus (p. 318, 16-23), Euclid proves the impossibility "by

means of division" (lK 8tatp£u€w.).• This means simply the separation of
different hypotheses, each of which is inconsistent with the truth of the
theorem to be proved, and which therefore must be successively shown to be
impossible. If a straight line is not greater than a straight line, it must be
either equal to it or less; thus in a reductio ad absurdum intended to prove
sucha theorem as I. 19 it is necessary to dispose successively of two hypotheses
inconsistent with the truth of the theorem.

c

[1. 6]

E

A

Alternative (direct) proof.

Proclus gives a direct proof (pp. 319-321) which an-Nairlzi also has and
attributes to Heron. It requires a lemma and is consequently open to the
slight objection of separating a theorem from its converse. But the lemma
and proof are worth giving.

Lemma.

1/an angle of a triangle be bisected and the straight line bisecting it meet the
base and divide it into unequal parts, the sides containing the angle will be
unequal, and the greater will be that which meets the greater segment of the base,
and the less that which meets the less.

Let AD, the bisector of the angle A of the triangle ABC, meet BC in D,
making CD greater than BD.

I say that A C is greater than AB.
Produce AD to E so that DE is equal to

AD. And, since DC is greater than BD, cut
off DFequal to BD.

Join EFand produce it to G.
Then, since the two sides AD, DB are B

equal to the two sides ED, DF, and the
vertical angles at D are equal,

AB is equal to EF,
and the angle DEFto the angle BAD,

i.e. to the angle DAG (by hypothesis).
Therefore AG is equal to EG,

and therefore greater than EF, or AB.
Hence, a/ortiort~ A C is greater than AB.
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c

E

Proof of 1. 19.

Let ABC be a triangle in which the angle ABC is greater than the angle
ACB. .

Bisect BC at D, join AD, and produce it to E so that DE is equal to
AD. Join BE. .

Then the two sides BD, DE are equal to the two A
sides CD, DA, and the vertical aQgles at D are equal;

therefore BE is equal to AC,
and the angle DBE to the angle at C.

But the angle at C is less than the angle ABC;
therefore the angle DBE is less than the angle B

ABD.
Hence, if BF bisect the angle ABE, BF meets

AE between A and D. Therefore EF is grel\ter
than FA.

It follows, by the lemma, that BE is.greater than
BA,

that is, A C is greater than AB.

PROPOSITION 20.

LJ
B C

In any triangle two sides taken together tn any manner
are greater than the remaining one.

For let ABC be a triangle;
I say that in the triangle ABC two sides taken together in
any manner are greater than the remaining one, namely

BA, A C greater than Be,
AB, BC greater than AC,
BC, CA greater than AB.

For let BA be drawn through to the point D,
let DA be made equal to CA, and let DC be
joined.

Then, since DA is equal to AC,
the angle A DC is also equal to the angle
ACD; [1. 5]

therefore the angle BCD is greater than
the angle ADe. [CO N. 5]

And, since DCB is a triangle having· the angle BCD
greater than the angle BDC,

and the greater angle is subtended by the greater side,
. [1. 19]

therefore DB is greater than Be.
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~
B 0 C

But DA is equal to A C;
therefore BA, AC are greater than Be.

Similarly we can prove that AB, BC are also greater
than CA, and BC, CA than AB.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

It was the habit of the Epicureans, says Proclus (p. 322), to ridicule this
theorem as being evident even to an ass and requiring no proof, and their
allegation that the theorem was "known" (yvwptp.ov) even to an ass was based
on the fact that, if fodder is placed at one angular point and the ass at another,
he does not, in order to get to his food, traverse the two sides of the triangle
but only the one side separating them (an argument which makes Savile exclaim
that its authors were "digni ipsi, qui cum Asino foenum essent," p. 78).
Proclus replies truly that a mere perception of the truth of the theorem is a
different thing from a scientific proof of it and a knowledge of the reason why
it is true. Moreover, as Simson says, the number of axioms should not be
increased without necessity.

Alternative Proofs.
Heron and Porphyry, we are told (Proclus, pp. 323-6), proved this

theorem in different ways as follows, without producing one of the sides.

First proof.
Let ABC be the triangle, and let it be required to prove that the sides

BA, AC are greater than BC.
Bisect the angle BA C by AD meeting B C in D.
Then, in the triangle ABD,
the exterior angle ADC is greater than the

interior and opposite angle BAD, [I. 16]
that is, greater than the angle DA C.

Therefore the side A C is greater than the side
CD. [I. 19]

Similarly we can prove that AB is gre:;!.ter than BD.
Hence, by addition, BA, AC are greater than BC.

Second proof.
This, like the first proof, is direct. There are several cases to be considered.
( 1 ) If the triangle is equilateral, the truth of the proposition is obvious.
(2) If the triangle is isosceles, the proposition needs no proof in the case

(a) where each of the equal sides is greater than the base. .
(b) If the base is greater than either of the other sides, we have to prove

that the sum of the two equal sides is greater than
the base. Let BC be th.e base in such a triangle. A

Cut off from BC a length BD equal to AB, and~
join AD.

Then, in the triangle ADB, the exterior angle
ADC is greater than the interior and opposite angle B 0 C
BAD. .' [I. 16]

Similarly, in the triangle ADC, the exterior angle ADB is greater than the
interior and opposite angle CAD.
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[I. 19]
we have BA, AC !ogether

A

~
B 0 C

A

~
B 0 E C

By addition, the two angles BDA, ADC are together greater than the
two angles BAD, DAC (or the whole angle BAC):

Subtracting the equal angles BDA, BAD, we have the angle ADC
greater than the angle CAD.

It follows that A C is greater than CD;
and, adding the equals AB, BD respectively,
greater than BC.

(3) If the triangle be scalene, we can arrange the sides in order of length.
Suppose BC is the greatest, AB the intermediate and AC the least side.
Then it is obvious that AB, BC are together greater than AC, and BC, CA
together greater than AB.

It only remains therefore to prove that CA, AB are together greater
than Be.

We cut off from BC a length BD equal to the'adjacent side, join AD, and
proceed exactly as in the above case of the isosceles triangle.

Thirdproof.
This proof is by reductio ad absurdum.
Suppose that BC is the greatest side and, as before, we have to prove that

BA, ACare greater than Be.
If they are not, they must be either equal to

or less than Be.

(I) Suppose BA, AC are together equal
to Be.

From BC cut off BD equal to BA, and
join AD.

It follo,ws from the hypothesis that DC is equal to A C.
Then, since BA is equal to BD,

the angle BDA is equal to the angle BAD.
'Similarly, since A C is equal to CD,

the angle CDA is equal to the angle CAD.
By addition, the angles BDA, ADC are together equal to the whole angle

BAC.
'That is, the angle BAC is equal to two right angles: which is impossible.

(2) Suppose BA, AC are together less than BC.
From BC cut off BD equal to BA, and from CB cut off CE equal to

CA. Join AD, AE. •
In this case, we prove in the same way that

the angle BDA is equal to the angle BAD, and
the angle CEA to the angle CAE.

By addition, the sum of the angles BDA,
AEC is equal to the sum of the angles BAD,
CAE.

Now, by I. 16, the angle BDA is greater than the angle DA C, and
therefore, a fortion: greater than the angle EA e.

Similarly the angle AEC is greater than the angle BAD.
Hence the sum of the angles BDA, AEC is greater than the sum of the

angles BAD, EAe.
But the former sum was also equal to the latter: which is impossible.
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PROPOSITION 2 I.

Q. E. D.

20

If on .one of the s£des of a tr£angle, from £ts extrem£ties,
there be constructed two stra£ght l£nes meet£ng w£th£n the
tr£angle, the stra£ght l£nes so constructed w£ll be less than the
rema£n£ng two s£des of the tr£angle, but w£ll conta£n a greater

5 angle.
On BC, one of the sides of the triangle ABC, from its

extremities B, C, let the two straight lines BD, DC be con
structed meeting within the triangle;

I say that BD, DC are less than the remaining two sides
10 of the triangle BA, AC, but contain an angle BDC greater

than the angle BA e. .
For let BD be drawn through to E.
Then, since in any triangle two

sides are greater than the remaining
IS one, [I. 20]

therefore, in the triangle ABE, the
two sidesAB,AE are greater thanBE.

Let EC be added to.each ;
therefore BA, AC are greater than BE, Ee.

Again, since, in the triangle CED,
the two sides CE, ED are greater than CD,

let DB be added to each;
therefore CE, EB are greater than CD, DB.

But BA, AC were proved greater than BE, EC;
therefore BA, A C are much greater than BD, DC.

Again, since in any triangle the exterior angle is greater
than the interior and opposite angle, [I. 16]

.therefore, in the triangle CDE,
the exterior angle BDC is greater than the angle CED.
For the same reason, moreover, in the triangle ABE also,
the exterior angle CEB is greater than the angle BA C.

But the angle BDC was proved greater than the angle CEB;
therefore the angle BDC is much greater than the angle

BAe.
Therefore etc.

3°

25

35
2. be constructed...meeting within the triangle. The word "meeting" is not in

the Greek, where the words are lPTOS O'v<TTaOwutp. uW!<TTaO'Oat is the word used of con
structing two straight lines to a point (cf. I. 7) or so as to form a triangle; but it is necessary
in English to indicate that they meet.

3. the straight lines so constructed. Observe the elegant brevity of the Greek al
O'vO'TaO"O'at.

H. E.
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The editors generally call attention to the fact that the lines drawn within
the siangle in this proposition must be drawn,
as the enunciation 'says, 'from the ends of the A
side; otherwis,e it is not necessary that their
sum should be less than that of the remaining
sides of the triangle. Proc1us (p. 327,12 sqq.)
gives a simple illustration.

Let ABC be a right-angled triangle. Take
any point D on BC, join DA, and cut off
from it DE equal to AB. Bisect AE at F, Be.
and join FC.

Then shall CF, FD be together greater than CA, AB.
For CF, FE are equal to CF, FA,

and therefore greater than CA.
Add the equals ED, AB respectively;

therefore CF, FD are together greater than CA, AB.
Pappus gives the same proposition as that just proved, but follows it up

by a number .of others more elaborate in character, selected apparently from
"the so-called paradoxes" of one Erycinus (Pappus, III. p. 106 sqq.). Thus
he proves the following:

I. In any triangle, except an equilateral triangle or an isosceles triangle
with base less than one of the other sides, it is possible to construct on the
base and within the triangle two straight lines the sum of which is equal to
the sum of the other two sides of the triangle. .

2. I'n any triangle in which it is possible to construct two straight lines on
the base which are equal to the sum of the other two sides of the triangle it is
also possible to construct two others .the sum of which is greater than that sum.

3. Under the same conditions, if the base is greater than either of the
other two sides, two straight lines can be constructed in the manner described
which are respectively greater than the other two sides of the triangle; and the
lines may be constructed so as to be respectively equal to the two sides, if one
of those two sides is less than the other and each of them less than the base.

4. 'The lines may be so constructed that their sum will bear to the sum
of the two sides of the triangle any ratio less than 2 : I.

As a specimen of the proofs we will give that of the proposition which has

B

M

been numbered (I) for the case where the triangle is isosceles (Pappus, III.
pp. 108-110).
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Let ABC be an isosceles triangle in which the base A C is greater than
either of the equal sides AB, BC. .

With centre A and radius AB describe a circle meeting A C in D.
Draw any radius AEF such that it meets B C in a point F outside the circle.
Take any point G on EF, and through it draw GHparallel to Ae. Take

any point K on GH, and draw KL parallel to FA meeting AC in L.
From BC cut off BNequal to EG.
Thus A G, or LK, is equal to the sum of AB, BN, and CN is less than LK.
Now GF, FHare together greater than GH,

and CH, HK together greater than CK.
Therefore, by addition,

cF, FG, HK are together greater than CK, HG.
Subtracting HK from each side, we see that

CF, FG are together greater than CK, KG;
therefore, if we add A G to each,

AF, FC are together greater than A G, GK, KC.
And A E, B C are together greater than AF, FC. [I. 21]

Therefore AB, BC are together greater than AG, GK, KG.
But, by construction, AB, EN are together equal to AG;

therefore, by subtraction, NC is greater than GK, KC,
and afortiori greater than KC.

Take on KC produced a point M such that Kilf is equal to NC;
with centre K and radius KM describe a circle meeting CL in 0, and join KO.

Then shall LK, KO be equal to AE, BC.
For, by construction, LK is equal to the sum of AE, BN, and KO is

equal to NC;
therefore LK, KO are together equal to AB, Be.

It is after I. 21 that (as remarked by De Morgan) the important
proposition about the perpendicular and obliques drawn from a point to a
straight line of unlimited length is best introduced:

Of all straight lines that can be drawn to a gizlen straight line of unlimited
lmgth from a given point without it:

(a) the perpendicular is the shortest,.
(b) of the obliques, that is the greater the foot 0/ which is further from the

perpendicular ,-
(c) given one oblique, only one other can be found 0/ the same length, namely

that the foot 0/ which is equally distant with the foot of the given one from the
perpendicular, but on the other side 0/ it.

Let A be the given point, BC the given straight line; let AD be
the perpendicular from A on BC,
and AE, AF any two obliques of A
which AF makes the greater angle
with AD.

Produce AD to A', making A'D F
equal to AD, and join A'E, A'F. B G C

Then the triangles ADE, A'DE
are equal in all respects; and so are
the triangles ADF, A'DF. A'

Now (I) in the triangle AEA' the
two sides AE, EA' are greater than AA' [I. 20], that is, twice AE is greater
than twice AD.
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Therefore AE is greater than AD.
(2) Since AE,A'E are drawn to E, a point within the triangle AFA',

AF; FA' are together greater than AE, EA', [1. 21]

or twice AFis greater than twice AE.
Therefore AF is greater than AE.
(3) Along DB measure off DG equal to DF, and join A G.
The triangles A GD, AFD are then equal in all respects, so that the

angles GAD, FAD are equal, and AG is equal to AR

PROPOSITION 22.

Out of three straz'ght lines, wkich are equal to three given
stra-ight lz"nes, to construct a tnangle: thus it is necessary that
two of the straight lines taken together in any manner should
be greater than the remain-ing one. [1. 20]

Let the three given straight lin~s be A, B, C, and of these
let t~~ taken together in any rp.anner be greater than the
remaInIng one,
namely A, B greater than C,

A, C greater than B,
and B, C greater than A ;
thus it is required to construct a triangle out of straight lines
equal to A, B, C.

A---
B--
c---

Df------:F=<-+---±-----+--J-H,-----=E

Let there be set out a straight line DE, terminated at D
but of infinite length in "the direction of E,
and let DF be made equal to A, FG equal to B, and GH
~~wc. ~~

With centre F and distance FD let the circle DKL be
described;
again, with centre G and distance GH let the circle KLH be
described;
and let KF, KG be joined;

I say that the triangle KFG has been constructed out of
three straight lines equal to A, B, C.
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For, since the point F is the centre of the circle DKL,
FD is equal toFK.

But FD is equal to A ;
therefore KF is also equal to A.

Again, since the point G is the centre of the circle LKH,
GH is equal to GK.

But GH is equal to C;
therefore KG is also equal to C.

And FG is also equal to B;
therefore the three straight lines KF, FG, GK are equal to
the three straight lines A, B, C.

Therefore out of the three straight lines KF, FG, GK,
which are equal to the three given straight lines A, B, C, the
triangle KFG has been constructed.

Q. E. F.

Z-4' This is the first case in the Elements of a alOpLlTP.6s to a problem in the sense of a
statement of the conditions or limits of the possibility of a solution. The criterion is of
course supplied by the preceding proposition.

z. thus it is necessary. This is usually translated (e.g. by Williamson and Simson)
"But it is necessary," which is howev.er inaccurate, since the Greek is not aci M but a.1 a'lj.
The words are the same as lhose used to introduce the OIOPLlTP.6s in the other sense of the
"definition" or "particular statement" of a construction to be effected. Hence, as in the
latter case we say" thus it is required" (e.g. to bisect the finite straight line AB, I. (0), we
should here translate" thus it is necessary. "

4. To this enunciation all the MSS. and Boethius add, after the aIOpLCTP.6s, the words
"because in any triangle two sides taken together in any manner are greater than the
remaining one." But this explanation has the appearance of a gloss, and it is omitted by
Proclus and Campanus. Moreover there is no corresponding addition to the alopllTp.6s
of VI. z8.

It was early observed that Euclid assumes, without giving any reason, that
the circles drawn as described will meet if the condition that any two of the
straight lines A, B, C are together greater than the third be fulfilled. Proclus
(p. 331, 8 sqq.) argues the matter by means of reductio ad absurdum, but
does not exhaust the possible hypotheses inconsistent with the contention.
He says the circles must do one of three things, (1) cut one another, (2) touch
one another, (3) stand apart (8IflTT<lvaL) from one another. He then considers
the hypotheses (a) of their touching externally, (b) of their being separated
from one another by a space. He should have considered also the hypothesis
(c) of one circle touching the other internally or lying entirely within the
other without touching. These three hypotheses being successively disproved,
it follows that the circles must meet (this is the line taken by Camerer and
Todhunter).

Simson says: " Some authors blame Euclid because he does not
demonstrate that the two circles made use of in the construction of this
problem must.cut one another: but this is very plain from the determination
he has given, namely, that any two of the straight lines Dfl, FG, GHmust
be greater than the third. For who is so dull, though only beginning to
learn the Elements, as not to perceive that the circle described from the
centre F, at the distance FD, must meet EH betwixt F and H, because FD
is less than FH; and that, for the like reason, the circle described from the
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centre G at the distance GH must meet DG betwixt D and G; and that
these circles must meet one another, because FD and GH are together
greater than FG!' ,

We ha,ve in fact only to satisfy ourselves that one of the circles, e.g. that
with centre G, has at least one point of its circumference outside the other
circle and also at least one point of its circumference inside the same circle;
and this is best shown with reference to the points in which the first circle
cuts the straight line DE. For (I) FH, being equal to the sum of Band C,
is greater than A, i.e. than the radius of the circle with centre F, and therefore
H is outside that circle. (2) If GM be measured along GF equal to GH
or C, then, since GM is either (a) less or (b) greater than GF, M will fall
either (a) between G and F or (b) beyond F towards D; in the first case
(a) the sum of FM and C is equal to fiG and therefore less than the sum
of A and C, so that FilE is less than A or FD; in the second case (b) the
sum of MF and FG, i.e. the sum of MF and B, is equal to GM or C, and
therefore less than the sum of A and B, so that MF is less than A or FD;
hence in either case M falls within the circle with centre F.

. It being now proved that the circumference of the circle with centre G
has at least one point outside, and at least one point inside, the circle with
centre F, we have only to invoke the Principle of Continuity, as we have to
do in I. I (cf. the note on that proposition, p. 242, where the necessary
postulate is stated in the form suggested by Killing).

That the construction of the proposition gives only two. points of
intersection, between the circles, and therefore only two triangles satisfying
the condition, one on each side of FC, is clear from I. 7, which, as before
pointed out, takes the place, in Book I., of III. 10 proving that two circles
cannot intersect in more points than two.

PROPOSITION 23.

Jt;Qn a given straight Nne and at a point on it to construct a
T,;dilineal angle equal to a given rectilineal angle. .

Let AB be the given straight line, A the point on it, and
the angle DCE the given rectilineal angle;

thus it is required to construct on the given straight line
AB, and at the point A on it, a rectilineal angle equal to the
given rectilineal angle DCE.

F

A B

c

On the straight lines CD, CE respectively let the points
D, E be taken at random;
let DE be joined,
and out of three straight lines which are equal to the three
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Q. E. F.

straight lines CD, DE, CE let the triangle AFG be con
structed in such a way that CD is equal to AF, CE to AG,
and further DE to FG. [1.22]

Then, since the two sides DC, CE are equal to the two
sides FA, AG respectively,

and the base DE is equal to the base FG,
the angle DCE is equal to the angle FAG. [1.8]

Therefore on the given straight line A B, and at the point
A on it, the rectilineal angle FAG has been constructed equal
to the given rectilineal angle DCE.

This problem was, according to Eudemus~(see Proclus, p. 333, 5), "rather
the discovery of Oenopides," from which we must apparently infer, not that
Oenopides was the first to find any solution of it, but that it was he who dis
covered the particular solution given by Euclid. (Cf. Bretschneider, p. 65.)

The editors do not seem to have noticed the fact that the construction of
the triangle assumed in this proposition is not exactly the construction given
in 1. 22. We have here to construct a triangle on a certain finite straight line
A G as base; in 1. 22 we have only to construct a triangle ~ith sides of given
length without any restriction as to how it is to be placed. Thus in 1. 22 we
set out any line whatever and measure successively three lengths along it
beginning from the given extremity, and what we must regard as the base is the
intermediate length, not the length beginning at the given extremity of the
straight line arbitrarily set out. Here the base is a given straight line abutting
at a given point. Thus the. construction has to be modified somewhat from

F H B
~

C E

that of the preceding proposition. We must measure AG along AB so that
AG is equal to CE (or CD), and GHalong GB equal to DE; and then we
must produce BA, in the opposite direction, to F, so that AFis equal to CD
(or CE, if AG has been made equal to CD).

Then, by drawing circles (I) with centre A and radius AF, (2) with centre
G and radius GH, we determine K, one of their points of intersection, and we
prove that the triangle KA G is equal in all respects to the triangle D CE, and
then that the angle at A is equal to the angle DCE.

I think that Proclus must (though he does not say so) have felt the same
difficulty with regard to the use in I. 23 of the result of 1. 22, and that this is
probably the reason why he gives over again the construction which I have
given above, with the remark (p. 334,6) that "you may obtain the construction
of the triangle in a more instructive manner (8t8aUKaAtKWT£pOV) as follows."

Proclus objects to the procedure of Apollonius in constructing an angle
under the same conditions. and certainly, if he quotes Apollonius correctly, the
latter's exposition must have been somewhat slipshod.
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"He takes an angle CDE at random," says Proclus (p. 335; 19 sqq.), "and
a straight line AB, and with centre D and distance
CD describes the circumference CE, and in the same
way with centre A and distance AB the circumference
FB. Then, cutting off FB equal to CE, he joins AF.
And he declares that the angles A, D standing on
equal circumferences are equal."

In the first place, as Proclus remarks, it should be
-premised that AB is equal to CD in order that the
circles may be equal; and the use of Book III. for
such an elementary construction is objectionable.
The omission to state that AB must be taken equal
to CD was no doubt a slip, if it occurred. And, as
regards the equal angles "standing on equal circum
ferences," it would seem possible that Apollonius said
this in explanation, for the sake of brevity, rather than by way of proof. It
seems to me probable that his constructIon was only given from the point of
view ofpractical, not theoretical, geometry. It really comes to the same thing
as Euclid's except that DC is taken equal to DE. For cutting off the arc BF
equal to the arc CE can only be meant in the sense of measuring the chord 
CE, say, with a pair of compasses, and then drawing a circle with centre B
and radius equal to the chord CE. Apollonius' direction was therefore
probably intended as a practical short cut, avoiding the actual drawing of the
chords CE, BF, which, as well as a proof of the equality in all respects of the
triangles CDE, BAF, would be required to establish theoretically the correct
ness of the construction.

PROPOSITION 24.

If two triangles have the two sides equal to two sides
respectively, but have the one of the angles contained by the equal
straight lines greater than the other, they will also have the
base greater than the base.

s Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having the two sides
AB, AC equal to the two sides DE, DF respectively, namely
AB to DE, and AC to DF, and let the angle at A be greater
than the angle at D ; -

I say that the base BC is also greater than the base EF.
10 F or, since t~e angle BA C

is greater than the angle EDF,
let there be constructed, on the
straight line DE, and at the
point D on it, the angle EDG

15 equal to the angle BA C; [1. 23]
let DG be made equal to either
of the two straight lines A C,
DF, and let EG, FG be joined.
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G

~~
BeE a

Then, since AB is equal to DE, and AC to DG,
20 the two sides BA, A C are equal to the two sides ED, DG,

respectively;
and the angle BA C is equal to the angle EDG ;

therefore the base BC is equal to the base EG. [I. 4]
Again, since DF is equal to DG,

25 the angle DGF is also equal to the angle DFG; [I. S]
therefore the angle DFG is greater than the angle EGF.

Therefore the angle EFG is much greater than the angle
EGF.

And, since E.FG is a triangle having the angle EFG
30 greater than the angle EGF,

and the greater angle is subtended by the greater side,
[I. 19]

the side EG is also greater than EF.
But EG is equal to Be.

Therefore Be is also greater than EF.
35 Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

10. I have" naturally left out the well-known words added by Simson in
order to avoid the necessity of considering three cases: "Of the two sides
DE, DF let DE be the side which is 110t greater than the other." I doubt
whether Euclid could have been induced to insert the words himself, even if
it had been represented to him that their omission meant leaving two possible
cases out of consideration.· His habit and that of the great Greek geometers
was, not to set out all possible cases, but to give as a rule one case, generally
the most difficult, as here, and to leave the others to the reader to work out for
himself. We have already seen one instance in I. 7.

Proclus of course gives the other
two cases which arise if we do not
first provide that DE is not greater
than DR

(I) In the first case G may fall
on EF produced, and it is then
obvious that EG is greater than EF.

(2) In the second case EG may
fall below EF.

If so, by I. 21, DF, FE are
together less than DG, GE.

But DF is equal to DG; there
fore EF is less than E G, i.e. than
Be.

These two cases are therefore
decidedly simpler than the case taken
by Euclid as typical, and could well be left to the ingenuity of the learner.

If however after all we prefer to insert Simson's words and avoid the latter
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two cases, the proof is not complete unless we show that, with his assumption,
Fmust, in the figure of U!e proposition, fall below EG.

De Morgan would make the following proposition precede: Every straight
Nne drawn from the vertex ofa triangle to the base is less than the greater of the
two sides, or than either if they are equal, and he would prove it by means of
the proposition relating to perpendicular and obliques given above, p. 291.

But it is easy to prove directly that F falls below EG, if .
DE is not greater than DG, by the method employed by 0
Pfleiderer, Lardner, and Todhunter.'

, Let DF, produced if necessary, meet EG in H.
Then the angle DHG is greater than the angle DEG;

[I. 16]
and the angle DEG is not less than the-angle DGE;

'. [I. 18]
therefore the angle DHG is greater than the angle DGH.

Hence DHis less than DG, [I. 19]
and therefore DH is less than DE.

Alternative proof.
Lastly, the modern alternative proof is worth giving.

A 0

~
BeE G

LJdlJ
BeE H G

F

Let DHbisect the angle FDG (after the triangle DEG has been made
equal in all respects to the triangle ABC, as in the proposition), and let DH
meetEG in H. Join HE.

Then, in the triangles FDH, GDH,
the two sides FD, DH are equal to the two sides GD, DH,

and the included angles FDH, GDH are equal;
therefore the base HF is equal to the base HG.

Accordingly EG is equal to the su11l of EH, HF;
and EH, HF are t~gether greater than EF; [1.20]

therefore EG, or Be, is greater than EE.
Proclus (p. 339, I I sqq.) answers by anticipation the possible question that

might occur to anyone on this proposition, viz. why does Euclid not compare
the areas of the triangles as he does in I. 4? He observes that inequality of
the areas does not follow from the inequality of the angles contained by the
equal sides, and that Euclid leaves out all reference to the question both for
this reason and because the areas cannot be compared without the help of the
theory of parallels. "But if," says Proclus, "we must anticipate what is to
come and make our comparison of the areas at once, we assert that (I) if
the angles A, D-supposing that our argument proceeds with reference to the
figure in the proposition-are (together) equal to two right angles, the triangles
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are jro'{}ed equal, (2) if greater than two right angles, that triangle which has
the greater angle is less, and (3) if they are less, greater." Proclus then gives
the proof, but without any reference to the source from which he quoted
the proposition. Now an-NairizI adds a similar proposition to I. 38, but
definitely attributes it to Heron. I shall accordingly give it in the place
where Heron put it.

PROPOSITION 25.

If two triangles have the two sides equal to two sides
respeettvely, but have the base greater tItan the base, they will
also have the one of the angles contained by the equal straight
lines greater than the other.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having the two sides
AB, AC equal to the two sides DE, DFrespectively, namely
AB to DE, and AC to DF; and let the base BC be greater
than the base EF;

I say that the angle BA C is also greater than the angle
EDF.

L~
8 C E F

F or, if not, it is either equal to it or less.
Now the angle BAC is not equal to the angle EDF;

for then the base BC would also have been equal to the base
EF, [1·4]

but it is not;
therefore the angle BA~ is not equal to the angle EDF.

Neither again is the angle BAC less than the angle EDF;
for then the base BC would also have been less than the base
EF, [1.24]

but it is not;
therefore the angle BA C is not less than the angle EDF.

But it was proved that it is not equal either;
therefore the angle BA C is greater than the angle EDF.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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[I. 8]

[I. 25]

De Morgan points out that this proposition (as also I. 8) is a purely logical
consequence of I. 4 and I. 24 in the same way as I. J9 and I. 6 are purely
logical consequences. of I. 18 and I. 5. If a, b, c denote the sides, A, B, C the
angles opposite to them in a triangle ABC, and a', b', I, A', B', C' the sides
and opposite angles respectively in a triangle A'B'C', 1. 4 and I. 24 tell us
that, b, c being respectively equal to b', I, .

(J) if A is equal to A', then a is equal to a',
(2) if A is less than A', then a is less than a',
(3) if A is greater than A', then a is greater than a' ;

and it follows lo")jcally that,
(I) if a is equal to a', the angle A is equal to the angle A',
(2) if a is less than a', A is less than A', }
(3) if a is greater' than a', A is greater than A'.

Two alternative proofs of this theorem are given by Proclus (pp. 345-7),
and they are both interesting. Moreover both are direct.

1. Proof by Menelaus of Alexandria.
Let ABC, DEFbe two triangles having the two sides BA, A C equal to

the two sides ED, DF, but the base BC greater than the base EF.

A o

~
E F

H

and the angles containM by them are equal,
HG is equal to DFor AC,

and the angle BHG is equal to the angle EDF.
Now HK is greater than HG or A C,

and a fortiori greater than AK;
therefore the angle KAHis greater than the angle KHA.

And, since AB is equal to BH,
the angle BAH is equal to the angle BHA.

Therefore, by addition,
the whole angle BA C is greater than the whole angle BHG,

that is, 'greater than the angle EDF.

Then shall the angle at A be greater than the angle at D.
From BC cut off BG equal to EF. At B, on the straight line BC, make

the angle GBH (on the side of BG remote from A) equal to the angle FED.
Make BH equal to DE; join HG, and produce it to meet A C in K.

Join AH. ,
. Then, since the two sides GB, BH are equal to the two sides FE, ED

respectively,
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II. Heron's proof.
Let the triangles be given as before.
Since BC is greater than EF, produce EF to

BC.
Produce ED to H so that DH is equal to DF. The circle with centre

D and radius DFwill then pass through H. Let it be described, as FKH.

L
B C

Now, since BA, A C are together greater than BC,
and BA, AC are equal to ED, DHrespectively,

while lJC is equal to EG,
, EH is greater than EG.

Therefore the circle with, centre E and radius EG will cut EH, and
therefore will cut the circle already drawn. Let it cut that citcle in K, and
join DK, KE.

Then, since D is the centre of the circle FKH,
DK is equal to Dfl or A C.

Similarly, since E is the centre of the circle KG,
EK is equal to EG or BC,

And DE is equal to AB.
Therefore the two sides BA, A C are equal to the two sides ED, DK

respectively;
and the base BC is equal to the base EK;

therefore the angle BAC is equal to the angle EDK
Therefore the angle BA C is greater than the aI!gle EDF.

PROPOSITION 26.

1/ two trz'angles have the two angles equal to two angles
respectively, and one s£de equal to one s£de, namely, e£ther the
s£de ad:fo£ning the equal angles, or that subtendz'ng one of the
equal angles, they w£ll also have -the rema£n£ng sides equal to

5 the rema£nz'ng sides and the rema£n£ng angle to the rema£n£ng
angle.
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Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having the two angles
ABC, BCA equal to the two angles DEF, EFD respectively,
namely ,he angle ABC to the angle DEF, and the angle

10 BCA to the angle EFD; and let them also have one side
equal to one side, first that adjoining the equal angles, namely
BCtoEF;

I say that they will also have the remaining sides equal
to the remaining sides respectively, namely AB to DE and

IS A C to D F, and the remaining angle to the remaining angle,
namely the angle BAC to the angle EDF.

For, if AB is unequal to DE, one of them is greater.
Let AB be greater, and let BG be made equal to DE;

and let GC be joined.
20 Then, since BG is equal to DE, and BC to EF,

the two sides GB, BC are equal to the two sides DE, lJF
respectively;
and the angle GBC is equal to the angle DEF;

therefore the base GC is equal to the base DF,
2S and the triangle GBC is equal to the triangle DEF,

and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles,
namely those which the equal sides subtend; [I. 4]

therefore the angle GCB is equal to the angle DFE.
But the angle DFE is by hypothesis equal to the angle BCA;

therefore the angle BCG is equal to the angle BCA,
the less to the greater: which is impossible.

Therefore AB'is not unequal to DE,
and is therefore equal to it.

But BC is also equal to EF;
3S therefore the two sides AB, BC are equal to the two

sides DE, EF respectively, '
aDd. the angle ABC is equal to the angle DEF;

therefore the base A C is equal to the base D F,
'\nd the remaining angle BA C is equal to the remaining

40 angle EDF. . [1.4]
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Again, let sides subtending equal angles pe equal, as AB
toDE; .

I say again that the remaining sides will be equal to the
remaining 'sides, namely A C to DF and BC to EF, ~and

4-5 further the remaining angle BA C is equal to the remaining
angle EDF.

For, if BC is unequal to EF, one of them is greater.
Let BC be greater, if possible, and let BH be made equal

to EF; let AH be joined.
50 Then, since BH is equal to EF, and AB to DE,

the two sides AB, BH are equal to the two sides DE, EF
respectively, and they contain equal angles;

therefore the base AH is equal to the base DF,
and the triangle ABH is equal to the triangle DEF,

55 and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles,
namely those which the equal sides subtend ; [1.4]

therefore the angle BHA is equal to the angle EFD.
But the angle EFD is equal to the' angle BCA;

therefore, in the triangle AHC, the exterior angle BHA IS

60 equal to the interior and, opposite angle BCA :
which'is impossible. [I. 16]

Therefore Be is not unequal to EF,
and is therefore equal' to it.

But AB is also equal to DE;
6S therefore the two sides AB, BC are equal to the two sides

DE, EF respectively, and they contain equal angles;
therefore the base AC is equal to the base DF,

the triangle ABC equal to the triangle DEF,
and the remaining angle BA C equal to the remaining angle

70 EDF. [I. 4]
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

2-3. the side adjoining the equal angles, 1rAEVpa." r/J" 1rpOs Tais (O'atS 'Y",,,CatS.
29. is by hypothesis equal. U1r6KEITa£ (0''1, accoraing to the elegant Greek idiom.

W6KE£P.ru. is used for the passive of WOTU)WU" as KEip.a£ is used for the passive of TC(Jm),£, and
so with the other compounds. Cf. 1rpOO'KE'Lo-(Ja£, .. to be added."

The alternative method of proving this proposition, viz. by applying one
triangle to the other, was very early discovered, at least so far as regards the
case where the equal sides are adjacent to the equal angles in each. An-NairizI
gives it for this case, observing that the proof is one which he had found, but
of which he did not know the author.
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,Proclus has the following interesting note (p. 352, 13-18): "Eudemus
in his geometrical history refers this theorem to Thales. For he says that, in
the method by which they say that Thales proved the distance of ships in the
sea, .it was necessary to make use of this theorem." As, unfortunately, this
information is not sufficient of itself to enable us to determine how Thales
solved this problem, there is considerable room for conjecture as to his
method.

The suggestions of Bretschneider and Cantor agree in the assumption
that the necessary observations were probably made from the top of some
tower or structure of known height, and that a right-angled triangle was used in
which the tower was the perpendicular, and the line connecting the bottom of
the tower and the ship was the base, as in the annexed figure, where AB is the
tower and C the ship. Bretschneider (Die Geometrie und die Geometer Vor
Eukleides, § 30) says that it was only necessary for
the observer to observe the angle CAB, and then' A
the triangle would be completely determined by 0 E
means of this angle and the known length AB.
As Bretschneider says that the result would be
obtained "in a moment" by this method, it is not
clear in what sense he supposes Thales to have
"observed" the angle BA C. Cantor is more
definite (Gesch. d. Math. la, p. 145), for he says that B C
the problem was nearly related to that of finding the
Seqt from given sides. By the Seqt in the Papyrus Rhind is meant, according
to the conjecture of Cantor and Eisenlohr, a number representing the ratio to
one another of the lengths of certain lines in pyramids or obelisks; sometimes
it is practically equivalent to the cosine of the angle made by the sloping edge
of a pyramid and the semi-diagonal of the base, sometimes to the tangent of
the angle made by the perpendicular from the vertex of the pyramid on one
side of the base and the line connecting the foot of that perpendicular and the
centre of the base. The calculation of the Seqt thus implying a sort of theory
of similarity, or even of trigonometry, the suggestion of Cantor is apparently
that the Seqt in this case would be found from a small right-angled triangle
ADE having a common angle A with ABC as shown in the figure, and that
the ascertained value of the Seqt with the length AB would determine Be.
This amounts to the use of the property of similar triangles; and
Bretschneider's suggestion must apparently come to the same thing, since,
even if Thales measured the angle in our sense, (e.g. by its ratio to a right
angle), he would, in the absence of something corresponding to a table of
trigonometrical ratios, have gained nothing and would have had to work out
the proportions all the same.

Max C. P. Schmidt also (Kulturhiston'srhe Beitrage zur Kenntnis des
griechischen und ro'mischen Altertums, 1906, p. 32) simili:frly supposes Thales to
have had a right angle made of wood or bronze with the legs graduated, to
have placed it in the position ADE (A being the position of his eye), and
then to have read off the lengths AD, DE respectively, and worked out the
length,of BC by rule of three.

How then does the supposed use of similar triangles and their property
square with Eudemus' remark about I. 26? As' it stands, it asserts the
equality of two triangles which have two angles and one side respectively
equal, and the theorem can only be brought into relation with the above
explanations by taking it as asserting that, if two angles'and one side of one.
triangle are given, the triangle is completely determined. But, if Thales
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practically used proportions, as supposed, I. 26 is surely not at all the theorem
which this procedure would naturally suggest as underlying it and being
"necessarily used"; the use of proportions or of similar but not equal
triangles would surely have taken attention altogether away from I. 26 and'
fixed it on VI. 4.

For this reason I think Tannery is on the right road when he tries to find
a solution using I. 26 as it stands, and withal as primitive as any recorded
solution of such a problem. His suggestion (La Geometriegrecque, pp. 90-1)
is based on the jluminis varatio of the Roman agrimensor Marcus Junius
Nipsus and is as follows. .

To find the distance from a point A to an inaccessible point B. From A
measure along a straight line at right angles to AB a
length A C and bisect it at D. From C draw CE at right B
angles to CA on the side of it remote from B, and let E
be the point on it which is in a straight line with Band D.

Then, by I. 26, CE is obviously equal to AB.
As regards the equality of angles, it is to be observed

that those at D are equal because they are vertically
opposite, and, curiously enough, Thales is expressly
credited with the discovery of the equality of such angles.

The only objection which I can see to Tannery's'
solution is that it would require, in the case of the ship, a
certain extent of free and level ground for the construction
and measurements. .

I suggest therefore that the. following may have been
Thales' method. Assuming that he was on the top of a
tower, he had only to use a rough instrument made of a straight stick and a
cross-piece fastened to it so as to be capable of turning about the fastening
(say a nail) so that it could form any angle with the stick and would remain
where it was put. Then the natural thing would be to fix the stick upright
(by means of a plumb-line) and direct the cross-piece towards the ship.
Next, leaving thy cross-piece at the angle so found, the stick could be turned
round, still remaining vertical, until the cross-piece pointed to some visible
object on the shore, when the object could be mentally noted and the distance
from the bottom of the tower to it could be subsequently measured. This
would, by I. 26, give the distance from the bottom of the tower to the ship.
This solution has the advantage of corresponding better to the simpler and
more probable version of Thales' method of measuring the height of the
pyramids; Diogenes Laertius says namely (I. 27, p. 6, ed. Cobet) on the
authority of Hieronymus of Rhodes (B.C. 300-260), that he waited for this
purpose until the moment when our shadows are of the same length as ourselves.

Recapitulation of congruence theorems.
Proclus, like other commentators, gives at this point (p. 347, 20 sqq.) a

summary of the cases in which the equality of two triangles in all respects can
. be established. We may, he says, seek the conditions of such equality by
successively considering as hypotheses the equality (I) of sides alone, (2) of
angles alone, (3) of sides and angles combined. Taking (I) first, we can only
establish the equality of the triangles in all respects if all three sides are
respectively equal; we cannot establish the equality of the triangles by any
hypothesis of class (2), not even the hypothesis that all the three angles are
respectively equal; among the hypotheses of class (3), the equality of one

H. E. 20
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side and one angle in each triangle is not enough, the·equality (a) of one side
and all three angles is more than enough, as is also the equality (b) of two
sides and two or t~ree angles,and (c) of three sides and one or two angles.

The only hypotheses tht;refore to be examined from this point of view are
the eqUality of

(a) three sides lEud I. 8].
({3) two sides and one angle [I. 4 proves one case of this, where tne angle

is that contained by the sides which are by hypothesis equal].
(y) one side and two angles [I. 26 covers all cases].
It is curious that Proclus makes no allusion to what we call the ambiguous

case, that case namely of ({3) in which it is an angle opposite to one of the
two specified sides in one triangle which is equal to the angle opposite to the
equal side in the other triangle. Camerer indeed attributes to Proclus the
observation that in this case the equality of the tliangles cannot, unless some
other condition is added, be asserted generally; but it would appear that
Camerer was probably misled by a figure (Proclus, p. 35 I) which looks like a
figure of the ambiguous case but is really only used to show that in I. 26 the
equal sides must be corresponding sides, i.e., they must be either adjacent to the
equal angles in each triangle, or opposite to corresponding equal angles, and
that, e.g., one of the equal sides must not be adjacent to the two angles in
one triangle, while the side equal to it in the other triangle is opposite to one
of the two corresponding angles in that triangle.

The ambiguous case.
If two triangles have two sides equal to two sides respectively, and if the

angles opposite to one pair of equal sides be also equal, then will the angles
opposite the other pair of equal sides be either equal or supplementary; and, in
the fonner case, the triangles will be equal in all respects. .

Let ABC, DEFbe two triangles such that AB is equal to DE, and AC
to DE, while the angle ABC is equal to the angle DEF;
it is required to prove that the angles A CB, DFE are either equal or
supplementary.

~dLA
B C BeE F G·

Now (I), if the angle BAC be equal to the angle EDE, it follows, since
the two sides AB, ACare equal to the two sides DE,. DFrespectively, that

the triangles ABC, DEFare equal in all respects, [1.4]
and the angles A CB, DFE are equal.

(2) If the angles BAC, EDF be not equal, make the angle EDG (on
the same side of ED as the angle E.IJ.F) equal to the angle BA C.

Let EE, produced if necessary, meet DG in G.
Then, in the triangles ABC, DEG,

the two angles BAC, ABC are equal to the two angles EDG, DEG
respective!y,
and the side AB is equal to the side DE;
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[1. 16]

produced will not meet in the

therefore the ~angles ABC, DEG are equal in all respects, [1. 26]
so that the side A C is equal to the side DG,
and the angle A CB is equal to the angle DGE.

Again, since A C is equal to DF as well as to DG,
DFis equal to DG,

and therefore the angles DFG, DGFare equal.
But the angle DFE is supplementary to the angle DFG; and the angle

DGF was proved equal to the angle A CB;
therefore the angle DFE is supplementary to the angle A CB.

If it is desired to avoid the ambiguity and secure that the triangles may
be congruent, we can introduce the necessary conditions into the enunciation,
on the analogy of Eucl. VI. 7.

.If two triangles have two sides if the one equal to two sides if the other
respectively, and the angles opposite to a pair of equal sides equal, then, if the
angle/opposite to the otherpair ifequal sIdes are both acute, or both obtuse, or if
one if them is a right angle, the two triangles are equal in all respects.

The proof of the three cases (by reductio ad absurdum) was given by
Todhunter.

If ,a straight Nne falling on two straight lines make the
alternate angles equal to one another, the straight lz'nes will be
parallel to one another.

. For let the straight line HF falling on the two straight
5 hnes AB, CD make the alternate a'ngles A EF, EFD equctr

to one another j

I say that AB is parallel to CD.
For, if not, AB, CD· when pro- A B

duced will meet either in the direction ~--~----',-

IO of B, D or towards A, C.
• Let them be produced and meet, c:---f.;---·D~

in the direction of B, D, at G.
Then, in the t.riangle GEF.

the exterior angle A EF is equal to the interior and opposite
IS angle EFG: .

which is impossibl~.

Therefore AB, CD when
direction of B, D.

Similarly it can be proved that neither Will they meet
20 towards A, C.

20-2
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But straight lines
are parallel;

therefore A B is parallel to CD.
Therefore etc.

Q. E.~.

r. falling on two straight lines, Eis 860 EveElas lp:lrl1rTovQa, the phrase being the same
as that used in Post. 5, meaning a transv~rsal.

2. the alternate angles, al £va,,-,,-a:~ -ywvlat. Proclus (p. 357, 9) explains that Euclid
_uses the word alternate (or, more exactly, al/~rnately, Eva"-"-df) in two connexions, (r) of a
certain transformation of a proportion, as in Book v. and the arithmetical Books, (2) as here,
of certain of the angles formed by parallels with a straight line crossing them. Alternate
angles are, accordihg to Euclid as interpreted by Proc!us, those which are not on the same
side of the transversal, and are not adjacent, but are separated by the transversal, both being
within the parallels but one "above" and the other "~Iow." The meaning is natural
enough if we imagine the four internal angles to be taken in cyclic order and alternate angles
to be any two of them not successive but separated by one angle of the four. • •

9. in the direction of B, D or towards A, C, literally" towards the parts B, D or
towards A, C," brl Ta B, ~ pip'1/ ~ brl ra A, 1'.

With this proposition begins the second section of the first Book. Up.
to this point Euclid has dealt mainly with triangles, their construction
and their properties in the sense of the relation of their parts, the sides and
angles, to one another, and the comparison of different triangles in respect of
their parts, and of their area in the particular cases where they are congruent.

The second section leads up to the third, in which. we pass to relations
between the areas of triangles, parallelograms and squares, the special feature
being a new conception of equality of areas, equality not dependent on
congruence. This whole subject requires the use of parallels. Consequently
the second section beginning at 1. 27 establishes the theory of parallels,
introduces the cognate matter of the equality of the sum of. the angles of a
triangle to two right angles (1. 32), an~ ends with two propositions forming the
transition to the third section, namely 1. 33, 34, which introduce the parallelo

"'am for the first time.

Aristotle on parallels.
We have already seen reason to believe that Euclid's personal contribution

to the subject was nothing less than the formulation of the famous Postulate
5 (see the notes on that Postulate and on Def. 23), since Aristotle indicates
that the then current theory of parallels contained a petitio principii, and
presumably therefore it was Euclid who saw the defect and proposed the
remedy. . •

But it is clear that the propositions 1. 27, 28 were contained in earlier
text-books. They. were familiar to Aristotle, as we may judge from two
interesting passages. .

(r) In Anal. Post. 1: 5 he is explaining that a scientific demonstration
must not only prove a fact of every ins:lividual of a class (KaTa '1l'aVTo,» but
must prove it primarily and generally true ('1l'pw-rov Ka06Aov) of the whole of
the class as one; it will not do to prove it first of one part, then of another
part, and so on, until the class is exhausted. He illustrates this (74 a 13-16) .
by a reference to parallels: "If then one were to show that right (angles) do
not meet, the proof of this might be thought to depend on the fact that this
is true of all (pairs of actual) right angles. But this is not so, inasmuch as
the result does riot follow because (the two angles are) equal (to two right
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angles) in the particular way [i.e. because each is a right angle], but by virtue
of their being equal (to two right angles) in any way whatever [i.e. because
the sum only needs to be equal to two right angles, and the angles themselves
may vary as much as we please subject to this]."

(2) The second passage has already been quoted in the note on De£. 23:
"there is nothing surprising in different hypotheses leading to the same false
conclusion; e.g. the conclusion that parallels meet might equally be 4drawn
from either of the assumptions (a) that the interior (angle) is greater than the
exterior or (b) that the sum of the angles of a triangle is greater than two
right angles" (Anal. Pn·or. II. 17, 66 a II-IS).

I do not quite concur in the interpretation which Heiberg places upon
these passages (Mathematisches zu Aristoteles, pp. 18-19)' He says, first,
that the allusion to the "interior angle" being "greater than the exterior" in
the second passage shows that the reference in the first passage must be, to
Eucl. I. 28 and not to I. 27, and he therefore takes the words JTt w31 tuat in
the first passage (which I have translated" because the two angles are equal
to two right angles in the particular way") as meaning "because the angles,
viz. the exterior and the interior, are equal in the particular way." He also
takes at lJpOat otJ uvp:rr{7rTovut (which I have translated" right angles do not
meet," an expression quite in Aristotle's manner) to mean "perpendicular
straight lines do not meet"; this is very awkward, especially as he is obliged
to supply angles with iuat in the next sentence.

But I think that the first passage certainly refers to I. 28, although I do
not think that the alternative (a) in the second passage suggests it. This
alternative may, I think. equally with the alternative (b) refer to I. 27. That
proposition is proved by reductio ad absurdum based on the fact that, if the
straight lines do rheet, they must form a tn'angle, in which case the exterior
angle must be greater than the interior (while according to the hypothesis
these angles are equal). It is true that Aristotle speaks of the hypothesis
that the intenor angle is greater than the exterior; but after all Aristotle had
only to state some incorrect hypothesis. It is of course only in connexion
with straight lines meeting, as the hypothesis in I. 27 makes them, that the
alternative (b) about the sum of the angles of a triangle could come in, and
alternative (a) implies alternative (b).

It seems clear then from Aristotle that I. 27, 28 at least are pre-Euclidean,
and that it was only in I. 29 that Euclid made a change by using his Postulate.

De Morgan observes that I. 27 is a logical equivalent of I. 16. Thus, if A
means" straight lines forming a triangle with a transversal," B "straight lines
making angles with a transversal on the same side which are together less
than two right angles," we have

All A is B,
and it follows logically that

All not-B is not-A.

PROPOSITION 28.

If a straight line fallz'ng on two str.aight lines make the
exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite angle on the
same side, or the interzor angles on the same side equal to two
right angles, the straight lines will be parallel to one another.
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For let the straight line EF falling on the' two straight
lines AB, CD make the exterior angle EGB equal to the
interior and 6pposite angle GHD, or the interior angles on
the same side, namely BGH, GH D, equal to two right angles;

L,.say that AB is parallel to CD.
For, since the angle EGB is

equal to the angle GHD, A---~--- B
while the angle EGB is equal to the
angle AGH, [I. IS]
the angle A GH is also equal to the c------...:>t-!---D

angle GHD;
and they are alternate;

therefore AB is parallel to CD. [1.27]

Again, since the angles BGH, GHD are equal to two
right angles, and the.angles AGH, BGH are also equal to
two right angles, [I. 13]
the angles AGH, BGH are equal to the angles BGH, GHD.

Let the angle BGH be subtracted from each;
therefore the remaining angle AGH is equal to the remaining
angle GHD;
and they are alternate;

therefore AB is parallel to CD.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

One criterion of parallelism, the equality of alternate angles, is given in
I. 27; here we have two more, each of which is easily reducible, and is actl,lally
reduced, to the other.

Proclus observes (pp. 358-9) that Euclid could have stated six criteria as
well as three, by using, in addition, other pairs of angles
in the figure (not adjacent) of which it could be predi-
cated that the two angles are equal or that their sum A B
is equal to two right angles. A natural division is to
consider, first the pairs which are on the same side of
the transversal, and secondly the pairs which are on C 0
different sides of it. '

Taking (I) the possible pairs on the same side, we
may have a pair consisting of

(a) two internal angles, viz. the pairs (BGH,
GHD) and (AGH, GHC);

(b) two external angles, viz. the pairs (EGB, DHp) and (EGA, CHp);

(c) one external and one internal angle, viz. the pairs (EGB, GRD),
(FHD, HGB), (EGA, GRC) and (FHC, HG4).
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And (2) the possible pairs on different sides of the transversal "may consist
respectively of

(a) two internal angles, viz. the pairs (AGH, GHD) and (CHG, HGB);
(b) two external angles, viz. the pairs (A GE, DHF) and (EGB, CHF) j

(c) one external and one internal, viz. the pairs (AGE, GHD), (EGB,
GHC), (FHC, HGB) and (FHD, HGA). .

The angles are equal in the pairs (I) (c), (2) (a) and (2) (b), and the sum
is equal to two right angles in the case of the pairs (I) (a), (I) (b) and (2) (c).
For his criteria Euclid selects the cases (2) (a) [I. 27] and (I) (c), (I) (a) [1.28],
leaving out the other three, which are of course equivalent but are not quite
so easily expressed.

From Proclus' note on I. 28 (p. 361) we learn that one Aigeias (? Aineias)
of Hierapolis wrote an epitome or abridgment of the Elements. This seems
to be the only mention of this editor and his work j and they are only
mentioned as having combined Eucl. I. 27, 28 into one proposition. To do
this, or to make the three hypotheses the subject of three separate theorems,
would, Proclus thinks, have been more natural than to deal with them, as
Euclid does, in two propositions. Proclus has no suggestion for explaining
Euclid's arrangement unless the ground were that 1. 27 deals with angles on
different sides, 1. 28 with angles on one and the same side, of the transversal.
But may not the reason have been one of convenience, namely that the
criterion of I. 27 is that actually used to prove parallelism, and is moreover
the basis of the construction of parallels in I. 31, while C 28 only reduces the
other two hrpotheses to that of 1. 27, so that precision of reference, as well as
clearness of exposition, is better secured by the arrangement adopted?

F

E

A,--~~---B

C----->r---D

AGE, BGH
angle!) BGH,

PROPOSITION 29.

A stra£ght line jall£ng on parallel stra£ght lines makes
the alternate angles equal to one another, the exter£or angle
equal to the £nteri,or and oppos£te angle, and the £nter£or angles
on the same s£de equal to two r£ght angles.

5 F or let the straight line EF fall on the parallel straight
lines AB, CD;

I say that it makes the alternate angles A GH, GHD
equal; the exterior angle EGB equal to the interior and
opposite angle GHD, and the interior angles on the same

10 side, namely BGH, GHD, equal to two right angles.
F or, if the angle A GH is unequal

to the angle GH D, one of them is
greater.

Let the angle A GH be greater.
IS Let the angle BGH be added to

each;
therefore the angles
are greater than the
GHD.
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F

20 But the angles A GH, BGH are equal to two right angles;
[1. 13]

therefore the angles BGH, GHD are less than two
right angles.

But straight lines produced indefinitely from angles less
than two right angles meet; [Pbst. 5]

25 therefore AB, CD, if produced indefinitely, will meet;
but they do not meet, because they are by hypothesis parallel.

Therefore the angle AGH is "not unequal to the angle
GHD,

and is therefore equal tg it.
30 Again, the angle A GH is equal to the angle EGB; [1. IS]

therefore the angle EGB is also equal to the angle
GHD. [c. N. 1]

Let the angle BGH be added to each; .
_ therefore the angles EGB, BGH are equal to the

35 angles BGH, GHD. [C. N. 21
But the angles EGB, BGH are equal to two right angles;

[1. 13]
therefore the angles BGH, GHD are also equal to

two right angles.
Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

23. straight lines produced indefinitely from angles less than two right angles,
a! ilE a1r' '"llaiJiJovwv .q ilvo opOwv iKf3a"llMp..va• •1. a1rflpov iJUP.1rI1rTOUiJ'V, a variation from the
more explicit language of Postulate 5. A good deal is left to be understood, namely that the
straight lines begin from points at which they meet a transversal, and make with it internal
angles on the same side the sum of which is equal to two right angles.

26. because they are by hypothesis parallel, literally" because they are supposed
paraHel," il,a. TO 1rapa"llA7}AOU' aliTa.. V1rOKfLo-Oa,.

Proof by "Playfair's" axiom.

If, instead of Postulate 5, it is preferred to use "Playfair's" axiom in the
proof of this proposition, we proceed thus.

To prove that the alternate angles A GH,
GRD are equal. A,----,=~=..:c---

If they are not equal, draw another straight 1(""'

line KL through G making the angle KGH C----~'----o
equal to the angle GRD.

Then, since the angles KGH, GRD are equal,
KL is parallel to CD. [I. 27]

Therefore two straight lines KL, AB intersecting at G are both parallel to
the straight line CD :
which is impossible (by the axiom).

Therefore the angle A GH cannot but be equal to the angle CHD.
The rest of the proposition follows as in Euclid.
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Proof of Euclid's Postulate 5 from" Playfair's" axiom.
Let AB, CD make with the transversal EF the angles AEE, BFC

together less than two right angles.
To prove that AB, CD meet towards A, C.
Through E draw GH making with EFthe angle

GEF equal (and alternate) to the angle EFD.
Thus GHis parallel to CD. [I. 27]
Then (I) AB must meet CD in one direction or

the other.
For, if it does not, AB must be parallel to CD; hence we have two

straight lines AB, GH intersecting at E and both parallel to CD:
which is impossible.

Therefore AB, CD must meet.
(2) Since AB, CD meet, they must form a triangle with EF.
But in any triangle any two angles are together less than two right angles.
Therefore the angles AEE, EFC (which are less than two right angles),

and not the angles BEE, EFD (which are together greater than two right
angles, by I. 13), are the angles of the triangle;
that is, EA, FC meet in the direction of A, C, or on the side of EF.on
which are the angles together less than two right angles.

The usual course in modern text-books which use "Playfair's " axiom in.
lieu of Euclid's PO(itulate is apparently to prove I. 29 by means of the axiom,
and then Euclid's Postulate by means of I. 29.

De Morgan would introduce the proof of .Postulate 5 by means of
" Playfair's " axiom before I. 29, and would therefore apparently prove I. 29 as
Euclid does, without any change. .

As between Euclid's Postulate 5 and "Playfair's" axiom, it would appear
that the tendency in modern text-books is rather in favour of the latter.
Thus, to take a few noteworthy foreign writers, we find that Rausenberger
stands almost alone in using Euclid's Postulate, while Hilbert, Henrici and
Treutlein, Rouche and De Cornbero\lsse, Enriques and Amaldi all use
" Playfair's " axiom.

Yet the case for preferring Euclid's Postulate is argued with some force by
Dodgson (Euclid and his modern Rivals, pp. 44-6). He maintains (I) that
" Playfair's" axiom in fact involves Euclid's Postulate, but at the same time
involves more than the latter, so that, to that extent, it is a needless strain on
the faith of the learner. This is shown as follows.

Given AB, CD making with EFthe angles AEE, EFC together less than
two right angles, draw GH through E so that the angles GEE, EFC are
together equal to two right angles.

Then, by I. 28, GH, CD are" separational."
We see then that any lines which have the property (a) that they make

with a transversal angles less than two right angles have also the property (P)
that one of them intersects a straight line which is "separational" from
the other.

Now Playfair's axiom asserts that the lines which have property (m meet
if produced: for, if they did not, we should have two intersecting straight
lines both" separational " from a third, which is impossible.

We then argue that lines having property (a) meet because lines having
property (a) are lines having property (P). But we do not know, until we
have proved I. 29, that all pairs oflines having property (P) have also property
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(a). For anything we know to the contrary, class ({3) may be greater than
class (a). Hence, if you assert anything of class ({3), the logical effect is more
extensive than if you ,assert it of class (a); for you assert it, not only of that
portion of class ({3) which is known to be included in class (a), but also of the
unknown (but possibly existing) portion which is not so included.

(2) Euclid's Postulate puts before the beginner clear and positiz1e con
ceptions, a pair of straight lines, a transversal, and two angles togethet less
than two right angles, whereas" Playfair's" axiom requires him to realise a
pan..of straight lines which never meet though produced to infinity: a negative
conception .which does not convey to the mind any clear notion of the relative
position of the lines. And (p. 68) Euclid's Postulate gives a direct criterion
for judging that two straight lines meet, a criterion which is constantly required,
e.g. in I. 44. ~t is true that the Postulate can be deduced from "Playfair's"
axiom, but editors frequently omit to deduce it, and then tacitly assume it
afterwards: which is the least justifiable course of'all.

PROPOSITION 30,

BA

C,,;:__-'+- --'0

Stra£ght l£nes parallel to the same stra£ght line are also
parallel to one another.

Let each of the straight lines AB, CD be parallel to EF;
I say that AB is alsp parallel to CD.

5 For let the straight line GK fall upon
them,

Then, since the straight line GK '::.E__--'-;~---'F

has fallen on the parallel straight lines
AB, EF,

the angle A GK is equal to the
angle GHF [I. 29]

Again, since the straight line GK has fallen on the parallel
straight lines EF, CD,

the angle GHF is equal to the angle GKD. [1.29]
IS But the angle A GK was also proved equal to the angle

GHF;
therefore the angle A GK is also equal to. the angle

GKD; [G. N. I]
and they are alternate,

Therefore A B is parallel to CD,20

10

Q. E. D.

20. The usual conclusion in general terms (" Therefore etc.") repeating the enunciation
is, curiously enough, wanting at the end of this proposition.

The proposition is, as De Morgan points out, the logical equivalent of
"Playfair's" axiom. Thus, if X denote "pairs of straight lines intersecting one
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another," Y"pairs of straight lines parallel to one and the same straight line,"
we have

No X is y,
and it follows logically that

c

c

F

0'
:

G./

HB

B

No Y is X.
De Morgan adds that a proposition is much wanted about parallels (or

perpendiculars) to two straight lines respectively making the same angles with
one another as the latter do. The proposition may be enunciated thus:

.If the sides of one angle be respectively (I) parallel or (2) perpendicular to
the sides of another angle, the two angles are either
equal or supplementary.

( I) Let DE be parallel to A Band GEF parallel
to Be.

To prove that the angles ABC, DEG are equal
and the angles ABC, DEF supplementary.

Produce .DE to meet BC in H.
Then [I. 29] the angle DEG is equal to the angle

DHC,
and the angle ABC is equal to the angle DHe.

Therefore the -angle DEG is equal to the angle ABC; whence also the
angle DEF is supplementary to the angle ABe.

(2) Let ED be perpendicular to AB, and GEF perpendicular to Be.
To prove that the angles ABC, DEG are

equal, and the angles ABC, DEF supplementary.
Draw ED' at right angles to ED on the side

of it opposite to B, and draw EG' at right angles
to EF on the side of it opposite to B.

Then, since the angles BDE, .oED', being
right angles, are equal,

ED' is parallel to BA.·
Similarly EG' is parallel to BC.
Therefore [Part (I)] the angle D'EG' is equal to the angle ABC,
But, the right angle .oED' being equal to the right angle GEG', if the

common angle GEO be subtracted,
the angle DEG is equal to the angle D'EG'.

Therefore the angle DEG is equal to the angle ABC; and hence the
angle DEF is supplementary to the angle ABe.

PROPOSITION 3I,

Through a given point to draw a straight line parallel to a
given straight line,

Let· A be the 'given point, and Be the given straight
line;
thus it is required to draw through the point A a straight
line parallel to the straight line Be.
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~ a point D be taken at random on BC, and let AD be

joined; on the straight line DA,
and at the point A on it, let the
angle DAE be constructed equal
to the angle ADC [I. 23]; and let the
straight line AF be produced in a B

straight line with EA.
Then, since the straight line AD falling on the two

straight lines BC, EF has made the alternate angles EAD,
ADC equal to one another, . .

therefore EAFis parallel to Be., [1.27]

Therefore through the given point A the straight line
EAF has been drawn parallel to the given straight line Be.

Q. E. F.

Proclus rightly remarks (p. 376, 14-20) that, as it is implied in I. 12
that only one perpendicular can be drawn to a straight line from an external
point, so here it is implied tha.t only one straight line can be drawn through a
point parallel to a given straight line. The construction, be it observed,
depends only upon I. 27, and might therefore have come directly after that
proposition. Why then did Euclid postpone it until after I. 29 and I. 30?
Presumably because he considered it necessary, before giving the construction,
to place beyond all doubt the fact that only one such parallel can be drawn.
Proclus infers this fact from I. 30; for, he says, if two straight lines could be .
drawn through one and the same point parallel to the same straight line, the two
straight lines would be parallel, though intersecting at the given point: which
is impossible. I think it is a fair inference that Euclid would have considered
it necessary to justify the assumption that only one parallel can be drawn
by some such argument, and that he deliberately detemlined that his own
assumption was more appropriate to be made the subject of a P·ostulate
than the assumption of the uniqueness of the parallel.

PROPOSITION 32.

In any triangle, if one of the sides be produced, the exterior
angle is equal to the two interior and opposite angles, and the
three interior angles of the triangle are equal to two right
angles.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let one side of it BC be
produced to D ;

I say that the exterior angle A CD is equal to the two
interior and opposite angles CAB, ABC, and the three
interior angles of the triangle ABC, BCA, CAB are equal
to two right angles.
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For let CE be drawn through the point C parallel to the
straight line AB. [I. 31]

Then, since A B is parallel to CE,
and A C has fallen upon them,

the alternate angles BA C, A CE are
equal to one another. [I. 29]

Again, since A B is parallel to 0

CE,
and the straight line BD has fallen upon them,

the exterior angle ECD is equal to the interior and opposite
angle ABC. [1.29]

But the angle ACE was also proved equal to the angle
BAC;

therefore the whole angle ACD is equal to the two
interior and opposite angles BAC, ABC.

Let the angle A CB be added to each;
therefore the angles A CD, A CB are equal to the three

angles ABC, BCA, CAB.
But the angles A CD, A CB are equal to two right angles;

[I. 13]
therefore the angles ABC, BCA, CAB are also equal

to two right angles.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

This theorem was discovered in the very early stages of Greek geometry.
What we know of the history of it is gathered from three allusions found in
Eutocius, Proclus and Diogenes Laertius respectively.

I. Eutocius at the beginning of his commentary on the Conics of
Apollonius (ed. Heiberg, Vol. II. p. 170) quotes Geminus as saying that "the
ancients (oi d.pXai'ot) investigated the theorem of the two right angles in each
individual species of triangle, first in the equilateral, again in the isosceles,
and afterwards in the scalene triangle, and later geometers demonstrated the
general theorem to the effect that in any triangle the three interior angles are

. equal to two right angles."
2. Now, according to Proclus (p. 379, 2-5), Eudemus the Peripatetic

refers the discovery of this theorem to the Pythagoreans and gives what he
affirms to be their demonstration of it. This demonstration will be given
below, but it should be remarked that it is general, and therefore that the
"later geometers" spoken of by Geminus were presumably the Pythagoreans, .
whence it appears that the "ancients" contrasted with them must have
belonged to the time of Thales, if they were not his Egyptian instructors.

3. That the truth of the theorem was known to Thales might also
be inferred from the statement of Pamphile (quoted by Diogenes Laertius,
I. 24-5, p.. 6, ed. Cobet) that "he, having learnt geometry from the
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Egyptians, was the first to inscribe a right-angled triangle in a circle and
sacrificed an ox" (on the strength of it); in other words, he discovered that
the angle in a semicircle is a right angle. No doubt, when this fact was once
discovered (empi,.~ally, say), the consideration of the two isosceles triangles
having the centre for vertex and the sides of the right angle for bases
respectively, with the help of the theorem of Eucl. I. 5, also known to
Thales, would easily lead to the conclusion that the sum of the angles of
a rigkt-angled triangle is equal to two right angles, and it could be readily
inferred that the angles of any triangle were likewise equal to two right angles
(by resolving it into two right-angled' triangles). But it is not easy to see how
the property of the angle in a semicircle could be proved except (in the reverse
order) by means of the equality of the ium of the angles of a righi-angled
triangle to two right angles; and hence It is most natural to suppose, with
Cantor, that' Thales proved it (if he did prove it) practically as Euclid does
in III. 31, i.e. by means of I. 32 as applied to righi-angled triangles at all events.

If the theorem of I. 32 was proved before Thales' time, or by Thales
himself, by the stages indicated in the note of Geminus, we may be satisfied
that the reconstruction of the argument of the older proof by Hankel
(pp. 96-7) and Cantor (la, pp. 143-4) is not far wrong. First, it must have
been observed that six angles equal to an angle of an equilateral triangle would,
if placed adjacent to one another round a common vertex, fill up the whole
space round that vertex. It is true that Proclus attributes to the Pythagoreans
the general theorem that OlJly three kinds of regular 'polygons, the equilateral
triangle; the square and the 'regular hexagon, can fill up the entire space round
a point, but the practical knowledge that equilateral triangles have this
property could hardly have escaped the Egyptians, whether they made floors
with tiles in the form of equilateral triangles or regular hexagons (Allman,
Greek Gl!IJmelry from Thales 10 Euclid, p. 12) or JOIned the ends of adjacent.
radii of a figure like the six-spoked wheel, which was their common form of
wheel from the time of Ramses II. of the nineteenth Dynasty, say 1300 B.C.

(Cantor, 13, .p. 109)' It would then be clear that six angles equal to an angle
of an equilateral triangle are equal to four right angles, and therefore that the
three angles of an equilateral triangle are equal to two right angles. (It would
be as clear or clearer, from observation of a square divided into two triangles
by a diagonal, that an isosceles right-angled triangle hlrs each of its equal
angles equal to half a right angle, so that an isosceles right-angled triangle
must have the sum of its angles equal to two right angles.) Next, with regard
to the equilateral triangle, it could not fail to be observed
that, if AD were drawn from the vertex A perpendicular
to the base Be, each of the two right-angled triangles so
formed would have the sum of its angles equal to two right
angles; and this would be confirmed by completing the
rectangle ADCE, when it would be seen that the rectangle
(with its angles equal to four right angles)was divided by
its diagonal into two equal triangles, each of which had
the sum of its angles equal to two right angles. Next it
would be inferred, as the result of drawing the diagonal of any rectangle and
observing the equality of the triangles forming tl;le two halves, that the sum of
the angles of any right-angled triangle is equal to two right angles, and hence
(the two congruent right-angled triangles being then placed so as to form one
isosceles triangle) that the same is true of any isosceles triangle. Only the
last step remained, namely that of observing that any triangle could be
regarded as the half of a rectangle (drawn as indicated in the next figure), or
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simply that any triangle could be divided into two right-angled triangles,
whence it would be inferred that in general the
sum of the angles of any triangle is equal to two
right angles.

Such would be the probabilities if we could
absolutely rely upon the statements attributed to
Pamphile and Geminus respectively. But in fact
there is considerable ground for doubt in both cases.

I. Pamphile's story of the sacrifice of an ox by Thales for joy at his
discovery that the angle in a semicircle is a right angle is too suspiciously like
the similar story told with reference to Pythagoras, and his discovery of the
theorem of Eucl. I. 47 (Proclus, p. 426, 6-9). And, as if this were not
enough, Diogenes Laertius immediately adds that II others, among whom is
Apollodorus the calculator (0 '\OYUTTt/(O,), say it was Pythagoras" (sc. who
"inscribed the right-angled triangle in a circle "). Now PamphiIe lived in the
reign of Nero (A.D. 54-68) and therefore some 700 years after the birtli of
Thales (about 640 B.C.). I do not know on what Max Schmidt bases his
statement (Kulturhistorische Bdtriige zur Kenntms des griechischen und roimschen
A ltertums, 1906, p. 31) that "other, much older, sources name Pythagoras as
the discoverer of the said proposition," because nothing more seems to be
known of Apo1l6dorus than what is stated here by Diogenes Laertius. But it
would at least appear that Apollodorus was only one of several authorities
who attributed the proposition to Pythagoras, while Pamphile is alone
mentioned as referring it to Th~les. Again, the connexion of Pythagoras with
the investigation of the right-angled triangle makes it a priori more likely
that it would be he who would discover its relation to a semicircle On
the whole, therefore, the attribution to Thales would seem to be more than
doubtful.

2. As regards Geminus' account of the three stages through which the
proof of the theorem of J. 32 passed, we note, first, that it is certainly not
confirmed by Eudemus, who referred to the Pythagoreans the discovery of the
theorem that the sum of the angles of any triangle is equal to two right
angles and says nothing about any gradual stages by which it was proved.
Secondly, it must be admitted, I think, that in the evolution of the proof as
reconstructed by Hankel the middle stage is rather artificial and unnecessary,
since, once it is proved that any right7angled triangle has the sum of its angles
equal to two right angles, it is just as easy to pass at once to any scalene
triangle (which is decomposable into two unequal right-angled triangles) as to
the isosceles triangle made up of two congruent right-angled trilVlgles. Thirdly,
as Heiberg has recently pointed out (Mathematisches zu Aristoletes, p. 20), it
is quite possible that the statement of Geminus from beginning to end is

. simply due to a misapprehension of a passage of Aristotle (Anal. Posi. I. 5,
74 a 25). Aristotle is illustrating his contention that a property is not
scientifically proved to belong to a class of things unless it is proved to belong
primarily (1rpWTOV) and generally (Kall6t\ou) to the whole of the class. His first
illustration relates to parallels making with a transversal angles on the same
side together equal to two right angles, and has been quoted above in the note
on·l. 27 (PP. 3°8-9). His second illustration refers to the transformation of
a proportion allernando, which (he says) "used at one time to be proved
separately" for numbers, lines, solids, and times;" although it admits of being
proved of all at once by one demonstration. The third illustration is: "For
the same reason, even if one should pro71e (ov8' av T£, 8£{~) with reference to
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each (sort of) triangle, the equilateral, scalene and isosceles, separately, that
each has its .angles equal to two right angles, either by one proof or by different
proofs, he does not yet know that the triangle, i.e. the triangle in general, has
its angles equal to two right angles, except in a sophistical sense, even though
there exists no triangle other than triangles of the kinds mentioned. For he
knows it, not qua triangle, nor of every triangle, except in a numerical sense
(KaT' a.pdJp.6v); he does not know it notionally (KaT' EI80!1) of every triangle, even
though there be actually no triangle which he does not know."

The difference between the phrase "used at one time to be proved" in
the second illustration and "if anyone should prove" in the third appears to
indicate that, while the former referred to a historical fact, the latter does not;
the reference to a person who should prove the theorem of I. 32 for the three
kinds of triangle separately, and then claim that he had proved it generally,
states a purely hypothetical case, a mere illustration. Yet, 'coming after the
historical fact stated in the preceding illustration, it might not unnaturally give
th,e" impression, at first sight, that it was historical too.

On the whole, therefore, it would seem that we cannot safely go behind
the dictum of Eudemus that the discovery and proof of the theorem of I. 32
in all its generality were Pythagorean. This does not however preclude its
having been discovered by stages such as those above set out after Hankel"
and Cantor. Nor need it be doubted that Thales and even his Egyptian
instructors had advanced some way on the same road, so far at all events as
to see that in an equilateral triangle, and in an isosceles right-angled triangle,
the sum of the angles is equal to two right angles.

The Pythagorean proof.
This proof, handed down by Eudemus (Proclus, p. 379, 2-IS), is no less

elegant than .that given by Euclid, and is a natural
developmen~ from the last figure in the recon
structed argument of Hankel. It would be seen,
after the theory of parallels was added to geometry,
that the actual drawing of the perpendicular and
the complete rectangle on BC as base was
unnecessary, and that the parallel to BC through
A was all that was required.

Let ABC be a triangle, and through A draw DE parallel to Be. [I. 31]
Then, since BC, DE are parallel,

the alternate angles DAB, ABC are equal,
and so are the.. alternate angles EA C, A CB also.

Therefore the angles ABC, A CB are together equal to the angles
DAB,EAe.

Add to each the angle BA C;
therefore the sum of the angles ABC, A CB, BA C is equal to the sum of the
angles DAB, BA C, CAE, that is, to two right angles.

Euclid's proof pre-Euclidean~
The theorem of I. 32 is Aristotle's favourite illustration when he wishes to

refer to some truth generally acknowledged, and so often does it occur that
it is often indicated by two.or three words in themselves hardly intelligible,
e.g. TO 8V<TlV op()als (Anal. Post. I. 24, 85 b S) and v7TapXEL 7TaVTl TPL'YWV~ TO 8vo
(ibid. 8S b II). "

One passage (Metaph. 10SI a 24) makes it clear, as Heiberg (op. cit.
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p. 19) acutely observes, that in the proof as Aristotle knew it Euclid's
construction was used. "Why does the triangle make up two right angles?
Because the angles about one point are equal to two right angles. If then the
parallel to the side had been drawn up (av~KTo), the fact would at once have
been clear from merely looking at the figure." The words "the angles about
one point" would equally fit the Pythagorean construction, but "drawn
upwards" applied to the parallel to a side can only indicate Euclid's.

Attempts at proof independently of parallels.
The most indefatigable worker on these lines was Legendre, and a sketch

of his work has been given in the note on Postulate 5 above.
One other attempted proof needs to be mentioned here because it has

found much favour. I allude to

Thibaut's method.
This appeared in Thibaut's Grundnss der rez;zen Mathematik, Gottingen

(2 ed. 18°9, 3 ed. 1818), and is to the following effect.
Suppose CB produced to D, and let BD (produced to any necessary extent

either way) revolve in one direction (say
clockwise) first about B into the position
BA, then about A into the position of A C
produced both ways, and lastly about C
into the position CB prodllced both ways.

The argument then is that the straight
line BD has revolved through the sum of 0
the three exterior angles of the triangle.
But, since it has at the end of the revolution
assumed a position in the same straight line with its original position, it must
have revolved through four nght angles.

Therefore the sum of the three exterior angles is equal to four right
~~; .
from which it follows that the sum of the three angles of the triangle is equal
to two right angles.

But it is to be observed that the straight line BD revolves about different
points in it, so that there is translation combined with rotatory motion, and it
is necessary to assume as an axiom that the two motions are independent, and
therefore that the trattslation may be neglected.

Schumacher (letter to Gauss of 3 May, 1831) tried to represent the
rotatory motion graphically in a second figure as mere motion round a point;
but Gauss (letter of 17 May, 1831) pointed out in reply that he really
assumed, without proving it, a proposition to the effect that "If two straight
lines (I) and (2) which cut one another make angles A', A" with a straight
line (3) cutting both of them, and if a straight line (4) in tlTe same plane is
likewise cut by (I) at an angle A', then (4) will be cut by (2) at the angle A".
But this proposition not only needs proof, but we may say that it is, in
essence, the very propl'>sition to be proved" (see Engel and Stackel, Die
Theone der Parallellinien von Euklid bis auf Gauss, 1895, p. 230).

How easy it is to be deluded in this way is plainly shown by Proc1us'
attempt on the same lines. He says (p. 384, 13-21) that the truth of the
theorem is borne in upon us by the help of "common notions" only. " For,
if we conceive a straight line with two perpendiculars drawn to it at its ex
tremities, and if we then suppose the perpendiculars to (revolve about
their feet and) approach one another, so as to form a triangle, we see that,

H. E. 21
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to the extent to which they converge, they diminish the right angles which
they made with the straight line, so that the amount taken from the right
angles is also the amount added to the vertical angle of the triangle, and the
three angles are necessarily made equal to two right angles." But a moment's
reflection shows that, so far from being founded on mere "common notions,"
the supposed propf assumes, to begin with, that, if the pel'pendiculars ap
proach one another ever so little, they will then form a triangle immediately,
i.e., it assumes Postulate 5 itself; and the fact about the vertical angle can only
be seen by means of the equality of the alternate angles exhibited by drawing
a perpendicular from the vertex of the triangle to the base, i.e. a parallel to
either of the original perpendiculars.

Extension to polygons.
The two important corollaries added to I. 32 in Simson's edition are given

by Proclus; but Proclus' proof of the first is different from, and perhaps
somewhat simpler than, Simson's.

. I. The sum of the interior angles of a convex rectilineal figure is equal to
fwzce as many right angles as the figure has sides,
less four. .

For let one angular point A be joined to all
the other ang1!lar points with which it is not con- C
nected already.

The figure is then divided into triangles, and
mere inspection shows

(I) that the number of triangles is two less
than the number of sides in the figure, .

(2) that the sum of the angles of all the
triangles is equal to the sum of all the interior angles of the figure.

Since thtm the sum of the angles of each triangle is equal to two right angles,
the sum of the interior angles of the figure is equal to 2 (n- 2) right angles,
i.e. (2n - 4) right angles, where n is the number of sides in the figure.

2. The extenor angles of any convex reetilineal
figure are together equal to four right angles.

For tHe interior and exterior angles together are
equal to 2n right angles, where n is the number of sides.

And the interior angles are together equal to
(2n-4) right angles.

Therefore the exterior angles are together equal to
four right angles.

This last property is already quoted by Aristotle
as true of all rectilineal figures in two passages (Anal.
Post. I. 24, 85 b-38 and II. 17, 99 a 19).

PROPOSITION 33.
The straight lines joining equal and parallel straight

lz'nes (at the extremities which. are) in the same directions
(respectively) are themselves also equal and parallel.

Let AB, CD be equal and parallel, and let the straight
5 lines A C, BD join them (at the extremities which are) in the

same directions (respectively) ;
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I say that A C, BD are also equal and parallel.
Let BC be joined.
Then, since AB is parallel to CD,

10 and BC has fallen upon them,
the alternate angles ABC, BCD

are equal to one another. [I. 29]
And, since AB is equal to CD,

and BC is common,
15 the two sides AB, BCare equal to the two sides DC, CB;

and the angle ABC is equal to the angle BCD;
therefore the base A C is equal to the base BD,

and the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DCB,
and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles

20 respectively, namely those whic~ the equal sides subtend; [1.4]

therefore the angle A CB is equal to the angle CBD.
And, since the straight line BC falling on the two straight

lines A C, BD has made the alternate angles equal to one
another,

25 A C is parallel to BD. [I. 27]
And it was also proved equal to it.
Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

I. joining... (at the extremities which are) in the same directions (respectively).
I have for clearness' sake inserted the words in brackets though they are not in the original
Greek, which has "joining... in the same directions" or "on the'same sides," f1rl TO. ltOTa plfY'/
f1l"L.\WyVOOVO"ltL. The expression" towards the same parts," though usage has sanctioned it,
is perhaps not quite satisfactory.

15. DC, CB and 18. DCB. The Greek has" BC, CD" and" BCD" in these places
respectively. Euclid is not always careful to write in corresponding order the letters denoting
corresponding points in congruent figures. On the contrary, he evidently prefers the alpha.
betical order, and seems to disdain to alter it for the sake of beginners or others who might
be confused by it. In the case of angles alteration is perhaps unnecessary; but in the case
of triangles and pairs of corresponding sides I have ventured to alter the order to that which
the mathematician of to-day expects.

This proposition is, as Proclus says (p. 385, 5), the connecting link between
the exposition of the theory of parallels and the investigation of parallelograms.
For, while it only speaks of equal and parallel straight line~ connecting those
ends of equal and parallel straight lines which are in the same directions, it
giv~s, without expressing the fact, the construction or origin of the parallelogram,
so that in the next proposition Euclid is able to speak of "parallelogrammic
areas" without any further explanation. .

PROPOSITION 34.
In parallelogrammic areas' the opposite sides and angles

are equal to one another, and the diameter bisects the areas.
Let A CDB be a parallelogrammic area, and BC its

diameter;
21-2
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5 I say that the opposite sides and angles of the parallelogram
ACDB are equal to one another, and the diameter BC
bisects it.

For, since AB is parallel to CD,
and the straight line BC has fallen

10 upon them,
the alternate angles ABC, BCD

are equal to ot,)e another. [I. 29]
Again, since A C is parallel to B D,

and BC has fallen upon them,
15 the altftrnate angles A CB, CBD. are equal to one
~oilie~ ~2~

Therefore ABC, DCB are two triangles having the two
angles ABC, BCA equal to the two angles DCB, CBD

.respectively, and one side equal to one side, namely that
20 adjoining the equal angles and common to both of them, BC;

therefore they will also have the remaining sides equal
to the remaining sides respectively, and the remaining angle
to the remaining angle; [I. 26]

therefore the side AB is equal to CD,
25 and AC to BD,

and further the angle BA C is equal to the angle CDB.
And, since the angle ABC is equal to the angle BCD,

and the angle CBD to the angle A CB,
the whole angle ABD is equal to the whole angle A CD.

[C.N.2J
~o A11d the angle BACwas also proved equal to the angle CDB.

Therefore in parallelogrammic areas the opposite sides
and angles are equal to one another.

I say, next, that the diameter also bisects the areas.
For, since :AB is equal to CD,

35 and BC is common,
the two sides AB, BC are equal to the two sides DC, CB
respectively;

and the angle ABC is equal to the angle BCD;
therefore the base A C is also equal to DB,

and the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DCB. [1.4]
Therefore the diameter BC bisects the parallelogram

ACDB. ,Q. E. D.
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I. It is to be observed that, when parallelograms have to be mentioned for the first time,
Euclid calls them" parallelogrammic areas" or, more exactly, "parallelogram" areas
('rrapa\A.,,',Jrypap.p,a xwpla). The meaning is simply areas bounded by parallel straight lines
with the further limitation placed upon the term by Euclid that only four-sided figures are so
called, although of course there are certain regular polygons which have opposite sides
parallel, and which therefore might be said to be areas bounded by parallel straight lines. We
gather from Proclus (p. 393) that the word "parallelogram" was first introduced by E;uclid,
that its use was suggested by J. 33, and that the formation of the word 'lrapa\A."M'Ypap.p.os
(parallel-lined) was analogous to that of dJfJU'Ypa/Lp.os (straight-lined or rectilineal).

17,18,4°. DCB and 36. DC, CB. The Greek has in these places "BCD" and
"CD, BC" respectively. Cf. note on I. 33, lines 15, 18.

After specifying the particular kinds of parallelograms (squares and rhombi)
in which the diagonals bisect the angles which they join, as well as the areas,
and those (rectangles and rhomboids) in which the diagonals do not bisect
the angles, Proclus proceeds (pp. 390 sqq.) to analyse this proposition with
reference to the distinction in Aristotle's Anal. Post. (1. 4, 5,73 a 21-74 b 4)
between attributes which are only predicable of every individual thing (KaTa
1TallT()'i) in a class and those which are true of it primarily (TOVTOV 1TpWTOV) and
generally (Ka8oAov). We are apt, says Aristotle, to mistake a proof KaTa
1TaVT()'i for a proof TOVroV 1TPWrOll Ka8oAOll because it is either impossible to
find a higher generality to comprehend all the particulars of which the
predicate is true, or to find a name for it. (Part of this passage of Aristotle
has been quoted above in the note on I. 32, pp. 319-320.)

Now, says Proclus, adapting Aristotle's dis~inction to theorems, the present
proposition exhibits the distinction between theorems which are general and
theorems which are not general. According to Proclus, the first part of
the proposition stating that the opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram
are equal is general because the property is only true of parallelograms; but
the second part which asserts that the diameter bisects the area is not gener(ll
because it does not include all the figures of which this property is true, e.g.
circles and ellipses. Indeed, says Proclus, the first attempts upon problems
seem usually to have been of this partial character (P.£ptKwT£pat), and generality
was only attained by degrees. Thus" the ancients, after investigating the
fact that the diameter bisects an ellipse, a circle, and a parallelogram
respectively, proceeded to investigate what was common to these cases,"
though "it is difficult to show what is common to an ellipse, a circle and a
parallelogram."

I doubt whether the supposed distinction betw~en the two parts of the
proposition, in point of" generality," can be sustained. Proclus himself admits
that it is presupposed that the subject of the proposition is a quadntateral,
because there are other figures (e.g. regular pol~gons of an even number of
sides) besides parallelograms which have their opposite sides and angles
equal; therefore the second part of the theorem is, in this respect, no more
general than the other, and, if we are entitled to the tacit limitation of the
theorem to quadrilaterals in one part, we are equally entitled to it in the other.

It would almost appear as though Proclus had drawn the distinction for
the mere purpose of alluding to investigations by Greek geometers on the
general subject of diameters of all sorts of figures; and it may have been these
which brought the subject to the point at which Apollonius could say in the
first definitions at the beginning of his Conics that "In any bent line, such as
is in one plane, I give the name diameter to any straight line which, being
drawn from the bent line, bisects all the stra~ght lines (chords) drawn in the
line parallel to any straight line." The term bent line (Kap.?T6A'Y] "ypap.p.-ri)
includes, e.g. in Archimedes, not only curves, but any composite line made
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up of straight lines and curves joined together in any manner. . It is of course
clear that either diagonal of a parallelogram bisects all lines drawn within the
parallelogram parallel to the other diagonal.

An-Nairizi gives after 1. 31 a neat construction for dividing a straight line
into any number of equal parts (ed. Curtze, p. 74, ed. Besthorn-Heiberg,
pp. .141-3) which requires only one measurement repeated, together with the
properties of parallel lines including I. 33, 34. As I. 33, 34 are assumed, I
place the problem here. The particular case taken is the problem of dividing
a straight line into three equal parts.

Let AB be the given straight line. Draw A C, BD at right angles to it
on opposite sides.

An-Nairizi takes A C, BD of the same
length and then bisects A C at E and BD
at F. But of course it is even simpler to
measure AE, EC along one perpendicular
equal and of any length, and BF, FD along
the other also equal and of the same length.

Join ED, CF meeting AB in G, H A.-----7z----7~---JB

respectively.
Then shall AG, GH, HB all be equal.
Draw HK parallel to A C, or at right

angles to AB.
Since now EC, FD are equal and parallel, C

ED, CFare equal and parallel. [I. 33]
And HK was drawn parallel to A C.
Therefore ECHK is a parallelogram; whence KH is equal as well as

parallel to EC, and therefore to EA.
The triangles EA G, KHG have now two angles respectively equal and the

sides AE, HK equal.
Thus the triapgles are equal in all respects, and

A G is equal to GH.
Similarly the triangles KHG, FBH are equal in all respects, and

GH is equal to HB.
If now we wish to extend the problem to the case where A B is to be

divided into n parts, we have only to measure (n- I) successive equal lengths
along AC and (It-I) successive lengths, each equal to the others, along BD.
Then join the first point arrived at on A C to the last point on BD, the
second on A C to the last b~t one on BD, and so on; and the joining lines
cut AB in points dividing it into n equal parts.

PROPOSITION 35.
Parallelograms which are on the same base and in the

same parallels are equal to one another.
Let ABCD, EBCF be parallelograms on the same base

BC and in the same parallels A F, BC;
5 I say that ABCD is equal to the parallelogram EECF

For, since ABeD is a parallelogram, '
AD is equal to Be. [I. 34]
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[C.N.IJ

IS equal to
(c. N. 3J

\LV
B C

F or the same reason also
EF is equal to BC,

so that AD is also. equal to EF;
and DE is common;

therefore the whole AE is equal to the whole DF.
[c. N. 2]

But AB is also equal to DC; [I. 34J

therefore the two sides EA, AB are equal to the two sides
15 FD, DC respectively,

and the angle FDC is equal to
the angle EAB, the exterior to the
interior; [I. 29]

therefore the base EB is equal
20 to the base FC,

and the triangle EAB will be equal to the triangle FDC.
[I. 4},

Let DCE be subtracted from each;
therefore the trapezium ABGD which remains
the trapezium EGCF which remains. .

25 Let the triangle GBC be added to each;
therefore the whole parallelogram ABCD is equal to the whole
parallelogram EBCF. [c. N. 2]

Therefore etc.

10

Q. E. D.

2 [. FDC. The text has" DFC."
22. Let DGE be subtracted. Euclid speaks of the triangle DGE without any

explanation that, in the case .which he takes (where AD, EF have no point in common),
BE, CD must meet at a point G between the two parallels. He allows this to appear from
the figure simply. •

Equality in a new sense.
It is important to observe that we are in this proposition introduced for

the first time to a new conception of equality between figures. Hitherto we
have had eqt).ality in the sense of congruence only, as p.pplied to straight lines,
angles, and even triangles (cf. I. 4). Now, without 'any explicit reference to
any change in the meaning of the term, figures are inferred to be equal which
are equal in area or in content but need not be of the same form. No
definition of equality is anywhere given by Euclid; we are left to infer its
meaning from the few axioms about" equal things." It will be observed that
in the above proof the "equality" of two parallelograms on the same base
and between the same parallels is inferred by the successive steps (I) of
subtracting one and the same area. (the triangle DGE) from two areas equal
in the sense of congruence (the triangles AEB, DFC), and inferring that the
remainders (the trapezia ABGD, EGCF) are'''equal''; (2) of adding one and
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the same area (the triangle GBC) to each of the latter "equal" trapezia, and
inferring the equality of the respective sums (the two given parallelograms).

As is well known, Simson (after Clairaut) slightly altered the proof in order
to make it applicable to all the three possible cases. The alteration
substituted one step of subtracting congruent areas (the triangles AEB, DFC)
from one and the same area (the trapezium ABCF) for the two steps above
shown of first subtracting and then adding a certain area.

While, in either case, nothing more is explicitly used than the axioms that,
if equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal and that, if equals be subtracted
from equals, the remainders are equal, there is the further tacit assumption that
it is indifferent to what part or from what part of the same or equal areas the
same or equal areas are added or subtracted. De Morgan observes that the
postulate "an area taken from an area leaves the same area from whatever
part it may be taken" is particularly important as the key to equality of non
rectilineal areas which could not be cut into Coincidence geometrically.

Legendre introduced the word equivalent to express this wider sense of
equality, restricting the term equal to things equal in the sense of congruent;
and this distinction has been found convenient.

I do not think it necessary, nor have I the space, to give any account of
the recent developments of the theory of equivalence on new lines represented
by the researches of W. Bolyai, Duhamel, De Zolt, Stolz, Schur, Veronese,
Hilbert and others, and must refer the reader to Ugo Amaldi's article Sulla
teoria dell' equivalenza in Questioni riguardanti la geometria e!ementare
(Bologna, 1900), pp. 103-142, and to Max Simon, Uber die Entwicklung der
Elementar-geometrie im XIX. Jahrhundert (Leipzig, 1906), pp. 115-120, with
their full references to the literature of the subject. I may however refer to
the suggestive distinction of phraseology used by Hilbert (Grundlagen der
Geometru,pp. 39, 40):

(I) "Two polygons are called divisibly-equal (zerlegungsgleich) if they can
be divided into ajinite number of triangles which are congruent two and two."

(2). "Two polygons are called equal in content (inhaltsgleich) or of equal
content if it is possible to add divisibly-equal polygons to them in such a way
that the two combined polygons are dizlisibly-equal."

(Amaldi suggests as alternatives for the terms in (I) and (2) the expressions
equivalent by sum and equiz1alent by difference respectively.)

From these definitions it follows that "by combining divisibly-equal
polygons we again arrive at divisibly-equal polygons; and, if we subtract
divisibly-equal polygons from divisibly-equal polygons, the polygons remaining
are equal in content."

The proposition also follows without difficulty that, "if two polygons are
divisibly-equal to a third polygon, they are. also divisibly-equal to one another;
and, if two polygons are equal zit content to a third polygon, they are equal in
content to one another."

The different cases.

As usual, Proclus (pp. 399-400), observing that Euclid has given only the
most difficult of the three possible cases, adds the other two with separate
proofs. In the case where E in the figure of the proposition falls between A
and D, he adds the congruent triangles ABE, DCF respectively to the
smaller trapezium,EBCD, instead of subtracting them (as Simson does) from
the larger trapezium ABCF.
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An ancient "Budget of Paradoxes."

Proclus observes (p. 396, 12 sqq.) that the present theorem and the
similar one relating to triangles are among the so-called paradoxical theorems
of mathematics, since the uninstructed might well regard it as impossible that
the area of the parallelograms should remain the same while the length of the
sides other than the base and the side opposite to it may increase indefinitely.
He adds that mathematicians had made a collection of such paradoxes, the
so-called treasury ofparadoxes (0 71"apci.80to. Tll7l"0.)-cf. the similar expressions
r01l"o. avaAvop.£vO' (treasury of analysis) and ro7l'0. aITrpovop.ovp.£vo.--in the same
way as the Stoics with their illustrations (WIT1l"£p 01 a7l'o rfj. ~roa.<;. E1l"t rwv
8nyp.arwv). It may be that this treasury of paradoxes was the work of
Erycinus quoted by Pappus (III. p. 107, 8) and mentioned above (note on
I. 21, p. 290).

Locus-theorems and loci in Greek geometry.

The proposition I. 35 is, says Proclus (pp. 394-6), the first locus-theorem
(r07l'tKOv (}£wpT/p.a) given by Euclid. Accordingly it is in his note on this
proposition that Proclus gives us his view of the nature of a locus-theorem
and of the meaning of the word locus (ro1l"o.) j and great importance attaches
to his words because he is one of the three writers (Pappus and Eutocius
being the two others) upon whom we have to rely for all that is known of the
Greek conception of geometrical loci.

Proclus' explanation (pp. 394, 15-395, 2) is as follows. "I call those
(theorems) locus-theorems (r07l'tKd) in which the same property is found to exist
on the whole of some 10cus'(1l"po. OAep TtVt r01l"ep), and (I call) a-locus a position
of a line or a surface producing one and the same property (ypap.p.ij. ~ £1l"t
¢av£{a. (}£ITtV 1l"otoVITav ~JI Kal rUVTOJl ITvp.1l"Twp.a). For, of locus-theorems, some
are constructed on lines and others on surfaces (rwv yap T01l"tKWV TO. p.£v EITn
1l"pO' ypap.p.at. ITvvtITrap.£va, ra 8£ 1l"po. E1l"t¢av£{at,). And, since some lines are
plane (E1l"{1l"£80t) and others solid (ITT£pm{)-those being plane which are simply
conceived of in a plane (~v £JI £1l"t7l"£8ep a7l'Aij ~ vOT/ITt.), and those solid the
origin of which is revealed from some section of a solid figure, as the cylin
drical helix and the conic lines (Ill, rij. KVAtv8ptKij. tAtKO, Kat rwv KWVtKWV
ypap.p.wv)-I should say (¢a{T/JI .tv) further that, of locus-theorems on lines,
some give a plane locus and others a solid locus."

Leaving out of sight for the moment the class of loci on suifaces, we find
that the distinction between plane and solid loci, or plane and solid lines, was
similarly understood by Eutocius, who says (Apollonius, ed. Heiberg. II.
p. 184) that" solid loci have obtained their name from the fact that the lines
used in the solution of problems regarding them have their origin in the
section of solids, for example the sections of the cone and several others."
Similarly we gather from Pappus that plane loci were straight lines and circles,
and solid loci were conics. Thus he tells us (VII. p. 672, 20) that Aristaeus
wrote five books of Solid Loci" supplementary to (literally, continuous with)
the conics" j and, though Hultsch brackets the passage (VII. p. 662, 10-15)
which says plainly that plane IlJci are straight lines and circles, while solid loci
are sections of cones, i.e, parabolas, ellipses and hyperbolas, we. have the
exactly corresponding distinction drawn by Pappus (m. p. 54, 7--16) between
plane and solid problems, plane problems being those solved by means of
straight lines and circumferences of circles, and solid problems those solved
by means of one or more of the sections of the cone. But, whereas Proclus
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and Eutocius speak of other solid loci besides conics, there is nothing in
Pappus to suppQrt the wider application of the term. According to Pappus
(III. p. 54, 16-21) problems which could not be solved by means of straight
lines, circles, or conics were linear (ypapptKa) because they used for their
construction lines having a more complicated and unnatural origin than those
mentioned, namely such curves as quadratrices, conchoids and cissoids.
Similarly, in the passage supposed to be interpolated, linear luci are distin
guished as those which are neither straight lines nor circles nor any of the
conic sections (VII. p. 662, 13-15). Thus the classification given by Proclus
and Eutocius is less precise than tliat which we find in Pappus; and the
inclusiort by Proclus of the cylindrical helix among solid loci, on the ground
that it arises from a section of a solid figure, would seem Jo be, in any case,
due to some misapprehension.

Comparing these passages and the hints in Pappus about loci on suifaces
(T07rOt 7rpo. t7rtepavE{If) with special reference ,to Euclid's two books under that
title, Heiberg concludes that loci on lines and loci on suifaces in Proclus'
explanation are loci which are lines and loci which are surfaces respectively,
But some qualification is necessary as regards Proclus' conception of loci on
lines, because he goes on to say (p. 395, 5), with reference to this proposition,
that, while the locus is a locus on lines and moreover plane, it is "the whole
space between the parallels" which is the locus of the various parallelograms
on the same base proved to be equal in area. Similarly, when he quotes
III. 2 I about the equality of the angles in the same segment and III. 31 about
the right angle in a semicircle as cases where a circumference of a circle
takes the place of a straight line in a plane locus-theorem, he appears to
imply that it is the segment or semicircle as an area which is regarded as the
locus of an infinite number of triangles with the same base and equal vertical
angles, rather than that it is the circumference which is the locus of the angular
P011l!S. Likewise he gives the equality of parallelograms inscribed in "the
asymptotes and the hyperbola" as an example of a solid locus-theorem, as if
the area included between the curve and its asymptotes was regarded as the
locus of the equal parallelograms. However this may be, it is clear that the
locus in the present proposition can only be either (I) a line-locus of a line,
not a point, or (2) an area-locus of an area, not a point or a line; and we
seem to be thus brought to another and different classification of loci
corresponding to that quoted by Pappus (VII. p. 660, 18 sqq.) from the pre
liminary exposition given by Apollonius in his Plane Loci. According to this,
loci in general are of three kinds: (1) tepEKTtKO{, ItOlding-in, in which sense
the locus of a point is a point, of a line a line, of a surface a surface, and of a
solid a solid, (2) 8tE~OatKO{, moving along, a line being in this sense a locus of a
point, a surface of a line and a solid of'a surface, (3) a.valTTpoeptKO{, where a
surface is a locus of a point and a solid of a line. Thus the locus in this
proposition, whether it is the space between the two parallels regarded as the
locus of the equal parallelograms, or the line parallel to the base regarded as
the locus of the sides opposite to the base, would seem to be of the first class
(tepEKTtKO.); and, as Proclus takes the former view of it, a locus on lines is
apparently not merely a locus which is a line but a locus bounded by lines
also, the locus being plane in the particular case because it is bounded by
straight lines, or, in the case of III. 21, 31, by straight lines and circles, but
not by any higher curves.

Proclus notes lastly (p. 395, 13-21) that, according to Geminus,
"Chrysippus likened locus-theorems to the ideas. For, as the ideas confine
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the genesis of unlimited (particulars) within defined limits, so in such theorems
the unlimited (particular figures) are confined within defined places or loci
(Tl)7TOl). And it is this boundary which is the cause of the equality j for the
height of the parallels, which remains the same, while an infinite number of
parallelograms are conceived on the same base, is what makes them all equal
to one another."

PROPOSITION 36.

Parallelograms which are on equal bases and in the same
parallels are equal to one another.

Let ABCD, EFGH be parallelograms which are on
equal bases Be, FG and in the same parallels AH, BG;

[;lj(\
8 C F G

I say that the parallelogram ABCD is equal to EFGH.
For let BE, CH be joined.
Then, since BC is equal to FG,

while FG is equal to EH,
BC is also equal to EH. [C. N. I]

But they are also parallel.
And EB, HC join them;

but straight lines joining equal and parallel straight lines (at
the extremities whic~ are) in the same directions (respectively)
are equal and parallel. [I. 33]

Therefore EBCH is"a parallelogram. [1.34]
And it is equal to ABCD ;

for it has the same base BC with it, and IS 10 the same
parallels BC, A H with it. [I. 35]

For the same reason also EFGH is equal to the same
EBCH; [I. 35]

so that the parallelogram ABCD is also equal to EFGH.
[C.N. 1]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION 37.

[I. 37

Triangles which are 01t the same base and in the same
parallels are equal to one another.

Let ABC, DBC be triangles on the same base BC and
in the same parallels AD, BC;

5 I say that the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DBC.
Let AD be produced in both

directions to E, F;
through B let BE be drawn parallel
to CA, [1. 31]

10 and through f let CF be drawn
parallel to BD. [1. 31]

Then each of the figures
EBCA, DBCF is a parallelogram;
and they are equal,

15 for they are on the same base BC and 10 the same
parallels BC, EF. [I. 35]

Moreover the triangle ABC is half of the parallelogram
EBCA; for the diameter AB bisects it. [1·34]

'And the triangle DBC is half of the parallelogram DBCF;
20 for the diameter DC bisects it. [1·34]

[But the halves of equal things are equal to one another.]
Therefore the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DBC.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

21. Here and in the next proposition Heiberg brackets the words" But the halves of
equal things are equal to one another" on the ground that, since the Common Notion
which asserted this fact was interpolated at a very early dat; (before the time of Theon),
it is probable that the words here were interpolated at the same time. Cf. note above
(p. 224) on the interpolated Common Notion.

There is a lacuna in the text of Proclus' notes to I. 36 and I. 37.
Apparently the end of the former and the beginning of the latter are missing,
the MSS. and the editio princeps showing no separate note for 1. 37 and no
lacuna, but going straight on without regard to sense. Proclus had evidently
remarked again in the missing passage that, in the case of both parallelograms
and triangles between the same parallels, the two sides which stretch from one
parallel to the other may increase in length to any extent, while the area
remains the same. Thus the perimeter in parallelograms or triangles is of
itself no criterion as to their area. Misconception on this subject was rife
among non-mathematicians; and Proclus (p. 403, 5 sqq.) tells us (I) of
describers of countries (xwpoypa<!>oL) who drew conclusions regarding the size
of cities from their perimeters, and (2) of certain members of communistic
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societies in his own time who cheated their fellow members by giving them
land of greater perimeter but less area than they took themselves, so that, on
the one hand, they got a reputation for greater honesty while, on the other, they
took more than their share of produce. Cantor (Gesck. d. Math. 13 , p. 172)

quotes -several remarks of ancient authors which show the prevalence of the
same misconception. Thus Thucydides estimates the size of Sicily according
to the time required for circumnavigating it. About 130 B.C. Polybius said
that there were people who could not understand that camps of the same
periphery might have different capacities. Quintilian has a similar remark,
and Cantor thinks he may have had in his mind the calculations of Pliny, who
compares the size of different parts of the earth by adding their length to their
breadth.

The comparison however of the areas of different figures of equal contour
had not been neglected by mathematicians. Theon of Alexandria, in his
commentary on Book I. of Ptolemy's Syntaxis, has preserved a number of
propositions on the suhject taken from a treatise by ZenodofUs 1r€P'i. luop.erpwJI
uX'¥Jp.aTWJI (reproduced in Latin on pp. II90-1211 of Hultsch's edition of
Pappus) which was written at some date between, say, 200 B.C. and 90 A.D.,

and probably not long after the former date, Pappus too has at the beginning
of Book v. of his Collection (pp. 308 sqq.) the same propositions, in which he
appears to have followed ZenodofUs pretty closely while making some changes
in detail. The propositions proved by ZenodofUs and Pappus include the
following: (I) that, of all polygons of the same number of sides and equal
perimeter, the equilateral and equiangular polygon is the greatest in area, .
(2) that, of regular polygons of equal perimeter, that is the greatest in area,
which kas the most angles, (3) that a circle is greater than any regular polygon
of equal contour, (4) that, of all circular segments in which the arcs are equal in
length, the semicircle is the greatest. The treatise of ZenodofUS was not con
fined to propositions about plane figures, but gave also the theorem that, of
all solid figures the suifaces of whick are equal, the sphere is the greatest in
volume.

PROPOSITION 38.

Triangles which are on equal bases and in the same
parallels are equal to one anq.ther.

Let ABC, DEF be triangles on equal bases BC, EF and
in the same parallels BF, AD;
I say that the triangle ABC is
equal to the tria'ngle DEF

For let AD be produced in
both directions to G, H;
through B let BG be drawn
parallel to CA, [I. 31 ]

and through F let FH be drawn parallel to DE.
Then each of the figures GBCA, DEFH is a parallelo

gram;
and GBCA is equal to DEFH;
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for they are on equal bases BC, EF and in the same
parallels BF, GH. [1.36]

Moreover the triangle ABC is half of the parallelogram
GBCA; for the diameter AB bisects it. [1·34J

And the triangle FED is half of the parallelogram DEFH;
for the diameter DFbisects it. . [1·34]

[But the halves of equal things are equal to one another.]
Therefore the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DEF.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

On this proposition Proclus remarks (pp. 405-6) that Euclid seems to
him to have given in VI. lone proof including all the four theorems from
I. 35 to 1. 38, and that most people had failed to notice this. When Euclid,
he says, proves that triangles and parallelograms of the same altitude have to
one another the same ratio as their bases, he simply proves all these
propositions more generally by the use of proportion; for of course to be of
the same altitude is equivalent to being in the same parallels. It is true that
VI. 1 generalises these propositions, but it must be observed that it does not
prove the propositions themselves, as Proclus seems to imply; they are in fact
assumed in order to prove VI. 1.

Comparison of areas of triangles of 1. 24.
The theorem already mentioned as given by Proclus on 1. 24 (pp. 340-4)

is placed here by Heron, who also enunciates it more clearly (an-Nairlzi, ed.
Besthom-Heiberg, pp. 155-161, ed. Curtze, pp. 75-8).

If in two triangles two sides of the one be equal to two sides of the other
respectively, and the angle of the one be greater than the angle of the other,
namely the angles contained by the equal sides, then, (I) if the sum of the two
angles contained by the equal sides is equal to two right angles, the two triangles
are equal to one another; (2) if less than two right angles, the triangle which
has the greater angle is also itselfgreater than the other; (3) ifgreater than two
right angles, the tn'angle which has the less angle is greater than the other
triangle.

~~\
F

Let two triangles ABC, DEF have the sides .AB, AC respectively equal
to DE, DR

(1) First, suppose that the angles at A and D in the triangles ABC,
DEF are together equal to two right angles.

Heron's construction is now as follows.
Make the angle EDG equal to the angle BAC.
Draw FH parallel to ED meeting DG in H.
Join EH.
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Then, since the angles BA C, EDF are equal to two right angles, the
angles EDH, EDF are equal to two right angles.

But so are the angles EDH, DHE.
Therefore the angles EDF, DHFare equal.
And the alternate angles EDF, DFH are equal.
Therefore the angles DHF, DFH are equal,

and DFis equal to DH. [1.6]
Hence the two sides ED, DHare equal to the two sides BA, AC; and

the included angles are equal.
Therefore the triangles ABC, DEH are equal in all respects.
And the triangles DEF, DEHbetween the same parallels are equal.

[I. 37]
Therefore the triangles ABC, DEFare equal.
[Proclus takes the construction of Eucl. I. 24, i.e., he makes DH equal to

DF and then proves that ED, FH are parallel.]
(2) Suppose the angles BA C, EDF together less than two right angles.
As before, make the angle EDG equal to the angle BA C, draw FH

parallel to ED, and join EH.
A

L
BeE.

F

In this case the angles EDH, EDF are together less than two right
angles, while the angles EDH, DHFare equal to two right angles. [I. 29]

, Hence the angle EDF, and therefore the angle DFH, is less than the
angle DHE. .

Therefore DH is less than DE. [I. 19]
Produce DHto G so that DG;is equal to DFor AC, and join EG.
Then the triangle .DEG, which is equal to the triangle ABC, is greater

than the triangle DEH, and therefore greater than the triangle DEE.
(3) Suppose the angles BA C, EDF together greater than two right

angles.

A

~
B C

o

.~
F

We make the same construction in this case, and we prove in like manner
that the angle DHFis less than the angle DFH,

whence DH is greater than DF or A C.
Make DG equal to AC, and join EG.
It then follows that the triangle DEFis greater than the triangle ABC.
[In the second and third cases again Proclus starts from the construction

in I. 24, and proves, in the second case, that the parallel, FH, to ED cuts
DG and, in the third case, that it cuts DG produced.]
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[C. N. r]
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There is no necessity for Heron to take account of the position of F in
relation to the side opposite D. For in the first and third cases F must fall

~~
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in the position in which Euclid draws it in I. 24, w'h:j.tever be the relative
lengths of AB, A C. In the second case the figure may be as annexed, but the
proof is the same, or rather the case needs no proof at all.

PROPOSITION 39.

Equal triangles which are on the same base and on the
same side are also in the same parallels.

Let ABC, DBC be equal triangles which are on the same
base BC and on the same side of it ;

5 [I say that they are also in the same parallels.]
And [For] let AD be joined;

1 say that AD is parallel to Be.
For, if not, let AE be drawn through

the point A parallel to the straight line
10 BC) [I.3r]

and let EC be joined.
Therefore the triangle ABC is equal

to the triangle EBC;
for it is on the same base BC with it and ill the same

IS parallels. [r. 37]

But ABC is equal to DBC;
therefore DBC is also equal to EBC,

the greater to the less: which is impossible.
Therefore AE is not parallel to Be.

20 Similarly we can prove that neither is any other straight
line except AD ;

therefore AD is parallel to Be.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.
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5. [1 say that they are also in t~e same parallels.] Heiberg has proved (Hermes,
XXXVII!., 1903, p. 50) from a recently discovered papyrus-fragment (Fayum towns and their
papyri, p. 96, No. IX.) that these words are an interpolation by some one who did not observe
that the words" And let AD be joined" are part of the setting-out (lKIIEcm), but took them
as belonging to the com/ruction (KUTaCTKEU?j) and consequently thought that a {j,Ofl/oCTp.OS or
"definition" (of the thing to be proved) should precede. The interpolator then altered
" And" into "For" in the next sentence.

This theorem is of course the partial converse of I. 37. In I. 37 we have
triangles which are (I) on the same base, (2) in the same parallels, and the
theorem proves (3) that the triangles are equal. Here the hypothesis (I) and
the conclusion (3) are combined as hypotheses, and the conclusion is the
hypothesis (2) of I. 37, that the triangles are in the same parallels. The
additional qualification in this proposition that the triangles must be on tke
same side of the base is necessary because it is not, as in 1.37, involved in the
other hypotheses.

Proclus (p. 4°7, 4-17) remarks that Euclid only converts I. 37 and I. 38
relative to triangles, and omits the converses of I. 35, 36 about parallelograms
as unnecessary becaU6e it is easy to see that the method would be the same,
and therefore the reader may properly be left to prove them for himself.

The proof is, as Proclus points out (p. 408, 5-21), equally easy on the
supposition that the assumed parallel AE meets BD or CD produced
beyond D.

[PROPOSITION 40.

Equal triangles which are on equal bases 'and on the same
side are also in the same parallels.

. Let ABC, CDE be equal triangles on equal bases BC,
CE and on the same side. -

I say that they are also in the same parallels.
For let AD be joined;

I say that AD is parallel to BE.
F or, if not, let AF be drawn through

A parallel to BE [I. 31], and let FE be
joined.

Therefore the triangle ABC is equal
to the triangle FCE ;
for they are on equal bases BC, CE and in the same parallels
BE, AF [I. 38]

But the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DCE ;
therefore the triangle DCE is also equal to the triangle

FCE, [c. .LV: I]
the greater to the less: which is im·possible.

Therefore AF is not parallel to BE.
H. E. 22
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Similarly we can prove that neither IS any other straight
line except AD;

therefore AD is parallel to BE.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. ~.]

Heiberg has proved by means of the papyrus-fragment mentioned in the
last note that this proposition is an interpolation by some one who thought
that there should be a proposition following 1. 39 and related to it in the same
way as I. 38 is relateq to I. 37, and 1. 36 to 1. 35.

PROPOSITION 41.

If a parallelogram "have the same base with a triangle and
be in the same parallels, the parallelogram is double 0.1 the
triangle.

For let the parallelogram ABCD have the same base BC
with the triangle EBC, and let it be in the same parallels
Be, AE;

I say that the parallelogram A BCD is double of the
triangle BEe.

For let A C be joined.
Then the triangle ABC IS equal to

the triangle EEC;
for it is on the same base BC with it
and in the same parallels BC, A E.

[1. 37]
But the parallelogram ABCD is double of the triangle

ABC;
for the diameter A C bisects it; [I. 34]

so that the parallelogram ABeD is also double of the tria"ngle
EBC.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

On this proposition Proclus (pp. 414, 15-415, 16), "by way of practice"
(yvp,Jlau£as ~J!(Ka), considers the area of a trapezium (a quadrilateral with only
one pair of opposite sides parallel) in comparison with that of the triangles
in the same parallels and having the greater and less of the parallel/sides of
the trapezium for bases respectively, and proves that the trapezium is less
than double of the former triangle and more than double of the latter.

He next (pp. 415, 22-416, 14) proves the proposition that,
.If a "triangle be formed by· joinzilg the middle point of either of the non

parallel sides to the extremities of the opposite side, the area of the trapezium is
always double of that of tbe triangle.
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[I. 31]

A F G
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Let ABCD be a trapezium in which AD, BC are the parallel sides, and
E the middle point of one of the non-parallel sides,
say DC.

Join EA, EB and produce BE to meet AD
produced in F.
- Then the triangles BEC, FED have two angles
equal respectively, and one side CE equal to one
side DE;
therefore the triangles are equal in all respects.

Add to each the quadrilateral ABED;
therefore the trapezium ABCD is equal to the triangle ABF,

that is, to twice the triangle AEB, since BE is equal to EF. [I. 38]
The three properties proved by Proclus may be combined in one enuncia-

tion thus: •
If a triangle be formed by joining the middle point ofone side qf a trapezium

to the extremities of the opposite side, the area of the trapezium is (I) greater
than, (2) equal to, or (3) less than, double the area of the triangle according as
the side the middle point of which is taken is (I) the greater of the parallel sides,
(2) either qf the non-parallel sides, or (3) the lesser qf lite parallel sides.

PROPOSITION 42.

To construct, in a given rectilineal angle, a parallelogram
equal to _a give1l triangle. .

Let ABC be the given triangle, and D the gIven recti
lineal angle;
thus it is required to construct III the rectilineal angle D a
parallelogram equal to the
triangle ABC.

Let BC be bisected- at E,
and let AE be joined;
on the straight line EC, and
at the point E on it, let the
angle CEF. be constructed
equal to the angle D;
through A let A G be drawn parallel to EC, and
through C let CG be drawn parallel to EF.

ThenFECG is a parallelogram.
And, since BE is equal to EC,
the triangle ABE is also equal to the triangle AEC,

for they are on equal bases BE, EC and in the same parallels
BC, AG; [I. 38]

therefore the triangle -ABC is double of the triangle
AEC.

22-2
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But the parallelogram FECG is also double of the triangle
A EC, for it has the same base with it and is in the same
parallels with it; [1. 41]

therefore the parallelogram FECG is equal to the
triangle ABC

And it has the angle CEF equal to the given angle D.
Therefore the parallelogram FECG has been constructed

equal to the given triangle ABC, in the angle CEF which is
equal to D. Q. E. F.

i<c-------;-=-- ---;D
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PROPOSITION' 43.

In any parallelogram the complements ofthe parallelograms
about the d£ameter are equal to one another. _

Let ABCD be.a parallelogram, and A C its diameter;
and about A C let E H, .FG be parallelograms, and BK, KD

5 the so-called complements;
I say that the complement BK is equal to the complement

KD.
F or, since A BCD is a parallelogram, and A C its diameter,

the triangle ABC is equal to
the triangle A CD. [I. 34]

Again, since EH is a parallelo
gram, and AK is its diameter,

the triangle A EK is equal to
. the triangle AHK.

15 For the same reason
the triangle KFC is also equal to KGC
Now, since the triangle AEK is equal to the triangle

AHK,
and KFC to KGC,

20 the triangle AEK together with KGC is equal to the triangle
AHK together with KFC [C. N. 2]

And the whole triangle ABC is also equal to the ~ole
ADC;
therefore the complement BK which remains is equal to the

25 complement KD which remains. [C. N. 31
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.
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I. complements, 7rap<t:n-XTJPwp.aTa, the figures put in to fiIl up (interstices).
4. and about AC.... · Euclid's phraseology here and in the next proposition implies

that the complements as well as the other parallelograms are" about" the diagonal. The
words are here 7rfpl O€ T1)V Ar 7rapaXXTJMypap.p.a floEv lUTW Tel. EO, ZH, TO, m X.-yOP.fVa.
7rapa7rXTJpwp.aTa TO, BK, K~. The expression "the so-called complements" indicates that
this technical use of 7rapa7rX."pwp.aTa was not new, though it might not be universally known.

In the text of Proc1us' commentary as we have it, the end of the note on
I. 41, the whole of that on I. 42, and the beginning of that on I. 43 are
missing.

Proc1us remarks (p. 418, 15-20) that Euclid did not need to give a
formal definition of complement because the name was simply ~uggested by the
facts; when once we have the two "parallelograms about the diameter,"
the complements are necessarily the areas remain-
ing over on each side of the diameter, which fill
up the complete parallelogram. Thus. (p. 411,
1 sqq.) the complements need not be parallelo
grams. They are so if the two "parallelograms
about the diameter" are formed by straight lines
drawn through one point of the diameter parallel
to the sides of the original parallelogram, but not
otherwise. If, as in the first of the accompanying figures, the parallelograms
have no common point, the complements are five-sided figures as shown.
When the parallelograms overlap, as in the second figure, Proc1us regards
the complements as being the small parallelo
grams FG, EH. But, if complements are strictly
the areas required to fill up the original parallelo
gram, Proclus is inaccurate in describing FG, EH
as the complements. The complements are really
( 1 ) the parallelogram FG minus the triangle LMN,
and (2) the parallelogram EH minus the triangle
KMN, respectively; the possibility that the re
spective differences may be negative merely means the possibility that the
sum of the two parallelograms about the diameter may be together greater
than the original parallelogram. .

In all the cases it is easy to show, as Proc1us does, that the complements
are still equal.

PROPOSITION 44.

To a given straz"ght Nne to apply, z"n a gz"ven rectz"lineal
angle, a paralle~ogram equal to a gz"ven triangle.

Let AB be the given straight line, C the given triangle
and D the given rectilineal angle;

5 thus it is required to apply to the given straight line AB, in
an angle equal to the angle D, a parallelogram equal to the
given triangle C.

Let the parallelogram BEFG be constructed equal to
the triangle C, in the angle EBG which is equal to D [I. 4 2 ] ;

10 let it be placed so that BE is in a straight line with AB; let
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FG be drawn through to H, and let AH be drawn through
A parallel to either B G or E F. (I. 31]

Let H B be joined.

Then, since the straight line H F falls upon the parallels
15AH, EF,

the angles AHF, HFE are equal to two right angles.
(I. 29]

Therefore the angles BHG, GFE are less than two right
angles;
and straight lines produced indefinitely from angles less than

20 two right angles meet; [Post. 5)

therefore HB, FE, when produced, will meet.
Let them be produced and meet at K; through the point

K let KL be drawn parallel to either EA or FH, [r·31]
and let HA, GB be produced to the points L,M.

25 Then H LKF is a parallelogram,
HK is its diameter, and AG, ME are parallelograms, and
LB, BF the so-called complements, about H K;

therefore LB is equal to BF [I. 43]

But BF is equal to the triangle C;
30 therefore LB is also equal to C. [c. N. I]

And, since the angle GBE is equal to the angle ABM,
[r. 15]

while the angle GBE is equal to D,
the angle ABM is also equal to the anglo- D.
Therefore the parallelogram LB equal to the given triangle

35 C has been applied to the givell strai?"ht line AB, in the angle
ABM which is equal to D.

Q. E. F.

lot. since the straight line HF falls.... The verb' is in the aorist (&£1r£<T£v) here and
in similar expressions in the following propositions.

This proposition will always remain one of the most impressive in all
geometry when account is taken (I) of the great importance of the result
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obtained, the transformation of a parallelogram of any shape into another
with the same angle and of equal area but with one side of any given
length, e.g. a unit length, and (2) of the simplicity of the means employed,
namely the mere application of the property that the complements of the
"parallelograms about the diameter" of a parallelogram are equal. The
marvellous ingenuity of the solution is indeed worthy of the" godlike men of
old," as Proclus calls the discoverers of the method of" application of areas";
and there would seem to be no reason to doubt that the particular solution,
like the whole theory, was Pythagorean, and not a new solution due to Euclid
himself.

Application of areas.
On this proposition Proclus gives (pp. 419, 15-420, 23) a valuable note

on the method of "application of areas" here introduced, which was one of
the most powerful methods on which Greek geometry relied. The note runs
as follows:

"These things, says Eudemus (01 7r£pl 'TOV EliSWLOV), are ancient and are
discoveries of the Muse of the Pythagoreans, I mean the application ofareas
(7rapa{3oA7j 'TWV xwp{wv), their exceeding U)7r£p{3oA~) and their falling-short
(ZAA£Ll/t'S). It was from the Pythagoreans that later geometers [i.e. Apollonius]
took the names, which they again transferred to the so-called conic lines,
designating one of these a parabola (application), another a hyperbola
(exceeding) and another an ellipse (falling-short), whereas those godlike men
of old saw the things signified by these names in the construction, in a plane,
of areas upon a finite straight line. For, when you have a straight line set
out and lay the given area exartly alongside the whole of the straight line, then
they say that you apply (7rapa{3aAAHv) the said area; when however you
make the length of the area greater than the straight line itself, it is said to
exceed (V7r£p{3aAA£'v), and when you make it less, in which case, after the area
has been drawn, there is some part of the straight line extending beyond it,
it is said to fall short (£AAd7rHV). Euclid too, in the sixth book, speaks in
this way 'both of exceeding and falling-short; but in this place he needed the
application 'simply, as he sought to apply to a given straight line an area equal
to a given triangle in order that we might have in our power, not only the
construdion (mJ<T'TaITtS) of a parallelogram equal to a given triangle, but also
the application of it to a finite straight line. For example, given a triangle
with an area of 12 feet, and a straight line set out the length of which is
4 feet, we apply to the straight line the area equal to the triangle if we take
the whole length of 4 feet and find how many feet the breadth must be in
order that the parallelogram may be equal to the triangle. In the particular
case, if we find a breadth of 3 feet and multiply the length into the breadth,
supposing that the angle set out is a right angle, we shall have the area. Such
then is the application handed down from early times by the Pythagoreans."

Other passages to a similar effect are quoted from Plutarch. (I)" Pytha
goras sacrificed an ox on the strength of his proposition (SuI:ypap.p.a) as
Apollodotus (?-rus) says._whether it was the theorem of the hypotenuse, viz.
that the square on it is equal to the squares on the sides containing the
right angle, or the problem about the application of an area." (Non posse
suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum, c. 11.) (2)" Among the most geometrical
theorems, or rather problems, is .the following: given two figures, to apply a
third equal to the one and similar to the other, on the strength of which
discovery they say moreover that Pythagoras sacrificed. This is indeed
unquestionably more subtle and more scientific than the theorem which
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demonstrated that the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the squares on
the sides about the right angle" (Symp. VIII. 2, 4).

The story of the sacrifice must (as noted by Bretschneider and Hankel)
be given up as inconsistent with Pythagorean ritual, which forbade such
sacrifices; but there is no reason to doubt that the first distinct formulation
and introduction into Greek geometry of the method of application of areas
was due to the Pythagoreans. The complete exposition of the application of
areas, their exceeding and their falling-short, and of the construction of a
rectilineal figure equal to one given figure and similar to another, takes us
into the sixth Book of Euclid; but it will be convenient to note here the
general features of the theory of application, exceeding andfalling-short.

The simple application of a parallelogram of given area to a given
straight line as one of its sides is what we have in I. 44 and 45; the general
form of the problem with regard to exceeding and/plling-short may be stated
thus:

"To apply ID a given straight line a rectangle (or, more generally, a
parallelogram) equal to a given rectilineal figure and (I) exceeding or
(2) falling-short by a square (or, in the more general case, a parallelogram
similar to a given parallelogram)."

What is meant by saying that the applied parallelogram (I) exceeds or
(2) falls short is that, while its base coincides and is coterminous at one end
with the straight line, the said base (I) overlaps or (2) falls short of the
straight line at the other end, and the portion by which the applied
parallelogram exceeds a parallelogram of the same angle and height on the
given straight line (exactly) as base is a parallelogram similar to a given
parallelogram (or, in particular cases, a square). In the case where the
parallelogram is to fall short, a oLOpurp.O'i is necessary to express the condition
of possibility of solution.

We shall have occasion to see, when we come to the relative propositions
in the second and sixth Books, that the general problem here stated is
equivalent to that of solving geometrically a mixed quadratic equation. We
shall see that, even by means of II. 5 and 6, we can solve geometrically the
equations

ax± x 2 =b2
,

x 2 -ax=b' ;

but in VI. 28, 29 Euclid gives the equivalent of the solution of the general
equations

b. C
ax+-x =-"-c m

We are now in a position to understand the application of the terms
parabola (application), hyperbola (exceeding) and ellipse (falling-short) to
conic sections. These names were first so applied by Apollonius as expressing
in each case the fundamental property of the curves as stated by him. This
fundamental property is the geometrical equivalent of the Cartesian equation
referred to any diameter of the conic and the tangent at its extremity as (in
general, oblique) axes. If the parameter of the ordinates from the several
points of the conic drawn to the given diameter be denoted by p (p being

accordingly, in the case of the hyperbola and ellipse, equal to d~2, where dis

the length of the given diameter and d' that of its conjugate), Apollonius gives
the properties of the three conics in the following form.
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(r) For the parabola, the square on the ordinate at any point is equal to
a rectangle applied to p as base with altitude equal to the corresponding
abscissa. That is to say, with the usual notation,

f=px.
(2) For the hyperbola and ellipse, the square on the ordinate is equal to

the rectangle applied to p having as its width the abscissa and exceeding (for
the hyperbola) or falling-short (for the ellipse) by a figure similar and similarly
situated to the rectangle contained by the given diameter and p.

x2

That is, in the hyperbola y' = t x + d 2 pd,

or f = px + ~ x· ;

and in the ellipse y" = px - ~ x'.

The form of these equations will be seen to be exactly the same-as that of
the general equations above given, and thus Apollonius' nomenclature followed
exactly the traditional theory of applicatz'on, exceeding, and falling-short.

PROPOSITION 45.

To construct, £n a g£ven rect£l£neal angle, a parallelogram
equal to a g£ven rectilineal figure.

Let ABCD be the given rectilineal figure and E the given
rectilineal angle;

5 thus it is required to construct, in the given angle E, a
parallelogram equal to the rectilineal figure ABCD.

A

o
F' G L

IT!
K H M

Let DB be joined, and let the parallelogram FH be
constructed equal to the triangle ABD, in the angle HKF
which is equal toE;' [I. 42]

10 let the parallelogram GM equal to the triangle DBC be
applied to the straight line GH, in the angle GHM which is
~~~R ~~

Then, since the angle E is equal to each of the angles
HKF,GHM,

IS the angle HKF is also equal to the angle GHM. [C. N. r]
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Let the angle KHG be added to each;
therefore the angles FKH, K HG are equal to the angles
KHG, GHM.

But the angles FKH, KHG are equal to two right angles;
, [1. 29]

20 therefore the angles KHG, GHM are also equal to two right
angles.

Thus, with a straight line GH, and at the point H on it,
two straight lines K H, H M not lying on the same side make
the adjacent angles equal to two right angles;

25 therefore KH is in a straight line wi!h H M. [I. 14]

. And, since the straight line HG falls upon the parallels
KM, FG, the alternate angles MHG, HGF are equal to one
another. [1. 29]

Let the angle HGL be added to each;
30 therefore the angles MH G, H GLare equal to the angles

HGF, HGL. [CO N 2]
But the angles MHG, HGL are equal to two right angles;

[1. 29]
therefore the angles HGF, HGL are also equal to two right
angles. [c. No I]

35 Therefore FG is in a straight line with GL. [1. 14]
And, since FK is equal and parallel to HG, [I. 34]

and HG to ML also,
KF is also equal and parallel to M L ; [c. N 1 ;,1. 30]

and the straight lines KM, FL join them (at their extremities);
40 therefore KM, FL are also equal and parallel. [1.33]

Therefore KFLM is a parallelogram.
And, since the triangle ABD is equal to the parallelogram

FH, and DBC to GM,
45 the whole rectilineal figure. ABCD is equal to the whole

parallelogram KFLM.
Therefore the parallelogram KFLM has been c'onstructed

equal to the given rectilineal figure ABCD, in the angle FKM
which is equal (0 the given angle E. Q. E. F.

2,3,6, 45, 48. rectilineal figure, in the Greek "rectilineal" simply, without "figure,"
.. EIJ8{ryeap,p.oJ1 being here used as a substantive, like the similarly formed 'II'apaXX'YfXfrypap.p.ov.

Transformation of areas.
We can now take stock of how far' the proposition~ 1. 43-45 bring us in

the matter of transformation ofareas, which constitutes so important a part of
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what has been fitly called the geometrical algebra of the Greeks. We have
now learnt how to represent any rectilineal area, which can of course be
resolved into triangles, by a single parallelogram having one side equal to any
given straight line and one angle equal to any given rectilineal angle. Most
important of all such parallelograms is the rectangle, which is one of the simplest
forms in which an area can be shown. Since a rectangle corresponds to the
product of two magnitudes in algebra, we see that application to a given
straight line of a rectangle equal to a given area is the geometrical equivalent
of algebraical division of the product of two quantities by a third. Further
than this, it enables us to add or subtract any rectilineal areas and to represent
the sum or difference by one rectangle with one side of any given length, the
process being the equivalent of obtaining a common factor. But one step _
still remain's, the finding of a square equal to a given rectangle, i.e. to a
given rectilineal figure; and this step is not taken till 11. 14. In general,
the transformation of combinations of rectangles and squares into other'
combinations of rectangles and squares is the subject-matter of Book II., with
the exception of the expression of the sum of two squares as a single square
which appears earlier in the other Pythagorean theorem I. 47. Thus the
transformation of rectilineal areas is made complete in otle direction, i.e. in the
direction of their simplest expression in terms of rectangles and squares, by the
end of Book 11. The reverse process of transforming the simpler rectangular
area into an equal area which shall be similar to any rectilin~al figure requires,
of course, the use of proportions, and therefore does not appear till VI. 25.

Proclus adds to his note on this proposition the remark (pp. 422, 24
423, 6): "I conceive that it was -in consequence of this problem that the
ancient geometers were led to investigate the squaring of the circle as well.
For, if a parallelogram can be found equal to any rectilineal figure, it is worth
inquiring whether it be not also possible to prove rectilineal figures equal to
circular. And Archimedes actually proved that any circle is equal to the
right-angled triangle which has one of its sides about the right angle [the
perpendicular] equal to the radius of the circle and its base equal to the
perimeter of the circle. But of this elsewhere."

PROPOSITION 46.

On a given straight line to describe a square.

Let AB be the given straight line; c
thus it is required to describe a ~quare
on the straight line A B.

5 Let A C be drawn at right angles to 0 E

the straight line AB from the point A
on it [I. II], and let AD be made equal
toAB;
through the point D let DE be drawn

10 parallel to A B, A B

and through the point B let BE be drawn parallel to AD.
[I. 31]
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Therefore ADEB is a parallelogram;
therefore AB is equal to DE, and AD to BE. [1.34]

But AB is equal to AD;
IS therefore the four straight lines BA, AD, DE, EB

are equal to one another;
therefore the parallelogram ADEB is equilateral.

I say next that it is also right-angled.
For, since the straight line AD falls upon the parallels

2oAB, DE,
the angles BAD, ADE are equal to two right angles.

[I. 29]

sides and
[I. 34] .

is also

But the angle BAD is right;
therefore the angle ADE is also right.

And in parallelogrammic areas the opposite
25 angles are equal to one another;

therefore each of the opposite angles ABE, BED
right;

Therefore ADEB is right. angled.
And it was also proved equilateral.

30 Therefore it is a square; and it is described on the straight
line AB.

Q. E. F.

I, 3, 30. Proclus (p..P3, 18 sqq.) notes the difference between the word construct
(<TU<TT1j<Ta<TOa,) applied by Euclid t<;> the construction of a triangle (and, he might have added,
of an angle) and the words describe on (liva'Ypaq,fLv lill"o) used of drawing a square on a given
straight line as one side. The triangle (or angle) is, so to say, pieced together, while the
describing of a square on a given straight line is the making Of a figure" from" one side,
and corresppnds to the multiplication of the number representing the side by itself.

A'?------=B,.j----~C

Proclus (pp.. 424-5) proves that~ if squares are described on equal straight
lines, the squares are equal; .and, conversely, that,
if two squares are equal, the straight lines are Dr-' .,;.F

equal on which they are described. The first
proposition is immediately obvious if we divide
the squares into two triangles by drawing a
diagonal in each. The converse is proved as
follows.

Place the two equal squares AF, CG so
that AB, BC are in a straight line. Then,
since the angles are right, FB, BG will also
be in a straight line. Join AF, FC, CG, GA.

Now, since the squares are equal, the G E
triangles ABF, CBG are equal.

Add to each the triangle FBC; therefore the triangles AFe, GFC are
equal, and hence they must be in the same parallels.
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Therefore A G, CF are parallel.
Also, since each of the alternate angles AFG, FGC is half~a right angle,

AF, CG are parallel.
Hence AFCG is a parallelogram; and AF, CG are equal.
Thus the triangles ABF, CBG have two angles and one side respectively

equal;
therefore AB is equal to BC, and BFto BG.

PROPOSITION 47.

K

H

o L

In right-angled triangles the square on the side subtending
the n'ght angle is equal to the squares on the sides conta£n£ng
the rz'ght angle.

Let ABC be a right-angled triangle having the angle
5 BAC right; .

I say that the square on Be .is equal to the squares on
BA, AC.

F or let there be described
on BC the square BDEC,

IO and on BA, AC the squares
GB, HC; [i. 46]

through A let AL be drawn
parallel to either BD or CE,
and let AD, FC be joined.

F
15 Then, since each of the ",--~.

angles BAC, BAG is right, ~++--T--=~.

it follows that with a straight·
line BA, and at the point A
on it, the twd straight lines

20 A C, A G not lying on the
same side make the adjacent
angles equal to two right
angles;

therefore CA is in a straight line with A G.
F or the same reason

BA is also in a straight line with AH.
And, since die angle DBC is equal to the angle FBA: for

each is right:
let the angle ABC be added to each;

30 therefore the whole angle DBA IS equal. to the whole
angle FBC. [c. N. 2]
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And, since DB is equal t? BC, and FB to BA,
the two sid~s AB, BD are equal to the two sides FB, BC
respectively;

35 ?nd the angle ABD is equal to the angle FBC;
therefore the base AD is equal to the base FC,

and the triangle ABD is equal to the triangle FBe. [1.4]
Now the parallelogram BL is double of the triangle ABD,

for they have the same base BD and are in the same parallels
40 BD, AL.· [1. 41]

And the square GB is double of the triangle FBC,
for they again have the same base FB.and are in the same
parallels FB, Ge. [I. 41]

[But the doubles of equals are equal to one another.]
45 Therefore the parallelogram BL is also equal to the

square GB.
Similarly, if AE, BK be joined,

the parallelogram CL can also be proved equal to the square
HC;

Q. E. D.

to the two
[G.N.2]

50 therefore the whole square EDEC is equal
squares GB, He.

And the square BDEC is described on BC,
and the squares GE, HC on BA, Ae.

Therefore the square on the side BC is equal
55 squares on the sides BA, Ae.

Therefore etc.

to the

I. the square on, TO ,;"ro...TETpo.-yWVOv, the word o.vo.-ypo.tj>€; or o.Vo.-yE-ypa.P.P.€VOV being
understood.

subtending the right angle. Here inrOTE~VOV<T'1/S, "subtending," is used with the
simple accusative (Trw oplJ:qv -ywvlo.v) instead of being followed by lnra and the accusative,
which seems to be the original and more orthodox construction. Cf. I. 18, note.

33. the two sides AB, BD.... Euclid actually writes" DB, BA," and therefore the
equal sides in the two triangles are not mentioned in corresponding order, though he adheres
to the words fKo.T€po. fKo.T€Pq. "respectively." Here DB is equal to BC and BA to FB.

H' [But the doubles of equals are equal to one another.] Heiberg brackets
these words as an interpolation, since it quotes a Common Notion which is itself interpolated.
Cf. notes on I. 37. p. 332, and on interpolated Common Notions. pp. 223~oj..

"It we listen," says Proclus (p. 426, 6 sqq.), "to th.e who wish to
recount ancient history, we may find some of them referrq.g this theorem to
Pythagoras and saying that he sacrificed an ox in honour of his discovery.
But for my part, while I admire those who first observed the truth of this
theorem, I marvel more at the writer of the Elements, not only because he
made it fast (KaTE&]<To:ro) by a most lucid demonstration, but because he
compelled assent to the still more general theorem by. the irrefragable
arguments of science in the sixth Book. For in that Book he proves
generally that, in right-angled triangles, the figure on the side subtending
the right angle is equal to the similar and similarly situated figures' described
on the sides about the right angle."
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In addition, Plutarch (in the passages quoted above in the note 0 j)~k·
IJiogenes Laertius (VIII. 12) and Athenaeus (x. 13) agree in attributin ~~"'#.
proposition to Pythagoras. It is easy to point out, as does G. Junge ("W ~...
haben die Griechen das Irrationale entdeckt?" in N(YlIae Symbolae Joachimicae, -.
Halle a. S., 1907, pp. 221-264), that these are late witnesses, and that the
Greek literature which we possess belonging to the first five centuries after
Pythagoras contains no statement specifying this or any other particular great
geometrical discovery as due to him. Yet the distich of Apollodorus the
,. calculator," whose date (though it cannot be fixed) is at least earlier than
that of Plutarch and presumably of Cicero, is quite definite as to the existence
of one" famous proposition" discovered by Pythagoras, whatever it was. Nor
does Cicero, in commenting apparently on the verses (De nat. deor. III. c. 36,
§ 88), seem to dispute the fact of the geometrical discovery, but only the story
of the sacrifice. Junge naturally emphasises the apparent uncertainty in the
statements of Plutarch and Proclus. But, as I read the passages of Plutarch,
I see nothing in them inconsistent with the supposition that Plutarch
unhesitatingly accepted as discoveries of Pythagoras both the theorem.c1f the
square of the hypotenuse and the problem of the application of an area, and
the only doubt he felt was as to which of the two discoveries was the more
appropriate occasion for the supposed sacrifice. There is also other evidence
not without bearing on the question. The theorem is closely connected with
the whole of the matter of Eucl. Book II., in which one of the most prominent
features is the use of the gnomon. Now the gnomon was a well-understood
term with the Pythagoreans (cf. the fragment of Philolaus quoted on p. 141 of
Boeckh's Philolaos des Pytllagore.ers Lellren, 1819). Aristotle also (Physics
III. 4, 203 a 10-15) clearly attributes to the Pythagoreans the placing of odd
numbers as gnomons round successive squares beginning with I, thereby
forming new squares, while in another place (eateg. 14, 15 a 30) the word
gnomon occurs in the same (obviously familiar) sense: "e.g. a square, when a
gnomon is placed round it, is increased in size but is not altered in form." The
inference must therefore be that practically the whole doctrine of Book II. is
Pythagorean. Again Heron (1St cent. A.D.), like Proclus, credits Pythagoras
with a general rule for forming right-angled triangles with rational whole
numbers for sides. Lastly, the Eudemian summary in Proclus (p. 65. 19)
credits Pythagoras with the discovery of the theory of irrationals. [It is true
that Junge will not accept this either. . But in order to support his thesis he
has to reject Friedlein's reading dA~ywv (" irrationals") in favour of dvaAoywv
(" proportionals") or avaAoyu;;v (" proportions "), the only basis of which is a
note "(alii avaAoywv)" in August's Euclid I. p. 290, and which is certainly
not confirmed by the two Scholia, x. No. I definitely attributing the discovery
of the incommensurable to the Pythagoreans and v. No. I crediting Eudoxus
with the whole theory of Book v. and making no mention of the Pythagoreans
in this connexion.] Now everything goes to show that this discovery of the
irrational was made with reference to ..)2, the ratio of the diagonal of a
square to its side. It tis clear that this presupposes the knowledge that I. 47
is true of an isosceles right-angled triangle; and the fact that some triangles
of which it had been discovered to be true were rational right-angled triangles
was doubtless what suggested the inquiry whether the ratio between the
lengths of the diagonal and the side of a square could also be expressed in
whole numbers. On the whole, therefore, I see no sufficient reason to question
the tradition that, so far as Greek geometry is concerned (the possible priority
of the discovery of the same proposition in India will be consid~red later),

1. 41]
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Pythagoras was the first to introduce the theorem of I. 47 and to give a
general proof of it.

On this assumption, how was Pythagoras led to this discovery? All that
we can say is that it is probable that the Egyptians were aware that a triangle
with its sides in the ratio 3, 4, 5 was right-angled. Cantor inferred this from
the fact that this was precisely the triangle with which Pythagoras began, if
we may accept the testimony of Vitruvius (IX. 2) that Pythagoras taught how
to make a right angle by means of three lengths measured by the numbers
3, 4, 5· If then he took from the Egyptians the triangle 3, 4, 5, he presum
ably learnt its property from them also. Now the Egyptians must certainly
be credited from a period at least as far back as 2000 B.C. with the knowledge
that 42+ 32= 52. This has been proved recently by new evidence. Cantor
(Archil) der Mathematik und Physik, VIII., 1905, p. 66) refers to a fragment
of papyrus belonging to the time' of the 12th Dynasty newly discovered at
Kahun. In this papyrus we have extractions of square roots: e.g. that of 16
is 4, that of I-flf is I.t, that of 6t is 2%, and the following equations can be
traced:

1
2 + (~l = (Ill

82 + 62 = 102

22+ (1%)2 = (2%?
162+ 122 =202•

It will be seen that 42+ 32= 52 can be derived from each of these by
multiplying, or dividing out, by one and the same factor. No doubt
42+ 32= 52 itself was omitted as too well known to need mention. The
Babylonians were, as well as the Egyptians, probably aware t,hat the triangle
with sides 3, 4, 5 was right-angled (Cantor, Geschichte der Mathematik 13 ,

pp. 49, 50); the Chinese were certainly aware of it (ibid. p. 181).
How then did Pythagoras discover the general theorem? Observing that

3, 4, 5 was a right-angled triangle, while 32+ 42= 5", he ~as probably led to

consider whether a similar relation was true of the sides of right-angled
triangles other than the particular one. The simplest case (g~ometrically) to
investigate was that of the isosceles right-angled triangle; and the truth of the
theorem in this particular case would easily appear from the mer~construction

of a figure. Cantor (I., p. 185) and Allman (Greek Geometry from .Thales to
Euclid, p. 29) illustrate by a figure in which the squares are drawn outwards,
as in I. 47, and divided by diagonals into equal triangles; but I think that the
truth wa~ morelikely to be first observed from a figure of the kind suggested
by Biirk (Das Apaslamba-,!-,'ulba-Siitra in Zeitschrijt der delltsellen morgenland.
Gesellschaft, LV., 1901, p. 557) to explain how the Indians arrived at the
same thing. The two figures are as shown above. When the geometrical
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A

~
B D C

consideration of the figure had shown that the isosceles right-angled triangle
had the property in question, the investigation of the same fact from the
arithmetical point of view would ultimately lead Pythagoras to the other
momentous discovery of the irrationality of the length of the diagonal of a
square expressed in terms of its side.

The irrational will come up for discussion later; and our next question
is: Assuming that Pythagoras had observed the geometrical truth of the
theorem in the case of the two particular triangles, and doubtless of other
rational right-angled triangles, how did he establish it generally?

There is no positive evidence on this point. Two possible lines are
however marked out. (I) Tannery says (La Geometrie grecque, p. l0S) that
the geometry of Pythagoras was sufficiently advanced to make it possible
for him to prove the theorem by similar triangles. He does not say in
what particular manner similar triangles would be used, but their use must
apparently have involved the use of proportions, and, in order that the proof
should be conclusive, of the theory of proportions in its complete form
applicable to incommensurable as well as commensurable magnitudes. Now
Eudoxus was the first to make the theory of proportion independent of the
hypothesis of commensurability; and as, before Eudoxus' time, this had not
been done, any proof of the general theorem by means of proportions given
by Pythagoras must at least have been inconclusive. But this does not
constitute any objection to the supposition that the truth of the general
theorem may have been discovered in such a manner; on the contrary, the
supposition that Pythagoras proved it by means of an imperfect theory of
proportions would better than anything else account for the fact that Euclid
had to devise an entirely new proof, as Proclus says he did in I. 47. This
proof had to be independent of the theory of proportion even in its rigorous
form, because the plan of the Elements postponed that theory to Books v.
and VI., while the Pythagorean theorem was required as early as Book II.

On the other hand, if the Pythagorean proof had been based on the doctrine
of Books 1. and II. only, it would scarcely have been necessary for Euclid to
supply a new proof.

The possible proofs by means of proportion would seem to be practically
limited to two.

(a) One method is to prove, from the similarity of the triangles ABC,
DBA, that the rectangle CB, BD is equal to the
1>quare on BA, and, from the similarity of the
triangles ABC, DA C, that the rectangle BC, CD
is equal to the square on CA; whence the result
follows by addition.

It will be observed that this proof is in substance
identical with that of Euclid, the only difference
being that the equality of the two smaller squares
to the respective rectangles is inferred by the method of Book VI. instead
of from the rel-ation between the areas of parallelograms and triangles on the
same base and between the same parallels established in Book I. It occurred
to me whether, if Pythagoras' proof had come, even in substance, so near to
Euclid's, Proclus would have emphasised so much as he does the originality
of Euclid's, or would have gone so far as to say that he marvelled more at
that proof than at the original discovery of the theorem. But on the whole
I see no difficulty; for there can be little doubt that the proof by proportion
is what suggested to Euclid the method of I. 47, and the transformation of

H. E. 23
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the method of proportions into one based on Book I. only, effected by a
construction and proof so extraordinarily ingenious, is a veritable tour de
force which compels admiration, notwithstanding the ignorant strictures of
Schopenhauer, who wanted something as obvious as the second figure in
the case of the isosceles right-angled triangle (p. 352), and accordingly
(Siimmtliche Werke, Ill. § 39 and I. § 15) calls Euclid's proof "a mouse-trap
proof" and "a proof walking on stilts, nay, a mean, underhand, proof." ("Des
Eukleides stelzbeiniger, ja, hinter listiger Beweis ").

(0) The other possible method is this. As it would be seen that the
triangles into which the original triangle is divided by the perpendicular from
the right angle on the hypotenuse are similar to one another and to the whole
triangle, while in these three triangles the two sides about the right angle in the
original triangle, and the hypotenuse of the original triangle, are corresponding
sides, and that the sum of the two former similar triangles is identically equal
to the similar triangle on the hypotenuse, it might be inferred that the same
would also be true of ~quares described on the corresponding three sides
respectively, because squares as well as similar triangles are to one another in
the duplicate ratio of corresponding sides. But the same thing is equally true
of any similar rectilineal figures, so that thls proof would practically establish
the extended theorem of Eucl. VI. 31, which theorem, however, Proclus
appears to regard as being entirely Euclid's discovery.

On the whole, the most probable supposition seems to me to be that
Pythagoras used the first method (a) of proof by means of the theory of
proportion as he knew it, i.e. in the defective form which was in use up to the
date of Eudoxus.

(2) I have pointed out the difficulty in the way of the supposition that
Pythagoras' proof depended upon the principles of Eucl. Books I. and II. only.

a b a b

... ~ ..~
b c··· .. b c

a

'.

\ a c
b

a

Were it not for this difficulty, the conjecture of Bretschneider (p. 82), followed
by Hankel (p. 98), would be the most tempting hypothesis. According to this
suggestion, we are to suppose a figure like that of Eucl. II. 4 in which a, 0 are
the sides of the two inner squares respectively, and a + b is the side of the
complete square. Then, if the two complements, which are equal, are divided
by their two diagonals into four equal triangles of sid~s a, 0, c, we can place
these triangles round another square of the same size as the whole square, in:the
manner shown in the second figure, so that the sidesa, b of successi'llc triangles
make up one of the sides of the square and are arranged in cyclic order. It
readily follows that the remainder of the square when the four triangles are
deducted is, in the one case, a square whose side is c, and·in the other the sum of
two squares whose sides are a, b respectively. Therefore the square on c is equal
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to the sum of the squares on a, b. All that can be said against this con
jectural proof is that it has no specifically Greek colouring
but rather recalls the Indian method. Thus Bhaskara
(born 1114 A.D.; see Cantor, 13 , p. 656) simply draws
four right-angled triangles equal to the original one in
wards, one on each side of the square on the hypotenuse,
and says "see! ", without even adding that inspection
shows that

c
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Though, for the reason given, there is difficulty in supposing that
Pythagoras used a general proof of this kind, which applies of course to right
angled triangles with sides incommensurable as well as commensurable, there
is no objection, I think, to supposing that the truth of tpe proposition in the
case of the first rational right-angled triangles discovered, e.g. 3, 4, 5, was
proved by a method of this sort. Where the sides are commensurable in this
way, the squares can be divided up into small (unit) squares, which would
much facilitate the comparison b~ween tp.em. That this subdivision was in
fact resorted to in adding and subtracting squares is made probable by
Aristotle's allusion to odd numbers as gnomons placed round unity to form
successive squares in Physics III. 4; this must mean that the squares were
represented by dots arranged in the form of a square and a gnomon formed of
dots put 'round, or that (if the given square was drawn in the usual way) the
gnomon was divided up into unit squares. Zeuthen has shown (" Theoreme
de Pythagore," Ongine de la 'Geometrie scientijique in Comptes rend'us du
I/"u Congres international de Philosophie, Geneve, 19°4), how easily the
proposition could be proved by a method of this kind for the triangle 3, 4, 5.
To admit of the two smaller squares being shown side by side, take a square
on a line containing 7 units of length (4 + 3), and divide it up into 49
small squares. It would be obvious that the
whole square could be exhibited as containing
four rectangles of sides 4, 3 cyclically arranged
round the figure with one unit square in the
middle. (This same figure is given by Cantor, 13 ,

p. 680, to illustrate the method given in the
Chinese" Tcheou pei ".) It would be seen that

(i) the whole square (73
) is made up of two

squares 32 and 42
, and two rectangles 3, 4;

(ii) the same square is made up of the square
EFGH and the halves of four of the same rect
angles 3, 4, whence the square EFGH, being equal
to the sum of the squares 32 and 42

, must contain 25 unit squares. and its side,
,or the diagonal of one of the rectangles, must contain 5 units of length.

Or the result might equally be seen by observing that
.:(i) the square EFGH on the diagonal of one of the rectangles is made

up of the halves of four rectangles and the unit square in the middle, while
(ii) the squares 32 and 42 placed at adjacent corners of the large square

make up two rectangles 3, 4 with the unit square in the middle.
The procedure would be equally easy for any rational right-angled triangle,

and would be a natural method of trying to pr01·e the property when it had

23- 2
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once been empirically observed that triangles like 3, 4, 5 did in fact contain a
right angle.

Zeuthen has, in the same paper, shown in a most ingenious way how the
property of the triangle 3, 4, 5 could be verified by a sort of combination of
the second possible· method by similar triangles,
(b) on p. 354 above, with subdivision of rectangles A
into similar small rectangles. I give the method on
account of its interest, although it is no doubt too
advanced to have been used by those who first
proved the property of the particular triangle. Bi("--'--.L....--'-~--'---~

Let ABC be a triangle right-angled at A, and
such that the lengths of the sides A B, A Care 4 and
3 units respectively.

Draw the perpendicular AD, divide up AB, A C
into unit lengths, complete the rectangle on 'BC as
base and with AD as altitude, and subdivide this rectangle into small
rectangles by drawing parallels to BC, AD through the points of division of
AB, AC.

Now, since the diagonals of the small rectangles are all equal, each being
of unit length, it follows by similar triangles that the small rectangles are all
equal. And the rectangle with AB for diagonal contains 16 of the small
rectangles, while the rectangle with diagonal A C contains 9 of them.

But the sum of the triangles ABD, ADC is eqmil to the triangle ABC.
Hence the rectangle with BC as diagonal contains 9 + 16 or 25 of the

small rectangles;
and therefore BC =: 5.

Rational right-angled triangles from the arithmetical stand
point.

Pythagoras investigated the arithmetical Itroblem of finding rational
numbers which could be made the sides of right-angled triangles, or of finding
square numbers which are the sum of two squares; and herein we find the
beginning of the indeterminate analysis which reached so high a stage of
development in Diophantus. Fortunately Proclus has preserved Pythagoras'
method of solution in the following passage (RI>. 428, 7-429, 8). "Certain
methods for the discovery of triangles of this mld are handed down, one of
which they refer to Plato, and another to Pythagoras. [The latter] starts from
odd numbers. For it makes the odd number the smaller of the sides about
the right angle; then- it takes the square of it, subtracts unity, and makes
half the difference the greater of the sides about the right angle; lastly it adds
unity to this and so forms the remaining side,. the hypotenuse. For example,
taking 3, squaring it, and sJlbtracting unity from the 9, the method takes half
of the 8, namely 4; then, adding unity to it again, it makes 5, and a right
angled triangle has been found with one side 3, another 4 and another 5. But
the method of Plato argues from even numbers. For it takes the given even
number and makes it one of the sides about the right angle; then, bisecting
this number and squaring the half, it adds unity to the square to form the
hypotenuse, and subtracts unity from the square to form the other side about
the right angle. For example, taking 4, the method squares half of this, or
2, and so makes 4; then, subtracting unity, it produces 3, and adding unity
it produces 5. Thus it has formed the same triangle as that which was
obtained by the other method."
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The formula of Pythagoras amounts, if m be an odd number, to

., (111" - 1)2 (1112+ 1)2
fir + ~2- = -2-·· ,

111" - 1 m" + 1
the sides of the right-angled triangle being m, Cantor

2 2

(la, pp. 185--6), taking up an idea of Roth (Gescllichte der abmdlii1ldischen
Philosophie, II. 527), gives the following as a possible explanation of the way in
which Pythagoras arrived at his formula. It c" == a2 + b2

, it follows that

a" =r - b2 = (c + b) (c - b).

Numbers can be found satisfying the first equation if (1) C + band c - bare
either both even or both odd, and if further (2) C + band c- b are such
numbers as, when multiplied together, produce a square number. The first
condition is necessary because, in order that c and b may both be whole
numbers, the sum and difference of c + band c - b must both be even. The
second condition is satisfied if c + band c -- b are what were called sinulat"
/lumbers (6P.OLOL apdip.oE); and that such nnmbers were most probably known
in the time before Plato may be inferred from their appearing in Theon of
Smyrna (Expositio rerum mathematicarum ad legendum Platomm utilium, ed.
Hiller, p. 36, 12), who says that similar plane numbers are, first, all square
numbers and, secondly, such oblong numbers as have the sides which contain
them proportional. Thus 6 is an oblong number with length 3 and breadth 2;
24 is another with length 6 and breadth 4. Since therefore 6 is to 3 as 4 is
to 2, the numbers 6 and 24 are similar. .

Now the simplest case of two similar numbers is that of 1 and a2
, and,

since I is odd, the condition (1) requires that a2
, and therefore a, is also odd.

That is, we may take I and (2/l + 1)2 and equate them respectively to c- band
c + b, whence we have

b=(211+1)2_ 1

2 '

(211 + 1)2 - I
c= 2 +1,

while a = 211 + I.

As Cantor remarks, the form in whi.ch c and b appear correspond sufficiently
closely to the description in the text of Proclus.

Another obvious possibility would be, instead of equating c- b to unity, to
put c - b = 2, in which case the similar number c + b must be equated to
double of some square, i.e. to a number of the form 211", or to the half of an

even square number, say (211)". This would give..
2

a = 211,

b=1I2
- I,

C == 11
2 + I,

which is Plato's solution, as given by Proclus.
The two solutions supplement each other. It is interesting to observe that

the method suggested by Roth and Cantor is very like that of Eucl. x.
(Lemma I following Prop. 28). We shall come to this later, but it may be
mentioned here that the problem is to fi1ld two square 1Iumbers such that tluir
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whence
and

sum is also a square. Euclid there uses the property of II. 6 to the effect that,
if AB is bisected at C and produced to D, -

AD.DB+BC"=CD".
We may write this uv = Cl- b2

,

where u =c+ b, v =c - b.
In order that uv may be a square, Euclid points out that u and v must be
similar numbers, and further that u and v must be either both odd or both
even in order that b may be a whole number. We may then put for the
similar numbers, say, afP and ay", whence (if afP, ay" are either both odd or
both even) we obtain the solution

afP. ay" +CfP ~ ai )" '= efP; a
y2y.

But I think a serious, and even fatal, objection to the conjecture of Cantor
and Roth is the very fact that the method enables both the Pythagorean and
the Platonic series of triangles to be deduced with equal ease. If this had
been the case with the method used by Pythagoras, it would not, I think, have
been left to Plato to discover the second series of such triangles. It seems to
me therefore that Pythagoras must have used some method which would
produce his rule only; and further it would be some less recondite method,
suggested by direct observation rather than by argument from general
principles.

One solution satisfying these conditions is that of Bretschneider (p. 83),
who suggests the following simple method. Pythagoras was certainly aware
that the successive odd numbers are gnomons, or the differences between
successive square numbers. It was then a simple matter to write down in
three rows (a) the natural numbers, (b) their squares, (c) the successive odd
numbers constituting the differences between the successive squares in (b), thus:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 14
I 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 121 144 169 196

1 3 5 7 9 II 13 IS 17 19 21 23 25 27
Pythagoras had then only to pick oat the numbers in the third row which are
squares, and his rule would be obtained by finding the formula connecting the
square in the third line with the two adjacent squares in the second line. But
even this would require some little argument; and I think a still better
suggestion, because making pure observation play a greater part, is that of
P. Treutlein (Zeitschnft fur Mathematik und Ph)'Sik, XXVIII., 1883, Hist.-litt.
Abtheilung, pp. 209 sqq.).

We haye the best evidence (e.g. in Theon ,Of Smyrna) of the practice of
representing square numbers and other figured numbers, e.g. oblong, triangular,
hexagonal, by dots or signs arranged tn the shape of the particular figure.
(Cf. Aristotle, Metaph. 1092 b 12). Thus, says' Treutlein, it would be easily
seen that any square number can be turned into the next higher square
by putting a single row of dots round two adjacent sides, in the form of a
gnomon (see figures on next page).

If a is the side of a particular square, the gnomon round it is shown by
simple inspection to contain 2a + I dots or units. Now, in order that 2a + I

may itself be a square, let us suppose
2a + I = n2,

a = i(n2- I),
a+ I = i(n2 + I).
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In order that a and a + 1 may be integral, 11 must be odd, and we have at
once the Pythagorean formula

. (n2
_ 1)2 (n2 + 1)2

112 + -- = -- .
2 2

I think Treutlein's hypothesis is shown to be the correct one by the' passage
in Aristotle's Physics already quoted, where the reference is undoubtedly to the
Pythagoreans, and odd numbers are clearly identified with gllomons "placed
round 1." But the ancient commentaries on the passage make the matter
clearer still. Philoponus says: "As a proof. .. the Pythagoreans refer to what

..
... . .

~m.. '.'1 •
~... ...... ......

·..........'--..·.. ........
·... ... ...... ....

..• • I •

· .:.· .'.

happens with the addition of numbers; for when the odd numbers are
successively added to a square number they keep it square and equilateral.. ..
Odd numbers are accordingly called gnomons because, when added to what are
already squares, they preserve the square form.... Alexander has excellently
said in explanation that the phrase 'when gnomons are placed round' means
making a figure with the odd numbers (T~V KaTCx TOV~ 'IrEP(TTOV~ apdJp.ov<;
uX'/p.aToypaep{av) ... for it is the practice with the Pythagoreans to represent
things in figures (uX"1p.aToypaepliv)."

The next question is: assuming this explanation of the Pythagorean
formula, what are we to say of the origin of Plato's? It could of course be
obtained as a particular case of the general formula of Eucl. x. already
referred to; but there are two simple alternative explanations in this case also.
(1) Bretschneider observes that, to obtain Plato's formula, we have only to
double the sides of the squares in the Pythagorean formula,
for (2n)2 + (n2

- 1)2 = (n2 + 1)2,
where however n is not necessarily odd.

(2) Treutlein would explain by means of an extension of the gnomon idea.
As, he says, the Pythagorean formula was obtained by placing a gnomon
consisting of a single row of dots round two adjacent sides of a square, it
would be natural to try whether another solution could not
be found by placing round the square a gnomon consisting of
a double row of dots. Such a gnomon would equally turn the
square into a larger square; and the question would be
whether the double-row gnomon itself could be a square. If
the side of the original square was a, it would easily be seen
that the number of units in the double-row gnomon would be 4a + 4, and we
.have only to put
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whence a = n2
- I,

a+2=n2 +1,

· ..· ..

·..

and we have the Platonic formula
(2n), + (n2-- I)' = (n2+ I)".

I think this is, in substance, the right explanation, but, In form, not quite
correct. The Greeks would not, I think, have
treated the double row as a gnomon. Their com
parison would have been between (I) a certain
square plus a single-row gnomon and (2) the same
square min,us a single-row gnomon. As the
application of Euc1. II. 4 to the case where the
segments of the side of the square are a, I enables
the Pythagorean formula to be obtained as.
Treutlein obtains it, so I think that Euc1. II. 8
confirms the idea that the Platonic formula was
obtained by comparing a square plus a gnomon
with the same square minus a gnomon. For ll. 8 proves that

4ab + (a - b)' = (a + b)2,
whence, substituting I for b, we have

4a + (a - I Y= (a + 1)2,

and we have only to put a = n2 to obtain Plato's formula.

The "theorem of Pythagoras" in India.
This question has been discussed anew in the last few years a§.. the result

oJ the publication of two important papers by Albert Biirk on Das Apastamba
Sulba-Siltra in the Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft
(LV., 1901, pp. 543-591, and LVI., 1902, pp. 327-391). The first of
the two papers contains the introduction and the text, the second the
translation with notes. A selection of the most important parts of the
material was made and issued by G. Thibaut in the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of/Bengal, XLIV., 1875, Part I. (reprinted also at Calcutta, 1875,
as The Sulvasutras, by G. Thibaut). Thibaut, in this work gave a most
~luable comparison of extracts from the three Sulvasiitras by Baudhayana,
Apastamba and Katyayana respectively, *-,ith a running commentary and an
estimate of the date and originality of the geOITletry of th<: Indians. Biirk
has however done good service by making the Apastamba-S.-S. accessible in
its entirety and investigating the whole subject afresh. With the natural
enthusiasm of an editor for the work he is editing, he roundly maintains, not
only that the Pythagorean theorem was known and proved in all its generality
by the Indians long before the date of Pythagoras (about 580-500 B.C.), but
that they had also discovered the irrational; and further that, so far from
Indian geometry being indebted to the Greek, the much-travelled Pythagoras
probably obtained his theory from India (loc. cit. LV., p. 575 note). Three impor
tant notices and criticisms of Biirk's work have followed, by H. G. Zeuthen
(" Theoreme de Pythagore," Qrigine de la Geometrie scientijique, 1904, already
quoted), by Moritz Cantor ( Cber die alteste indische Mathematik in the Archiv
der Mathematik und Physik, VIII., 1905, pp. 63-72) and by Heinrich Vogt
(Haben die alten Inder den Pythagoreischen Lehrsatz und das Irrational!}'
gekannt? in the Bibliotheca Mathematica, V1l3 , 19°6, pp. 6-23. See alSo
Cantor's Geschichte der .iJlathematik, 13, pp. 635 -645.
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The general effect of the criticisms is, I think, to show the necessity ~for
the greatest caution, to say the least, in accepting Biirk's conclusions.
_ I proceesI to give a short summary of the portions of the contents of the
Apastamba-S.-S. which are important in the present connexion. It may be
premised that the general object of the book is to show how to construct
altars of certain shapes, and to vary the dimensions of altars without altering
the form. It is a collection of rules for carrying out certain constructions.
There are no proofs, the nearest approach to a proof being in the rule for
obtaining the area of an isosceles trapezium, which is done by drawing a
perpendicular from one extremity of the smaller of the two parallel sides to
the greater, and then taking away the triangle so cut off and placing it, the
other side up, adjacent to the other equal side of the trapezium, thereby
g-ansforming the trapezium into a rectangle. It should also be observed that
Apastamba does not speak of right-angled triangles, but of two adjacent sides
and the diagonal of a rectangle. For brevity, I shall use the expression
"rational rectangle" to denote a rectangle the two sides and the diagonal of
which can be expressed in terms of rational numbers. The references in
brackets are to the chapters and numbers of Apastamba's work.

(I) Constructions of right angles by means of cords of the following
relative lengths respectively:

(r. 6)

(u. 3)

(Ill. 4)
(III. 6)
(Ill. 6)
(III. 8)"

"
"
"

3
I.!

2
"
"

"
"

{

3, 4, S (1. 3, v. 3)
12, 16, 20 (v. 3)
IS, 20, 2S (v. 3)

{
5, 12, 13 (v. 4)

15, 36, 39 (I. 2, V. 2, 4)
8, 15, I7 (v. S)

12,35,37 (v. S)

(2) A general enunciation of the Pythagorean theorem thus: " The
diagonal of a rectangle produces [i.e. the square on the diagonal is equal to]
the sum of what the longer and shorter sides separately produce [i.e. the
squares on the two sides]." (r. 4)

(3) The application of the Pythagorean theorem to a square instead of a
rectangle [i.e. to an isosceles right-angled triangle]: "The diagonal of a square
produces an area double [of the original square]." (1. S)

(4) An approximation to the value of J2; the diagonal of a square is

(
I I I). h'dI + - +- - ---- tImes t e Sl e.
3 3·4 3·4 ·34

(5) Application of this approximate value to the construction of a square
with side of any length. (n. I)

(6) The construction of a J3, by means of the Pythagorean theorem, as
the diagonal of a rectangle with sides a and a J2. (II. 2)

(7) Remarks equivalent to the following:

(a) a Jf is the side of -} (a J3)", or a JI=!a J3.

(b) A square on length of I unit gives I unit square
" " 2 units gives 4 unit squares
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A square on length of 2! units gives 6t unit squares (III. 8)
" " ! unit gives i unit square (III. 10)
" " 1 " j" (Ill. 10)

(c) Generally, the square on any length contains as many rows (of
small, unit, squares) as the length contains units. (III. 7)

(8) Constructions, by means of the Pythagorean theorem, of
(a) the sum of two squares as one square, (II. 4)
(b) the difference of two squares as one square. (II. 5)

(9) A transformation of a rectangle into a square. (II. 7)
[This is not directly done as by Euclid in II. 14, but the rectangle is first

transformed into a gnomon, i.e. into the difference
between two squares, which difference is then tra;ns
formed into one square by the preceding rule. If
ABCD be the given rectangle of which BC is the
longer side, cut off the square ABEE, bisect the
rectangle DE left over by HC parallel to FE, move
the upper half DC and place it on A F as base in the
position AK. Then the rectangle ABCD is equal to
the gnomon which is the difference between !he square
LB and the square LF. In other words, Apastamba
transforms the rectangle ab into the difference between

the squares e;by ande~ bY.] .
(10) An attempt at a transformation of a square (a2

) into a rectangle
which shall have one side of given length (b). (III. I)
. [This shows no sign of such a procedure as that of Eucl. I. 44, and indeed
does no more than say that we must subtract ab from a2 and then adapt the
remainder a2

- ab so that it may" fit on" to the rectangle abo The problem
1s therefore only reduced to another of the same kind, and presumably it was
only solved arithmetically in the case where a, b are given numerically. The
Indian was therefore far from the general, geometrical, solution.]

(II) Increasepf a given square into a larger square. (III. 9)

[This amounts to saying that you must add two rectangles (a, b) and
another square (b2

) in order to transform a square a2 into a square (a + b)2.
The formula is therefore that of Eucl. II. 4, a2 + zab + b2 = (a +b)2.]

The first importa_nt questio~ in relation to the above is that of date.
Biirk assigns to the Apastam6a-Sulba-Sutra a date at least as early as the 5th
or 4th century B.C. He observes however (what is likely enough) that the
matter of it must have been much older than the book itself. Further, as
regards one of the constructions for right angles, that by means of cords of
lengths 15, 36, 39, ~e shows that it was known at the time of the Tiiittir;ya:'
Sa,!,hitii and the Satapatha-Briihma1Jf~, still older works belonging to the
8th century B.C. at latest. When however Biirk says (loc. cit. LV., p. 575) that
the theorem of the square of the hypotenuse and rational right-angled
triangles cannot be found anywhere so early as in India, it would appear
that he is mistaken, if the formulae (all obtainable from 42 + 32= 52 by
multiplying throughout by the squares of integers or fractions) which are
quoted by Cantor from the recently discovered Egyptian papyrus of date more
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than 2000 years B.C. really justifies the assumption that they were known to
represent rational right-angled triangles. _

As regards the various" rational rectangles" used by Apastamba, it is to
be observed that two of the seven, viz. 8, IS, I7 and 12, 35,37, do not belong
to the Pythagorean series, the others consist of two which belong to it, viz. 3,
4, 5 and 5, 12, 13, and multiples of these. It is true, as remarked by
Zeuthen (op. cit. p. 842), that the rules of II. 7 and III. 9, numbered (9) and
(II) above respectively, would furnish the means of finding any number of
"rational rectangles." But it would not appear that the Indians had been
able to formulate any general rule; Qtherwise their list of such rectangles
would hardly have been so meagre. Apastamba mentions seven only, really
r;educible to four (though one other, 7, 24, 25, appears in the Bi!..udhiiyana
5.-5., supposed to be older than Apastamba). These are all that Apastamba
knew of, for he adds (v. 6): "So many recognisable (erkennbare) constructions
are there," implying that he knew of no other "rational rectangles" that could
be employed. But the words also imply that the theorem of the square on
the diagonal is also true of other rectangles not of the" recognisable" kind,
i.e. rectangles in which the sides and the diagonal are not in the ratio of
integers; this is indeed implied by the constructions for'; 2, ./3 etc. up to J6
(cf. II. 2, VIII. 5). This is all that can be said. The theorem is, it is true,
enunciated as a general proposition, but there is no sign of anything like a
general proof; there is nothing to show that the assumption of its universal
truth was founded on anything better than an imperfect induction from a
certain number of cases, discovered empirically, of triangles with sides in the
ratio of whole numbers in which· the property (I) that the square on the
longest side is equal to the sum of the squares on the other two sides was
found to be always accompanied by the property (2) that the latter two sides
include a right angle.

It remains to consider Brirk's claim that the Indians had discovered the
ljrational. This is based upon the approximate value of J 2 given by
Apastamba in his rule I. 6 numbered (4) above. There is nothing to show
how this was arrived at, but Thibaut's suggestion certainly seems the best and·
most natural. The Indians may have observed that 17 2 = 289 is nearly
double of 12' = 144. If so, the next question which would naturally occur to
them would be, by how much the side 17 must be diminished in order that
the square on it may be 288 exactly. If, in accordance with the Indian
'fashion, a gnomon with unit area were to be subtracted from a square with
17 as side, this would approximately be secured by 'giving the gnomon the
breadth :ft, for 2 x 17 x -14 = I. The side of the smaller square thus arrived
at would be 17 - -A = 12 + 4 + I - 3\' whence, dividing out by 12, we have

J
I I I .

2 = I + - + -- - ---, approxImately.
3 3·4 3·4·34

But it is a far cry from this calculation of an approximate value to the
discovery of the irrational. First, we ask, is there any sign that.. this value
was known to be inexact? It comes directly after the statement (I. 6) that
the square on the diagonal of a square is double of that square, and the rule is
quite boldly stated without any qualification: "lengthen the unit by one-third
and the latter by one-quarter of itself less one-thirty-fourth of this part."
Further, the approximate value is actually used for the purpose of constructing
a square when the side .is given (II. I). SO familiar was the formula that it
was apparently made the basis of a sub-division of measures of length.
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Thibaut observes (Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, XLIX., p. 241) that,
according to Baudhayana, the unit of length was divided into 12 jingerbreadths,
and that one of two divisions of the jingerbreadth was into 34 sesame-corns, and
he adds that he has no doubt that this division, which he has not elsewhere
met, owes its origin to the formula for ,,)2. The result of using this sub
division would be that, in a square with side equal to 12 jingerbreadths, the
diagonal would be 17 jingerbreadths less 1 sesame-corn. Is it conceivable that
, sub-division of a measure of length would be based on an evaluation known
to be inexact? No doubt the first discoverer would be aware that the area of
a gnomon with breadth -,l-f and outer side J 7 is not exactly equal to 1 but less
than it by the square of a\ or by rln, and therefore that, in taking that
gnomon as the proper area to be subtracted from 172

, he was leaving out of
account the smal1 fraction Tin; as, however, the object of the whole
proceeding was purely practical, he would, without hesitation, ignore this as
being of no practical importance, and, thereafter, the formula would be
handed down and taken as a matter of course without arousing suspicion as
to its accuracy. This supposition is confirmed by reference to the sort of
l}lles which the Indians al10wed themselves to regard as accurate. Thus
Apastamba himself gives a construction for a circle equal in area to a given
square, which is equivalent to taking 7r = 3'09, and yet observes that it gives the
required circle" exactly" (III. 2), while his construction of a square equal to
a circle, which he equal1y calls" exact," makes the side of the square equal
to ~~ths of the diameter of the circle (III. 3), and is equivalent to taking
7r = 3.004. But, even if some who used the approximation for ,,)2 were
conscious that it was not quite accurate (of which there is no evidence), there
is an immeasurable difference between arrival at this consciousness and the
discovery 9f the irrational. As Vogt says, three stages had to be passed
through before the irrationality of the diagonal of a square was discovered in
any real sense. (J) All values found by direct measurement or calculations
based thereon have to be recognised as being inaccurate. Next (2) must
supervene the conviction that it is impossible to arrive at an accurate arithmetical
expression of the value. And lastly (3) the impossibility must be proved.
Now there is no real evidence that the Indians, at the date in question, had
even reached the first stage, still less the second or third.

The net results then of Biirk's papers and of the criticisms to which they
have given rise appear to be these. (I) It must be admi~ted that Indian
geometry had reached the stage at which we find it in Apastamba quite
independently of Greek influence. But (2) the old Indian geometry was
purely empirical and practical, far removed from abstractions such as the
irrational. The Indians had indeed, by trial in particular cases, persuaded
themselves of the truth of the Pythagorean theorem and enunciated it in all
its generality; but they had not established it by scientific proof.

Alternative proofs.

1. The well-known proof of I. 47 obtained by ~tting two squares side
by side, with their bases continuous, and cutting right-angled triangles
which can then be put on again in different pos tions, is attributed by
an-NairlzI to Thabit b. Qurra (826-901 A.D.).

His actual construction proceeds thus.
Let ABC be the given triangle right-angled at A.
Construct on AB the square AD;

produce A C to F so that EF may be equal to A C.
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Construct on EF the square EG, and produce DH to K so that DK
may be equal to A C.

I t is then proved that, in the triangles
BAC, CFG, KHG, BDK,
the sides BA, CF, KH, BD are all equal,
and
the sides A C, FG, HG, DK are all equal.

The angles included by the equal sides
are all right angles; hence the four triangles
are equal in all respects. [I. 4]

Hence BC, CG, GK, KB are all equal.
Further the angles DBK, ABC are equal;

hence, if we add to each the angle DBC,
the angle KBC is equal to the angle ABD
and is therefore a right angle.

In the same way the angle CGK is right;
therefore BCGK is a square, i.e. the square on Be.

Now the sum of the quadrilateral GCLH and the triangle LDB together
with two of the equal triangles make the squares on AB, A C, and together
with the other two make the square on BC.

Therefore etc.

II. Another proof is easily arrived at by taking the particular case of
Pappus' more general proposition given below in which the given triangle
is right-angled and the parallelograms on the sides containing the right angles
are squares. If the figure is drawn, it will be seen that, with no more than
one additional line inserted, it contains Thabit's figure, so that Th1ibit's proof
may have been practically derived from that of Pappus.

III. The most interesting of the remaining proof.~ seems to be that
shown in the accompanying figure.
It is given by J. W. Miiller, Systema
tische Zusammenstellung der wichtigsten
bisller bekannten Beweise des Pythag.
Lehrsatzes (Niirnberg, 1819), and in
,the second edition (Mainz, 1821) of
Ign. Hoffmann, Der Pythag. Lehr
satz mit 32 thetIS bekannten theils
neuen Be7£leisen [3 more in second
edition]. It appears to come from
one of the scientific papers of Lion- E"-o-----='1k'---Yr

ardo da Vinci (1452-1519).
The triangle HKL is constructed

on the base KH with the side KL
equal to BC and the side LH equal
to AB.

Then the triangle HLK is equal 111 all respects to the triangle ABC,
and to the triangle EBE.

Now DB, BG, which bisect the angles ABE, CBF respectively, are
in a straight line. Join BL.

It'is easily proved that the four quadrilaterals ADGC, EDGF, ABLK,
HLBC are all equal.
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Hence the hexagons ADEFGC, ABCHLK are equal.
Subtracting from the former the two triangles ABC, EBF, and from the

latter the two equal triangles ABC, HLK, we prove that
the square CK is equal to the sum of the squares A E, CF.

F

H

Pappus' extension of I. 47.
In this elegant extension the triangle may be any triangle (not necessarily

nght-angled), and any parallelograms take the place of squares on two of the
sides.

Pappus (IV. p. 177) enunciates the theorem as follows:
If ABC be a triangle, and any parallelograms whatever ABED, BCFG

be describedon AB, BC, and if DE, FG be
produced to H, and HB be joined, the
parallelograms ABED, BCFG are equal
to the parallelogram contained by AC,
HB in an angle which is equal to the
sum of the angles BAC, DHB.

Produce HB to K; through A, C
draw AL, CM parallel to H K, and join
LM.

Then, since ALHB is a parallelo- 0
gram, AL; HB are equal and parallel.
Similarly MC, HB are equal and parallel.

Therefore AL, MC are equal and
parallel;
whence LM, A C are also equal and parallel,

and ALMC is a parallelogram.
Further, the- angle LA C of this parallelogram is equal to the sum of the

angles BAC, DHB, since the angle DHB is equal to the angle LAB.
Now, since the parallelogram DABE is equal to the parallelogram LABH

(for they are on the same base AB and in the same parallels AB, DH),
and likewise LABH is equal to LAKN (for they are on the same base LA
and in the same parallels LA, HK),

the parallelogram DABE is equal to the parallelogram LAKN.
For the same reason,

the parallelogram BGFC is equal to the parallelogram NKCM.
Therefore the sum of the parallelograms DABE, BGFC is equai to the

parallelogram LA CM, that is, to the parallelogram which is contained by 4 C,
HB in an angle LAC which is equal to the sum of the angles BA C, BHD.

" And this is far more general than what is proved in the Elements about
squares in the case of right-angle'd (triangles)." -

Heron's proof that AL, BK, CF in Euclid's figure meet in
a point.

The final words of Proclus' note on I. 47 (p. 429, 9-15) are historically
interesting. He says: "The demonstration by the writer of the Elements being
clear, I consider that it is unnecessary to add anything further, and that we may
be satisfied with what has been written, since in fact those who have added
anything more, like Pappus and Heron, were obliged to draw upon what is
proved in the sixth Book, for no really useful object." These words cannot
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of course refer to the extension of I. 47 given by Pappus; but the key to
them, so far as Heron is concerned, is to be found in the commentary of
an-Nairizi (pp. 175-185, ed. Besthorn-Heiberg; pp. 78-84, ed. Curtze) on
I. 47, wherein he gives Heron's proof that the lines AL, FC, BK in Euclid's
figure meet in a point. Heron proved this by means of three lemmas which
would most naturally be proved from the principle of similitude as laid down
in Book VI., but which Heron, as a tour de force, proved on the principles of
Book I. only. Theftrst lemma is to the following effect. ,

If, in a triangle ABC, DE be drawn parallel to the base BC, and if AF be
drawn from the vertex A to the middle point F of BC, then AF will also
bisect DE.

This is proved by drawing HK through A parallel
to DE or Be, and HDL, KEM through D, E re
spectively parallel to AGF, and lastly joining DE, EF

Then the triangles ABF, AFC are equal (being
on equal bases), and the triangles DBF, EEC are also
equal (being on equal bases and between the same
parallels).

Therefore, by subtraction, the triangles ADE, AEF
are equal, and hence the parallelograms AL, AM are
~~ -

These parallelograms are. between the same parallels LM, HK; therefore
LF, FM are equal, whence DG, GE are also equal.

The second lemma is an extension of this to the case where DE meets
BA, CA produced beyond A.

The tht;-d lemma proves the converse of Euclid I. 43, that, If a paral
lelogram AB is cut into four others ADGE, DF, FGCB, CE, so that DF,
CE are equal, the common vertex G will be on the diagonal AB.

Heron produces A G till it meets CF in H. Then, if we join HB, we
have to prove that A H B is one straight line. The
proof is as follows. Since the areas DE, EC are
equal, the triangles DGF, ECG are equal.

If we add to each the triangle GCF,
the triangles ECF, DCE are equal;

therefore ED, CF are parallel.
Now it follows from I. 34, 29 and 26 that the

triangles AKE, GKD are equal in all respects;
therefore EK is equal to KD.

Hence, by the second lemma,
cn is equal to HF.

Therefore, in the triangles FHB, CHG,
the two sides BE, EH are equal to the two sides GC, Cn,

and the angle BFH is equal to the angle GCH;
hence the triangles are equal in all respects,
and the angle BHFis equal to the angle GHC.

Adding to each the angle GHE, we find that the angles BHE, FHG are
equal to the angles CHG, GHF,

and therefore to two right angles.
Therefore AHB is a straight line.
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Heron now proceeds to prove the proposition that, in the accompanying
figure, if AKL perpendicular to BC meet
EC in M, and if BM, MG be joined,

BM, MG are in one straight line.
_ ~arallelograms are completed as shown

in the figure, and the diagonals OA, FH
of the parallelogram FH are drawn.

Then the triangles FAH, BA Care
clearly equal in all respects; ,

therefore the angle HFA is equal to E
the angle ABC, and therefore to the angle
CAK (since AK is perpendicular to Be).

But, the diagonals of the rectangle
FH cutting one another in Y,

FYis equal to YA,
and the angle HFA is equal to the

angle OAF.
Therefore the angles OAF, CAK are

equal, and accordingly
OA, AK are in a straight line.

Hence OM is the diagonal of SQ;
therefore AS is equal to A Q,

and, if we add A jlf to each,
FM is equal to MH.

But, sin~e EC is the diagonal of the parallelogram FN,
FM is equal to MN.

Therefore MH is equal to MN;
and, by the third lemma, BM, llfG are in a straight line.

PROPOSITION 48.

If £n a triangle the square on one of the sides be equal to
the squares on the remaining two sides of the triangle, the
angle conta£ned by the remaining two sides of the tr£angle is
right.

For in the triangle ABC let the square on one side BC
be equal to the squares on the sides BA, AC;

I say that the angle BA C is right. c
For let AD be drawn from the point A at

right angles to the straight line A C, let AD
be made equal to BA, and let DC be joined.

Since DA is equal to A B,
the square on DA is also equal to the square
onAB. '

Let the square on A C be added to each; ..
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therefore the squares on DA, AC are equal to the squares
on BA, AC.

But the square on DC is equal to the squares on DA,
AC, for the angle DAC is right; [1.47]

and the square on BC is equal to the squares on BA, A C, for
this is the hypothesis;

therefore the square on DC is equal to the square on BC,
so that the side DC is also equal to Be.

And, since DA is equal to AB,
and A C is common,

the two sides DA, AC are equal to the two sides BA,
AC;
and the base DC is equal to the base BC;

therefore the angle DA C is equal to the angle BA e. [I. 8]

But the angle DA C is right;
therefore the angle BA C is also right.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D

Proclus' note (p. 430) on this proposItIOn, though it does not mention
Heron's name, gives an alternative proof, which is the same as that definitely
attributed by an-Nairizl to Heron, the only difference being that Proclus
demonstrates two cases in full, while Heron dismisses the second with a
"similarly." The alternative proof is another instance of the use of l. 7 as a
means of answering objections. If, says Proclus, it be not admitted that the
perpendicular AD may be drawn on the opposite side of A C from B, we may
draw it on the same side as A B,in which case it is impossible that it should
hot coincide with AB. Proclus takes two cases,
first supposing that the perpendicular falls, as AD,
within the angle CAB, and secondly that it falls,

, as AE, outside that angle. In either case the
absurdity results that, on the same straight line A C
and on the same side of it, AD, DC must be rc
spectively equal to AB, BC, which contradicts l. 7.

Much to the same effect is the note of De Morgan that there is here "an
appearance of avoiding indirect demonstration by drawing the triangles on
different sides of the base and appealing to l. 8, because drawing them on the
same side would make the appeal to l. 7 (on which, howcver, I. 8 is founded)."

H. E.



BOOK II.

DEFINITIONS.

I. Any rectangular parallelogram is said to be contained
by the two straight lines containing the right angle.

2. And in any parallelogrammic area let anyone whatever
of the parallelograms about its diameter with the two comple
ments be called a gnomon.

DEFINITION I.

nay 7rapaAA'1iAoypapp.ov Op8oyWVLOV 7rEptEXEU8aL AEyETaL V7rO OVO T.oV T7]V
op8~v ywvlav 7rEpLEXOVU.oV EMEL.ov.

As the full expression in Greek for "the angle BA C" is "the angle
contained by the (straight lines) BA, AC," Ij lnrO nov BA, Ar 7rEpLEXOp.,EV1]
ywr[a, so the full expression for "the rectangle contained by BA, A C"
is TO lJ7rO T.oV BA, Ar 7rEPLEXOPEVOV op80yWVLOV. In both cases the
substantive and participle can be omitted because the feminine or neuter of
the article enables us to distinguish whether an angle or a rectangle is meant;
but the difference in Euclid's phraseology is that the words V7rO T.oV BA, Ar
appear always in full for the rectangle, whereas the shorter lnrO BAr is used in
describing the angle. Archimedes and Apollonius, on the other hand,
frequently use the expression TO V7rO BAr for the rectangle BA, A C, just as
they use rj V7rO BAr for the angle BA C.

DEFINITION 2.

naVTO~ OE 7rapaAATJAoypapp.,ov xwp[ov nov 7rEpt T7]V olap.,ETpov aVTov 7rapaAATJ
Aoypapp.wv ~v 07rOLOVOVV ulw TOt~ oVUt 7rUpa7rATJpwp.,auL yvwpwv KaAElu8w.

Meaning literally a thing enabling something to be known, obserz'ed or
verified, a teller or marker, as we might say, the word gnomon (yvwpwv) was
first used in the sense (I) in which it appears in a passage of Herodotus (II. 109)
stating that" the Greeks learnt the 7rOAO~, the gnomon and the twelve parts of
the day from the Babylonians." According to Suidas, it was Anaximander
(611-545 B.C.) who introduced the gnomon into Greece. Whatever may be
the details of the construction of the two instruments called the 7rOAO~ and
the gnomon, so much is certain, that the gnomon had to do with the
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measurement of time by shadows thrown by the sun, and that the word
signified the placing of a staff perpendicular to the horizon. This is borne
out by the statement of Proclus that Oenopides of Chios, who first investigated
the problem (Eucl. 1. 12) of drawing a perpendicular from an external point
to a given straight line, called the perpendicular a straight line drawn
"gnomon-wise" (KaTtl. yvwJLova). Then (2) we find the
term used of a mechanical instrument for drawing right [b
angles, as shown in the figure annexed. Thi's seems to be ,
the meaning in Theognis 80S, where it is said that the
envoy sent to consult the oracle at Delphi should be
"straighter (LBVTEpO~) than the TC;pVO~, the UTC1.0JL'YJ and the
gnomon," and all three words evidently denote appliances,
the TrJPVO~ being an instrument for drawing a circle
(probably a string stretched between a fixed and a moving point), and the
UTC1.BJL'YJ a plumb-line. Next (3) it was natural that the gnomon, owing to its
shape, should become the figure which remained of a square when a smaller
square was cut out of one corner (or the figure, as Aristotle says, which when
added to a square increases its size but does not alter its form). We have
seen (note on I. 47, p. 351) that the Pythagoreans used the term in this sense, and
further applied it, by analogy, to the series of odd numbers as having the same
property in relation to square numbers. The earliest fvidence for this is the
fragment of Philolaus (c. 460 B.C.) already mentioned (see Boeckh, Philolaos
des Pythagoreers Lehren, p. 141) where he says that "number makes all things
knowable and mutually agreeing (7rOTo.yopa o.AMAot~) in the way characteristic of
the gnomon" (KaTtl. yrwJLoyo~ ¢wtr). As Boeckh says (p. 144), it would appear
from the fragment that the connexion between the gnomon and the square to
which it is added was regarded as symbolical of union and agreement, and that
Philolaus used the idea to explain the knowledge of things, making the
knowing embrace and grasp the known as the gnomon does the square. Cf.
Scholium II. No. II (Euclid, ed. Heiberg, Vol. v. p. 225), which says" It is
to be noted that the gnomon was discovered by geometers with a view to
brevity, while the name came from its incidental property, namely that from
it the whole is known. whether of the whole area or of the remainder, when it
is either placed round or taken away. In sundials too its sole function is to
make the actual time of day known."

The geometrical meaning of the word is extended in the definition of
gnomon given by Euclid, where (4) the gnomon has
the same relation to any parallelogram as it before
had to a square. From the fact that Euclid says
" Iff" the figure described" be called a gnomon" we
may infer that he was using the word in the wider
sense for the first time. Later still (5) we find
Heron of Alexandria (I st cent. A. D.) defining a gnomon
in general as any figure which, when added to any
figure whatever, makes the whole figure similar to that to which it is added.
In this definition of Heron (Def. 59) Hultsch brackets the words which make it
apply to any number as well; but Theon of Smyrna, who explains that plane,
triangular, square, solid and other kinds of numbers are so called after the
likeness of the areas which they measure, does make the term in its most
general sense apply to numbers. "All the successive numbers which [by
being successively added] produce triangles or squares or polygons are called
gnomons" (p. 37, 11-13, ed. Hiller). Thus the successive odd numbers added

24-2
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together make square numbers; the gnomons in the case of triangular
numbers ar~ the successive numbers I, z, 3, 4 ... ; those for pentagonal
numbers are the series I, 4, 7, 10 ... (the common difference being 3), and so
on. In gjlfral, the successive gnomonic numbers for any polygonal number,
say of n Siaes, have n - z for their common difference (Theon of Smyrna,
p. 34, 13-1 5).

GEOMETRICAL ALGEBRA.

We have already seen (cf. part of the note on I. 47 and the above note on
the gnomon) how the Pythagoreans and later Greek mathematicians exhibited
different kinds of numbers as forming different geometrical figures. Thus,
says Theon of Smyrna (p. 36, 6- II), "plane numbers, triangular, square
and solid numbers, and the rest, are not so called independently (KVpLW,) but
in virtue of their similarity to the areas which they measure; for 4, since it
measures a square area, is called square by adaptation from it, and 6 is called
oblong for the same reason." A" plane number" is similarly described as a
number obtained by multiplying two numbers together, which two numbers
are sometimes spoken of as "sides," sometimes as the "length" and
" breadth" respectively, of the number which is their product.

The product of two numbers was thus represented geometrically by the
rectangle contained by the straight lines representing the two numbers
respectively. It only needed the discovery of incommensurable or irrational
straight lines in order to represent geometrically by a rectangle the product of
any two quantities whatever, rational or irrational; and it was possible to ad
vance from a geometrical arithmetic to a geometrical algebra, which indeed by
Euclid's time (and probably long before) had reached such a stage of develop
ment that it could solve the same problems as our algebra so far as they do
not involve the manipulation of expressions of a degree higher than the
second. In order to make the geometrical algebra so generally effective, the
theory of proportions was essential. Thus, suppose that x, y, z etc. are
quantities which can be represented by straight lines, while a, {3, y etc. are
coefficients which can be expressed by ratios between straight lines. We can
then by means of Book VI. find a single straight line d stich that

ax + {3)' + y;; + ... = d.

To solve the simple equation in its general form

ax + a = b, I

where a represents any ratio between straight lines, also requires recourse to
the sixth Book, though, e.g., if a is ~ or ! or any submultiple of unity, or if a is
z, 4 or any power of z, we should not require anything beyond Book I. for
solving the equation. Similarly the general form of a quadratic equation
requires Book VI. for its geometrical solution, though particular quadratic
equations may be so solved by means of Book II. alone.

Besides enabling us to solve geometrically these particular quadratic.
equations, Book II. gives the geometrical proofs of a number of algebraical
formulae. Thus the first ten propositions give the equivalent of the several
identities

I. a(b+c+d+ ... )=ab+ac+ad+ ... ,

z. (a+o)a+(a+b)o=(a+liY,

3. (a+b)a=ao+a2
,

4. (a + 0)2 = a2+ b2+ zab,
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5. ab + (a ; b -- by = (~; bY,

or (a + (3) (a- (3) + (3" = a",

6. (2a+b)b+a2 =(a+b)",

or (a + (3) «(3 - a) + a2= f1',
7. (a + b)" + a2= 2 (a + b) a + b2,

or a2 + f1' = 2a(3 -'- (a - (3)2,

8. 4 (a + b) a + b2= {(a + b) + a}".
or 4a(3 + (IL - /3)2 = (a + (3)2,

9. a2+b2=2{(~;by+(a;b_b)},

or (a + 8)2 + (a - (3)2 = 2 (a2+ (3"),

10. (2a + b)2 + /12 = 2 {a2+ (a +-b)2},

or (a + (3)" + «(3 - a)2 = 2 (a2+ (3").

The form of these identities may of course be varied according to the different
symbols which we may use to denote particular portions of the lines given in
Euclid's figures. They are, for the most part, simple identities, but there is no
reason to suppose that these were the only applications of the geometrical
algebra that Euclid and his predecessors had been able to make. We may
infer the very contrary from the fact that Apollonius in his Conics frequently
states without proof much more. complicated propositions of the kind.

It is important however to bear in mind that the whole procedure of
Book II. is geometrical; rectangles and squares are shown in the figures, and
the equality of certain combinations to other combinations is proved by those
figures. We gather that this was the classical or standard method of proving
such propositions, and that the algebraical method of proving them, with no
figure except a line with points marked thereon, was a later introduction.
Accordingly Eutocius' method of proving certain lemmas assumed by
Apollonius (Collies, II. 23 and III. 29) probably represents more nearly than
Pappus' proof of the same the point of view from which Apollonius regarded
them.

It would appear that Heron was the first to adopt the algebraital method
of demonstrating the propositions of Book II., beginning from the second,
without figures, as consequences of the first proposition corresponding to

a (b + c + d) = ab + ac + ad.

According to an-Nairlzl (ed. Curtze, p. 89), Heron explains that it is not
possible to prove II. I without drawing a number of lines (i.e. without actually
drawing. the rectangles), but that the following propositions up to II. 10

. inclusive can be proved by merely drawing one line. He distinguishes two
varieties of the method, one by dissolutio, the other by compositio, by which he
seems to mean splitting-up of rectangles and squares, and combination of them
into others. But in his proofs he sometimes combines the two varieties.

When he comes to II. I I, he says that it is not possible to do without a
figure because the proposition is a problem, which accordingly requires an
operation and therefore the drawing of a figure.

The algebraical method has been preferred to Euclid's by some English
editors; but it should not find favour with those who wish to preserve the
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essential features of Greek geometry as presented by its greatest exponents, or
to appreciate their point of view.

It may not be out of place to add a word with reference to the geometrical
equivalent of the algebraical operations. The addition and subtraction of
quantities represented in the geometrical algebra by lines is of course effected
by.ducing the line to the required extent or cutting off a portion of it. The
equivalent of multiplication is the construction of the rectangle of which the
given lines are adjacent sides. The equivalent of the division of one quantity
represented by a line by another quantity represented by a line is simply the
statement of a ratio between lines on the principles of Books v. and VI. The
division of a product of two quantities by a third is represented in the
geometrical algebra by the finding of a rectangle with one side of a given
length and equal to a given n,ctangle or square. This is the problem of
application of areas solved in I. 44, 45. The addition and subtraction of
products is, in the geometrical algebra, the addition and subtraction of
rectangles or squares; the sum or difference can be transformed into a single
rectangle by means of the application of areas to any line of given length,
corresponding to the algebraical process of finding a common measure. Lastly,
the extraction of the square root is, in the geometrical algebra, the finding of a
square equal to a given rectangle, which is done in II. 14 with the help of I. 47.
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PROPOSITION I.
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I.f there be two straight lines, and one of them be cut into
any number of segments whatever, the rectangle'contained by
the two straight lines is equal to the rectangles conta~ned by the
uncut straight line and each of the segments. .

5 Let A, BC be two straight lines} and let BC be cut at
random at the points D, E ;
I say that the rectangle contained by A, BC is equal to the
rectangle contained by A, BD,
that contained by A, DE and

10 that contained by A, Ee.
B

For let BF be drawn from B
at right angles to BC; [I. II]
let BG be made equal to A, [I. 3]
through G let. GH be drawn G

IS parallel to BC, [I. 31]
and through D, E, C let DK, F

EL, CH be drawn parallel to
BG.

Then BH is equal to BK, DL, EH.
Now BH is the rectangle A, BC, for it is contained by

GB, BC, and BG is equal to A ;
BK is the rectangle A, BD, for it is contained by GB,

BD, and BG is equal to A ;
and DL is the rectangle A, DE, for DK, that is BG [I. 34],

25 is equal to A.
Similarly also EH is the rectangle A, Ee.
Therefore the rectangle A, BC is equal to the rectangle

A, BD, the rectangle A, DE and the rectangle A, Ee.
Therefore etc.

20

Q. E. D.
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20. the ~ngle A, Be. From this point onward I shall translate thus in cases where
Euclid leaves out the word contained (-lreptfx6p.evov). Though the word" rectangle" is also
omitted in the Greek (the neuter article being sufficient to show that the rectangle is
meant), it cannot be dispensed with in English. De Morgan advises the use of the expres
sion "the rectangle under two lines." This does not seem to me a very good expression,
and, if used in a translation from the Greek, it might suggest that l11r6 in TO l11r6 meant
under, which it does not.

This proposition, the geometrical equivalent of the algebraical formula
a (b + c + d + ... ) = ab + ac + ad + ... ,

can, of course, easily be extended so as to correspond to the more general
algebraical proposition that the product of an expression consisting of any
number of terms added together and another expression also consisting of
any number of terms added together is equal to the sum of all the products
obtained by multiplying each term of one expression by all the terms of the
other expression, one after another. The geometrical proof of the more
general proposition would be effected by means of a figure showing all the
rectangles corresponding to the partial products, in the same way as they are
shown in the simpler case of II. I ; the difference would be that a series of
parallels to Be would have to be drawn as well as the series of parallels
to BF.

PROPOSITION 2.

B

E

c

F

A

o

If a straight Nne be cut at random, the rectangle contained
by the whole and both of the segments is equal to the square on
the whole.

For let the straight line AB be cut at random at the
point C;
I say that the rectangle contained by.AB, BC together with
the rectangle contained by BA, AC is equal
to the square on AB.

For'let the square ADEB be described
on AB [I. 46], and let CF be drawn through
C parallel to either AD or BE. [I, 31]

Then AE is equal to AF, CEo
Now AE'is the square on AB;
AF is the rectangle contained by BA,

A C, for it is contained by D A, A C, and
AD is equal to AB;

and CE is the rectangle AB, BC, for BE IS equal to
AB.

Therefore the rectangle BA, AC together with the rect
angle A B, BC is equal to the square on AB.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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The fact asserted in the enunciation of this proposition has already been
used in the proof of r. 47 ; but there was no occasion in that proof to observe
that the two rectangles BL, CL making up the square on BC are the
rectangles contained by BC and the two parts, respectively, into which it is
divided by the perpendicular from A on BC. It is this fact which it is
necessary to state in this proposition, in accordance with the plan of Book II.

The second and third propositions are of course particular cases of the
first. They were no doubt separately enunciated by Euclid in order that they
might be immediately available for use hereafter, instead of having to be
deduced for the particular occasion from II. I. For, if they had not been thus
separately stated, it would scarcely have been practicable to quote them later
without explaining at the same time that they are included in II. I as particular
cases. And, though the propositions are not used by Euclid in the later
propositions of Book II., they are used afterwards in XIII. 10 and IX. 15
respectively; and they are of extreme importance for geometry generally,
being constantly used by Pappus, for example, who frequently quotes the
third proposition by the Book and number.

Attention has been called to the fact that II. I is never used by Euclid;
and this may seem no less remarkable than the fact that II. 2, 3 are not again
used in Book II. But it is important, I think, to observe that the proofs of
all the first ten propositions of Book n. are practically independent of each
other, though the results are really so interwoven that they can often be
deduced from each other in a variety of ways. What then was Euclid's
intention, first in inserting some propositions not immediately required, and
secondly in making the proofs of the first ten practically independent of
each other? Surely the object' was to show the power of the method of
geometrical algebra as much as to arrive at results. From the point of view
of illustrating the method, there can be no doubt that Euclid's procedure is
far more instructive than the semi-algebraical substitutes which seem to find
a good deal of favour; practically it means that, instead of relying on our
memory of a few standard formulae, we can use the machinery given us by
Euclid's method to prove immediately ab initio any of the propositions taken
at random.

Let us contrast with Euclid's plan the semi-algebraical alternative. One
editor, for example, thinks that, as II. I is not used by Euclid afterwards, it
seems more logical to deduce from it those of the subsequent propositions
which can be readily so deduced. Putting this idea into practice, he proves
II. 2 and 3 by quoting II. I, then proves II. 4 by means of II. I and 3, II. 5 and
6 by means of II. I, 3 and 4, and so on. The result is ultimately to deduce
the whole of the first ten propositions from II. I, which Euclid does not use at
all; and this is to give an importance to II. I which is altogether dispro
portionate and, by starting with such a narrow foundation, to make the whole
structure of Book II. top-heavy.

Editors have of course been much influenced by a desire to make th.e
proofs of the propositions of Book II. easier, as they think, for schoolboys.
But, even from this point of view, is it an improvement to deduce II. 2 and 3
from II. I as corollaries? I doubt it. For, in the first place, Euclid's figures
visualise the results and so make it easier to grasp their meaning; the truth
of the propositions is made clear even to the eye. Then, in the matter of
brevity, to which such an exaggerated importance is attached, Euclid's proof
positively has the advantage. Counting a capital letter or a collocation of such
as one word, I find, e.g., that Mr H. M. Taylor's proof of II. 2 contains
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120 words, of which 8 represent the construction. Euclid's as above trans-·
lated has 126 words, of which 22 are descriptive of the construction; therefore
the actual proof by Euclid has 8 words fewer than Mr Taylor's, and the extra
words due to the construction in Euclid are much more than atoned for by
the advantage of picturing the result in the figure.

The advantages then which Euclid's method may claim are, I think, these:
in the case of II. 2, 3 it produces the result more easily and clearly than does
the alternative proof by means of II. I, and, in its general application, it is
more powerful in that it makes us independent of any recollection of results.

PROPOSITION 3.

E

B

o

cA

be de
lI. 46]

1./ a straight line be cut at random, the rectangle contained
by the 'whole and one of the segments is equal to the rectangle
contained by the segments and the square Oil the a./oresaid
segment.

For let the straight line AB be cut at random at C;
I say that the rectangle contained by A B, BC is equal to the
rectangle contained by A C, CB together
with the square on Be.

For let the square CDEB
scribed on CB;
let ED be drawn through to F, .
and through A let A F be drawn parallel
to either CD or BE. [1.31] F

'- Then AE is equal to AD, CEo
Now A E is the rectangle contained by A B, BC, for it is

contained by AB, BE, and BE is equal to BC;
A D is the rectangle A C, CB, for DC is equal to CB;
and DB is the square on CB.

Therefore the rectangle contained by AB, BC is equal to
the rectangle contained by A C, CB together with the square
onBC.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

If we leave out of account the contents of Book II. itself and merely look
to the applicability of propositions to general use, this proposition and the
preceding are, as already indicated, of great importance, and particularly so to
the semi-algebraical method just described, which seems to have found its first
exponents in Heron and Pappus. Thus the proposition that the difference of
the squares on two straight fines is equal to the rectangle contained by the sum
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-and the difference if the straight lilies, which is generally given as equivalent to
II. 5, 6, can be proved by means of II. I, 2, 3, as shown
by Lardner. For suppose the given straight lines are ~ C B
AB, BC, the latter being measured along BA.

Then, by II. 2, the square on AB is equal to the sum of the rectangles
AB, BC and AB, Ae.

By II. 3, the rectangle AB, BC is equal to the sum of the square on,BC
and the rectangle A C, CB. ,

Therefore the square on AB is equal to the square BC together with the
sum of the rectangles A C, A B and A C, CB.

But, by II. I, the sum of the latter rectangles is equal to the rectangle
contained by A C and the sum of AB, BC, i.e. the rectangle contained by the
sum and difference of AB, Be.

Hence the square on AB is equal to the square on BC and the rectangle
,contained by the sum and difference of AB, BC;

that is, the difference of the squares on AB, BC is equal to the rectangle
contained by the sum and difference of AB, BC.

PROPOSITION 4.

B

E

c

F

A

o

HI-----tG--lK

interior and opposite
[I. 29]

ADEB be de
o [I. 46]

20

1./ a stra£ght Nne be cut at random, the square on the whole
£s equal to the squares on the ,segments and tw£ce the rectangle
contained by the segments.

For let the straight line AB be cut at random at C;
5 I say that the square on AB is equal to the squares on AC,

CB and twice the rectangle contained
by AC, CB.

For let the square
scribed on AB,

10 let BD be joined;
through C let CF be drawn parallel to
either AD or EB,
and through G let H K be drawn parallel
to either AB or DE. [I. 3 1 ]

15 Then, since CF is parallel to AD,
andBD has fallen on them,
the exterior angle CGB is equal to the
angle A DB.

But the angle ADB is equal to the angle ABD,
since the side BA is also equal to AD; [I. 5]

therefore the angle CGB is also equal to the angle GBC,
so that the side Be is also equal to the side eG. [I. 6]
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But CB is equal to' GK, and CG to KB;
therefore GK is also equal to KB;

therefore CGKB is equilateral.
I say next that it is also right-angled.
For, since CG is parallel to BK,

the angles KBC, GCB are equal to two right angJes.
[I. 29]

But the angle KBC is right;
therefore the angle BCG is also right,

so that the opposite angles CGK, GKB are also right.
. [1. 34]

Therefore CGKB is right-angled;
and it was also proved equilateral; .

therefore it is a square;
35 and it is described on CB.

F or the same reason
H F is also a square;

and it is described on HG, that is A C. [I. 34]

Therefore the squares H F, KC are the squares on A C, CB.
4° Now, since A G is equal to GE,

and AG is the rectangle AC, CB, for GC is equal to CB,
therefore GE is also equal to the rectangle AC, CB.

Therefore A G, GE are equal to twice the rectangle A C,
CB.

45 But the squares H F, CK are also the squares on A C, CB;
therefore the four areas HF, CK, AG, GE are equal to
the squares on A C, CB and twice the rectangle contained by
AC, CB.

But HF, CK, AG, GE are the whole ADEB,
50 which is the square on A B.

Therefore the square on AB is equal to the squares on
AC, CB and twice the rectangle contained by AC, CE.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

3°

2. twice the rectangle contained by the segments. By a curious idiom this is in
Greek "the rectangle t7vice contained by the segments." Similarly" twice the rectangle
contained by A C, CB" is expressed as "the rectangle twice cOJ/tained by A C, CB" (TO ais
;111'0 TWV Ar, rB TrEPIEX0p.€POP opOOyWPLOP).

35, 38. described. 39,45. the squares (before "on"). These words are not in the
Greek, which simply says that the squares" are on" (E;O'iv ciTro) their respective sides.

+6. areas. It is necessary to supply some substantive (the Greek leaves it to be under
stood); and I prefer "areas" to " figures."
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The editions of the Greek text which preceded that of E. F. August
(Berlin, 1826-9) give a second proof of this proposition introduced by the
usual word liAAII., or "otherwise thus." Heiberg follows August in omitting
this proof, which is attributed to Theon, and which is indeed not worth
reproducing, since it only differs from the genu.ine proof in that portion of it
which proves that CGKB is a square. The proof that CGKB is equilateral
is rather longer than Euclid's, and the only interesting point to notice is that,
whereas Euclid still, as in I. 46, seems to regard it as necessary to prove that
all the angles of CGKB are right angles before he concludes that it is right
angled, Theon says simply" And it also has the angle CBK right; therefore
CK is a square." The shorter form indicates a legitimate abbreviation of the
genuine proof; because there can be no need to repeat exactly that part of the
proof of I. 46 which shows that all the angles of the figure there constructed
are right when one is.

There is also in the Greek text a Porism which is undoubtedly interpolated:
"From this it is manifest that in square areas the parallelograms about the
diameter are squares." Heiberg doubted its genuineness when preparing his
edition, and conjectured that it too may have been added by Theon; but the
matter is placed beyond doubt by a papyrus-fragment referred to already (see
Heiberg, Paralipome1la zu Euklid, in Herme:. XXXVIIl., 1903, p. 48) in which
the Porism was evidently wanting. It is the only Porism in Book II., but
does not correspond to Proclus' remark (p. 304, 2) that" the Porism found in
the second book belongs to a problem." Heiberg regards these words as
referring to the Porism to IV. IS, the correct reading having probably been not
oEvdp'l! but 8', i.e. TETapT'l!'

The semi-algebraical proof of this proposition is very easy, and is of course
old enough, being found in Clavius and in most later editions. It proceeds
thus.

By II. 2, the square on AB is equal to the sum of the rectangles AB, AC
and AB, CB.

But, by II. 3, the rectangle AB, A C is equal to the sum of the square on
A C and the rectangle A C, CB ;

while, by II. 3, the rectangle A B, CB is equal to the sum of the square on
BC and the rectangle A C, CB.

Therefore the square on AB is equal to the sum of the squares on
A C, CB and twice the rectangle A C, CB.

The figure of the proposition also helps to visualise, in the orthodox
manner, the proof of the theorem dedu<;ed above from II. 1-3, viz. that tIle
difference fJj the squares on two gillen stra(i{ltt lines is equal to the rectangle
contained Iry the sum and the dijference oj tIle lines.

For, if the lines be A B, BC respectively, the shorter of the lines being
measured along BA, the figure shows that

the square AE is equal to the sum of the square CK and the rectangles
AF, FK;

that is, the square on AB is equal to the sum of the square on BC and
the rectangles AB, AC and AC, Be.

But the rectangles AB, A C and BC, A C are, by II. I, together equal to
the rectangle contained by A C and the sum of A B, B C,

i.e. to the rectangle contained by the sum and difference of AB, BC.
Whence the result follows as before.
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The proposition n. 4 can also be extended to the case where a straight
line is divided into any number of segments; for the figure will show in like
manner that the square on the whole line is equal to the sum of the squares
on all the parts together with twice the rectangles contained by every pair of
the parts.

PROPOSITION S.

If a straight line be cut into equal and unequal segments,
the rectangle contained by the unequal segments of the whole
together with the square on the straight line between the
points of section is equal to the square Olt the half.

For let a straight line AB be 'cut into equal segments
at C and into unequal segments at D;
I say that the rectangle contained by AD, DB together with
the square on CD is equal to the square on CB.

A C 0

K'<,------.-t---.'o--"-7l'e..-;-------lM

E G F

For let the square CEFB be described on CB, [1.46]

and let BE be joined;
through D let DC be drawn parallel to either CE or BF,
through H again let KM be drawn parallel to either A B or
EF,
and again through A let AK be drawn parallel to either CL
or BM. [I. 31]

Then, since the complement CH is equal to the comple-
ment H F, [I. 43]

let D M be added to each;
therefore the whole CM is equal to the whole DF.
But CM is equal to AL,

since A C is also equal to CB; [I. 36]

therefore AL is also equal to'DF.
Let CH be added to each;

therefore the whole AH is equal to the gnomon NOP.
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Ac.:.r -i9'-' +~-'_-:::0'

A-'-- c;r--__-+~---'B

But AH is the rectangle AD, DB, for DH IS equal to
DB,

therefore the gnomon NOP is also equal to the rectangle
AD,DB.

Let LG, which is equal to the square on CD, be added to
each;

therefore the gnomon NOP and LG are equal to the
rectangle contained by AD, DB and the square on CD.

But the gnomon NOP and LG are the whole square
CEFB, which is described on CB ;

therefore the rectangle contained by AD, DB together
with the square on CD is equal to the square on CB.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

3. between the points of section, literally" between the sections," the word being
the same (ro!">7) as that used uf a conic sectzon.

It will be observed that the gnomon is indicated in the figure by three separate letters
and a dotted curve. This is no doubt a clearer way of showing what exactly the gnomon is
than the method usual in our text-books. In this particular case the fignre of the MSS. has
two M's in it, the gnomon being MNZ. I have corrected the lettering to avoid confusion.

It is easily seen that this proposition and the next give exactly the
theorem already alluded to. under the last propositions, namely that the
differl'1lce of the squares on two straigld lines is equal to the rectangle contained
by their sum and difference. The two given lines are, in II. 5, the lines CB
and CD, and their sum and difference are respectively equal to AD and DB.
To show that II. 6 gives the same theorem we have only to make CD the
greater line and CB the less, i.e. to
draw CD' equal to CB, measure
C B' along it equal to CD, and then
produce B'C' to A', making A'C' equal
to B'C, whence it is immediately clear
that A'D' on the second line is equal
to f1.D on the first, while D'B' is also equal to DB, so that the rectangles
AD, DB and A'D', D'B' are equal, while the difference of the squares on
CB, CD is equal to the difference of the squares on CD', CE'.

Perhaps the most important fact about II. 5, 6 is however their bearing on
the

Geometrical'solution of a quadratic equation.
Suppose, in the figure of II. 5, that A B = a, DB == x ;

then ax - x 2 == the rectangle AU
== the gnomon NOP.

Thus, if the area of the gnomon is given (== b2
, say), and if a IS given

(== AB), the problem of solving the equation
ax-r==b2

is, in the language of geometry, To a given straight line (a) to apply a rectangle
which shall be equal to a given square W) and shallfall short by a square figure,
i.e. to construct the rectangle AH or the gnomon NOP.

Now we are told by Proclus (on I. 44) that "these propositions are ancient
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and the discoveries of the Muse of the Pythagoreans, the application of
areas, their exceeding and their falling-short." We can therefore hardly
avoid crediting the Pythagoreans with the geometrical solution, based upon
II. 5, 6, of the problems corresponding to the quadratic equations which
are directly obtainable from them. It is certain that the Pythagoreans solved
the problem in II. I I, which corresponds to the quadratic equation

a(a-x)==x2
,

and Simson has suggested the following easy solution of the equation now in
question,

on exactly similar lines.
Draw CO perpendicular to AB and equal to b; produce OC to N so

that ON== CB (or ~a); and with 0 as centre
and radius ON describe a circle cutting .CB
inDo

Then DB (or x) is found, and therefore
the required rectangle A H.

'For the rectangle AD, DB together with
the square on CD is equal to the square on
CB, [II. 5]

i.e. to the square on OD,
i.e. to the squares on OC, CD; [I. 47]

whence the rectangle AD, DB is equal to the square on OC,
ill ~-~=~

It is of course a necessary condition of the possibility of a real solution
that b2 must not be greater that (~a)". This condition itself can easily be
obtained from Euclid's proposition; for, since the sum of the rectangle AD,
DB and the square on CD is equal to the square on CB, which is constant,
it follows that, as CD diminishes, i.e. as D moves nearer to C, the rectangle
AD, DB increases and, when D actually coincides with C, so that CD
vanishes, the rectangle AD, DB becomes the rectangle A C, eB, i.e. the
square on CB, and is a maximum. It will be seen also that the geometrical
solution of the quadratic equation derived from Euclid does not differ from
our practice of solving a quadratic by completing the square on the side
containing the terms in x 2 and x.

But, while in this case there are two geometrically real solutions (because
the circle described with ON as radius will not only cut CB in D but will
also cut A C in another point E), Euclid's figure corresponds to one only of .
the two solutions. Not that there is any doubt that Euclid was aware that the
method of solving the quadratic gives two solutions; he could not fail to see
that x == BE satisfies the equation as well as x == BD. If however he had
actually given us the solution of the equation, he would probably have
omitted to specify the solution x = BE because the rectangle found by means
of it, which would be a rectangle on the base AE (t!qual to BD) and with
altitude EB (equal to A D), is really an equal rectangle to that corresponding
to the other solution x == B D ; there is therefore no real object in distinguishing
two solutions. This is easily understood when we regard the equation as a
statement of the problem of finding two magnitudes when their sum (a) and
product (b2

) are given, i.e. as equivalent to the simultaneous equations
x+y=a,

xy ==b2
•
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These symmetrical equations have really only one solution, as the two apparent
solutions are simply the result of interchanging the values of x and y. This
form of the problem was known to Euclid, as appears from the Data, Prop.
85, which states that, .If two straight lines contain a parallelogram given in
magnitude in a given angle, and if the sum of them be given, then shall each
of them be given.

This proposition then enables us to solve the problem of finding a
rectangle the area and perimeter of which are both given; and it also enables
us to infer that, of all rectangles of given perimeter, the square has the
greatest area, while, the more unequal the sides are, the less is the area.

If in the figure of II. 5 we suppose that AD =a, BD =b, we find that
CB=(a+b)/2 and CD=(a-b)f2, and we may state the result of the
proposition in the following algebraical forme:bY _ (a ~bY=ab.

This way of stating it (which could hardly have escaped the Pythagoreans)
gives a ready means of obtaining the two rules, respectively attributed to the
Pythagoreans and Plato, for finding integral square numbers which are the
sum of two other integral square numbers. We have only to make ab a
perfect square in the above formula. The simplest way in which this can be
done is to put a = n2

, b = I, whence we have

(n
2

: Iy _(n2~ Iy =n2,

and in order that the fir-st two squares may be integral n2
, and therefore n,

must be odd. Hence the Pythagorean rule.
Suppose next that a =2n2

, b=2, and we have
(n2+ 1)2 _ (n2 _ 1)2 = 4n2,

whence Plato's rule starting from an even number 2n.

PROPOSITION 6.

If a straight line be b£sected and a stra£ght l£ne be added
to it in a sh'a£ght line, the rectangle contained by the whole
with the added stra£ght line and the added straight line together
with the square on the half is equal to the square on the
stra£ght line made up of the half and the added stra£ght
line.

For let a straight line AB be bisected at the point C, and
let a straight line BD be added to it in a straight line;

I say that the rectangle contained by AD, DB together
with the square on CB is equal to the square on CD.

For let the square CEFD be described on CD, [I. 46]
and let DE be joined;
through the point B let BG be drawn parallel to either EC or
DF,

H. E.
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FGE

through the point H let KM be drawn parallel to either AB
or EF,
and further through A let AK A~__-1"C~ BT--iD

be drawn parallel to either CL /" _.0

or DM. [I. 3 1 ] K L ~'H~ M

Then, since A C is equal P /

to CB,
AL is also equal to CH. [I. 36]

But CH is equal to H F. [I, 43]

Therefore AL is also equal
to HF.

Let CM be added to each;
therefore the whole AM is equal to the gnomon NOP.

But AM is the rectangle AD, DB,
for DM is equal to DB;

therefore the gnomon NOP is also equal to the rectangle
AD,DB.

Let LG, which is equal to the square on Be, be added
to each;

therefore the rectangle contained by AD, DB together
with the square on CB is equal to the gnomon NOP and LG.

But the gnomon NOP and LG are the whole square
CEFD, which is described on CD;

therefore the rectangle contained by AD, DB together
with the square on CB is equal to the square on CD.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

In this case the rectangle AD, DB is "a rectangle applied to a given
straight line (AS) but exceedi1tg by a square (the side of which is equal to
BD) "; and the problem suggested by n. 6 is to find a rectangle of this
description equal to a given area, which we will, for convenience, suppose to
be a square; i.e., in the language of geometry, to apply to a given straight
line a rectangle which shall be equal to a given square and shall exceed by a
square figure. .

We suppose that in Euclid's figure AB=a, BD=x; then, if the given t

square be b", the problem is to solve geometrically the equation

ax+x2 =b2
•

The solution of a problem theoretically equivalent to the solution of a
quadratic equation of this kind is presupposed in the fragment of Hippocrates'
Quadrature oj lunes preserved in a quotation by Simplicius (Comment. in
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Aristot. Phys. pp. 61-68, ed. Diels) from Eudemus' History of Geometry. In
this fragment Hippocrates (5th cent. B.C.) assumes the following construction.

AB being the diameter and 0 the centre of a semicircle, and C being the
middle point of DB and CD at right
angles to AB, a straight line of length
such that its square is I~ times the square
on the radius (i.e. of length aJf, where
a is the radius) is to be so placed, as EF,
between CD and the circumference AD
that it "verges towards B," that is, EE
when produced passes through B.

Now the right-angled triangles BEC,
BAE are similar, so that

BE: BC=BA: BE,
and therefore the rectangle BE, BE= rect. BA, BC

= sq. on BO.

In other words, EE (=a Jf) being given in length, BE (=x, say) has
to be found such that

(Jf a+x)x=a2
;

or the quadratic equation

has to be solved.
A straight line of length aJf would easily be constructed, for, in the

figure, CJJ2=AC. CB=i;a2
, or CD=~aJ3, and aJf is the diagonal of

a square of which CD is the side.
There is no doubt that Hippocrates could have solved the equation by

the geometrical construction given below, but he may have contemplated, on
this occasion, the merely mechanical process of placing the straight line of the
length required between CD and the circumference AD and moving it until
E, F, B were in a straight line. Zeuthen (Die Lehre von den Kegelschnitten
im Altertum, pp. 270, 271) thinks this probable because, curiously enough,
the fragment speaks immediately afterwards of "joining B to F."

To solve the equation
ax+x2 =b2 Q

we have to find the rectangle A H, or the
gnomon NOP, which is equal in area to b2 and
has one of the sides containing the inner right
angle equal to CB or ~a. Thus we know
(~a)2 and b2, and we have to find, by I. 47,
a square equal to the sum of two given
squares.

To do this Simson draws BQ at right
angles to AB and equal to b, joins CQ and,

. with centre C and radius CQ, describes a
circle cutting AB produced in D. Thus
BD, or x, is found.

Now the rectangle AD, DB together with the square on CB
is equal to the square on CD,
i.e. to the square on CQ,
i.e. to the squares on CB, BQ.
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Therefore the rectangle AD, DB is equal to the square on BQ, that is,
ax+r=b2

•

From Euclid's point of view there would only be one solution in this case.
This proposition enables us also to solve the equation

x2 -ax=b2

in a similar manner.
We have only to suppose that AB = a, and AD (instead of BD) = x; then

x 2
- ax = the gnomon.

To find the gnomon we have its area W) and the area, CB2 or (~a)2, by
which the gnomon differs from CO. Thus we can find D (and therefore
AD or x) by the same construction as that just given.

Converse propositions to II. 5, 6 are given by Pappus (VII. pp. 948-950)
among his lemmas to the Conics of Apollonius to the etfect that,
(1) if D be a point dividing AB unequally, and C another point on AB

such that the rectangle AD, DB together with the square on CD is
equal to the square on A C, then

AC is equal to CB;
(2) if D be a point on AB produced, and C a point on AB such that the

rectangle AD, DB together with the square on CB is equal to the
square on CD, then

A C is equal to CB.

E

Bc

No·

A

PROPOSITION 7.

If a stra£ght Nne be cut at random, the square on the
whole and that on one of the segments both together are equal
to tWlce the rectangle conta£ned by the whole and the' said
segment and the square on the rema£n£ng segment.

For let a straight line AB be cut at random at the point C;
I say that the squares on AB, BC are equal to twice the

rectangle contained by AB, BC and the
square on CA.

For let the square ADEB be
described on AB, [I. 46]
and let the figure be drawn. H

Then, sinceAG is equal to GE, [1.43]
let CF be added to each;

therefore the whole AF is equal to
the whole CEo

Therefore AF, CE are double of
AF

But AF, CE are the gnomon KLM and the square CF;
therefore the gnomon KLM and the square CF are double
ofAF
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But twice the rectangle AB, BC is also double of AF;
for BF is equal to BC;
therefore the gnomon KLM and the square CF are equal to
twice the rectangle AB, BC

Let DC, which is the square on A C, be added to each;
therefore the gnomon KLM and the squares BC, CD are
equal to twice the rectangle contained by AB, BC and the
square on AC

But the gnomon KLM and the squares BC, CD are the
whole ADEB and CF,

which are squares described on AB, BC;
therefore the squares on AB, BC are equal to twice the
rectangle contained by AB, BC together with the square on
AC

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

An interesting variation of the form of this proposition may be obtained by
regarding AB, BC as two given straight lines of which AB is the greater, and
A C as the difference between th~ two straight lines. Thus the proposition
shows that the squares on two straight lines are together equal to twice the
rectangle contained by them and the square on their difference. That is, the
square on the difference of two straight lines is equal to the sum of the squares on
the straight lines diminished by twice the rectangle contained by them. In other
words, just as II. 4 is the geometrical equivalent of the identity

(a+b)2=a2 + b2 + zab,
so II. 7 proves that

(a _b)2=a2+ b2_ zab.

The addition and subtraction of these formulae give the algebraical equivalent
of the propositions II. 9, 10 and II. 8 respectively j and we have accordingly
a suggestion of alternative methods of proving those propositions.

PROPOSITION 8.

If a straight line be cut at random, four tz'mes the rectangle
contained by the whole and one of the segments together w£th
the square on the remaining segment z's equal to the square
described on the whole and the aforesaid segment as on one
straight line.

, For let a straight line AB be cut at random at the point C;
I say that four times the rectangle contained by AB, BC

together with the square on A C is equal to the square
described on AB, Be as on one straight line.
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For let [the straight line] BD be produced in a straight
line [with ABJ, and let BD be
made equal to CB;
let the squareAEFD be described
on AD, and let the figure be M

drawn double. .
Then,since CB is equal to BD,

while CB is equal to GK, and
BD to KN,
therefore GK is also equal to KN.

F or the same reason
QR is also equal to RP.

,And, since BC is equal to BD, and GK to KN,
therefore CK is also equal to KD, and GR to RN. [I. 36]

But CK is equal to RN, for they are complements of the
parallelogram CP; [I. 43]

therefore KD is also equal to GR;
therefore the four areas DK, CK, GR, RN are equal to one
another.

Therefore the four are quadruple of CK.
Again, since CB is equal to BD,

while BD is equal to BK, that is CG,
and CB is equal to GK, that is GQ,

therefore CG is also equal to GQ.
And, since CG is equal to GQ, and QR to RP,

A G is also equal to MQ, and QL to RF. [I. 36]

But MQ is equal to QL, for they are complements of the
~~~~~; ~~

therefore A G is also equal to RF;
therefore the four areas A G, MQ, QL, RF are equal to one
another.

Therefore the four are quadruple of A G.
But the four areas CK, KD, GR, RN were proved to be
quadruple of CK;

therefore the eight areas, which contain the gnomon
STU, are quadruple of AK.

Now, since AK is the rectangle AB, BD, for BK is equal
toBD,
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Q. E. D.

therefore four times the rectangle AB, BD IS quadruple of
.AK.

But the gnomon STU was also proved to be quadruple
of AK;

therefore four times the rectangle AB, BD is equal to the
gnomon STU.

Let ON, which is equal to the square on AC, be added
to each;

therefore four times the rectangle AB, BD together with
the square on AC is equal to the gnomon STU and OH.

But the gnomon STU and OHare the whole square
AEFD,

which is described on AD;
therefore four times the rectangle AB, BD together with
the square on AC is equal to the square on AD.

But BD is equal to BC;
therefore fbur times the rectangle contained by AB, BC
together with the square on A C is equal to the square on
AD, that is to the square described on AB and BC as on
one straight line.

Therefore etc.

L M

NP

This proposition is quoted by Pappus (p. 428, ed. Hultsch) and is used
also by Euclid himself in the Data, Prop. 86. Further, it is of decided use
in proving the fundamental property of a parabola.

Two alternative proofs are worth giving.
The first is that suggested by the consideration mentioned in the last

note, though the proof is old enough, being given by Clavius and others. It
is of the semi-algebraical type.

Produce AB to D (in the figure of the pro- 0 A C B
position), so that BD is equal to BC.

By II. 4, the square on AD is equal to the
squares on AB, BD and twice the rectangle AB, G
BD, i.e. to the squares on AB, BC and twice
the rectangle AB, BC.

By 11. 7, the squares on AB, BC are equal to
twice the rectangle AB, BC together with the K
square on A C. .

Therefore the square on AD is equal to four
times the rectangle AB, BC together with the F H E
square on A C.

The second proof is after the manner of Euclid but with a difference.
Produce BA to D so that AD is equal to Be. On BD construct the square
BEFD.
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Take BG, En, EK each equal to BC or AD, and draw ALP, HNM
parallel to BE and GML, KPNparallel to BD.

Then it can be shown that each of the rectangles BL, AK, EN, EM is
equal to the rectangle AB, Be, and that PM is equal to the square on AG.

Therefore the square on BD is equal to four times the rectangle AB,
BC together with the square on AG.

PROPOSITION 9.

Bo

E

c

If a straight l£ne be cut into equal and unequal segments,
the squares on the unequal segments of the whole are double
of the square on the halfand of the squar.e on the straight line
between the points of section.

For let a straight line AB be cut into equal segments
at C, and into unequal segments at D;

I I say that the squares on AD, DB are double of the
squares on A C, CD.

For let CE be drawn from
C at right angles to AB,
and let it be made equal to
either A C or CB ;
let EA, EB be joined,
let DF be drawn through D
parallel to E C,

A
and FG through F parallel to
AB,
and let AF be joined.

Then, since A C is equal to CE,
the angle EA C is also equal to the angle AEC.

And, since the angle at C is right,
the remaining angles EAC, AEC are equal to one

right angle. [I. 32]
And they are equal;

therefore each of the angles CEA, CAE is half a right
angle.

F or the same reason
each of the angles CEB, EBC is also half a right angle;

therefore the whole angle AEB is right.
And, since the angle GEF is half a right angle.
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and the angle EGF is right, for it is equal to the interior and
opposite angle ECB, [I. 29]

the remaining angle EFG is half a right angle; [I. 32]
therefore the angle GEF is equal to the angle EFG,

so that the side EG is also equal to GF. [I. 6]
Again, since the angle at B is half a right angle,

and the angle FDB is right, for it is again equal to the interior
and opposite angle ECB, [I. 29]

the remaining angle BFD is half a right angle; [I. 32]
therefore the angle at B is equal to the angle DFB,

so that the side FD is also equal to the side DB. [I. 6]
Now, since A C is equal to eE,
the square on A C is also equal to the square on CE;

therefore the squares on A C, CE are double of the square
on AC.

But the square on EA is equal to the squares on A C, CE,
for the angle A CE is right; [I. 47]

therefore the square on EA is double of the square on A C.
Again, since EG is equal to GF,
the square on EG is also equal to the square on GF;

therefore the squares on EG, GF are double of the square on
GF.

But the square on EF is equal to the squares on EG, GF;
therefore the square on EF is double of the square on GF.

But GF is equal to CD; [1.34]
therefore the square en EF is double of the square on CD.

But the square on EA is also double of the square on A C;
therefore the squares on AE, EFare double of the squares

on AC, CD.
And the square on AF is equal to the squares on AE, EF,

for the angle AEF is right; [I. 47]

therefore the square on AF is double of the squares on AC,
CD.

But the squares on AD, DF are equal to the square on
AF, for the angle at D is right; [I. 47]

therefore the squares on AD, DF are double of the squares
on AC, CD.
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And DF is equal to DB;
therefore the squares on AD, DB are double of the squares
on AC, CD.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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It is noteworthy that, while the first eight proposItIOns of Book II. are
proved independently of the Pythagorean theorem I. 47, all the remaining
propositions beginning with the 9th are proved by means of it. Also the 9th
and loth propositions mark a new departure in another respect; the method
of demonstration by showing in the figures the various rectangles and squares
to which the theorems relate is here abandoned.

The 9th and loth propositions are related to one another in the same way
as the 5th and 6th; they really prove the same result which can, as in the
earlier case, be comprised in a single enunciation thus: The sum ofthe squares
on the sum and difference of two given straight lines is equal to twice the sum of
the squares on the lines.

The semi-algebraical proof of Prop. 9 is that suggested by the remark on
the algebraical formulae given at the end of the note on II. 7. It applies
with a very slight modification to both II. 9 and II. 10. We will put in
brackets the variations belonging to II. 10.

The first of the annexed lines is the figure A COB
for II. 9 and the second for II. I O. :..:-----~--,__----0

By II. 4, the square on AD is equal to
the squares on A C, CD and twice the
rectangle AC, CD.

By II. 7, the squares on CB, CD (CD, CB) are equal to
twice the rectangle CB, CD together with the square on BD.

By addition of these equals crosswise,
the squares on AD, DB together with twice the rectangle CB, CD are

equal to the squares on A C, CD, CB, CD together with twice
the rectangle A C, CD.

But A C, CB are equal, and therefore the rectangles A C, CD and CB,
CD are equal.

Taking away the equals, we see that
the squares on AD, DB are equal to the squares on A C, CD, CB, CD,

i.e. to twiCe the squares on A C, CD. .
To show also that the method of geometrical algebra illustrated by

II. 1-8 is still effective for the purpose of
proving II. 9, 10, we will now prove II. 9 in
that manner.

Draw squares on AD, DB respectively K
as shown in the figure. Measure DH along 0
DE equal to CD, and HL along HE also
equal to CD.

Draw HK, LNO parallel to EF, and
CNM parallel t'O DE.

Measure NP along NO equal to CD,
and draw PQ parallel to DE.
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Now, since AD, CD are respectively equal to DE, DH,
HE is equal to AC or CB;

and, since HL is equal to CD, LE is equal to DB.
Similarly, since each of the segments EM, MQ is equal to CD,

FQ is equal to EL or BD.
Therefore OQ is equal to the square on DB.
We have to prove that the squares on AD, DB are equal to twice the

squares on A C, CD.
Now the square on AD includes KM (the square on A C) and CH, HN

(that is, twice the square on CD).
Therefore we have to prove that what is left over of the square on AD

together with the square on DB is equal to the square on A C.
The parts left over are the rectangles CK and NE, which are equal to

KN, PM respectively.
But the latter with_ the square on DB are equal to the rectangles KN,

PM and the square OQ,
i.e. to the square KM, or the square on A C.

Hence the required result follows.

PROPOSITION 10.

;;:E'--- --=.F

o

G

B

If a straight line be bisected, and a straight l£ne be added
to it in a straight line, the square on the whole with the added
straight l£ne and the square on the added straight l£ne both
together are double of the square on the half and of the square
described on the straight Nne made up of the half and the
added straight line as on one straight line.

For let a straight line AB be bisected at C, and let a
straight line BD be added to it in a straight line;

I say that the squares on AD, DB are double of the
squares on A C, CD.

For let CE be drawn from
the point C at right angles to
AB [I. II], and let it be made
equal to either A C or CB [1. 3] ;

let EA, EB be joined;

through E let EF be drawn A

parallel to AD,

and through DIet FD be drawn
parallel to CEo [I. 31]

, Then, since a straight line EF falls on the parallel straight
lines EC, FD,
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[I. 5]

therefore the angle DGB is equal to the angle DBG,
so that the side BD is also equal td the side GD. [I. 6]

Again, since the angle EGF is half a right angle,
and the angle at F is right, for it is equal to the opposite
angle, the angle at C, [I. 34]

the remaining angle FEG is half a right angle; [I. 32]

therefore the angle EGF is equal to the angle FEG,
so that the side GF is also equal to the side EF. [I. {i]

Now, since the square on EC is equal to the square on
CA,
the squares on EC, CA are double of the square on CA.

But the square on EA is equal to the squares on EC, CA;
[I. 47]

therefore the square on EA is double of the square on A C.
[c. N. I]

the angles CEF, EFD are equal to two right angles; [I. 29]
therefore the angles FEB, EFD are less than two right
angles.

But straight lines produced from angles less than two
right angles meet; . [I. Post. 5)

therefore EB, FD, if produced in the direction B, D, will
meet.

Let them be produced and meet at G,
and let A G be joined.

Then, since A C is equal to CE,
the angle EA C is also equal to the 'angle AEC ;
and the angle at C is right;

therefore each of the angles EA C, AEC is half a right
angle. [I. 32)

F or the same reason
each of the angles CEB, EEC is also half a right angle;

therefore the angle AEB is right.
And, since the angle EBC is half a right angle,

the angle DBG is also half a right angle.
But the angle BDG' is also right,

for it is equal to the angle DCE, they being alternate; [I. 29]
therefore the remaining angle DGB is half a right angle;

[I. 32]
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Again, since FG is equal to EF,
the square on FG is also equal to the square on FE;
therefore the squares on GF, FE are double of the square on
EE.

But the square on EG is equal to the squares on GF, FE;
[I. 47]

therefore the square on EG is double of the square on EE.
And EF is equal to CD; [1·34]

therefore the square on EG is double of the square on CD.
But the square on EA was also proved double of the square
on AC;
therefore the squares on AE, EG are double of the squares
on AC, CD.

And the square on AG is equal to the squares on AE,
EG; [1.47]

therefore the square on A G is double of the squares on A C,
CD.
But the squares on AD, DG are equal to the square on A G ;

. [I. 47]
therefore the squares on AD, DG are double of the squares
on AC, CD.

And DG is equal to DB;
therefore the squares on AD, DB are double of the squares
on AC, CD.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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The alternative proof of this proposItIOn by means of the principles
exhibited in II. 1-8 follows the lines of that
which I have given for the preceding proposition.

It is at once obvious from the figure that the
square on AD includes within it twice the square
on A C together with once the square on CD.
What is left over is the sum of the rectangles AH,
KE. These, which are equivalent to BH, GK,
make up the square on CD less the square on
BD. Adding therefore the square BG to each
side, we have the required result.

Another alternative proof of the theorem which Fl.-------'----J
includes both II. 9 and 10 is worth giving. The E
theorem states that the sum of the squares on the
sum and difference of two given straight lines is equal to twice the sum of the
squares on the lines.
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Let AD, DB be the two given straight lines (of which AD is the greater),
placed so as to be in one straight line. Make A C equal to DB and com
plete the figure as shown, each of the segments CG
and DH being equal to AC or DB.

Now, AD, DB being the given straight lines, AB
is their sum and CD is equal to their difference.

Also AD is equal to Be.
And AE is the square on AB, GK is equal to

the square on CD, AK or FHis the square on AD,
and BL the square on CB, while each of the small
squares A G, BH, EK, FL is equal to the square on
ACorDB.

We have to prove that twice the squares on AD,
DB are equal to the squares on AB, CD.

Now twice the square on AD is the 'sum of the squares on AD, CB,
which is equal to the sum of the squares BL, FH; and the figure shows
these to be equal to twice the inner square GK and once the remainder of
the large square AE eXcluding the two squares A G, KE, which latter squares
are equal to twice the square on A C or DB.

Therefore twice the squares on AD, DB are equal to twice the inner
square GK together with once the remainder of the large square AE, that is,
to the sum of the squares AE, GK, which are the squares on AB, CD.

or

"Side" and" diagonal" numbers giving successive approxi
mations to J2.

Zeuthen pointed out (Die Lehre von den Kegelschnitlen im Altertum, 1886,
pp. 27, 28) that II. 9, 10 have great interest
in connexion with a problem of indeterminate A:-------:Ct""'----;tD~-----;B
analysis which received much attention from
the ancient Greeks. If we take the straight line AB divided at C and D as
in II. 9, and if we put CD = x, DB = y, the result obtained by Euclid, namely:

AD + DR' = 2AC2 + 2 CD,

AD- 2AC2= 2CD2-DR',

becomes the formula
(2X +y)2 _ 2 (x +y)2 = 2X2_ y2.

If therefore ·X, y be numbers which satisfy one of the two equations
2X2 _ y2 = ± I,

the formula gives us two higher numbers, x +y and 2X +y, which satisfy the
other of the two equations.

Euclid's propositions thus give a general proof of the very formula used
for the formation of the succession of what were called" stile" and" diagonal
numbers."

As is well known, Theon of Smyrna (pp. 43, 44, ed. Hiller) describes this
system of numbers. The unit, being the beginning of all things, must be
potentially both a side and a diameter. Consequently we begin with two units,
the one being the first side and the other the first diameter, and (a) from the
sum of them, (b) from the sum of twice the first unit and once the second, 'Ye
form two new numbers

I. I + I = 2, 2. I + I = 3.
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Of these new numbers the first is a side- and the second a diagonal-number,
or (as we may say)

a2 =z, d2 =3·
In the same way as these numbers were formed from al = I, dl = I, successive
pairs of numbers are formed from a2 , d2 , and so on, according to the formula

an+l = an + dn, dn+l = 2an + dn.

Thus aa = 2 + 3 = 5, da = 2 • 2 + 3 = 7,
a4 = 5 + 7 = 12, d4 = 2 . 5 + 7 = 17,

and so on.
Theon states, with reference to these numbers, the general proposition that

dn
2 = 2an

2 ± I,

and he observes (I) that the signs alternate as successive d's and a's are taken,
dl

2
- 2a/ being equal to - I, d2

2
- 2a/ equal to + I, da

2
- 2aa

2 equal to - I, and
so on, (2) that the sum of the squares of all the d's will be double of the sum
of the squares of all the a's. [If the number of successive terms in each
series is finite, it is of course necessary that the number should be even.]
The proof, no doubt omitted because it was well known, may be put
algebraically thus

dn2 - 2an2 = (2an_l + dn_l )2 - 2 (an- l + dn_l )2

= 2an_ l
2 - dn_ l

2

= - (dn _ l
2 - 2an _ l

2 )

= + (dn_ 2
2 - 2an _2

2
), in like manner,

and so on, while dl
2

- 2a? = - I. Thus the theorem is established.
Euclid's propositions enable us to establish the theorem geometrically;

and this fact might well be thought to confirm the conjecture that the
investigation of the indeterminate equation 2X2

- y2 = ± I in the manner
explained by Theon was no new thing but began at a period long before
Euclid's time. Noone familiar with the truth of the proposition stated by
Theon could have failed to observe that, as the corresponding side- and
diagonal-numbers were successively formed, the value of dn2/an2 would
approach more and more nearly to 2, and consequently that the successive
fractions dn/an would give nearer and nearer approximations to the value of

I . 1 3 7 17 41
V 2, VIZ. I' 2' 5' 12' 29'.... .

It is fairly clear that in the famous passage of Plato's Republic (546 c)
about the "geometrical number" some such system of approximations is
hinted at. Plato there contrasts the "rational diameter of five" (p7JT7J SUL}L£TPO<;
T7j<; 71"£}L7I"uSo.) with the "irrational" (diameter). This was certainly taken
from the Pythagorean theory of numbers (cf. the expression immediately
preceding, 546 B, C 71"UI'Ta 71"poa-rjyopa Kat p7JTa 71"PO<; aAA7JAa a7l"£<p7Jl'al', with the
phrase 7I"CI.I'Ta YVWITTa Kat 71"OTlf.yopa aAAaAot. a7l"£pya'£Tat in the fragment of
Philolaus). The reference of Plato is to the following consideration. If the
square of side 5 be taken, the diagonal is J2:25 or .j50. This is the
Pythagorean "irrational diameter" of 5 j and the "rational diameter" was
the approximation ,J50 - I, or 7.

But the conjecture of Zeuthen, and the attribution of the whole theory of
side- and diagonal-numbers to the Pythagoreans, have now been fully confirmed
by the publication of Kroll's edition of ProcH Diadochi in Platonis rempublicam
commentarii (Teubner), Vol. II., 1901. The passages (cc. 23 and 27, pp. 24,
25 and 27-29) which there saw the light for the first time describe the same
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system of forming side- anddzagonal-numbers and definitely attribute it, as
well as the distinction between the" rational" and" irrational diameter," to
the Pythagoreans. Proclus further says (p. 27, 16-22) that the property of the
side- and dzagontil-numbers "is proved graphically (ypafLfL£KW,) in the second
book of the Elements by 'him' (a7r' EKE[VOV). For, if a straight line be bisected
and a straight line be added to it, the square on the whole line including the
added straight line and the square on the latter alone are double of the .square on
the half of the original straight line and of the square on the straight line made
up ofthe half and of the added straight line." And this is simply Eucl. II. 10.

Proclus then goes on to show specifically how this proposition was used to
prove that, with the notation above used, the diameter corresponding to the
side a + d is 2a + d. Let AB be a side and BC equal to it, while CD is the
diameter corresponding to AB, i.e. a straight line such that the square on it is
double of the square on AB. (1 use the figure supplied by Hultsch on p. 397
of Kroll's Vol. II.) •

K~---------,

Then, by the theorem of EucL II. 10, the squares on AD, DC are double
of the squares on AB, BD.

But the square on DC (i.e. BE) is double of the square on AB; therefore,
by subtraction, the square on AD is double of the square on BD.

And the square on DF, the diagonal corresponding to the side BD, is
double the square of BD.

Therefore the square on DF is equal to the square on AD, so that DFis
equal to AD.

That is, while the side BD is, with our notation, a + d, the corresponding
diagonal, being equal to AD, is 2a + d.

In the above reference by Proclus to II. 10 a7r' EKE[VOV "by him" must
apparently mean tnr' EVKAEtOOV, "by Euclid," although Euclid's name has not
been mentioned in the chapter; the phrase would be equivalent to saying
"in the second Book of the famous Elements." But, when Proclus says "this
is proved in the second Book of the Elements," he does not imply that it had
not been proved before; on the contrary, it is clear that the theorem had
been proved by the Pythagoreans, and we have therefore here a confirmation
of the inference from the part played by the gnomon and by I. 47 in Book II.

that the whole of the substance of that Book was Pythagorean. For further
detailed explanation of the passages of Proclus reference should be made to
Hultsch's note in Kroll's VoL II. pp. 393-400, and to the separate article,
also by Hultsch, in the Bibliotheca Mathemat£ca la, 1900, pp. 8-12.

P. Bergh has an ingenious suggestion (see Zeitschrift fur Math: u. Physik
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XXXI. Hist.-litt. Abt. p. 135, and Cantor, Geschichte der Mathematik, 13 •
as to the way in which the formation of the successive ' .
side- and diagonal-numbers may have been discovered, E~~
namely by observation from a very simple geometrical
figure. Let ABC be an isosceles triangle, right-angled at G
A, with sides a"-I> a"_I' d"_1 respectively. If now the C
two sides AB, A C about the right angle be lengthened F
by adding d"_1 to each, and the extremities D, E be
joined, it is easily seen by means of the figure (in which ABO
BF, CG are perpendicular to DE) that the new diagonal
d" is equal to 2a"_1 + d"_I> while the equal sides a" are, by construction, equal
to a"_1 + d"_I'

Important deductions from II. 9, 10.

I. Pappus (VII. pp. 856-8) uses II. 9, 10 for proving the well-known
theorem that

The sum of the squares on two sides ofa triangle is equal to twice the square
on half the base together 'wz"th twice the square on the straight line joining the
middle point of the base to the opposite vertex.

Let ABC be the given triangle and D the middle point of the base BC.
Join AD, and draw AE perpendicular to BC (produced if necessary).

Lit
B 0 E C

A

~
8 DeE

Now, by II. 9, 10,

the squares on BE, EC are equal.to twice the squares on BD, DE.
Add to each twice the square on AE.
Then, remembering that

the squares on BE, EA are equal to the square on BA,
the squares on AE, EC are equal to the square on A C,

and the squares on AE, ED are equal to the square on AD,
we find that

the squares on BA, A C are equal to twice the squares on AD, BD.
The proposition is generally proved by means of II. 12, 13, but not, I

think, so conveniently as by the method of Pappus.

II. The inference was early made by Gregory of St. Vincent (1584-1667)
and Viviani (1622-11°3) that In any parallelogram the squares on the diagonals
are together equal to the squares on the sides, or to twice the squares on adjacent
sides.

III. It appears that Leonhard Euler (11°7-83) was the first to discover
the corresponding theorem with reference to any quadrilateral, namely that
In any quadrilateral the sum of the squares on tlte sides is equal to the sum of the
squares on the diagonals andfour times the square on the line joining the middle

H. E. 26
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points of the diagonals. Euler seems however to have proved the property
from the corresponding theorem for parallelograms just quoted (cf. Camerer's
Euclid, Vol. I. pp. 468,469) and not from the property of the triangle, though
the latter brings out the result more easily.

PROPOSITION I 1.

A H B

E//

oK

a

c

F

To cut a g£ven stra£ght line so that the rectangle contained
by the whole and one of the segments £s equal to the square on
the rema£n£ng segment.

Let AB be the given straight line;.
thus it is required to cut AB so that the rectangle contained
by the whole and one of the segments is
equal to the square on the remaining
segment.

For let the square ABDC be described
on AB; [I. 46]

let A C be bisected at the point E, and let
BE be joined;
let CA be drawn through to F, and let EF
be made equal to BE;
let the square FH be described on AF, and
let GH be drawn through to K.

I say that AB has been cut at H so as to make the
rectangle contained by AB, BH equal to the square on AH.

For, since the straight line A C has been bisected at E,
and FA is added to it, .

the rectangle contained by CF, FA together with the
square on AE is equal to the square on EF. [n.6]

But EF is equal to EB;
therefore the rectangle CF, FA together with the square

on AE is equal to the square on EB..
But the squares on BA, A E are equal to the square on

EB, for the angle at A is right; [I. 47]

therefore the rectangle CF, FA together with the square
on AE is equal to the squares on BA, AE.

Let the square on AE be subtracted from each;
therefore the rectangle CF, FA which remains is equal to

the square on AB.
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Now the rectangle CF, FA is FK, for AF is equal to
FG;
and the square on AB is AD;

therefore FK is equal to AD.
Let AK be subtracted from each;
therefore FH which remains is equal to HD.
And HD is the rectangle AB, BH, for AB is equal to

BD;
and FH is the square on AH;

therefore the rectangle contained by AB, BH is equal
to the square on HA.

therefore the given straight line AB has been cut at H
so as to make the rectangle contained by AB, BH equal to
the square on HA.

Q. E. F.

As the solution of this problem is necessary to that of inscribing it regular
pentagon in a circle (Eucl. IV. 10, II), we must necessarily conclude that it
was solved by the Pythagoreans, or, in other words, that they discovered the
geometrical solution of the quadratic equation

a (a - x) = r,
or x 2 + ax = a2

•

The solution in II. I I, too, exactly corresponds to the solution of the more
general equation

x 2 +ax=lr,
which, as shown above (pp. 387-8), Simson based upon II. 6. Only Simson's
solution, if applied here, gives us the point F on CA produced and does not
directly find the point H It takes E the middle point of CA, draws AB at
right angles to CA and of length equal to CA; and then describes a circle
with EB as radius cutting EA produced in F. The only difference between·
the solution in this case and in the more general case is that AB is here equal
to CA instead of being equal to another given straight line b.

As in the more general case, there is, from Euclid's point of view, only one
solution. '

The construction shows that CF is also divided at A in the manner
described in the enunciation, since the rectangle CF, FA is equal to the
square on CA.

The problem in n. I I reappears in VI. 30 in the form of cutting a given
straight lz'ne in extreme and mean ratio.

PROPOSITION 12.

In obtuse-anf[led triangles the square on the side subtending
the obtuse angle is greater than the squares on the sides con
taining the obtuse angle by twice the rectangle contained by one
of the sides about the obtuse angle, namely that on which the

26-2
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perpendicular falls, and the straight line cut off outside by the
perpendicular towards the obtuse angle.

Let ABC be an obtuse-angled triangle having the angle
BA C obtuse, and let BD be drawn from the point B per
pendicular to CA produced;

I say that the square on BC is greater than the squares
on BA, A C by twice the rectangle con-
tained by CA, AD. B

F or, since the straight line CD has
been cut at random at the point A,
the square on DC is equal to the
squares on CA, AD and twice the rect
angle contained by CA, AD. [II. 4]

Let the square on DB be added to
each;
therefore the squares on CD, DB are equal to the squares on
CA, AD, DB and twice the rectangle CA, AD.

But the square on CB is equal to the squares on CD, DB,
for the angle at D is right; [I. 47]

and the square on AB is equal to the squares on AD,
DB; [1.47]

therefore the square on CB is equal to the squares on CA, AB
and twice the rectangle contained by CA, AD;

so that the square on CB is greater than the squares on
CA, AB by twice the rectangle contained by CA, AD.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

Since in this proposition and the next we have to do with the squares on
the sides of triangles, the particular form of graphic representation of areas
which we have had in Book II. up to this point does not help us to visualise
the results of the propositions in the same way, and only two lines of proof
are possible, (1) by means of the results of certain earlier propositions in
Book II. combined with the result of I. 47 and (2) by means of the procedure
in Euclid's proof of I. 47 itself. The alternative proofs of II. 12, 13 after the
manner of Euclid's proof of I. 47 are therefore alone worth giving.

These proofs appear in certain modern text-books (e.g. Mehler, Henrici and
Treutlein, H. M. Taylor, Smith and Bryant). Smith and Bryant are not
correct in saying (p. 142) that they cannot be traced further back than
Lardner's Euclid (1828); they are to be found in Gregory of St. Vincent's
work (published in 1647) Opus geometricum quadraturae circuli et sedionum
coni, Book I. Pt. 2, Props. 44, 45 (pp. 31, 32).

To prove II. 12, take an obtuse-angled triangle ABC in which th~ angle at
A is the obtuse angle.
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~
A C

F

Ep

Describe squares on Be, CA, AB, as BCED, CAGE, ABKH.
Draw AL, BM, CN, perpendicular to BC, CA, AB (produced if neces

sary), and produce theJIl to meet the further
sides of the squares on them in P, Q, R re
spectively.

Join AD, CK.
Then, as in I. 47, the triangles KBC, ABD

are equal in all respects;
therefore their doubles, the parallelograms in
the same parallels respectively, are equal;

that is, the rectangle BP is equal to the
rectangle BR.

Similarly the rectangle CP is equal to the
rectangle CQ.

Also, if BG, CH be joined, we see that
the triangles BA G, HA C are equal m

all respects; 0

therefore their doubles, the rectangles A Q, AR, are equal.
Now the square on BC is equal to the sum of the rectangles BP, CP,

i.e. to the sum of the rectangles BR, CQ,
i.e. to the sum of the squares BH, CG and

the rectangles AR, A Q.
But the rectangles AR,. A Q are equal, and they are respectively the

rectangle contained by BA, ANand the rectangle contained by CA, AM.
Therefore the square on BC is equal to the squares on BA, A C together

with twice the rectangle EA, ANor CA, AM.
Incidentally this proof shows that the rectangle BA, ANis equal to the

rectangle CA, AM: a result which will be seen later on to be a particular
case of the theorem in III. 35.

Heron (in an-NairlzI, ed. Curtze, p. 109) gives a "converse" of II. 12

related to it as I. 48 is related to I. 47.
In any triangle, if the square on one d the sides is greater than the squares

on the other two sides, the angle contained by the latter is obtuse.
Let ABC be a triangle such that the square on BC is greater than the

squares on BA, A C.
Draw AD at right angles to A C and

of length equal to AB.
Join DC.
Then, since DA C is a right angle,

the square on DC is equal to the squares
on DA, AC, [I. 47J

i.e. to the squares on BA, A C.
But the square on BC is greater than

the squares on BA, AC; therefore the square on BC is greater than the
square on DC.

Therefore B C is greater than DC.
Thus, in the triangles BA C, DA C,

the two sides BA, A C are equal to the two sides DA, A C respectively,
but the base BC is greater than the base DC.
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A

Therefore the angle BAC is greater than the angle DA C;
that is, the angle BA C is obtuse.

PROPOSITION 13.

In acute-angled triangles the square on the side subtending
the acute angle is less than the squares on the sides containing
the acute angle by twice the rectangle contained by one of the
sides about the acute angle, namely that on which the per
pendicular falls, and the straight Nne cut off within by the
perpendicular towards the acute angle.

Let ABC be an acute-angled triangle having the angle
at B acute, and let AD be drawn from the point A perpen-
dicular to BC; .

I say that the square on A C is less than the squares on
CB, BA by twice the rectangle contained

"by CB, BD.
For, since the straight line CB has

been cut at random at D,
the squares on CB, BD are equal to

twice the rectangle contained by CB, BD
and the square on DC. [u·7] Bt:------..O,-----;'lo

Let the square on DA be added to
each;
therefore the squares on CB, BD, DA are equal to twice
the rectangle contained by CB, BD and the squares on AD,
DC.

But the square on AB is equal to the squares on BD,
DA, for the angle at D is right; [1.47]
and the square on A C is equal to the squares on AD, DC;
therefore the squares on CB, BA are equal to the square on
A C and twice the rectangle CB, BD,

so that the square on A C alone is less than the squares
on CB, BA by twice the rectangle contained by CB, BD.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

As the text stands, this proposition is unequivocally enunciated of acute~

angled triangles; and, as if to obviate any doubt as to whether the restriction
was fully intended, the ·enunciation speaks of the rectangle contained by one
of the sides containing the acute angle and the straight line intercepted
within by the perpendicular towards the acute angle. On the other hand, it
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Ld
B C

is curious that it speaks of the square on the side subtending the acute angle;
and again the setting-out begins" let ABC be an acute-angled triangle hmJing
the angle at B acute," though the last words have no point if all the angles of
the triangle are necessarily acute.

It was however very early noticed, not only by Isaacus Monachus,
Campanus, Peletarius, Clavius, Commandinus and the rest, but by the Greek
scholiast (Heiberg, Vol. v. p. 253), that the relation between the sides of a
triangle established by this theorem is true of the side opposite to, and the
sides about, an acute angle respectively in any sort of triangle whether acute
angled, right-angled or obtuse-angled. The scholiast tries to explain away the
word "acute-angled" in the enunciation: "Since in the definitions he cans
acute-angled the triangle which has three acute angles, you must know that he
does not mean that here, but calls an triangles acute-angled because all have
an acute angle, one at least, if not all. The enunciation therefore is: 'In any
triangle the square on the side subtending the acute angle is less than the
squares on the sides containing the acute angle by twice the rectangle, etc.'''

We may judge too by Heron's enunciation of his "converse" of the
proposition that he would have left the word "acute-angled" out of the
enunciation. His converse is: In any triangle in which the square on one of
the sides is less than the squares on the other two sides, the angle containedby the
latter sides is acute.

If the triangle that we take is a right-angled triangle, and the perpendicular
is drawn, not from the right angle, but from the acute angle
not referred to in the enunciation, the proposition reduces
to I. 47, and this case need not detain us.

The other cases can- be proved, like II. 12, after the
manner of 1. 4-7.

Let us take first the case where all the angles of the
triangle are acute.

H
R

G

K

F

OPE

. As before, if we draw ALp, BMQ, CNR perpendicular to BC, CA, AB
and meeting the further sides Of the squares on BC, CA, AB in P, Q, R, and
if we join KC, AD, we have

the triangles KBC, ABD equal in an respects,
and consequently the rectangles BP, BR equal to one another.

Similarly the rectangles CP, CQ are equal to one another.
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Next, by joining BG, CH, we prove in like manner that the rectangles AR,
A Q are equal.

Now the square on BC is equal to the sum of the rectangles BP, CP,
i.e. to the sum of the rectangles BR, CQ,
i.e. to the sum of the squares BH, CG diminished by the rectangles

AR,AQ.
But the rectangles AR, A Q are equal, and they are respectively the

rectangles contained by BA, AN and by CA, AM.
Therefore the square on BC is less -than the squares on BA, AC by

twice the rectangle BA, AN or CA, AM.

Next suppose that we have to prove the theorem in the case where the
triangle has an obtuse angle at A.

Take B as the acute angle under considera-
tion, so that A C is the side opposite to it. .

Now the square on CA is equal to the
difference of the rectangles CQ, A Q,

i.e. to the difference between CP and
A~ F

i.e. to the difference between the square
BE and the sum of the rectangles
BP, AQ,

i.e. to the difference between the square
BE and the sum of the rectangles
Bp, AR,

i.e. to the difference between the sum of
the squares BE, BH and the sum P E
of the rectangles Bp, BR

(since AR is the difference between BR and BU).
But BP, BR are equal, and they are respectively the rectangles CB, BL

and AB, BN.
Therefore the square on CA is less than the squares on AB, BC by twice

the rectangle CB, BL or AB, BN.

Heron's proof of his converse proposition (an-Nairizi, ed. Curtze, p. II 0),
which is also given by the Greek scholiast above quoted,
is of course simple. For let ABC be a triangle in which 0
the square on A C is less than the squares on AB, BC.

Draw BD at right angles to BC and of length equal
toBA.

Join DC.
Then, since the angle CBD is right,

the square on DC is equal to the squares on DB, B C,
i.e. to the squares on AB, BC. [1.47]

But the square on A C is less than the squares on C
AB, BC.

Therefore the square on A C is less than the square on ·DC.
Therefore A C is less than DC.

Hence in the.two triangles DBC, ABC the sides about the angles DBC,
ABC are respectIvely equal, but the base DC is greater than the base A C.
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Therefore the angle DBC (a right angle) is greater than the angle ABC
[I. 25], which latter is therefore acute. •

It may be noted, lastly, that II. 12, 13 are supplementary to 1. 47 and
complete the theory of the relations between the squares on the sides of any
triangle, whether right-angled or not.

PROPOSITION I4.

To construct a square equal to a g£ven rectilineal figure.
Let A be the given rectilineal figure;

thus it is required to construct a square equal to the rectilineal
figure A.

oc

Bf-----k---~-=

5 F or let there be constructed the rectangular parallelogram
BD equal to the rectilineal figure A. [I. 45]

Then, if BE is e'qual to ED, that which was enjoined
will have been done; for a square BD has been constructed
equal to the rectilineal figure A.

10 But, if not, one of the straight lines BE, ED is greater.
Let BE be greater, and let it be produced to F;

let EF be made equal to ED, and let BF be bisected at G.
With centre G and distance one of the straight lines GB,

GF let the semicircle BHF be described; let DE be produced
IS to H, and let GH be joined.

Then, since the straight line BF has been cut into equal
segments at G, and into unequal segments at E,

the rectangle contained by BE, EF together with the
square on EG is equal to the square on GF. [II. 5]

20 But GFis equal to GH;
therefore the rectangle BE, EF together with the square on
GE is equal to the square on GH.

But the squares on HE, EG are equal to the square on
GH; [1.47]

25 therefore the rectangle BE, EF together with the square on
GE is equal to the squares on HE, EG.

Let the square on GE be subtracted from each;
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therefore the rectangle contained by BE, EF which
remains is equal to the square on EH.

30 But the rectangle BE, EF is BD, for EF is equal to ED;
therefore the parallelogram BD is equal to the square on

HE.
And BD is equal to the rectilineal figure A.
Therefore the rectilineal figure A is also equal to the square

35 which can be described on EH.
Therefore a square, namely that which can be described

on EH, has been constructed equal to the given rectilineal
figure A. Q. E. F.

7. that which was enjoined will have been done, literally" would have been
done," 'YE/'OVOS &v €(7/ TO f.1rITaX()h.

35, 36. which can be described, expressed by the future passive participle, a.va'Ypa<p7/
tJ'opiv'I', a.va-ypa<p7/tJ'op.€Vov.

Heiberg (Mathematisches zu Aristoteles, p. 20) quotes as bem-ing on this
proposition Aristotle's remark (De anima II. 2, 413 a 19: cf. Metaph. 996 b 21)
that "squaring" (T£TpaYWVtlTp.o<;) is better defined as the "finding of the mean
(proportional)" than as "the making of an equilateral rectangle equal to a
given oblong," because the former definition states the cause, the latter the
conclusion only. This, Heiberg thinks, implies that in the text-books which were
in Aristotl~'s hands the problem of II. 14 was solved by means of proportions.
As a matter of fact, the actual construction is the same in II. I4 as in VI. 13 j

and the change made by Euclid must have been confined to substituting -in
the proof of the correctness of the construction an argument based on the
principles of Books I. and II. instead of Book VI.

As II. 12, 13 are supplementary to I. 47, so II. 14 completes the theory of
transformation of areas so far as it can be carried without the use of proportions.
As we have seen, the propositions I. 42, 44, 45 enable us to construct a
parallelogram having a given side and angle, and equal to any given rectilineal
figure. The parallelogram can also be transformed into an equal triangle with
the same given side and angle by making the other side about the angle twice
the length. Thus we can, as a particular case, construct a rectangle on a
given base (or a right-angled triangle with one of the sides about the right
angle of given length) equal to a given square. Further, I. 47 enables us
to make a square equal to the sum of any number of squares or to the 
difference between any two squares. The problem still remaining unsolved is
to transform any rectangle (as representing an area equal to that of any
rectilineal figure) into a square of equal area. The solution of this problem,
given in II. 14, is of course the equivalent of the extraction of the square root,
or of the solution of the pure quadratic equation

XJ= abo
Simson pointed out that, in the construction given by Euclid in this case,

it was not necessary to put in the words "Let BE be .greater," since the
construction is not affected by the question whether BE or ED is the greater.
This is true, but after all the words do little harm, and perhaps Euclid may
have regarded it as conducive to clearness to have the points B, G, E, Fin
the same relative positions as the corresponding points A, C, D, B in the
figure of II. 5 which he quotes in the proof.
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d'YdwLOV, angle·less (figure) 187
dauVltTOV: 7j El~ TO da. d....lt'YW'Y'l, 7j aLi, TOU dB.

Mi!;L~, 7j El~ TO da. ci'YOUcr4 d....OOEL!;L~ 136
dKLaOELa?/~, barb·like 188
dp.fJXiilt ('Ywv1lt), obtuse (angle) 181
dlJ.fJXV'YJmo~, obtuse-angled 187
o.P.EP?/~, indivisible 41, 268
dp.rpIKoLXo~ (of curvilineal angles) 178
o.P.eplKuPTO~ 178
o.Vlt'Ypo.rpEW o.,..a to describe on contrasted with

to construct (crUcrT?/UltUOltL) 348
o.vaXuap.Evo~ (T6,..o~), Trearury if Analysis 8,

10, I I, 138
o.VltcrTporpLKa~ (species of locus) 330
o.vOIJ.OLOP.EP?/~, non-uniform 40, 161-2
dVTLUTpOrp?/, conversion 256-7: leading variety,

7j "'p07/'YOUP.1v7J or 7j Kupl",., ibid.
dvu,..apKTo~, non-existent 129
o.6PLUTO~, indeterminate: (of lines or curves)

16o: (of problems) 129
d,..a'Yw'Y>j, reduction 135: El~ TO daUvaTOV 136
4"'ELpo~, infinite: 7j i,..' 4,... iKfJaXXop.EV7J of

line or curve extending without limit and
not "forming a figure" 160-1: i,..' 4,... or
El~ 4,... adverbial 190: i,..' ci,... aLaLpiiuOaL
268: Aristotle on TO 4,..ELpoV 232-4

a,..Xou~, simple: (of lines or curves) 161-2:
(of surfaces) 170 .

ci....66EL!;L~, proif (one of necessary divisions of
a proposition) 129, 130

ii.,..TEcrOltL, to meet (occasionally touch) 57
ciPP7JTo~, irrational: of M'Yo~ 137: of diameter

(diagonal) 399
d<TUp.fJaTo~, incompatible 129
dUUP.....TWTO~, not·meeting, non-secant, asymp·

totic 40, 161, 203
dUUVOETOS, incomposite: (of lines) 160, 161:

(of surfaces) 170 .
4TltKTO~, unordered: (of problems) 128: (of

irrationals) JI 5
4TOP.OL 'Ypltp.p.rU, "indivisible lines" 268
a.pl~= segment of circle less than semicircle

187
fJa.Oo~, depth 158-9
fJa.crL~, base 248-9
'YE'Ypa.rpfJw 242
'Yvwp.wv, see gnomon
'Ypltp.p.>j, line (or curve) q.v.
'Ypap.IJ.LKw~, graphically 400
aEaop,lvo~ given, different senses 132-3:

Euclid's aEaOP.£vlt or Data, q.v.
aEI'Yp.aTlt, illustrations, of Stoics 329
aE' a>j, "thus it is required," introducing

aLOpLcrp.a~ 293
aLa.'Ypap.p.lt = proposition (Aristotle) 252
aLalpEcrL~: point if division (Aristotle) 165,

170, 171: method of division (exhaustion)
285: Euclid's"'Epl aLltLpiuEWV 8,9, 18,87, 1I0

aL=TcicrEL~, almost = dimensions 157, 158
a,acrTltTaV extended, irp' gv one way, i,..l auo

two ways, i,..l Tpllt three ways (of lines,
surfaces and solids respectively) 158, 170

aLa.uT7Jp.a, distance 166, 167, 207: (ofradius of
circle) 199: (ofan angle) = divergence 176-7

aLE!;OaLKa~ (of a class of loci) 330
aL?/XOW, "let it be drawn through" (= pro·

duced) 280
aLOpLup.a~ = (I) particular statement or defini·

tion, one of the formal divisions of a pro
position 129: (2) statement of condition of
possibility 128,129,130,131,234,243,293

Elult'Yw'Y7J app.ovLK>j, Introduction to Harmony,
by Cleonides 17

€KltTEpq. €KaTEpq., meaning respectively 248,350
iKfJEfJX>jUOWUltV, use of, 244
'KE'VO~ = Euclid 400
iKOEUL~, setting-out, one of formal divisions of

proposition 129: may be omitted some
times 130

iKT6~, KltTa TO (of an exterior angle in sense
of re-entrant) 263: " 'KTO~ 'Ywv1a, the
exterior angle 280

EXLKOELa?js, spiral-shaped 159
D..XEL.pL~, fa";,zg-short (with reference to

application of areas) 36, 343-5, 383-4
.XXL"'~~ ,..p6fJX7Jp.lt, a deficient (= indeter·

minate) problem 129
'vltXM~, alternately or (adjectivally) alternate

308
iwoLa, notion, use of, 22 I

ivuTacTL', objection 135
iVTO~, KaT'" TO or " iVTiH (ywvla) of an interior

angle 263, 28o: 7j iVTO' Kal <!.,..EvltvTlov
'Ywv1a, the interior and opposite angle 280

',..ErEUXOwuav (b"LrE~UP.L, join) 242
',..I,..Eaov, plane in Euclid, used for sutface

also in Plato and Aristotle 169
i"'L7l'pOuOiiv, i,..l,..pouOov ElvaL, to stand in

front of (hiding from view) 165, 166
."'Lrpa.VELlt, surface (Euclid) 169
ETEpap.7JKES, oblong 151, 188
E60';, Ta, the straight 159: E60<',a (ypltp.p.>j) ,

straight line 165-9
EWU"fpltP.IJ.O~, rectilineal 187: neuter as sub

stantive 346
,rpa.,.....uOaL, to touch 57
irpapp.arEW, to coincide, irpapp.6rEuOaL, to be

applied to 168, 224-5, 249
irpEKTLKo< (of a class of loci) 330
irpE;ij., "in order" 181: of atijacent angles'

181, 278
OEWP7JP.4, theorem q.v.
OupE6~ (shield)=ellipse 165
t,..,..ou 7f1lJ'Y} (horse.fetter), name for a certain

curve 162-3, 176
luop,lTpwv crX7JP.a.TWV, "'Epl, on isometric figures

(Zenodorus) 26, 27, 333
K<!.OETO' E68,ia 'YPltp.p.>j, perpendicular 181-2,

271: "plane" and "solid" 272
K4P.7rUXO., curved (of lines) 159
KaTauKEu>j, construction, or machinery, one of

divisions of a proposition 129: sometimes
unnecessary 130

KltTltTOP.7J Kavavo., Sectio canonis, of Euclid 17
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K€l<T861, "let it be made" 169
K~Kap.p.Ev'Y}, bent (of lines) 159, 176
KEVTpOV, centre 183, 184, 199: .q eK TOU KEVTpOU

==radius 199
K~pa.TO£<OllS (-ywvla), horn-like (angle) 177,

178, 181
K"J..«V, to injlect or d'!flect, K~K"J..d.<T8a£, K~K"J..a<T

plv'Y}, KM<T£s II8, 150, 159, 176, 178
K"J..I<TtS, inclination, 176
KO£"J..rryJJV£ov, hollow.angled figure (Zenodorus)

17, 188
Ko£val /fvvo""" Common Notions (==axioms)

111-1: called also Ta Komi, KOlval oo~al

(Aristotle) 110, HI

KO£V1J 7rpo<TK~I<T8w, a</>vpf]<T8w 176
KOPU</>f], vertex: KaTa KOpU</>f]v, vertical (angles)

178
KplKos, ring (Heron) 163
"J..fjp.p.a, lemma (==something assumed, "J..ap.

(Javop.~vov) 133-4
"J..o£7ros: "J..o£lrll .q AA "J..o£7rV TV BH (<T'Y) e<TTlv 145
p.€p'Y}, parts (== direction) 190, 308, 313:

(==side) 171
P.~KOS, length, 158-9
p.'Y}vo~£of]s, lune·like (of angle) 16, 101: TO

p.'Y}voe£Ofs (<TX~p.a), lune 187
p.£nos, "mixed" (of lines or curves) 161, 161:

(of surfaces) 170
p'ovas 7rpo<T"J..a(3ou<Ta 8E<T£V, definition of a point

155
p.ov6<TTpo</>os 1f"J..£~ "single-turn spiral" 111

3 n., 164-5: in Pappus==cylindrical- helix
165

veU<T<£s; inclinations, a class of problems
150-1: v~u£<v, to verge 118, 150

~U(fTPO<£Of]S, scraper-like (of angle) 178
OP.O~lOf]S, "of the same form" 150
lJp.o£os, "similar" (ofnumbers) 357: (ofangles)

==equal (Thales, Aristotle) 151
op.o£Op.~pf]s, uniform (of lines or curves) 40,

161-1
o~~la (-ywvla), acute (angle) 181
O~UYWVlOS, acute·angled 187
07r~P /fo .. o~l~a£ (or "'O£~<Tal) Q.E.D. (or F.) 57
oP80YWVlOS, right.angled: as used of quadri-

laterals = rectangular 188-9
lipos, Iip£<Tp.os, definition 143: original mean·

ing of IJpos r43: == boundary, limit 181
6.p£s, visual ray 166
7ravT17 p.~Ta"J..ap.fJavo~va£, "taken together in

any manner" 181
7rapa{JoAlI TWV xwpl61v, application ofareas 36,

343-5: contrasted with V7r~p{Jo"J..f] (exceed
ing) and /f"J.."J..<£.p£s (falling-short) 343: npa·
fJo"J..f] contrasted with <TU<TTa<T£S (construction)
343: application of terms to conics by
Apollonius 344-5

7rapaoo~os T07rOS, 0, "the Treasury of Para-
doxes" 319

7rapa"J.."J..aTT61, "fall beside" or "awry" 161
7rapa7r"J..f]p61p.a, complement,- q. v.
7ripas, extremity 165, 181: "'Epas cTlJYK"J..~lov

(Posidonius' definition ofjigure) 183
7r~p£€xop.iV'YJ (of angle), 7rEP£€XOP.~vov (of rect

angle), contained 370: TO ols 7r~P£€XO~VOV,

twice the rectangle contained 380: (of figure)
contained or bounded 181,183,184,186,187

7r~p£""p"a, circumference 184
7r~Pl</>~pf]S, circular 159
"'~Pl</>~p6ypap.p.os, contained by a circumference

of a circle or by arcs of circles 181, 184
7rMTOS, breadth 158-9
7r"J..~ova!ov (7rpo(3"J..'Y}p.a), "(problem) in excess"

119 _.
7ro"J..os, a mathematical instrument 370
7ro"J..67r"J..eupov, many-sided figure 187
7rop£<Ta<T8a£, to "find" .or "furnish" 115
",Opl<Tp.a, porism q.v.

- 7rpO(3A'Y}p.a, problem q.v.
7rporrtoup.~vos, leading: (of conversion) ==com·

plete156-7: 7rPOrrt0up.<vov (8~wp'Y}p.a) leading
(theorem) contrasted with converse 157

7rpOS, in g<:ometry, yarious meanings 177
7rp6Ta<TlS, enunciation 119-30
7rpOTe£V61, "propound" 118
7rpWTOS, prime, two senses of, 146
7rTW<T£S, case 134
p'Y}TOS, rational 137: P'Y}TlI olap.upos T~S 7r~p.-

7raoos (" rational diameter of 5 ") 399
<T'Y}p.~lov, point 155-6
<1Ta8p.'Y}, a mathematical instrument 371
<TTIYP.f], point 156
<TTO£X~lov, element 114-6
<TTpoyyU"J..OV, TO, round (circular), in Plato

159, 184:. <TTportU"J..6T'Y}S, roundness 181
tfup.7rEpa.<Tp.a, conclusion (of a proposition)

119, 130
<TUV8~TOS, com\?osite: (of lines or curves) 16o:

(of surfaces) 170
<TUVW<T£S, convergence 282
<Tuv£<TTa<T8a,; construct: special connotation

259, 189: with iVTOS 189: contrasted with
7rapafJa."J..A<£v (apply) 343

<TX'Y}p.aTrrypa</>'w, <TX'Y}p.aToypa</>£a, represent
ing (numbers) by figures of like shape 359

<TX'Y}p.aT07rO£OU<Ta or <Tx~p.a 7rOIOU<Ta, forming a
. figure (of a line or curve) 160-1
T~Tayp.Evov (of a problem), "ordered" 118
TupaywVI<Tp.OS, squaring, definitions of 14<)

50, 410
T~Tp<iywvOV, square: sometimes (but not in

Euclid) any four-angled figure 188
T~Tp6.7r"J..Wpov, quadrilateral 187
TOP.f], section, =point of section 170, 171, 278
T07r£KOV 8~wp'Y}p.a, locus-theorem 319
TO".OS: locus 31<)-31: room or space 23n.:

place (where things nlliy be found), thus
T07rosava"J..uop.~vos8,10: 7rapaOO~osT07rOS 319

TOpVOS, instrument for drawing a circle 371
Tp£7rA<UpOV, three·sided figure 187
TUXOV <T'Y}p.~lov, a point at random 252
V7r~p{Jo"J..f], exceeding, with reference to method

of application of areas 36, 343-5, 386-7
V7rO, in expressions for an angle (.q V7rO BAr

ywv£a) 149, and a rectangle 370
V7rOK£<Ta£, "is by hypothesis" 3°3, 311
v7roT€lv~£v, subtend, with acc. or V7rO and acc.

149. 283. 350
WPI<Tp.€V'Y} "Ypap.p.f], determinate line (curve),

"forming a figure" 160
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al-'Abbas b. Sa'id al-]auhari 85
"Abthiniathus" (or" Anthisathus") 203
Abii '1 'Abbas al-Fa<.il b. l;Iatim, set an-

Nairizi
Abii 'Abdallah Mu/.1. b. Mu'adh al-]ayyani 90
Abii 'Ali al-Basri 88
Abii 'Ali aI-HaSan b. aI-Hasan b. al-Haitham

88,89' .
Abii Da'ud Sulaiman b. 'Uqba 85, 90
Abii ]a'far al-Khiizin 77, 85
Abii ]a'far Mu/.1. b. Mu/.1. b. al-l;Iasan

Na~iraddin a!-Tiisi, see N~iraddin

AbU Mu/.1. b. Abdalbaqi al-Bagdadi al·Fara<.ii
8n., go

Abii Muh. aI-Hasan b. 'Ubaidallah b. Sulai-
man b: \Yahb 87

Abu N~r Gars aI-Na'ma 90
Abii Na~r Mansiir b. 'Ali b. 'Iraq 90
Abu Nasr Muh. b. Muh. b. Tarkhiin b.

Uzlag 'al-Far~bi 88 .
Abii Sahl Wijan b. Rustam al·Kiihi 88
Abu Sa'id Sinan b. Thabit b. Qurra 88
Abu 'Uthman ad-Dimashqi 25, 77
Abu 'I Warn al-Biizjani 77, 85, 86
Abii Yiisuf Ya'qub b. Is/.1aq b. ~-~abba/.1 al·

Kindi 86
Abu Yusuf Ya'qub b. Mu/.1. ar-Riizi 86
Adjacent (e.pE~i1'), meaning 181
Aenaeas (or Aigeias) of HierapoHs 28, 31 I
Aganis 27-8, 191
A/.1mad b. al-l;Iusain al-Ahwazi al-Katib 89
A/.1mad b. 'Umar al·Karabisi 85
al-Ahwazi 89
Aigeias (?Aenaeas) of Hierapolis 28, 31I
Alexander Aphrodisiensis 7 n., 29
Algebra, geometrical, 372-4: classical method

was that of Eucl. II. (cf. Apollonius) 373:
preferable to semi-algebraical method 377
8: semi-algebraical method due to Heron
373, and favoured by Pappus 373: geome
trical equivalents of algebraical operations
374: algebraical equivalents of propositions
in Book II. 372-3

'Ali b. A/.1mad Abii 'I Qasim al-An!aki 86
Allman, G. ]. I35n., 318, 352
Alternate (angles) 308
Alternative proofs, interpolated, 58, 59
Amaldi 175, 179-80, 193, 201, 313, 328
Ambiguous case 306-7
Amphinomus 125, 128, ISO n.
Amyclas of Heraclea II7
Analysis (and synthe$is) 18: alternative

proofs of XIII. 1-5 by, 137: definitions of,

INDEX.

interpolated, 138: described by Pappus
138-9: modern studies of Greek analysis
139: theoretical and problematical analysis
138: Tnasury 0/ analysis (T07fOS dva>'vo
/LEVOS) 8, 10, I I, 138: method of analysis
and precautions necessary to 139-40 :
analysis and synthesis of problems 140-2:
two parts of analysis (a) traniformation,
(b) resolution, and two parts of synthesis,
(a) construction, (b) demonstratt'Otl 141:
example from Pappus 141-2: analysis
should also reveal ~IOPI(j/LOS (conditions of
possibility) 142

Analytical method 36: supposed discovery
of, .by Plato~I34, 137

Anaxlmander 370
Anchor-ring 163
Andron 126
Angle. Curvilineal and rectilineal, Euclid's

definition of, 176 sq.: definition criticised
by Syrianus 176: Aristotle's notion of
angle as KMulS 176: Apollonius' view of,
as contractzon 176, 177: Plutarclr and
Carpus on, 177: to which category does it
belong? quantum, Plutarch, Carpus, "A
ganis" 177, Euclid 178: quale, Aristotle
and Eudemus 177-8: relatt'on, Euclid 178:
Syrianus' compromise 178: treatise on tke
Angle by Eudemus 34, 38, 177-8: classifi
cation of angles (Geminus) 178-9: curvi·
lineal and "mixed" angles 26, I78--g,
korn-like (KEpaTOElo?js) 177, 178, 182, 265,
lune-like (/L'1VOElo?j,) 26, 178-9, scraper-like
(~VUTPOElO?jS) 178: angle ofa segment 253:
angle of a semicir~le 182, 253: definitions
of angle classified 1\79: recent Italian views
179-8 I: angle as ~Iuster of straight lines
or rays 180-I, defi\1ed by Veronese 18o:
as part of a plane ("angular sector") 179
80:jlat angle (Veronese etc.) 180-1, 269:
three kinds of angles, which is prior
(Aristotle)? 181-2: adjacent angles 181:
alternate 308: similar (=equal) 178, 182,
252: vertical 278: exten'or and interior
(to a figure) 263, 28o: exterior when re
entrant 263: interior and opposite 28o:
constrnction by Apollonius of angle equal
to angle 296: angle in a semicircle, theorem
of, 317-19: trisection of angle, byconchoid
of Nicomedes 265-6, by quadratrix of
Hippias 266, by spiral of Archimedes 267

al-Antaki 86
Antiphon 7 n., 35
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"Anthisathus" (or "Abthiniathus") 203
Apastamba-Sulba-Sutra 352: evidence in, as

to early discovery of Eucl_ I, 47 and use
of gnomon 360-4: BUrk's claim that
Indians had discovered the irrational 363
4: approximation to ..12 and Thibaut's
explanation 361, 363-4: inaccurate values
of,.. in, 364

Apollodorus "Logisticus" 37, 319, 351
Apollonius: disparaged by Pappus in com

parison with Euclid 3: supposed by some
Arabians to be author of the Elements 5:
a .. carpenter" 5: on elementary geometry
42: on the line 159: on the angle 176:
general 4efinition of diameter 325: tried to
prove axioms 42, 62, 222-3: his" general
treatise" 42: constructions' by, for bisec
tion of straight line 268, for a perpendicular
270, for an angle equal to an angle 296:
on parallel-axiom (?) 42-3: adaptation to
conics 'of theory of application of areaj;
344-5: geometrical algebra in, 373: Plane
Loci 14.259,33°: Planev€>J"ELS 151: com
parison of dodecahedron and icosahedron
6 : on the cochlias 34; 42, 162: on unordered
irrationals42, 115: [38,188,221,222,246,
259, 370, 373

Application of areas 36, 343-S: contrasted
with exceeding and falling-short 343:
complete method equivalent to geometric
solution of mixed quadratic equation 344-3'
383-5, 386-8: adaptation to conics (Apol
lonius) 344-5: application contrasted with
construction (Proclus) 343

"Aqaton" 88
Arabian editors and commentators 75-90
Arabic numerals in scholia to Book x.,

12th c., 71
Archimedes 116,142: "postulates" in, 120,

123: famous "lemma" (assumption) known
as Postulate of Archimedes 234: "Porisms"
in, I In., 13: spiral of, 26, 267: on straight
line 166: on plane 17'-2: 22S, 370

Archytas 20
Areskong, M. E. I 13
Arethas, Bishop of Caesarea 48: owned

Bodleian MS. (B) 47-8: had famous Plato
MS. of Patmos (Cod. Clarkianus) written 48

Argyrus, Isaak 74 ,
Aristaeus 138: on conics 3: Solid Loci [6,

329: comparison of five (regular solid)
figures 6

Aristotelian Problems 166, 182, 187
Aristotle: on nature of elements 116: on

first principles 117sqq.: on definitions 117,
IIg--20, 143-4, 146-50: on distinction he
tween hypotheses and definitions 119, 120,
between hypotheses and postulates 118,
I19, between hypotheses and axioms 120:
on axioms 119-21:. axioms indemon
strable 121: on definition by negation
156-7: on points 15S-6, I6S: on lines,
definitions of 158-9, classification of 159
6o: quotes Plato's definition of rtraight
line 166: on definitions of surface 170:

on the angle 176-8: on priority as between
right and acute angles 181-2: on figure
and definition of 182-3: definitions of
"squaring" 149-So, 410: on parallels 190
2, 3°8-9: on gnomon 351, 35S, 359: on
attributes KaTa ,..avros and "'pWTov Ka8oXoIJ
319, 320, 325: on the objection 135: on
reduction 135: on reductio ad absurdum
136: on the infinite 232-4: supposed pos
tulate or axiom about divergent lines taken
by Proclus from, 45, 2°7: gives pre- Eucli
dean proof of I. 5 252-3: on theorem of
angle in a semicircle 149: on sum of angles
of triangle 3Ig--21: on sum of exterior
angles of polygon 322: 38,45, II7, I50n.,
18r, 184, 18S, 187, r88, 195, 202, 2°3,
221, 222, 223, 226, 259, 262-3, 283

al-Arjani, Ibn Rahawaihi 86
Ashkal'at-ta'sis 5 n.
Ashraf Shamsaddin as-Samarqandi, Mul].. b.

5 '1., 89
Astaroff, Ivan I 13
Asymptotic (non-secant)' lines 40, 16r,. 203
Athelhard of Bath 78, 93-6
Athenaeus of Cyzicus I r7
August, E. F. r03
Austin, W. r03, I II
Autolycus, On, the moving sphere [7
Avicenna 77, 89
Axioms, distinguished from postulates by

Aristotle II8-9, by Proclus (Geminus and
"others") 40, 121-3: Proclus on diffi
culties in distinctions 123-4: distingnished
from hypotheses, by Aristotle 120-I, by
Proclus 121-2: indemonstrable 121: at
tempt by Apollonius to prove 222-3:
=" common (things)" or "common
opinions" in Aristotle 120, 221: common
to all sciences I 19, 120: called "common
notions" in Euclid I2I, 22" which are
genuine? 221 sqq.: Proclus recognises five
222, Heron three 222: interpolated axioms
224, 232: Pappus' additions to axioms
25, 223, 224, 232: axioms of congruence,
(r) Euclid's Common' Notion 4, 224-7,
(2) modern systems (Pasch. Veronese and
Hilbert) 228-31: "axiom" with Stoics=
every simple declaratory statement 41, HI

Babylonians, knowledge of triangle 3, 4, 5,
352

Bacon, Roger 94
Balbus, de mensuris 91
Barbarin 219
Barlaam, arithmetical commentary on Eucl. Ll:

74
Barrow 103, lOS, 110, I I I

Base, meaning 248-9
Basel, editio princeps of Eucl. 100-1
~asilides of Tyre 5, 6 .
Baudhiiyana Sulba-Siitra 360
Bayfius (Barf, Lazare) 100
Becker, J. K. 174
Beez 176
Beltrami, E. 219
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Benjamin of Lesbos I 13
Bergh, P. 400-1
Bernard, Edward 102
Besthorn and Heiberg, edition of al-I:lajjaj's

translation and an-Nairizi's commentary
22, 27 n., 79 n.

Bhaskara 355
Billingsley, Sir Henry 1°9-10
al-BiJiini 90
Bjornbo, Axel Anthon 17 n., 93
Boccaccio 96
Bodleian MS. (B) 47, 48
Boeckh 351, 371
Boethius 92, 95, 184
Bologna MS. (b) 49
Bolyai, J. 219
Bolyai, W. 174-5, 219, 328
Bolzano 167
Boncompagni 93 n., 104 n.
Bonola, R. 202, 219, 237
Borelli, Giacomo Alfonso 106, 194
Boundary (llpos) 182, 183
Brakenhjelm, P. R. II3
Breitkopf, J oh. Gottlieb Immanuel 97
Bretschneider 136 n., 137,295, 3°4, 3H, 354,

358
Briconnet, Franc;ois 100
Briggs, Henry 102
Brit. Mus. palimpsest, 7th-8th c., 50
Bryson 8n.
Biirk,. A. 352, 360-4
Burklen 179
Buteo (Borrel), Johannes 104

Cabasilas. Nicolaus and Theodorus 72
Caiani, Angelo 101
Camerarius, Joachim 101
Camerer, J. G. 103, 293
<;:amorano, Rodrigo 112
Campanus. Johannes 3. 78, 94-96, 1°4, [06,

II0, 407
Candalla, Franciscus Flussates (Franc;ois de

Foix, Comte de Candale) 3. [04. 110
_Cantor, Moritz 7 n., 20,272,3°4, 318, 3~0,

333, 35 2 , 355, 357-8, 360, 401
Carduchi, L. II2
Carpus, on Astronomy 34, 43: 45, 127, 128,

177
Case, technical term 134: cases interpob,ted

58, 59
Casiri 4 n., 9 1t.

Cassiodorius, Magnus Aurelius 92
Cataldi, Pietro Antonio 106
Catoptrica, attributed to Euclid, probably

Theon's 17: Catoptrica of HerOn'll. 253
"Cause": consideration of, omitted by com·

mentators 19, 45: definition should state
cause (Aristotle) 149: cause = middle term
(Aristotle) 149: question whether geometry
should investigate .cause (Geminus), 45,
150 n.

Censorinus 9 I

Centre, KE/lTPOV 184-5
Ceria Aristotelica 35
Chasles on Porisms of Euclid 10, II, 14, 15

Chinese, knowledge of triangle 3, 4, 5, 352:
"Tcheou pei" 355

Chrysippus 330
Cicero 9[, 35 1
Circle: definition of, 183-5: =round, tTT(XYY

'Yu~ov (Plato) 184: = 7rEp'</>Ep/Yypa.P.P.OV
(Aristotle) 184: a plane figure 183-4:
centre of, [84-5: pole of, 185: bisected by
diameter (Thales) 18.;, (Saccheri) 185-6:
intersections with straight line 237-8,
272-4, with another circle 238-40; 242-3,
2 93-4

Circumference, 7rEp,</>lpfL<l, 184
Cissoid 161, [64, 176, 330
Clairaut 328
Claymundus, Joan. 101
Clavius (Christoph Schliissel) 103, 1°5, 194'

232, 381 , 39[, 407
Cleonides, Introduction to Harmony 17
Cocltlias or cocltlion (cylindrical helix) 16z
Codex Leidensis 399, I: 22, 27 n., 79 n.
Coets, Hendrik 109
Commandinus 4, 102, 103, 104-5. 1'06, liO,

I II, 4°7: scholia included in translation
of Elements 73: edited (with Dee) De
divisionibus 8, 9, //0

Commentators on Eucl. criticised by Proclus
19, 26, 45

Common Notions: = axioms 62,120-[,221-2:
which are genuine? 22"I sq.: meaning and
appropriation of term 22/: called "axioms"
by Proclus 22 I

Complement, 7rapa7r~1}pwp.a: meaning of, 341:
"about diameter" 341: not necessarily
parallelograms 341 : use for application of
areas 342-3

Composite, tTUVOETOS, (of lines) 160, (of sur
faces) /7°

Conchoids 160-1, 265-6, 330
Conclusion, tTvp.7rlpa.tTp.a: necessary part of a

proposition 129-3°: particular conclusion
immediately made general /31: definition
merely stat~'g conclusion 149

Congruence-A 'oms or Postulates: Common
Notion 4 in E did 224-5: modern systems
of (Pasch, Veronese, Hilbert), 228-31

Congruence theorems for triangles, recapitula·
tion of, 305-6

Conics, of Euclid 3, 16: of Aristaeus 3, 16:
of Apollonius 3. 16: fundamental property
as proved by Apollonius equivalent to
Cartesian equation 344-5: focus-directrix
property proved by Pappus 15

Constantinus Lascaris 3
Comtntet (ITvvIITTaITOa,) contrasted with

describe on 348, with apply to 343: special
connotation 259, 289

Construction, KaTatTKfv1}, one of formal di·
visions of a proposition /29: sometimes
unnecessary [30: turns nominal into real
definition /46: mechanical, 151, 387

Continuity, Principle of, 234 sq., 242,272, 294
C01l7Jersion, geometrical: distinct from logical

256: "leading" and partial varieties 256-7,
337
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Dasypodius (Rauchfuss), Conrad 73, 102
Data of Euclid 8, 132, 141, 385, 391
Deahna li4
Dechalei, Claude Franyois Milliet 106, 10i,

108, 110
Dedekind's Postulate, and applications 235-40
Dee, John 109, 110: discovered De divisi-

onibus 8, 9 •
Difinition, in sense of "closer statement"

(OIOPltTpOS), one of formal divisions of a
proposition 129: may be unnecessary 130

Definitions: Aristotle on, 11 i, 119, 120, 143:
a class of thesis (Aristotle) 120: distin
guished from hypotheses 119, but confused
therewith by Proclus I2I-2: must be
assumed I I i-<J, but say nothing about
cxistence (except in the case of a few
primary things) 119, 143: terms for, lipos
and 0PltTJJ.OS 143: real and nominal defi
nitions (real=nominal plus postulate or
proof), Mill anticipated by Aristotle, Sac
cheri and Leibniz 143-5: Aristotle's reo
quirements in, 146-50, exceptions 148:
should state cause or middle term and be
genetic 14~50: Aristotle on unscientific
definitions (lK jJ.7j 7TpoTfpWV) 148-9: Euclid's
definitions agree generally with Aristotle's
doctrine 146: interpolated definitions 61,
62: definitions of technical terms in Aris
totle and Heron, not in Euclid 150

De levi et ponderoso, tract 18
Demetrius Cydonius 72
Democritus 38
De Morgan 246,260,269,284,291,298,300,

309, 313, 314, 315, 369, 3i6
Desargues 193
Describe on (dVO:yp6.<{>flV a7To) contrasted with

construct 348
De Zolt 328
Diagonal (ola)'wvLOs) 185
"Diagonal" numbers: see "Side- ,. and

"diagonal-" numbers
Diameter (OIr1.p.<TpOS), ofcircle or parallelogram

185: as applied to ligures generally 325:
"rational" and" irrational" diameter of 5
(Plato) 399, taken from Pythagoreans 399
400

Dimensions (cf. OlatTTatTflS) 15i, 158: Aris-
totle's view of, 158-9

Dinostratus IIi, 266
Diocles 164
Diodorus 203
Diogenes Laertius 3i, 305, 3Ii,. 35 1

~~ frj;!)'·gl.
~,

. 6· ':J-• J~.,->;
'i/ :,>':

6pernicus 101
Cordonis, Mattheus 9i
Cratistus 133
Crelle, on the plane li2-4
Ctesibius 20, 21, 39n.
Cunn, Samuel I I I
Curtze, Maximilian, editor of an-NairizI

78, 92, 94, 96, 9i n.
Curves, classification of: see line
Cylindrical helix 161, 162, 329, 330
Czecha, Jo. 113

22,

Diophantus 86
DiorisllluS (OIOpltTpOs)=(a) "definition" or

"specification," a formal division of a
proposition 129: (b) condition ofpossibility
128, determines how far solution possible
and in how many ways 130-1, 243: dio
/'ismi said to have been discovered by
Leon 116: revealed by finalysis 142: in
troduced by Ofl or, 293: first instances in
Elements 234, 293

Dippe 108
Direction, as primary notion, discussed 1i9:

direction-theory of parallels 191-2
Distance, OIr1.tTT'l/jJ.a: = radius 199: in Aristotle

has usual general sense and = dimension 199
Division (method of), Plato's 134
Divisions (of figu1'es) by Euclid 8, 9: trans

lated by MuJ:rammad al-Bagdadi 8: found
(by Woepcke) in Arabic 9, and (by Dee)
in Latin translation 8, 9: IIO

Dodgson, C. L. 194, 254, 261, 313
Dou, Jan Pieterszoon 108
Duhamel; 139, 328

Egyptians, knowledgeofright-angled triangles
352

Elemmts: pre-Euclidean Elements, by Hip
pocrates of Chios, Leon 116, Theudius I Ii:
contributions to, by Eudoxus I, 37, Theae
tetus I, 3i, Hermotimus of Colophon
1Ii: Euclid's Elements, ultimate aims of 2,
II5-6: commentators on 19-45, Procllls
19, 2~45 and passim, Heron 20-24, an
NairizI 21-24, Porphyry 24, Pappus 24
2i, Simplicius 28, Aenaeas (Aigeias) 28:
MSS. of 46-51: Theon's changes in text
54-58: means of comparing T/leonine with
ante-Theonine text 51-53: interpolations
before Theon's time 58-63: scholia 64-74 :
external sources throwing light on text,
Heron, Taurus, Sextus Empiricus, Proclus,
Iamblichus 62-3: Arabic translations (I)
by al-I;Iajjaj 75, 76, i9, 8o, 83-4, (2) by
I~haq and Thabit b, Qurra 75-80, 83-4,
(3) Na~iraddln a~-TiisI ii-8o, 84: Hebrew
translation by Moses b. Tibbon or Jakob
b. Machir i6: Arabian versions compared
with Greek text i9-83, with one another
83, 84: translation by Boethius 92: old
translation of loth c. 92: translation by
Athelhard 93-6, Gherard of Cremona 93-4,
Campanus 94-6, 9i-loo etc., ,Zamberti
98-100, Commandinus 1°4-5: introduc
tion into England, loth c., 95: translation
by Billingsley 1°9-10: Greek texts, editio
princeps 100-1, Gregory's 102-3, Peyrard's
103, August's 103, Heiberg'spassim: trans
lations and editions generally 9i-1 13: on
the nature of elements (Proclus) 114-6
(Menaechmus) 114, (Aristotle) 116: Procluf
on advantages of Euclid's ElementS' 115:
immediate recognition of, 116: first princi
ples of, definitions, postulates, common
notions (axioms) lIi-24: technical terms
in connexion with, 125-42: no definitions
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of such technical terms 150: sections of
Book I. 308

Elinuam 95
Engel and Stiickel 219, 321
Enriques, F. 157, 175, 193, 195, 201, 313
EnunciatiofJ (,,-p6Ta,n,), one of formal di-

visions of a proposition 129-30
Epicureans, objection to I. 20 41, 287:

Savile on, 287
Equality, in sense different from that of

congruence (=" equivalent," Legendre)
327-8: two senses of equal (I) H divisibly
equal" (Hilbert) or "equivalent by sum"
(Amaldi), (2) "equal in content" (Hilbert)
or "equivalent by difference" (Amaldi)
328: modern definition of, 228

Eratosthenes I: contemporary with Archi·
medes I, 2: 162

Errard, Jean, de Bar-Ie·Duc 108
Erycinus 27, 290, 329
Euclid: account of, in Proclus' summary I ;

date 1-2: allusions to in Archimedes I:
(according to Proclus) a Platonist 2: taught
at Alexandria 2: Pappus on personality
of, 3: story of (in Stobaeus) 3 : not H of
Megara" 3, 4: supposed to have been
born at Gela 4: Arabian traditions about,
4, 5: H of Tyre" 4-6: "of Tus" 4, 5 n.:
Arabian derivation of name (H key of
geometry") 6: Elements, ultimate aim of,
2, 115-6: other works, Conics 16, Pseu
daria 7, Data 8, 132, 141', 385, 391, On
divisions (of figures) 8, 9, Porisms 10-15,
Surface-loci IS, 16, Phaenomena 16, 17,
Optics 17, Elements of Music or Sectio
Canonis 17: on "three- and four-line
locus" 3 : Arabian list of works 17, 18 :
bibliography 9 I -( 13

Eudemus 29: On the Angle 34, 38, 177-8:
History of Geometry 34, 35-8, 278, 295,
3°4, 317, 320, 387

Eudoxus I, 37, Il6: discoverer of theory
of proportion as expounded generally in
Bks. v., VI. 137, 35 I: on the golden
section 137: founder of method of ex
haustion 234: inventor of a certain curve,
the hippopede, horse·fetter 163: possibly
wrote Sphaerica 17

Euler, Leonhard 401
Eutocius 25, 35, 39, J.p, 161, 164,259,317,

329, 33°, 373
Exterior and interior (of angles) 263, 28o
Extremity, 7J:£pa~ 182, 183

Falk, H. "3
al·Fara<;li 8 n., 90
Figure, as viewed by Plato 182, by Aristotle

182-3, by Euclid 183: according to Posi
donius is confining boundary only 41,183:
figures bounded by two lines classified 187:
angle·less (d:ywvLOV) figure 187

Figures, printing of, 97
Fihrist 4n., 5n., 17,21,24,25,27: list of

Euclid's works in 17, 18
Finaeus, Orontius (Oronee Fine) 101, 104

H. E.

Flauti, Vincenzo 107
Florence MS. Laurent. XXVIll. 3, (F) 47
Flussates, see Candalla
Forcadel, Pierre 108
Fourier 173-4
Frankland, W. B. 173, 199
Frischauf 174

Gartz 91Z.
Gauss 172, 193, 194. 202, 219. 321
Geminus: name not Latin 38-9: title of work

(.p,AoKaA£a) quoted from by Proclus 39:
elements of astronomy 38: comm. on Posi
donius 39: Proclus' obligations to, 3<}-42:
on postulates and axioms 122-3: on theo
rems and problems [28: two classifications
of lines (or curves) 160-2: on homoeo·
meric (uniform) lines 162: on "mixed"
lines (curves) and surfaces 162: classifica·
tion of surfaces 170, of angles 178-9:
on parallels 191: on Postulate 4, 200:

on stages of proof of theorem of I. 32, 3[7
20: 21, 27-8, 37, 44, 45, 133 n., 2°3,
265, 33°

Geometrical algebra 372-4: Euclid's method
in Book II. evidently the classical method
373: preferable to semi-algebraical method
377-8

Gherard of Cremona, translator of Elements
93-4: of an-Nairizi's commentary 22, 94:
of tract De divisionibus 9

Giordano, Vitale 106, 176
Given, ~f~Op,fVO~, different senses, 132-3
Gnomon: literally" that enabling (something)

to be known" 64,37°: successive senses of,
(I) upright marker of sundial [81, 185,271
2, introduced into Greece by Anaximander
370, (2) carpenter's square for drawing
right angles 371, (3) figure placed round
square to make larger square 351, 371,
Indian use of gnomon in this sense 362,
(4) use extended by Euclid to parallelograms
37 I, (5) by Heron and Theon to any figures
37 [-2: Euclid's method of denoting in
figure 38$ : arithmetical use of, 358-60, 37'

"Gnomon-wise" (KaTa. 'l'vwp,ova), old name
for perpendicular (KdlifTOS) 36, 181, 272

Garland, A. 233, 234
"Golden section" =section in extreme and

mean ratio 137: connexion with theory of
irrationals 137

"Goose's foot" (pes anseris) , name for
Eucl. Ill. 7, 99

Gow, James 135 n.
Gracilis, Stephanus 101-2
Grandi, Guido 107
Gregory, David 102-3
Gregory of St Vincent 401, 404
Gromatici 91 n., 95
Grynaeus 100-[

al-Haitham 88. 89
al-I:Iajjiij b. Yiisuf b. Matar, translator of the

Elements 22, 75, 76, 79, 80, 83, 84
Halifax, William 108, 110
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Halliwell 95 n.
Hankel, H. 139, 141, 232, 234, 344, 354
Harmonica of Ptolemy, Comm. on, 17
Harmony, Introduction to, not by Euclid 17
Hiiriin ar-Rashid 75
al·Hasan b. 'Ubaidallah b. Sulaiman b.

Wahb 87
Hauff, J. K. F. 108
"Heavy and Light," tract on, 18
Heiberg, J. L. passim
Helix, cylindrical 161, 162, 329, 330
Helmholtz 226, 227
Henrici and Treutlein 313, 404
Henrion, Denis 108
Herigone, Pierre 108
Herlin, Christian 100
Hermotimus of Colophon I

Herodotus 37 n., 370
" Heromides" 158
Heron of Alexandria, mechanims, date of

20-1: Heron and Vitruvius '30-1 : com·
mentary on Euclid's Elements 20-4:
direct proof of I. 25, 301 : comparison of
areas of tri~ngles in I. 24, 334-5: addi·
tion to I. 47, 366-8: apparently originated
semi-algebraical method of proving theo
rems of Book II. 373, 378: 137 n., 159,
163, 168, 170, 171-2, 176, 183, 184, 185,
188, 189, 222, 223, 243, 253, 285, 287,
299, 35 [, 369, 37 1, 405, 4°7, 408

Heron, Proclus' instructor 29
"Herundes" 156
Hieronymus of Rhodes 305
Hilbert 157, 193, 201,228-31,249,313,328
Hipparchus 4 n., 30 n.
Hippias of Elis 42, 265-6
Hippocrates of Chios 8 n., 29, 35, 38, 1I6,

135, 136n., 386-7
Hippopede (t'll'"'II'"OU 'II'"£O?), a certain curve used

by Eudoxus 162-3, 176
Hoffmann, Heinrich 107
Hoffmann, John Jos. Ign. 108, 365
Holtzmann, Wilhelm (Xylander) 107
Homoeomeric (uniform) lines 40, 161, 162
Hoppe, E. 21
Hornlike (angle), KfpaToflof}s [77, 178, 182,

265
Horsley, Samuel 106
HoUel, J. 21 9
Hudson, John [02
Huitsch, F. 20, 329, 400
I:Junain b. IsJ.1aq al'Ibadi 75
Hypotheses, in Plato 122: in Aristotle [18

20: confused by Proclus with definitions
121-2: t::eometer's hypotheses not false
(Aristotle) 119

Hypothetical construction 199
Hypsicles 5 : author of Book XIV. 5, 6

Iamblichus 63, 83
Ibn aI-'Amid 86
Ibn al·Haitham 88, 89
Ibn al-Lubiidi 90
Ibn Rahawaihi al-Arjani 86
Ibn Sina (Avicenna) 77, 89

"Iflaton" 88
Incomposite (oflines) 160-1, (ofsurfaces)170
Indivisible lines (aTo}J-oI ypa}J-}J-al), theory of,

rebutted 268
Infinite, Aristotle on the, 232-4: infinite

division not assumed, but proved, by geo·
meters 268

Infinity, parallels meeting at, 192-3
Ingrami, G. 175, 193, 195, '201, 227-8
Interior and exterior (of angles) 263, 280:

interior and opposite angle 280
Interpolations in the Elements before Theon's

time 58-63: by Theon 46, 55-6: I. 40
interpolated 338

Irrational: discovered with reference to oj2

35 I: claim of India to priority of dis
covery 363-4: "irrational diameter of 5 "
(Pythagoreans and Plato) 399-400: ap
proximation to oj2 by means of "side-"
and" diagonal." numhers 399-401 : Indian
approximation to .)2 361, 363-4: un
ordered it-rationals (Apollonius) 42, 1I5:
irrational ratio (itPP?)TOS Myos) 137

Isaacus M<:,nachus (or Argyrus) 73-4, 407
IsJ.1aq b. I:Junain b. IsJ.1aq al- Ibadi, Abii

Yaqiib, translation of Elements by, 75-80,
83-4

Isma'il b. Bulbul 88
Isoperimetric (or isometric) figures: Pappus

and Zenodorus on, 26, 27, 333
Isosules (lITOITKfAf}S) 187: of numbers (=even)

188: isosceles right-angled triangle 352

Jakob b. Machir 76
al-Jauhari, al-'Abbas b. Sa'id 85
al-Jayyani 90 .
Joannes Pediasimus 72-3
Junge, G., on attribution of theorem of I. 47

and discovery of irrationals to l'ythagoras
35 1

Kastner, A. G. 78, 97, 101
al-Karabisi 85
~tyiiyana Sulba-Siitra 360
Keill, John 105, 1I0-1I
Kepler 193
al·Khiizin, AM Ja'far 77, 85
Killing, W. 194, 219,225-6,235,242,272
al-Kindi 5 n., 86
Klamroth, M. 75-84
KlUgel, G. S. 212
Knesa, Jakob 112
Knoche 32 n., 33 n., 73
Kroll, W. 399-4~
al-Kiihi 88

Lambert, J. H. 212-3
Lardner, Dionysius 112, 246, 250, 298, 404
Lascaris, Constantinus 3
Leading theorems (as distinct from converse)

257: leading variety of conversion 256-7
Leeke, John 110
Lefevre, Jacques 100
Legendre, Adrien Marie 1I2, 169, 213-9
Leibniz 145, 169, 176, 194 .
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Leiden MS. 399, I of al-I:Iajjaj and an
Nairizi 22

Lemma II4: meaning 133-4 : lemmas inter-
polated 59-60, especially from Pappus 67

Leodamas of Thasos 36, 134
Leon rr6
Linderup, H. C. II3
Line: Platonic definition 158: objection of

Aristotle 158: "magnitude extended one
way" (Aristotle, " Heromides") I s8 :
" divisible or continuous one way" (Aris
totle) 158-9: "flux of point " 159: Apol
Ionius on, 159: classification of lines, Plato
and Aristotle 159-60, Heron 159-60,
Geminus, first classification 160-1, second
r6[: straight (EMEta), curved (Kal'7rvX'1),
circular (7rEp,rpEpf}S), spiral-shaped (.X«o
.,of}s), bent (KEKal'l-,b'1) , broken (KEKXa
tTI'fV'1), round (tTTPOYYUXos) 159, composite
(tTUV8ETOS), incomposite (auvv8ETOS), "form
ing a figure" (uX"II'aT07rO'Ouua), detenninate
(wp'Upb"l), indetenninate (aop,uToS) 16o:
"asymptotic" or non-secant (aUuI'7rTWTOS),
secant (UUl'7rTWT6s) 161: simple, "mixed"
161-2: homoeomeric (uniform) 161-2:
ProcIus on lines without extremities 165:
loci on lines 329, 330

Linear, loci 330: problems 330
Lionardo da Vinci, proof of I. 47 365-6
Lippert 88 n.
Lobachewsky, N.1. 174-5, 213, 219
Locus-theorems (T07r'KCt 8Ewpf}lLaTa) and loci

(TC'7rO'): locus defined by Proclus 329:
loci likened by Chrysippus to Platonic
ideas 330-1: locus-theorems and loci (I) on
lines (a) plane loci (straight lines and
circles) (b) solid loci (conics), (2) on sur
faces 329: corresponding distinction be
tween plane and solid problems. to which
Pappus adds linear problems 330: further
distinction in Pappus between (I) 'rpEKTtKO!
(2) OtE~OO'KO! (3) avauTporp'KO! T07rO' 330:
Proclus regards locus in I. 35, III. 21, 31
as an area which is locus of area (parallelo
~m or triangle) 330

LOgkl conversion, distinct from geometrical
256

Logical deductions 256, 284-5, 300: logical
equivalents 3°9, 314-5

Lorenz, J. F. 107-8
Loria, Gino 7 n., 10 n., II n., [2 n.
Luca Paciuolo 98-9, 100
Lundgren, F. A. A. 1[3

Machir, Jakob b. 76
Magni, Domenico 106
Magnitude: Common definition vicious 148
al-Mahani 85
al-Ma'mun, Caliph 75
Mansion, P. 2[9

~
-Man~iir, Caliph 75
anuscripts of Elements 46-5[
artianus Capella 9[, 155

Martin, T. H. 20, 29 n., 30 n.
,Mas'iid b. al·Qass al-Bagdadi 90

Maximus Planudes, scholia and lectures on
Elements 72

meguar=axis 93
Mehler, F. G. 404
Meier, Rudolf 2I n.
Menaechmus: story of M. and Alexander I:

on elements II4: Il7, 125, [33n.
Menelaus 2[,23: direct proof of [.25 300
Middle term, or cause, in geometry, illus

trated by III. 31 149
Mill, J. S. [44
"Mixed" (lines) 161-2: (surfaces) 162,170:

different meanings of" mixed" 162
Mocenigo, Prince 97-8
Mollweide, C. B. [08
Mondore (Montaureus), Pierre [02
Moses b. Tibbon 76
Motion, in mathematics 226: motion with

out deformation considered by Helmholtz
necessary to geometry 226-7, but shown
by Veronese to be petitio principii 226-7

Miiller, J. H. T. 189
Miiller, J. W. 365
Mul:lammad (b. 'Abdalbaqi) al-Bagdadi,

translator of De divisionibus 8 n., 90,
IIO

Mul,1. b. AJ:!mad Abu 'r-RaiJ:!an al-Biriini 90
MuJ:!. b. Ashraf Shamsaddin as-Samarqandi

89 _
Muh. b. 'Isa Abu 'Abdallah al-MahanI 85
Munich MS. of enunciations (R) 94-5
al-Mutawakkil, Caliph 75
Musa b. Muh. b. Mahmiid Qa9izade ar-

Rumi 5 "., '90 .
Music, Elements of (Sectio Canonis), by

Euclid 17
al-Musta'~im, Caliph 90

an-Nairizi, Abu '1 'Abbas al-Fa9l b. J::Iiitim,
21-24, 85, [84, [90, 191, [95, 223, 232,
258", 270, 285, 299, 303, 326, 364, 367,
369, 373, 4°5, 408

Napoleon 103
N~iraddin a~-Tusi 4, 5 n., 77, 84, 89,

208-10
N a~if b. Yumn (Yaman) aI-Qass 76, 77, 87
Neide, J. G. C. 103
Nicomachus 92
Nicomedes 42, 160-1, 265-6
Nipsus, Marcus Junius 305
Nmtinal and real definitions: see Definitions

Objection (['UTau,s) , technical tenn, in
geometry 135, 257, 260, 265: in logic
(Aristotle) 135

Oblong 15[, [88
Oenopides of Chios 34, 36, [26, 27[, 295,

37[
Ofterdinger, L. F. 9 n., 10
Olympiodorus 29
Oppermann IS [
Optics of Euclid [7
Oresme, N. 97
Orontius Finaeus (Oronce Fine) 101, 104
Ozanam, Jaques 107, 108
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Paciuolo, Luca 98~, 100
Pamphile 317, 319
Pappus: contrasts Euclid and Apollonius 3 :

on Euclid's Poris11ls 10-14, Surface-loci
15, 16, Data 8: on Treasury of Analysis
8,10, II, 138: commentary on Elemmts
24-7, partly preserved in scholia 66:
evidence of scholia as to Pappus' text
66-7: lemmas in Book x. interpolated
from, 67 : on Analysis and Synthesis 138-9,
141-2: additional axioms by, 25, 223, 224,
232: on converse of Post. 4 25, 201:
proof of I. 5 by, 254: extension of r. 47
366: semi-algebraical methods in 373,
378: on ltlci 329, 330: on conchoids 161,
266: on quadratrix 266: on isoperimetric
figures 26, 27, 333: on paradoxes of
Erycinus 27, 290: 17, 39, 133 n., 137,
lSI, 225, 388, 391, 401

Papyrus, Herculanensis No. 1061 50, 184:
Oxyrhynchus 50: Fayum 51, 337, 338 :
Rhind 304 '

Paradoxes, in geometry 188: of Erycinus
27, 290, 329: an ancient "Budget of
Paradoxes" 329 . ~

Parallelogram (= parallelogrammlc a~
first introduced 325: rectangular parallelo
gIam 370

Parallels: Aristotle on, 190, 191-2: defini
tions, by "Aganis" 191, by Geminus 191,
Posidonius 190, Simplicius 190: as equi
distants I9~I, 194: direction-theory of,
191-2, I94!' definitions classified 192-4:
Veronese's definition and postulate 194:
Parallel Postulate, see Postulate 5:
Legendre's attempt to establish theory of
213~

Paris MSS. of Elements, (p) 49: (q) 50
Pasch, M. [57, 228, 250
"Peacock's tail," name for lII. 8 99
Pediasimus, Joannes 72-3
Peithon 203
Peletarius (Jacques Peletier) 103, 1°4, 249,

4°7
Pena 104
Perpendicular (Kdllfros): definition 181:

"plane" and" solid" 272: perpendicular
and obliques 291

Perseus 42, 162-3
Pesch, J. G. van, De Proclifontibus 23 sqq.,

29 n.
Petrus Montaureus (Pierre Mondore) 102
Peyrard and Vatican MS. 190 (1') 46, 47,

1°3: 108
Pfleiderer, C. F. 168, 298
Phaenomena of Euclid 16, 17
Philippus of Mende I, JI6
Phillips, George I 12
Philo of Byzantium 20, 23: proof of I. 8

263-4
Philolaus 34, 35 I, 37I, 399
Philoponus 45, 191-2
Pirckenstein, A. E. Burkh. von 107
Plane (or plane surface): Plato's definition

of, 17 [: Proclus' and Simplicius' inter-

pretation of Euclid's def. 171: possible
origin of Euclid's def. 171: Archimedes'
assumption 17 [, 172: other ancient defini
tions of, in Proclus, Heron, Theon of
Smyrna, an-Nairizi 171-2: "Simson's"
definition and Gauss on 172-3: Crelle's
tract on, 172-4: other definitions by
Fourier 173, Deahna 174, J. K. Becker
174, Leibniz 176, Beez 176; evolution of,
by Bolyai and Lobachewsky 174-5:
Enriques and Amaldi, Ingrami, Veronese
and Hilbert on, 175

"Plane loci" 329-3°: Plane Loci of Apol-
Ionius 14, 259, 330

" Plane problems" 329
Planudes, Maximus 72
Plato: I, 2, 3, [37, 155-6, 159, 184, 187,

203, 221: supposed invention of Analysis
by, !34: def. of straight line 165-6: def.
of plane surface I7I: generation of cosmic
figures by putting together triangles 216:
rule for rational right-angled triangles 356,
357, 359, 360, 385: "rational diameter
of 5" 399

" Platonic" figures 2
Playfair, John 1°3, I I I: "Playfair's"
. ~220: used to prove I. 291312, and

Eucl. Post. 5, 313: comparison of Axiom
with Post. 5, 313-4

Pliny 20, 333
Plutarch 21, 29, 37, 177, 343, 35 1
Point: Pythagorean definition of, 155: inter

pretation of Euclid's definition 155: .Plato's
view of, and Aristotle's criticism 155-6:
attributes of, according to Aristotle 156:
terms for (jTL'Y/L-I], (j7l/Lflop) 156: other
definitions by "Herundes," Posidonius
156, Simplicius 157: negative character of
Euclid's def. 156: is it sufficient? 156:
motion of, produces line 157: anoNairizi
on, 157: modern explanations byabstrac
tion 157

Polybius 33 I _
Polygon: sum of int"rior angles (Proclus'

proof) 321: sum of exterior angles 321
Porism: two senses 13: (I) = corollary 134,

278-9: interpolated Porisms (corollaries)
60- I, 38 I : (2) as used in Porisms of Euclid,
distinguished from theorems and problems
10, I I ~ account of the Porisms given by
Pappus 10-13: modern restorations by
Simson and Chasles 14: 'views of Heiberg
I I, 14, and Zeuthen 15

Porphyry 17: commentary on Euclid 24:
Symmikta 24, 34, 44: 136, 277, 283, 287

Posidonius, the Stoic 20,21, 27, 28 n., 189,
197: book directed against the Epicurean
Zeno 34, 43: on parallels 40, 190: defini
tion ofjigure 41, 183

Postulate, distinguished from axiom, by
Aristotle II8-9, by Proclus (Geminus
and "others") 12 I-3: from hypothesis,
by Aristotle 120-1, by Proclus 121-2:
postulates in Archimedes 120, 123 :
Euclid's view of, reconcileable with
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Aristotle's I 19-20, 124: postulates do not
confine us to rule and compass 124: Postu
lates I, 2, significance of, 195-6: famous
.. Postulate of Archimedes" 2 34

Postulate 4: significance of, 200: proofs of,
resting on other postulates 200-I, 231:
converse true only when angles rectilineal
(Pappus) 201

Postulate 5: due to Euclid himself 202:
Proclus on, 202-3: attempts to prove,
Ptolemy 204-6, Proclus 206-8, Na~iraddin
at-Tiisi 208-10, Wallis 210--1, Saccheri
2'11:-2, Lambert 212-3: substitutes for,
"Playfair's" axiom (in Proclus) 220, others
by Proclus 207, 220, Posidonius and
Geminus 220, Legendre 213, 214, 220,
Wallis 220, Carnot, Laplace, Lorenz,
\V. Bolyai, Gauss, Worpitzky, Clairaut,
Veronese, Ingrami 220: Post. 5 proved
from, and compared with, "Playfair's"
axiom 313-4: I. 30 is logical equivalent
of, 220

Potts, Robert I 12, 246
Prime (of numbers): two senses of, 146
Principles, First 117-124
Problem, distinguished from theorem 124-8:

problems classified according to number of
solutions (a) one solution, ordered (TETCt'"Y
pi1lCt) (b) a definite number, ilttermediate
(p.f<1Ct) (c) an infinite number of solutions,
unordered (aTCtKTa) 128: in widest sense
anything propoul1<Ied (possible or not) but
generally a coltstruction which is possible
I28~: another classification (I) problem
in excess (".X.01l<£I01l), asking too much 129,
(2) deficient problem (,XXl1ris ".p6fJX1/p.a),
giving too little 129

Proclus: details of career 29-3°: remarks
on earlier commentators 19, 33, 45: com·
mentary on Eucl. I, sources of, 29-45,
object and character of, 31-2: com
mentary probably not continued, though
continuation intended 32-3: books
quoted by name in, 34: famous "sum
mary" 37-8: list of writers quoted 44:
his own contributions 44-5: character of
MS. used by, 62, 63: on the nature of
elements and things elementary 114-6: on
advantages of Euclid's Elements, and
their object I I 5-6: on first principles,
hypotheses, postulates, axioms 121-4: on
difficulties in three distinctions between
postulates and axioms 123: on theorems
and problems 124-9: attempt to prove
Postulate 5 206-8: commentary on Plato's
Republtc, allusion in to "side-" and
"diagonal-" numbers in connexion with
Eucl. 11. 9, 10 399-400

Proof (ar6o"~ls), necessary part of pro-
position 129-30

Propositiolt, formal divisions of, 129-131
Protarchus 5
PselJus, Michael, scholia by, 70, 7I
Pseudaria of Euclid 7: Pseudographemata 7n.
Pseudoboethius 92

Ptolemy 1.: I, 2: story of Euclid and
Ptolemy I

Ptolemy, Claudius 30 rt.: Harmonica of, and
commentary on 17: on ParalJel-Postulate
28 n., 34, 43, 45: attempt to prove it 204-6

Pythagoras 4 n., 36: supposed discoverer of
the irrational 35 I, of application of areas
343-4, of theorem of I. 47 343-4, 350-4;
story of sacrifice 37, 343, 350: probable
method of discovery of I. 47 and proof of,
352-5: suggestions by Bretschneider and
Hankel 354, by Zeuthen 355-6: rule for
forming right-angled triangles in rational
numbers 351, 356---9, 385

Pythagoreans 19, 36, 155, 188, 279: term
for smface (xpola) 169: angles of triangle
equal to two right angles, theorem and
proof 317-20: three polygons which in
contact filJ space round point 318: method
of applicatiolt of areas (including exceeding
and falling· short) 343, 384, 403 : gnomon
Pythagorean 35 r: "rational" and "ir
rational diameter of 5 " 399-400

Qii9iziide ar-Riimi 5 n., 90
Q.E.D. (or F.) 57
al-Qifti 4 n., 94
Quadratic equation, geometrical solution of,

383-5, 386-8 : solution assumed by Hippo
crates 386-7

Quadratrix 265-6, 330
Quadrature (TETpCt-yW1I'<1p.6s), definitions of, 149
Quadrilaterals, varieties of, 188---90
Quintilian 333
Qus!ii b. Lilqa al-Ba'labakki, translator of

"Books XIV, xv" 76, 87, 88

Radius, no Greek word for, 199
Ramus, Petrus (Pierre de la Ramee) 104
Ratdolt, Erhard 78, 97
Rational (hT6s): (of ratios) 137: "rational

diameter of 5" 399-4°0: rational right
angled triangles, see right-angled triangles

Rauchfuss, see Dasypodius
Rausenberger, O. 157, 175, 313
ar-Razi, Abil Yilsuf Ya'qiib b, Mul:t. 86
Rectangle: = rectangular parallelogram

370: "rectangle contained by" 370
Reytilineal angle: definitions classified 179

81: rectilineal figure 187: "rectilineal
segment" 196

Reductio ad absurdum 134: described by
Aristotle and Proelus 136: synonyms for,
in Aristotle 136: a variety of Analysis
140: by exhaustion 285, 293: nominal
avoidance of 369

Reduction (aral'w-Y1)) , technical term, ex
plained by Aristotle and Proclus 135:
first" reduction" of a difficult construction
due to Hippocrates 135

Regiomontanus (Johannes r.HilJer of Konigs-
berg) 93, 96, 100

Reyher, Samuel 107
Rhaeticus 101
Rhomboid 189
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Rhombus, meaning and derivation [89
Riccardi, P. 96, II 2, 202
Riemann, B. 2[9, 273, 274, 280
Right angle: definition [81: drawing straight

line at right angles to another, Apollonius'
construction for, 270: construction when
drawn at extremity of second line (Heron)
27°

Right-angled triangles, rational: rule for
finding, by Pythagoras 356-9, by Plato
356,357,359,360,385: discovery of rules
by means of gnomons 358-60: connexion
of rules with Eucl. II. 4,~' 36o: rational
right-angled triangles in Apastamba 36[,
363 .

Roth 357-8
Rouche and de Comberousse 313
Rudd, Capt. Thos. 110 '
Ruellius, Joan. (Jean Ruel) 100
Russell, Bertrand 227, 249

Saccheri, Gerolamo [06, [44-5, 167-8,
185-6, 194, 197-8, 200-1

~a'id b. Mas'iid b. al-Qass 90
Sathapatha-Briihmal)a 362
Savile, Henry 105, [66, 245, 250, 262
Scalene (uKaA7JVOS or UKaA7Jvijs) 187-8: of

numbers (== odd) 188: of cone (Apollonius)
188

Schessler, Chr. 107
Scheubel, Joan. [0[, 107
SchiaparelJi, G. V. [63
Schltissel, Christoph, see Clavius
Schmidt, Max C. P. 30+, 319
Schmidt, W., editor of Heron, on Heron's

date 20-1
Scholia to Elements and MSS. of 64-74:

historical information in, 64: evidence in,
as to text 64-5, 66-7: sometimes inter
polated in text 67: classes of, "Scho\.
Vat." 65-9, "Scho\. Vind." 69-7°: miscel
laneous 71-4: "Scho\. Vat." partly derived
from Pappus' commentary 66: many
scholia partly extracted from Proclus on
Bk. I. 66, 69, 72: numerical illustrations
in, in Greek and Arabic numerals F:
scholia by Psellus 70-1, by Maximus
Planudes 72, J oannes Pediasimus 72-3:
scholia in Latin published by G. Valla,
Commandinus, Conrad Dasypodius 73:
scholia on Eucl. II. 13 407

Schooten, Franz van 108
Schopenhauer 227, 354
Schotten, H. 167, 17+, 179, 192-3, 202
Schumacher 321
Schur, F. 328
Schweikart, F. K. 219
Scipio Vegius 99
Sectio Canonis by Euclid 17
Section (rop.r,) :=point of section 170, J7[,

383 : "the section" == "golden section" q.v.
Segment of circle, angle oj; 253: segment

less than semicircle called ,,"'is J87
Semicircle 186: centre of, [86: ,angle oj;

[82, 253

Seqt 304
Serenus of Antinoeia 203
Serle, George [[0

Setting-out (lK/hu!s), one of formal divisions
of a proposition 129: may be omitted 130

Sextus Empiricus 62, 63, [8+
Shamsaddin as-Samarqandi 5 n., 89
"Side-" and "diagonal." numbers, described

398-400: due to Pythagort:ans 400: con
nexion with Eucl. II. 9, [0 398-400: use
for approximation to V2 399

Sigboto 94
"Similar" (==equal) angles 182, 252: "simi

lar" numbers 357
Simon, Max 108, 155, [57-8, 167, 202,

328
Simplicius: commentary on Euclid 27-8:

on lunes of Hippocrates 19, 35, 386-7:
on Eudemus' style 35, 38: on parallels
190-[ : 22, 167, IF, 184, 185, 197, 203,
223, 224

Simson, Robert: on Euclid's Porisms 14:
on "vitiations" in Elements due to Theon
46, 103, ~04, 106, II I, 148: definition
of plane 172-3: [85, [86, 255, 259, 287,
293, 296, 322, 328, 384, 387, 403

Sind b. 'Ali Abu 'Vfaiyib 86
Smith and Bryant 404
"Solid loci" 329, 330: Solid Loci of Aris-

taeus 16, 329
"Solid problems" 329, 330
Speusippus 125
Sphaerica, early treatise on, [7
Spiral, "single-turn" 122-3 n., 164-5: in

Pappus = cylindrical helix 165
Spiral of Archimedes 26, 267
Spire (tore) or Spiric sur/ace 163, 170;

varieties of 163
Spiric curves or sections, discovered by

Perseus J6I, 162-4
Steenstra, Pybo 109
Steiner, Jakob 193
Steinmetz, Moritz 101
Steinschneider, M. 8 n., 76 sqq.
Stephanns Gracilis 101-2
Stephen Clericus 47
Stobaeus 3
Stoic" axioms" 41, 221: illustrations (oei)'-

p.ara) 329
Stolz, O. 328
Stone, E. 105
Straight line: pre-Euclidean (Platonic) de

finition 165-6: Archimedes' assumption
respecting, 166: Euclid's definition, inter
preted by Proclus and Simplieius 166-7:
language and construction of, 167, and
conjecture as to origin [68: other defi
nitions 168-9, in Heron 168, by Leib
niz 169, by Legendre 169: two straight
lines cannot enclose a space [95~, can
not have a common segment [96-9: one
or two cannot make a figure [69, [83:
division .of straight line into any number
of equal parts (an-Nairizi) 326

Stromer, Marte,n II3
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Studemund, W. 92 n.
St Vincent, Gregory of, 401, 40f
Subtend, meaning and construction 249,

283, 35°
Suidas 370
Sulaiman b. 'U~ma (or. Oqba) 85, 90
Superposition: Euclid's dislike of method

of, 225, 249: apparently assumed by Aris
totle as legitimate 226: used by Archimedes
225: objected to by Peletarius 249: no use
theoretically, but merely furnishes practical
test of equality 227: Bertrand Russell on,
227, 249

Surface: Pythagorean term for, xpo'" (==col
our, or skin) 169: terms for, in Plato and
Aristotle 169: bn¢ap€la in Euclid (not
bri1l".ilo~) 169: alternative definitio~ of, in
Aristotle 170: produced by motIOn of
line 170: divisions or sections of solids
are surfaces 170, 171: classifications of
surfaces by Heron and Geminus 170: com
posite, incomposite, simple, mixed 170:
spiric surfaces 163, 170: homoeomeric
(uniform) 170: spheroids 170: plane sur
face, see plane: loci on surfaces 329, 330

SU'face-loci of Euclid 15, 16,33°: Pappus'
lemmas on, 15, 16

Suter, H. 8n., 9n., I7n., I8n., 25n., 78n.,
85-90

Suvorolf, Pro I 13
Swinden, J. H. van 169
Synthesis, see Analysis and Synthesis
Syrianus 30, 44, 176, 178

Tacquet, Andre 103, 105, III
Taittiriya-Sal)1hita 362
Tannery, P. 7n., 37-40, 44, 160, 163,221,

223, 224, 225, 23 2, 305, 353
Ta'rikh alQukamii 4'"
Tartaglia, Niccolo 3, 103, 106
Taurinus, F. A. 219
Taurus 62, 184
Taylor, H. M. 248, 377-8, 404
Taylor, Th. 259
Thabit b. Qurra, translator of Elements

9 n., 42, 75-80, 82, 84, 87, 94: proof of I.
47 364-5

Thales 36, 37, 185, 25 2, 253, 278, 317,
318, 319: on distance of ship from shore
3°4-5

Theaetetus I, 37
Theodorus Antiochita 71
Theodorus Cabasilas 72
Theodorus Metochita 3
Theognis 371
Theon of Alexandria: edition of Elements

46: changes made by, 46: Simson on
"vitiations" by, 46: principles for detect
ing his alterations, by comparison of P,
ancient papyri and" Theonine" MSS. 51
3: character of changes by, 54-8

Theon of Smyrna 172, 357, 358, 371, 398
Theorem and problem, distinguished by

Speusippus 125, Amphinomus 125, 128,
Menaechmus 125, Zenodotus, Posidonius

1;6, Euclid 126, Carpus 127, 128:
views of Proclus 127-8, and of Geminus
128: "general" and "not-general" (or
partial) theorems (Proclus) 325

Theudius of Magnesia I 17
Thibaut, B. F. 321
Thibaut, C.: On Sulvasiitras 360, 363-4
Thompson, Thomas Perronet 1I2

Thucydides 333
Tibbon, Moses b. 76
Tiraboschi 94 n.
Tittel, K. 39
Todhunter, 1. II2, 189, 246, 258, 277,

283, 293, 298, 307
Tonstall, Cuthbert 100
Tore 163
Transformation of areas 346-7, 410
Trapezium: Euclid's definition his own 189:

further division into trapezia and trape
zoids (Posidonius, Heron) 189-9°: a
theorem on area of parallel-trapezium
338-9

Treasury of Analysis (a"a~vo!L'pos r01l"os)
8, 10, II, 138

Trendelenburg 146 n., 148, 1+9
Treutlein, P. 358-60
Triangle: seven species of, 188: "four

sided" triangle, called also "barb-like"
(uK'ilo€lOfS) and (by Zenodorus) KO'~O'Yrl.

"lOP 27, 188: construction of isosceles and
scalene triangles 243

Trisection of an angle 265-7
a!-Tllsi, see Na~iraddin

Unger, E. S. 108, 169

Vachtchenko-Zakhartchenko I 13
Vailati, G. 144 n., 1+5 n.
Valerius Maximus 3
Valla, G., De expetendis et fugiendis rebus

73, 98
Van Swinden 169
Vatican MS. IQO (P) 46, 47
Vaux, Carra de 20
Verona palimpsest 91
Veronese, G. 157, 168, 175, 180, 193-4,

195, 201, 226-7, 228, 249, 328
Vertical (angles) 278
Viennese MS. (V) 48, 49
Vinci, Lionardo da 365-6
Vitruvius 352: Vitruvius and Heron 20, 2I
Viviani, Vincenzo 107, 401
Vogt, Heinrich 360, 36+
Vooght, C. J. 108

Wachsmuth, C. 32 ... , 73
Wallis, John 1°3: edited Comm. on Ptol·

emy's Harmonica 17: attempt to prove
Post. 5 210-1

Weber (H.) and Wellstein (J.) 157
Weissenborn, H. 78n., 92 '1., 94 n., 95,

96, 97 n.
Whiston, W. I II

Williamson, James III, 293
Witt, H. A. II 3
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Woepcke, F., discovered De divisionibus in
Arabic and published uanslation 9: on
Pappus' commentary on Elements 25, 66,
77: 85 n., 86, 87

Xenocrates 268
Ximenes, Leonardo 107
Xylander 107

Yal)ya b. Khalid b. Barmak 75
Yal)ya b. Mul). b. 'Abdan b. Abdalwal)id

(Ibn al·Lubiidi) 90

Yrinus=Heron 22
Yiihanna b. Yiisuf b. al·Harith b. e!.Bitriq

al·Qass 76, 87 .

Zamberti, Bartolomeo 98-100, lor, 104,
106

Zeno the Epicurean 34, 196, 197, 199,
242

Zenodorus 26, 27, 188, 333
Zenodotus 126
Zeuthen, H. G. 15, 139, 141, 146n., 151,

355-6, 360, 363, 387, 398, 399
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